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PRINCE ARTHUR AND HUBERTA TRAGIC SCENE FROM ENGLISH HISTORY:
On llie Heath of Kicliard I.. Prince Anhur. the posthiiuioui srin nf Gi-otTrey. the fourth son of Henry II.. was the ri^'htful heir to the luiglish

crown, but the usurper John imprisoned hini. first at Falaise and then at Rouen, where he perished April 3rd, 1203. The story of King John's
ordenng Hubert to put out the boy's eyes was current soon after Arthur's death, but the exact manner of his end is unknown,

Hubert, if you will, cut out my tongue so I may keep mine eyes ; O, spare mine eyes I
"

—

A'ins yo/ift, Act iv., Sc. t.

From the painting by W. F. Tfeamcs, K.A., in the Manchester Art Gallery
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THE
EMERGING
OF THE

NATIONS IV

THE BRITISH ISLES
FROM EARLIEST TIMES TO THE MIDDLE AGES

By H. W. C. DAVIS, M.A.

pROM the western shores of Europe
' there extends northward into the
Atlantic Ocean a broad submarine shelf

at an average depth of 300 feet below
the surface. On the north-western edge
of this shelf rise Great Britain and Ire-

land, the only two European islands of any
considerable size. They are surrounded
by upwards of 900 smaller islands.

The whole group is to be regarded as

a fragment of the European continent.

It was separated from the continent at

a period when the mammoth and the

cave-bear were still thriving species, and
when the Glacial Epoch had been succeeded
by one of milder climate. The flora and
fauna of the British Isles are different

from those of Europe, and the first human
immigrants came hither before the forma-
tion of the Enghsh Channel and the North
Sea. Of these earhest inhabitants we
. . .

.

possess some memorials, for the

J
. most part flint implements and

c^ A weapons. There are stones

which seem from their shape
to have been used as missiles ; others

to be wielded by the hand for purposes
of striking and cutting ; while some
are carefully pointed, and appear to have
been fitted with wooden handles. In

these stone weapons we find every degree

of finish : the earlier are rudely chipped
into shape ; those of later origin are

polished with a skill which a workman of

to-day, using the best modern tools,

would find it difficult to imitate. The
stock to which belonged the makers of

these weapons is a matter for conjecture.

They are, however, generally agreed to

have been a dark-haired race of the primi-

tive Altaic stock, the Iberians of Tacitus,

and in default of fuller evidence this

hypothesis may be allowed to stand.

This primitive people advanced some
distance from their first stage of civilisa-

tion. They learned to make clay vessels.

They developed a primitive agriculture.

But the means of subsistence which
they could procure in this way and
by their older industries of hunting
and fishing must always have been
„ B "t

scanty, and we cannot suppose

n that they increased in numbersBecame .

-^
, , tt

, , . to any great degree. Hence
an Island -1 "r lY j. ^.uthey fell an easy prey to the
Indo-Germanic race of the Kelts. This
people, advancing westward through
Europe, expelled the Iberians from every
land in which they met them. On
reaching the Atlantic they broke up
into a northern and a southern horde,

the latter marching over the Pyrenees
into Spain, while the former entered
the British Isles. By this time the At-
lantic had forced a passage through
the Enghsh Channel. The flat alluvial

lands of North-western Europe had sunk
;

and the British Isles were now separated
from Scandinavia by the broad but
shallow basin of the North Sea.

The Keltic newcomers were a stalwart

race, and they had already passed into

the age of bronze. Inured to war by
their long wanderings, and equipped
with superior weapons [see page 2431],
they can hardly have found much
difficulty in dealing with the Iberian

aborigines. The latter fled for refuge to

Ireland, to Cornwall, to the mountains of

Wales and Scotland. Their descendants
may still be detected in these outlying

regions, but appear to have adopted the

language of their conquerors. There are

^ . traces of a non-Aryan speech in the
oming

j^gj^-j^ districts of the British Isles,

1^ . but these traces are shght. In the

Keltic immigration two succes-

sive waves can be distinguished. Eirst

came a tribe which bore the name of

Goidels ; next followed the Brythons, who
drove their forerunners to join the Iberians

in the more remote regions of the

3497
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British Isles. The dialects of the two
tribes were different. That of tb.e Goidels

gave birth to the Gaelic, Manx, and Irish

tongues ; while from the Brythonic

dialect are descended those of Cornwall,

now a dead language, and of Wales. It

is probable that these two first and most
important swarms of invaders were con-

. . tinually followed up by smaller

bands. At all events, we know
that Britain was, in the first

as a Land of

Tin Mines
century B.C., still liable to immi-

grations of Keltic tribes from Gaul. But
of these movements and the conflicts to

which they gave rise history has nothing

to record. Before the coming of the

Romans, Britain was known to the civilised

world simply as a land of tin mines.

The development of the tin trade

appears to date from the time of Pytheas
of Marseilles—a Greek scientist, who died in

322 B.C.—who visited Britain with the

object of ascertaining what truth there

might be in the current rumours of the

country's mineral wealth. He explored the

east coast of Britain for a considerable

distance, and observed the habits of the
natives. Tin he can hardly have found in

the parts which he visited, but his native

city appears to have followed up the infer-

ences which he drew. There is the evidence
of coins to prove a trade connection be-

tween Britain and Marseilles at the close of

the third century B.C. When Posidonius,
another Greek explorer, visited Britain,

about no B.C., he found that the tin

trade with Marseilles had reached consider-
able proportions, and that the ore was
mined and smelted by the Britons with a
degree of skill which presupposed a long
experience.

In the wake of the Greek scientists

came the Roman legions. Julius Csesar
found the Kelts of Britain troublesome
neighbours to the newly conquered pro-
vinces of Gaul, and he raided Southern
Britain in 55 and 54 B.C. To these in-

cursions we are indebted for

his highly interesting account
Julius

Caesar in

Brit 2
of British life and manners.
Otherwise they had little result.

In the words of Tacitus, Caesar can be
said only to have indicated Britain as a
future field for conquests. At his first

attempt, he barely succeeded in effecting
a disembarkation before the approach
of the winter season compelled him to
withdraw ; on his second appearance, he
crossed the Thames and entered Essex,

3498

but withdrew after receiving the sub-

mission of the Trinobantes and some other

tribes. From this time forward the re-

lations of Britain with the Roman world
were peaceful, until Claudius undertook
the work of reduction in 43 a.d.

At this date, as in the time of Caesar,

Britain, though comparatively populous,

was weakened by political divisions. It

was inhabited by tribes of small size,

who rarely, if ever, agreed to unite under
a common leader ; and the task of the

invader was facilitated by the mutual
jealousies of tribal kings. Every stage

of civilisation appears to have been re-

presented among these tribes. Those of

the south-east had benefited by peaceful

intercourse with the Roman Empire and
by the infusion of new blood from Gaul.

They drove a considerable trade with
the continent, not only in slaves and skins

and metals, but also in corn and cattle

—

a fact from which we may infer that

they had reached considerable proficiency

in agriculture and stock-breeding.

These tribes made use of coins of gold,

silver, brass and copper. They showed some
,,, skill in working bronze and iron
Weapons , , t-i , i

f th E I
^ cla3^ 1 he remoter peoples,

„ .

**" ^ however, conducted their trade

by the primitive methods of

barter, were barely able to manufacture
the rudest types of pottery, and depended
largely on stone instruments. The interval

between the most and the least civilised

was great. But even the tribes of the
south-east had made little progress in the

art of war. Their strong places were
defended by earthworks and wooden
palisades ; there was no walled town or
fort to be found in Britain, and the

ordinary village was open to the first

attack. The strength of a British army
lay in the scythed chariot and light

cavalry. The skill of the individual

combatant was often great, but the armour
and weapons of offence were poor. There
was a want of discipline, and if the initial

onslaught proved unsuccessful, the entire

host melted rapidly away.
Such difficulty, therefore, as the Romans

experienced in effecting the conquest
and holding the conquered country was
due rather to the circumstances of geo
graphy and to the scattered nature of the
population than to the strength of the
tribal communities with which they had
to deal. The work of reduction pro-
ceeded steadily, though chequered with
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he built between the Sol-

way and the Tyne, ap-

parently less as a boundary
for the Roman province

than to regulate the com-
munications of the subject

tribes on each side of the

wall. As far as the Forth
and Clyde the whole land

remained Roman territory.

Recent arclKeological dis-

c( )veries suggest that
Koman garrisons were at

one time stationed even

lin-ther to the north ; but

the attempt which Severus

made, in 208, to continue

the northern conquests of

A g r i c o 1 a was rudely
checked. The Roman occu-

pation of Britain lasted for

about 350 years. Little,

however, is known of the

history of this period.

The legions of Britain

were an important factor

in several dynastic revolu-

tions. Carausius in 288
attempted to make his

governorship of the island
JULIUS CffiSAR LANDING ON THE SHORES OF ENGLAND ° steppiuo- StOUC tO the
FoUowingin the wake ofthe Greek scientists, the Roman legions found their way to .

^^ '^ . T3 •+
the shores of Britain, Julius Caesar landing in 55 B.C., and raiding Southern Britain, empire, and rSritain rC-
The Roman occupation, beginning a century after Caesar, lasted about 3.'>0 years. r|-|QiT-ipr1 under Yll'^ Tulc an
occasional reverses, until the time of the imperium in imperio for eight years. In

Emperor Hadrian. Of the early governors Diocletian's scheme for the administration

of Britain the most successful

was Julius Agricola (78-84
A.D.), who completed the
conquest of Wales, extended
the sphere of Roman
influence to the Firths of

Forth and Clyde, instilled

into the tribes farther

north a wholesome fear of

the Roman name, and was
meditating an invasion of

Ireland at the time of his

recall. It was in his time
that the leading British
families were induced to

adopt Roman manners and
send their sons to Roman
schools.

Hadrian, who visited the
island in 119 a.d., is

remembered in British
history for the great wall ^

monument to the brave queen boadicea
r,-' iijj-iir Boadicea, an early English queen, fought the Romans in the first century,

01 -Stone, Stuaaea with forts leading her people to the battle. It is said that rather than be taken prisoner

at rPfrnlar intpr^/nlc wViiz-h she slew herself. This statue group, by the late J. L. Thornycroft, standsai regular intervals, W niCh at the foot of Westminster Bridge, London, facing the Houses of Parliament
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A FINE SPECIMEN OF THE ROMAN BATHS IN THE CITY OF BATH

CIRCULAR BATH STILL IN FAIR PRESERVATION IN THE CITY OF BATH

RELICS OF THE ROMAN OCCUPATION OF ENGLAND
Photos by Valentine
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of the empire, Britain, Gaul, and Spain

were grouped together under a Csesar,

who was subordinate to the Augustus of

the West. Constantius, the first holder

of the new office, who died in 306,

became in due time an Augustus, and
planted his capital at York. Through
him Britain may claim a connection with

the work of his son Con-
The First

^^^antine, the founderof the new
Christian

j^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ Bosphorus and the
mperor

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Christian emperors.

Britain, therefore, plays a certain part

in the general history of the empire. But
of the provincials, as distinct from the

legionaries and their governors, history

is almost silent.

Christianity found its way into the

island by the beginning of the fourth

century ; but the old Keltic deities long

continued to receive the veneration of

the natives. Roads and colonies and
camps were built ; in th^ south-east, in

the Severn valley, along the lines of the

great roads, and in the neighbourhood of

the great military stations the dominant
race built sumptuous villas, and attempted
to maintain the luxury of the Roman
fashionable life.

But however much the noblest Keltic

families may have been affected by Roman,
example, there was a broad gulf fixed

between the conquerors and the great

mass of the conquered. City life and
Roman administrative methods offered

little attraction to the provincial, and
Caracalla's gift of the citizenship to all the
free-born inhabitants of the empire was
an inadequate return for the crushing
taxation which was necessitated by an
elaborate and centralised government, a
magnificent imperial court, and the enor-
mous armies of the continental frontiers.

In Gaul and Spain the empire took firm
hold upon the minds of its subjects, and a
new Gallo-Roman nationality came into

existence in these countries; but in

_ . . Britain the Kelt remained, as

A.. V A u of old, turbulent, attached toAttacked by , . , -i , ^ i-,-

R..k.,:... Ills tribal traditions, impatient
of Civilisation, apparently in-

capable of political development.
In the fourth century a.d., Britain,

though shielded by the sea from the pres-

sure of the main barbarian advance, began
to suffer from the guerrilla attacks of the
untamed Kelt on the one side, and of the
Teutonic pirate on the other. The country
lying north of the Roman walls was overrun

3502

by Scots from Ireland. The Picts, or
" painted people," the older inhabitants

of the north, recoihng before the invasion,

sought to make a passage through the

Roman frontier and to find a safer dwelling

in the south. Flying squadrons of the

Scots harassed the south-west coast of

Britain, while the appointment of a
" Comes Litoris Saxonici," to supervise the

defence of the south and east coasts, bears

witness to the raids of a people hereafter

to be intimately connected with- the

fortunes of the British Isles.

In 367 the Roman armies of occupa-

tion were utterly defeated by invaders

from the north and pirates from the

sea ; two years elapsed before the securitv

of the province could be restored.

In 383 a Roman governor, Clemens
Maximus, denuded the British jjtovinces

of their legions in order to make a

bid for the empire ; and although,

fifteen years later, a few soldiers were
sent from Rome to Britain, no attempt
was made to raise the garrison to the old

strength. In 407 the last of the Roman
governors left Britain to repeat the

adventures of Clemens Maxi-
omans ^^^ . ^^-^j^ j^^^ departure the

„**^t Roman occupation came to an
end. The Britons, so long pro-

tected by the armies of the empire, were
left to defend themselves as best the}^ might.

Some great roads, some decaying cities,

soon to be reduced to ruin, a Christian

Church of dubious vitality, a degraded
Latin dialect as the language of educated
society, a few improvements in the art of

agriculture, a few titles of office and
insignia of rank—such appear to have been
the legacies which the Roman conquerors
left behind them.
There followed on the Roman period a

time of wild confusion and anarchy,
extending over the best part of two
centuries. It is the time in which Britain

was colonised by the Angles, Jutes and
Saxons ; in which the Keltic population
was pushed to the far west, or extermin-
ated, or enslaved, according to the humour
of different bands of Teutonic invaders.

These invaders came from the German
coasts of the Baltic Sea : at first, if

the traditions may be trusted, as pirates

under war leaders, afterwards, when the
opportunities afforded by Britain were
more fully realised, by tribes and nations
with their wives and children and house-
hold gods. Each band chose its own



jkj^;^^^\s\\^^\w^^^^

THE ROMANS IN LONDON : MEMORIALS OF THEIR OCCUPATION
It is an interesting fact tliat the first mention of London by classic writers is that which occurs in the Annals of Tacitus.

Excavations for building purposes, carried on in recent years in the vicinity of the Mansion House, have brought to

light many important evidences of the occupation of London by the Romans. The above illustrations show several

discoveries. The stone sarcophagus was found at Haydon Square in the Minories, the sculptured figure on the left

was unearthed in Camomile Street, Bishopsgate, while the piece of tessellated pavement was discovered in Bucklersbury.
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point of descent, and worked ndand till

settlements were provided lor all the

adventurers, or natural boundaries were

reached, or the way was barred by the

settlements of earlier swarms. Bernicia

and Deira—later united as Northumbna—
between the Forth and the Humber ;

East

Anglia, between the Wash and the Stour ;

Essex, Kent,
Sussex, and the

West Saxon
state, which,
beginning at
Southampton,
spread out fan-

wise on each side

of the Itchen
valley and on the

north extended
into the basin of

the Thames, are

the chief of the

early settle-
ments. Far in-

land, in the upper
valley of the

Trent, and round
the Peak in
Derbyshire, were
clustered the

tribes which
a fterwards
coalesced to form
the Mercian king-

dom. In Corn-

wall, Wales,
Strathc ly de—
that is, Cumber-
land, Westmor-
land, and the

western lowlands
o f Scotland —
were huddled
together the
remnants of the
un subjugated
Keltic people.

Of intercourse

the influence of a common religion had

softened their antagonism. The political

system and the private law of the early

English kingdoms are purely Germaiiic.

These kingdoms are ruled by descendants

of Woden '; in the smaller of them the old

national assembly of all the freemen has

still the ultimate authority. In the gesiths

() f kings and
i.^reat men we
may recognise

the comitatus de-

scribed by Taci-

tus. The popular

law courts, in

which the free-

men act as
assessors to an
elected judge, the

village com-
munity, in which
land is periodi-

cally redivided,

the methods of

agriculture, the

law of succession,

the division of

social classes—
all remind us of

the society dc-

jiicted in Ger-

man i a . The
icligion, too, so

tar as we can
judge from scant

memorials, can
be referred to

the same source

—a dry, prosaic

rendering of the

m y t h o 1 o g y
w h i c h Scandi-

navian imagina-

tion has glorified

and immortal-
ised. Into thisTHE BAPTISM OF KING ETHELEERT

The fifth king of Kent, Ethelbert, began his reign in .'168, and followed ,
...

in the paganism of his fathers. His wife, Bertha, daughter of rOUgn ana primi-

Charibert, the Prankish king, was a Christian, and worked persist- tivc SOCicty the

between the two entlytoinduceherhusband to adopt Christianity. When Augustine, Christian religion

rarPQ fhprP r-^r,
^^espatched by Pope Gregory on a missionary enterprise, reached j -^ .

races Xnere can England, he had conferences with Ethelbert, who ultimately became "1'^'^^ i'-_^ Wd,y dL

have been little a convert, and submitted to the Christian rite of baptism

save such as From the fresco in the House of Lords by \\'illiani Dyce, R. A.

exists between master and slave. Place
names apart, the Keltic element in the
English language is small and unimportant.
Whatever traces of Keltic tribal institu-

tions survive in the Teutonic parts of

Western England must be attributed to

the fusion of races at a later period, when

3504

the end of the

sixth century.

Rome, and not

Not that Chris-

take hold, upon

It was imported from
from Keltic Britain.

tianity had failed to

the British Kelt. The names of St

Patricius, the evangelist of Ireland, and
of Pelagius the heretic, are enough to

prove the interest of Roman Britain



EDWIN, KING II MJRTHUMBRIA, A CONVERT TO CHRISTIANITY
The conversion to the Christian religion of Edwin, who became king of Northunibria in 617, was another of the

triumphs of the early Church in Britain. When an attempt was made on his life with a poisoned dagger, Edwin
declared that if he recovered and defeated his enemies, he would cast off his idols and serve Christ. He was restored

to health, and subdued those who had conspired against him ; then he spent a long time in silence deliberating over

the question of religion. Finally, he publicly declared his acceptance of Christianity, and was baptised at York in 627

From the fresco by Fcird Madox Brown in the Manchester Town Hall

in the new religion. If the legends may
be believed, religion had helped to animate
resistance to the barbarian. St. Germanus
of Auxerre is said to have led the Britons

to victory against the Picts and Saxons
at the Hallelujah Field in 430. But the

Kelts made no attempt to proselytise

among their Saxon conquerors.

The first missionaries came from Rome
at the bidding of Gregory the Great

in 597, and the victory of the new
creed is inseparably connected with the

name of their leader, Augustine, who
converted Ethelbert of Kent, at that

time Bretwalda, or overlord of Britain,

made Canterbury the metropolitan see,

and established bishoprics at Rochester
and London. Augustine and his patron
did not, however, live to see the conversion

of the west and north. The evangelist of

East Anglia was a Burgundian bishop,

Felix by name (about 631) ; at the same
date the kingdom of Wessex accepted

the ministrations of Birinus,
°^^

another missionary from Rome.
^. . ^. .^ In Northumbria the good work
Christianity , , t- i-was begun by raulinus, a
follower of St. Augustine, and encouraged
by King Edwin, who succeeded, on the

death of Ethelbert, to the paramount
position among the rulers of the English.

But Edwin fell in battle against the Welsh
and Mercians in 633, and Northumbrian

Christianity was temporarily obliterated

in the period of anarchy which followed

his death. Under his successors, Oswald
and Oswiu, a race of Keltic missionaries

from the Irish monastic colony at lona was
introduced. Northumbria embraced that

emotional, ascetic type of Chris-

Ch h^
'^ tianity which had developed in

„ . ,, J the Isle of Saints during two
Remodelled , . , , c

centuries of separation from
the general body of the Western Church.
But the priests of the south came into

conflict with their Keltic rivals of the

north, and at the Synod of Whitby in 654
King Oswiu decided in favour of St.

Peter's men. His decision determined
the issue of the conflict in every part of

England. The Keltic priests submitted
or retired, and the English Church was
remodelled according to the Roman pattern

by an archbishop sent from Rome, the

famous Theodore of Tarsus (669-690).

From his time the ecclesiastical unity of

England may be said to date.

The whole body of the English clergy now
acknowledged the supremacy of the see

of Canterbury, and began to meet in

national synods for legislation and mutual
encouragement. Thus the nation was
schooled by the Church in habits of

common action and self-government.

Apart from this great service, the new
religion deserves gratitude for the stimulus
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which it gave to intellectual activity. It

inspired the religious poetry of Caedmon,
who died in 680, and of his anonymous dis-

ciple in whose lendering of

the Old Saxon Cicncsis we
have an anticipation of

Milton's genius ; and in the

person of the \'enerable

Pede (673-735) it produced
the greatest historian of

the Dark Ages, and one of

those encyclopedic scholars

who handed on the torch

of learning through a period

of general ignorance. \\'hat-

ever learning, intellectual

activity, or poetic imagina-

tion existed in the early

English was encouraged and
protected by the new re-

ligion. With the internal

squabbles of the English
kingdoms and the vicissi-

tudes of their early struggles

for supremacy the historian

need not concern himself.

Aftei the death of Oswiu,

Nature to remain poor and thinly popu-

lated, she was further weakened by the

feuds of Bernicia and Deira. Her kings,

moreover, allowed them-
selves to be distracted from
English affairs by ill-judged

schemes for the conquest
of the Picts and Scots.

Mercia rose to prominence
on the ruins of Northum-
brian greatness. Cut off

from the sea on every side,

com])osed of heterogeneous
elements, backward in civi-

lisation, Mercia nevertheless

succeeded, under Offa'srule,

in dominating all her

neighbours (757-796). This

sovereign drove the Kelts

still further to the west,

and fixed the boundary
between Wales and Eng-
land by constructing the

great earthwork known as

Offa's Dyke. Under his

guidance England first en-

tered into the sphere ofC/EDMON CROSS AT WHITBY
in 670, Northumbria rapidly S^l-J^tfnl'Sir^d^^^^^^^^^^ European politics f he was
sank from her paramount of Caedmon, a servant of the monastery at on friendly terms with
rsr^c-W.r^,^ T\ r^ ^ -.^ r^ ^ 1 ,. Whitby, who Sang all the principal evBHts ^i , .^ ^ j. jposition. Doomed b v in sacred history Cffidmon died in 680. Charlcs the Great, and

THE ANCIENT CATHEDRAL OF lONA AND ST. MARTIN S CROSS ^ ''"""'^

?a"thedral*'%^h'l"hU°/nr°„"nf ih*''^
'""^^ "^^'des of Scotland, stand the partially-restored ruins of the oldest Scottishcathedral. The history of this sacred isle begins in the year 5(13, when St. Columba, leaving the shores of Ireland

L^u'rned T.l}Z^Sl^ H
^''^"

'^'''^^It''
^^'^^^^^y b"i>t a mon^stery-the mother church of th^e Picts The Norsemen

" Thl^ mL " Sd? T'^hn^nn"'^. '."{f

Sixty-eight monks on one occasion, and slew fifteen of the monks on another,
n^f „,-^^. Dr Johnson, on the occasion of his visit to lona, "is little to be envied whose patriotism wouldnot gam force upon the plains of Marathon, or whose piety would not grow warmer amid the ruins o? E"
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KING EGFRID AND CUTHBERT, THE HERMIT OF FARNE ISLAND
In this illustration Egfrid, king: of Northumberland, is seen offering the bishopric of Hexham to Cuthbert, who had

orig-inally been a shepherd boy, but became a monk at Melrose, and subsequently led the life of a hermit on an islet

off the Northumbrian coast. It is not known whether the humble servant of the Church accepted the king's offer, but

in 685 he was consecrated Bishop of Lindisfarne, which he resigned soon afterwards to return to his hermitage. He
died in 687, and was buried at Lindisfarne. Two hundred years later, in consequence of the ravages of the Northmen,

his remains were removed, and ultimately found a resting place on the hill where Durham Cathedral now stands.

From the design for the fresco by WiUiam Bell Scott at Wallington Hall, Northumberland

respected, though dishked and feared, by
the papacy, now reawakening to a sense

of its European obhgations. But Offa

died before the power of Mercia could be
consoJi dated, and within thirty years

Wessex had supplanted Offa's dynasty
in the supremacy.
The victory of Wessex was due to King

Egbert (802-839), whom, in his younger
daj's, the hostility of Offa had driven to take
refuge at the Frankish court. The lessons

learned at Aachen by the exile were
not thrown away. When he returned,

after the death of his enemy, it was to

establish for himself in England a position

analogous to that held upon the conti-

nent by Charles the Great. He incor-

porated in his kingdom the provinces

of Sussex, Surrey, Kent and Essex

;

the rulers of East Anglia, Mercia, Nor-
thumbria, and North Wales became his

vassals, and the West Welsh were confined

within the narrow limits of Cornwall.

North of the Thames and west of Offa's

Dyke his power rested on insecure founda-

tions, but he had sketched the plan of

the political edifice which his dynasty
was to complete. H. W\ C. Davis
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WESTERN
EUROPE IN

THE MIDDLE
AGES

THE
EMERGING
OF THE

NATIONS V

SPAIN AND ITS CONQUERORS
UNDER THE GOTHS & SARACEN INVASIONS
THI-: union with the Roman Empire

had at first been an indisputable

advantage to Spain. Agriculture and cattle-

breeding were encouraged, excellent roads

and bridges were made, aqueducts were

built for the towns, harbours were con-

si ructed and improved. But the ruinous

economic policy of the emperors, which
reduced Italy to an uninhabited wilder-

ness, began to make its fatal results

gradually apjmrent in Spain.

In the Iberian peninsula those enormous
latifundia. or estates, sprang up, the owners

of which led a luxurious and useless life

in the towns, while gangs of slaves

drove the plough where free men had once

gained their daily bread in zealous

toil. The country folk were cheated out

of their ancestral acres in all kinds of

ways, and went to swell the parasitic

proletariat of the towns. Civic pride died

out, and the municipalities

became copies in miniature of
Rome's Vices

Reproduced

in Spain
Rome—like Rome, corrupt,

and inhabited by a population

to whom work was as hateful as vic^ was
familiar. The nation lost its vitality and
its ]icrsonality, its warlike spirit and
its love of progress. Those who still

retained some degree of vigour expressed

their hostility towards the excesses of

a hypertrophied civilisation, after the

fashion of the half-subdued highlanders

in the north, by joining the banditti

of the mountains, whose numbers in-

creased to a dangerous extent, anl who
became a factor of very serious import
in the daily life of the nation. Jewish
immigration, which had been especially

extensive under Domitian, at last assumed
such proportions that at the time of the

Goths we find the Jews forming an
important and increasing element of the

population. The general advantage to the

country was very small, as the productive
powers of the nation were not appreciably

increased by the mercantile Semites.
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When Christianity gained a footing

on the peninsula, it might have fulfilled

the task that lay before it — namely, to end
the growing sterility of the spiritual

life, and to lay the foundations of a de-

velopment ui)on different lines ; but it

'could not, and would not, breathe fresh life

into the civilisation of the ancient world,

_ • f •* to which it was essentially

th^

'*"' ^ indifferent or hostile ; and it

„ . , was equally powerless to shatter
Peninsula ., ,1, / *

, , r ^
its dull, stereotyped formalism

without that external aid which was after-

wards provided by the upheaval of the

great migrations. Heathen philosophy
and poetry were replaced by theological

disputation, which was equally fruitless,

and was carried on with great animosity.

It entailed the useless expenditure of the

nation's entire intellectual powers at a

time when the barbarians were thundering
at the very gates. One great problem,
however, Christianity solved : it replaced

the jwlitical ties of the Roman I'mpire,

which was then upon the point of dissolu-

tion, by a spiritual bond, which united the

nations of Europe, and enabled them to

take up the old civilisation, to preserve it,

and to improve it for themselves.

Christianity made but a late entry into

Spain. For a long time the growing
Christian communities remained unnoticed
and undisturbed. They developed an
organisation of their own, and kept peace
among themselves, while in other districts

of the Roman Empire theo-

logical differences of opinion
had begun to excite enmity.
The first persecutions took

place in the year 287, and are espe-

cially remarkable for the fact that when
the Spanish Christians had deposed
certain apostate bishops, and elected

others in their stead, they addressed them-
selves to the bishops of Carthage for

confirmation of their action, and did not
appeal to the authority of the Pope,

Deposition

of Apostate

Bishops
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who had already begun to exercise his

supremacy over the Church.
In the year 297 the first Spanish martyrs

suffered death—the Bishop Fructuosus of

Tarraconia, with two of his priests ; and
in 303 the number of martyrs rose con-

siderably during the persecutions of

Galerius Maximianus. Here, as every-

where, repressive measures resulted only
in the wider extension of Christianity.

When the new faith emerged victorious

under Constantine, there were already

nineteen bishoprics in Spain, the incum-
bents of which met in solemn council at

Illiberis, not far from the modern Granada,
to regulate the affairs of the Spanish
Church. Their resolutions indicate a stern

determination to preserve the purity of

the Church and the morals of its members.
During the subsequent struggles between
the Arians and Athanasians, the Spaniards,

under their most famous bishop, Hosius,

remained firm adherents of the Athanasian
teaching.

However, even in Spain degeneration

appeared only too rapidly. The Church
certainly provided an intellectual and

spiritual means of escape from
the intolerable conditions of

Cloistered

Christianity

in Favour
social life ; but those condi-

tions were in no way altered,

and a great impulse was given to an un-
usual growth of monasticism. In the

cloister alone could that equality which
was an essential element in early Chris-

tianity be realised, and retirement from
the social life was inculcated as a duty.
The result was that the bishops were
obliged to make stringent regulations

against the excessive growth of monas-
ticism.

That element of fanaticism in the Iberian

races which in later times was to work
such dreadful effects, showed itself even
thus early. In opposition to the orthodox
churches of the country, which were
founded upon dogma, communities of

mystics had been formed in Spain, just

as under a variety of titles Christians in

faith divided themselves from Christians

in name, seeking blessedness after their

own fashion. . The best characteristic of

this kind of sectarianism is generally its

harmlessness ; and the Gnostic communi-
ties in Spain, at the head of which, at

the beginning of the fifth century, was
Priscillianus, were no exception to this

rule. Certain orthodox bishops considered
it of the highest importance to break

up these harmless and right-living dis-

senting communities ; they denounced
them to the emperors and the Bishop of

Rome, and when Maximus, a Spaniard,
was elected emperor they persuaded him
to order the execution of the heads of this

party, and of Priscillianus in particular.

They even urged the creation of a formal

Th R"
court of inquisition, a project

- 1, '^t- that was only with difficulty
of Gnostic r . - J -^T-i -- ^•

«s^-;»#:«.. frustrated. These Gnostic
oocieties . ^

.

, , 1

societies arose not only be-
cause the creeds of the Church failed

to satisfy their members, but also as a
protest against the prevalent immorality
and corruption, which resulted from the
unhappy conditions of social life, and
with which the Church was powerless to

cope. The Gnostics themselves had no
other remedy for this evil except that of

renunciation and retirement ; they could
not invigorate decaying society. Thus,
when the northern barbarians passed the
threshold of the Pyrenees they found the
country sunk in spiritless resignation.

No one seemed to think it worth while
to strike a blow in defence of the old in-

stitutions, now hollow and corrupt ; the
landed proprietors attempted to taste the
pleasures of life in wild orgies before the
pageant reached its close, and the mass of

the people seemed entirely indifferent to

their fate. Thus, the Roman period of

Spanish history came to an end in an
inglorious torpor.

Thanks to its position, the Iberian

peninsula was long spared the attacks
of the German migratory tribes. As a
matter of fact, the country was almost
impregnable as long as the passes on the

north were protected by a small force.

When, in the year 407, the British legion

chose Constantine as emperor in opposi-

tion to Honorius, some distinguished

Spaniards raised an armed force from
the slaves and labourers on their estates,

and successfully held the passes of the

w^ r -. , Pyrenees until Spain recog-
Forfeited • j xu -j-ir
p. . nised the usurper m the
ig s o

following year. This last effort

of the Spaniards had import-

ant consequences for them. Constans,

the son of Constantine, deprived them of

the right of guarding the passes, and en-

trusted this duty to the Honorians, a
body of untrustworthy troops, picked up
from several nationalities. The leaders of

the Vandals, the Suevi and the Alani,

who were then roving about in Southern
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Gaul, had no difficulty in coming to an

understanding with those redoubtable

defenders. In the year 409 the dreaded

barbarians broke into the unhappy
country, and the inhabitants submitted

to fate almost without a struggle.

The result was an extraordinary de-

crease in the population. As there was
. little or no serious fighting,

Tpi* the number of the slain could
an ague

^^^ have been great ; but the
pain

utter devastation of the country

produced a withering famine, and the

plague broke out with great violence

among the starved population. When the

conquerors themselves began to suffer,

they were obliged, whether willingly or

not, to restore some form of order which
should, at least, permit the cultivation

of the soil. They divided the peninsula

among themselves by lot : the Suevi and
part of the Vandals took the North-west,
the remaining Vandals took Baetica

—

that is, the South ; the Alans took
Lusitania and the southern portion of

Tarraconia, while the rest of this province
was left to the Roman viceroy, Gerontius,

who had assisted the German invaders out
of hatred for Constantine. As before,

the races in the mountains on the north
seem to have preserved their independence.
Gerontius was killed soon after in the
struggle with the Gauls, and the Alans
took possession of the territory assigned
to him.

Meanwhile, the Roman capital had been
pressed to the uttermost extreme by the
Western Goths, and had sought to save
itself by inviting the Goths to undertake
the reconquest of Gaul and Spain, in the
hope that the barbarians would either

destroy or keep one another in check.
In the year 414 the first bands of Goths,
under Athaulf, appeared in the modern
Catalonia (Gotalonia). A year later,

under Wallia, they had overrun the entire

peninsula, and were prevented only by

g . . chance from carrying the war

Driv n
into Africa itself . The German

,. w . . races alreadv settled in Spain
the Mountains , . - ,, ^ , ,

were driven into the wild
North-west, and Roman governors were
reinstated in the provinces, while the Goths
themselves retained the possessions in

Aquitania and Catalonia which had been
assigned to them by the emperor. And
it is a strange and significant fact that
when the hated barbarians were driven
into the Galician mountains, numbers of
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the natives joined their ranks, preferring

to share danger and freedom with the wild

sons of the North rather than bow their

necks aga"in under the yoke of the Roman
military bureaucracy. Here we have the

clearest possible proof that the world-

wide empire of Rome was on the point

of collapse.

The Germans in Galicia, who, for want
of better occupation, had been carrying on
incessant war among themselves, now
made a second irruption into the country.

The Roman governor, Castinus, was
abandoned by his German auxiharies at

the moment of greatest need, and over-

thrown in Baetica by the Vandals in 422 ;

the richest province of Spain, which then,

apparently, gained its name Andalusia
(Vandalitia), fell into the hands of the

conquerors. Shortly afterwards a Vandal
fleet made a descent upon the Balearic

Islands, whither the riches of the Spaniards

had been convej^ed, and carried off these

carefully guarded treasures.

Some remnants of the love of freedom
were manifested in the Spanish towns

:

Carthagena and Seville attempted to shake
off the barbarian yoke, but

. _ . paid very dearly for the effort.
in Possession f- , 1 • , . j

- - . Carthagena was destroyed
^ "^

entirely, and Seville was
sacked. The Vandals then crossed into

Africa, and Andalusia again fell into Roman
hands. But after a few years the Suevi

replaced the departed Vandals, and left

nothing to the Roman governors, save the

province of Tarraconia. At last the Western
Goths took the field, and, under their king,

Theoderic II., finally reduced the whole
of Spain. The Suevi were restricted to a

portion of Galicia, were obliged to submit
to the Goths, and continued for some time,

like the native mountain tribes in the

north, half independent and ever ready to

create disturbance among the valleys of

their mountain district. The king of the

Western Goths, Eurich (466-484), was
recognised by the court at Rome as the

lawful possessor of Spain and Southern
Gaul.

The period of West Gothic supremacy
falls naturally into two unequal portions,

the dividing point being marked by the

conversion of Recared from Arianism
to the orthodox behef. It was an unfor-

tunate circumstance that most of the

German migratory races had adopted the

Arian form of Christianity, and clung

firmly to that belief, while the subjugated
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peoples of the Roman Empire, in particular

the Spaniards, were fanatical adherents
of the orthodox teaching.

We may assert that Arianism was the
ruin of the Vandals in Africa. During
the centunes of Roman rule national
differences had disappeared, and, con-
sequently, the fair-haired barbarians
began to adopt the civilisation which
they had conquered, and found their

origin no bar to their progress. But these

national divergencies had been replaced

by the sharper line of demarcation of

religious belief ; the more insignificant the
points of difference were, the more passion-

ately did men cling to their own creeds.

The Goths were too keen not to recognise

that the maintenance of their power
depended, in the long run, upon the
closeness of their union with the native

inhabitants. The Eastern Goth, Theudes,
the guardian.of Amalarich, broke through
the prevailing customs about 560, married
a noble Spanish lad3% and formed a body-
guard of Spanish troops. There are many
instances of similar attempts to promote
mutual friendship between the races.

The far-seeing among the
Goths must have been all

the more pained by the
religious opposition be-

tween the conquerors and the natives,

because the spirit of hostility, which with
time grew less marked, was continually re-

animated by the narrow bigotry of the
Gothic princes. Thus, King Agila (549-554)
instituted and organised the persecution of

the orthodox Christians. A considerable

amount of trouble abroad was also brought
about by the Arianism of the Goths. There
was much friction with the Franks, for

Prankish princesses who had married Goths
found themselves beset by proselytising

Arians.

The Emperor Justinian, the conqueror of

the heretical Vandals, made serious prepara-

tions, in conjunction with the orthodox in

Spain, for reconquering the lost province.

He actually succeeded in getting possession

of some towns on the south-east coast in

the 5'ear 552. From that time war with the

Byzantines was one of the permanent duties

of the Gothic rulers ; but even the warlike

Leovigild, who everywhere firmly estab-

lished the Gothic power, could not entirely

drive the Byzantines from the country.

Under the government of Leovigild

(56S-586), however, who was a vigorous

supporter of Arianism, a revolution had

King Agila

Persecutor of the

Christians

already begun. The eldest son of the
king, Hermenegild, who was afterwards
canonised, was converted to the Athanasian
belief, chiefly through the efforts of his

Prankish wife, Ingund ; the mere fact of

this conversion was enough to excite the
inhabitants of several towns of Andalusia,
where the prince had made some stay,

_ p . to a revolt against the king,

„ .,. with the obiect of putting
Hcrmcnegjjd tt u • u- i -ru
D » * rk .t Hermenegild m his place. 1 herut to Death ,, ° ^ , ,

revolt was suppressed, and a
second, which was supported by the By-
zantines and Suevi, met with no success ;

Hermenegild was taken prisoner and put
to death by the king's orders.

However, this unsuccessful rising was
only the prelude to a general change in

Gothic behef, a change which political

expediency demanded. Recared, the
successor of Leovigild (586-601), adopted
the Athanasian belief in the tenth month
of his reign, and was supported by his

people with but little dissent. The Arian
writings were collected and burned on a
certain day by the king's orders. The
strained relations which had existed

between conquerors and conquered were
removed ; the clergy, who had clung most
closely to the Roman civilisation, and had
most zealously stimulated opposition to

the barbarians, saw that the time of its

triumph had come, and prepared to enjoy
the splendour of the Church, triumphant
after the days of sacrifice and persecution.

In a short time the proud Gothic princes

had learned to scan anxiously the faces of

the prelates of their realm, when impor-
tant decisions were hanging in the balance,

and exchanged profound communications
with learned bishops upon doubtful points

of Christian dogma.
Social conditions in Spain had in no

way deteriorated under Gothic rule. The
victors, indeed, claimed two-thirds of the

country for themselves ; but the serfs

who had to till the land for them found
their masters just and kind at

r°*^T't*
heart, if rough in manners,

. °g * !°^^ and their rule greatly preferable
pam

^^ ^^^ scourge of the corrupt

Roman landowners. Moreover, a third

of the arable land was left to the Spaniards,

who were, thus far, in free and undisputed
possession, and were by degrees admitted

to share the privileges and responsibilities

of the Goths. After the schism in the

Church had been healed, property began
steadily to pass into the hands of the
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clergy, to the ultimate benefit of the

vastly preponderating native population.

In some exceptional cases taxation seems
to have been excessively high ; but, as a

general rule, the kings were satisfied with

the gifts of their free subjects and with the

income accruing from the royal domains.

It is reasonable to suppose that this

improvement in social con-
ig ora

(jiji(^j^s brought about an
standard ^ • ^i. i r
t .,. /- .1 improvement m the morals ot

of the Goths ^
,' . . „ .

, ,.

the nsmg Spanish generations.

The example of the Gothic peoples also

exercised a great influence. The testimony
even of their opponents ascribes to them
from the outset all the virtues of the

Germanic national character—faithful-

ness, uprightness, and social purity ; the
strong contrast which they formed to the

Roman corruption may be deduced from
the fact that in the mouth of the Goths the

word " Roman," by which they denoted
all native Spaniards, was a synonym for

liar and cheat. The sim))le morality of

the Goths was also manifested in their

legal code, the " lex visigotarum," issued to

Goths and Spaniards under Chindasvinth

(641-649) and Reccesvinth (649-672) ;

this was founded upon the Roman civil

law, but was free from hair-splitting and
quibbles.

Only a small fraction of the Spanish popu-
lation resisted the Gothic rule—namely,
those highlanders in the north who had
not been properly subjugated even under
the Romans, and who continued to

make occasional incursions from the
Asturian and Biscayan mountains. The
Goths never subdued them completely,
though Christianity gradually took root
among them. In the struggle between
Christianity and Islam they still had an
important part to play in history.

Though the native population gradually
adjusted itself to existing conditions,
there was another people who refused
to be assimilated, and remained as a

„ foreign and deleterious body in

Jews *^^ organism of Gothic Spain.

Grew Rich ^^ ^'^ have already observed,
the Jews who were expelled

from Italy under Domitian came, for

the most part, to Spain, and there, as
elsewhere, speedily enriched themselves
through financial affairs. The Goths
found them settled in every town, and
ready, even under the new government,
to continue a business that contributed
but little to the social prosperity. It
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seems that the Arian Goths, who were at

first looked upon with suspicion by the

Christian Spaniards, made friendly ad-

vances to the Jews, who were in a position

similar to their own. Many Gothic
princes were not ashamed, when they
were pressed for money, to turn to Jewish
usurers ; the Arian kings also raised no
obstacles to the suspicious operations of

the chosen people, and contented them-
selves with the imposition of a tax on
Jews, which formed a considerable part of

the royal revenue.

As usual in such cases, the Jews, from
a financial, became a political, power.
As long as the Jews were allowed only to

accumulate hoards of coin there was a
natural limit to the activities even of the
most grinding usurer ; but when they
were allowed to possess real property, and
to make slaves of free men, then the
unprofitable and ruinous methods of

Jewish capitalism gained unbounded scope.

Es})ecially disgraceful was the trade in

slaves and castrated children which
Jewish speculators carried on with the
Arab settlements. Under King Egiza

p I-,- (687-701) the situation had

p . become unbearable, and led

.J to a catastrophe. The king
attempted to bring over the

Jewish capitalists to the Christian Church
by the promise of nobility and immunity
from taxation, while the refractory were
expelled from the country. But it was
discovered that the new converts were
plotting a revolt with those who had
emigrated to Mauretania, a movement
which the numbers and wealth of the

Jews made extremely dangerous ; re-

course was then had to measures of the
greatest severity. There is no possible

doubt that the Jews, as a result of these

events, had an important share in the
conquest of Spain by the Arabs.

It is, perhaps, idle to inquire how a
country and a' nation would have deve-
loped if an irruption from without had
not given a different direction to all its

striving after progress ; but we may, at

least, conclude that, had it escaped the
Saracen invasion, Spain, like the rest of

Western Europe, would have fallen under
the feudal system. Signs already be-

tokened an unavoidable breach between
the royal house and the nobility. The
nobles attempted to limit the ancient
right of the people freely to elect their

king, so as to increase the influence of
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the upper classes. The clergy strength-

ened their temporal power, and the

stronger among the kings endeavoured
to make their position hereditary. Under
the corrupting influence of the Roman
element in the population even the high

morality of the Gothic people gradually

degenerated. Before our gaze is unfolded

a long series of wars unscrupulously waged,
treaties disgracefully concluded.

In France absolute monarchy had finally

won the day, while in Germany and
Italy total disruption and confusion were
the result. Spain, too, it seems, would
here have had a worthy task to accom-
plish in the recreation of European civilisa-

tion. But fate willed that it should exert

an influence, extraordinary, though tran-

sitory, of quite another nature on the his-

tory of human civilisation. The fact that

the greater part of Spain was conquered
by the followers of Islam, and that the old

population was not thereby destroyed,

produced a brilliant complexity of Roman
and Oriental civilisation at the period

when feudal chivalry was at the height

of its development in the rest of Europe.

. . The Gothic kingdom was torn

f*A '^'k''^
by internal dissensions when the

? ""? first Arab bands cast longing

glances across the strait towards
smiling Andalusia, which promised a prize

far surpassing any that the wild mountains
of Mauretania had to offer. The Arabic
general, Musa ben Noseir, had begun the

subjection of the district of Mauretania in

the year 697, and had, in the main, com-
pleted his task after several years of war-
fare. But his greatest success consisted in

the fact that he had inspired a portion of

the warlike Berber tribe with enthusiasm
for Islam, and had enlisted them under his

standard. He had thus created a reserve

force, which was to be of the greatest

importance in every further undertaking,
for upon it Spanish Islam depended for a

century, the position of Islam in Spain
being untenable without Mauretania.
The rulers of the Gothic kingdom, who

possessed some settlements on the African

side of the strait, do not seem to have
recognised the danger which thus threa-

tened them, although Musa had pushed
forward a strong force under his lieu-

tenant, Tarik, as far as Tangier, and had
wrested this town from their grasp. It

is clear that certain Gothic nobles first

aroused in Musa the idea of an invasion

of Spain. It would, however, have been

quite possible for the Goths, if they had
forgotten their internal differences, to

have prevented the landing of the Arabs.
The town of Ceuta, perhaps the last

remnant of the Byzantine possessions in

Africa, repelled all Musa's attacks, and
an Arab fleet was utterly defeated by the

Gothic navy under Theodomir in 709.

_^ ^ Unfortunately, the approach
-.

*
.
°

.

**^
of danger found the Gothic

Empire in t- • • x t-l i
•

^ , . Empire m confusion. 1 he king,

Witiza, who had reigned since

the year 701, was by no means equal to

his responsibilities, and in his efforts to

restrain the threatening advance of feu-

dalism, had rushed into the extremes of

cruelty to which weak rulers are prone.

Among other crimes, he caused the duke
Theodefred of Cordova to be blinded, and
thereby created an implacable enemy in

his son Roderick, who apparently took
refuge with the mountaineers in the

north. Roderick succeeded in collecting

a body of Spanish and Gothi: adherents

and in overthrowing Witiza n 710. But a

breach in the Gothic nation was thus

brought about which could never be

repaired.

The downfall of Witiza was not merely

the removal of a man unworthy of rule

;

a number of important famflies who
had been his supporters lost their power
at the same time. Many ambitious nobles

considered the new occupant of the throne

a usurper, and thought they had an equal

right to the crown. In their blind rage

they grasped at the first hand which
offered help. Emissaries of the defeated

faction, among them Witiza's brother,

Oppas, the Archbishop of SeviUe, betook

themselves to Musa's camp, and invited

him to fight against Roderick. The Arab
chroniclers narrate romantic occurrences,

such as are born of the popular imagina-

tion, which is ever ready to surround the

fall of a mighty kingdom with the glamour

of legend and fable ; the fact is, that

. the feudal system, with its
Goths in

insatiable lust for power and

w-tk^A K dominion, a spirit that was
With Arabs

^gg^jj^g^ ^^ flourish so long in

the rest of Europe, was in this country

the ultimate cause of these events.

Musa at once sent a small force under

Tarik across the strait by way of trial.

Tarik found the representations of the

Gothic conspirators true, the country rich

and but weakly defended. After his

return Musa placed under his command
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an army of 12,000 men, which was after-

wards increased to 17,000. He took no
part in the campaign himself, and appar-

ently desired Tarik to do nothing more
than gain a firm footing in Andalusia,

whereupon he proposed to follow with the

main army and to conclude the struggle.

In pursuance of this plan, most of the

Arabs remained in Africa, and
,,.r* . . the Berbers formed the majority
Victories m r t i > . wu u.... of Tanks troops. When he
Andalusia i i i • ,i . .1 -

landed, m the year 711, at that

rock fortress which since then has borne the

name of Tarik's rock (Gibraltar), he met
with only slight resistance, as King Roderick
had made practically no preparations for

defence. With the help of his Gothic allies,

Tarik was able to lay waste Southern
Andalusia at his leisure.

At length, the Gothic levies and their

Spanish subjects were assembled. In

numbers Roderick's army was considerably
superior to that of Tarik ; and when the
armies met in a bloody battle at Xeres de
la Frontera, the mailed cavalry of the
Goths might have won the victory had
not the treachery of Witiza's adherents
thrown their ranks into confusion. Thus
the fate of the kingdom was decided in one
great battle in July i9-26th, 711. The
Goths fled in utter rout ; their king dis-

appeared in the confusion, and was never
seen again. The victorious Arabs had no
intention of handing over the crown to
Witiza's faction, but took possession of

Spain in the caliph's name. Musa, whose
jealousy was excited by Tarik's brilliant

victory, came over immediately, and
completed the subjugation of the country.
The history of Islam in Spain appears

to be one wild confusion when considered
in detail ; but when regarded from a
sufficiently comprehensive point of view,
it resolves itself without difficulty into
certain periods and stages, which follow
naturally upon one another. After the
conquest of the country and the failure of

g . the invaders' attempts to push

ofsaraccn "^rthward into France, Spain

F ™ o : , - became a member of the Saracen
E< m p I r e y,

,tmpire ; but its most remote
member, and one destined by its position
and geographical characteristics to be
independent. In fact, the country speedily
severed its connection with the central
power, and became an independent and
miniature caliphate, its organisation
being based on the lines of the caliph's
empire. The second period coincides
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with the greatest prosperity of this

Spanish caliphate.

The feudal tendencies peculiar to

kingdoms founded on conquest soon
manifested themselves. The component
parts of the Spanish kingdom kept strug-

gling for greater independence, and, at

length, the caliphate became but the
shadow of its earlier greatness, while on
the north Christian provinces increased in

strength, and threatened the small and
helpless provinces of Islam with total

destruction. Then we see how closely

Islam bound Southern Spain to Africa.

Twice was the Mohammedan power saved
from destruction by the rulers of Morocco,
who, seemingly at least, restored the unity
of the Saracen possessions. When this help

was at last withdrawn, a Moorish kingdom
held out for centuries in the mountains of

Granada, and succumbed at last to the

united attacks of the Christian rulers.

The last and saddest period begins with
the fall of Granada ; it comprises the vain

attempts to convert the Moors to Chris-

tianity and the despairing revolt of the

Moriscos, and it ends with the complete
-. expulsion of the Moors from

of'the''*
Spain. Parallel with the pro-

-, gress thus outwardly mani-
Moors ? . J -u £

tested, there runs a course of

development below the surface. From
the original mixture of populations
there is formed the Moorish people, who
finally appear as an ethnological unity,

although, in the course of history, they
are continually receiving accessions of

fresh blood. As we rarely have an oppor-
tunity in historical times for observ-

ing so closely the formation of new people,

the rise of the Moors demands our closest

attention. Especially do we see how a
common spiritual belief — in this case

Islam—can serve as a temporary bond of

union until separate groups have coalesced,

and differences of language and physique
have been modified or have disappeared.

The work of unification was finally accom-
plished by the Arab language.
The native Spaniards who remained in

the country formed the main stock
of the population ; they themselves were
a product of the blending of Iberians,

Kelts and Romans. Many Goths also

remained, and if converted to Islam, con-
tinued to enjoy a portion of their property
and influence ; for example, the feudal

lords of ]\Iurcia sprang from an ancient

Gothic family ; and upon the fall of the
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caliphate, an independent Moorish state

arose in Aragon, with Saragossa as its

capital, the rulers of which could also

boast of Gothic descent. Elsewhere the

Arabs simply took the place of the Gothic
lords, and were careful not to disturb

the tributary native population. Simi-

larly, in the towns, the Spanish inhabi-

tants were, for the most part, allowed to

remain.
The Arabs formed the new Spanish

nobility. They were the real exponents
of the beliefs of Islam and of the policy of

conquest connected therewith ; but they
were not, in any sense, a united body,
fighting on behalf of one faith. No
matter how far they pushed their brilliant

campaigns, to their new homes they
brought their racial feuds and family

quarrels, and they drew swords upon their

own brethren almost more cheerfully than
upon the enemies of their faith, being

ever ready to avenge old blood-feuds or

recent insults. Especially noticeable is

the hostility which appears und^r many
names between the pure-blooded Bedouins
of Upper Arabia, who generally appear as

the Kaisite, or Mahadit, party,

and the party of the Jemenites,
The Famous
Battle

of Secunda
or Kelbites, which comprised
the peasants and town popula-

tion. Spain saw many a murderous
battle of this kind, such as the famous
stniggle at Secunda in 741, when the

Kelbites were defeated. It was chiefly

owing to these battles that the Arab ele-

ment, which had at first preponderated,
gradually began to lose ground, not alto-

gether to the advantage of civilisation

in IMoorish Spain.

The Arabs had no means of replacing

the men they lost ; but exactly the

opposite was the case with the other race,

the Berbers, whose rude power had really

brought about the conquest of Spain and
who settled side by side with the Arabs
in the newly won territory. Repeatedly
Spanish Islam became indebted to this

people for its salvation, and such assistance

invariably coincided with the immigra-
tion of a large body of Berbers into

Spain. The higher civilisation derived

no advantage from them. Intellectual

development suffered, in fact, irremediably
through the growing influence of the

bigoted, fanatical Berbers.

The close connection wdth Africa, whence
came this strong infusion of Berber
blood, with its unfavourable results, also

occasioned the immigration of a con-
siderable number of negroes, who entered
the country as the slaves or bodyguard
of the princes, and were gradually
absorbed into the new population as

it was being formed. They certainly enter
into the composition of that motley
and brilliant picture of the Moorish period

in Spain which imagination

K^Y^
°° ^° easily depicts; but their

. j^ influence upon the morals of

the nation cannot be described
as favourable. The main body of the
Moorish population lived in the south
of Spain, a region where the overflowing
abundance of Nature's gifts tends to

enervate even the most vigorous race.

In Carthaginian and Roman times the
inhabitants of Andalusia were the most
unwarlike and the most easily conquered
of all the peoples in the peninsula ; during
the period of Islam they retained this

unenviable reputation. The rulers of the
country could not rely upon the inhabi-

tants, and were, therefore, obliged to

organise their armies round a strong

nucleus of foreign troops ; similarly, at an
earlier period the Turdetani had enlisted

Celtiberian warriors in their service.

These soldiers, who were of most diverse

origin, contributed an additional element

to the mixture of nationalities. During the

period of the caliphate we find numerous
" Slavs " in the service of the monarchs.
Although all troops enlisted from the north

of Europe were known generally by
this name, yet we are apparently here

concerned with those Slavonic prisoners

of war who were taken in large numbers
during the conquest and colonisation of

Eastern Germany, and were transferred

south by the Jews in course of trade.

The Jewish traffic in slaves is mentioned
by Germanic authorities of the period.

Many of these northern soldiers made
their permanent homes in Spain under the

Moors, and intermingled with the rest of

the population. Finally, the

^^^w\ J^^^^' whose lucrative activity

f A K ^^^ ^^^" mentioned above,
of Arabs

intermarried but little or not at

all with the Moors of Islam ; but their num-
bers and character made them important in

another way. They had come in a body
into Spain from Morocco in the wake
of the Arabs. Those native Jews who had
survived the earlier persecutions wel-

comed the conquerors with open arms.

They had every reason for doing so : the
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era of the Moors in Spain was destined

to be for the Jew a period of })rosjierity,

both in the good and bad sense of the word.

In the first period of Islam rule the

different streams of population flowed

in j)arallel or transverse directions almost

without intermingling. The conquest of

the country was quickly accomi)lished

, after Musa reinforced Tarik's
The Cai.ph s

j^^^.^^^^ f^j.^e with the main

R ""ird
strength of the Arab army.

"* *
Generally speaking, the victors

l)chaved with great moderation, thanks
to the commands of the cahph and also

to the presence of Gothic deserters in

tlieir ranks. Musa and Tarik were guilty

of acts of aggression, and were speedily

recalled. Subsequently the governors,

who set up their residence in Cordova,
were changed constantly.

The Aral)s, who had had the least share

in the fighting, succeeded in gaining for

themselves the lion's share of the booty.

They divided the rich province of Anda-
lusia among themselves, and established

themselves as the dominant landed class.

Very few of them settled in the towns,

where Christian and Mohammedan
Spaniards lived side l)y side with the Jews
in peace. The Berbers, who had borne
the main brunt of the war, received the

barren portions of the countrv, "the high
tablelands of the interior, the northern
frontier — whence they were speedily

obliged to beat a partial retreat—and
the bare mountains in the south. The
Arabs were, for the moment, fairly well

satisfied : Musa's army had been largely

composed of Jemenites and the old "De-
fenders," the ancient companions in arms
of Mahomet, who had fallen into disrepute
at the caliph's court, and now found a

refuge in Spain. But this was altered when
a fresh wave of Arab immigrants swept
into the peninsula.

A terrible revolt of the Berber popula-
tion in Africa, in the year 741, obliged

the caliph Hischam to despatch
. ^„ . Arabian troops, under the

o , .. general Kolthum, against the
Population » , , , ,

2. ir -^
rebe s ; he also sent Kaisite

Arabs from Syria, whose racial hatred of

Jemenites and Defenders had often been
displayed with portentous restilt, and after

the bloody Battle of the Meadow had
risen to fiercer heat. The African Arabs,
who were also Jemenites for the most
part, received the army of relief with deep
mistrust ; many towns closed their gates
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against the force, and the contingents of

indigenous Arabs joined the army much
against their will. Kolthum then attacked
the Berber army, and was defeated and
slain.

His nephew, Baldsch, flung himself

into Ceuta with 7,000 Syrian cavalry in

the hope of escaping to Spain. He had
failed to take into account the racial

hatred of the Spanish Arabs. Abdalmelik,
who was then governor of Spain, was a
fanatical " Defender," and coolly allowed
the Arabs to be reduced to the extremities

of starvation by the Berbers who besieged

them. An unexpected occurrence gave
the hard-pressed men breathing space.

The news of the revolt of the African

Berbers had gone abroad in Spain, and
the Berbers of that country, who were
disregarded or despised by the Arabs,

were stirred to a state of restlessness,

which was further encouraged by sectarian

fanatics. At length the outbreak came.
The entire north of Spain took up arms.
At this terrible crisis Abdalmelik resolved

to call in the help of Baldsch and his

Syrians. A promise was extorted from that

half-starved army that they
*"* ^""^ would leave Spain when they

_. . had conquered the enemy : they
Dissensions ,^

, , j- 1

were brought across, fed

and clothed, and after several bloody
battles the Berbers were completely
crushed. Then, however, the inevitable

dissensions among the Arabs broke out.

A quarrel took place on the subject of the
return to Africa. Baldsch seized Abdal-
melik, and had him put to death in a
shameful manner. Thereupon the Spanish
Arabs took up arms, and made common
cause with the Berbers. Baldsch gained
a victory over them, but died of his wounds
in 742. The war continued until the arrival

of a new governor put an end to hostilities.

The new immigrants obtained lands in

Murcia, Granada, Malaga, Seville and
Jaen. Henceforward, the old animosity
between Syrians and Jemenites constantly
broke out. Bloody battles were fought,

and for a long period these internal

dissensions were the predominant feature

in the Internal history of Mohammedan
Spain. By degrees, however, the spirit

of party died away under the influence of

a new environment, and nothing remained
to fight for. The work of reconciliation

was completed by the closer fusion of the
races.

Heinrich Schurtz
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RISE OF THE CHURCH IN THE WEST
MISSIONARY ZEAL OF GREGORY THE GREAT
THE roaring waves of the great migra-

tions beat upon a twofold wall ; the

Roman Empire collapsed before their

onslaught, but the Christian Church,
though severely damaged, was able to

survive the catastrophe. Even while

the Teutonic nations in the vigour of

their youth were dividing the empire as

the spoil of victory, the Teutons were
learning to bow the knee in reverence

before the Church. It was no longer the
Church of a few, a small community of

simple-hearted men and women, but was
already a widespread organisation. More-
over, it had received into itself the heathen
masses, and these had in many places re-

tained much of the spirit of heathenism.
Creeds, too, had been formulated, and the

early ties of brotherhood had become canon-
ical obedience to the authority of the Church.
But by reason of its very modifications,

Christianity was probably more capable of

/w^i ^ . appeal to these rough nations.
The Teutons . i xj-.-as it was less m contradiction

Ch*^'^r
.. withtheirmodesof thought andns lani y ^jjgjj-j^a.tural sympathies. The

strength of that antagonism in which every
heathen stood to Christianity was further
broken in the case of these Teutonic nations
by the factthat the migration had torn them
from their native soil. The figures of their

own gods grew pale when* they found
themselves surrounded by other mountains,
streams and groves than those in which
their native gods had hitherto lived.

There was a third fact that facilitated the
reception of Christianity by the Teutons,
notwithstanding their entire hostility to
the Roman Empire. When they came
into contact with the Christian Church in

larger numbers, there existed two abso-
lutely opposed forms of Christianity, the
Catholic and the Arian creeds. In the
imperial church orthodoxy won the day,
and the Arians were regarded as enemies.
Hence it was possible for the Teutonic
nationalities to accept Christianity and
yet to retain their hostility to the Roman
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Empire ; it was thus Arian Christianity
which they accepted.

So early as the third century Christianity

had been preached even among the Goths,
who dwelt on the shores of the Black Sea,

by Christian prisoners. A Gothic bishop

TK n • ^^^ present at the Council of

Plunder
Nicffiain325. About thirty- five

. _
*" years later the Gothic bishop,

Ulfilas, who had been con-
secrated in Constantinople, reduced the
language of his people to writing and
gave them a translation of the Bible. He
worked among them for decades, con-
tinuously spreading the Arian form of

Christianity. When they began their

devastating eastern march under Alaric,

they plundered and ravaged the remnants
of heathenism, but spared and reverenced
the Christian sanctuaries. The three days'
plunder of Rome in 410 was concluded
by a solemn procession in honour of the
sacred vessels of the Church, which the
victors had discovered in a hiding-place.

From the Visigoths Christianity passed in

its Arian form to the Ostrogoths, Vandals,
Burgundians, Suevi and Langobards.
The first of these wandering nationalities

to receive the Catholic faith in its pure form
was that of the Franks. Chlodwig, or

Clovis, had extended the Frankish domi-
nion from the north to the Loire. The
heathen conquerors felt that the Chris-

tianity and the civilisation of the Romans
whom they had conquered had given
them an intellectual superiority. The
king chose a Catholic Christian as his wife,

and she was allowed to have her children

. baptised ; eventually she suc-

_
°^'*

ceeded herself in converting

^. . . her husband " to the Catholic

law." At the Christmas festival

of 496 he received baptism at Rheims,
together with several thousands of his

people, in great solemnity. It must be
remembered that this was the nation
which was to take a leading part in the
mediaeval world. The Bishop of Vienne
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was correct in his prophecy, when, in his

congratulations to the king on his baptism,
he spoke of Clovis's action as ensuring

the triumph of Christianity over heathen-
ism, and of Cathohcism over Arianism.
The fierce hfe and death struggle through
which the Christianity of the Graeco-

Roman world had passed would be
avoided in this instance, as Christianity

had begun by conquering the Teutonic
world.

The question, however, remained
whether Christianity would not excite

struggles of another nature, whether these

their own property, and the bestowal of

ecclesiastical othces on the clergy as their

right ? And would the Church admit
these claims if they were advanced ?

Would the Church extend her powers
beyond her true limits, and claim supre-

macy in the political sphere in order to

make the interference of laymen in

ecclesiastical affairs an impossibility ?

For the moment the Church was so

entirely occupied by the task of inducing
these tumultuous and warlike nations to

adopt a friendly attitude towards Chris-

tianity that these high objects were left

BAPTISING THE EARLIEST CHRISTIAN CONVERTS IN BRITAIN
It is believed that even before the arrival of St. Augustine in this country with the message of the Gospel there were
missionaries of the Christian faith in Britain, and some historians even assert that the preaching of Christianity began
as far back as a.D. 60, while Nero was on the Roman throne. At that period the Druids held sway, and most of the
inhabitants of these islands were slaves to their barbarous worship. Human victims were frequently laid upon the altars.
The Druids strongly resented the introduction of Christianity, and the early missionaries were exposed to great danger.

From the picture by J. R. Herbert, R.A.

facile converts would bow to the law of

the Church ; and the Church could demand
no less, now that it had become a legalised

educational force. Above all, would the
rulers, who had opened Christianity to the
masses by their own conversion and their

appreciation of the Church, consider that
this action had given them rights superior
to the Church ? It was these rulers who
erected sacred buildings and provided
revenues for the officiating clergy. Would
they not be inclined to consider, upon
Teutonic principles, such churches as
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out of sight. If we attempt to gain an
idea of the ecclesiastical conditions pre-

vailing in the west at the moment when
the migratory peoples came to a halt,

some light is thrown upon the situation bv
the life and work of the most important
Roman bishop of that century. Gregory I.

belonged to a senatorial family and had
been pr?etor in Rome. He was, however,
persuaded that the honour and the
emoluments of his position turned his

heart to wordly things, and he therefore

decided to renounce the world. He
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expended the large property which he
had inherited from his father in the
adornment of monasteries, and entered
one that he had founded in his own house.

By his zealous self-mortification he shat-

tered his health, but this was a matter
beyond his consideration.

This was the side of Christianity of those
ages which filled with reverential awe the
wild nations, who were dominated by
sensual passions. When, however, the

Roman bishop of the time summoned
Gregory from his monastery and sent him
to Constantinople as his agent, Gregory
obeyed, though with
an aching heart.

Even at that stage of

Christianity simple

obedience to the

orders of ecclesiasti-

cal superiors was
regarded as the

highest virtue. When
he was nominated
Pope, Gregory did his

best to decline this

high dignity. The
life of contemplation
seemed to him the

only life worth living,

and he shrank from
the gigantic tasks

which awaited him
as the occupant of

Peter's chair.

At that time the

political position of a
Roman bishop was
extremely difficult.

Rome was subject to

the rule of the distant

cient
; he ransomed prisoners of war and

fed the poor. His resources were provided
by the rich estates which the Roman
church possessed, not only throughout the
whole of Italy, but also in Dalmatia,
Gaul, and Northern Africa. These were
presents to St. Peter, the " patrimonium
Petri," which had enormously increased
in the course of centuries, and were largely
provided by the last representatives of

the Roman nobility, who were anxious to
know that their names would be recorded
at least in heaven, when they were near
extinction upon earth. Gregory husband --d

this rich source of

income with the
greatest care. Hence
it naturally followed

that the Popes could
not confine their

efforts to purely
spiritual activity;

they also became
politicians, and were
honoured as terri-

torial princes in Cen
tral Italy ; this was
the beginning of the
"temporal power."
Gregory had formed

a noble conception
of his spiritual

supremacy ; he called

himself the servant
of God's servants.

The words of Christ,
" Who among you
will be the greatest,

let him be the servant

of all," were under-
POPE GREGORY THE GREAT stood by him to mean

Greek emperor who Gregory I. did not wiUingly seat himself in the papal chair,
^-J^^t the Spiritual

1 , for he shrank from the great tasks associated with the high „rc ,.,„ . „.„„i ,„jwas. however, too ^^..^ ^„^ ^^^i^ ^ave preferred a life of contemplation. ^^^6 Wa;. employed
weak to protect the But he obeyed the callofduty, and did magnificent service m the SerVlCC of

city from the menaces in advancing Christianity and establishing it in England, others. He did nOt,

however, conclude from this text that every

bishop should serve others, and that the

wanderer must follow the man who
showed him the right path ; he made
it his duty to serve all bishops, and he

then made it their duty to obey himself.

He thus retained the old theory that

the Bishop of Rome was master,

though master in service, of all other

bishops.

Hence, too, his zealous efforts to bring

the quarrels of the universal Church before

his tribunal for decision. For this reason

he was greatly angered by the action of
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of the wild Lombards. These barbarians
appeared before the walls of Rome in 592,
and the exarch of Ravenna could send no
help. To protect the town from destruc-

tion Gregory found himself obliged to

conclude peace with the enemy. The
emperor abused him for his simplicity,

and the exarch broke the peace. Once
again the enemy appeared before the citj'.

From the treasures of the Church Gregory
paid a heavy ransom to avert the sack of

Rome. It was his business to see that the

troops received their pay, and that the

fortifications of the town remained effi-
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to bear with what could not be altered, to

cherish and to extend the organisation of

the Church, in order that a comprehen-
sive influence might be exerted upon the

whole nation. It was in this way that

Gregory attempted to influence the Galli-

can Church.
He opened correspondence with the rulers

of the Prankish state and with individual

bishops, but he did not speak as lord of the
Church. He was well aware that he could
gain advantage here only by representa-

tions and advice. Many have been unable
to understand how he could send such
flattering letters to the " Prankish fury

"

Brunhilde, praising her " Christian hfe
"

and her " love of divine service "
; but this

Prankish woman
gave him many
things of which
the Prankish
Church was in

need. She built

churches and en-

dowed monas-
teries, begging
the Pope to send
her relics and
privileges for the
latter ; she was
"full of reverence
for the servants
of the Church "

and " o ver-
whelmed them
with honour."
With this Gre-
gory remained

ST. AUGUSTINE BEFORE KING ETHELBERT Satisfied whcu he
St. Augustine, the great missionary of Christianity, is here represented rn^^]^\ Cf^rnri^ nn
explaining the doctrines of the Christian religion to Ethelbert, king ot

'-^'^i^'-i btrcuic lH)

Kent, whom he found seated in the open air for fear of magical arts. mOrC whcU he
was unable to

the Bishop of Constantinople in styling

himself an " oecumenical " bishop. In Gre-

gory's opinion, only the Bishop of Rorne

could have " oecumenical " importance in

the Church. When Gregory used every

leverage to abolish that title, he considered

himself the champion of a great principle

and of an ordinance of Christ that was
necessary for the maintenance of the

Church.
Equally difficult were his relations with

the Gallic Church; as the Pranks had
become Christians without a struggle, they

saw no advantage in struggling to remain

Christians. Their reckless selfishness,

their aggressive nature, which drew the

sword on every occasion, their want of

control, and their

sexual immoral-
ity were faults

which neither
prince nor sub-

ject, neither
clergy nor laity,

attempted to

limit. Strong and
persevering in-

deed must be the
work that could
deepen the re-

ligious life of

this nation and
transform its

morality. The
task was, how-
ever, infinitely

more difficult for

the reason that,

in Prankish
opinion, the
Church of the
country was sub-

Later on, Ethelbert became a convert to Christianity,and was baptised.

ject to the secular rulers of the country,
rulers whose morality was nothing less

than scandalous. Often enough they
appointed bishops at their own will and
pleasure, and sold ecclesiastical offices

as they pleased, in many cases to laymen.
The Bishop of Rome was honoured as a
successor of the Prince of the Apostles and
as the guardian of the unity of the faith

;

but he was not generally regarded as the
ruling head of all Churches, the Gallic
Church included.

At the same time this nation was not
beyond all hope of reformation ; the
Pranks_ clearly showjd a consciousness
of their religious deficiencies. Hence
the obvious policy for the Pope was
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put an end to simony and to the appoint-
ment of laymen as bishops, or, when he
could not secure the convocation of

synods, to stop abuses. It was first

necessary to build the houses in which
this rough nation was to be educated,
and not until then could the process oi

education begin.

The greatest and most fruitful work
which Gregory undertook was the founda-
tion of the Anglo-Saxon Church. Wherever
these Teutonic invaders had secured the
mastery in England, they had destroyed
Roman civihsation and almost every trace
of the old British Christianity. In 596,
Gregory sent the Abbot Augustine to
England with forty Benedictine monks.
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Church
Est&blished

In the following year some ten thousand

Anglo-Saxons were baptised, and King
Ethelbert of Kent a few years later. The
Pope directed this mission upon compre-

hensive principles, with a sure hand and
a set purpose ; here again he followed out

his principle of leaving to the future

all that could not be secured in the present.

He contented himself for the
Anglo-Saxon

^^^^^^^^ ^^.jt^ the actual foun-

dation of the Church. He
ordered his evangelists not to

outrage the feelings of the heathen by
destroying their temples, but to facihtate

the conversion of the people by changing

the temples into Christian churches, to

place relics where the images of the gods

had stood, and to transform heathen

sacrifices into Christian festivals for the

honour of God and his saints.

In his care for the monastic system,

Gregory was also looking to the future.

The monasteries had suffered severeh in the

storms of the great migrations. Benedict

of Xursia had founded the monastery of

Monte Casino in Campania, and had given

the monks the famous rule known by his

name, which was framed by a wise process

of selection from several of the existing

monastic rules. In the year 580 the

monastery was destroyed by the Lombards
and the monks fled to Rome ; Gregory

then recognised that their rule was more
likely than any other lo meet with general

approval. He therefore placed them
in the monasteries which he himself had
founded, and his powerful protection

secured them victory in every case. It

was clear to him that monks and nuns
could devote themselves to the life of con-

templation in peace only if the monasteries

were secured against all molestation by
secular and ecclesiastical lords. Formerly,

efforts had been made to subjugate the

monks to the bishops, that they might not

lead unspiritual lives ; but this apprehen-

sion had passed away, and Gregory there-

_ fore sought to make them
What Gregory

independent of the epis-

r»! • °^xx, ..• copal power. Of great
Divine Worship r f • ^ ii,

future importance were the

changes in divine worship, and especially

in church singing, which have hitherto

been ascribed to Gregory. The mode of

singing long customary at divine worship

was popularised and subjected to strict

rules by Bishop Ambrosius of Milan, who
died in 397. Unfortunately we know too

little of the nature of this music to under-
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stand the reasons which made later changes
appear desirable. Probably the supposi-

tion is correct that the earlier style of

singing was. on the one hand, too difficult

for the uneducated clergy of that age, and
was, moreover, little calculated to impress

the barbarous masses and to become
an educative force. In consequence, the

number of tones was diminished and
melodies were simplified, effeminate modu-
lations and changes of time being excluded.

In this way ecclesiastical singing acquired

a powerful solemnity and a deeply

mysterious character. The " Gregorian

chant " proved triumphant over all other

styles in the West and has survived to the

present day. Even in Milan, where the old

Ambrosian hturgy is still retained, the

style of singing has gradually conformed
to the Roman use in course of time. It

must be said that modem investigations

have at last made it doubtful whether, or

how far, these new regulations are justly

attributable to Gregory.

Gregory's writings also exercised a great

influence. His " Pastoral Rule," which
attempted to make the clergy' the educators

Tu n of the people, was so highly
The Popular

p^.^g^ by posterity that every
ritings

Prankish bishop on his con-
regory

5g(,j-^|-iQj^ bound himself to

observe the principles of this book. His
" Dialogues " were, if possible, more
popular ; but these were glorifications of

the monastic heroes of Italy, and impressed

the masses who had been converted to

the Church by their numerous stories of

miracles, dreams, and apparitions, which
would influence only uncultured and
superstitious minds. All his writings,

indeed, were composed with reference to

such minds. For this reason, no other

father of the Western world has been so

zealously studied.

Gregory laid the foundation of ecclesi-

astical teaching in the Middle Ages. He
was a pupil of the great Augustine, and in

his attempts to popularise his teaching he

breathed the whole spirit of his svstem.

To his example was chiefly due the

importance attached to the intercession

of saints in the mediaeval Church, to the

penances necessary to avert punishment
for sin, and to the sacrifice of the Mass,

which was also offered for souls in pur-

gatory. To his influence we may ascribe

the fact that the lower motive of fear is

so strongly seen in mediaeval Christianity,

and is but slightly rrodified by hope and
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cheerfulness, that Christian repentance
becomes fear of punishment, and is

exerted only to escape punishment. Gre-

gory provided a bridge of transition from
the old period to the new, from Graeco-

Roman to Romano-Teutonic Christianity.

He handed on, however, only that modified
form of Christianity which was in vogue
before his time ; the deeper principles,

though they survived in his own heart,

were not emphasised in the new period.

Christianity was adapted that it might
be the more easily effectual among nations
in a low stage of civilisation, and the
possibility of its elevation to its former
height remained an open question.

Boniface has been called the apostle of

the Germans. This title gives him too

much credit, and also fails to express his

full importance. Others before his time
had planted Christianity in Germany,
and it is not only Germany that stands
indebted to him. When the Anglo-Saxon
Church, which Gregory had founded,
extended northwards, it came into contact
with the Keltic Church, which regarded
as its founder St. Patrick, a saint who had

left Roman Britain for Ireland

about 432. This Irish Church
had remained in complete
isolation, and had retained

certain characteristics of the earlier period

;

in particular, it lacked that hierarchical

organisation which had been developed
among the newer churches. It was
entirely overpowered by the northward
advance of the Anglo-Saxon Church. But
before this date it rendered great services

to the Continent ; it sent the first preachers
of Christianity to Germany. In Ger-
many the Christian Church had already
made a beginning ; remnants of the
Christianity of the Roman period had
been preserved in the former province of

Noricum. while Arian influence had ex-

tended to Bavaria and Thuringia. Catholic
Christianity might have been introduced
here and there by Prankish immi-
grants ; but of missionaries proper the
Irish-Scots were the first. We cannot
indeed write a history of their work, for

but few are known to us by name out of

the large numbers who laboured on this

difficult soil ; and what we hear of them
is rather legend than history. Moreover,
their achievements were somewhat scanty.
The preaching of the gospel was indeed
their primary object ; they were anxious
to secure the respect of the wild heathen

The First

Missionary in

Germany

for the humility and self-renunciation of
the ascetic hves which they led in their
miserable cells or in the forbidding
monasteries which they had founded, and
to induce the surrounding people to make
a similar renunciation of the world. They
suffered, too, from a defect for which
neither their fervent belief nor their

„ ^. . moral seriousness could com-
Enthusiasm x ,i 1 .1 •

of the Great P^"^^^^ '
^^^^ ^^^^^ nothmg

„^^., of organisation. IndividualBoniface ? .1 , • i • ,

converts they certamly gamed,
but they were unable to found a church
which could survive and extend its

influence by organised activity.

The qualities which they lacked were
possessed in the fullest measure by the
Anglo-Saxon Church, which had been
founded directly from Rome. Prom this

church Winfrid, who had been named
Boniface by the Pope, started in 715 for

Priesland, whither the Anglo-Saxon Willi-

brord had set out twenty- five years pre-

viously. When Boniface met with no
success in this difficult country, he made a
pilgrimage to Rome and secured the right

of missionary work from the Pope. From
this point we trace a remarkable distrac-

tion of aims in his career. He had no
doubt that his foundations could exist

only in close connection with the Roman
papacy, but in his holy enthusiasm his

real object was to lead as many heathen
as possible to the living God, and his chief

desire was to gain a martyr's death in his

work.
The Pope, on the other hand, con-

sidered it of supreme importance that

there should be no Christians who did not
recognise his own -supremacy. Hence he
attempted to quench the fiery zeal of the

bold missionary and to make him a pioneer

of papal supremacy. After Boniface had
preached Christianity in Hesse with great

success, and had destroyed all that was
not purely Roman in Thuringia, he
returned to Rome, to be sent out by the

Pope to the heathen Saxons.
Boniface as j^^ y however, desired
the Founder r ^ 4. ^.u -o j

, ., , . first to see the Bavarian and
of Monasteries ., /^, 1 i_- ^Alamannic Churches subject

to the Roman chair. Boniface reluctantly

obeyed. In Bavaria he organised four

bishoprics, carried out the delimitation of

their dioceses and founded monasteries,

visited the clergy and purged the ranks of

unworthy members. The same organised

power was exerted in Thuringia and Hesse,

until the German Church was firmly

3.523
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incorporated with that hierarchical system

which centred in Rome. Boniface, who
by this time was sixty-five \ears of age,

hoped now to begin his missionary work
among the wild Saxons, and again was
forced to delay.

The Prankish Church was on the point

of dissolution. Owing to the economic
development of the Prankish

ru'^^u- state, the bishops had become
^^" ,,."* territorial magnates, while their
uifficuitics

j^-gj^g^ education had secured

for them an important part in poUtical

life. Hence they were involved in con-

stant struggles with the nobles for the

supremacy, and in the course of these

each party attempted to secure the largest

numl)er of episcopal sees for itself. The
secular authorities presented or sold eccle-

siastical positions to their friends, who
naturally cared nothing for the spiritual

welfare of their people. In this way the

property of the Church was expended,

and ecclesiastical organisation trodden

under foot ; the clergy were scattered, the

monasteries were much disorganised, and
the people were relapsing into heathen-

dom. At that moment in 741, Charles

Martel died. He had employed with the

utmost ruthlessness the property of the

Church, and the presentation of bishoprics

as a means to found his supremacy.
His successor, Carloman, immediately

resolved "to restore the piety of the

Church, which had ceased to exist for some
seventy years." Por this gigantic task

he summoned Boniface, and invited him to

hold a reforming synod, the " first Teu-
tonic council " in 742. So averse were the

Prankish clergy to a reformation that only

six bishops appeared. This, however,

was a benefit rather than otherwise. It

was now possible, unhindered by opposi-

tion, to adopt the most sweeping canons,

which were issued by Carloman as his own
decrees, and immediately received legal

force. The fact that Boniface devoted all

his strength to this work of

reform is evidence of his gre^t

-,. . self-renunciation. The work,
however, was not carried out

as he would have wished, for Carloman
was by no means inclined to abandon
any of his rights of supremacy over

the Church. It was he, indeed, who
convoked the synods. The synods,

however, were not to issue resolutions,

but to offer advice. He then determined
the questions at issue, and it was he
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Carloman
and the

who appointed bishops, including the

Archbishop Boniface.

With even greater independence did

Pippin begin his work, when he in his turn

resolved upon the reformation of his church.

Here Boniface was employed merely
as an adviser. He was able, however,
to inspire the clergy with a spirit that

allowed him confidently to expect that

which was unattainable in the present.

This was clear at the last synod which he

held, in 747. It was attended by many
priests, deacons, and suffragan bishops, and
by thirteen bishops. They agreed that

the archbishop or metropolitan should

have disciplinary power over the bishops,

and should occupy a position intermediary

between themselves and the Pope. All

signed this declaration :
" We have re-

solved to maintain our subjection to the

Roman Church to the end of our lives, and
in every way to follow the commands
of Peter, that we may be numbered among
the sheep entrusted to his care."

These resolutions were, however, far from
becoming the constitutional basis of the

Prankish Church, for in practice the princes

were still its heads. The future,

K-\\ IX however, was decided, not by

the HcatLn legal texts but by the prevailing

spirit of brotherly community.
When Winfrid had first united them with

Rome, these same clergy desired anything
rather than subjection to the papacy,

and the fact that they now showed a

real enthusiasm for the papal supremacy
was a splendid result of his labours.

The wide extent to which the veneration

of the papal chair had become operative

was manifested by the fact that Pippin

could not assume the crown without the

Pope's consent. A closer connection be-

tween Rome and the Prankish Empire was
also secured by the fact that Pope Stephen
II. visited Prankland in 752, asked for

Pippin's help against the Lombards,
solemnly anointed Pippin and his two sons,

and received the assistance he required.

This success must have repaid the aged

Boniface for the many disappointments

which he had suffered.

He longed only for one thing more, that

he might be allowed to conclude his valu-

able life as a missionary and a martyr.

In the spring of 754 he again set out

for Priesland, and in June of the follow-

ing year he was killed by the heathen.

The work begun by Pippin and Boniface

was completed independently by Charles
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the Great. It seemed as if this

superhuman character, Charlemagne, had
ascended the throne with a programme
ready in his hand, of which one point

after another was reahsed, with no weak-
ness or hesitation.

The Prankish state had now entered

into a new relationship with Rome and
the papacy. Pippin had become the

protector of the districts which he had
transferred to the Pope, and questions

might arise as to the rights and duties

which this position involved. Charles

made his way without difficulty. The
Lombard kingdom, against the aggrandise-

111' lit rif wliich the Pope had sought

Frankfsh help, became part of Charles'

kingdom, and Rome a city within it. The
Pope became his subject, and, as a secular

prince, was merely a Prankish vassal. He
was obliged to learn a language of which
he had previously been ignorant. The
King " ordered," and the Pope " ful-

filled the royal will."

What, then, were the results of this

incorporation of the old imperial city of

Rome with the Prankish state ? The final

act of the new system was the imperial

coronation of 800, which had been hang-

ing in the balance since 797. Charles

would no doubt have preferred to assume
the imperial crown himself rather than

ST. BONIFACE FELLING THE GREAT OAK OF GEISMAR
St. Boniface, the monastic name of Winfrid, the great "Apostle of Germany," was a native of Crediton, Devonshire,

and was trained in Benedictine monasteries at Exeter and Nursling. When he went to Rome in 718 he was commissioned
by Gregory II. to the heathen nations of Germany, and he laboured as missionary for thirty years. At Hesse, in /24,

in his great zeal for the cause of religion, he destroyed many objects of heathen worship, among them, as shown in the

illustration, the great oak of Geismar, sacred to Thor, and an idol named Stuffo, on a summit of the Harz, still called

Stuffenberg. He founded many churches and convents, and called to his aid priests, monks and nuns from England.

These illustrations are reproduced by permission of Messrs. Jiiger & Gorgen, Munich.
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to receive it from the Pope, and from one
whom he very much dishked, Pope
Leo in. But he wished to be emperor at

any cost. Only now m the eyes of

contemporaries was Western Europe united
under his person. It was a unity far

removed from the later theory which
regarded empire and papacy as separate

forces. Charles was, in his own opinion,

master of God's empire, the supreme unity
of Church and State.

On the death of Pippin there were some
who regarded the Prankish Church as a
member of the universal Church, and were
willing to place it under the Pope's
supremacy. Others wished to maintain it

as an independent national Church, subject
to the Prankish king,- and to reverence the
Pope merely as the head of all Christians.

Charles extended the Prankish Church under
his supremacy that it might be the imperial
Church, the empire of God upon earth, in

which it was the Pope's part to. teach, and
his to govern. Thus the unity which
Boniface had desired \vas attained, though
by other methods than he had pro-
posed ; the whole of the Western Church

reverenced the same emperor as their

ruler and the same bishop as their teacher.

It was a magnificent idea ; that it was
not impossibly magnificent was proved by
the events of the age. Far from sighing

under this theocratic supremacy, the
Church rejoiced ; far from suffering loss,

she enjoyed brilliant prosperity.

The succeeding age was to show whether
such a kingdom, uniting the secular and the
spiritual powers, could succeed under other
conditions, or whether it was possible only
under Charles the Great, who cared
alike for Church and State, and was fully

conscious of the needs of both, who pur-
sued his high purposes, whether secular or

•religious, with indefatigable activity and
invincible persistence, and never aroused
opposition by misuse of his power or

by weak concession, but was inspired by the
lofty conviction that his supremacy was
derived from God, and that he must wield
it in God's service.

Thus the Popes were thrown into the
background, and Charles interfered di-

rectly in the domestic ecclesiastical affairs

of the papal patrimony. There was.

TYPICAL MONASTIC SCHOOL OF THE CHARLEMAGNE PERIOD
During the reig-n of Charlemagne a great impetus was given to education. The great ruler, believing that "peace
hath her victories no less renowned than war," did everything possible to encourage a spread of knowledge, and
brought teachers from Rome to teach in the public schools. His ultimate object seemed to be national education.
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CHARLEMAGNE INTRODUCING CHRISTIANITY AMONG THE CONQUERED SAXONS
Inspired by high and noble purposes, the great Charlemagne endeavoured to make the Church a mighty power

throughout his dominions, and he aimed at the conversion of the Saxons. This purpose he ultimately accomplished, for

after thirty years of struggle he was able to add this last of the Teutonic tribes to the Church. Charlemagne died in 814.

however, no pettifogging rivalry in his in-

terference, and he considerabl}' raised the

prestige of Rome in the Prankish Church.

He regarded the Roman Church as the

guardian of apostohc tradition, and its

bishop as the supreme pastor of Christianity,

for which reason the regulations of Rome
were to be obeyed throughout the churches

of the empire. He, however, was the

man who secured this obedience. He
appointed bishops or confirmed their

nomination, and his laws appeared in the

collections of canon law side by side with

papal laws and the canons of councils.

He it was who convoked church synods,

and confirmed or extended their conclu-

sions as he considered wise. Ritual

disputes he settled himself after consulta-

tion with his imperial assemblies, deciding

even against the Pope in cases of neces-

sity, for if this teacher of Christianity

nflicted injury upon God's kingdom,
then it was the business of God's regent,

the emperor, to protect his kingdom.
Such was the case in the quarrel

concerning the veneration of images.

At the council of Nicaea, in 787, Pope
Hadrian 11. and the Byzantine Empress

Irene had again legalised the veneration of

images. Charles decided against them. He
argued that the iconoclasm, which had
formerly been popular in the East, and the

veneration of images, which was now com-

manded, were alike boundless folly. Images

might be permitted to remind worshippers

of the Scripture story or for decorative

purposes, but there was no necessity for

them, and their veneration might inflict no

small harm upon spiritual progress. Charles

therefore instructed the Pope to reverse

this decision. At the Synod of Frankfort, in

794, in the presence of two papal legates, it

was resolved
'

' by all the bishops and priests,

in virtue of their apostolic authority, and
at the command of our pious master, the

Emperor Charles, and in the presence of

our gracious master himself," to prohibit

the veneration or worship of images, and

to condemn all who should agree with the

conclusions of the Greek synod. The Pope

did not venture to protest.

The reform begun by Boniface within

the Church was continued by Charles

with brilliant success, but here again the

objects and methods of the two men were

divergent. Boniface was anxious to educate
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the people, but only so long as they lived

within the Church and were subject to

it. Hence he was particularly anxious

to create a powerful hierarchy. Charles

desired to educate mankind as a whole,

for all its tasks, for membership of the

kingdom of God. The ideal before his

eyes seems to have been the formation of

_. , , independent character. Natu-

Idetl oT''*"^
' ^''^^y the education of the

_.^* °. clergy was of first importance.

But as the advanced schools

of which he was the founder provided a

learned education both for his own children

and for many youths of the first fagiilies

of the empire, so also the laity were to

have their share of consideration in other

schools. Indeed, his ultimate object must
have been national education ; for the

children, at any rate, an attempt was
made to introduce a general system of

school attendance, and it was arranged
that the children of the poor should be

supported by small contributions during
their school lives.

Divine service also was not merely to

be the outward expression of religious

usage, but was to do something for the

individual. Hence Charles made preach-

ing in the vernacular the central point of

the service, and ordered that a sermon
should be preached in every parish church
on every Sunday and saint's day. That
part of the service which was said by
memory was not to be used mechanically,

but with understanding. So much is

shown by the German commentaries upon
the Creed and the Lord's Prayer, which
still remain to us.

An attempt was made to form a German
Bible. Some fragments still survive of the
German translation of St. Matthew's Gospel
made at that time, which show a real power
of penetrating the meaning of the Scriptures.

Charles earnestly urged upon his clergy their

duty of caring for souls, and, above all, of

hearing confessions. It then seemed that

_. p the old ecclesiastical system
, t f*^*

. of penance, which had disap-
of Confession j • li . r n
• .k /-k k peared m the storms of the
in the Church , , , , , ,

last century, could no longer

be revived. The penalty for open offences

consisted in exclusion from the communion
of the Church, while readmission was to be
secured only by humble atonement, all of

which presupposed the fact that communion
with the Church should be regarded as a
valuable privilege by the individual. At
the present moment the clergy were deal-
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ing with masses who had not yet acquired
love or appreciation for the Church. As
they attached little or no importance to

church membership, it would be impossible

to force them to buy this privilege at the
expense of a heavy penance. The Irish

saint, Columba, who had attempted from
about 584 to reform the degenerate Prank-
ish Church, had endeavoured to influence

individual souls by introducing the j^rac-

tice of private confession to the priest. He
had drawn up a ])enitcntial, which was to

instruct the clergy in this very difficult

task. This institution was now revived.

It is, however, a sign of his deep appre-

ciation of religious conditions that Charles,

who demanded a knowledge of the

Christian verities from every one of his

subjects, did not make confession com-
pulsory. In his eyes it was valuable only

when performed voluntarily. Theologians

of that age, however, were the more
vigorous in insisting upon the great bless-

ings of confession. They taught that

every sin could be forgiven if the sinner

made the sacrifice of confession to the

priest. Whatever opposition was to be

^ . expressed later to the insti-
Conversion . f- r r • -i.

tution of confession, it was
one which, at any rate,

exerted an educative influence

upon the people, which aroused a con-

sciousness of the individual's responsibility

to God, and of the necessity for forgiveness.

Finally, Charles completed the projects

of Boniface for the conversion of the

heathen, but once again by wholly different

methods.
The conversion of the Saxons was

secured at the price of such appalling

struggles that Charles would certainly

have been obliged to confine his efforts

to defending his own dominions against

these threatening neighbours had he not

been inspired by the idea of the theocratic

king who should make his master's

enemies the footstool of his feet. After

thirty years of struggle he was able to

add this last of the Teutonic tribes to

the Church.
When he ended his energetic life, on

January 28th, 814, the Gospels were
placed upon his knees, a fragment of the

true Cross was laid upon his head, and
his sword was girded about his loins. The
unity he had attempted to create was soon
to be divided, for there is no symbol which
can combine the sword and the Gospel.

WiLHELM WaLTHER

of the

Saxons
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THE LAND OF THE NORTHMEN
COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES OF SCANDINAVIA
"PHE northern part of Europe, or
•* Scandinavia, consists of Denmark
and the so-called Scandinavian peninsula
—Norway and Sweden—to which we may
add, in a physical sense, the peninsulas of

Kola and Finland. The island of Iceland,

which has been peopled by the Norwegians,
may also be considered as belonging to

these northern lands. Scandinavia forms
the most north-westerly portion of the
European continent ; but, thanks to the

sea which washes its shores on almost
every side, and the influence of the warm
Atlantic currents, it has a mild climate in

comparison with its high latitude. It is

owing to thi§ fact that Scandinavia,

although partly an arctic land, is the most
productive region in so northerly a situa-

tion. Nevertheless, the climate is not
alike in all these northern regions ; it

varies according to the altitude and dis-

tance from the sea. Denmark and Western
Norway enjoy a climate of

insular character, while Eastern
Norway and Sweden are con-

of Northern
Europe

tinental in their variations of

temperature. Denmark, physically a por-

tion of the mid-European plain, is much
more cut up by the sea, and consists

of two natural main divisions—the pen-
insula of Jutland and a group of islands.

Western and Central Jutland have been
little favoured by Nature ; on the whole,
the soils are unfertile, and the west coast,

which is sheltered from the North Sea by
the dunes, is without a single harbour, and
on that account dreaded by seafarers.

East Jutland and the islands are, on the
contrary, very fertile, and well watered by
small lakes and streamlets ; the fiords

and bays, which are formed by the sea

along the whole coast -line, make, in

addition, good harbours. Denmark was
formerly covered with rich forests, but is

now almost bare of wood ; the land lends
itself to agriculture and cattle-breeding,

and the sea, which surrounds the country
on every side, has always been a source of

wealth to the country, and has developed
the Danes into skilful seamen.
The Scandinavian peninsula is a con-

tinuous range of mountains. In the west,
where they reach their highest point—

-

Galdhoppigen, 8,400 feet—they rise almost
precipitously from the Atlantic Ocean,

VT and then decrease gradually
. c J in height towards the Skager

in Contrast ^^^^' ^^'3 Kattegat, and the
Baltic Sea, until they sink into

lowlands, and further south emerge gradu-
ally as the Danish isles. We thus see that
Norway, which forms the western portion
of the peninsula, is a much more moun-
tainous country than Sweden. The
northern range consists almost entirely of

primary rocks, and of the oldest and
hardest slates, which are not easily disin-

tegrated by the weather, and are therefore

covered with only a thin layer of feebly

productive soil. The south of Sweden is

less barren, owing to the greater disinte-

gration of the rocks.

The higher regions of the mountainous
areas are fairly level, forming extensive
plateaux at different elevations, embossed
with prominent peaks and heights, and
separated from one another by gorges and
deep valleys. These formations are most
wonderful on the western side, where
the sea has forced its way into some
of the deep gorges, thereby changing
them into long, narrow fiords, hemmed
in by steep rocky walls. From these

rocks, at one time well wooded, but now
showing only here and there a single tree,

gush forth streams, forming
magnificent cascades, which
are partly fed by the large

glaciers covering the moun-
tain heights. The extent of land adapted
to agricultural purposes is small, but the

grazing and rearing of cattle and sheep
form important industries. It is, however,
the sea to which the inhabitants now look,

as in earlier times, for their livelihood.

Ships form the most natural and easy
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means of communication between fiord

and fiord, and the numerous islands of

diftercnt size which stretch along the coast

afford good harbours and safe navigation.

Further inland, where the mountains
fall softly away, the deep valleys broaden
out, and plains are gradually formed.

The valleys are still well wooded, and
watered by streams abound-

oflh! ^"S in fish. There are also
° *.. . manv lakes; in Norway, and
Scandinavians ,, ., . r o i

the northern parts ot Sweden
these conform to the lo.^g, narrow shape of

the valleys, while in the central regions,

and in the south of Sweden they become
larger and broader. Cattle-rearing, agri-

culture, and trade in timber formed, even
in the earliest days, the chief means of

subsistence in these parts. Mining is also

of importance, as the peninsula is rich in

useful minerals and metals ; and in the

forests there are different kinds of game,
which will repay the sportsman for his

pains.

Finland, the south-eastern continuation

of the northern range of mountains, is a low
plateau covered with forests, innumerable
lakes and marshes, called by the Finns
for this reason " Suomi," that is, Fenland.
The coasts, in the west low and flat, and
in the south hilly, are backed by cliffs

and ridges ; the Aland islands in the south-

west form a natural link in the direc-

tion of Sweden. The wealth of Finland
consists in its forests ; agriculture and
cattle-rearing are also of some importance.
There is a scarcity of metals.

The island of Iceland, situated in the
North Atlantic Ocean between Norway
and America, is a mountainous mass of

volcanic origin. Bare peaks tower over
wastes of ashes and lava ; large glaciers

and streams of lava cover wide areas of

the interior, and make them quite un-
inhabitable. Even now volcanic eruptions
occasionally take place, and there are
numerous hot springs scattered about the
- , . island. The north and west
Iceland , , , ,

_. . coasts are broken up by numer-

and Bare °^^ fiords into peninsulas and
islands. The climate is in winter

comparatively mild, but in summer rough
and stormy ; on this account the grain
harvest seldom rij:)ens, and there are no
forests. There is, however, fine meadow-
land, and sheep-breeding is, together with
the fisheries, the chief means of livelihood.
We do not know to which race the people
who first inhabited the northern regions
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of Scandinavia belonged. From the

traces they have left behind, we see that

they stood on a low level of civilisation.

They were without knowledge of metals,

and their weapons and utensils were made
of stone, bone, horn, or wood. The country
was covered with immense forests in

the Stone Age, and the people, who
supported themselves by the chase and
fishing, lived on the banks of rivers, the

shores of lakes, or on the coast, where they
obtained means of subsistence.

By degrees they began to clear the

primeval forests, to engage in cattle-

rearing, and to cultivate the land ; they also

built ships [see page 2368 J, and came into

communication with their southern neigh-

bours, from whom they learned the art of

working in metal. The metal which they
first learned to use was copper, or, rather,

bronze, a mixture of copper and tin, which
was exchanged for amber. We learn from
weapons and pieces of ornamental work
that the civilisation of this Bronze Age
reached an advanced stage of development.
The rudely executed pictures and drawings
which are found cut on rocks and stones

_. ... ,. also belong to this age, and fur-

. . nish us with important inlorma-

g . tion regarding the life of that
^^ period. Written records of this

time are just as rare as those of the Stone
Age ; and as the language of the inhabi-

tants is unknown, we cannot well deter-

mine their racial affinities. Archaeologists

are nevertheless of the opinion that, since

the Stone Age, one and the same race has
inhabited these northern regions.

In the last centuries before the Christian

era this northern race first became ac-

quainted with iron, and about that time
the old writers—Pliny, Tacitus, who calls

the Swedes "Suiones," and others—inform
us that the noithern peoples of the Iron Age
were Teutons. Scandinavia derives its

name from the "island" of "Scandia" or

Scandinavia (more correctly Scadinavia),

which was known to the Romans. From
the oldest literary records which the North-
men have left us we learn also that even
500 years after Christ one and the same
language, the oldest Scandinavian, was
spoken throughout the north, and that this

was closely allied to Gothic and German.
The runic letters used by the Northmen
were borrowed with modifications from
the Greek and Latin alphabets, which they
had learned through contact with the
southern Germans.
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We may therefore conclude that the

northern lands, at least since the last

centuries before the Christian era, were
inhabited by a Germanic race, which
probably had gradually worked its way
from south to north. Jutland and the

Danish isles were the first to become
inhabited. After this the Northmen
-, .. , reached Southern Sweden and
Northmen s xt j iu ^ x j
„. Norway, and then penetrated
. ,

"^^
. further and further, until they

gradually came to the Polar

seas, where they came into contact with
the Ugrian peoples, the Lapps, who even
at that time had wandered so far north.

It is only after the ninth century A.D.

that we have any definite knowledge of

the social and political conditions of the

north ; and that comes to us through
the Prankish, Anglo-Saxon, and Irish

chroniclers. The Northmen themselves
begin only about the twelfth century to

keep any kind of historical records; their

memories of earlier periods were trans-

mitted in the form of oral legends. The
social conditions of the north were at that

time essentially the same as those of the

southern Germanic races during the migra-
tion period. The people were divided into

freemen and bondsmen. There was really

only one class among the freemen, that of

the peasants, and they all had equal
privileges and duties. There were a few,

however, who had gained position and influ-

ence, perhaps through illustrious ancestors,

personal bravery, or great wealth ; indeed,

even before this time, more especially in

Norway, a nobility had arisen.

The land was as yet little cultivated, and
although much importance was attached
to agriculture, still, cattle-rearing, the
chase, fishing and commerce remained the
more important means of livelihood. The
peasants in Denmark and Sweden lived

chiefly in villages ; in Norway, on the
contrary, where the natural condition of

the country prevented this, in scattered

„ . homesteads, as is still the case.
' '^,*

. Property descended regularly
and Their , ^ -^r ,, 4.\ 4.u
y. . to one of the sons ; the others

were therefore obliged to seek
a maintenance by clearing uncultivated
land. The majority, however, preferred

to seek their fortune on the sea, and often

became sea-robbers, or Vikings, as they
were called, because they usually lay in

wait in bays (Vik) and sounds for the ships

of merchants ; for the sea was at that
time, when natural conditions made tra-
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veiling by land so much more difficult, the
principal high-road of commerce, and thus
from early times the Northmen were
trained to a seafaring life. They became
capable shij)builders and bold seamen

;

and thus even at an early period an active

intercourse arose between these northern
lands and other countries.

The Northmen possessed a strong feeling

of independence ; the highest aim of a
freeman was to be his own master. In-

telligence and prudence stood high in

their estimation, but they did not despise

the exercise of cunning ; they possessed
quick i)erceptions, mada ready and appro-
priate answers, and for poetry they had a
decided aptitude. Strength, courage, and
endurance, were valued most of all, and
battle was their highest aim. They fought
often for fighting's sake, and their desire

for battle rose sometimes into real fury,

the " Berserker rage." Their customs
were wild and rude ; when they became
enraged they showed a cruel, revengeful,

and implacable spirit, and in their passions

they were insatiable. On the other hand,
their behaviour towards enemies was, as

_ M I -r a rule, o})en and honourable, and
.*™'^,'^thcv possessed in the hi'jhestAmong the , " * ,1 1 • 1 ..i -4.

Northmen ^f^^'^^
^^he knightly Virtues

01 good faith and honour.
Their institution of " battle brotherhood "

is well known ; all the meml:)ers of the
brotherhood mixed their blood, and swore
to share good and bad fortune with one
another for ever. They had a feeling for

family life, and in the home the wife was
the counsellor of the husband. Indeed,
women enjoyed the greatest respect, and
occupied in general an independent posi-

tion, even taking part in public assemblies

and the banquets of the men.
Northern mythology is in its origin

common to all Germanic races, but it was
on northern soil, where it came under the

influence of Nature and the characteristic

life of the people, that it received its

independent development. Our know-
ledge of this mythology is obtained from the

old Norwegian poetry and sagas — from the

earlier and later Eddas—!olk songs which
were collected and written down in Icelam!

only in the thirteenth century. Thus wc

are unacquainted with them in their

original form. Some of the later investi

gators are of opinion that the myths con-

tained in these Eddas originated first during
the Norman period, under the influence of

a baptised people, the Anglo-Saxons and
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The Gods
of the

Northmen

Irish, and do not represent the rehgious

aspects of an older period and a peaceful

people, but the ideas of the Vikings, whose
ideal was a life passed exclusively in warfare.

Accordini< to the Eddas, the gods, " the

Ases," dwell in Asgard, in the centre

of the world. From this dwel-

ling-place a bridge, " Bifrost
"

(the rainbow), leads to Midgard,

where mortals live ; towards the

north lies the cold Jotunheim. the home
of the giants, or Jotnen,the enemies of the

gods. The highest of all the gods is

Odin. His dwelling-place is " Glads-

heim," with its hall Valhalla, where he

holds his court, and
where those who have
fallen in battle meet
together in joyous
feasting, the Valky-
ries, Odin's maidens,
pouring out the mead
for them. Tyr is

the god of war ; Thor,

the god of thunder ;

Balder, the god
of all goodness and
wisdom, of purity

and innocence ;

Brage, the god of

poetry ; Heimdal, the

guardian of the Ases
;

Njord and Frey, gods
of fertility and j^eace-

f ul occupat ions.
Among the goddesses

may be mentioned
Frigga, Odin's wife

and the goddess of

marriage ; Freya, the
goddess of love; and
Idun, whose apples
brought eternal
youth to the gods. The gods are always at

war with the giants. Through the malice
of Loki, the holy Balder loses his life. The
time has come when violence and evil pene-
trate to the world, its end draws near, and
will finally take place at Ragnarok, at

the last battle between the gods and the
giants. A new and beautiful world will

afterwards arise, in which Good shall rule.

The gods were worshipped by sacri-

fices, which were offered under the
open sky, in sacred groves and by holy
springs, or in temples. The principal

places of offering in the oldest times
were Leire, in the neighl ourhood of Ros-
kilde in Zealand, Upsalain Sweden, Maren
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A FAMOUS WOODEN CHURCH IN NORWAY
This wooden church of Borgund, pagoda-Hke in its

style, situated in the mountainous Norwegian district

of Sogne, forms one of the most remarkable and charac-
teristic monuments of mediaeval Norwegian architecture.

and Skiringssal in Norway. There was
no distinct priestly class ; every man
offered sacrifices for himself and his

family. The king or chief, who, in his

capacity of sacrificial priest, was called
" Gode," offered sacrifices for the whole
nation.

The Northmen were divided into several

main tribes : Denmark and Scania
were inhabited by the Danes; Southern
Sweden and the coasts of the large lakes

Wener and Wetter by the Goths (Gotar),

who were separated by great forests

from the Svear, who lived in Central

Sweden ; Norway' was inhabited by the
Norwegians. These
tribes were sub-
divided into "folks,"

each of which had
its own political

organisation. The
district belonging to

a " folk" was called
" land " or " land-

schaft" by the
Danes and Goths,
" folkland " by the
Svear, and " fylkc

'"

by the Norwegians.
The " landschaft

"

consisted of several
" harden " (herred,

hundred), comprising
the estates of those

families who had
formed the original

basis of society in that

district. At the head
of the harde stood
the " herse," who
was president of the

herreds-ting, in which
the peasants drew

up their laws, passed resolutions, and
decided lawsuits. The landschaft also

had its. assembly (fylkes-ting) where
affairs which concerned the whole land-

schaft were settled ; in this assembly one

of the chiefs—in S\yeden the "lagman"

—

was president. If war was
declared, the peasants chose

a leader, and from this in-

stitution the kingship gradu-

ally developed. The king, or konungr,

was originally the leader of a band of

five warriors, who had sworn fidelity

to him. With this band of followers

he undertook military expeditions in

order to win renown and wealth. If he

How the

Kingship

Developed



CHARACTERISTIC SCENES OF NORWAY'S MOUNTAINS AND FIORDS
The Vsttisfos cascade, seen in the first picture, has a drop of S.iO feet ; next are shown the Svartisen and Bouims glaciers,

the latter a branch of the largest glacier in Europe. The first of the two lower illustrations shows Essefiord, with the huge

mountain rising in the background, and the other the famous Seven Sisters waterfall dropping into Geiranger Fiord.
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was successful in this he rose in the esti-

mation both of his followers and of his

countrymen ; he became the leader of

the national host. His influence in-

creased also in the assembly ; he became
king of the landschaft. As a rule, his

ofhce was inherited by his sons,

and in this way royal families

had their origin. The king-

ship was at first very limited

with respect to locality. Ambitious
kings, however, were not contented with
a landschaft, but contrived to extend their

domain by violence or by other means. Yet
local autonomy continued in force. The
power of the king was virtually limited

to leading the army in time of war,

defending the country, superintending

Limits of

the King's

Power

who were too cramped in their own land,

began to visit the countries in the west of

Europe. Soon every sea was covered
with their fleets, and scarcely any Euro-
pean coast was free from their plunderings.

The chief cause which drove out the

Northmen from their native country was
poverty. The Viking expeditions were
therefore originally nothing more than
pirate raids undertaken for the purpose of

earning a livelihood. In accordance with
the Norse view of life and religion, it

was more honourable to earn a livelihood

by the sword than by the plough. The
Viking life was to them a lawful and
glorious profession of arms, which was
practised by their noblest men and even
by their kings. The exploits of the

A GLIMPSE OF DENMARK'S ROCKY COASTS

law and justice, and offering sacrifices

to the gods of the people.

We do not know when the Danish
and Swedish kingdoms were founded.
According to legend the Danish kingdom,
which had its royal residence at Leire,

was founded by Skjold, the son of Odin,
and on this account the old Danish kings
were called Skjoldunger. The Swedish
kingdom is said to have been founded by
the god Yngve-Frey, the founder of the
race of Ynglinger. Norway remained
divided up into small kingdoms longer
than the other northern countries. There
the " fylkes " were not united into one
state until the end of the ninth century.
Before the ninth century a.d. little or
nothing was known in the south and west
of Europe concerning the northern peoples.

But about the year 800 the Northmen,
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Vikings were admired by the people and
glorified by their poets ; only he who had
fallen in war was received by Odin into

Valhalla.

The political situation in the north was
another cause of the emigrations. In

Denmark in the ninth century two royal

families were struggling for the suprem-
acy ; victory fell now to one, now to the

other, and the conquered claimants, who
were compelled to leave the

country, tried to establish new
empires in foreign lands, or

at least to win for themselves
wealth and glory. About the same time
Norway became united under one king,

and many princes left their homes
to preserve their freedom, since they
would not tolerate the authority of a

superior.

The
Glorified

Vikings



'THE LAND OF A THOUSAND LAKES": TYPICAL VIEWS OF FINLAND
1. Rantaseutu Lake ; 2, Nyslott Castle, Olofsborg ; 3, The breaking- away of an immense ice-floe in the
Gulf of Finland ; 4, Taipale on the Saima Canal ; 5, Hameenlinna Lake, Tavastehus ; 6, The Imatra waterfall
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A KINGS DISGUISE: ALFRED IN THE CAMP OF GUTHRUM, THE DANISH CHIEF

This famous picture depicts Alfred, the heroic king, in the midst of his dreaded enemies. Long before Alfred's time the

Danish plunderers had landed in England and completely held in their hands the north-eastern portion. Alfred had

only part of the country under his governance, but his wise and good rule had so roused the patriotism of his people

that they offered a stubborn resistance to the invading army. Disguising himself as a minstrel, in 878, and accom-

panied by only one servant, it is said that Alfred made his way to the camp of the powerful Danish chief, Guthrum, and

delighted the Danes by his skill in singing and playing the songs of his native land. On returning to his own people he

at once assembled all his available forces, and fell upon the Danes with such good effect that they had to sue for peace.

From the design by Herbert A. Bone, executed in tapestry, by permission cf Mr. Antony Gibbs
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GREAT DAYS OF THE NORTHMEN
THE RAIDS & CONQUESTS OF THE VIKINGS

T^HE Northmen were far superior in

'• strength, courage, deeds of arms, and
seamanship to the peoples whom they
attacked. Moreover, England, Ireland,

and the Frankish Empire were at this time

weakened by internal strife. It was
this fact which ensured the great success

of the pirates. At first they appeared
only in small bands, landed on the coasts,

which they laid waste with fire, and then

departed with their booty. When they

saw that they encountered little or no
resistance, they became bolder. Large
armies were formed, which had their own
laws and were generally commanded by
several chieftains who were equal in power.

They carried on their warfare according

to a settled plan, and were no longer satis-

fied with plundering the coasts. They
spent the winters in the estuaries or on
islands lying off the coasts. In summer

they sailed up the rivers far

into the interior, which they
Pirates

Baptisad and
-,. ... . devastated, plundering chiefly

churches and monasteries,

where they knew they would find the richest

booty. At last they made it the object

of their conquests to provide a new home
for themselves ; they accordingly settled

in the land they had conquered and
founded new states. Then the raids

ceased ; the fierce pirates accepted baptism

;

savage warfare gave place to peaceful

activities, agriculture, commerce, and navi-

gation. As Normans, they blended with

the native races, to whom they imparted
new strength and whom they influenced

in many ways.
All three of the northern peoples—the

Swedes, the Danes, and the Norwegians
—took part in the expeditions of the North-

men. The disti-icts which they infested

were the coasts of the Baltic Sea and the

countries adjoining the Atlantic Ocean
and the North Sea.

After the Swedes had for some time

been visiting as pirates and merchants the

countries of the Baltic Sea, which were

inhabited by Slavonic and Finnish races,

they settled shortly after the middle of the

ninth century on the coasts of the large

Russian lakes, where they founded an
empire called " Gardarike," with its capital
" Holmgard " (Novgorod). According to the

^. - , Russian chronicler, Nestor, the
The Swedes • , r ^^

„ Circumstances were as follow

:

_ .. The Warjager, or Warager,
mpir

5^g(jgs from the country on
the other side of the Baltic Sea were
accustomed to go to the races, living on
the large lakes, and levy taxes. But in

86i these races refused to pay, and
drove out the Warager ; they wished
to rule themselves, but soon became
disunited. Family arose against family,

and war broke out everywhere. Then
they summoned the Warager again

into the country in 862 to make peace.

The three brothers, Rurik, Sineus, and
Truwor, from the Waragian tribe Rus,

or Ruotsi, advanced with a troop of

Waragers across the sea and settled in

Novgorod, Belosersk, and Isborsk. As Si-

neus and Truwor died shortly afterwards,

Rurik became sole ruler in the kingdom,
which had received the name " Russia

"

from his tribe. Some of Rurik's warriors

advanced further south, marcjied down
the Dnieper, and founded a kingdom in

Kiev, which was conquered in 882 by
Rurik's successor, Oleg.

Soon the Waragers extended their raids

as far as the Black Sea. At the beginning

of the tenth century they had even sailed

past the Crimea to the Sea of Azov and down
the river Don ; they then dragged their

ships overland to the Volga,

h service
^^^^^^ ^°^^^^ ^^^^ "^^^ *° ^^^

'^ R*
•*'^^**^^ Caspian Sea, the coast of

which they laid waste, and
then returned laden with booty. The
Russian kingdom stood for a long time in

friendly relations with the northern coun-

tries and th^ir princes, and the Russian

princes often employed Northmen in their

services. These friendly relations did not
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cease until the Swedish element had gradu-

ally succumbed to the Slavonic, and the

kingdom at the end of the eleventh century

had become jmrcly Slav.

It is true that the Swedes have not

left any perceptible traces in modern
Russia. Still, their immigration was of

great importance ; for through them
the Finnish and Slavonic races, which
had been at variance, were united for

the first time in one empire, and by the

communication which was opened up
between Russia and the west of Europe
the commerce, wealth, and power of

Novgorod in particular were advanced.

It was also through
the Russian kingdom
that the Northmen
came into contact

with the Byzantines.

Many Northmen en-

tered the services of

East Roman em-
perors as auxiliaries

;

after the middle of

the eleventh century

they were admitted
to the imperial body-
guard. At Byzantium
they were called

Varangers. "The
axe - bearing bar-

barians from Thule
"

were renowned for

their courage and
bravery. As a
memorial of their

stay in the Byzantine
Empire they have left THE FAMOUS LION OF THE PIR.SUS

and then crossed over into Ireland. This

island was at that time divided into several

small kingdoms, the rulers of which were
constantly at strife. The Ardrigh, or

High King, had not enough })ower to

control the restless people and the strife-

loving chieftains. These divi-

_" "*
. sions facilitated the advance

onquere y ^^ ^j^^ Northmen, inasmuch as

the Irish were too deficient in

ships and seamanship to prevent their land-

ing. In the first half of the ninth century the

Norwegians, who were called by the Irish

Lochlannoch (the men from the country of

lakes), Fingalls (the white strangers), or

Ostmen, settled on
the east coast ; in

838 they conquered
Dublin, which they
fortified strongly.

The whole country
was devastated,
monasteries and
churches were burnt,

and Thorgisl, the

leader of the Nor-
wegians, became ruler

of almost the whole
island. After a few
years, however, he

was murdered. The
Irish rose and drove
out the foreigners.

But these soon came
back, and in 852 the

Norwegian chieftain,

Olav Hvite, founded
a kingdom in Dublin ;

at the same time

of their stay they left the runic inscriptions on the Lion
of the Piraeus, which is now in the arsenal at Athens

the runic inscriptions in the eleventh century "the axe-beanng barbarians from Norwegian klUgdomS
,1 T • r j^i Thule " entered the Byzantine Empire, where they were ° i.„ui;^U^,^ ;«on the Lion of the renowned for their courage and bravery. As a memorial WCie eStaDnsnea lU

Pirseus, which is now
in the arsenal at

Athens. It is probable that these inscrip-

tions of the Swedish Varangers in the second

half of the eleventh century were carved

in honour of a northern chieftain who had
fallen in Greek waters. As early as the end
of the eighth century the Norwegians came

. to the islands lying off the north
Norwegians

^j^^^^.^^^ coastsofScotland—the
Faroe, Shetland and Orkney
Islands, and the Hebrides.

These islands, however, were then barren

and unattractive, and served at first in

reality only as starting-points for more ex-

tensive expeditions. The Norwegians sailed

along the rough and desolate western shores

of Scotland, lounded several settlements,
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Scotl&nd

W a t e r f o r d and
Limerick. The Nor-

wegians built strong fortresses everywhere
in order to secure their rule. For
several years the kings of Dublin had
to resist the attacks of the Irish, who,
although their efforts were sometimes
favoured by fortune, tried in vain to drive

out the foreigners. About the middle of

the tenth century the conquerors threat-

ened to destroy the independence of the

island. " They set up," narrates an old

chronicler, " in every province a king, in

every district a chieftain, in every church
an abbot, in every town a bailiff, in every

house a soldier, so that the men of Erin

are no longer masters of their property.

No one dares to show generosity or



THE NORTHMAN'S STRATEGY: HASTING EMERGING FROM HIS "COFFIN"
The most celebrated of the Northman chieftains of the middle of the ninth century, Hasting plundered France for

several years, and then undertook a journey to Italy with the intention of conquering Rome and securing the wealth

which it contained. Driven ashore by a storm near Sarzana on the Magra, he took the town by stratagem, thinking

it to be Rome. Pretending to be on a peaceful mission, he was admitted into the town and baptised at the hands of

the bishop. During the following night loud lamentations were heard proceeding from the ship of the chieftain, and it

was reported that Hasting was dead. He was taken ashore for burial, and the bishop was just about to conduct

the funeral service when Hasting sprang from the bie r, and, with the assistance of his armed followers, first slew

the bishop and the governor, and then attacked the town, capturing it after terrible slaughter of the inhabitants.
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tenderness to father or mother, to bishop,

to lord temporal or spiritual, neither to the

sick nor miserable, not even to a new-born
child. If an Irishman has only one cow,

he must give the milk to the soldier, so

that he gets no milk for himself."

The struggle continued. The Irish suc-

ceeded in gaining some victories over the

hated foreigners, but they were

•

'b' tti*

* intruders. The most celebrated

of those victories is that of

Clontarf, fought in the neighbourhood of

Dublin on April 23rd, 1014, which the Irish

remember with pride to this day. Brian
Borumha, High King of Ireland, had
collected a large army and advanced
towards Dublin, while the Norwegians in

the town had obtained auxiliary troops

from their countrymen dwelling in the

Scottish islands. It was a desperate

struggle, and both armies fought with
great braver}'. The old king Brian fell on
the battlefield, but his army was victorious

and the Norwegians sustained heavy
losses ; no fewer than 6,000 perished in

the battle.

This victory did not alter the situation

in the island ; internal strife did not cease.

It is true that the Norwegians aban-
doned the hope of subduing the Irish, but
they remained in the country. Occasion-
ally, when it was to thei- advantage, they
did homage to the Irish kings. Thus matters
continued till the twelfth century, when
Henry II. of England, who for some time
had been turning his attention to Ireland,

interfered in the disputes of the two nations.

On being asked by an Irish king for help, he
permitted Richard Clare, Earl of Pem-
broke (Strongbow) to cross to Ireland, and
the latter conquered Dublin in 1170. The
last Norwegian king was forced to flee,

and when he attempted in the following

year to regain his kingdom, he was taken
prisoner and killed. Shortly after this,

King Henry himself crossed and entered
. Dublin. Thus ended the rule

rwegian
^^ ^j^^ Ostmen in Ireland.

t Ed ^^^y ^^'^ ^ot' however, entirely

disappeared from the island,

but remained living principally in those
towns where, as peaceful citizens,

they busied themselves with commerce
and navigation. For a long time
they preserved their nationality, since

they formed separate and organised com-
munities. At the present day we find a
trace of them in the name of part of the
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town of Dublin—Oxmanstown = Ostman-
town ; that is, the town of the Eastmen.
The Irish and Norwegians were too

dissimilar in character, manners, and mode
of life to blend quickly. Moreover, they
lived for the most part separated from each
other—the Norwegians in their fortified

towns, the Irish in the country ; in addi-

. tion, the hatred of the Irish for the foreigner

kept both nations estranged. In spite of

this, they influenced each other in various

wa^'S. The influence of the Irish on the

Norwegians has, perhaps, been exagger-

ated. But it is indisputable that in the

provinces of fiction and art the Nor-
wegians learned much from the Irish, and
attempts have even been made in modern
times to prove that many of the northern
sagas of the gods and of heroes had their

origin in the tales which the Northmen
heard from the Irish and the Anglo-Saxons.
The Norwegian form of the temple, the

" Hov," is, it is believed, a copy of the

Irish churches. On the other hand, the

Irish are indebted to the Ostmen for the

advancement of their municipal life. It

might almost be asserted that the Nor-
„ . wegians were really the founders
rounders r ° , t • u x j.

J
. of the Irish towns ; it was

I
"

h T ^^^^ owing to the Norwegians,
who were not only capable

soldiers but also enterprising merchants
and navigators, that commerce and naviga-
tion, along with agriculture and farming,

became important branches of industry for

the inhabitants of the Emerald Isle.

The Norwegian rule lasted longer in

the Scottish islands and in the Faroe
Islands than in Ireland. As has been
mentioned, the Norwegians had settled on
these islands about the year 800. In the

tenth century they founded a kingdom
of the Hebrides, in which they ruled over
a Keltic population, and another in the

Isle of Man ; this was ruled by the king
of Norway after iioo, and was not sur-

rendered to Scotland till 1266. Tynwald
Hill, near St. John's, on the west coast of

the Isle of Man, was the Tinghill, which
was the seat of legislation and justice for

the few islanders who still hold a unique
position under the British crown. To the
present time the spot recalls the inde-

pendence of the island when it formed a

part of the Norwegian kingdom.
The Orkney and Shetland islands, where

a few Kelts still remained, had for a long
time been favourite retreats of the Vikings.

The number of the invaders steadily
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BAPTISM OF ROLLO THE PIRATE CHIEF
As head of the pirates who ravaged the Seine, RoUo, known also as Roh, was much feared.

In order to secure peace for himself and his people, Charles the Simple determined to surrender to
the Northmen the country on the Lower Seine and a treaty was concluded between the two men at
St. Clair sur Epte in 911. Receiving as a fief the land which was afterwards called Normandy,
Rollo swore an oath of fidelity to the king, was baptised and received the name of Robert.
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increased, especially after Harald Fairhair

had become sole ruler of Norway in 872 ; in

this way the islands gradually became popu-

lated by Norwegians. As these emigrants

began to pillage the coasts of Norway King

Harald crossed over to the islands and

made them subject to him. Later the

islands were ruled by a Jarl (the " Orkney-

Jarl ") appointed by the Norwegian king.

In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

they came into closer contact with Scotland.

The Jarls had fiefs in Scotland. Scots

settled on the islands, and the Scottish

language came into use alongside of the

NorwcL'ian. The Norwegian supremacy

was, however, still acknowledged, and a

constant intercourse with Norway was
maintained. In 1469 the islands were
mortgaged as cowry of Margaret to James
III. of Scotland, and remained ever after

in the possession of the Scottish crown.

The inhabitants no longer have their own
laws and privileges. The Norse language
has disappeared, and only the place-names

recall the former rulers. In the eighth

century Irish settlers had emigrated to

the Faroe Islands. They departed, how-
ever, after the arrival of the Northmen,
who took possession of the islands and
called them the Faroe—that is, sheep

—

PARIS BESIEGED BY THE NORTHMEN IN THE NINTH CENTURY
This representation of the siege of Paris by the Northmen illustrates in a strilting manner the original form of

the famous capital of France. That portion of the town known as the He de la CM, a small island in the

middle of the Seine, on which the cathedral Notre Dame stands, was originally the entire city. It is still the

core of Paris, but, of course, represents only a tiny portion of the immense city which now spreads in every

direction from the banks of the river, and is connected with the ancient island by numerous bridges.

On the south side of the river, now known as the Latin Quarter, were the headquarters of Roman Paris

(Lutetia), the residence of the governor, still partially preserved in the Clunj Museum, being there situated.
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A SCENE FROM THE GREAT SIEGE OF PARIS EV THE NORTHMEN IN

Islands, from the numerous sheep that had
been left behind by the emigrants. Various
chieftains ruled over the islands. More
important affairs were decided at the

people's assembly, or ting, at Thorshavn.
The islands remained in constant inter-

course with Norway, and several dis-

tinguished inhabitants served Norwegian
kings, who tried to bring the islands under
their rule. They succeeded in doing this

in 1035, and the Faroe Islands belonged
to Norway till 1814, when Norway was
separated from Denmark ; the islands

remained with Denmark and were incor-

porated with this kingdom in 1849. After
the loss of their freedom the prosperity of

the islands declined. Intercourse with the
outer world gradually ceased. Voyages,
especially for trading purposes, became
less frequent, and the commerce upon
which the welfare of the islanders to a
great measure depended passed into the
hands of foreigners and was not regained
until 1856. From that time a new and
happier time began for the islanders.

The language, which was old Nor-
wegian, has survived in several dialects

which in their grammar bear most resem-

blance to Icelandic, in pronunciation and
vocabulary to modern Norwegian dialects.

The inhabitants of the Faroe Islands

have not preserved in writing their sagas

and songs, like the Icelanders. They
have no old literature in the real sense

of the word
;

yet the islanders possess a

rich treasury of folk-songs, which have
been orally transmitted and have been
published in modern times. These songs

for the most part tell of old Icelandic

myths of the gods and heroes, and are

derived from other Icelandic sagas and
Norwegian folk-songs.

It was Naddodd, a colonist from the

Faroe Islands, who discovered Iceland, in

867. On a voyage from Norway he was
driven by storms far towards the north-

west, and came to the shores of a large and
mountainous countr}-. He landed and
climbed a high hill, from which he looked

round in vain for traces of a dwelling-house.

As he was leaving the land it was snowing,

and on this account he called it Snowland.

Not long afterwards the land was dis-

covered to be an island, and received the
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Discovered

name Iceland from Floke Vilgerdson, who
spent a winter there in 870. From 874
onwards Norwegian emigrants began to

settle on the island, where they found a

safe retreat.

From Iceland the Norwegians went to

Greenland and America. The discoverer

of Greenland was Erik Rode, who was com-

u r^ ,3 pelled to leave Norway owingnow Oree&land i , r i i ^
to a charge of manslaughter
and sailed to Iceland. On
being outlawed there he

attempted to reach a country which had
been seen to the west of Iceland. Hedis
covered it about the year 985 and called it

Greenland, in order to entice others there
by the name. Several settlers arrived on
the south-west coast, where they lived by
fishing and cattle-breeding. About the

year 1000 they were converted to Chris-

tianity by the Norwegians, and a centur}
later received a bishop of their own,
whose diocese was in Gardar, in the

Jgalikofjord, near Julianehaab ; two
monasteries were also founded there. The
colony preserved its independence for a

long time, but submitted in the thirteenth

century to the king of Norway. For some
time intercourse between the two countries
was maintained, but after the devastation
caused by the Black Death in the middle
of the fourteenth century communication
gradually ceased. The colonists, left to

themselves, lacked everything ; at the
same time they were exposed to the
incessant attacks of the Esquimaux, who
were pressing towards the south, and to

whose attacks the colonists finally suc-

cumbed. When the Danes resumed inter-

course with Greenland, in the eighteenth
century, they found that there were no
longer any Norwegians there ; a few
ruined buildings are the only traces of the
Norwegian colony.

Erik Rode had a son called Leiv, who
sailed from Greenland to Norway, where
he spent the winter of 999-1000. Early
. „ in the year he wished to return

r- . ^ to Greenland, but, losing his
Finds a .1 i
XI , J course on the return voyage,New Land , , , . , , • ^

he wandered tor a long tmie on
the sea until at last he discovered a land
which he had never seen before. This
land was beautiful to look at : there were
rich meadows, vines and wheat grew
wild, and there was a quantity of salmon
in the water, but he did not see any
human beings. Leiv arrived safely at

Greenland in the autumn, and described
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the country which he had discovered
and which he called Vinland on account
of the vines which he found there. It

was decided to examine the country more
thoroughly. In the following year Leiv^'s

father and brother sailed from Greenland,
but their voyage was unsuccessful, for

the wind was contrary ; they were
driven first towards the north-east, then
towards the south-east, and were forced

to return to Greenland without having
accomplished anything.
Two years afterwards —in 1003—a new

expedition was organised for the purpose
of colonising the land. A hundred and
forty colonists, among whom were some
women, sailed on these ships under
the leadership of an Icelander, Thoriinn
Karlsevne, who had come in the pre-

ceding year to Greenland and had
married there. On the voyage Karlsevne
discovered two countries, which he named
Helleland, that is, Stoneland, and Mark-
land, that is. Woodland, and finally he
arrived at Vinland. There the colonists

settled, but they were not destined to

remain long. They encountered natives

_. . and began to barter with them.
Ulscovertes c iT xi n a

. .. Soon, however, they quarrelled

XT .. with the Indians, or " Skrae-
Northmen ,. ,, ,, , ,.

Imgs —that IS, weaklmgs—as

they called them ; moreover, they were
at variance among themselves. After

three years this attempt at colonisation

was abandoned, and in 1006 the Northmen
returned to Greenland. The countries

which they discovered were, according to

the most recent investigation, Labrador
(Helleland), Newfoundland (Markland),

Cape Breton, and Nova Scotia (Vinland).

With this expedition attempts at coloni-

sation in Nova Scotia were abandoned.
Soon the course to the new country was
forgotten. We do not know why the

Northmen so soon gave up their new
discoveries

;
perhaps the difficult voyage

disheartened them, or else the produce
which they could have brought home
from there was not worth the trouble

and the danger.
While the Norwegians were colonising

new countries on the North Atlantic,

battling more with the raging of the

weather and the boisterous elements than
with human opponents, the richer south
was infested chiefly by the Danes. As
early as the reign of Charles the Great
the Northmen appeared on the shore of

the Frankish Empire. Charles, who was



ROGER GUISCARD, CONQUEROR OF THE ARABS, LANDING IN SICILY
The youngest brother of the great Robert Guiscard, Duke of Apulia, Roger made many friends by his attractive looks

and elegant manners. On his first arrival in Italy he was compelled, through lack of means, to support himselt

by the acts of a common robber. Roger overthrew the Arab hordes in a war that lasted from 1061 till 1090, and
wrested from them the island of Sicily ; he obtained the title ofCount of Sicily, with undisputed possession of the island.
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fighting against the Danish king Gottfried,

took various precautionary measures for

the defence of the coasts, but these were
not rigidly maintained. Not long after

his death the coasts of Friesland and
Flanders were exposed to the attacks of

the Northmen ; several towns were plun-
dered by them, among others the wealthy
commercial town of Duurstede, or Dorestad,
on the Rhine. Later they made use of the
quarrels between the sons of Louis the
Pious to establish themselves by force in

Friesland and Flanders. Already at that

time they were laying waste the coasts

of France. They penetrated up the
Seine, the Loire, and the Garonne to the
centre of the country, plundered towns

and monasteries, carried away men and
women of noble birth into captivity,

and then returned to the river mouths.
Everywhere they spread terror and panic,

in the churches men offered the prayer,
" Libera nos a furore Nortmannorum, O
Domine! " or, in Englsh, " From the fury

of the Northmen, Good Lord, deliver us."

But scarcely anywhere were vigorous
precautions taken to drive out the

dreaded foe.

From the coasts of France the North-
men crossed to Spain about the middle
of the ninth century ; they attacked
Galicia, and then turned upon the

Moors in the south, besieged Lisbon,
sailed up the Guadalquiver, conquered

THE DREADED DANES: A SUDDEN DESCENT ON THE COAST OF NORTHUMBERLAND
Under the command of their powerful sea-kings, the Danes, at uncertain intervals, harassed England for several
centuries, and as the country was unprovided with proper defences, the entire coast was subject to their inroads, and
the people were kept in a constant state of unrest and alarm. The illustration represents a sudden descent of these
dreaded plunderers off the coast of Northumberland about 787. The boats from the Danish ships, filled with wild figures

that leap into the surf, are already running ashore, while the terrified inhabitants are hurriedly erecting fortifications.

From the fiesco by William Bell Scott
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THE DANISH INVASION OF ENGLAND- A SCENE OF A THOUSAND YEARS AGO
In the spring: of s77 the Danes embarked in 120 vessels at Wareham, and proceeded in a westerly direction to the aid
of their beleagured countrymen in Exeter. The elements, however, were against them. For a month the frail ships
were tossed abont on the stormy sea, unable to find a landing spot anywhere, and when King Alfred s warships
appeared on the scene the opposing fleet was not able to defend itself. Striking on the rocks off Swanage, the greater
I.umber of the vessels were broken to pieces. The Danes who escaped the waves fell victims to the Saxon warriors.

From the picture by Herbert A. bone

the suburbs of Seville, where they gained
rich spoil, and laid waste the Balearic
Islands, and even the north coasts of

Africa. Later they renewed their attacks
on Moorish Spain, but had not the same
success against the Moors as against their

other opponents. The Arabs were bold
and capable sailors, and successfully

engaged both on sea and land with the
Northmen, whose ships were at that time
fitted up for transport, and being over-
loaded with warriors and goods were little

suited for naval warfare.
Hasting is the most celebrated of the

Northman chieftains of the middle of the
ninth century. After plundering France
for several years, he is said to have taken
a journey to Italy for the purpose of

conquering Rome, of whose greatness and
wealth he had heard. He was driven by
storm to Luna—now a ruin, near Sarzana on
the Magra, in the neighbourhood of Carrara
—and by a stratagem took possession of
this town, which he thought was Rome.

226

He sent a messenger to the bishop and
governor of the town to say that he had
been driven there bj' storm on his home-
ward journey, that his intentions were
peaceful, and that in addition he was
lying seriously ill and humbly begged to

be baptised. The bishop and governor,

rejoicing at the news, assured him of

peace and of their friendship. The gates

of the town were opened to him and to

his people ; he himself was carried into

the church and baptised, and afterwards

borne back to his ship. In the following

night loud lamentations were heard among
the strangers. It was reported that

Hasting was dead, and it was now the

duty of the church to bury him. A funeral

procession was actually foiTiied in which
Hasting was carried like a corpse on a

bier. The bishop was just about to per-

form the office for the dead when Hasting
sprang from the bier, threw off the grave-

clothes, and appeared in full armour.

His followers in like manner let fall their
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mantles which concealed their armour.

Hasting slew the bishop and the governor
;

his followers began a terrible slaughter

and took the town, which they then

discovered was not Rome. As they had
no prospect of further conquests, they

determined to return to France. In the

meantime other Northmen continued

their attacks on France, and
Fr&nce

nearlv reduced the people to
!?^'". despair. It is said that
Tribulation ,, y^' u j *France had never seen greater

tribulation ; no one dared to leave the

fortified towns ; no man slept soundly

at night on his couch." The Northmen
burst like a storm where they were least

expected, killed the priests, dressed them-
selves in the vestments which they had
robbed from the altars, dragged away
young and old, outraged women and
girls, drove away the cattle, and burned
everything that they could not carry

away. Only a few dared to offer resist-

ance, among them the brave count,

Robert the Strong, the progenitor of the

Capets, who was extolled by the chroni-

clers as the Maccabaeus of France, and
who met with a glorious death while

fighting against the Northmen in 867. A
few of the invaders were destroyed, but

this availed little, for they were always
replaced by others.

The Frankish princes and great lords

were, as a rule, too weak to offer

strenuous resistance to the North-
men. Besides, the morals of the nobles

were so corrupt that many received money
from the Northmen in return for not
disturbing them in their robberies. At
the end of 885 Paris was compelled to

endure a severe siege. A large Danish
fleet—^reported to consist of 700 ships

with 30,000 to 40,000 men—^had been
collected at Rouen. They sailed up
the Seine to Paris, where the leaders

demanded free passage, promising, if this

was granted, to spare the town. As
the demand was refused, they

c rea
besieged the town, which was

'*p*
. bravely defended by the in-

habitants. The latter hoped to

obtain speedy assistance from the emperor;
but Charles the Fat, with his army, did
not come to their relief till the following

year. By this time Paris was ravaged with
famine and pestilence, but Charles, instead
of engaging in battle with the Northmen,
concluded a disgraceful peace with them.
He promised to pay them 700 pounds of
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silver by the following March, and gave
them permission in the meantime to

spend the winter in Burgundy. Since the

Parisians would on no account be privy

to this dishonourable treaty, and sHll

refused to let the Northmen pass through,

the latter dragged their ships a distance

of 2,000 feet overland past Paris, took
them down to the river again beyond the

town, and sailed towards Burgundy

;

after they had devastated that province

they returned back the same way.
Some years afterwards, Arnulf, king of

the East Franks, succeeded, by means of

a great victory over the Northmen at

Lowen in 891, in procuring peace for his

kingdom. In France, also, where Count
Odo, who had defended Paris so bravely

against the Northmen, had succeeded the

weak emperor, Charles the Fat, they
suffered some defeats. But to annihilate

them was found impossible both by
Odo and by his successor, Charles the

Simple. The privations of the people

became daily greater ; there was a scarcity

of everything, of victuals, of cattle, and
even of grain for sowing. Of the chieftains

, of that period the most feared

Sr^cnder to
^^^^ ^°'^*^' °^ ^"^^' *^® ^^^^

D- ^ r-J- t of the pirates of the Seine. He
Firate Chief , 1

'^ ,1 • t-had previously been in l* ranee,

and had fought in Friesland and in Eng-
land, but had returned to France at the

beginning of the tenth century. He
established himself in Rouen, and his

warriors ravaged the banks of the Seine.

Charles the Simple, therefore, determined
to surrender the country on the Lower
Seine to the Normans, in order to procure

peace for himself and his people. Charles

and Rollo met at St. Clair sur Epte in 911
and concluded a treaty. Rollo received

as a fief the land which was afterwards

called Normandy, and swore an oath of

fidelity to the king. Next year he was
baptised and received the name of Robert.

He divided the land among his followers

and by strict laws restored peace and
order. It is related that on one occasion

he forgot a bracelet which he had left

hanging on a tree, and after three years

he found it on the identical spot.

Normandy flourished under Rollo and
his successors the dukes of Normandy,
and became the best cultivated and best

organised province in the whole of France.

The Normans gradually blended with the

French, whose language, manners, and
habits they adopted. Soon they surpassed
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the men of their new country in

relie^ious zeal, without in the meantime
having lost their love of fighting and ad-

venture. They also devoted their atten-

tion with conspicuous success to hterature

and art. In Normandy at an early age
men devoted their time to writing history

;

there originated the vaudeville and also,

it is believed, the Gothic style of archi-

tecture. Thus the settling of the Normans
in Normandy was a gain for the whole of

France. Notwithstanding the fact that

the Normans blended with the French,
their descendants still preserved many
traces of their northern origin. At the

Crusades. It was a descendant of Rollo,

William, Duke of Normandy, who sub-
jugated England after the victory of

Senlac, near Hastings, in 1066. The Nor-
mans came into the country with him

;

they became the rulers of the Anglo-
Saxons, and their language, which had
already been adopted by the English
court, supplanted Anglo-Saxon. Gradu-
ally the Normans blended with the Anglo-
Saxons ; from this union originated the
English people and the English language.
As early as the first half of the eleventh

century the Normans had settled in the

South of Italy, where at that time the

A CALL TO ARMS: KING ALFRED RESISTING THE DANISH INTRUDERS
Alfred was only twenty-two years of age when he was crowned at Winchester in s71. Within a month of his

coronation he was called upon to take the field against the dreaded Danes, and his brilliant qualities as a leader
soon restored the confidence of his Saxon followers. After many battles, Alfred succeeded in overcoming his enemies
and receiving submission from them, and England was freed from the danger and ruin that had so long threatened her.

From the picture by G. F. Watts. R.A.. in the Palace of Westminster

present day the inhabitants of Normandy
differ from the rest of the French in ap-

pearance, character and disposition. In
particular, they have always shown a keen
interest in commerce and navigation.

Normandy has always been the home of

navigators and discoverers.

There are numerous proofs that the
French Normans did not lose the love of

their forefathers for adventures and con-
quests. In the middle of the eleventh
century new kingdoms were founded in

England and Italy by the Normans,
who also took an active part in the
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Germans of the empire were quarrelling

with the Greeks, and the Lombard
princes with the Arabs. Norman pilgrims,

who stopped occasionally at Salerno on
their return from the Holy Land, had
helped Prince Waimar the Great in a
successful battle against the Saracens in

1017. He would have willingly taken
them into his service, but they longed for

their native country, where, they told

him, there were just as many brave men.
Thereupon \\'aimar sent messengers to

Normandy ; immediately numerous knights

were induced by the costly and rare



THE DANISH CHIEF GUTHRUM SUBMITTING TO KING ALFRED
England's deliverance from the supremacy of the Danes found expression in the Peace of Wedmore, which followed

upon the submission of Guthrum and his followers. Reduced to despair by hunger, cold and misery, the Danes yielded

to Alfred, and Guthrum indicated his desire to embrace the Christian faith. Both circumstances gave intense pleasure

to Alfred, the latter no less than the former, for England's king had fought not only for the restoration of his kingdom

but also for the establishment ofthe Christian religion. Accompanied by thirty of his followers, Guthrum appeared in

Alfred's camp at Wedmore, in Somersetshire ; there he was bound bv a solemn " peace," and there also he was baptised.

From the design by Herbert A. Bone, executed iii tapestry, by permission of Mr. Antony Gibbs
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presents which he sent to accept his pro-

posal and enter his service. However,
they soon left him and helped Sergius IV.,

Duke of Naples, who made them in return

a grant of land in 1129 ; there the Normans
founded the town of Aversa (la Normanna)
in 1030 and fortified it strongly. In order

to increase their influence they summoned
_ „ their countrymen ; troops of
Great Race x'^ t j

-J
Normans, eager for war and

o orman
pim-^^^j-^ Streamed to the South

onquerors
^^ Italy, where they served as

mercenaries now one now another of the

rival factions. In this way for some time
the Normans helped the Greeks and fought

on the side of the Varangers ; in the end,

however, the Normans under the leader-

ship of the sons of a Norman knight,

Tancred of Hauteville, directed their arms
against the Greeks and took from them
one piece of land after another. At last

Robert Guiscard, the mightiest of Tancred's

sons, by the conquest of Bari, ended the

Greek domination in South Italy in 1071.

As early as 1059 ^^ had been created Duke
of Apulia by the Pope, whom he acknow-
ledged as his feudal lord ; in 1076 he con-

quered Salerno and the other small South
Italian principalities, crossed over to

Greece, defeated the imperial troops both
by land and sea, and plundered the country.

Soon afterwards, in 1085, he died, and
East Rome breathed again. Robert's

youngest brother, Roger, wrested the island

of Sicily from the Arabs (1061-1090),

and his son Roger II., who united Sicily

and Apulia, received in the autumn of

1130 the title of King of Sicily from the

Pope, and was crowned with pomp in

Palermo.
In England the Normans, or Danes as

they are more generally called in this

connection, appeared for the first time
in 787, and some years afterwards they
repeated their visits. Then four decades
elapsed during which England had rest

from the terrible sea-warriors. But in

^. ^ .1. 8^2 they renewed their attacks.
The Terrible ^ , r .1 . .•

jj
and from that time every year

'Eld they devastated the South of

England ; several times they
were repulsed, but they always came back
with increased numbers and began to

winter in the country. From the coasts

the}' penetrated to the interior, plundering
everything as they went. They utilised

the mutual enmity of the Kelts and
Anglo-Saxons and concluded a treaty

with the Welsh. The disputes of the Anglo-
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Saxons also furthered the enterprises of

the invaders. After the middle of the

ninth century they settled in the East of

England. In the year 866 a large fleet

landed on the coasts of East Anglia. The
most distinguished of the chieftains com-
manding this fleet were the sons of Lod-
brok, Ingvar and Ubbe ; they spent the

winter in East Anglia and concluded
peace with the inhabitants. In the follow-

ing spring they advanced over the river

Humber to Xorthumbria, where two kings,

Osbrith and Ella, were striving for the

supremacy, and conquered York in 867.
The Northumbrian kings abandoned

their strife and with combined forces

advanced to York to drive away the Danes,
but suffered a crushing defeat in which they
both jierished. By this victory the Danes
secured for themselves the possession of

York ; and they soon subjugated the

whole of Northumbria, which they gradu-
ally transformed into a colony of North-
men. From Northumbria they made in-

cursions to the south, where the kingdom
of Wessex was still unconquered, and were
victorious there also. The King of Wessex,

Alfredthe Great, wascompeJled
-,

""^ „. \ , to wander abovit the country in
Great Fights -,

^ q o tt.

^. n disguise, and, m 878, after a war
the Danes r ^ 1 j -• 4.1

of twelve years duration, the

Danes were masters of the whole country.

But they could not keep their possessions

for any length of time on account of the

smallness of their numbers, in spite of the

reinforcements which were constantly

being sent over from their own country.

Alfred, who had never given up hope,

declared war against them a few months
after they had conquered Wessex, and
succeeded in gaining a victory at Ethan-
dune in 878. In the same year a treaty

was concluded between Alfred and Guth-
rum, the Danish leader, under which the

Danes were established in the northern
and eastern half of the island—known as

the Danelagh, and there they erected

strongholds, the chief of which were the
" Five Boroughs," Stamford, Leicester,

Derby, Nottingham, and Lincoln. They
devoted themselves to peaceful occupa-
tions ; many were baptised, and soon
they began to blend with the Anglo-Saxons.
For a long time, however, they preserved

their speech, manners, and laws, and the

appearance and language of the northern
English, as also numerous place-names,

still testify to their Scandinavian orie^in.

The rest of England was also influenced by
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the Danes in many ways. Indisputable

traces of Norse influence are still found in

the government and jurisprudence of the
country.

The attacks of the Danes, however, did
not cease with their settlement in the

Danelagh ; but they were not so successful

as formerly, since Alfred defended the
coasts well and built a fleet, by

"f I^ means of which he was able to
and Danes , ,, t .>

p keep the enemy away from the

coasts. In addition, the Danes
were now turning their attention to

France. The independence of the Dane-
lagh did not last long. Alfred's son
Edward compelled the Danes to acknow-
ledge his supremacy. It is true they soon
revolted, but they met with a crushing
defeat at Brunanburgh in 937, and later

attempts to secure independence came to

nothing. Gradually the relations of the
two races became more friendly ; many
Danes entered the service of the Anglo-
Saxon kings.

England enjoyed peace until the

end of the century, when, after the
accession of Ethelred the Unready in 979,
the land was torn with fresh struggles.

Attacks from Denmark were renewed, and,

as before, nothing escaped the ravages
of fire and sword. On St. Brice's

Day—November 13th, 1002—a terrible

massacre of the Danes took place. But
the English did not succeed in destroying
all the Northmen in that portion of the
country which was under their own rule,

and there is no doubt that those in the
Danelagh escaped the slaughter.

In the year 1013 Sven Tveskjaeg—Swe-
gen, or Sweyn Forkbeard—who on several

previous occasions had plundered England,
collected a large army to accomplish the
conquest. He landed in Northumbria, and
soon took possession of the Danelagh,
where the inhabitants attached themselves
to him. He then turned his attacks to the
South of England, where his efforts were
_ . . everywhere attended with suc-
Danish "^

I ,, • , r
„. . cess, and soon the resistance of

, . the Anglo-Saxons was crushed.
In the same year London

opened its gates to the Danish king

;

Ethelred was compelled to flee and Sweyn
became king. However, he did not enjoy
his victory long, for he died suddenly at the
beginning of the following year. Shortly
before his death he appointed as his

successor in England his son, Knut
(Canute), who had accompanied him on
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his expedition ; but when the Anglo-Saxon
Witan heard of the king's death they
recalled Ethelred and i^romised never
again to submit to a Danish king.

Ethelred returned ; an Anglo-Saxon
army was quickly summoned, and
Canute left England to bring reinforce-

ments from his own country, as his

forces were too small. He equipped
a great fleet, which was manned by
veteran warriors from the north, and in

the year 1015 he again appeared in Eng-
land, where the magnates spiritual and
temporal soon paid homage to him.
Shortly afterwards, in 1016, the unfortu-
nate Ethelred died. But Canute found a
worthy opponent in his son, the brave
Edmund Ironside, who was proclaimed
king by the citizens of London. Canute
won a great victory by treachery at

Assandun in 1016, upon which a treaty

was concluded, dividing the kingdom
between the two kings. However, as

Edmund died in 1017, Canute remained
from that time sole ruler of England. In

1018 he became king of Denmark, and in

1028 king of Norway. It is thought that

- ,, , he wished to establish a
Influences of x .1 • j
.1. VT .1. . great northern empire de-
tac Northmen s°j, t-ij i^i.
r .... pendent on England. But
Expeditions { . i ,,

^
1 j ,

his death, m 1035, did not
allow him to realise his hopes. As his

sons died after a short reign, the Danish
dynasty in England ceased in 1042.

It was through these eypeditions that

the Northmen first came into contact with
Western and Central Europe—a contact

which proved of great importance for the

Northmen themselves as well as for the

nations whom they infested. The most
important effect of these expeditions was
the fact that the Northmen by their settle-

ments imparted new strength to the

enfeebled and degenerate nations, and
opened up for them new spheres of useful-

ness. While the west gained in strength,

the north itself was weakened by the great

emigration. At the same time, however,
the north was freed from a number of

restless, proud, and obstinate chieftains

and therefore the kings were more easily

enabled to unite many " lands " in

greater kingdoms and to strengthen the

kingship. Through these voyages, also,

the Northmen became acquainted with
the higher civilisation of the west. Chris-

tianity, which at first had made only

slow progress, gradually won the victory

over paganism.
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DENMARK AND ITS SISTER STATES
TO THE TIME OF SWEDEN'S SECESSION

r^ENMARK had been united in one
'-^ kingdom before 800 a.d., and con-

sisted of three chief parts : (i) the peninsula
of Jutland, to the Eider

; (2) the islands,

of which Zealand, with the royal residence

Leire, was the most important ; and (3)

Scania, with Halland and Bleking. Each
of these divisions had its own Ting, or

assembly, where the people—that is, the

peasants—came together in order to

choose a king, to make laws, and to sit

in judgment—the Jutlanders in Viborg,

the Zealanders in Ringsted, and the Scan-

ians in Lund.
The king was the bond of union

between the countries. He was chosen

from the royal family ; he acted as

high-priest, and it was his duty to

preserve peace and to summon the troops

in war. Next in rank to the king were
the jarls, who governed large tracts of

country in the king's name. The king

_ . had his " hauskerle," or " bird,"

„. who, in conjunction with the

M "^^
a

chieftains, the most powerful of

the peasants, were his helpers

m war and peace. The earliest reliable

accounts are contained in the Frankish
annals of the time of Charlemagne.
During the Saxon wars Widukind took
refuge with the Danish king, Siegfried, in

777, and when Charles had defeated the
Saxons he came into friendly intercourse

with the Danes. Their king at that time,

Gottfried, or Gotrik, secured his south
boundaries by a rampart, and was just

arming himself for an attack on the
Frankish Empire when he was murdered
in 810. His successor concluded a peace
with the emperor, and the Eider remained
the boundary between Denmark and the
Frankish Empire. Shortly after this,

disputes, which lasted for a long time, broke
out in the Danish royal house concerning
the crown ; these disputes opened up the
way for Christianity, with which some
Danes had already become familiar,

partly through missionaries such as

Willibrord, partly through travels on the

Continent.

King Harald was driven out by
Gottfried's sons ; he fled to Germany,
and was baptised in 826, in order to gain

the assistance of Louis the Pious. After-

j^. . wards, when he returned to

g
'^^•°'**''y Denmark, the devout Ansgar,

J ti A
^ monk from the Benedictine
monastery of Corve}^ followed

him as missionary. Ansgar was filled with
enthusiasm for his vocation ; he im-
mediately began his missionary work,
and founded a school for the training of

teachers at Hcdeby in Jutland. He had
still many difficulties to overcome, and
conversion to Christianity was slow. It

became still harder for him when his

protector, Harald, was driven out a second
time. Ansgar was also compelled to

leave the coimtry. He crossed over to

Sweden, where he was well received and
won many converts to Christianity. Mean-
while an archbishopric for the north was
established in Hamburg and Ansgar was
called to the see, which was removed to

Bremen after the demolition of Hamburg
by the Danes. Ansgar succeeded in gain-

ing the friendship of the King of Denmark,
and was now able, as " apostle of the

north," to take up his work again with

renewed energy, a work which he con-

tinued with unwearied zeal till his death

in 865. For a long time after his death

Christianity made no progress, and at the

same time the land was divided by internal

struggles. At the beginning of the tenth

century Olaf, a Swedish chieftain, took

,
possession of at least a portion

Denmark s
of ^he country. HissonGnupa

°^*
was defeated by the German
king, Henry L, in 934, and was

forced to receive baptism. However,
the Swedish rule did not last long. Gnupa
submitted to a descendant of the Danish
royal house, Gorm the Old, whose wife,

Tyra Danmarksbod, is said to have built

the boundary wall known as the "Dane-
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virke '* (Danework). Gorm's son, Harald

Blaatand (Bluetooth), who ruled not onl}'

over all Denmark but for some time also

over Norway, was baptised in 940, and
from that time was a zealous promoter of

Christianity in his kingdom. He de-

clares on the runic stone at Jellinge,

which he set up to the memory of his

_ . . ir- parents, that he won over the
Danish King

^^^^^ ^^ Denmark and Nor-

En°lan7^'"""
way and baptised the Danes.

"^^ *''
Some of the Danes, however,

were not pleased with his religious zeal.

The discontented attached themselves to

his son Sweyn (Forkbeard) in 985. Harald
fell in battle in 986 or 987. Sweyn became
king, and, as has already been mentioned,

conquered England in 1013. He was
baptised, but exercised toleration in

religious matters.

It was not until the reign of his second
son, Knut—better known to us as Canute^
the Mighty (1018-1035), that Christianity

triumphed in Denmark. Canute greatly

extended his dominion ; he ruled over

Denmark, England and Norway. He was
acknowledged as emperor of Bretland, or

Britain, by the Emperor Conrad H., who
ceded to him the Mark of Schleswig, and
his aim, as mentioned above, was the

foundation of a great northern empire.

But he did nothing to unite the countries

permanently under his power. He lived

mostly in England, which he considered

the most important of his dominions, and
this country, under his powerful govern-

ment, advanced in every respect. He
also turned his attention to Denmark,
which by the union with England, a

country which had attained to a higher

standard of civilisation, came into closer

contact with the higher culture of Central

Europe. A fresh impetus was given to

Christianity ; Anglo-Saxon bishops and
priests worked in the country, churches

were built, and the first monasteries were
established. Canute was very generous

t
^^ ^^^ Church ; the clergy

w^k"* received great rewards, and
, ^ their influence increased. As

by this means Canute laid the
foundations of a Danish hierarchy, he also

formed the beginning of a secular nobility

by his law which he gave to his Hird, the
"Tingamannalid," by which the members
of the Hird received various privileges.

With the death of Canute's son, Haidi-
canute, the old royal family became extinct.

According to a former treaty, the Norwe-
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gian king, Magnus Olavsson, was also

ruler in Denmark. But in 1047 the Danes
chose as their king Sven Estridsson, the

son of Ulfdarl and Estrid, a sister of

Canute. Norway was ultimately com-
pelled to acknowledge him as king. By
Sven's accession the house of Estrid

ascended the Danish throne, which they

occupied for three centuries. The Estrids

raised Denmark to the height of its power ;

but it was also under their rule that the

country experienced its deepest humilia-

tion. Sven (1047-1076) was a cultured and
affable man, very popular with the Danes.

Like Canute, he took a keen interest in the

affairs of the Church ; he regulated

bishoprics, and attempted to make the

Danish church independent of Bremen.
His work was continued after 1080 by his

sons Knut IV. and Erik Eiegod. Knut
was hated by the people on account of his

cruelty, and was ultimately killed by them
in 1086. After iioi, however, he was
honoured as Denmark's national saviour.

He was the first to define the Church's

special jurisdiction, and to assure her the

possession of a revenue by introducing

tithes. In 1104 Erik (1095-

1103) received permission fromDenm&rk's
Crown
in Dispute

the Pope to establish an

archbishopric in Lund, to

which all the northern churches were

made subordinate.

For a long time after the death of Erik,

Denmark was torn by the struggles

for the throne among the descendants

of Sven Estridsson, until finally a grand-

son of Erik, Waldemar the Great (1157-

1182), triumphed over his opponents.

Then quiet was restored in Denmark.
During the strife for the crown Denmark
was constantly ravaged by the Wends,
who lived on the Baltic Sea and were still

pagan. The country was unprotected,

the peasants fled, and the Wends met
with hardly any resistance. But when
Waldemar became king the situation was
altered ; he began a vigorous campaign
against the pirates. Supported by his

friend, the warlike Bishop Absalom, and
in league with the Saxon Duke Henry the

Lion, he attacked the Wends in their own
country and subdued the island of Riigen.

The prince of the island became his vassal.

Absalom remained true to Waldemar's
son. Knut VI., and victory always followed

his banner. The princes of Pomerania and
Mecklenburg were reduced to submission,

while Knut's brother Waldemar, whom
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he had appointed duke of South Jutland,

took prisoner the Count of Holstein and
subdued his lands.

When Waldemar II. Seir (the Victorious)

succeeded his brother as king, 1202, he

ruled over all the countries west of the

Baltic. He now wished to extend his

power to the east, and in 1219 undertook
a crusade against the Esthonians. It

is supposed that the king intended to

establish a bishopric in Esthonia, and
to make it independent of Riga. The
Esthonians were defeated in a battle with

which there is associated the legend about

the standard which fell from heaven, the

Danebrog ; they were forced to receive

baptism, and the town Reval was founded.

Waldemar's power, however, did not last

long. After he was taken prisoner by his

vassal Henry, count of Schwerin, the

dependent countries regained their free-

dom. It is true that Waldemar was released

in 1225 and attempted to restore his former

dominion, but he was totally defeated at

Bornhoved in 1227. This battle decided

the fate of North Germany. Waldemar
was obliged to conclude peace with his

numerous enemies, and scarcely
a cmar ^^^ ^^ j^-^ ^^Qj^q^ggts remained
*^"

except Esthonia and Riigen.
**P *" From that time he gave up war
and directed his energies to the internal

welfare of the country, principally to the

improvement of the laws. The law of

Jutland, which he probably intended to

make the code for the whole of his empire,

was enacted shortly before his death
in 1241.

From these laws we can see the changes
that took place in the social conditions,

through the influence of the continent,

during the reigns of the two W^aldemars.

The peasants, who had formerly been
the only class in the country, were now
subordinate to the nobility and clergy

;

second to these, a burgher class was being

formed. Serfdom had disappeared, and
the serfs had become cottagers. Agri-

culture was making rapid progress ; the

ground which the peasants cultivated in

common was gradually being turned into

arable land, and the number of villages

was increasing. As in former times, the

peasants assembled at the " Harden-
Ting " and the " Landschafts-Ting," but

the political importance of these assem-

blies was decreasing. The more important
matters were generally decided by the

king in the assembly of the nobles. The

peasants were also losing their former
importance as soldiers. It is true that the
old military organisation still existed; the
country was divided up into districts of

different size, which had to provide ships

and fighting men ; but the picked men
of the army were the " Hauskerle " of the
king, who served as horsemen. These,

XK If- • together with the royal

_. ^ orhcials, were exempt from
First , ^-u- ^l
^ „ taxes ; m this way they were
Counsellors j-^-, , r .., -^

, r

distmguished from the rest of

the peasants and formed a nobility.

Among the officials whom the king after-

wards summoned as his first counsellors

were the Marsk (marshal), the Drost (high

bailiff), and the Kanzler (chancellor).

The clergy, under the influence of the

continent, also severed themselves from
the people, and strove to make themselves

independent of temporal power. Although
at that time the Church did not succeed

in entirely realising her demand for im-

munity, still her power and influence

steadily increased without the friendly

relations being disturbed which existed

between the Church and the Waldemars.
Many of the clergy visited the continent,

especially the University of Paris, in

search of higher learning, and were thus

the only Danes who possessed a higher

culture and occupied themselves with

literature. Archbishop Absalom in par-

ticular, who was distinguished as a

clergyman, warrior, and statesman, ren-

dered great services to Uterature. At
his instigation, his secretary, Saxo Gram-
maticus, wrote in Latin, the language

of the Church, a .detailed history of

Denmark, of which the Danes are justly

proud. The laws of Waldemar, however,

were published in Danish, and therefore

possess great importance as monuments
of the language, in addition to their

value in the history of civilisation. The
buildings of the Church increased in

magnificence with her growing power

;

. instead of the old wooden places
Growing

^^ vvorship, stone buildings were

th°^Ch
°

h
^°^ being erected according to

the models supplied from the

West of Germany and North of France.

The towns, which sprang up from fish-

ing villages, harbours, and market places

or around the castles, were still small

and few in number ; they were impro\ing

at this time through commerce, navigation,

fishing—especially herring fishing—and
industry. The inhabitants of the towns
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were gradually separating themselves from
the country population and forming a
distinct class. They received special privi-

leges, and later, in addition, their own
officials, from the king, whose protection

they often sought. The burghers formed
guilds or clubs, the members of which
j:)ledged themselves to mutual help, and
_ .

, in this way they increased in
Denmark s . . u i •

i.

_,. - union, strength, and import-

^. r . ance. The most influential
Misfortune , o i i

• jtowns were Schleswig and
Ripen- Copenhagen owes its importance
as a town to Absalom, who erected a castle

near the old harbour " Hafn."
After the death of Waldemar II. (Seir)

a time of misfortune began for Denmark
;

the kingdom quickly sank from its height

of prosperity. Waldemar's successors

were not equal to him in ability and
might. The friendly relations between the

king and the nobles ceased, the magnates
temporal and spiritual rose against the

king. At the imperial assembly (Danehof),

which had then the greatest legislative

and judicial power, the nobles constantly

endeavoured to increase their power by
means of laws which they extorted from
the crown. Unfortunately for the em-
pire, Waldemar had given large appanages
to his younger sons. They and their

descendants now wished to be independent,

and were the cause of much trouble to

the kings ; especially dangerous were the
dukes of South Jutland, because they
were protected by the Count of Holstein.

The whole land was torn with strife.

,The kings, who were often in need of

money, finally took refuge in the per-

nicious expedient of mortgaging parts of

their dominions, and as they were not able

to redeem them, they were lost to the
kingdom. Disorganisation and confusion

steadily spread and ruin threatened.

During this time of turmoil and war the

peasants were compelled to bear the

charges of the general misrule ; their

„ only way of protection was to

. .J' ^ place themselves under a lord
Liberty was ^ j , u- .<-ir j »>
, . and become his Vornede

(villeins). In this way the

peasants gradually lost tfieir freedom.
The condition of the burghers was not
much better. The members of the Hanse-
atic League made their way into the
towns, received various rights, and wrested
the traffic with the continent from the
burghers. The vigorous shipping industry,

which the Danes and Norwegians had

carried on from the earliest times on the
North Sea and the Baltic, now ceased.

The situation was worst during the
reign of Christopher II. (1319-1332).
In order to become king he had to grant
an " election charter," which deprived him
of almost all his power. The most im-
portant portions of the country were
mortgaged, and his rule was limited to a
few boroughs. The greatest mortgagee was
Gerhard (III.) the Great, Count of Holstein,

who possessed the whole of North Jutland.
After Christopher's death, in 1332, Gerhard
was the real ruler of the country.

Christopher's son, Waldemar, remained
in Germany. But Gerhard's arrogant
behaviour drove the Jutes to take up
arms against him. He was killed on
April 1st, 1340, and Waldemar, who now
returned to Denmark, was elected king.

Waldemar IV., surnamed Atterdag

(1340-1375), was prudent, capable, and
not over-scrupulous in his choice of the
means to be employed in consolidating

the kingdom and re-establishing the royal

power. The distant Esthonia he sold in

1346 to the Teutonic Knights, to obtain

,,, ,, , funds for the redemption of
Waldemar s , , jj
c more imi^ortant provinces. He
Success Til • r

. P ., succeeded also, in 1361, in con-

quering the island of Gothland,
together with the city of Wisby, but this

brought him into conflict with the Han-
seatic League. For a time victory favoured
the Danish arms ; but when the League,
Mecklenburg and Sweden allied them-
selves against him, Waldemar's position

became desperate. In spite of these Qdds,

however, he was in the end able to con-

clude peace without ceding any of his

territory. At home Waldemar's efforts

were directed to the maintenance of the

iM^yal prestige. He won over the nobility

by the charter of Kallundborg in 1360,

and contrived both to add to the crown
lands, thus increasing his own revenues,

and to extend the judicial power of the

throne. In suppressing lawlessness and
restoring order, he acted with firmness

and energy, but at the same time with
such merciless severity that he enjoyed
but little popularity among either the high

or the low.

With Waldemar's death, in 1375, the

Estridian line was extinguished, but he
left a daughter, Margaret, whose son,

Olaf, was elected king in 1376. He was,

however, still a child, and his mother,

the wife of Haakon VI. (Magnusson) of
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Norway, acted as regent. Four years

later Olaf succeeded to the Norwegian
throne, with the result that Denmark
and Norway were united in 1380, a

union which continued almost without
interruption to 1814.

Olaf died in 1387, when Margaret
became queen-regent of both kingdoms, to

which she before long succeeded in adding
Sweden also ; for the Swedish lords,

dissatisfied with the rule of their king,

Albert, invited her intervention, the

result being that Albert was defeated

with the conditions proposed. For while

the terms of the act recognised the perfect

equality of the three states, Margaret,

following her father's policy, wished to

establish the supremacy of Denmark.
In addition to this, she was dissatisfied

with the limitations to be imposed on the

royal power, while at the same time the

Norwegians were opposed to some of the

conditions laid down. Thus it came about

that no real union was concluded at

Kalmar ; but for a while the three king-

doms remained united in fact, and this

THREE OF THE CHIEF DEITIES OF NORSE MYTHOLOGY
Burne-Jones has, in the above decorative paintings, given striking conceptions of three of the r; - Norse
mythology. The first is Odin, the supreme god, the bestovyer of wisdom and valour; the second, Freyja, goddess
of^the spring and fertUity ; and the third is the son of Odin, Thor the Thunderer, wielding his hammer " Mjolnir.

In the same actual union is known as the Union ofand taken prisoner in 1389.
year, and again in 1396, Margaret secured

the election of her great-nephew, Eric

of Pomerania, to the thrones of all

three kingdoms, and in 1397 she

summoned representatives of the nobility

of the three countries to a meeting
at Kalmar for the purpose of defining

the cha.racter of the union.

Eric was duly ' crowned, and the text

of an Act of Union was drawn up
;

but the act never became law, owing,

presumably, to Margaret's disagreement

Kalmar (1397-1523).
If the union-kings had been wise and

capable, these three nations, with their

common interests and characteristics,

might have coalesced and been welded

into a powerful Scandinavian state

;

but for the most part these kings looked

upon themselves as Danish kings, for

Denmark was the predominant partner,

and the royal residence was fixed in Den-
mark. They showed little concern for the

welfare of the other two kingdoms, visiting
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them but rarely, and seeking only to

exploit them for their own purposes.

Under such treatment these states felt, and
rightly felt, themselves to be neglected;

they became dissatisfied, and this dis-

satisfaction led to continual
revolts. Thus the period of

the union became a time of

discord and strife ; instead
of creating a strong and
united Scandinavia, the
union produced enmity
and hatred between the

northern peoples.

With her prudence and
energy, Margaret, who kej^t

the reins of government in

her own hands until her
death, had been able to

maintain peace at home, but
after her death, in 1412,
discord broke loose. Eric of

Pomerania aimed at con- MARGARET, QUEEN-REGENT
tinning his foster-mother's On the death of oiaf, in 1:587, Margaret attempted

- - - became queen-regent of both Denmark

was rife. At last he was deposed in 143Q,
and his nephew, Christopher of Bavaria
—Christopher III.—made king.

On the death of Christopher III., in

1448, the union was actually dissolved;

for the Swedes raised their

former viceroy, Karl Knuts-
son, to their throne, while

the Danes chose Count
Christian of Oldenburg, who
two years later became king

of Norway also. Christian

I., it is true, as well as his

son John (1481-1513) and
his grandson Christian II.,

strove to renew the union
with Sweden, where there

existed a Danish party. The
two former, indeed, suc-

ceeded, in 1457 and 1497,
in making themselves kings

of Sweden, but not for long.

Christian II., therefore,

to crush the
policy, and endeavoured to rnd^No^ry^To'^wch^LSms'bXe spirit ^of revolt m Sweden

the counts of i°?& ^^^ ^^ded Sweden. She held the i^y the cxccution of a uum-
, ,, , , , reins of government till her death m 1412. ,

-'
. , , •,-. i

deprive
Holstein of the dukedom
of Sonderjylland, or Schleswig, which
they had acquired on the extinction
of the ducal line in 1375 ; but after a
struggle of t\vcnt\' x-rai'^' fhiintion hr was
obliged t o

ber of the nobility, clergy,

and townsfolk in what is known as the

Stockholm Blood-bath, November 8th,

1520 ; but the only result was a fresh re-

bellion, wliich cndi'd in the final separation

of Sweden
give up the
attempt. At
the s am t^'

time he was
waging an
unsuccessful
war with the
Hanseat ic

League. This
was embit-
tered by the
manner i n
which he
favoured the
Dutch, and
by his levy-

ing of tolls on
vessels pas-

sing through
the Sound.
The taxes
which h e

from Den-
mark ini5? 3.

Though
they lost
Sweden in

the manner
above de-

scribed, the
Olden burgs
extended
their power
in another
direction.
On the ex-

tinction o f

the Schauen-
burg line.
Christian I.

KINGS CHRISTOPHER III. AND CHRISTIAN II. had been
There were troublous times in Norway and Sweden, and even in Denmark, when elected dukc
Christopher III. mounted the throne in 143!), and when he died, in 1448, the Swedes f C 11
receded from the union. Christian II., king of Denmark and Norway, attempted O^ oCnlCSWlg
to crush the spirit of revolt in Sweden, but the only result was a fresh rebellion, and COUnt of

was compelled to impose for carrying on
the war aroused much dissatisfaction, and
complaints of bad government were made.
Rebellions broke out in Norway and
Sweden, while even in Denmark discontent
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Holstein on March 2nd, 1460, on condition
that these states should remain for ever
undivided. The attempt, however, to
subjugate the independent people of Dith-
marsh ended disastrously at Hemmingstedt
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on February 17th, 1500. During this

period the royal power, which had been
consohdated by Waldemar IV. and Mar-
garet, grew weaker. The Danehof ceased

to exist, and its place was taken by the

Rigsraad, or council of state, an inde-

pendent body whose consent the king was
forced to obtain in important matters.

Through the medium of the Rigsraad,

which had developed out of the royal

council, and whose most important mem-
bers were the Drost—later Lord High
Steward—the Marsk, the Chancellor, and
the Bishops, the nobles increased their

power by making
use of the con-

ditions imposed
on the kings at

each election to

increase their
privileges. None
but nobles were
allowed to ad-

minister the fiefs

(the administra-

tive districts), the

revenues from
which most of

them enjoyed in

return for mili-

tary service and
money payments
to the crown.
They were exempt
from taxation and
had considerable

power over the

peasantry, while

their only duty
was the defence

of the country.

At the same time
the position of the
peasantry deteri-

orated, and the
number of peasant owners of " odal

"

(allodial) land steadily decreased. The
majority of the peasantry were tenants
who were in some districts—Zealand, Lol-

land, and Falster—tied to the soil ; they
were bound to pay to their overlords

various dues, such as fines on succession

and land tax,' and in addition to render
labour service. The towns fared better,

for the kings recognised that the privi-

leges enjoyed by the Hanseatic League
were injurious to the Danish merchants,
and therefore, without exception, did all

in their power to put ^n end to the supre-

A TYPICAL WOMAN OF FANO, DENMARK

macy of the League ; they curtailed its

privileges, concluded commercial alliances

with the Netherlands, England, Scotland
and France, and created a navy with
which they hoped to secure the mastery
of the North Sea and the Baltic.

The last union king. Christian IL, was
especially solicitous for the welfare of the
townsfolk and the peasantry. He was a

gifted, enlightened, and energetic ruler,

but at the same time passionate, incon-

siderate, and suspicious, and frequently

revengeful and cruel. From his youth
onwards he hated the nobility and the

higher clergy,
whose power he
constantly en-

deavoured to

diminish. To the

conditions on
which he was
elected king he
paid no heed, for

he aimed, like the

other European
sovereigns of his

time, at making
his own power
absolute. In his

struggle with the

ruling classes he
relied on the

support of the

commonalty, for

whom he always
entertained a

special prefer-

ence, and whose
position he im-

proved by numer-
ous laws. In

consequence h e

was loved by
them, while the

nobles, on the

contrary, feared and hated him to such

an extent that they at last renounced

their allegiance and offered the crown

to his uncle, Frederic of Holstein-

Gottorp.
Losing heart. Christian took ship for

the Netherlands in April, 1523, to

claim the assistance of his brother-in-law,

the Emperor Charles V. Eight years

later, towards the end of 1531, he made
an attempt, with Norway as his base,

to recover his throne, but without

success, and died a prisoner in the castle

of Kollundborg on January 25th, 1559.
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Peasant women of Thelemark A peasant man of Thelemark

FAMILIAR TYPES OF THE PEOPLE OF NORWAY AND ICELAND
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NORWAY'S RISE AND FALL
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF ICELAND

IN Norway, or Norge—originally Nord-
vegr, that is, the Northern Way—the

primitive political conditions persisted

longer than in Denmark and Sweden.
Even as late as the ninth century the

land was divided into many petty states.

The kings of these districts had but

little power. In the herad, or sub-district,

and district assemblies {ting) the yeomen
exercised their legislative and judicial

power ; in the latter it was the chief-

tains, in the former the heads of the

temples, who had the greatest influence.

The peasantry were partly allodial,

partly tenant farmers, and dwelt on
scattered farms ; no towns existed, but

there were market centres, which were
frequently visited by foreign merchants.

The Norwegians themselves also visited

foreign countries to barter their wares. In

addition to agriculture, stock-raising,

hunting, and fishing, commn'ce was an
, important means of li\'eli-

Norways
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^-^^ Norwegians

,
J**

. enjoyed the reputation of
Warriors , • -^

i , '^ i, xbemg capable merchants.
About the middle of the ninth century

there lived in the district round the fiord

of Christiania a royal race descended,

according to tradition, from the Yngling
kings of Upsala. To this race belonged
Halfdan the Black, a great warrior who,
at his death, was master of South-eastern

Norway. His son Harald (about 860-930)
conceived the idea of subjugating the

wh )le country, and vowed never to cut

his hair or beard until he had achieved his

object. The petty kings who did not fall

in battle were forced to flee, and after his

victory in the Hafrsfjord, near Stavanger,

in 872, he became the sole ruler, whereupon
he had his hair and beard trimmed, and
received the surname Haarfager (Fairhair).

Harald declared himself owner of the

soil, and the peasantry, who had until then
been free from taxation, were compelled
to pay him taxes. The kinrmen of the

old chieftains he attempted to propitiate

227

by choosing from among them his higher

officials, or J arls. But as their rank usually

descended by inheritance to their sons,

a nobility grew up which soon formed a

party of op:)position to the ambitions of the

crown. Many of the old chiefs, however,

. were unable to accommodate
^f.""^*!**?. themselves to the new order
C/hiefs oettle r ,\ j i rx ^i • j.-

• S ti i
things, and left their native

soil, betaking themselves to the

Scottish islands and avenging themselves

on Harald by their raids on Norway. He
therefore led an expedition against the

islands, subjugated them, and compelled
all who would not brook his sway to seek

refuge still further away. Many of them
migrated to the Faroe Islands and to Ice-

land, which had been discovered in 867,

and now received its first population.

As Harald had conferred kings' titles

on all his sons, the unity of the kingdom
was endangered when he died, and the

Danish kings interfered in the hope of

gaining the overlordship for themselves.

Of Harald's sons, the youngest, Haakon
the Good (935-961), deserves special credit

for his legislation and organisation of the

military forces. He had 'been educated

and baptised in England, and on his

£r.cession made the first attempt to con-

vert his people to Christianity. But the

peasantry would have none of the new
doctrine, and he was himself obliged to

take part in their jiagan sacrifices. His

work was continued by Olaf I. Tryggvesson

(995-1000), and com])letcd by Olaf II.

Haraldsson (1016-1030). Both in their

youth had visited foreign lands as Vikings

and acce})tcd baptism. After

their return and accession to

the throne they worked
zealously to convert their

subjects, and dealt severely with all who
were recalcitrant. The temples were

destroyed and churches were built, while

clergy were brought over from England,

v-".[ h the conscouence that the Anglo-Saxon

Church influenced the Norwegian in several

How Norway
Became
Christianised
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respects. Thus the country was indeed
Christianised ; but it was long before the
last remnants of paganism disappeared.
The organisation of the Church was also

Olaf Haraldsson's work, and he promul-
gated the first ecclesiastical law. By
exterminating the petty kings of Harald
Fairhair's race
he became the

second unifier of

the kingdom.
But his strict rule

and his attempts
to increase the

royal power at

the expense of

the self-willed

nobility caused
the latter to
appeal to Canute
the Great of
Denmark and
England, who
readily followed

their summons
and was made
kmg of Norway.
Olaf was forced

to flee the
country in 1028,

and betook him-
self to Gardarike,
m Russia. After

remaining there

for two years he
made an attempt
to recover his
kingdom, and
invaded the
northern portion
of Norway with
an army raised

in Sweden ; but
he fell in the
battle of Stikle-

stadonJuly2gth,
1030. Before

With the reign of Magnus the Good
(1035-1047), who, on the extinction of

the Danish royal house, became king of

Denmark also, there began for Norway a
century of prosperity. A succession of

kings who were skilled warriors as well as

able rulers raised Norway in the estima-

tion of other
nations and in-

creased the wel-

fare of the people
themselves. A
more vigorous
international in-

tercourse of a
friendly nature
was established.

The towns which
had been founded
by the kings, the
most important
of which were
Nidaros — now
Dront heim —
Oslo, and Ber-

gen, increased
in number and
great n e s Sj-

churches and
monasteries were
built, and the
dioceses of the
nshops regulated.

Foreign customs
and habits were
introduced, and
in addition
the European
system of educa-

tion.

This period of

prosperity ceased

in the twelfth
century, when
Norway was dis-

organised for aTHE SORCERESS, THE RAVEN AND THE KING ]on£T time bv dis-
lonp hoWPVPr ,S.°™ ^5°"t «50, Harald Haarfagrer was the son of Halfdan the Black, ° -^

u ^'xT
""^^^/^'.- king of Upland, a small district in Norway. He was only ten putes COnCemiUg

the Norwegians y^^" of ^&e when he became king. The illustration shows a Norse t Via rrn\xTn Cttoa
,.,,„-.ptfpH .vKof sorceress consulting her familiar in the form of a raven, a sacred

"-^^*^ t^lUWU ^lljO-
iLgieueu wnat bird among the Northmen, with regard to the career of Haarfager I24O). It IS trUC
had been done. From the drawiiij; by Frederick Sandys

and the nobles found their hopes dis-
appointed. There spread rumours of
miracles worked by the dead body of the
fallen king, and as early as 1031 Olaf was
canonised by the bishop. The nation rose
against Danish rule, and in the year 1035
Olaf's son .Magnus, who had been left in
Russia, was proclaimed king of Norway.
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the crown had
been hereditary in the family of Harald
Fairhair. But every king's son, legitimate
or illegitimate, had a right to it, and many
who were not of royal birth declared that
they were, and to prove the truth of their

assertion undenvent the ordeal by fire.

In this period the power of the magnates
increased, since the contending kings
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were compelled to purchase their help by
compliance ; at this time the clergy also

became more powerful. The Norwegian
Church, which was at first subordinate to
the Archbishop of Bremen, and later, in

1 104, to the Archbishop of Lund, but the
real head of which had been the king,

became independent in 1152, with the
Archbishop of Xidaros as its head.
The archbishop made it his aim to free

the Norwegian Church from the power of

the laity, and to provide for it the same
influence which other European churches
possessed. In 1161 one of the most power-
ful chiefs, Erling Skakke, had succeeded
in getting his son Magnus elected king,

and wished him to be crowned by the

little success. His followers were few in

number, poor and miserable, and were
nicknamed " Birchshanks," because for

lack of shoes they bound their feet with
birch-bark. They were, however, a brave,
intrepid, and persevering band, who
shrank from neither danger nor toil.

After some years Sverre was victorious
in 1184. By the death of many of the
chiefs belonging to Magnus' party the
power of the magnates had become
weakened ; their posts were given by Sverre
to his " Birchshanks," who had remained
faithful and obedient to him. However,
the struggle began again when Sverre
was about to restrict the power of the
Church. Sverre was excommunicated by

THE BATTLEFIELD OF STIKLESTAD, IN NORWAY
In an attempt to recover his kingdom, Olaf Haraldsson fell in the battle of Stiklestad in 1030. As a Viking in his early
vouth, Olaf had visited foreign shores, but he accepted Christianity, and after his accession to the throne of Norway he
laboured zealously to convert his subjects. The nobility rebelled against him, and apnealed for assistance to Canute
the Great ot Denmark and England, who, readily responding, was made king of Norway. Olaf fled from the country
in 1028, but returning two years later with an army raised ia Sweden, met his death in the battle that ensued.

archbishop to compensate for the fact

that he was not of royal descent.

Magnus was crowned, but was com-
pelled to grant important concessions to

the Church, the chief of which was that

in future the archbishops and the bishops
shou'd decide which of the king's sons
should rule. This made the archbishop
the virtual head of the kingdom ; Norway
was all but an ecclesiastical fief.

The threatened independence of Nor\vay
was saved by Sverre Sigurdsson, who
opposed Magnus as rival king in 1177.
Sverre had been educated in the Faroe
Islands and was destined to become a
priest ; but when he heard from his mother
that he was the son of a king he crossed

over into Norway. At first he met with

the Pope, and a clerical party, called the
" Baglers " (bagall, that is, crosier), was
formed, against whom he was compelled
to contend tiU his death. In spite of

that he had secured the independence of

the country from the hands of the clergy,

and at the same time strengthened the

power of the king.

After Sverre's death, in 1202, his

grandson, Haakon IV. (1217-1263), put

an end to domestic strife by abolish-

ing the ordeal by fire, and by making
the right of succession more definite.

Under the beneficent rule of Haakon
the country attained to a degree of pros-

perity hitherto unequalled. Peace and
quiet prevailed. Haakon contrived to

keep on friendly relations with the
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more united in politics, and, accordingly,

in 930, drew up laws by which the island

became an aristocratic republic. Affairs

which concerned the whole island were
settled in the Alting, which was held

every summer,
and in which
every man had
a voice. The
jiresident of the
Alting was the
lawman, who
was elected for

a period of three

years ; his duty
was to recite the

laws. The real

legislature was
the " Logretta,"

which consisted

(jf the " Goden
"

and their asses-

s o r s . J udicial

l)usi ne ss was
carried on in

the first instance

l)y a tribunal
elected in the

G o d a r d c n by
the Goden; the

superior courts

were the "Fjor-

dungsdomar "

Norway, shown in the illustration, is generally considered by and "Fimtar-
experts to be the most remarkable wooden church in the world, (joinar " whicll

held their sittings in the Alting, and the

members of which were also appointed by
the Goden. There was no single executive

power for the whole island.

About the year 1000 the islanders were
converted to Christianity by the Nor-
wegians. The Church now began to gain

influence, especially after iioo, when two
bishoprics were established on the island.

The Goden still retained their power
;

a Gode often included several Godords.
Then, however, the island was devastated

with civil war. Finally, in 1261, the

islanders submitted to the kings of Nor-
way under the condition that they should

retain their own laws and native officials.

That state of affairs, however, did not last

long. The Alting lost the power of legis-

lature, the office of " law-reader " wa^
discontinued, and the island was governed
by a royal official. The situation did not
improve when Iceland, together with
Norway, came under the control of

Denmark. We may here make the

Church party without detracting from

his own power. He improved the laws,

founded towns and monasteries, built

churches and castles. His name was
familiar in other countries, and foreign

princes sought
his friendship.

Pope Innocent
IV., who was at

open feud with

the Emperor
Frederic II.,

offered Haakon
the imperial
crown. Haakon,
however, who
was too wise to

accept the gift,

and, apart from
that, was on
friendly terms
with Frederic,

answered that
he was always
ready to fight

against the
enemies of the

Church, but not

against those of

the Pope. In the

north, however,
he endeavoured
to extend his
dominions. He
succeeded in

bringing Iceland and Greenland under
his control, and this marks the greatest

expansion of the Norwegian kingdom.
In the second half of the ninth century,

as we have already seen, discontented
Norwegians had settled on Iceland.

The emigrants had taken with them
their household goods and movable
property and their cattle, and were
doubtless settling down in their new
country as they had lived in the old. The
chief took possession of a piece of land,

on which he built his house and a temple
(Hov), and over which he presided.

His followers settled round'about ; he was
the spiritual and temporal head. Coloni-

sation in this fashion continued for almost
sixty years (874-930).
At first the chiefs had no political

organisation in common ; each ruled

his province, or godord, independently
of the others. However, as the island

gradually became more thickly populated
thev felt the necessity of becoming
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THE GREAT WOODEN CHURCH OF THELEMARK
The Hitterdal's Kirke, at Thelemark, a picturesque district in
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anticipatory note that it was not until the

nineteenth century that conditions were
bettered. Trade, which had for a long

time been a monopoly of Danish merchants,
became entirely free in 1854. Since 1874,
the legislature is shared by an assembly
of the people—the Alting—and the king,

and in 1903 Iceland received a Minister of its

own, who has his residence in Re3''kjavik,

and is responsible to the Alting, not to the

Danish Parliament.

The Icelanders have acquired great

reputation by their literary activity. On
this distant, lonely, and inhospitable
island there flourisiied, during the period
of liberty, a literature in the vernacular,

by reason of which the Icelanders will

always be given a place of honour in the
history of men. T!:cy carefully treasured
the sagas and poems which they had
brought with them from their fatherland.

They kept up by means of travel a con-

-. stant intercourse with the outer

f th
world, especially with Norway,

, , . and athome they followed foreign
Icelanders ^c ^^ ^ . j

anairs with a keen mterest.

For a long time the poems and sagas were
transmitted orally. But in the twelfth
century, when the Icelanders became
familiar with the Latin alphabet, a written
hterature, both of poetry and prose,

sprang up.

The most important of the poems
are the Eddas, a collection of folk-songs,

which date from heathen times, and
in which are narrated stories of the gods

and heroes. This school of national poetry
came to an end in the tenth century, and
was replaced by the artificial poetry of the
skalds, which was influenced by Irish

models. It was originally simple and
unaffected, but gradually became more
artificial and overloaded with figurative

expressions, and therefore unintelligible.

These poems were generally written for the
glorification of the kings, and the skalds

, , ., were in the most cases court
Iceland s , , ,,

Famous Poets P°®^^' ^^'^° ^^'^^^ greatly

. „. . . honoured and richlv re-
and Historians i 1 1 ,

1

-^ ,^
warded by the crown. One

of the most celebrated, Snorre Sturlesson,

who died in 1241, edited a manual of

poetry, the " Later Edda," but won greater

renown as a historian. At the beginning
of the twelfth century Are Erode, who
died in 1148, wrote his " Islending-

abok," a brief history of Iceland; in

which he reduced the history of the
Norwegian islands to a chronological

system, and began, perhaps in addition,

his " Landnamabok," a register of the

most distinguished emigrants, their resi-

dence, their successors, and their fate : a
work which was afterwards continued by
others.

People now began also to write down
the numerous sagas which hitherto had
been handed down orally. Then there

sprang up a rich saga literature, which rose

to the highest perfection in the thirteenth

century. The greatest of the saga writers

is the above mentioned Snorre, who, in

GENERAL VIEW OF THE HISTORIC TOWN OF BERGEN IN NORWAY
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his saga " Heimskringla," has described
the history of the Norwegian kings from
earhest times until 1177. The Icelandic
family sagas are also attractive, because
they give an admirable picture of the life

of the Icelanders during the period of

liberty. The share which the Norwegians
themselves have contributed to this litera-

, ., , ture is comparatively insig-
Literature ,- 4.4.1 4. ,. Z.... ^ nincant; the most nnportant,
and Liberty .,, ., ,. / r.... With the exception of a lew
in Iceland . i, ,, ,

sagas, is the so - called

"Konungskuggja," or king's mirror, which
is of great significance in the history of

civilisation, inasmuch as it depicts the life,

occupations, and duties of the merchant,
the courtier, and the king.

Notwithstanding the fact that the literary

activity of Norway was not great, the
Norwegian kings and chiefs did much to

encourage "' Norrone " (Norwegian-Ice-
landic) literature by taking Icelandic

poets and narrators of sagas into their

service, and otherwise patronising them.
Sverre and his descendants were
especially noted for this ; they were
themselves cultured men, who took
an active interest in literature. The
literary activity of Iceland declined with
the loss of liberty. The old chieftain

families, who had been its chief patrons,

died out, and with them ceased the

"skald" poetry and the composition of

original sagas.

The Icelanders did not altogether aban-
don literary pursuits ; they copied old

works and re-wrote the old sagas in

verse. The Norwegians, in the mean-
time began to cultivate foreign poetry,

and after the middle of the thirteenth

century their literary energies were mainly
directed to translating French and German
heroic poems. The most flourishing period
of Norwegian literature was the reign of

Haakon Haakonsson, which in other
respects, as has been mentioned above,
was a time of prosperity. Haakon's son

»i« . .r- a^nd successor. Magnus (1263-
What King o \ 4. r 1 1

•

„ ... 1200 , was not so i)oweriul as hisMagnus did '

for Norway father. He rendered, however,
\'aluable services to the king-

dom as a legislator, on account of which he
was given the title Lagaboter or improver
of laws. His chief merit was that he was
the first to bring Norway under one
uniform code. By this means, it is true,

the Lagtinge, where the peasants had up
till that time passed their own laws, and in

consequence the people themselves, lost
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their power of legislation. From this

time the king became the legislator

;

at the same time he shared the right

of jurisdiction with the people, for

he appointed the presidents of the

supreme courts. In order to promote
trade, Magnus concluded a commercial
treaty with England, and allowed certain

privileges to the North German towns.

Haakon's successor was his grandson
Magnus, an infant who had just succeeded
also to the crown of Sweden ; so that for

a time the history of the two countries

unites. At a later stage Haakon VI. lost

the Swedish, but not the Norwegian
crown; and through his wife, Margaret
of Denmark, the Danish and Norwegian
crowns wc-e united when their son Olaf

became king of both countries in 1380.

From this time the country rapidly de-

teriorated ; it could not maintain its inde-

pendence in the union. This was pre-

eminently the result of the political and
social conditions. There was no }:)Ovverful

aristocracy or clergy, no well-to-do and
liberal-minded middle class ; in brief,

there was nobody who had the power or

. the inclination to vindicate
anis an

^^^^ inde])endence of the king-
orwegian

^Jqj^ ji^^ populace consisted
Crowns Unite ^ ,1 r^ 1 •

of peasants who, alter being

deprived of their political power,
interested themselves oniy in their

own affairs.

The prosperity of the country was
ruined by the Hanseatic League, which
was steadily increasing in power ; at the

same time Norway was terribly devastated
in the fourteenth century by several

pestilences, in particular by the Black
Death, which swept away almf)st one-

third of the population. The retrogression

of the material welfare of the country was
accompanied by a decline in the literary

life ; after the middle of the fourteenth

century almost all literary activity ceased.

Decade-nce w^as manifest in every
department of life ; Norway followed

involuntarily in the union and became
more and more dependent on Denmark.
The Danes made their way into the

country and obtained civic rights by
intermarriage. They brought with them
the Danish language, which displaced old

Norwegian as the literary language and
strongly influenced the cofloquial language
of the towns. The separate history of

Norway is merged in that of Denmark, and
does not emerge again for some centuries.
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SWEDEN AND FINLAND
FROM EARLY TIMESTO THE DANISH DOWNFALL
CWEDEN, or Sverige (that is, the kingdom
*^ of the Svears), consisted at one time of

the twomain divisions Zealand, or Svealand,
and Gothland, or Gotoland, which received

their names from the tribes Svear and Got ar.

Scania, Holland, and Blekingen belonged
to Denmark ; Bohuslen, Herjedalen, and
Jemtland were Norwegian, and Norrland
was inhabited by Ugrian races : only on
the coasts of Norrland were there a few
scattered Swedish settlements. Zealand
and Gothland had no common political

organisation ; the cantons of which they
were made up had each its own laws, its

Ting and its own " Lagman " (ludge).

The Lagman, who was elected by the

peasants, was the president of the Ting
;

it was his duty to vindicate the rights

of the peasantry against the king and his

ministers and to notify the king of the
wishes of the people. The most noted
of the Landschafts was Upland, where the

TK S A
^°^^ sacred shrine, the temple

g. .

^'^
of Upsala, was situated ; there

J J,
. the king had his residence and

there also was the seat of the
Ting, which served for the whole country,
the " Allsharjarting," where the king was
wont to address the people from the Ting-
hill near Upsala. The king, who was
elected by the Upsvear, undertook a
journey through the different cantons after

his election, to receive homage. He formed
the link of union between the cantons,

which were ruled in his name by Jarls

and other officials whom he appointed.
The social organisation was the same as

in Denmark and Norway.
In mode of life, habits, and customs the

Swedes did not differ from their southern
and western neighbours. Their develop-
ment, however, was slower because they
were cut off by their geographical situation

from all intercourse with the Finnish and
Slavonic races dwelling on the other side

of the Baltic ; in addition, the rivalry

between the Svear and Gotar for a long

time prevented a peaceful development.

Missionary

Historians

in Sweden

The Ynglingl kings, who were descended
from the gods, are said to have ruled over
Sweden from time immemorial ; the
" Northern Saga" tells of their deeds. The
first reliable accounts, which are, it is

true, very scanty, are furnished by mis-
sionaries who .visited Sweden
at the beginning of the ninth
century. Ansgar, who had been
active in Denmark for some

time, went to Sweden about the year
830. He was kindly received by the
king, Bjorn, and remained for a year
and a half in the neighbourhood of

Malaren, where he won a few souls for

Christianity. He visited Sweden again at

a later date—in 853—and worked hard to

establish the new doctrine. But soon after

his death the missionary work came to a
standstill.

It was not until the beginning of the
eleventh century, under Olaf Skotkonung

—

probably so called on account of a tax, or

scot, which he imposed upon the people

—

that Christianity obtained a strong foot-

hold in the country. Olaf s father, Erik
Segersall, the victorious, had driven out

Sweyn Forkbeard and subdued Denmark.
After his death, however; about 904, Sweyn
concluded a contract with Olaf Skotkonung,
recovered Denmark, and married Erik's

widow. Afterwards Sweyn and Olaf united

against the Norwegian king, Olaf Tr3'ggves-

son, who had insulted both of them, con-

quered him at Svolder, in the neigh-

bourhood of Riigen, and in 1000 divided

Norway between them. Olaf Skotkonung
received the northern portion, but lost

it after a few years to Olaf

Haraldsson, who freed Norway
from a foreign yoke. His
attempts to recover the country

were fruitless ; his own subjects compelled

him to maintain peace with Norway.
Olaf Skotkonung and his sons had received

baptism in 1008 and Christianity made
steady progress, especially in Gothland,

but it was still a good while before it
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completely won the mastery. The old

royal line became extinct with the death

of' Olaf's sons about 1061. About this

time a fierce struggle broke out between
the Svear and the Gotar, which lasted for

almost two centuries. Up till then the

Gotar had given precedence to the Svear

in the election of the king, for in their pro-

vince lay the national sanctuary, and
there also the king and his family resided

;

now, however, they claimed the same
rights as the Svear, and equal power, and
wished to choose a king from themselves.

Since the Gotar were for the

most part converted, while- the

Svear still clung to paganism,

the struggle was not only be-

tween the two races and their

kings, but between heathenism
and Christianity. In this

struggle, in which the kings of

the Svear and Gotar alternately

got the upper hand, Christianity

was finally victorious, and thus

the union of the people was
greatly furthered.

The new doctrine was firmly

established in Svealand chiefly

by the gentle and just King T'rik

IX. who changed the temple at

U])sala into a Christian church
and founded a bishopric in

Upsala. He was also solicitous

about the conversion of the

neighbouring heathen races and
undertook a crusade against the

Finlandcrs, with whom the

Swedes had had intercourse

since very early times, and on
whose shores there were already

Swedish settlements. The in-

habitants of Finland , the Ugrian
Finns, or, as they called them-
selves, Suomalaiset, had wan-

for their bravery and love of freedom and
clung to the faith of their fathers. Erik
succeeded in conquering and converting
the south-western tribes, and by this

means he laid the foundation of the
Swedish supremacy in Finland. Erik was
killed by an enemy on May i8th, 1160,

not long after his return from Finland.

It is said that miracles happened on the
spot where he died, and he was, therefore,

canonised by the people ; he was after-

wards regarded as the patron saint of

Sweden, as Erik the Holy, and the Swedish
national ensign in the Middle
Ages bore the name " St. Erik's

Ensign." The influence and
power of the Church.in Sweden
rapidly increased with the vic-

tory of Christianity. A national

Church was formed in 1164
under theArchbishop of Upsala;
the clerg}' received various privi-

leges—for example, exemption
from taxes. Monasteries were
introduced. The first monks
were Cistercians from France,
who not only acted as spiritual

teachers, but also instructed the

peasants in agriculture and in

industrial pursuits. They were
joined later by mendicant
monks.
When the family to which Erik

IX. belonged became extinct, in

1250, Birger Jarl, of the rich and
respected Folkungcr famil}', was
the most powerful man in the

countr^^ He was energetic and
well versed in state affairs and
had proved himself a capable
warrior in Finland where, in

1249, he had established and
extended the supremacy of

A WISE RULER
This memorial in Stockholm
commemorates the rule of a
wise and able man, Birger SwcdcU by the SUbjeCtioU of the

dered, even before the ninth J^""!- '^*'°se son, Waidemar, be- Tavastes. Although he had
century, out of the districts east

"'"^ ^'"^- ^'""^^ '^'^'^ '" '-""• married a sister of the late king,

andsouth-eastof the Gulf of Finland,where he was not himself of royal blood and,

the neighbouring kindred tribes of the
Esthonians, Livonians and other Ugrians
dwelt, into Southern Finland and had then
spread over towards the north. The Finns
are divided into two groups as regards
language and physique : the West Finns

—

the true Finns and the Tavastes—and
the East Finns—the Carelians. As late

as the twelfth century they had not
founded any states, but were living in

their original condition. They were rough
and superstitious, but were distinguished
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therefore, not he, but his elder son, Waide-
mar, was elected king. As the latter

was not yet of age, Birger, as his guardian,

became actual ruler and governed till his

death, on October 21st, 1256.

At home Birger restored peace and
order and raised the kingdom to a

high place among the northern nations,

with whom he endeavoured to maintain
peace and balance of power. In his

legislation he made it his principal aim
to adjust domestic rivalries, and he also
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endeavoured to bring about an improve-
ment in morals. In order to promote
international commerce and trade he
concluded a commercial treaty with
Liibeck, for hitherto the Swedes had
lacked enterprise. The inhabitants of

Liibeck, however, used this treaty, as they
did those concluded with the other
northern countries, to get the trade
gradually into their own hands. Still,

the union with Germany was useful to

the Swedes. Mining and other branches
of industry were improved by Germans
who had crossed over into the country;
the towns were organised in German
fashion ; they received their own govern-
ment and their prosperity increased.

good order with a strong hand, and lived

on good terms with his neighbours, who
even asked his help as arbitrator in their

disputes. By various laws he protected
the peasants against the violence of the
barons, on account of which he was
given the honoured title of "' Ladulas "

—the castle of the barn. The peasants,
however, were losing their political in-

fluence. Magnus desired to extend the
king's power in every direction, and
reserved for himself the right of giving
laws together with his council and the
highest men in the kingdom ; in this way
the work of legislation passed out of the
hands of the people. The king was also

acknowledged as supreme judge ; the

UPSALA: A PLACE OF IMPORTANCE IN SWEDISH HISTORY
The illustration shows the three great royal barrows at Old Upsala, about three miles from Upsala, where the
election of the old Swedish kings took place. After his election the king undertook a journey through the
different cantons in order to receive the homage of his people. The cantons were ruled in the king's name by jarls.

Stockholm in particular developed enor-

mously ; it owes its importance as a town
and a fortress to Birger Jarl. Other
towns of importance were Wisby, Soder-
koping, Kalmar, and Lodose. Wisby,
which belonged to the Hanseatic League,
was for a long time the wealthiest and
most magnificent northern town, until

the fourteenth century, when its power
and prosperity were destroyed by Walde-
mar Atterdag. In 1266 King Waldemar
himself took over the government, but
soon showed that he was not equal to

the task ; he was weak, fond of pleasure,

and profligate, and in 1275 was dethroned
by his j'^ounger brother Magnus, who
resembled his father in vigour and ability.

Magnus (1275-1290) continued the work
of Birger ; he maintained peace and

Lagmen, who had previously represented
the peasants and their rights, were grad-
ually attaching themselves to the lords and
became considered as government officials.

The highest functionary in the kingdom
had hitherto been the Jarl ; this post,

however, became extinct with Birger, and
the chief men in the king's council were
the Marsk, the Drost, and the chancellor.

Magnus introduced foreign customs and
institutions into Sweden, the most im-

portant of which was the Russtjenst, or

mounted service. In Sweden, as in other

northern countries, the oblisjation of war-

like service had been conlined to naval

defence ; the country was divided into

circuits which in the event of war had
to furnish a ship with the crew, and in

times of peace paid a war tax. As warfare
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Decline

of Swedish

Navy

on land became more common, Magnus
wished to have an able-bodied cavalry,

and decreed that whoever served him
with horse and armour should be exempt
from taxation. These troopers formed
a distinct military bod3\ and as shortly

afterwards Russtjenst, and consequently
exemption, became hereditary, the basis

of a special nobility was estab-

lished. In connection with the

Russtjenst, knighthood was
also introduced ; the knights,

who were appointed by the king and were
called lords, formed the nucleus of the

army. With the introduction, however,
of Russtjenst there began a decline in the

navy. Hence, the Swedes, like the Danes
and Norwegians, were forced to resign their

naval supremacy. This now passed into

the hands of the Hanseatic League, which
had control over the Baltic and the North
Seas.

Magnus Ladulas left at his death, in

1290, three sons, Birger, Erik, and W'alde-

mar, who were all minors. The eldest,

Birger, became king ; his guardian was
the Marsk Tyrgils Knutsson. Tyrgils was
brave and clever and discharged the duties

of his office with earnestness and fidelity.

He ruled with the same vigour and ability

as Birger and Magnus ; he continued the

work of Erik the Pious and Birger in

Finland and by subduing the savage
Carelians completed the conquest and
conversion of the country. It was a

long time before there was a close union
between Finland and Sweden. Swedish
language, customs, and institutions made
slow' headway ; and the Catholic Church
alone, which had several able advocates,

succeeded in gaining great power. It

is true that Swedes settled in Finland,

where strong castles were built, and that

Swedish commanding officers, who took
up their permanent residence in Finland,

formed the basis of a Finnish nobility
;

but the country was not incorporated
_. _ . with the Swedish state, and
I he Basis • j r i

• j j ^
.p. . . remamed fairly independent

j^ ... of the Swedish kings, until
° * * ^ the sixteenth century. When

Birger and his brothers grew up they
soon disagreed. Erik and Waldemar were
not satisfied with the fiefs which they
had received, and revolted against Birger

;

but they were reduced to submission by
Tyrgils, who remained faithful "to the
king. The dukes realised that it was
necessary for their plans to depose the
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Marsk ; they accordingly persuaded Birger
that Tyrgils was to blame for the brothers'
quarrel. Birger was sufficiently ungrate-
ful and indiscreet to order his faithful

minister to be beheaded in 130b. After
Tyrgils' death Birger's good fortune ceased.
He was taken prisoner by his brothers in

the same year, and in order to regain his

freedom, was forced to cede to them in

1308 and in 1310 two-thirds of the king-

dom. Birger meditated revenge, but acted
as if he had forgiven everything and
disarmed their fears by feigned friendship.

However, when they visited him at

Christmas, 1317, at the Castle of Nykoping,
he locked them into the tower, where they
probably died of hunger.

Birger profited little by this treachery.

On hearing that the dukes had been taken
prisoners, their retainers rose in rebellion ;

Birger was compelled to flee. Erik's

three-year-old son, Magnus II., was pro-

claimed king, and a regency was appointed
in 1319. In the same year the child

inherited the kingdom of Norway from
Haakon V. (Magnusson), his maternal
grandfather. Thus Sweden and Norway

were united for the first time.

However, the union was not
very close, because the two
kingdoms had only the one

king in common. During the minority of

the king the power of the lords grew
;

their behaviour in the country was any-
thing but seemly, and it did not improve
after Magnus took the government into his

own hands in 1332. He was a well-meaning
but weak prince, who entirely lacked the

strength necessary to control the arrogant

lords. Still, slavery was at last abolished,

the administration of justice improved,
and national and municipal codes of law
were issued.

Magnus extended his dominion by annex-
ing the Scanian cantons. It is true that

he was unable to keep them for any length

of time, owing to the attacks of Waldemar
Atterdag, so that they were soon reunited

with Denmark—1360. Of his other enter-

prises a war against the Russians was
unsuccessful ; they had been on hostile

terms with the Swedes since the conquest

of Finland. At the same time the country
was devastated by the Black Death,
which swept away at least a third of the

population. The king was helpless to

relieve the distress. In Sweden as well as

in Norway the people had been discon-

tented with him for a long time. Tho

Union of

Sweden and

Norway
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Norwegians complained that he was
i.eglecting the country, and to satisfy

thi-m he had been forced to give them his

son Haakon (VI.) as king in 1343. Haakon
was also elected King of Sweden in 1362

by the Swedish lords, whose powers and
liberties Magnus wished to restrict. How-
ever, he attached himself to his father

;

and, in order to be able to fight

against the refractory lords with

more success, the two kings

Swedish
Kings

eposc
m-^itp(i ^yith their former enemy,

Waldemar Atterdag, whose daughter, Mar-
garet, Haakon married. By his marriage

he severed himself completely from the

Swedish lords. Both he and his father were

deposed, and the son of Magnus' sister

Eunhemia, Albert the Younger of Meck-
lenburg, was ]iroclaimed king on November
30th, 1363.
Haakon attempted to regain the crown

by force of arms, but was defeated and
compelled to content himself with Norway

;

there Magnus also passed his last years.

In this way the first union between Sweden
and Norway was dissolved.

A year before the death of Magnus in

1374, occurred that of his kinswoman.
Saint Brigitta ; she has become celebrated

on account of her visions and revelations.

She was born about the year 1302, and
even in her childhood gave evidence of

unusual talents, and lived in a world of

devotion, in which the Saviour, the Virgin,

and the saints revealed themselves to her.

She was filled with ideas of reform,

preached repentance and renunciation, and
denounced the universal immorality of the

times. At the court, where she was for

a time the governess of the queen, she

roused indignation by her severe and
earnest reprimands ; but among the people
she acquired great reputation as a saint

and a prophetess. As the situation in

Sweden was no longer congenial to her,

she left her native country and went to

Rome, where she died in 1373. She had
received permission from
the Pope to found a convent

„ at Vadstena, on the east

shore of Lake Wetter. In

1370 Urban V. confirmed the rule which
she had drawn up for the convent of the
Brigittine order, and in 1391 she was
canonised. The " Revelations," which she
herself recorded or dictated, were trans-

lated into Latin and circulated over the
waole of Catholic Europe ; they rank
amon^- the most important literary
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Saint

Brigit'a's

" Revelations

productions of Sweden at a time when
there was hardly any literature in the real

sense of the word.
Of the pagan sagas and poems only a

few traces have survived. The oldest

Swedish linguistic monuments of which we
know are the numerous runic inscriptions.

The laws of the several cantons, a few of

which are very old, are also drawn up in

Swedish. Everything else which has

survived dates from the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, as do also the national

code of law—about 1350—a few rhyming
chronicles, the Euphemia songs, many
folk-songs, which are apparently of foreign

origin, and finally some prose translations

of foreign narratives.

The domestic conditions of Sweden did

not improve with Albert's accession.

The king was weak and not respected ; the

nobles played the role of masters. Assaults,

feuds, murder, and plunder were daily

occurrences ; from their castles and garri-

soned estates, which extended over the

whole country, the lords oppressed the

peasants, whose original freedom in this

way became seriously threatened. When,
. in 1386, Albert at last made an

Erik, King
j^|.^g^p^ ^q obtain more in-

fluence, the lords called Mar-
garet of Denmark into the

country. She sent an army into Sweden,
and, on February 24th, 1389, in the battle

of Asle near Falkoping, won a victory over
Albert, who was taken prisoner. Soon the

whole of Sweden submitted. Stockholm
alone, which was supported by the

Mecklenburg princes and towns, upheld
the cause of Albert for several years

;

however, as he could not pay his ransom,
the town was eventually handed over to

the queen. In the meantime, in 1396, the

Swedes and Danes had chosen as their

king Margaret's grand-nephew, Erik of

Pomerania, who had become king of

Norway in 1389 ; and on June 17th, 1397,
he was crowned in Kalmar as king of the

three nations (Union of Kalmar).
Peace and quiet had been restored under

Margaret ; she managed to bridle the

unruly nobles and to make every one
obedient to her. But with her death, in

I4i2,the peace came to an end. Erik
XIII. did not possess the strength and
abihty of his foster mother ; consequently,

his reign was injurious to the union as well

as to each kingdom individually. He
irritated the lords temporal and spiritual

by his despotic and indiscreet actions,

of Three
Nations
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whilst he allowed his bailiffs and nobles

to oppress the people ; complaints were

made about the bad administration and
the heavy taxes, which were enacted with

the utmost rigour. As all complaints

were in vain the peasants of Dalarnen rose

up in 1434 against the foreign yoke ; they
found a capable leader in Engelbrekt

. . Engelbrektsson, and the rest of

of^Kir*"" ^^^ P^°P^^ ^^^"^^ ^^^^"^' i"c^^^-

Z, .

"^^ ing the nobles, who hoped to

recover the power of >vhicb

they had been deprived by Margaret. The
foreigners were driven out and Engelbrekt

was extolled as the liberator of his country

in 1435. The nobles, however, feared the

jjowerful leader of the people ; they had
attached themselves to the moven ent in

order to obtain a diminution of the King's

power, but they did not wish to share that

power with the peasants and their leader.

They were accordingly not displeased

when Engelbrekt w^as murdered on April

27th, 1436, by a personal enemy, and the

Council of State agreed with the Danish
Council that the union should be main-
tained. Erik, with w^hom the Danes were
also discontented, was deposed in Septem-
ber, 1439, and his sister's son, Christopher

of Bavaria, who willingly agreed to all the

conditions, was elected king in 1440.

This was a victory for the aristocracy :

they had obtained king after their

own heart, and made use of their triumph
to limit the privileges of the peasants.

There were, however, a few even among
the nobility who either from ambition or

patriotism joined the popular party ; thus
there arose two parties, one national, the
other attached to the union, which were
strongly opposed until the beginning of

the following century. After Christ o-

])her's death, in 1448, the national party
triumphed and placed a Swede, Karl
Knutsson Bonde, who had been vice-

regent from 1438-1440, on the throne of

Sweden, while the Danes chose Christian,

The Tragic
Count of Oldenburg, as their

„ .. king. The latter wished to

, w, . mamtain the union bv force of
of Union „, -^

. ^

arms. 1 he war was carried on
by both sides with great bitterness and
cruelty ; and it sowed the seeds of that
national hatred which was the most tragic

heritage of the union.
Christian I. succeeded, in 1457, in gain-

ing the crown of Sweden with the help
of the union party, at the head of which
was Jons Bengtsson Oxenstierna, Arch-
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bishop of Upsala ; however, he could not
keep it permanently. Event uall}-, in 1467,
Karl was still king of Sweden, and con-

tinued ruhng till his death, in 1470. He
was succeeded by the Stures. Sven Sture

the elder (1470-1503), his kinsman, Svante
Nilsson (1503-1512), and Nilsson's son
Sten Sture the younger (1512-1520), were
successively, as regents, the leaders of the

national party and the defenders of

Sweden's liberty and independence ; they
were supported by the people, had several

of the nobles on their side, and successfully

opposed the attempts of the union kings

to conquer Sweden.
The Stures, however, found their most

dangerous opponents among their own
countrymen—friends of the union who had
entered into secret negotiations with the

Danes. Sven Sture the younger quarrelled

with the leader of the party, the malicious

and vindictive Archbishop of Upsala,

Gustav Trolle, who was convicted of high

treason and by the orders of the regent

dismissed from office and arrested. There-

upon Pope Leo X. excommunicated Sven
Sture and his followers and commissioned

Christian II. to execute the

bull of excommunication by
force. Christian gladly sent

an army into Sweden in 15 18.

At the second attack, in 1520, Sture's

troops were beaten, and he was mortally
wounded. Christian received homage as

hereditary king, and was crowned on
November 4th by Gustav Trolle in Stock-

holm. Christian believed that he would
secure his supremacy by severity ; he
wished to destroy the spirit of independ-
ence among the people and also the

defiance of the nobles ; and therefore some
days after his coronation a number of

nobles, clergy, and citizens were beheaded
in the market-place at Stockholm, a
tragedy known as the Stockholm Massacre
or Bloodbath. The corpse of Sture was
burnt at the stake ; the estates of those

who had been beheaded were confiscated.

Christian however succeeded in accom-
plishing exactly the reverse of what he
had hoped the massacre would effect, for,

at the instigation of the youthful Gustavus
Eriksson Vasa, a nol leiian who had
escaped from the massacre, the Dalkarlar,

the inhabitants of the province of Dal-
arna, revolted in 1521. The Danes were
driven out, and, on June Cth, 1523, the

Swedes elected their deliverer, Gustavus,
as their king. Hans Schjoth

Nobles

Massacred at

Stockholm
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iTnEDEVELOPMENTT^eNOTONSi
THE REVIVAL OF THE
HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

AND THE REIGNS OF THE GERMAN KINGS
'X'HE treaty of Verdun in 843, between
^ Lothair and his brothers, the sons of

Louis the Pious and grandsons of Charle-

magne, arranged that Lothair should

retain the empire and a formal supremacy,
together with the Italian dominions and a

piece of territory extending from the Aar
and the Rhine on one side, the Rhone,
Saone and Scheldt on the other, to the

North Sea, and including Friesland to the

right of the Rhine. Charles the Bald
secured the district to the west of this

boundary, and Louis, whose separate

kingdom had originally consisted of Ba-

varia, gained the territory on the east.

He therefore was in charge of the main
body of the future German nationality.

There was here no question of any
nationalist idea, even though at the con-

firmation of the Strasburg Oaths, on
February iith and 14th, 842, the troops

of Charles spoke Romance and those of

Louis German. A man who had been

educated under the general lay instniction

initiated by Charles, and who was still

inspired with this spirit, the

Foundation

of German
Empire

Translations of

the
historian Nithard, acted

_ . in a nationahst spirit, and
urg a s

^j-g^j^gcj-ibed the oaths in

the dialects of each people ; but no such
thoughts or ideas inspired the general

policy of those affected. The compact
of Verdun was a purel}^ geographical

division of territory. Louis' share was not

intended to include " Germans." but +he

Bavarians, Alamanri, Franks, Thurin-

gians and Saxons who happened to be in

228

that district ; other Alamanni—in Alsace

—

and other Franks—further away on the
left bank of the Rhine—were, like the
Frisians, assigned to the artificial Middle
Kingdom. The word " Thiudisk," " Ger-
man," was first intended to explain that
a man spoke no Latin but only a

vernacular dialect. For convenience of

distinction, Louis is styled by
students the "German." The
rights of the royal family as

recognised in the compact of

Verdun made their influence felt, both in

the realm of Louis and in the East
Frankish portion, and also in the share of

Lothair. The cornpact of Verdun began
to be imitated at every individual point,

and its effects were multiplied in corre-

spondence with the justice of the claims

of the victorious communities ; it seemed
that the empire of Charles would be
broken up more quickly by his own
family than by the existing forces of

disruption. In the imperial districts of

East Francia the Bavarians were assigned

to the share belonging to Carbman, the

Alamanni to Charles the Fat, and Central

and Lower Germany to Louis the

Younger. Of the foundation of the

German Empire by their father, Louis

the German, there can be no question.

These events were largely conditioned

by the fact that Lothair's family soon
became extinct, and that the questions

of imperial succession and title were there-

fore revi\ed. As regards the latter, Louis

the Pious and Lotha.r had given the
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Pope the right of coronation at his desire ;

the former had been recrowned at Rheims
by Pope Stephen, as he thought the first

coronation at Aix-la-Chapelle was in-

adequate, while Lothair had received the

imperial crown at Rome itself. An under-

standing between Charles the Bald and
the papacy secured to the former the

_ imperial crown after the death
rugg c

^^ ^j_^g Emperor Louis II., son
or mperia

^^ Lothair I., in 875, though it

actually belonged by right of

succession to Charles' elder brother

Louis the German. The latter and his

sons maintained their rights against

Charles the Bald and his West Franks by
energetic military and diplomatic measures.

Hence they gained a considerable share

in the plunder from the desolate and
shattered central kingdom.

After 870 the convention of Mersen
advanced the boundary of the East
Prankish Empire to a line running from
Geneva along the Upper Moselle, the

Ourthe, and the Maas, while in 879 the

brilliant victory of Andernach extended
their powers beyond the Upper Maas to

the Scheldt. The East Prankish Empire
thus included not only almost all the

unmixed " German " tribes, but also a

number of Romance subjects, and even
now it was not regarded as natural

that the boundaries of nationalities

should coincide with those of states.

Metz and its immediate neighbourhood
formed at all times an isolated centre of

Romance language and civilisation. There
were, moreover, Romance peoples in the

Eastern Empire, further to the west of the

upper Lotharingian district in modern
Belgium, from the Central Scheldt to the

Maas ; these were the Walloons, a

Romance people, speaking a language of

Keltic origin with many Prankish addi-

tions, and clearly distinguished from
the later Prench. The Low Prankish

Flemings, who were Germans,

*P
" inhabited the coast beyond the

.1 Jt ° Scheldt, in the West Prankish
the 1 hrone ^^ j. tn 1 • 1 t- xEmpire, to Dunkirk. Eventu-
ally the imperial throne was recovered

by the most successful son of Louis the

German, Charles.

In the East Prankish Empire the Caro-
lingian lamily disappeared, through death
and misfortune, as rapidly as in the two
other lines. After 882 the Emperor
Charles III., known as the Pat, found
himself master of the whole kingdom.
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Even then, however, no uniform national
German empire was developed. Before
long, Charles merely became once again
the chief of the whole Carolingian Empire,
as in Western Prancia German help was
urgently required against the North-
men. The present incapacity of Charles

made it impossible for this help to be
rendered, and a final solution of the
problem thus became inevitable. West
Prancia and the new kingdoms of Bur-
gundia and Italy went their own way,
while the leading tribes of East Prancia
combined to break away from the dis-

honourable government of Charles. It

is through this somewhat negative enter-

}')rise and this military agreement that the

German Empire and nationality was really

founded. The German representatives

united to elect a leader in place of the

legitimate emperor, and chose from his

family, as his nearest blood relation,

Arnulf, the illegitimate son of Charles's

deceased brother, Carloman, who had held

a Bavarian office in Carir^hia.

This change introduced the principle of

royal election into German history—

a

, principle which was better thanNew Way of ii • , r i-i i.

_. . the joint succession CI the most
" "^^ nearly related families, though

an Emperor ,
•'

, , f.
not so good as dynastic

primogeniture. The elections were not
conducted upon any revolutionary prin-

ciple ; it was not demanded that the suc-

cession should remain undetermined until

the death oi the existing king, or that

all other considerations should be dis-

regarded. The traditional feeling that the

succession ought to be vested in the

reigning family continued to exercise a
hardly diminished influence, and remained
preponderant until the interregnum, and
indeed for some time subsequently. The
innovation, however, that the successor

was subjected to general recognition by a
process of election which might take place

even during the lifetime of the reigning

monarch, modified the dynastic idea, and
led to a connection of the two theories.

In the case of Arnulf's son, Louis
the Child, the anointing and coronation

were carried out by the hand of the

bishops for the first time in the history

of the East Frankish kings ; in West
Francia this transference of the ceremonies
usual at an imperial coronation to the

coronation of an emperor had been
employed to confer greater distinction

upon Charles the Bald,
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Arnulf (887-899) was distinguished for

his brilHant victory of October 20th, 891,
at Lowen on the Dyle. This prevented
the Northmen from plundering or forti-

fying positions in Germany, which was
then defenceless by sea. Henceforward
North-west France and the British Isles

remained the sole areas open to their

enterprises and establishment. These
raids, like the settlements of the North-
men in Russia, are to be regarded as a
sequel of the general Teutonic migration,

and point to a series of related causes and
events in the same manner as the great

migration proper. Arnulf's interference

act for themselves, were able to impose
any permanent check upon these invaders.
The stage was now clear for the appear-

ance of the tribal duchy ; the election
of Arnulf to the kingship had definitely

established the elective theory and super-
seded the partitions of the kingdom
among the royal families. Arnulf's illegiti-

mate son Zwentibald, the namesake of
the great Moravian despot Sviatopolk,
while joint king of Lotharingia, had
succeeded only in discrediting this form of

partition and in driving his subjects from
himself to Louis the Child. Tribal par-
ticularism as such was far from abolished.

King's
sceptre

Coronation gloves and sandals

THE REGALIA OF THE HOLY ROMAN
in Italy and his assumption of the imperial
crown have but a temporary importance.
Immediately after his reign the crown
became the object of petty papal intrigues

with Burgundia or native rulers who were
aiming at a dominant position in Italy,

and had secured their independence as
officials under the empire's vanishing power.
Under Arnulf's successor Germany was

terribly ravaged from the south-east by
the Magyars ; neither the government,
which ruled in the name of Louis the Child

(899-911), nor the bold individual resistance

of the tribal duchies, which now began to

EMPIRE OF THE GERMAN NATION

In place of the partition kings—^no longer

members of the royal stock—native rulers

attempted to make themselves supreme
with the goodwill of the people ; these

traced their descent from families possess-

ing hereditary estates and prestige ; their

importance was increased by the tenure

of high offices. It was not immediately
clear in every case which family was the

most capable of rule, or would be able to

maintain its ground if appointed. In

Franconia, for instance, there was a keen

rivalry between the Conradiner family,

which was settled in the Lahn district,
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Church Leaders

in Imperial

Government

and the eastern family of the Babenbergers,

which held property on the Upper Main.

The imperial government itself favoured

Conrad and helpetl him to secure a definite

victory over the Babenbergers, permitting

him also to adopt the somewhat indefinite

style of duke. Under Louis the Child,

the title of duke became, in Saxony,
Francia, Alamannia and
Bavaria. the ordinary

method of denoting a

popular leader. The same
was the case in Lotharingia, where the

original sense of Prankish relationship had
been modified by historical events.

About qoo the imperial government
consisted chiefly of the leading ecclesiastics

of l{ast Francia, Archbishop Hatto of

Mainz and Bishop Salomo of Constance.

I'nder L aiis the Pious, the clergy had
attempted to secure all possible political

unity in order to preserve their ecclesias-

tical unity ; so now, when the division of

the empire into halves had ])roved definite

and irrevocable, they attempted to pursue

some policy of union within the East
Prancian division. There were at the

same time more direct motives to influence

their action. The results which the

upper clergy might expect from the

division of the empire among the leading

princely families were also to be expected
irom the more obvious and tangible

power that the dukes either claimed or

ekerted over the bisho})rics which lay

within their spheres of government.
Thus, in gii, when Louis died in child'

hood, leaving no heir, the episcopate im-

mediately undertook the choice of an East
Prankish king ; the laity offered no oppo-
sition, as this seemed the surest means of

breaking away from the hereditary claims

of the West Prankish Carolingians and
trom the collective monarchy. Whether
they would obey the new ruler of

their choice was another question. The
Prankish count or duke, Conrad, was

elected. He was a suitable
onra

character in the eyes ot the
Receives a , ,• i • a- i

^ leadmg ecclesiastical princes,

and he was also related to the

•Carolingians, so that the breach with the

old dynasty seemed less violent ; and by
the choice of Conrad the crown remained
" among the Pranks." Upon all these

questions peo])le thought as tribesmen

;

therefore the crown was regarded as the

property of the Prankish tribe. A request

was sent to the most powerful duke, the
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Saxon Otto, of the house of the Ludolfings,

which was declined ; this was but one of

the preliminary negotiations which pre-

ceded the election at Forchheim, on
Prankish soil, on November 8th, 911.

Such was the indifference with which
the revival of the monarchy was viewed ;

its existence was made conditional upon
individual consent, and its power was yet

further diminished. None the less it

remained in existence, and, precarious as

that existence was, it yet became a tra-

ditional and historical idea. If its prac-

tical power decreased, it secured an in-

fluence less easy to estimate, which
eventually enabled it to surmount the

considerable dangers which were yet to

threaten its existence. Hence, we observe

that the passage from Charles the (ireat

onwards through German history is by
no means direct, and is cxj iicable solciy

by the partitions between 843 and 870.

Of his immense, statesmanlike work,
many achievements disapjieared entirely

and with unmerited rapidity. The perm;v-

nent element in his work, which exercised

an enduring and decisive influence upon
_. , , Germany, is the fact that
Charlemagne s

cfiarlcsunited a large number
Influence . , i- 1. • a -i_ ot diverse leutomc tribes

ermany ^^ ^j^^ ri ^ht bank of the

Rhine with his own empire ; by adminis-

tration, by civil and ecclesiastical govern-

ment, he bound them so firmly together

that they were unable to separate in spite

ot their mutual animosity. Their crown,
however, their political union, their com-
mon institutions, and their future nation-

ality were plants which either withered or

grew with dit^culty, and for a long time

could be preserved from extinction only

by the most caretul attention.

These new growths would certainly

have perished had not Conrad L, or

whoever advised him, taken a step in the

hour of death which produced a profound
and salutary impression. The proud and
powerful Saxons were extremely anxious
that the crown and the leadership should

fall to themselves, the youngest members
of the imperial alliance. Expediency and
generosity, on the other hand, urged the

Franconians to give their consent. In this

way they remained the supporters and
preservers of the power of the crown,

though this was a pleasure which they did

not exaggerate. Thus, in the midst of

general indifference, these two tribes at

last elected a king, the son of the deceased
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Duke Otto. The most dangerous moment
in the existence of the German crown had
been passed, and henceforward all was
progress.

The methods of Henry I. (the Fowler)
consisted largely in a policy of humouring
the particularist spirit as far as possible.

He acted like the layman he was, grant-
ing neither the right of coronation nor any
obvious influence to the imperialist section

of the clergy ; their influence would not
have suited him personally, and his

energies were expended chiefly in cases

where others would have been glad of his

help, entirely for the benefit of his Saxons,
in whose duchy the Thuringians were
incorporated. Thus it was only his own
duchy that he liberated from the Magyars
in 933 by means of a truce and a victory,

acting as if this were the course of action

generally approved. He proceeded very
cautiously to secure the recognition of the
supreme royal authority in Bavaria and
Alamannia (Swabia) ; he even left the
appointment of Bavarian bishops in the

hands of the Bavarian duke. As soon,

however, as the Swabian duchy fell vacant
_,^ _ and a leader was required, he
The Saxon • j- ^ i u x
p . immediately chose a foreign
oicy

duke for the country from
of Henry I. xi t- •

among the Jbranconian sup-
porters whom he wished to reward.
Lotharingia alone, which with its duke,
Giselbert, had given offence to all the
other Germans, he proceeded to treat

severely on the first favourable oppor-
tunity, which he also seized to secure his

recognition as East Frankish king by the

West Frankish government, though he
was not himself a Carolingian. He carried

on his former Saxon policy, with the
military power of his well-trained Saxon
troops, by making an advance into the

Slavonic lands of Eastern Europe. He
thus pointed out the road for the future,

which was to be a German and not
merely a Saxon line of advance, so soon
as the tribes co-operated and the gain of

the individual became that of the nation.

The same remarks apply to his creation

of a Saxon frontier against the Danes, the
mark of Schleswig.

The succession of his son. Otto I., which
he had personally secured, began in 936
with a kind of manifesto against Henry's
careful policy of retirement. The new
generation and the imperialist clergy were
anxious to announce their theory of the
constitution. Otto was crowned in

Aix-la-Chapelle with great solemnity and
reaped the fruits of Henry's silent suc-
cesses. The great dukes acted as his

household officers during the coronation
feast, thus admitting their position, not
only as servants of the empire, but also

as servants of the king. Otto further
announced his general position as primus
_ infer pares and a crowned tribal

„ , duke by immediately entrust-Franks xu c ^ ^

at Variance i"?
the Saxon government to

the hand of a representative,
Hermann Billung, who was specially

commissioned to guard against the Danes
and the Baltic pirates. With Hermann the
great Margrave Gero administered the
frontiers and directed the Saxon pohcy of
expansion upon the Slavonic side.

Otto was anxious from the outset to
appear as the universal king, equally
suprem_e in every matter. The natural
reaction took place ; there were dissensions
between Saxons and Franks ; revolts

were joined by two of Otto's own
brolhers, who had been unable to under-
stand why Otto should be elevated
rather than themselves, at this moment
when the dynastic theory was only
nascent ; there were complications with
several of the dukes and with the superior
clergy in the course of these revolts.

Otto had some difficulty in averting these
dangers, and as among the Danes, Bur-
gundians, and West Franks, or French,
there was no lack of tribal or dynastic
tendencies, a kind of protectorate over
their kings was immediately offered him.

Otto's system of placing the duchies in

the hands of personal friends or imme-
diate and younger relations was not carried

out in every case. His son, Ludolf of

Swabia, was no exception. He, like his

Bavarian uncle Henry, Otto's brother,
was carrying on an independent foreign

policy beyond the south frontier, exactly
as the duchy had done during the weakest
period of the German crown. Henry, how-
, . ,„ ever, having learned wisdom
^. ,, , by many attempts at revolt
Challenge to -^ , /^ ^

• - • j
. . p .. and past favours, maintained

friendly relations with Otto,

whereas Ludolf was inclined to act out of

jealousy with his uncle Hence the Swabian
duke was induced to challenge his father

prematurely to a trial of strength. The
tatter's interference in Italy was urged
upon him by the necessity of showing
that the king himself was master of his

foreign policy. The Saxons thus followed
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the paths leading beyond the Alps which
had been used by the old Merovingians
and by their successors, the Carolingians,

of whom Arnulf was the last.

At length the claims of East Francia to

Italy and the imperial crown, which had
long been allowed to lapse, were revived.

Otto acted like Charles the Great by pro-

^,, , _., claiming himself " Rex Fran-
Otto S Bid "

, T U 1 >'

corum et Langobardorum

i?'i-
*

/^ at Pavia, and by demanding
Italian Crown ,, . , -^ , t:,

"
the miperial crown at Rome

shortly afterwards. Between these two
steps he married Adelheid. the sister of his

protege, Conrad of Burgundy, and the

widow of Lothair, one of the kings who for

some decades past had occupied Italian soil

by usurpation. She was a pleasing and
distinguished lady, though she did not

bring with her the Italian crown—a gift

which Otto, indeed, had never expected.

The imperial crown was refused him
by the timorous Alberic, who had made
himself governor of Rome and lord of the

papacy ; in Germany the old revolts were
for a moment revived with the help of

Ludolf. Otto therefore returned and
agreed to a convention concerning Italy,

which satisfied no one except Henry of

Bavaria, who gained the old Friuli with

Verona and Aquileia for his duchy.

Among the dissatisfied parties was Beren-

gar of Ivrea, who had regarded his own
kingdom in Italy as secure upon the death

of Lothair, and who had now received

only a diminished feudal kingdom ; dis-

satisfied also were Otto's son-in-law, the

Frankish duke, Conrad of Lorraine, and
Ludolf and his partisans.

A new and formidable revolt broke out,

the danger of which was increased by a

simultaneous invasion of the Magyars, but

public opinion declared in favour of the

king. After 954, Otto suppressed the revolt

and initiated a new policy, entrusting to the

bishops a certain share of the secular

government in the duchies and counties,

and securing that close personal
The Clever

(^Qj^^gction with them which

f°o« ^^ ^^^^ desired to introduce in

the case of the dukes. His
capable brother Bruno, the Archbishop
of Cologne, was given the supervision of

Lotharingia, always a thorn in the side

of the empire, and it was henceforward
divided into two duchies. For the help

of the Saxon policy against the Slavs,

and the Germanisation of the country

beyond the Elbe, he proposed to support
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the power of the army and the margrave
by making Magdeburg on the old frontier

a metropolitan seat, and thus a

centre of ecclesiastical activity. Upon
the Magyars' return in 955, Otto inflicted

upon them at the Lechfeld, near Augsburg,
a heavy defeat which finally liberated

Germany from these marauding raids,

and was regarded throughout the empire
as an exploit which had secured the salva-

tion of the common monarchy.
The consequence and power of the ener-

getic German king were now obviously in

their maturity both at home and abroad
;

all his activity and all earlier events were
turned to some account. The splendour

of the age of Charles the Great either

revived or was surpassed ; Greeks and
Saracens sent embassies with presents of

honour from empire to empire, according

to the forms of courtesy in use at the

period. This fact was an invitation to

consider the possibility of reviving the

imperial power of Charles. It was a

possibility further implied by the fact

that the Saxon dynasty had attempted
and failed to unite its interests with those

of the tribal dukes, had trans-

.1 .V*^-^. . ferred its favour to the upper
that Pointed , r .1 1

P clergy of the empire, and was
in close sympathy with the

missionary and universal aims of the

Church. The Church and its wide influence

possessed at that time as its head Pope
John XII. ; and it was therefore all the

more important to withdraw no longer

from the Roman ecclesiastical centre of

gravity the influence of an imperial power
which could make ecclesiastical policy its

own and become the ally and patron of the

Church. Moreover, the revival of the

empire would provide a definite solution

of those Italian problems which had been
raised by the behaviour of Berengar and
of his son, Adalbert. Every recent deve-

lopment of Otto's later policy seemed to

point the way to Rome. The foundation

of the archbishopric of Magdeburg could

most easily be arranged at Rome, since it

was opposed by the A etropolitan of Mainz,

who could, from Rome, be prohibited from
further extending his great ecclesiastical

province eastward.

It therefore appeared that the most
tangible national object, the extension of

the empire and of the nationality upon
the Baltic and in the eastern interior,

could best be furthered by measures under-

taken in the distant country of Italy,
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The expedition to Italy was begun in

961 ; in the course of it Otto accepted

the Lombard crown, and was finally

crowned as emperor at Rome by the Pope

on February 2nd, 962. Henceforward the

imperial power was not thought to have

been fully acquired until this form was
carried through. Shortly afterwards the

papacy was altered by a

^thl^**
forcible change of Pope under

Papacy *^^ judicial supervision of the

emperor himself. Northern and
Central Italy immediately became new dis-

tricts of the empire, as formerly under

Charles the Great ; the Pope became the

chief imperial bishop, even as the Metro-

politan of Mainz had been the chief

bishop of the German kingdom. The
latter was obliged to assent to the bestowal

of archiepiscopal rank upon the new see of

Magdeburg.
Like Charles, Otto proceeded to effect

a composition with Byzantium, which
was indignant at his rise to power.

After much ill-feeling an understanding
satisfactory to both sides was secured by
the marriage of the emperor's niece, Theo-
phania, with Otto's son and namesake,
whom he had already, in 961, appointed to

succeed him. Like Louis the Pious, this

second Otto became emperor during his

father's lifetime, in 967, for the purposes

of the Greek marriage contract. The
Saxon dynasty thus calmly established

itself, both in its old and new positions,

and it seemed that Otto the Great was
about to resume the Carol ingian tradi-

tions in their entirety, when he died on
May 7th, 973.
The government of Otto II. (973-983)

is remarkable in Germany rather for the

continuance than the extension of his

father's work. The centre of gravity for

the empire shifted so far that it no longer

remained in Germany. The existence of

the imperial crown made the Lombard
crown a superfluity, and this later theory of

the situation secured the com-
How_ German .^^ uniformity of the whole
Affairs ^

. T • , 11-

-J. n -^ .1
empire. Imperial assembhes
upon Italian sou decided

the affairs of Germany. For the coronation,

the emperor's successor, the child Otto III.,

who was designated at Verona the Arch-
bishop of Ravenna, as well as the Arch-
bishop of Mainz, travelled to Aix-la-

Chapelle. The relations of this son of

Adelheid and husband of Theophania with

the Mediterranean thus differed widely
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from those- entertained by the successor

of Henry I.

The conquest of Graeco-Saracen Lower
Italy — an enterprise threatened by
Otto I. in order to put pressure on
Byzantium — became for Otto II. the

most important object of his reign. His

carelessness brought down upon him the

appalling defeat of July 15th, 982. at the

modern Capo di Colone, south of Cotrone,

which inflamed the slumbering hostility

of the Lombards, Wends and Danes. The
emperor died before he could repair these

heavy losses. The difficult work of re-

storing the prestige of the empire devolved

upon the regent Theophanii. With the

help of Archbishop Willigis of Mainz
she defeated the intentions of the younger
Henry of Bavaria, a grandson of Henry I.

and a Ludolfing, who considered himself

as much better qualified to rule than a

queen-regent of alien nationality and
dynasty, or even, in the last resort, than
Otto III. himself, who. though crowned,

was still a minor.

Otto III. suffered more than any other

German ruler from the consciousness that he

was nothing but a German.

JTkwI. .. . We learn from reliable evi-
Nothing but ] iu 1- T-i 1 •

„ ,, dence that Iheopnanii was
a German • i- i , i i. i

inclined to ma.iilcst her per-

sonal scorn and contempt for the Germans,
and even for the German characteristics of

her own husband. Otto III. complained of
" the rudeness of his Saxon character,"

which had not been entirely overcome
by his tutors, who were chiefly foreigners,

or by the foreign friends with whom he

surrounded himself. He changetl his

capital to Rome, and thus to the neigh-

bourhood of his friend Gerbert, whom he

made Pope Sylvester II. in 999. He
fulfilled that theory of the empire which
had already been manifest at the court of

Otto II., by organising his court upon
Byzantine models. He proclaimed him-
self upon his seal and otherwise as the

first real restorer of the Roman Empire in

the full sense of the term ; for this reason

he added " Romanorum " to the title

" Imperator." He regarded the Germans
merely as a nation subject to the empire,

which had its capital in Rome. He
assumed the secondary title ' Saxonicus,"

by which he meant not " the Saxon," but
" the Governor of the Saxons," after the

pattern of the old triumphal titles of

Africanus, Germanicus, etc. Believing

that the prestige of this empire was but
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in

of

order to

the Slavs

increased by powerful vassals, he be-

stowed ecclesiastical independence upon
Poland by founding the

archbishopric of Gnesen
over the grave of his

Czech friend, Woitech.
This measure destroyed
the usefulness of Magde-
burg. In the same spirit

he freed the Poles from
their obligations to the

German Empire and to

the Saxons. He helped

the Hungarians to secure

a royal crown as a papal
fief, and to found the

archbishopric of Gran.

By the latter measure he

destroyed the position of

the Bavarian Church
among the mixed peoples

of the Hungarian terri-

tory.

Otto was himself to

feel the bitterness of

beholding the collapse of

the empire thus modelled
upon antique forms. The
Romans drove out the

German who had re-

nounced his nationalitv ^u
/unigunde and henp.y ii.

. , .
- The Emperor Henry II. and his wife Kunigfundr,from his pampered from their tomb in the Cathedral at Bamberg.

"aurea Roma." He died
in IO02, while he was
attempting to make a
forcible re-entry, and the
transference of his corpse
to Germany was completed
amid the revolt of Italy.

King Henry II., a
Ludoliing of the Bavarian
line, whose election was
not secured without the
opposition of rivals, is,

more than all others, the
restorer of the royal power
in Germany and the Ger-
man sphere of interest.

Although personally a
South German, he resumed
the policy of the Saxon
rulers. He averted the
danger of a great Slav Em-
pire, under the energetic

Duke Boleslav Chabry,
maintained German sup-
remacy over Poland and
Bohemia, and founded
the bishopric of Bamberg,

"RESTORER OF THE EMPIRE"
The Emperor Otto III., who suffered
from the consciousness of being " nothing
but a German," changed his capital
to Rome, and proclaimed himself as the
first real restorer of the Roman empire.

secure the transformation
on the Upper Main into

true Germans. His in-

terference in Italian
affairs in 1004 was merely
confined to preventing the

foundation of a national

supremacy by Arduin, or

Hartwin. of Ivrea.

Instead of treating Ger-
many and Italy as one
kingdom, after the ex-

ample of Otto II., he
followed that of Otto
I., and accepted the
Lombard crowm which
Arduin had temporarily
lost. In 1014 he made
a rapid journey to receive

the imperial crown.
This restoration of the
German monarchy as

ruling separate kingdoms
led to the acquisition of

Burgundia for the Ger-
man crown through a
treaty which promised
German protection to the

childless king, Rudolf III.

The latter in return

promised the royal suc-

cession to Henry in his

territory. This acquisi-

tion, which could not be
refused, and also Henry's
close but entirely polit-

ical relations with the

Church, which were main-
tained not so much through
the worldly-minded
bishops as through the

reformers, obfiged him to

enter the paths of imperial

policy. In 1019 and 1020,

at the request of the Pope
and at the appeal of the

faithful Lombard episco-

pate, he was begged . to

return to Italy. He un-
dertook the journey in 1021

and 1022, and re-organ sed

the affairs of the north and
centre. In his case, how-
ever, all these resumptions
of imperial policy had a

prospect of permanence and
success,as he had previously

been careful to secure the

predominance of Germany.
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THE POPES HUMILIATION OF THE GERMAN EMPEROR HENRY IV.

In the course of the bitter struggle between Pope Gregory VII. and King Henry IV., the former excommunicated the

emperor and deposed him from the imperial dignity- Henry, unable to bear the social results of the papal ban,

scrambled over the slippery slopes of Mont Cenis, in the depth of an unusually severe wrinter, that he might make his

peace with the angry Pope. Gregory retired to the castle of Canossa, and to that fortress high up in the Apennines
he was followed by the humble emperor. For three days Henry, clad in the thin white robe of a penitent, shivered in

the courtyard of Canossa, and absolution was at length granted to him only on humiliating terms of submission.
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THE
DEVELOP-

MENT OF THE
NATIONS II

THE FRANCONIAN EMPERORS
AND THEIR LONG STRUGGLES WITH THE PAPACY
HTHE policy of the childless Henry II.

*• was continued in many respects by
Conrad II., a Rhineland Franconian of

Salic extraction. His dexterity in crush-

ing a Franconian rival of the same name
secured his success in the royal election

of September 24th, 1024. The empire
had thus passed out of the hands of the
Saxons, who had practically lost it in

1002 ; such, at any rate, was their own
opinion when the Bavarian Duke Henry
secured the crown, although he was a
Ludolfing. The fact that it now returned

to the Franconians was due not so much to

a regular resumption of the old principle

of succession as to the closer relations

subsisting among the great Rhine eccle-

siastical princes. Conrad, though not edu-
cated by court chaplains like most future

emperors, but by laics, like Henry I., did

not reject the imperial ideas which were
forced upon his notice in the most varied

directions. He attempted to
mpena

combine them with an essen-

C a
tially German pohcy. Hence
after the Italian bishops had

visited him at Constance during his

royal progress and had invited him to

come to Italy, he accepted the invitation

in 1026, received the imperial crown in

1027, and extended the power of the em-
pire from Lombardy, where it was urgently
required, to the south, including the posi-

tion of the Normans, who were now settled

in Lower Italy. As the legal successor of

Henry he was able to renew the compact
with the king of Burgundy and to re-

sume the government of the country in

1033, after Rudolf's death, being for-

mally elected and crowned in this case as

in Italy. The Imperium of the Germans
thus comprehended three separate king-

doms, with a guarantee for their perma-
nent union.

The alliance of the PoHsh duke, Mesko
II., with his uncle Canute of Denmark
and England threatened danger to this

government, which Conrad was able to

avert by immediately contracting a friend-

ship of his own with the Danish king.
This was consolidated in 1035 by the
marriage of the emperor's son, Henry III.,

with Canute's daughter Gunhild, or
Kunigunde, and by the surrender at that
_ , „ moment of the mark of
Royal Houses c 1.1 t-i i. <-

Join d
bchleswig. 1 he brave Saxons

in Marriaee ^^^^^6"^ ^^ this mark remained
none the less Germans, and

even advanced their nationality beyond the
Schlei, further northward. This friend-

ship made it possible to retain the imperial
supremacy unimpaired in Poland and
Bohemia, and in 1036 to bring to a tri-

umphant conclusion certain complica-
tions with a people w'ho had been useful

as allies against Poland, the Slav Liutizes.

Polish and Burgundian affairs gave rise

to certain difficulties, with which was
connected the revolt of Conrad's stepson,

Ernest, the heir of the Swabian duchy,
and Count Conrad, who in 1024 had been
over-reached in the royal election by the

adroit management of Archbishop Aribo,

who wished to secure the election to the
elder Conrad. However, Conrad II. sur-

mounted all these difficulties in 1030.

In the constitutional and social de-

velopment of the empire Conrad proved
himself a practical and creative ad-
ministrator. Both in Germany and in

Italy he supported the vassals of the

great feudal lords in their efforts to secure

a hereditary title to their fiefs. By
this action he united the interests of that

class with those of the crown, and by
this means also in Italy the allegiance to

_ ,, the empire, which was re-
Conrad S 11 i r J. 1

e , , cognised by most, if not bv
Successful 11 .1 1-1 1 1

p .. all the bishops, was laid

upon broader foundations.

The success of this policy was most
obvious in the powerful position which it

gave to Conrad's heir, Henry III. He
restored the balance between the conflict-

ing powers of Bohemia and Poland

—

Bohemia in this case being the aggressor

—
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and secured the obedience of both to the

empire ; in Hungary the monarchy recently

established by Stefan was involved in the

fierce confusion of a struggle with old

Magyar conservatism. Here the emperor

was able to assert the feudal supremacy
of the empire in 1044- 1043, though it

was a relationship which soon afterwards

was very loosely interpreted.
Henrys q^ ^j^^ ecclesiastical side
Ascetic

Henry's position was deter-
Character 11 j a- ;„mmed by an education m
spiritual principles and practices which

had given an ascetic turn to his character
;

he was accustomed to lament the secular

nature of his father's character and policy.

After Gunhild's death he was confirmed

in this point of view by his marriage with

Agnes of Poitou ; she was a zealous pupil

of the strict reforming movement which
originated at Cluny. The struggle had
begun against simony—that is to say,

against the purchase of offices, or the return

of ecclesiastical revenues to the patron

—and against other secular influences

within the Church, which were the con-

sequence of its enormous temporal posses-

sions. Henry considered this business the

empire's special task, and placed himself

entirely at the service of the high aims
which had been pointed out to the Church
and the papacy. He checked the tendency
of the German episcopate to form an inde-

pendent national Church ; and partly in

the interests of the authority of the crown
he repressed the simoniacal leanings of the

bishops, who had become temporal princes

of wide power, by emphasising the ascetic

theory of the worthlessness of earthly

possessions and by supporting the monas-
teries founded upon the principles of the

Cluniac reforms in which Henry H. had
already shown special interest.

Three Popes who were fighting simul-

taneously for precedence in Rome were
deposed by Henry in 1046. His action

aroused considerable surprise, but it was
„, _ not a difficult task, and was
Three Popes ,, • , , • , ,,
_ anythmg but a victory over the

. L Church. He thus made room
by Henry , j . j •

lor a papacy conducted m
opposition to simoniacal principles and
with a higher conception of the import-
ance of its office. He chose, as occupants
of the Holy See, Germans upon whose
pure zeal he could rely, men unbiassed
by the nepotism of Roman competitors.
Although in every individual case he
exercised the free and independent right
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of the emperor to choose his own Popes,

his object was rather to secure a proper
occupant for the Apostolic Church than to

fortify the interests of the crown. After

Swidger of Bamberg, who died in 1047, and
Poppo of Brixen, who died in 1048, the Alsa-

tian Bruno of Egisheim, Bishop of Toul, was
appointed Pope as Leo. IX. Henry then

allowed his nominee to submit his election

to the approval of the Romans, and thus

to recover the right of confirmatio.i or

election for the " clergy and people of

Rome." Leo then arranged that the

papal election should be made by the

college of cardinals ; he also secured the

help of the Norman conquerors of Southern
Italy as the protectors of the papacy, and
left to future Popes his scholar Hilde-

brand as their adviser and practical guide.

In 1054 Leo was succeeded by another

German Pope, Gebhard of Eichstatt,

whose appointment was also confirmed by
an election at Rome. Thereupon Roman
interests proceeded to break away from all

German influences, even from that which
had most zealously striven to secure the

elevation of the papacy through the

^ agency of German Popes.
Germans tt > • i

. p ,
Henry s imperial supremacy

^. was also expended m conflicts
Throne .,, ,, \^

With the German princes.

Until 1049 he had a severe struggle

to wage with the capable Duke Godfrey
of Upper Lorraine, who, after the loss of

his duchy, had gained a new position by
his marriage with the widowed Countess
Beatrice of Tuscany, the mother of the

famous Countess Matilda. The wide
possessions of this family in North Italy,

the Italian home of which was the castle

of Canossa, tended more than ever to

alienate it from the imperial power, and
to incline it to political co-operation with
the papal struggles for independence

—

a tendency fostered by the ecclesiastical

leanings of the two countesses. After

I055> when Henry III. was making a

further stay in Italy, the existence of the

empire was threatened by a great con-

spiracy of the South German princes, who
had traitorously entered into alliance with
the Hungarians. An open breach was
averted rather by the death of important
participants, such as Wolf of Carinthia

and Conrad of Bavaria, than by the

measures of the emperor ; it was,
however, a bad omen for the reign of

the six-year-old boy, whose succession

the emperor had acknowledged in 1053.
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and whom he left to hold his crown
in 1056.

Henry IV. had many weak qualities,

which, however, being entirely human,
were insuihcient to extinguish his manly
characteristics and his capacity, and made
him not unworthy of his later popularity

;

he is, to an extent rarely so obvious as in

this case, a product of the conditions under
which he grew. In women so entirely

estranged from worldly desires as was the
Empress Agnes the feminine desire for

support and friendship finds expression

The great struggle for regency and
supremacy was then continued between
Anno and Adalbert , the brilliant Archbishop
of Bremen ; he was anxious to be the founder
of a Low German patriarchate and to
become the temporal administrator of the
empire. This he preferred to the papacy,
which he might have attained at an earlier

date. Between these two leaders. Anno and
Adalbert, the factions of the remaining
princes wavered as their inclinations varied.

The reasonable nature of their policy
gradually disappeared, as neither of the

KING VERSUS POPE : KING HENRY IV. AND THE CITIZENS OF WORMS
When the bitter antipathy existing between Pope Gregory VII. and King Henry IV. broke into open war in 1076,
Gregory summoned the emperor to appear before him at Rome, there to answer for various breaches of the
ecclesiastical law. To that Henry retorted by convoking a Synod at Worms at which the bishops who supported
the emperor renounced their allegiance to Gregory, and served upon him a summons, couched in insulting
terms, calling upon him to leave the apostolic throne which he had usurped. Henry's humiliation soon followed.

only in tenderer forms. The competing
influences of ambitious bishops and ener-

getic laymen, among whom the Burgun-
dian Rudolf of Rheinfelden held an initial

advantage, ended in a victory for the clergy.

The stern, harsh Swabian Anno, Archbishop
of Cologne, was by no means a man who
could compete for the favour of a great lady
with a Gunther of Bamberg or a Henry of

Augsburg. In conjunction with some
princes, he pushed the queen-mother aside

and secured forcible possession of that

valuable hostage for power, the young king.

two archbishops hesitated to use the royal

prerogative for their own purposes, and
many a powerful layman was seduced by
the idea that he could himself be a better

king. As regards the young king himself,

his character was destroyed by Anno's
unsympathetic training, which made the

boy mistrustful, reserved, and suspicious.

The ill-advised flattery and epicureanism
of the cheerful and self-satisfied Adalbert
were equally pernicious, since they only

resulted in producing in Henry a pre-

cocity of the very worst kind.
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Such being the state of affairs, Rome
proceeded to aggression at an early date.

Hildebrand was the real author of the

election decree, issued in 1059 ^Y Nicholas

II., which placed the election of the Pope
in the hands of the cardinals and left only

an unimportant right . of appeal to the

people of Rome ; in other words, the decree

. p
deprived the great Roman

wh ^E^ d
^^"^i^i^s o^ ^^^^ useful imple-

j,.° ." ^ ment they had formerly en-
""**

joyed, a friendly pontifL For
the crown was reserved only the show of

responsibility ; but the royal representa-

tives, Agnes and her advisers, replied to

this blow merely by an expression of dis-

content. Very different was the action of

the Roman factions and the bishops of

Upper Italy. But Hildebrand was ready
for any attack. He secured the friendship

of the Normans, to whom the papacy had
granted investiture of their conquests, in

virtue of the suzerainty conferred by the

donation of Constantine ; he encouraged
the democratic and reforming party of the
" Pataria " in its opposition to the Lom-
bard bishops, and entirely disregarded the

ordinary forms of election if they seemed
likely to delay the immediate appointment
of the Pope. When the time came, he
himself, in open disregard of the decree,

assumed the pontificate in 1073 as Gregory
VII., without any formality whatever.
Meanwhile, it had become clear that,

together with the Normans and the

Pataria, a third resource was at his dis-

posal in Germany—namely, the princes and
the laity. The king had now attained his

majority, and was proceeding to deal with
the insubordination of his chief vassals

;

he took Bavaria from Otto of Northeim.
Otto's Saxon friends and kinsmen revolted

as a result of long-growing irritation with
the Salian dynasty, which they could
regard only as alien. Its imperial pre-

rogatives, its demesnes and its Saxon
palaces seemed the outward signs of a

Wh th
foreign despotism. Fortunately

c ... for Henry, the narrow particu-
Saxons did , r .1 o 1 i- i 1

Not S
lansm of the Saxons blmded
their eyes to the alliance that

was awaiting them among the malcontents
of Southern Germany and in the Roman
Curia. Their political wisdom had not
increased since the time of their own wars
with Charles the Great. On the other hand,
the Swabian duke, Rudolf of Rheinfeld,
and Welf, who had received through
Rudolf's influence the Bavarian duchy for-
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feited by Otto of Northeim, and Berthold
of Zahringen—the greatest secular lord in

Swabia and duke-elect of Carinthia, though
he was unable 10 make head there against

local revolts—all sought the friendship of

Gregory VII. After a severe struggle, with
varying success, Henry IV. finally con-

quered the humiliated Saxons in the

autumn of 1075. His sole secure support
was the citizen class, now rising to power
and beginning in many quarters the struggle

with the territorial lords, ecclesiastical and
princely, in order to secure the autonomy
of their own towns.

Hitherto Henry had based his opposition

to the Curia upon no broad political prin-

ciple. All his energies and resources were
engrossed by tiie war in Germany ; in

view of this main object he considered
that the task of explanations with the

Pope might be deferred. To the Pope he
sent a superfluous and extravagant ex-

pression of homage, without considering

the political or constitutional dangers
which this act might imply ; in fact, to all

complaints of Gregory he replied only in

terms of the most extreme submission.

rw^,. n . J Gregory accepted these overtures
The Bold -1 1 . 4. u
c, , , quietly; and at a moment when
Stroke of ^^ > , . x- • j
, p Henry s attention was occupied

entirely by domestic troubles,

in February, 1075, he declared his policy

by prohibiting lay investitures—that is

to say, by forbidding the king to make
appointments to bishoprics and abbeys
within the empire, or invest their occu-

pants with lands and revenues. This ])apal

policy implied that the class which might be
regarded as the most valuable support of

the monarchy was entirely emancipated
from its allegiance, and could henceforward
be used upon the side of the opposition.

Only at this moment did Henry recognise

the full extent of the danger which was
entailed by an understanding between the

papacy and the revolted South German
princes.

After his victory over the Saxons he
proceeded to secure his position against

Hildebrand. Upon this question he was
supported by the German bishops, who
were by no means anxious to surrender their

previous connection with the empire for

incorporation in the close hierarchical

system with its powerful and aggressive

Pope. Thus a violent and perhaps prema-
ture counter-stroke was delivered by the

imperial diet of January, 1076. Only one
duke was present, the younger Godfrey of
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Lorraine ; he was the son of the above-
mentioned Godfrey, whose unhappy mar-
riage with Gregory's friend, Matilda of

Tuscany, had driven him to the king's

support. On the other hand, twenty-six
ecclesiastical princes were present, and
were inspired by comparative unanimity.
Gregory's papacy was declared to be
illegitimately acquired and he himself was
deposed, while his friendship with Matilda
was also misrepresented.

Gregory relying upon the principles of

the false decretals, replied by deposing
the king, and releasing his subjects in the

three realms from their fidelity and
allegiance to Henry. Upon this occasion

and in this situation the excommunication
of the emperor, which had never before

been attempted and had not therefore

lost its power, produced full effect.

The hostile secular princes carried the

sentence of deposition to its logical con-

clusion, while several bishops recognised,

though they had been present at the

Diet of Worms, the stronger position of

Gregory, and deserted to him. The old

secular spirit of the Saxon peasantry could

not be induced to look beyond
Emperor
Deposed by

the Pope

the special interests of Saxony
alone, and was brought only

with difficulty to take action

upon the wider question. Concurrently with

this determined action of the hierarchy,

a parallel movement of Cluniac reform was
proceeding throughout Germany. The
central point of it was the Swabian monas-
tery of Hirsau ; clergy educated in this

school and inspired with its spirit were
gradually placed in the various bishoprics.

The election of a new king in place of the

Salian monarch, who had been deposed

by the Pope was deferred, for the most
part owing to the selfishness and ambition

of the leading parties. Moreover, Pope
Gregory, though anxious to secure the sub-

jection and humiliation of the actual

monarch, who was at the point of ruin, was
not desirous to set up a new king supported

by some powerful faction, who might
oblige him to begin his work again from

the beginning. Against the strong oppo-

sition of the princes, he proceeded to dis-

cuss the question of Henry's absolution

from the sentence of excommunication,
and secured an armistice. In order to

secure his control over details, which were

greatly complicated by the opposition of

the princes, he set forth to visit Germany
in person.

The king hastened to meet him on his

way at Canossa, the castle of Gregory's
fellow-traveller, Matilda. Here Henry IV.

secured his release from excommunication
by a display of unwearied and extreme
humility and by a readiness to make
atonement which Gregory in vain strove

to break by the severest measures. In

,
this way the Pope was able to

cnry s
separate the chief penitent from

numili&tion ,,^ , • , • , t-
^ ^ the hierarchical politicians,

-at Canossa , • ^ , ,

who were anxious to make
themselves masters of the whole situation

in Germany. But this was not all. Gregory
merely absolved the king in his private

capacity, and expressly retained his right

to influence the situation in Germany.
The vexation and impatience of the princes

now came to the support of King Henry
and justified his expectations that in

this way he would most speedily emerge
from his difficulties.

Gregory again joined the opposition to

Henry for the reason that the king was
growing too strong in Germany. He
excommunicated Henry a second time, but

the latter upon this occasion was less dis-

turbed at the sentence. On October 15th,

1080, Rudolf was mortally wounded at

Grune, near Pegau—according to others,

at Hohenmolsen. His death was due to the

loss of that right hand with which he had
once sworn fidelity to his king, though
victory remained with him through the

bravery of the Saxons, who remained faith-

ful through all the increasing embarrass-

ments of their favourite and leader. Otto
of Northeim. The opposition thus became
more confused and less effective, while the

new opposition king. Count Hermann of

Salm (1080-1088), proved of no importance.

Henry was able to travel to Italy in 1084
and to receive the imperial crown at

Rome in St. Peter's from the hand of the

imperialist anti-Pope, Clement III. ; the

true Pope was so closely besieged in the

neighbouring Castle of St. Angelo that

, he welcomed the rehef
The King s

brought by the Normans at
Indifference to ^-^ summons, under Robert
apa an

Quiscard. Gregory retired

to Lower Italy, and died at Salerno

on May 25th, 1085, embittered by the

thought that he had been defeated in a

great and righteous cause. In Germany
the Guelfs and Zahringers made peace

with the emperor ; the latter party for the

second time renounced the ducal power

in Swabia—which they had claimed after
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the extinction of the Rheinfeld family—
though they received certain compen-

sation and retained the ducal title in 1098.

The duchy remained in the hands

of the house of Hohenstauffen, to which

it had been given by King Henry im-

munication. At the same moment the

chief gaoler of the emperor—who was kept

in the castle of Bokelhcim—the former

Abbot of Hirsau, then Bishop of S})eier,

succeeded by some means in securing his

abdication. The son and his advisers,

mediately after his journey to Canossa however, did not venture to bring this

in 1070. ^ct of abdication before the imperial

Meanwhile, in 1090, a new opponent to diet, an intention which they had

the emperor' arose from the Zahringen originally pretended,

family. This was Gebhard, formerly a Henry IV. was forced to abdicate on

monk of Hirsau and now
Bishop of Constance, a man
of unusual energy and tenacity.

He was also the confidential

adviser of Pope Urban II.

(1088-1099), upon whose ac-

cession the papacy, despite

the despondent words of

Gregory upon his death bed,

reaped the fruits of that great

statesman's labours and re-

sumed his aims. At an earlier

date the revolt of Conrad, the

emperor's eldest son, and his

opposition kingdom (1093-

iioi) led to no great result;

the rising of the future heir,

Henry, who had already been
crowned in 1099, begin in

1 104, as a result of disagree-

ment and intrigue, and became
important owing to the co-

operation and conduct of

Gebhard of Zahringen. He
accompanied the young king
to Saxony, where the bishop
secured not merely full political

agreement but also the
accomplishment of Gregory's
reforms. The result was a
very confused campaign of

December 31st, at Ingelheim,

amid a gathering of his deadly
enemies and under threats of

excommunication from the

legates. Afterwards, relying

upon the fidelity which he
knew to exist in many
quarters, he attempted to

reverse this last of the many
defeats he had suffered in his

restless life, but died before

the appeal to arms, at the

early age of fifty-six, in Liege,

on August 7th, 1106.

Henry V. was a ruler of

ability in whom the deceitful

and treacherous elements so

alien to his father's nature

reached their full development
and were combined with stern

determination. As soon as he
became king—that is to say,

when he had secured the re-

cognition of both parties—he

pushed as"de his ecclesiastical

teachers and guides, to whom
he had been profuse in his

promises of important con-

cessions. He invested newly
appointed ecclesiastical
princes, and calmly informed

father against son ; eventually, king rudolf of swabia the Pope, Paschal II., that

in 1105, their quarrel was tTe" Ger^\r p°:?n'c°ef when'"!op^ the custom was traditional

settled by more reliable Gregory vii. and Henry IV were and that lay investitures
c . ^ 1 fighting their protracted duels, , 1,1 i- 1 xmeasures of treachery and Rudolf enjoyed Wt a brief reign, were absolutely essential to

violence. The younger man dy'"g 'n 1080. This illustration the crown. In mo he marched
-< o IS taken from a bronze plate •

i i i

proposed a meeting with the in the cathedral at Merseburg. to Italy With two formidable
hope of reconciliation, and took his father
prisoner by a breach of faith.

At an imperial diet, summoned to Mainz
at Christmas, 1105, the papal legates,
Cardinal Richard of Albano and Gebhard
of Constance, who were entrusted with
full powers, successfully intimidated the
numerous princes who supported the
emperor and were indignant at the son's
action by reiterating old personal charges
and producing the former bull of excom-
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armies, himself going over the St. Bernard,

through Burgundy, while the duke of

Bohemia went over the Brenner Pass.

Paschal, who was a hot-tempered

doctrinaire, when confronted with this

inevitable difficulty, suddenly discovered

the most remarkable of all solutions, the

actual accomplishment of which was an
almost inconceivable achievement, and to

this Henry V. q ietly agreed on February

4th, mi. It was arranged that the
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crown should resume all the imperial fiefs

held by the ecclesiastical principahties,

together with the remaining regalia, with

the result that no form of property requir-

ing lay investitiire would remain to them.

This was a measure of secularisation

analogous to that completed to the horror

of the Church in the Roman Catholic

portions of Germany in 1S03. though
without inflicting any damage upon, the

spiritual power and inward strength 01 the

Church. Had any attempt 'been made to

accomplish this enormous transference of

property and power in the year mi. it

would have been an event remarkable in

from the old Countess Mathilda a bequest

of her property.

Xo permanent \-ictories are ever secured

bv such \iolent measures as Henry had
used : the forces of the opposition

remained iinimpaired. An archbishop,

Guido of Vienna, made himself leader of

the ecclesiastical resistance in the Bur-

gundian principality, while the secular

opposition centred round Lotharr of SupUn-
burg, who had succeeded the Billungs as

duke of Saxony. He was a capable

administrator of the Low German duchy,

and had successfully re\"ived the policy of

a political expansion to the BaJtic and

MAKING THE POPE PRISONER: A:" :::;_r.:.'. :>."

la the long strrggle for snpremacy between the tvo potenta'^ -

side. When Henry V. ascended the throne he invested ne~
the Pope. Paschal II., that the ccstom was traditional ani
crown. It was arranged thst the crown should resume all ta-e — ,.-..=.. .1-

led to an nproar, the crafty emperor laid all the blame at the door of Paschal and arrested him at Rome in 1111

".Lie quiner wa5 iho-i-u on eitaer
:al princes, and calmly informed
srere absolntely essential to the
en this measure of secularisation

the histon,- of the world ; but the secular

and ecclesiastical princes made a tremen-

dous uproar at the immense loss with

which they were threatened—the secular

princes in so far as they occupied ecclesias-

tical fiefs, while the dominant position

which the crown would acquire was no
less a cause of dissension.

Henr\- made the Pope responsible for

this indignation, and threw him into

confinement. On April nth he forcibly

abolished the prohibition of the investi-

tures and secured his coronation as emperor
two da^-s afterwards. On the homeward
ioumey he was clever enough to secure
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beyond the Elbe—a policy the more suc-

cessful as it coincided with the economic
interests of his subjects, the rising spirit of

nationality, and the energetic character

of the laity.

On February- nth, 1115, the opposition

defeated Henry V. at the Welfesholz

at Mansfield : a series of concessions

and attempts to secure peace culminated

on September 23rd, 1122, with the

Concordat of Worms, which was con-

cluded with Calixtus II. and wit a the

secular and ecclesiastical princes. The
episcopal elections throughout the empire

were left to the cathedral chapters, in
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imitation of the Pope's election by the
cardinals. The enfeoffment of the nomi-
nees with the regalia was to take place,

though only in Germany, before their

consecrations, which were thus far made
dependent upon the consent of the crown

;

this enfeoffment, as distinct from investi-

ture, was to be carried out so as to exclude
the theory that it implied appointment to

ecclesiastical oflEice. Henry V., who was
personally an unattractive character, died
on May 23rd, 1125, too early to secure
the restoration of order, or to reconcentrate

and revive the powers of the crown.
The Hohenstauffen Frederic of Swabia

would have received the crown, for which
he came forward as a candidate in

August, 1 1 25. had he not been the private

heir and nominee of Henry V. The duke
of Saxony was therefore preferred to the

succession, notwithstanding his strong

position and in spite of, or on account
of, his indifference. Thus the kingdom
returned to the Saxons, and Lothair in

consequence undertook a burden of

responsibility and a policy analogous to

those of Otto I. At the same time his

consciousness that he was a

w °.T • ixr servant of the Church proved
Lothair Won ^. ^i.
»!. r- ir even more mconvenient than
the Ouelfs , , J . , .

before 1125. durmg his
membership of the alliance. It was
necessary for him to gain some support

against the Hohenstauffen. who were con-

tinuing the struggle. They had elected

the younger brother, Conrad, duke of a

portion of Franconia, as opposition king,

for the reason that Frederic of Swabia was
suffering under a bodily infirmity. Lothair

therefore won over the Guelfs by the

marriage of his daughter and heiress,

Gertrude, wth Henry the Proud in 1127,

while the Zahringers were bought with the

concession of the imperial governorship in

Burgundy. In this quarter they had
secured considerable wealth as heirs of the

Rheinfeld family and also by a second

inheritance of a cotinty in North Bur-

gundy which Lothair assured to them

;

they were unable, however, to turn to

the best account the important position of

governor, which they held at the same time.

The old single-headed eagle of the empire

which these dukes had added to their

coat of arms, in virtue of their office, was
transferred, after their extinction in 1218.

to their heirs of Fiirstenberg, on whose
shield it is still to be seen. It was
under the rule of Lothair (1125-1137)

that the great families of the empire
consolidated their power and became of

importance owing to the extent and
locality of their possessions. The nucleus
of the old allodial estates of the Guelfs
was situated on the north of Lake Con-
stance ; in the meantime they had
entered upon the inheritance of the
-.. , . , Billungs in Saxony, and were
The Imperial ,

'^ •"
> ^1

^ "1. next m succession to theCrown uiven , x , 1 r 1 ,

* I .t. • property of the family of
to Lothair f i- i_' -.i 1 - 1

-^

Suplmburg, with which were
closely connected the inheritances ol

Northeim and the Ludolfings.

Lothair opposed the enterprise of the
Hohenstauffen in Italy, where he received

the imperial crown in the Lateran on
June 4th, 1 133. He attempted to alienate

the property of Matilda from her Salian

heirs by acknowledging it as a possession

of the Pope, who placed this interpretation

upon previous promises of Matilda, and
received it from the Pope as a fief. He
evaded, however, the form of the oath of

allegiance, and did not acknowledge himself

the Pope's " vassal " (homo), as the Curia

maintained at a later period. A recon-

ciliation was effected in Germany, under
which the Hohenstauffen renounced their

claim to the crown in October. 1134. and
in September. 1135. A second journey to

Rome, in 11 36-1 137, emphasised by its

splendour the unity of the empire and the

freedom which the emperor had acquired.

Pope Innocent II. regarded the change
thus betokened by the emperor's action

and his expedition as highly inconvenient.

The old imperial rights were enforced

throughout the country, and the feudal

supremacy over the Normans of Lower
Italy was reasserted.

On his homeward journey Lothair

died, on December 4th, 1137, in the

Alpine village of Breitenwang on the

Lech. The empire was again at the

height of its power ; inteUectually and
materially a period of prosperity was

beginning, to which a consider-

able impulse was given by the

Crusading movement, and it
'** *y

'^vas promoted \\"ith surprising

rapidity by the laity, who were now
awaking from their long torpor.

Western Europe as a whole outstripped

Byzantium after this decade, and no longer

stood in need of Byzantine civilisation

when it had learnt the method of

drawing inspiration from the sources ol

classical civilisation.
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PASSING OF THE

AND THE

HOHENSTAUFFEN DYNASTY
IN view of the situation existing from
^ 1 137 to 1 138, many have asserted that

the Guelfs ought to have succeeded in

securing the throne with the other inherit-

ance of Lothair ; in that case the German
nation would have entered upon a period

of straightforward North German rule

instead of the Swabian government, which
eventually lost its vigour in Italy. Con-
jectures of this kind are invariably to be
mistrusted. Otto I. extended the imperial

policy to Italy. Otto II. and III. forgot

the claims of Lower Germany in view of

their desire to advance to the Mediter-

ranean and Italy. Though Lothair had
grown old in the politics of Lower Germany,
he had devoted the end of his life to war-
fare and organising work in Lower Italy.

We shall find the Guelf Otto IV. pursuing
the policy of the Hohenstauffen as soon as

he is emperor. It was, in any case, no
mere imperial dream whichWhy Henry

Lost
induced the Hohenstauffen to

_,. attach such importance to the
a Throne t. i- • t^

Italian possessions, it was, on
the contrary, the imperative necessity of

augmenting the resources of the crown,
even more than the power of their own
family, by means of Italian wealth.

The reason why Henry the Proud did not
become king, after his step-father Lothair,

is to be found in the apprehensions which
the princes entertained of his growing
power in Swabia, Bavaria and Saxony, and
still more in the disappointment which the

Church had suffered through Lothair's

action. The elevation of Conrad III. was
primarily due to the Church. Against a

candidate and a wearer of the royal

insignia who was so firmly established as

Henry, all that could be done was to sup-

port the rival and his independent power

;

a third unimportant claimant would have
been useless. We may, indeed, venture to

say that the fact that the Guelfs did not
then succeed to the crown preserved for

them the fruits of those efforts which the

son of Henry the Proud carried to a
successful conclusion in the north.

King Conrad considered that it was
impossible to break up the power of the
Guelfs, and to divide among his Babenberger
and Ascanian friends the ofhces which
_ „ they were holding. Thus the

th t S n^^
* struggle began which divided

.
*
P

**
*. the empire, and especially the

Swabian territory, between the
Guelfs and Ghibellines—that is, Waib-
lingen. In May, 1142, the question was
temporarily settled—that is to say,

deferred. Henry died on October 20th,

1139, before attaining the age of thirty-

two. His son of the same name (the Lion)
was allowed to inherit the Saxon duchy

;

but the margrave, Albert the Bear,
became immediately dependent upon the
empire, and was given the imperial post of

chamberlain. This high office and Albert's

exfiloits laid the foundation of that position

which Brandenburg afterwards enjoyed as

an imperial electorate ; the old duchy of

Saxony could thus be represented by two
votes among the ruling nobility of the
imperial principalities, while to the other
hereditary duchies of Germany not even a
single vote was accorded.

Between 1147 and 1149 Conrad, much
against his will, undertook his fruitless

crusade to Damascus. At the same time
a crusade against the Wends was under-
taken by the princes of Lower Germany,
and those who were somewhat hostile to

the king, after a loyal agreement had been
concluded between the two parties. The

results did not indeed corre-
"^"^^

spond with the amount of energy
_ .. . displayed, though the position

of the young Duke Henry in

this district was thus confirmed from the

first. The alliance between the Guelfs

and Zahringers was renewed at the Lake
of Schwerin in the course of this crusade

;

about the year 1147 Henry married the

Zahringer Clementina.
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been too incompetent. In 1154 Bavaria
was given back to Henry the Lion, the

result being that Austria became the special

duchy of the Babenbergers, with certain

exceptional rights, affecting its obligations

to the empire, secured by the " Privi-

legium Minus " of September 17th, 1156.

The result of this fifty-second election was
thus to secure the equipoise of Guelf and
Hohenstauffen, though for the moment
under a reconciliation which guaranteed
peace upon both sides.

Since the time of Charles the Great,

no king had been inspired with so keen a

desire to secure peace and prosperity for

his country as Frederic showed in his

measures of organisation and legislation.

He proved that his electors had been
perfectly correct in their choice of him as

successor to the throne. The constitution

of the empire was almost entirely re-

modelled by his action ; but the transfor-

mation was effected without difficulty.

The election of Frederic Barbarossa on

March 4th, 1152, as the successor of

Conrad III. was an attempt to heal the

opposition between the Waiblingen and
the Guelfs. So great importance was
attached to this object that no difficulty

was made in passing over Frederic of

Rotenburg, the surviving son of Conrad

III. Frederic Barbarossa, the Swabian
nephew of the deceased king, was a son of

a Guelf mother, and occupied in some
respects a position midway between the

two parties, though not entirely coincident

with the position of Conrad HI.

The hopes of both parties had been placed

upon him during the last crisis, imme-
diately after the Crusade. He had dis-

tinguished himself upon the Crusade no

less than in a rapid series of exploits at

home ; he was ready to become king, and
his desires were accomplished without

difficulty and with the help of various

agreements. His choice is a sign of the

recognition given to

bravery and ^A the

effort for unity during

this period, in which
the s])irit of chivalry

was upon the increase.

These influences

made Frederic's
position firm and
powerful from the

outset, though he
succeeded a transition

government which
had been marked by
great irresolution.

Hence his foreign

policy was able to

make the ideal of

Im])erial suzerainty

effective. In the
usual domestic
s t ru g g 1 e between
Danish families for

the succession in that

kingdom, he was able

to- secure the success

of one competitor,
Sven, by accepting
him as an imperial

vassal. Between 1154
and 1 155 he secured
the imperial crown,
after a rapid ex-

{
euilion Wltn a leW Even under the revived "Holy Roman Empire" it was no uncommon occurrence for

men an achievement emperor and Pope to be in violent opposition to one another ; and Frederic Barbarossa
r rV, Vi P ^ Vi ^ vras not free from trouble with the Papacy, as the following pages and illustrations show.
lOr wnicn UOnraCl nad Here we see the ambassadors of the emperor being received by the Pope and the Doge.
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THE ELECTION OF FREDERIC BARBAROSSA AS GERMAN KING
In choosing Frederic Barbarossa as the successor of Conrad III., in 1152, the electors selected a man well worthy of

their confidence and support. His measures of organisation and legislation were proof of his great ability, and it was
generally recognised that no man since the time of Charlemagne had been inspired with such a keen desire to secure

peace and prosperity for his country. After settling the affairs of Germany, Frederick paid his first visit

to Italy, received the Lombard crown at Pavia, and in 1155 was crowned emperor in Rome by Adrian IV.

He did not, like Charles, attempt to secure

the immediate administrative powers of

the monarch against the feudal system,

but remodelled that system by introducing

a series of military gradations. The spirit

of patriotism which was then passing over

the nation, the sense of nationality among
the Germans which was arising to con-

sciousness throughout all classes, enabled

him to make the episcopacy the mainstay
of his throne ; such men as Archbishop
Rainald of Cologre and Christian of Mainz
proved themselves most reliable princes

among the German nobility, and became
Frederic's best advisers and generals.

On the other sid:-, he turned especially

for support to the " ministeriales," both
to those of the empire and of his own
family, and to those of the German Church.

In continuation of the policy begun by
Conrad II., he helped the class of the

more important " ministeriales " to become
free vassals and to incorporate themselves

with the lower nobility. The chivalrous

spirit of the time, which made these

social modifications possible, was marked
by a high conception of the loyalty due
to the position and person of the chief

overlord. The secular princes might join

this temporal hierarchy of feudal re-

tainers as they pleased ; loyalty was
expressly demanded by Frederic only of

individuals in close dependence upon him,

or of those whom he used to counter-

balance the great dukes. The chivalrous

and national spirit of the age rapidly

brought these temporal princes to the

emperor's side, often in consequence of

loss and irritation, as is shown, for instance,

by the history of Berthold of Zahringen.

To the end of his reign, Frederic

continued his policy of dividing the old

duchies and of reducing the position of

the imperial princes, with the result that

only the spiritual lords, the diminished

dukes, and the more important princes of

the Wends were reckoned among the

"principes," with the exception of certain
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palatine counts and margraves, and the

counts of Anhalt—these last as Ascanii.

Hence this order was limited to those

secular princes who were actually of

supreme importance, while the remainder,
the chief body of the counts, were reduced
to the rank of free lords without sovereign

jurisdiction. Thus, in addition to the old

hereditary dukes, a generation of younger,

more vigorous, and more loyal princes

received a new accession of consequence
;

at the same time the preponderance of the
spiritual lords in conjunction with tl'«e

emj)eror was secured throughout the

empire.

The new class of burghers remained
undisturbed by the modifications and
the new demands of this chivalrous empire.

Certain distinctions had been purposely
created by legislation to separate the

merchant and the knight, while the
regulations of the public peace, which
provided against speculation in corn and
other possibilities of the kind, seemed to

indicate some animus against the burgher
class. On the other hand, other princely

houses were, or became, careful to advance
the prosperity of the burghers. Of these,

the Zahringers were the most important,
while the Guelfs also did much by their

creation of new cities from Munich to

Liibeck ; their economic resources were
based more or less upon the revenues
which they received in their capacity of

landlords from the towns and from com-
merce. This new social organisation of the

THE EMPEROR FREDERIC BARBAROSSA ENTERING MILAN
The old duel between emperor and Pope broke out once more during the reign of Frederic Barbarossa, wliose
quarrel with the occupant of St. Peter's chair began in 1157. In the following year Frederic crossed the Alps, and
after compelling Milan to submit, held a triumphant diet at Roncaglia. Revolts succeeding, Milan was besieged,
and more than three years elapsed before the opposition was overcome and the town finally captured and destroyed,
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FREDERIC BARBAROSSA RECEIVING THE DELEGATES OF THE POPE AND THE DOGE
The Lombard League, which was an outcome of the enmity of the Italian cities to the emperor, took final

shape in 1168, and in the battle of Legnano, in 1176, it defeated Frederic, who was compelled to make
submission to Pope Alexander III. by the Peace of Venice. Frederic and the Pope became reconciled,

and the bitter struggle with the Lombard League was brought to an end with the Peace of Constance in 1183.

From a painting in the Ducal Palace at Venice.

empire developed rapidly in every quarter.

The terms " prince," " lord," " citizen
"

and " peasant " came into general use
;

the terms " free " and " unfree " had not
entirely disappeared, but became anti-

quated, while their meaning was often

inverted, though the conservatism of Lower
Saxony preserved them for the longest

period.

Notwithstanding all these regulations,

the crown still needed some secure source
of revenue, as the private and public

revenues of the empire had fallen too
largely into the hands of the prmces.
Such a source could be found in Italy.

Even in that country the royal revenues

had largely been alienated from the crown.

They had fallen into the hands of the

towns, the individual prosperity of which
had steadily increased their importance.

In Italy national and feudal organisation

had almost disappeared. The bishops and
imperial officials of former times, together

with their vassals, had seen their preroga-

tives undermined by the development of

the town and had accommodated them-

selves to this development. The blow

delivered by Frederic I. against this state

of affairs, shortly after his first expedition

to Italy, was no doubt an act of oppres-

sion and implied a sudden overthrow

of what had grown by degrees. The
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impoverished condition of the crown and
of the empire in the midst of a general

and growing pros})erity was a bitter experi-

ence, while the impossibility of opening

other sources of revenue increased the

seriousness of the financial situation. The
crown, moreover, w.^s theoretically justi-

fied in vindicating its former rights.

To the famous imperial diet of Roncaglia

in November, 1158, Frederic had sum-
moned from Bologna a number of doctors

learned in the civil law, which had lately

been revived as a study in

the Italian universities, and
was still the basis of common
law in the towns. These
experts advised the emperor
to adopt the decisive course

of declaring all the royal

dues payable to himself, and
their actual recipients to be

dependent upon him and
obliged on their side to prove
their rights individually. This
assembly of civilians is also

of importance in another
direction. It marks the be-

ginning of a classical renais-

sance which was to permeate
mediaeval thought and civi-

hsation and modify the
imperial theory ; it is also a
proclamation of the revival

of Roman law, which was
demanded by the imperial
interests. The idea of using
the antique imperial law for

the advantage of the medi-
aeval crown had long before
occurred to the acute
Henry V. ; the diet of 1158
had merely put it into

tangible shape.

whatever of common interest. However,
the most powerful of the German princes,

Henry the Lion, refused his help to the

emperor when it was urgently required.

Shortly afterwards Frederic lost the battle

of Legnano on May 2gth, 1176, though not
for want of the duke's help ; with a
sudden change of plan, he attempted to

secure an armistice and a settlement in

Italy.

It was most important for him to

come to an arrangement with the Guelfs
;

and at the cost of some
sacrifices he secured a recon-

ciliation with Pope Alex-

ander III. in the Peace of

Venice, in the summer of

1 177. The royal revenues in

the Church states and the
inheritance of Matilda were
guaranteed to him after a
lapse of fifteen years, and
Alexander was relieved of the

int'sence of Calixtus III.,

the imperialist anti - Pope.
An armistice was also con-

cluded with the Lombard
communes; a peace with them
was finally arranged at Con-
stance on June 25th, 1183.

The emperor saved his terri-

torial supremacy, his judicial

rights, his influence upon the
administration of independent
communes, the fodrum—the
pa^'ment for the expense of

maintaining the emperor and
his armies^and a yearly sum
as compensation for his fiscal

rights in the territory of

those communes which would
not, or could not, prove their

rights in accordance with the
ru I

- u X ,.
HENRY THE LION -. . , , ,

I ne long war between the with his following of vassals this principles formulated at the
empire and the rich Lorn- ^^l T^^^t.ioytx .It^o^t^^t^l diet of Roncaglia. Within
DHrd communes soon broke Frederic Barbarossa, the latter, in their own walls the towns
nut, and was prosecuted with ^^^"^' ''^^'^'«d his lands forfeited,

appalling animosity. After 1170 the towns
were forced into close alliance with the
papacy, which was also intimidated by the
spectacle of an empire of wide influence con-
ducted upon secular principles by a band
of spiritual princes. However, the bishops
and the secular princes of Germany con-
tinued their fidelity to the emperor. On
the one side stood German feudalism and
chivalry, and on the other the power of
the Italian cities ; these parties were in
violent opposition, and had no point
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were in undisputed possession

of the revenues and the supreme power.
Thus was removed all opposition on the
emperor's side to the development of free

and independent city states which was
then taking place in Italy. At the same
time, the influence of the crown in Italy

was now far greater than in 1152 ; and
after the conclusion of peace, the splendour
of the empire as head and front of the
knightly organisations, which Barbarossa's
vigour in these struggles and negotiations
had maintained, was further advanced.



THE HOHENSTAUFFEN DYNASTY

If

Among those violent adversaries the
emperor himself secured a popularity and
a distinction which the leading commune,
Milan, soon strove to share as an honour of

special importance.
The destruction of Henry the Lion falls

between the peace of Venice and that of

Constance. Since 1156 Germany had
been practically divided into two empires,
that of the west and south, extending
towards Burgundy and
Italy, and the Bavarian-
Saxon Empire, with a
Slavonic and northern
policy. Henry the Lion
had extended his con-

quests to Pomerania, and
had founded Liibeck as a
permanent Saxon harbour
on the Baltic. This duke,
with his independent
vassals and his "domestic
disturbances," acted as an
independent king ; more
than once the abbots and
bishops within his terri-

tory, who were possessed
of territories or dioceses.

his town of Brunswick a ducal residence of

unparalleled splendour. Upon the occa-
sion of a breathing space from his domestic
work, he made independent expeditions
eastward, like a great king, in 1172. We
must also mention the fact that about
1174 Frederic obtaine4 the reversion of

the estates of Henry's uncle, Welf VL,
which consisted of the old Swabian Guelf
lands to the north of Lake Constance.

THE RESTORED DUCAL PALACE AT BRUNSWICK

had joined the temporal lords of Saxony
against Henry. The histories of the empire
and of this ducal power run almost in

parallel Imes. A further-line of demarca-
tion was secured when Henry exchanged
certain Zahringer estates in the Breisgau,

which he had gained by marriage, for

certain royal estates in the Harz district.

Side by side with Goslar, and sur-

passing that royal town, Henry made

VIEW OF BRUNSWICK
This must be added to

the points of difference and
division between the two
great cousins, although it

might eventually lead to

the further consohdation
of the two monarchies.

The crisis was initiated

by the refusal of this

uncrowned monarch in

Lower Germany to place

his army at the disposal

of the Hohenstauffen in

the hour of danger ; his

help had been requested as

a favour and not as. a
matter of feudal right. The
Emperor Frederic regarded
himself as paralysed in the

freedom of his own policy by this growing
Guelf kingdom in the other half of

Germany. The refusal to render military

substance implied something more than
a policy of mutual avoidance, and an
understanding on the point was impera-

tively demanded. It must always remain
a matter for our admiration when we
consider the means by which Frederic,

though simultaneously opposed by the
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towns, the Pope and the Guehs, ex-

tricated himself from these difficulties,

came to an agreement with all three with

no loss of supremacy, obliged his opponents

to make peace and to grant concessions,

and then advanced with determination

ujx)n the (iuells. This was a daring

resolution, but the best he could make,

as in any other case his action
Frederic s

^^.^^^^j^ j^^ perpetually thwarted

h'"p Jr ^''^"^ the side of Germany. Had
Mis Rights

pj-p^j^^j-j^. ^^^^ concessions to

his adversary to secure the help which he

desired for reclaiming the utmost of his

rights beyond the Alps, we should have

every reason for blaming an empire which

neglected its domestic })ower to secure

supremacy in the south, and thereby

destro\ed the unity of the nation. Frederic

made his plans for the decisive struggle with

the greatest caution, availed himself of the

weapons of formal right, and used them to

the utmost by dexterous policy

As soon as the whole position wa= trane-

ferred from the level of political iorce co

the strict theory of constitutional and
feudal law, the ground was cut from under

the foundations of this second great state

within a state, the existence of which
had hardly been disputed. The emperor
ap^peared not as an opponent but as a

judge, and immediately sent the princes

who had a grudge against Henry to the

attack. The Guelf was thus handed over

to the judgment of feudal and common
law, was deprived of his ecclesiastical

and imperial fiefs, of his rights of local

justice, of his allodial domains, and was
outlawed.

In November, 1181, the struggle con-

cluded with some diminution in the

severity of the sentence ; the annihilation

of this family would have been an un-

paralleled proceeding, and the effects of

such acts of extirpation are often disas-

irous to the triumphant party. The sen-

tence of outlawry was removed, and
Henry received his Saxon

enry e
a^Hofji^i territory once more. He

•

*°E '1 ^^^^' however, obliged to go for

a time into exile in order that
the new arrangements might be carried out
without his personal interference, and
for this purpose he chose England, where
relatives of his family were settled.

The Saxon duchy was broken up ; a
number of its subjects were made imme-
diately dependent upon the empire, while
a ducal power over the west was given
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to the archbishopric of Cologne and the

remainder of the east was transferred to

an Ascanian line. In 1180, as a reward

of service, the Count Palatine of Bavaria,

Otto of Wittelsbach, was created a duke,

which im})lied a restoration of early his-

torical family connections. The duchy
was, however, further diminished by the

fact that certain provinces were made
independent or dependent upon the empire;

these were Styria, Tyrol and Istria.

The highest point of imperial power is

marked, after the comparatively favour-

able peace of Constance in 1183, by the

brilliant festival of Mainz at Whitsuntide,

1 184, when Frederic's elder sons, Henry
and Frederic, were knighted. Equally

obvious on the occasion of this festival

is the enthusiasm of the nation and of the

contemporary court poets—Walther von
der Vogelweide and others—for the splen,-

dour which surrounded this great em-
peror and leader. The emperor's position

was advanced even more by the general

current of events in Europe than by his

personal victories ; and in the autumn of

the same year. William II. of Sicily, the

INorman ruler of Lower Italy,

Ben!?en
though a sworn ally of the

c w« o
^ Guelfs since the Crusade of

^° "^ ' Conrad III., offered to the

Hohenstauffen prince, Henry, the hand of

his heiress, Constance, notwithstanding

the vigorous opposition of the Pope.

There was a strange and general move-
ment of lay feeling throughout the world,

which tended to compose the difference

between political opponents, between the

chivalrous and the trading, and which even
under the cassock of the distinguished pre-

late appeared in open or secret opposition

to the principles of secular or hierarchical

self-renunciation. x\s we have already

observed, Milan requested the honour that

within its walls, as a counterpart to the

festival of Mainz, should take place the

imperial celebrations of January 27th, 1186

;

it was a marriage destined to strengthen

the hold of the Hohenstauffen upon Italy

in an unparalleled degree and to bring

Lombardy between two fires.

Henry was, then, crowned thus in Milan
with the iron crown of the Lombards.
It is remarkable that the emperor gave his

successor the title of Caesar, which the
classical Augusti bestowed upon tluir

presumptive heirs ; Augustus and his

imperial power had in point of time pre-

ceded Peter, the apostle of Christ. In 1165



CONFERRING KNIGHTHOOD ON THE SONS OF FREDERIC BARBAROSSA AT MAINZ IN 1184
Agrreat festival was held at Mainz, at Whitsuntide, 11S4, on the occasion of the knighting of the emperors eldersons, Henry and Frederic The brilliancy of the event was matched by the enthusiasm o^he nation and the ceremony
.3 descnbed as marking "the highest point of imperial power," the Emperor's position being hen at its zen^h

Frederic demanded the canonisation of
Charles the Great from the then Pope.
Paschal III. This was a matter of poHtical
expediency, and the translation of the
Prankish emperor's remains was carried
out with due solemnity. Frederic now
surpassed the energies of his model, and
united the foundations of national rrerman
supremacy with the traditions o^ the uni-
versality and magnificence of the old
classical empire.
The Curia despaired of the laity, but

not of itself or its ideal of the predomin-
ance of the Church. It placed its hopes,
in spite of all, upon the possibility of
recovering the ecclesiastical, military

and political power which had belonged
to the episcopate. Its opposition to the
fiscal rights of the crown was a clever
move in the interests of the ecclesiastical
princes. According to these rights, when
an episcopal chair fell vacant, the personal
property of the deceased and the enjoy-
ment of his revenues reverted to the crown,
until a successor had been appointed

;

and this was a source of income which
had recently assumed a value unforeseen
by the simplicity and povertv of the past.
The evil results of the overthrow of

Henry the Lion, which had relieved the
Low German ecclesiastical princes of a
burden, were further announced in the
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self-seeking policy of Philip of Heinsberg,

Archbishop of Cologne. He forthwith

grasped at the proffered friendship of

Rome, and, abandoning his position as

the high official and helper of the emperor,

came forward as the representative of Rome
and the hierarchical idea in Germany, and

looked about him for pohtical support. The
tension was then relieved by the

Destruction
^igstruction of the kingdom of

°'
Jerusalem by Saladin and the

Jerusalem
(^^.^g^^g ^f ^^g emperor ; he was

tlie supreme head of European chivalry,

and in conjunction with France and Eng-
land he drew his sword on behalf of the

eastern policy of the Church, an action

which tended further to consohdate the

ecclesiastical position. With imperial con-

ceptions which were greater than any
previous German ruler had entertained,

but which were almost forced

upon his notice, he appeared
in the Slav states to the north

of the Balkans, and on the

East Mediterranean ; he held

out a prospect to the

Armenian Leo II. of the

grant of a royal lief by the

empire ; but his career was
closed by his sudden death.

The account of the Crusade
will be found in the later

section devoted to the

Crusades.

while Henry VT. was on his road to

Sicily, a menacing understanding was
begun between the Archbishops of Cologne
and Mainz and the other princes ; but,

fortunately for Henry, the life and soul

of the opposition at home and abroad,

Richard Coeur de Lion, was trapped in

Austria on imperial soil, on December
2ist, 1192, by the Babenberger duke,

Leopold, whom he had personally insulted

before Acre. Leopold handed over his

prisoner to the emperor, and the con-

spiracy was broken up.

On February 4th, 1194, the Emperor
Henry, who had held that title since

April 14th, 1191, surrendered the pledge

which he possessed in the person of the

adventurous Plantagenet for a ransom
of 150,000 marks. In the spring of

the same year, 1194, Henry the Lion
abandoned his hopeless atti-

tude of defiance and became
reconciled, after his son, of

the same name, had received,

as the son-in-law of the

Hohenstauffen Count Palatine

Conrad, the promise of the

succession in this Rhenish
principality, which was formed
of Franconian lands, and the

official revenues of Lorrame.
In 1194 Henry gained a com-
plete victory and shattered

the resistance of the Normans
Henry VI. had accepted all ^^^g philip of swabia

jj.^ Southern Italy. On Christ-

these practical and ideal mas Day he received theUnable to secure the succession

^ . ... of Henry's son, Frederic, then but -rk i j j
conceptions of universal wide one year old, the Hohenstauffen crown at Palermo and secured

supremacy ; but both before party was forced to elect Philip of his possession by the severity

and after his father's death, Swabia; he was murdered ini208. Qf his measures. After these

on the River Salef on June loth, 1190, he
was obliged to secure his position in

Germany and in Italy. The oldDuke Henry
of Saxony had already appeared upon
German soil in October, 1189, in a defiant
and revengeful spirit, which was stimulated
by the English king, Richard Coeur de Lion.

This monarch in the winter of 1190-1191
entered into relations with the Norman
revolt in South Italy against the husband
of Constance, and opposed those claims
of supremacy to which Henry was legally

entitled by the death of WilUam II.,

on November i8th, 1189. It proved pos-
sible, however, to secure a favourable
change of position. The friendship of

France was certain, and Philip of Cologne,
who was intimidated by the appearance
of the Lion, became a temporary helper
and intermediary. Afterwards, indeed,
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events there appears in German history,

the imperial idea of amalgamating in one
whole the German, Italian, and Burgundian
kingdoms with the independent Sicilian

monarchy, which was not subject to

election, provided that the house of

Hohenstauffen should be secured against

the uncertainties of an election, or, in other

,
words, if the empire could be

enry s
guaranteed to that family by

Proposals for " ,, r, j-, •' -^

^. \. . right of hereditary succession.
the Empire y ®

. t .•>
In return for this concession,

Henry proposed to abandon the "Jus
Spoliorum " in favour of the ecclesiastical

princes, and to permit the secular princes to

extend the rights of succession to include

their female relatives. These arrangements
are intelligible only upon the supposition

that Henry, instead of abandoning his

independence in the Norman kingdom,
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proposed to subject the whole empire to a
centrahsed administration of oificials, for

which purpose he had successfully em-
ployed the German Order of Knights in

Italy. He must also have proposed to

transform the German princely families

into a class of high territorial nobles—an
attempt which the French crown after-

wards carried out successfully.

This tremendous innovation would
have transferred the centre of gravity of

the empire beyond question to the

shores of the Mediterranean; and there-

fore the opposition beyond the Alps,

in Lower Germany and in the territory of

Cologne, with its relations with England
and the North Sea, was especially keen.

ANCESTRAL CASTLE OF THE HOKLENSTAUFF

The plan was repeatedly discussed in

December, 1195, but was finally aban
doned at the end of 1196.
There was one achievement visible tc

all the world, and standing as evidence
of the universal and imperial, no less

that the monarchical, tendency of this

strong government ; this was Henry's
'

enterprise in the East—one of the

successful Crusades, notwithstanding the

fact that it was prematurely abandoned
owing to the sudden death of the

emperor on September 28th, 1197. Since

the emperor took no personal share in the
undertaking, his Arch-Chancellor, Conrad
of Wittelsbach, the Archbishop of Mainz,
acted as his representative. This crown

oihcial led a number of high
secular princes, and crowned
Amalric king of Cyprus and
Leo IL king of Armenia,
accepting both as vassals ol

the emperor. The dangers
of the electoral rights of

the princes, which Henry
had proposed to abolish,

were never revealed with
more appalling clearness

than on the death of

Henry VL—one of the

most decisive events, it

not in German history,

yet in that of the mediaeval

empire.

The Hohenstauffen party

could not secure the suc-

cession of Henry's son,

Frederic, the child of Con-
stance, who had been
chosen in 1196 and was then

but one year old ; they were
forced to appoint Philip of

Swabiaon March 8th, 1198,

at MiihlhauseninThuringia,

an election preferable under

the circumstances, though
not unanimous, and were
obliged to leave Italy to

itself. The opposition were

at first in favour of

Berthold V. of Zahringen ;

when, however, he declined,

they chose, on June 9th,

at Cologne, Otto, the

second son of the deceased

Henry the Lion. In the

last reign the empire had

^^^^^^__^ reached an unexampled

EN BUILT IN 1080 pitch of spicudour and had
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reduced even Byzantium to the position

of a vassal state : now two rival kings had

suddenly reajipeared, who would be likely

to fritter the power of the crown away, in

order to increase their own following.

Pope Innocent III., who held the balance

l)etvveen the two ])arties, claimed the

right of arbitration, which Otto at last

conceded to him in the hope of

Z'^^. securing his sujiiwrt. Philip, how-

^. ever, who champ'ioned the rights
''^

of the secular power, gradually

asserted his position, but only to be

murdered in consequence of a private

quarrel immediately after his success,

on June 21st, 1208.

Otto IV. immediately proceeded to effect

a reconciliation with the party of the

Hohenstauffen, and to reassert the royal

and imperial rights wherever possible, and
even in Italy. Upon this sudden change

in 1210 the Church again proceeded to play

off the Hohenstauffen against the Guelfs,

as it had done in 1138, the Guelf candi-

date being Frederic II., king and heir of

the two Sicilies. The Hohenstauffen proved
victorious, supported as they were by
Otto's enemies and by the opposition of

France to the Anglo-Guelf alliance on
the Lower Rhine.

Frederic, who had been present since the

midsummer of 1212, remained completely

master of Germany after the Emperor Otto
had been defeated by Philip Augustus at

Bouvines on July 27th, 1214. For more
than three decades he was able to use this

position to overcome all difficulties by the

surrender of the German crown rights, while

working to secure the expansion of the

monarchy in Italy and its close connection
with the fully centralised official power
of the Norman kingdom ; he also added
the crown of Jerusalem to that of Sicily

on March i8th, 1229.

As early as July 12th, 1213, he had
renounced in writing at Eger the crown
rights resigned by the Concordat of Worms..
_^ _ . and had also surrendered the
The Cunning ... ,- , >> ii_

p .. JusS})ouorum, the property

f Ott IV °^ Matilda and the possessions
in the Church states claimed

by the Curia. The importance of the docu-
ment was increased by the addition of

letters of consent from the princes, a
further constitutional development. On
March 22nd, i2og. Otto IV. had made the
same concessions at Speier to secure his
election as emperor, but had afterwards
cunningly explained that the consent of
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the princes had not been secured. For
this reason more careful measures were
taken for the future. In May, 1216,

Frederic surrendered the regalian rights;

in 1220 he was anxious to exchange
positions with his son Henry, who had
been originally intended for the kingdom
of Sicily.

Frederic now proposed to administer

Sicily himself, while bringing his son as

regent to Germany ; for this pur])ose, at

Frankfort-on-Main, on April 26th, he
guaranteed the territorial rights of the

ecclesiastical princes, limited the sphere

of the royal jurisdiction, and renounced all

fiscal claims upon towns, castles and
customs houses. The regency of his

crowned son gradually developed into a

kind of o]:)position kingdom, and in order

to de])rive Henry of his fiiends, Frederic

threw the German towns entirely into the

power of the princes by the Privilege of

Worms of May ist, 1231, removing their

powers of self-administration and of con-

cluding alliances with one another ; at

the same time he recognised the territorial

power of the secular princes. The empire
thus became a lc05ely connected

Suppres-
CO igeries of ruling pri/ces

sion of

Heresy
under a roy^l or imperial head.

In 1233 h2 also thew Germany
open to the prosecution of heretics by the

Church, which pioceeded to torment the

alienated laity with inquisitions and
martyrdoms. The Dominican inquisitor,

Master Corrad of Marburg, and his assist-

ants, were given full power of jurisdiction

until the indignation of the people and of

the secular princes put an end to the

persecution after a few years of terror.

After the youthful policy of King Henry
had clashed with that of his father in July,

a certain return to the centralising policy

was implied by the measures of August
15th, 1235. These were a great ordinance

for the public peace, by whch the Teutonic
right of prosecuting private war was con-

siderably limited, and the foundation of a

permanent high court of justice. At that

time the allodial possessions of the Guelis

were made immediately de{)endent upon
the duchy of Brunswick-Liineburg.

While this period is almost void of

imperial exploits of successes, German
independence, as such, was beginning to

develop. Otto IV. in his necessit}^ and
also Frederic, to gain support against

Otto, had surrendered Holstein and the

German Baltic districts to the Danes in
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I20I and at the end of 1214 ; the coura-

geous blow dehvered by Count Henry of

Schwerin in May, 1223, "and the bravery of

the alUed Low German estates in the

briUiant fight of Bornhovede, recovered

these territories from their foreign ruler

on July 22nd, 1227.

In the distant country of the Prussians

the Teutonic Order of Knights, founded

before Acre on March 5th, 1198, began in

1228 a series of conquests under the leader-

ship of the great Hermann of Salza, who
was a faithful counsellor and a kind of

German conscience to Frederic H. On the

battlefield of Liegnitz the Mongols were

repelled on April gth, 1241, by the bravery

and heroic death of Duke Henry H. of

Lower Silesia. From Silesia to Prussia

and Jutland, industry and culture, accom-
jianied by a full consciousness of German
nationality, proved invariably triumphant,

and transformed the native dynasties

of the Slavs into German princely houses.

Hungary, which had been severely

ravaged by the Mongols, recovered her

prosperity through the efforts of the new
German colonists, who were summoned
to the country. It seemed that Bohemia

and even Poland would be peacefully

overcome by the powerful growth of

the German nationality ; the Bohemian
court, like the Silesian, was already

German.
Frederic proceeded to wage his wars

against the Lombards in Italy. He relied

upon his Sicilian troops rather than on
German support. He asseited the rights

of the empire, not through the German
knights whom his father had employed,
but through the support of great civic

families on whom he counted to end the

period of self-government. His successes

threatened to become a danger to the

States of the Church in 1241, but resistance

in that quarter was encouraged by the

determination and the statesmanship of

Sinibaldi Fieschi of Genoa, Innocent IV.

{1243-1254).
At the Council of Lyons, on July 17th,

1245, this Pope excommunicated the em-
peror and deposed him from all his king-

doms. He then offered the Norman kingdom
to some new vassal and secured the election

of an opposition king even in Germany. On
May 22nd, 1246, Henry Raspe, the land-

grave of Thuringia, was elected, and upon

AFTER THE BATTLE OF BENEVENTO : CAPTURE OF THE FAMILY OF MANFRED
The illustration represents an incident that followed the battle of Benevento in 1266, in which the German King
Manfred was defeated by Charles of Anjou. Manfred was slain, and his family fell into the hands of the conqueror.

From the painting by Kduard von Engerth in the Art Museum at Vienna
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his death before Ulm in February, 1247,
Count WilHam of Holland was appointed
in September.

The transference of the imperial power
to the princes is clearly expressed in the

fact that their tool, the counter king,

was not necessarily possessed of princely

rank or power of his own. On December
13th, 1250, during the preparations called

forth by the defeat of Vittoria on
February i8th, 1248, a misfortune due to

carelessness, Frederic II. died—where we
do not know. He carried with him to his

grave the empire of Charles the Great,

Otto I., Barbarossa and Henry VI.

For the revival of that empire he
had never made the smallest effort.

He had little or no personal sympathy
with the German nationality. He was
a product of Italian and Saracen educa-
tion, a poet in the Italian language,

the independent monarch of a centralis d
government, the champion of a closely

organised monarchy upon modern lines

in his own hereditary kingdom ; and
in Upper Italy he was " the first of the

moderns," standing on the threshold of

the future Italian renascence.

German feudalism and chivalry

had no attractions for him ; he
was equally out of sympathy

with the rich and joyous development of

Central European culture as exemplified in

Germanic civilisation, with the home of

the Nibelungen, of Wolfram, of Walther,

and of mediaeval romanticism.
Conrad IV., son of Frederic II., had been

already crowned in 1237, ^^^ attempted
to maintain his kingdom by securing his

possessions in Sicily. There he died at

Lavello on May 21st, 1254. His half-

brother, Manfred, in opposition to Con-

rad's son, Conradin, to whom he was
opposed, as Philip of Swabia had been

opposed to Frederic II. in 1198, sought

to preserve the Sicihan monarchy by
making himself its representative, after

1258, but was defeated at Benevento on
February 26th, 1266, by Charles of Anjou,
who was in allegiance with the Curia.

Charles, the capable but ruthless brother

of Louis IX. of France, continued the

traditions and the work of the Emperor
Frederic II. among that motley collection

of peoples which formed the Norman state.

In Germany a change of circumstance

was marked by the continued rise of the

Death

of

Conrad IV

citizen class. Privileges had been hastily

granted to this class by Frederic II. after

1242, when he began to feel the pressure
of the princes, especially of the ecclesias-

tical party. The great town federation

which began in 1254 with Mainz and
Worms, and speedily reached Regensburg
and Liibeck, included numerous members

and relatives of the princely

. _, class. King William was satis-

-,...
' fied to remain the patron of the

Citizens 11

.

^ j^ i_
alliance and to increase his

prestige by this position ; it was, indeed,

rather fostered than diminished by the

early decay and the growth of disunion

within the federation.

In January, 1256, William died in

the course of a local Frisian quarrel,

and a year afterwards a more restricted

body of the princes, who had preserved
this right against the rising power of the

third estate and wished to turn it to

pecuniary account, chose two masters who
were able to pay for the distinction. Of
these, Richard of Cornwall and Poitou,

brother of the English king, Henry III.,

was a man of straw ; on the other hand,
the bold Alfonzo X. of Castile pursued the

Itahan and Mediterranean policy of the

Spaniards, which materially influenced the

Apennine peninsula in the course of

following centuries, and seized the oppor-

tunity of basing his plans upon the inherit-

ance of the Hohenstauffen.

Side by side with these mock govern-

ments proceeded the enterprise of

Conradin. He had been educated by
his uncle, Duke Lewis of Bavaria, and
though not elected to the German
crown, he was duke of Swabia, with

a hereditary claim to the crowns of

Jerusalem and Sicily. He hoped to

reconquer the latter state, and then

possibly to change the course of events in

Germany. The downfall of this courageous
youth, on October 2gth, 1268,

FA f
conjoined with the permanent

** ° imprisonment of Enzio by the

people of Bologna, from May
26th, 1249, to March 14th, 1272, caused the

extinction of the male line of the Hohen-
stauffen and the dissolution of the duchy
of Swabia. The last Hohenstauffen were

avenged upon the house of Anjou by the

instrumentality of Manfred's son-in-law,

Peter of Aragon, and the SiciUan Vespers

of March 30 th, 1282.
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THE
DEVELOP-

MENTOF THE
NATIONS V

THE EMPERORS OF GERMANY
AND

THEIR RELATIONS WITH THE PAPAL POWER
ABOUT the middle of the thirteenth

century all continuous influence on
the part of the crown had practically

ceased. The idea of national unity and
of common authority was again over-

shadowed by the old invincible Teutonic
tendencies to separatism and to the

formation of small independent federa-

tions. Thus, when these broken
Independent

^^^.^^^ ^^^^^ themselves inade-
Teutonic . . .,

„ . ,. quate to secure their own
Federations '

, , li •

purposes, help was sought m
temporary alliances and in unstable con-

nections. The primitive characteristics of

Teutonic constitutional life—individualism

on the one hand, com])leted or voluntarily

extinguished by a ])rocess of federation

upon the other—reasserted themselves in

the face of the later or foreign conception
of uniformity, though they reappeared
in changed form and in different stages.

There is no doubt that the manner in

which the monarchy had been finally

administered contributed largely to the
triumph of these tendencies. We enter
upon a period of alliances and peace
unions, of town leagues and Kansas, of

noble and chivalrous societies, of princely
alliances and electoral diets.

Among these movements appears a
remnant of the royal power which is not
absolutely extinguished, but is used now
for this ])urpose and now for that. The
kingdom has revived, but its means of

subsistence are refused whenever it

threatens to become a real force. With
the exception of the leading civic offtces,

which continually call for a change of
occupancy, all else had. become hereditary.
The restricted class of the high nobility,

though not predominant, was able to
retain within its limits the power to

confer the crown ; and this it exercised
in different directions, taking full care that
the remnants of monarchical influence
should never put forth new roots.

?6i6

The German history of this period
consists of territorial aims and events, of

capacity and effort applied to local enter-

prises. It was not the imperial government
but the rivalry of individual forces in

the most varied localities that secured
the great increase of material pros-

perity and culture with whic'i a detailed

history of the nation must deal, and
the evidence of which is still to be

seen in the north and south of Ger-

many, in her Gothic churches and
warehouses, her sumptuous palaces and
lordly castles, or in the collections whi.'h

illustrate the progress of artistic taste

in manufacture and the development
of civilisation.

Meanwhile the crown was utterly im-
poverished as compared with those who
should have been its subjects. In this

position it was retained by the repeated
elections of monarchs who possessed no
means at all, or only so much as would
prevent a more important personality from
grasping the monarchy. Under such
circumstances the various emperors natu-
rally attempted to find support for them-
selves and for their houses ; in other words,
they regarded their immediate object as

the task of making themselves distinguished

and })rosperous princes, like their electors.

On occasion they attempted to divert the

wealth of the towns to their own coffers,

but a more successful method was the

seeking or the using of favour-
* * able opportunities to make

mperors
themselves strong territorial

lords. But all attempts to

exalt the conception of the monarchy
proved fruitless. Moreover, their efforts

were marked by a general individualism.

Among other points we observe that
the interests of an individual emperor
were practically confined to the geo-

graphical boundaries of the district which
he had inherited or might acquire. During
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the period of rivalry between the Saxons
and Hohenstauffen this had not been the
case to the same extent. The SiciUan
Frederic II. is an exception ; he was no
more a German than Alfonso of Castile.

Upon the whole, however, rulers like

Lothair of Saxony or Otto IV. had raised

the crown above the sphere of mere
territorial politics and given it a more
imperial significance.

After the interregnum, it was the house
of Capet which chiefly aimed at that
imperial and universal position vacated
by the fall of the Hohenstauffen. This
family was established by Charles of

Anjou in Provence, in Lower Italy, and
in the Arelate province of the kingdom
of Burgundy, which belonged historically

to the Germans. It embraced Italy

upon two sides, and afterwards, when
established in Hungary, upon three. It

began to resume the policy of Frederic I.

and Frederic II. in Lombardy. It then
surrounded the papacy, whose power the

French strove to use as an instrument
of their imperial designs, in a mean
spirit of aggrandisement which is wlioUy

alien to that of the former
German emperors, with their

Shattered

Germ&n
_ . devotion to ecclesiastical ideals.
mpirc

jowards the close of the

thirteenth century the Capets began to

cast glances upon the shattered body
of the German Empire, to consider the

possibility of acquiring and incorporating

it in their own world power. Nor, after

the elections of 1257, can we feel any sur-

prise when we find enthusiastic French-
men proclaiming the advantage offered

by this prospect to the peace of the world
and to civilisation in general.

The man who averted these compre-
hensive foreign ambitions and recalled the

Germans to their own course of develop-

ment was not one of themselves, but a

foreigner. Pope Gregory X. The entire

change of political circumstances had
forced upon his notice the necessity for a

German monarchy worthy of the name,
which he could use as a counterpoise to

the imperialism of the Capets. He there-

fore threatened the princes with a choice

of his own making if they did not elect a

king of their own after Richard's death
on April 2nd, 1272.

Since Frederic I. had proposed to

limit the number of the princes, and
therefore of the electors, certain events

which were taken as precedents, certain

Bull
of 1356

theoretical and literary formulae, including
the precedent of the cardinal bishops, had
tended to produce an isolation of the elec-

toral body and had secured a certain re-

cognition for the theory that seven princes
were the special electors to the empire.
However, the rise of the electoral college is

by no means a simple process, and it was
T»i r> .J only the Golden Bull of 1356The Golden ,

•-',
, ^ j xv, •

i.which defined the existence
of this new element in the con-
stitution. Among the princes

who belonged to this corporation the
wish for a native king had been gaining
ground since 1272. The most powerful of

the lay princes in the empire was King
Ottokar of Bohemia. After the extinction

of the Babenbergers, in 1246, Ottokar had
emerged triumphant in 1251, notwith-
standing the tortuous intrigues of the
Emperor Frederic II. and of other princes

to secure this inheritance. He had ruled
over Austria and Styria with Carinthia and
Carniola since I26q. It was his earnest

desire to open Bohemia and Moravia to

German immigrants, to found towns and
to introduce civilisation of the German
type, and so to raise the level of their

civilisation. In the east a great and
uniform power was in process of forma-
tion under the Premyslids. He also

er:tended his influence to the north-

east, where he was in close connection
with the pioneers of German expansion

;

the young town of Konigsberg in Prussia

adopted his name in his honour and in

memory of his co-operation with the

Teutonic Order. Hence in every respect

it was intelligible that he should not be
the king the electors desired and that

they attempted to exclude him from all

influence upon their choice.

On September 28th, 1273, they elected

a man who was not a prince, but a Swabian
count, Rudolf of Hapsburg, the candidate
of Archbishop Werner of Mainz. Rudolf's
hereditary lands lay in the Sundgau and

Aargau ; his family had in-
" °

herited a considerable portion

XI* '^i. of the large territories of the
the Throne ^.., . u u j.- i.Zahnngers, who became extinct

in 1218, through the house of Kyburg
and in conjunction with their property

;

this important Swabian and Burgundian
territory had been further increased by the

cleverness and foresight of Rudolf. Thus
it was not an entirely unimportant per-

sonage who was brought forward from the

south-west to confront the new Henry
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the Lion in the east. Moreover, from the

outset Rudolf was resolved to assert his

position as king. The relation between

himself and Ottokar was analogous to

that which had formerly existed between

King Conrad I. and Duke Otto the Illus-

trious of Saxony ; there are many points

of similarity in their respective rela-

tions to the electoral princes.
Rudoirs

Conrad, however, had avoided

T^ the stronger territorial lord.
Measures

^j^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ be king,

as his candidature was not seriously

considered, and had finally offered the

empire to his son. Rudolf, on the other

hand, formed the bold resolve of over-

throwing Ottokar and securing his terri-

torial power for himself. Here, again,

we see points of resemblance with the

destruction of the rival Guelf by
Frederic I. Rudolf utilised the legal })re-

text of unfulfilled feudal obligations, and
summoned the Boliemian in due form
before his court. Ottocar, like Henry, had
to deal with risings at home and with the

opjwsition of the Bohemian superior clergy,

whom Rudolf again turned to his own
account. He was also helped by the Bo-
hemian particularist movement against the

Germanising territorial lords and the oppo-
sition to the Hungarian king, Ladislaus.

With their help Rudolf secured the upper
hand in the fierce decisive struggle on the
March feld at DUrnkrut, in which Otlokar
lost not only the battle but also his life at

the hand of his subjects on August 26th,

1278. It was not the princes of the
empire who helped Rudolf to this success

;

on the contrary, Ottokar found valuable
allies among them wherever the king
revealed his purpose. These purposes,
however, were attained by calmness and
dexterity. The Premyslids were restricted
to Bohemia and Moravia, to the satis-

laction of other rulers ; at the same time
the policy of German immigration, which
had been fostered by the native rulers, was

p.^ . now brought to an end. The
»k» H^..»^r process of Germanisation and
[he nouse 01 ' . ,

.

,

Hapsburg immigration came to a stand-
still, and the policy of the suc-

ceeding Premyslids was now turned from
its former paths to Poland and Hungary

—

that is, to paths which did not affect
Germany. In Austria and Styria, which
were at first governed by an imperial
vicar, the house of Hapsburg quietly
seized the territorial supremacy. Carinthia
and Carniola were transferred to Rudolf's
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supporter, Duke Meinhard of Gorz and
Tyrol, whose daughter, Elizabeth, was
married in 1276 to Rudolf's eldest son,

Albert.

Austria being thus secured, Rudolf then

attempted to lay his hands upon Hungary.
In the west, within the hereditary pro-

perty of the Hapsburgs, he was anxious

to restore the duchy of Swabia and the

royal prerogative in Burgundy for the

benefit of his house. These efforts, how-
ever, proved fruitless. The achievements

which he had secured by bravery and care

conferred too great a distinction upon his

son, Albert of Austria, to secure the latter

the favour of the electors. His third son,

Rudolf, might have been a possible can-

didate, as the old view of the hereditary

rights of a chosen and reigning family was
not altogether dead, and as Rudolf was
to inherit only the old Hapsburg posses-

sions ; he, however, died in 1290 before

his father. Moreover, Albert was rejected

by the adoption of a new theory, to which
the force of precedent was given ; as

Rudolf I. had not been emperor, it was
asserted that no king of the Romans or

, successor could be elected
The King s

^^j..j j^.g ijfgtirng ^s j-e-
Concessions to , ",, • 1 • u^ •_

the Papacy
^^""^^ *^^ imperial rights in

Italy, Rudolf had renounced
Lower Italy and Sicily and also the " recupe-

rntions" of the Patrimony in favour of the

papacy, in 1275 and 1279, but had renewed
the contracts of Otto IV. and Frederic II.,

made during their time of alliance with
the papacy, and had secured the recogni-

tion of his title by Gregory. In Upper
Italy, therefore, the possibility of restora-

tion remained open to the German imperial

power, and homage was there offered to

Rudolf through his ambassadors.
Upon the death of Rudolf I., on July

15th, 1291, an even less important per-

sonality than Rudolf had been in 1273 was
elected on May 5th, 1292 ; this was Count
Adolf of Nassau, who had to buy his

election by heavy sacrifices from the rem-
nants of the imperial demesnes. The new
king could see no other way of asserting

his position than that which Rudolf had
followed—to secure control of some prin-

cipalities. For this purpose he thought he
might turn to account the violent family
quarrels of the Wettins. This family,

which belonged to Meissen, had secured
Thuringia after the death of Henry
Raspe, in 1247. The Hessian portion
of the province had gone as a special
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landgraviate to an heiress of Brabant, be-

longing to the family of the landgraves
of Thuringia, which had become extinct in

the male line in 1263. Adolf now interfered

in the family quarrel of the Wettins by
purchasing the lordship of Meissen and
Thuringia, which were the property of the
aggrieved party ; this he was enabled to

do by using the subsidies which England
had been sending since 1294 in return for

Austria. Three of his six married sisters
brought him into connection with the
princes of Bohemia, Wittenberg in Saxony,
and Brandenburg ; these relationship
offered more or less tangible prospects t(.

his relatives, calmed their opposition, and
induced them to take sides against the
king. The electors of Adolf had grown
dissatisfied with their choice, and Albert
was therefore chosen king on June 23rd.

1298, at the instance ol

Wenzel II. and Archbishop
Gerhard of Mainz, while
Adolf was simultaneously
threatened with the sen-

tence of deposition from
the electoral body. The
matter was decided by
Adolf's overthrow at the
battle of Gollheim, not far

from the Donnersberg, on
July 2nd.

It was naturally only to

be expected that the powers
which had created the
opposition king should
quarrel with him as soon
as he was sole ruler. It

proved impossible perma-
nently to satisfy all his

helpers, though Albert had
hoped to secure this end
by renouncing his duchies,

which he placed in the

hands of his sons as his

vassals. In other direc-

tions he showed that the

Hapsburg lust of territory

was by no means appeased.

He took upon himself the

claims to Meissen, which
Adolf had bought, and
attempted also to appro-

priate Holland, Zeeland,
RUDOLF OF HAPSBURG ACCEPTS A CROWN and Frisia upon the death

When the Swabiancount, Rudolf of Hapsburg, was elected Emperor of Germany, qj ^j^g Jgcal rulcr, John I.,

in 1273, the country was the scene of many disorders, and these he at once pro- • _^„„ . Upj-p however he
ceeded to suppress. By defeatmg and killing Ottokar, the powerful Bohemian I'l iZ99Heic, uu\\cvci, lic

king who held Austria, Styria, Carinthia and Carniola, he laid the foundation of waS Obliged tO retire lU

the future greatness of the famous house of Hapsburg. Rudolf died in 1291. favOUr of the Hainaulter,

John II. of Avesnes, who derived a here-the promised co-operation of himself and
the German chivalry against France.

This proceeding was highly questionable,

and was also an enterprise beyond his

powers, as he was wanting in that calm,

clear strength of calculation which had
distinguished Rudolf I.

Meanwhile, Adolf was opposed, not only

by the Wettins, whom he was attempt-

ing to oppress, but also by Albert of

ditary right from the female line of

succession.

Rudolf I. had originally and unsuccess-

fully attempted to burden the towns with

heavy direct taxation to supply the

royal privy purse, but had afterwards

courted the friendship of these mercantile

republics. This latter policy was continued

by Adolf, and followed by Albert, who
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Fall Before

the King

abolished, in favour of the towns, in i2f)S,

all the territorial customs-houses which

had been illegally erected since 1245.

In his relations with the lower nobility

and the knitjhtly classes he followed in

the steps of Adolf, whom he had over-

thrown. Thus the jealousy entertained

by the electors towards the crown, which,

with the help of the other
Archbishops

^^j-jprs, seemed likely to recover

its position, became steadily

accentuated, until the decision

could no longer be postponed.

As usual, the three Rhine Archbishops of

Treves. Mainz, and Cologne, together with

theWittelsbach Count Palatine, Rudolf the

Stammerer, asserted the electoral power
against the crown and the Hapsburgs.
Brandenburg, Saxony and Bohemia clung

to that side which they considered most
important for their territorial position

;

during the various elections their votes

were simply placed at the disposal of one
or another of the electoral archbishops.

These four archbishops now met on October
14th, 1300, at Heimbach, near Bingen,

and deposed Albert, but in the following

years he rapidly overthrew them one after

another.

The king's relations with France and
the Pope were dictated solely by the

desire to avoid interference with his

German policy. The papal biretta had
lately been changed by Boniface VIII. to

the double tiara, denoting the supremacy
of the world. This ambitious successor of

Gregory and Innocent opposed the im-
perialism of France by advancing those
pontihcal claims which had already raised

the papacy above the empire. The
struggle between the supreme powers in

Church and State now lay between Rome
and France, as a result of the change in

the political situation. In reference to
Germany, the papacy needed only to com-
plete the acquisitions already made. For
this purpose Albert, after the end of 1302,

TheGreM f^adily offered every oppor-

Triumphof
*""^ty-

. ^^ .^P"^ 30th, 1303.

the Pope
received the papal confir-

mation of his title, which, much
to his disgust, had hitherto been withheld

;

he made no difficulty in declaring that
both the electoral rights of the prince and
the military power of the chosen king or
emperor were subject to the supremacy of
the Pope as overlord. These direct con-
cessions were the greatest triumph which
the hierarchical theory ever gained over
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a generally recognised German govern-

ment. At the same time thcN' implied very
little in actual practice, and affected the

independence claimetl by the electors in

greater measure than the jxjwer of th(

king. Immediately afterwards the French
monarchy pronounced its theories upon
the subject, and the papal sentence ol

excommunication was followed by the

imjirisonment of the Pope in his own
territory o-i September 7th. 1303. From
the time of Boniface's successor, Benedict
XL. the papacy long continued to be a

tool in the hands of the French monarchy,
and was resident, not in Rome, but at

Avignon.
Albert had in 1306 secured the succession

of his son Rudolf to Bohemia upon the
extinction of the Premyslids. Rudolf,
however, died on July 4th. 1307, and the

Bohemian crown fell, against the will of

the German king, to Henry of Carinthia.

On March 31st, 1307, his general. Henry
of Nortenberg. was defeated at Lucka by
the Wettins. Frederic and Diezmann. It

must, however, be allowed that the position

of Albert was solid and powerful. He might
have been able to transform

King Who was . 1 i . 1 • ,

-, , , , the electoral crown into a
Murdered by

1 1 j 1 j. l
„. ., . monarchy had he not been
His Nephew

1 i at i. omurdered, on May ist. 1308,
by his nephew John, son of the above-
mentioned Rudolf, who had demanded
his old Hapsburg inheritance, and inter-

preted the king's reluctance as an
intention to withhold it entirely. As upon
the death of Henry V., the premature
death of this stern and ruthless man
must be regarded as a severe loss to the
cause of the German monarchy.
Upon the death of Albert the work of

the practical Hapsburg politician, the
strengthening of the monarchy, was handed
over to the political idealism of his suc-
cessor. Henry VII. This petty count of

Luxemburg, born between 1274 and 1276,
was brought forward as a candidate by his

brother Baldwin, who was but twenty-two
years of age, and had just been appointed
Archbishop and Elector of Treve^s. and by
the Archbishop of Mainz, Peter of Aspelt,
who was of a Luxemburg family. Henry
was successfully elected on November 27th,
1308. The opposition candidate was
Charles of Valois, brother of the French
king, Philip IV. Thus the ambition of
France, which was now determined to lay
hands upon the German crown, was frus-
trated by this means, and the turbulence
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of the Rhineland princes was abated.

Meanwhile, however, though Henry's land

was entirely Prankish, early residence,

education, and connections made him
half a Frenchman.
A true product of Romance civilisation,

Henry now proceeded to revive the splen-

dour of the Romano-German Empire to the

full extent of its historical theory, as if

there had existed no obstacles or over-

whelming difficulties in Germany or Italy.

He viewed the position with the eyes of a

Capet rather than an electoral prince. His
enterprise was favoured

at the outset by many
facts. Though he was
half a foreigner and
possessed but little terri-

tory, he had no great or

united opposition against

him in Germany, Neither

Pope Clement V., who
was dependent upon
France, nor the French
king was disinclined to

leave him unfettered

within certain limits ; it

was possible that he

might be useful for their

purposes, and he might
also be able to organise

for the Pope that great

final crusade upon which
the Curia, untaught by
two centuries of exper-

ience, continued to rely

for the fulfilment of its

old hopes of universalism.

If successful, he might
break the bonds in which
France had confined the

papacy.
Italy found that after

her liberation from Ho-
henstauffen despotism,

far from securing peace,

she had been involved in the local feuds

of the Guelfs and Ghibellines ; these

animosities had increased so rapidly

that a mediator from beyond the Alps
would be welcome to the Ghibellines,

as the realisation of hopes which were
either far-reaching or selfish. Every Ger-

man who could see beyond his own imme-
diate convenience was at once attracted by
this return to the traditions of the Hohen-
stauffen, which still survived among the

nation, though these feelings were now
manifested rather as a form of enthusiasm

THE ARCHBISHOP OF MAINZ
This illustration, reproduced from the tomb of

Peter of Aspelt, Archbishop of Mainz, in the

cathedral of that city, represents him with the

three kings whom he crowned—Henry VII.,

Lewis the Bavarian, and John of Bohemia.

than as an effective determination. In
Bohemia, where Peter of Aspelt possessed
long-standing connections, the Carinthian
had not been able to establish himself, and
in the summer of 1310 the crown of the
Premyslids was offered to Henry's son

John, born in I2g6, together with the

king's daughter Elizabeth ; the offer was
accepted, and a compromise with the house
of Hapsburg was then facilitated.

Such were the prospects with which the

Luxemburger crosred the Mont Cenis and
appeared in Lombardy at the end of

October, 1310, accom-
panied by 3,000 troops.

There, however, the same
theory of imperial su-

premacy which gave its

character to the whole
enterprise and provided
it with both moral and
intellectual strength,
eventually hampered and
destroyed a success which
had at first seemed easy.

Henry refused to accept
the support of the group
which stood ready to help

him. He would not pur-

chase their homage at the

price of his help. He
wished to be not a par-

tisan king, but an all-

powerful mediator, the

one and only emperor of

peace. He thus seized

the opportunities which
he found here and there,

chiefly among the Ghi-

bellines, to attract even
his most distant oppo-
nents and to secure their

adherence, as opportu-

nity offered, by friendly

overtures and conces-

sions. In this way the

general body were thrown into confusion.

He was soon obliged to abandon festivals

and tournaments for siege operations and
punitive courts.

The king was also obliged, whether

he would or not, to avail himself of the

partisan help offered in the country.

The calculating Angevins of Naples had

never found it so easy to secure the

allegiance of their inheritance in most
important towns in Upper Italy and
Rome. Henry's coronation as king of Lom-
bardy, on January 6th, 131 1, was easily
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of King

and Pope

and rapidly secured. His imperial corona-

tion by three cardinals in the Lateran on

June 29th, 1312, was a less brilliant

affair, as he could not secure entrance

into St. Peter's. Meanwhile he had now
recognised Naples as his most formidable

opponent, and had begun a war in alliance

with the Aragonese king, Frederic of

. Sicily. At this point Pope
Theories

d^.^^gnt y. interpreted his

action, not as securing his

position in Upper Italy, but as

an attempt to revive the policy of Manfred
and Conradin, and as an open breach of

the guarantees which Henry had given.

Possibly Clement was correct in thinking

that this emperor would have become a

second Frederic II. in the event of success,

and would have eventually left Germany
unsecured. King Philip of France was
naturally no less excited than the Pope.
The Pope and the emperor fought by means
of legal experts and publicists, discussing

the correctness of their resj^ective theories.

The imperial theory, which Henry was
bound to define by the exigencies of

his position, undoubtedly shook the justice

of French and papal imperialism and
its recent achievements. A powerful
fleet started from Italy and began
the appeal to arms, with much promise of

success. The emperor himself, who had
formed an armed camp in opposition to

Florence, which was ruled by the Guelfs
and Angevins, and constituted the central

point of hostilities in Upper Italy,

started southward from the faithful town
of Pisa. While this state of tension
was continuing, he succumbed to an illness

on August 24th, 1313, midway between
his friends and foes, after triumphs and
disappointments.

In Germany the Austrian party and that
of Luxemburg and Mainz now made their

preparations for the elections. These
parties were too comprehensive to leave
room for the existence of a third. As the

youth of John made a Bohe-
Electing

a King at

Frankfort

mian candidature im])0ssible,

for this and other reasons the
Bohemian party supported the

candidature of the Wittelsbach against
the Hapsburg. Before the gates of the
election town of Frankfort in Sachsen-
hausen, on October loth, 1314, Frederic
III. the Fair, of Austria, son of Albert I.,

was elected by the exiled Henry of Carin-
thia, representing the Bohemian court,

and by Saxony, Wittenberg and Cologne
;
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but on the following day, on the right

bank of the Rhine, Lewis IV., of Upper
Bavaria, was elected by Mainz, Treves,

Brandenburg, Saxony-Lauenburg, and by

John of Bohemia. The Hapsburg side

was joined against Lewis by his brother

Rudolf (the Stammerer) of the Pala-

tinate, with whom he had quarrelled.

Lewis was forthwith opposed by the

resistance which had thwarted the Swabian
ambitions of the Hapsburgs since the

middle of the thirteenth century—a resist-

ance offered, by the federal communities
of the Forest Cantons. This opposition

became a local war, in which Leopold,

Frederic's brother and best champion, suf-

fered the heavy defeat of Morgarten at the

hands of the Swiss and the peasants of

Uri, on November 15th, 1315. Modern
Switzerland rightly considers this federal

alliance, the earliest attested by documents,
between Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden,
on August ist, 1291, as the initial date,

or, better, the jubilee date of its origin.

It must be remembered that neither

upon this nor upon other occasions of the

kind was there any proposal to break

„ . away from the empire. On the
Resistance / ,i , .

, „ . contrary, the question at issue
to Hapsburg ,, '

• ' t ^\ ^
_ was the maintenance of that
Supremacy

i -. j iimmediate dependence upon
the empire which, in the case of Uri, was
indisputable ; in other words, it was
resistance or revolt against the Hapsburg
supremacy. In this struggle the Forest

Cantons saw, on March 2gth, 1316, the con-

firmation of Henry VII's promises of June
3rd, 1309, which Lewis of Bavaria now con-

sidered as equally important to himself.

His war against Frederic, which became
a struggle of skirmishes and attempts
to secure allies, was considerably ad-
vanced, on September 28th, 1322, by the
battle of Miihldorf, in which Frederic was
beaten and taken prisoner before Leopold's
arrival with fresh forces. It was not a
decisive battle, as neither party was over-
thrown. Frederic himself, who was re-

leased from the fortress of Trausnitz to

secure the retirement of Leopold, re-

turned home without accomplishing any-
thing. After a personal interview Lewis
granted him the rights of co-regency by the
treaty of Munich on September 5th, 1325.
The situation was not clear until Leo-
pold's death, on February 28th, 1326 ;

thenceforward Frederic remained in peace,
as the master of his hereditary territory,

with the title of King of the Romans, which
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was very little more than personal. He
died on January 13th, 1330.
With the battle of Miihldorf begins the

supremacy of Lewis in Germany, al-

though he entirely lost the Luxemburg
and Bohemian friendship by his friend-
ship with Hapsburg. He had already
greatly offended John. After the extinc-
tion of the Ascanians in Brandenburg in

July, 1320, he had invested the Bohemians

Pope John XXILin Avignon. The object
at stake was to secure the same submis-
sion to the papacy of the Wittelsbach,
which had been gained from Frederic's

father, King Albert L, though John
did not feel himself bound to the Haps-
burgs. On October 8th, 1323, this Pope
proceeded to complain that though Lewis
did not possess the papal recognition, he
had yet assumed the kingdom of Italy,

LEWIS THE BAVARIAN CROWNED EMPEROR AT ROME
Elected Emperor of Germany in 1311, Lewis the Bavarian proceeded to Rome, where he was anointed by a bishop

who was not a cardinal—a strange innovation—and crowned by the capitano of the city. Lewis quarrelled with Pope
Benedict XII., and was excommunicated for denying papal authority in Germany. His stormy career ended in 1347.

with the fiefs of Bautzen, Lobau, and
Kamenz, but in the spring of 1323 he had
placed his own son Lewis in possession of

that electorate.

For Brandenburg itself the Wittelsbach

government was an interim with no par-

ticular influence upon the prosperity of the

country or the people, but rather tending

to impoverishment and internal disruption.

The more Lewis strengthened his position,

the stronger became the opposition of

and invited him to answer personally for

his conduct at Avignon on July nth, 1324.

The king and his legal advisers were sup-

ported in the struggle thus forced upon
them by a valuable body of helpers, the
Minorites. In particular, a certain fanatical

section of the Franciscan friars called

zealots or " fratricelli," who were con-

demned for heresy (November 22nd, 1323),

attacked the papacy, and not only the

papacy, but all clergy who declined to
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Lewis

Crowned at

Rome *

endorse an extreme Franciscan doctrine of

poverty. This sect of friars proceeded to

offer a bold and clever literary defence,

criticising the foundatiims of the papal

position and claiu^s. It made the cause of

Lewis its own ; and as it was widely spread

and popular in the towns, it easily per-

suaded the people to feel no apprehension

of excommunication or papal in-

terdict. Lewis, who had no
cause for fear respecting the

attitude of Germany, appeared
in Italy and advanced to Rome. He
was anointed by a bishop who was
not a cardinal—a strange innovation

—

and crowned by the capitano of the city

of Rome, a Colonna. on January 17th. He
then pronounced the deposition of the
Po]ie as a heretic in April, 1328. No other
imjiortant consequences resulted from this

Roman journey, which ended disastrously

in December, 1329, apart from the new
imjiulse given to I-ioman animosity by
im])erial claims and demands.

i he action of John, who died in 1334, and
of his successor, Benedict XII., in Germany,
eventually led to the famous electoral

conference of Rhens on July i6th, 1338.
At this meeting the electors laid down the
principle that their choice conferred the
title and power of king upon the successful

candidate, as well as a claim to the empire
;

that empire and kingdom were therefore
independent of the papal power, and were
rather derived immediately from the grace
of God. These resolutions were accepted
by a diet which met at Frankfort in August
of the same year. It was then proposed
to make war on France in alliance with
England, since the king of France was
the })rotector of the papacy. Ki.ig
Edward III. appeared at Coblenz on
August 31st and seated himself on the
steps of the throne, upon which the em-
peror appeared in full imperial sj)lendour.
Thus a further impulse was given to a
wider conception of German imperial

power, and the papal claims to
control the German crown were
eventuallv shared in common

Papal

Claims on

Germany
by every order in the empire.

Lewis might have had an opportunity of
refounding the power of the crown at this
moment, had not the efforts of the crown
been rather directed to territorial acquisi-
tion. Its subsequent attitude was that
of feeble conciliation towards France in
1342, and the Curia in 1343, followed by
illegal infringement upon their privileges.
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John of Bohemia had married his son
John Henry to Margaret Maultasch, the

daughter and heiress of Henry of Carinthia
and Tyrol ; she was older than her husband
and therefore preferred the emperor's
eldest son, Lewis of Brandenburg. The
Pope, however, who was an enemy of

the Wittelsbachs, would not do them the

favour of dissolving the earlier marriage or

of providing the dispensation necessitated

by the near relationship of the contracting

parties ; these acts were therefore performed
by the emperor himself, who thus simply
superseded the rights undoubtedly belong-

ing to the spiritual authorities.

The further extension of territory at

which the Hapsburgs had long been
aiming was secured by the Emperor
Lewis, upon the death, in 1345, of

William, Count of Hainault, the ruler of

Holland and Zeeland. Lew^s had married
the sister of Count William, by name
Margaret, as a second wife, and to her as

his heiress he transferred the government
of the vacant im])erial fiefs, which were
then held in trust for her son William.
The Wittelsbach territory thus extended
_. ^ from Hainault and Branden-

p burg to Tyrol, and the succession

^, ^ of a son of Lewis to the empire
Clement ^i r • 1 1was therefore inconceivable

;

attempts to turn the electors in his favour
proved hopeless. The new Pope, Clement,
resumed the struggle from Avignon, after

1346, with considerable vigour. Charles
of Moravia and Bohemia had been ruling

in place of his father, who had gone blind
in 1340 ; he was the Pope's personal
friend, and to do him a favour Prague had
been made an archbishopric in 1344, and
the metropolitan influence of Mainz thus
withdrawn from Bohemia and Moravia.
On April 13th, 1346, Clement solemnly
banned the Bavarian. Charles came to
Avignon in person, renounced the electoral

decrees of Rhens, admitted all papal
demands for supremacy, promised that the
emperor should spend no further time in

Rome than the single day of coronation,
and that the Pope should decide all com-
plications with France, etc. Besides his

great-uncle Baldwin of Treves the electoral

votes of Mainz, Cologne, and Saxony-
Wittenberg were secured for Charles, while
the votes of the Palatinate and Branden-
burg were refused, as these electors were
under an interdict ; thus Charles was
proclaimed king on July nth, 1346, at
Rhens. Eduard Heyck
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pHARLES IV. had not been long^ recognised as emperor when, in the
winter of 1347-1348, he made a trium-

phant progress through South (iermany and
received homage in Kegensburg, Nurem-
berg, and even in Ulm, and was lavourably
met by a number of princes. The power-
ful Wittelsbachs, headed by Lewis of Bran-
denburg and Tyrol, were still bitterly

hostile to him. At their instigation King
Edward IH. of England was, in January,

1348, elected emperor by four electoral

votes. But Charles induced Edward by
skilful diplomacy to renounce his election,

and he made at the same time great

advances in North Germany, in the

immediate neighbourhood of Brandenburg,
a Wittelsbach possession.

Not unconnected with this was the

appearance of a man who gave himself

out as the Waldemar who had been dead
for nearly thirty years, and, supported by

the enemies of Lewis, was
universally acknowledged in

How Charles

Treated

an Impostor
the march to be the old lord.

Charles, who certainly had
nothing personally to do with the impos-

ture, naturally took the matter, so favour-

able to him, in a serious light, ordered the

stranger to be solemnly proclaimed as the

real Waldemar by people who had known
the latter, and gave him the fief of the

march in return for the concession of

Niederlausitz. The prospect, at the same
time, was held out to the dukes of Saxony
and the counts of Anhalt that they would
succeed to Waldemar's land in the event of

his dying without issue.

In any case Lewis had lost his support

in the north ; he could hold his own
only in Frankfort-on-Oder. He did not

wish to enter into negotiations with

Charles. Indeed, he set up a rival candi-

date, the energetic Count Giinther von
Schwarzburg, a petty lord, known as a

valiant warrior. On January 30th, 1349,

Giinther was chosen emperor on the plain

before Frankfort by the votes of the

electors of Mainz, the Palatinate, Branden-
burg and Saxony ; a few days »afterward
the town allowed him to make his entry.

But his following did not increase, and
Charles made great advances in the

empire, especially when in March he
married the daughter of the

f

^
R^

^
1

Palsgrave, and thus not only
° * ^ drew the latter over to his side,
mpcror ^^^ ^^ ^^^ same time broke up

the hostile alliance of the Wittelsbachs.

Since Giinther refused negotiations with

Charles, a short struggle for Castel and
Eltville ensued, from which Charles derived

considerable advantage.
Before matters came to a decision,

however, Lewis of Brandenburg himself

sued for peace. Giinther was abandoned
by his party, and very soon died at Frank-
fort, after he had formally relinquished

his claim to the empire. Charles now
gained the recognition of the j^rinces by
making concessions to them. The electors

of Mainz, the Palatinate and Brandenburg
declared pubUcly that they had elected

Charles emperor after Giinther's death,

and he was solemnly crowned, together

with his consort, at Aix-la-Chapelle, by
Baldwin of Treves.

In Brandenburg, meantime, fortune had
favoured the side of Lewis. In a diet at

Bautzen the princes declared that they

could not consider the claimant as the

genuine Waldemar if they were called on

to swear to it. Charles, therefore, enfeoffed

Lewis the elder once more with the march
as well as with Carinthia and Tyrol, and

promised to take steps toward releasing

him from the ban. Lewis
Peace and

^jgiivered up the insignia of the
^^"^^ "*. empire. The renewed ban did
the Empire

j^^^^ j^^^j^ j^^^.^^ jj^ reconciled

himself with his neighbours by concessions

of territory and payments of money,

and, finally, in 1355, with the counts of

Anhalt. But he transferred the march

as a whole to his younger brother, Lewis

the " Roman," in 1351. TranquiUity and
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order again reigned in the empire. Charles

was the only and universally admitted

king.

Charles was doubtless aided by an event

which bore on politics only through the

feelings with which it inspired princes and

statesmen. Toward the end of 1347 there

first appeared on the shores of the Mediter-

ranean an epidemic which had never yet

been known in Germany. It spread with

inconceivable rapidity over all Western

Europe and spared very few districts.

The pestilence was called
;

the " Black Death," and >

men thought to explain it

by accusing the Jews of

having poisoned the wells.

Although Pope Clement, as

well as the Emperor Charles,

gave no credence to the

report, a universal san-

guinary persecution of the

Jews followed, accompanied
by hideous acts of cruelty.

The loss of life caused by
the plague cannot now be

even approximately stated.

Goswin, a monk of the Con-
vent of Marienberg in Tyrol,

considers that hardly asixth

part of the whole population

of the country survived. Of
his convent brethren only

two lived through it, him-
self and another. Similar

results may have been found
in other districts. For years

afterward the deficiency in

population was noticeable.

The event made a marked
impression on contempor-
aries. Since many people
saw a divine punishment in

this terrible pestilence, a

course of life acceptable to

emperor had little to contend against :

men's minds were fixed on supernatural

issues. Charles now wished to be duly
crowned and consecrated ; but Clement,
who had been bitterly deceived in his

protege, refused his request. It was only

after Charles, in 1353, had taken for his

third wife Anne, daughter of Duke Bolko
of Sehweidnitz-Jauer, and after Innocent
VI. had mounted the papal throne, that

the journey to Rome took place in 1355.
In Rome great hopes were entertained of

the grandson of Henry
VII. Rienzi hoped to re-

vive his power by help of

the new emperor ; but
Charles gave no encourage-

ment. The title of emperor
satisfied him. He marched
over the mountains with a

small retinue, received the

crown of Lombardy, and
was crowned emperor at

Rome. He left the Eternal

City the same day in

order to return soon to

Germany, laden with large

sums of money. By the

beginning of July he was
once more at Augsburg,
in^oud of the imperial title.

A few months later, he
entered Bohemia, and sum-
moned an imperial assembly
at Nuremberg, at which the

first part of the new state

charter, afterwards called

the Golden Bull, was dis-

cussed and solemnly pub-
lished on January loth,

1356. The second and
shorter part was made law
in the diet of Metz on
December 25th, 1356. The
Golden Bull in all essential

IV.THE EMPEROR CHARLES
/-I J , , ,, I , Charles IV. was not well received as . ^ , , . .God seemed to be the best EmperorofOermany by aii parties; and pomts ratified the cxistmg
means of propitiating the ?inf'En^gTa°ni'was'SeV'cht^^^^^ condition of affairs, and
wrath of heaven. Brother- however, induced him to withdraw, only in isolated sections
hoods were formed, especially in the Nether-
lands, and set before themselves the duty
of mortifying the body and of doing penance
by lacerating their flesh with scourges in
the presence of the whole population.
The " Flagellants " obtained every-

where so many followers that this new
mental disease caused for some time as
much excitement in Germany as the
physical disease of the Black Death. In
the strain of this terrible time the new
3626

decided for one of two antagonistic
parties. It was the foundation-stone of

the German constitution up to the peace
of Westphalia and still later, and was of

great importance in the development of

constitutional ideas.

With Poland and Hungary Charles made
political arrangements, but with France
and with Pope Innocent his relations be-
came troubled, as he made promises to
both which he could not possibly fulfil.
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So, too, the question of the castle and
lordship of Donaustauf, which Charles had
acquired from the Bishop of Regensburg,
soon led to a bitter struggle with the
Bavarian Wittelsbachs. But the glory
of the Wittelsbachs was passed, and the
Hapsburgs in Austria had become the
leading southern power of Germany,
under Duke Albert, who died in 1358. His
son Rudolf, son-in-law of the emperor,
managed by forgeries of imperial grants
to secure to himself and
his house the rights which
the Golden Bull had con-
ceded to the electors.
Charles was obliged finally

to make some concessions,
although he was very little

disposed to acknowledge
the claims of Rudolf or to

agree to his acquisition

of Tyrol, which Margaret
Maultasch handed over to

him in 1363 as a gift.

To settle political dissen-

sions he chose Elizabeth,
the daughter of the duke of

Pomerania, for his fourth
wife. The marriage took
place at Cracow in May,
1363. At the beginning of

the next year a full peace
was concluded with Lewis
of Hungary and Rudolf of

Austria, and a little later

followed the important
agreement as to the succes-

sion between the houses of

Luxemburg and Hapsburg.
When Innocent VL died,

in 1362, without having
accomplished any great

results as far as his Italian

policy was concerned, and
without having advanced

Pope himself performed the ceremony of
crowning.
Urban was not opposed to the pro-

posal of leaving Avignon, but could
only point out to Charles the quite in-
calculable obstacles in his way. Charles
therefore resolved to go himself to Avignon
in order to remove the difficulties and to
guide the whole policy of Western Europe
into another channel. He entered Avig-
non at the end of May, 1365, and was

crowned as king of Bur-
gundy, thus proclaiming
his insistence on his right

and title. He then began
negotiations with the Pope
and the brother of the
French king about a crusade
which was intended especi-

ally to clear the country
from the roving mercenaries
who lived in France.
When Charles left Avig-

non he had made every
sort of arrangement with
Urban about the removal
to Rome. In the diet of

Frankfort he obtained the
consent of the princes to

an expedition to Rome, and
Urban promised to start in

the spring of 1367, and
in the first instance to live

at Viterbo. He sailed, in

fact, from Marseilles on
April 30th in an Itahan
ship, took up his residence

at Viterbo, and entered
Rome on October i6th.

But the preparations for

war in Germany met with
obstacles. Sickness and
famine delayed the assem-
bling of the army so that

the emperor did not appear
A RIVAL EMPEROR

, J. r 1 /^i 1 Count Giinther von Schwarzburg- was - .-
the reform of the Church, set up as a rival emperor to Charles iv. m Italy before May, 1368
Urban V. was raised to the LV^^aih^^* Fra^kfortTici?^^^^^^^^ The war with Bernabo d^

chair in order to Engraved from the tomb in Frankfort cathedral VisCOUtl Of MllaU WaS UU-papal
continue the efforts of his predecessor in

Italy. It now seemed to the Emperor
Charles a favourable opportunity to en-

force the return of the Pope to Rome.
The close connection of the papacy with
France implied a danger for the whole of

Western Europe. In the ej-es of con-
temporaries, who, without exception,
attached great weight to externals, the
imperial dignity itself was bound to be
impaired if merely a legate and not the

successful, so that a peace was concluded
by the end of August. Charles, however,
marched on with only a few followers, had
a meeting with Urban in Viterbo, and both

made their entry into Rome. The emperor
stayed this time two months in the city.

During this period his consort Elizabeth

was crowned empress. He found many
fresh complications on his way back,

especially with the Milanese, who had
broken the peace. He had also forfeited
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the friendship of Urban long before he

reappeared in Germany in August, 1369.

For the Pope did not find in Rome what

he wished, and in 1370 returned once more
to Avignon, where he died in December
of that year. His successor was Gregory

XL, nephew of Clement VI., a learned

man, wlio was regarded as an especial

. friend of Charles. The good
Charles

understanding between Charles

Po/i""""* ^"^^ ^^^ princes had termi-
° "^^

nated even before the expedi-

tion to Rome. His matrimonial policy

made it only too clear how he hoped to

enrich his family. In any case the rival

princely families saw their hopes deceived.

There could be no doubt now that Charles's

fervent wish would be to secure the royal

crown for his son Wenceslaus, or Wenzel,
who was betrothed to the Hungarian
princess Elizabeth—.a splendid prospect,

which would have raised the Luxemburgs
high above all other princely houses.

Charles, on his return home from Italy,

saw himself confronted by a confederacy
to which the Count Palatine Rupert, the
Bavarian Wittelsbachs, Poland, and Hun-
gary belonged. From this a danger
threatened him in the east of his dominions,
especially because the march of Branden-
burg, which was pawned to him, no longer
afjorded any real support. Fortunately
for him, Casimir of Poland, whose realm
was now united with Hungary, died at

this time ; so, too, did Gerlach of Mainz,
and the emperor succeeded through papal
favour in elevating to the important
episcopal throne one of his relations,

the bishop of Strassburg, a man of no
independence of character.

Now, however, a new quarrel about the
march of Brandenburg broke out. At the
beginning of the year 1371 Otto declared
his nephew Frederic to be his heir in
the march, and thus prejudiced Charles's
claims to inherit. War, therefore, began.
On the side of the Wittelsbachs Pilgrim of

Kines
Salzburg and Lewis of Hungary

Fight%or
bought together against their

Territory
inconvenient neighbour. But
nothing came of it except

plundering and devastation. An armistice
was concluded in October, 1371, at
Pima ; and shortly afterwards the king
of Hungary, engrossed with the coming war
against Venice, withdrew from the alliance.
At the same time Charles's second son,
Sigismund, was betrothed to Lewis's
daughter. The Wittelsbachs now stood
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alone. Soon after the expiry of the armis-

tice, in the summer of 1373. an agreement
was entered into at Fiirstenwalde. by which
Otto and Frederic renounced all claim
to the march, and received from Charles

in all the very considerable sum of 500,000
golden florins. The imperial cities must,
indeed, have made gigantic efforts in

order to raise this money.
Although Charles had not yet reached

his sixtieth year, he now thought earnestly

of the future of his empire and his

dynasty. His fondest wish, that of seeing

his eldest son Wenzel elected German
emperor, was still to be realised, but
could be so only if the adroit father took
the appropriate steps during his own
lifetime. Moreover, the opportunity was
now presented, when for the first time an
election could be carried out strictly

according to the provisions of the Golden
Bull. It was, indeed, a costly task to win
over the three spiritual electors. But by
October, 1374, the vote of Rupert, the

count palatine, was secured, and at the
beginning of the year 1375 Charles had
all the votes for himself, for this time the

„. -, . election of the emperor was to
The Vain . t-, , ,

_, be unanimous. Ihe actual

. p elective proceedings had to be
^ postponed until Wenzel had

completed his fifteenth year, and thus
attained his majority.

When Pope Gregory heard of the
intended election, he was astounded,
but could not by all his threats produce
any alteration in the adopted pro-
posal. Without the papal sanction the
election of Wenzel was settled on June
1st, 1376, and was solemnly confirmed
on June loth, in the sacristy of

St. Bartholomew's, at Frankfort. The
coronation followed on July 6th, at Aix-
la-Chapelle. Pope Gregory refused his

consent, but was finally satisfied when
the emperor, in a document dated back
before the election, asked for his approval.
Wenzel was now lawful emperor,

together with his father. But the im-
perial cities of the south had a dread of
new mortgages—naturally enough after
their experiences so far—for Wenzel 's

election cost much money. Fourteen
imperial cities of Swabia formed a league
even before the coronation against " all

who oppressed them with taxation or
mortgage." The town of Ulm took the
lead. Charles advanced with an army
up to its walls, but could effect nothing,
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and marched back again. Other towns
joined in the league. Count Ulrich of
Wiirtemberg was killed at Reutlingen in

1373- Soon afterwards Wenzel, who
meanwhile had become vice-regent of the
empire, was compelled to promise the cities,

in the Peace of Rotenburg, that he would
not pawn them.
The emperor had meanwhile journeyed

to the court of King Charles V. at Paris,
and had prevented the threatening alliance
of the king's second son, Louis of Orleans,
with Mary of Hungary, but was forced in

return to confer on the dauphin the
vicariate of the empire over Burgundy,

devastations this fault had many
compensations.
The policy of the young Emperor

Wenzel showed itself in his first public
act when he declared himself a supporter
of Pope Urban VI . The princes supported
him ; so did Lewis of Hungary. Only
Adolphus of Nassau, who was still at
enmity with Lewis of Meissen about the
archbishojiric of Mainz, declared himself
the friend of the Pope of Avignon,
Clement VH. The unity of Germany was
thus destroyed, and Clement soon found
other friends as well. But the other
electors on the Rhine, namely, Cologne,

THE BROTHERS OF THE CROSS DOING PENANCE FOR THE BLACK DEATH
The Brothers of the Cross, or Flagellants, appeared towards the end of the summer of 134!) in the Netherland towns,
especially Doornik, and in the market-place did penance by scourging their bodies in order to free the world from the
plague of the Black Death, or pestilence. As shown in the illustration, the Brothers marched barefoot ; their bared
backs were covered merely by a short cloak, while they held in their hands the scourges, the marks of which were to be
seen on their backs. Their headgear was the hat with the cross, and thus they got their name. Brothers of the Cross.

From the Chronicle of yEjiptius Li Musis in the Library at Brussels

and thus to renounce the imperial

sovereignty in this district. Soon after his

return, Charles fell a victim to fever at

Prague, on November 2gth, 1378. His
reign marks a turning point in German
history. He was the founder of the

Luxemburg dynasty, and through skilful

diplomacy left the empire in a more
dignified constitutional position than he

had found it. His reputation among his

German contemporaries, and in later

times, has suffered chiefly from the fact

that he regarded every political step as a

financial operation, and in an unknightly

fashion avoided the fierce contest of the

battlefield. But in the age of wars and

231

Treves, and the Palatinate, could not
countenance the dissension about Mainz,
and at the beginning of 1380 concluded
a league at Oberwesel against all adherents
of Pope Clement. By this, of course,

Adolphus was primarily intended. The
latter, when the archbishopric of Mainz
was assured him, while Lewis was com-
pensated with Magdeburg, returned to

Urban. The electors had attained their

object without the help of the emperor,

and they suspected his policy, since he
appeared so little in the empire, and always
stayed in his hereditary dominions.

Indeed, the chief efforts of Wenzel
were directed toward the maintenance of
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friendly relations with Hungary and
Austria. He therefore abandoned any
idea of armed conflict with Leopold of

Austria, who openly sided with the

Avignon Pope, although his partisanship

caused a miniature schism in the bishop-

rics of Strassburg, Basle, and Constance.

The espousal of Urban's cause by
Germany was mainly based

English King ^^ ^j^^^ opposition to France,

plincefs""""'
'Although Wcnzel had main-
tained with the French royal

house the good relations which his father

had promoted. In devotion to the Roman
Pope, Germany agreed with England,
which hoped by means of papal support
to gain advantages in France. Wenzel
cemented the friendship with England by
giving his sister Anne in marriage to King
Richard II., and at the same time he
skilfully avoided any breach with France.

The favourable relations of the German
king to Urban had from the first made a
journey to Rome, in order to obtain the
imperial crown, appear as a desirable

object. There were, indeed, no difficulties

in the way, and both Pope and Emperor
would have derived from it an unmistak-
able accession of power. The journey over
the Alps had been planned for the spring of

"^i^i^ when dynastic policy put obstacles
in the way. There was a prospect of

gaining Luxemburg.
Lewis of Hungary had died in 1382.

In the last year of his life he had won
Naples, and thus enlarged the extent of
his authority. No one of his daughters
was yet married ; but Sigismund, as
prospective son-in-law, was already living
in Poland, a country unaccustomed to the
Hungarian rule, in order to gain friends
for himself there. Mary, Sigismund's
betrothed wife, was elected Queen of
Hungary ; but in Poland the people did
not wish for hcr^at any rate, they wanted
another daughter of Lewis. In October,
1384, Hedwig, a girl of thirteen years of

The Girl
^^^' ^^^^ actually crowned at

Queen
Cracow, and the still pagan

of Poland
^''^nd Duke Jagidlo of Lithu-
ania became her husband. But

Sigismund succeeded, through his stubborn-
ness and skill, in })rocuring for himself the
crown of Hungary by the end of March,
1387-
Up to this, Wenzel had been variously

occupied, but his natural disposition
to inactivity became more and more
evident. His continued absence caused
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dissatisfaction in the empire. His nearest

relatives, especially Jobst of Moravia,

intrigued against him in every way, and
in Bohemia, his own home, the lords

rose against his rule. The victim of the

supposed conspiracy was the Archbishop
of Prague, with his official and his

vicar-general, Nepomuk. The Bohemian
nobility now found a leader in Jobst, who
had quarrelled with his brother Prokop.

Jobst, in conjunction with Sigismund,
Albert of Austria, and the Margrave William
of Meissen, pursued a policy of hostility

against the king, and finall}', in May, 1394,
brought Wenzel prisoner to Prague.
Since a movement was made in the em-
pire to liberate the king, he was set free

in August. Jobst, in his turn, was made
prisoner, but he also was released. War
raged in Bohemia, and Albert of Austria,

during the confusion, aspired to the

vicariate of the empire, in fact to the crown
itself. Fortunately, he died soon.

Wenzel and Sigismund concluded, in

March, 1396, a compact as to the suc-

cession. Sigismund became vicar of the

empire, and now aimed at the German
crown. His position was not
indeed favourable at the

moment. An army collected

from all Europe under his com-
mand was defeated at Nicopolis by the

Sultan Bajazet II. Hungary also threat-

ened to be lost to him after Mary's
death. Jobst made peace with Wenzel
in 1397, and received from Sigismund's
former domains a compensation in the

march of Brandenburg.
Wenzel still longed for formal in-

vestiture as emperor, and Boniface IX.,

Urban's successor, would gladly have
welcomed him to Rome. But his position

in Germany at the same time became more
and more precarious. He had never been
in the empire since 1387, and alliances of

the knights and the towns continually

disquieted the land. The cities especially

had cause to feel the evils entailed by
the absence of the sovereign, and, not-

withstanding all the appeals of the electors,

Wenzel kept away from the empire.
Fresh disorders had broken out owing to

the vacancy in the archdiocese of Mainz,
from which finally John of Nassau
emerged as archbishop. Before this the
palsgrave and the two other spiritual

electors had convened a diet at Frankfort
for May 13th, 1397. This was an un-
precedented step ; but the indifference

Sigismund's

Ambitions

in Germany
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of the emperor to his duty made such
a proceeding seem necessary. Wenzel
had, it is true, summoned an imperial
assembly at Niiremberg ; but when he
heard of the electoral diet he unwisely
abandoned his own. At Frankfort, with
the assent of numerous princes and towns,
a vicar of the empire was demanded from
Wenzel, and a regency of princes was
proposed in the event of his absence.
The question of the schism was also
discussed. Complaints as to the govern-
ment were sent to Wenzel. Great excite-
ment was caused at Prague by the
tidings of the proceedings in Frankfort

;

but nothing happened at the moment.
Wenzel did not appear in Niiremberg

before September, and by issuing a " Public
Peace " showed that he was in a posi-

tion to conduct the affairs of govern-
ment himself. During the course of pro-
ceedings at Frankfort the electors laid

before the emperor, at his own wish, further
complaints. The question of the Church
stood in the foreground, and, closely con-
nected with that, the poHcy towards
France. 1 he opinion was growing that the

_ . settlement of the papal dispute

T»/ ij KT * would be most easily effectedWould Not , ,, »> .1 i •.
.... by a cession —that is to sav,

by the resignation of both
Popes. Benedict XIII. was elected at Avig-
non, in 1394, on the express condition that

he would resign his title to secure unity.

The object of the French policy was now to

persuade the followers of the Roman Pope,
Boniface, to make him resign in turn. In
March, 1398, Wenzel met Charles VI. at

Rheims. The outcome of the meeting
was only an exhortation to both Popes
to abdicate, naturally without result.

Wenzel stood by Boniface. France itself

opposed Benedict ; even the cardinals

rebelled against him, and a long siege

of the papal fortress at Avignon began.

Wenzel, on his return from Rheims,
found the old disorders in Bohemia ; the

quarrel in the royal family still lasted.

This time he did not omit the appoint-

ment of an imperial administrator. But
the empire was not benefited at all by
this step. The electors of Mainz and
the Palatinate, who found the position

of affairs obviously most irksome, looked

for some remedy, and bound themselves

with the elector of Cologne at Boppard in

April, 1339, to a common policy in all

matters of Church and empire, with the

one exception of electing the king. On the

occasion of a meeting of the princes in
May, when a compact against the towns
was concluded, John, Archbishop of Mainz,
attached new members to the Rhenish
Confederation, which was clearly formed
against the sovereign.

Ever^'where^, then, similar dissatisfac-

tion with Wenzel prevailed. The charges
™ , brought against him were
jr - neglect of the realm, especially

„. ^
jj

. through his long absence

—

he himself by the nomina-
tion of Sigismund to the vicariate of

the empire had admitted his derelic-

tion of duty—and waste of the crown
lands, with special reference to the loss

of Milan. In this latter case, it was
a question of sacrificing a posses-

sion which could no longer be held, just

as formerly under Charles IV. in the case

of the surrender of Aries. The alleged

reasons were very weak in so far that the

real feeling of all, namely, that the royal

power was being used e.xclusively for

the aggrandisement of the Luxemburg
dominions, remained actually unexpressed.

Interest in the empire may have influenced

many ; others certainly thought of ob-

taining the crown for themselves. But
all the princes considered that in an\' case

no great loss could be sustained by an
alteration.

Wenzel naturally heard of these pro-

ceedings, and wished to come into the

empire and hold a diet ; but the electors

no longer assented to his proposal. On
the contrary, the thought was already

expressed in September, 1-399, by many
princes, that a new king should be elected

;

clearly, however, no one wished an
elector to be king. Not until 1400 were

the electors of Saxony and the Palatinate

received at Frankfort among the candi-

dates. When Pope Boniface had been

informed of the proposed new election, a

meeting of the princes and towns was
summoned for the end of May at Frank-

fort, and many visitors put in

C li^d°'t
^" appearance. An agreement

.
* ^ ° had already been made as

Account . ,1 r iu
to the person of the new

king, Rupert of the Palatinate, when
on June 4th, Wenzel, who on his part

had forbidden any resolutions as to

empire and Church to be passed during

his absence, was earnestly requested to

appear at Oberlahnstein on August nth
;

otherwise the electors would consider

themselves released from the oath which
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they had taken to him. Wenzel did

not come. On the day fi.xed the four

Rhenish electors appeared at Oberlahn-

stein ; Ru|)ert's election was settled, and
he swore to serve the emj^ire loyally.

His election was pul)licly announced
on August 20th, 1400, and was ratified

next day on the Konigsstuhl in Rhens.

The deposition of Wenzel,

Lotes His
''^'though a benefit for the em-

oscs IS
^ j^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^ constitutionally

justified. The most weighty

of the accusations brought against him
was that he had alienated parts of the

imperial dominions, and had done so for

base lucre when he elevated Galeazzo

de Visconti to be Duke of Milan and Count
of Pavia. The new emperor had a wide
field of operations before him. Without
doubt, great expectations were entertained

of him, and at any rate he had the point

in his favour that he had not begun by
buying the votes of the electors by a
shameful traffic in crown lands.

Wenzel was infuriated at his deposition,

but did not venture on any action or

any defence of his rights by the sword.

On October 25th Rupert of the Palatinate

made his state entry into Frankfort as

German king. Other towns had already
joined his cause. Since Aix-la-Chape!le

did not open its gates, the coronation took
place at Cologne on Epiphany, 1401.

The crown was now acquired, but the
difficulty was to keep it. The war against

Bohemia had begun before France, Italy,

and the Pope were won over. In France
Rupert found a friend in Philip of Burgundy,
while Louis of Orleans supported Wenzel,
as did his German ally, the brave William
of Guelders. Henry IV. of England
hoped to secure the friendship of Rupert
through ties of kinship, and therefore

promoted the marriage of Rupert's son
with his daughter Blanche. Ruoert had
also to obtain the recognition of the Poj^e

;

in fact, he hoped soon to gain the imperial

Ti. Ki crown. Boniface, far too en-

Em cror & grossed to be able to interfere in

„. „ . . German affairs, did not refuse tonis r nends . ^, ,

recognise the new emperor, and
tried only to make sure of his help in the
Italian policy. The conditions were :

opposition to the counter-papacy, an im-
mediate expedition to Rome for corona-
tion, and political severance from France.
The emperor improved his position by

making a progress through the empire.
The important city of Nuremberg opened
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its gates to him, and in May, 1401, the

first diet met there. Rapid preparations

for the expedition to Rome seemed desir-

able, as Florence offered 200,000 florins

in gold if he would come that very year

and begin the war for the recovery of

Milan. The details of the imj^erial corona-

tion were to have been discussed in Nurem-
berg ; but since the attendance wa^ too

small, the matter was put off to a new diet

at Mainz.
Rupert could now have shunned

Germany. There were no further hostilities

to be feared from Wenzel, Sigismund had
been made j^risoner by the Hungarian
nobility, and in Hungary the election of

a new king was contemplated. Jobst
again believed that under these circum-

stances he had a favourable opportunity to

gain the crown of Bohemia and renewed
the agreement, which had never been en-

tirely dissolved, with the Bohemian nobles.

A truce was arranged in July between
Wenzel and Rupert at Amberg, when
the new king formulated his demands,
but without producing any effect upon
the ' old sovereign. At the beginning of

^ , July the expedition to Rome for

„. . the coronation was discussed

at Mainz. The Austrians, in

return for a large sum —
100,000 ducats—allowed a passage through
their country and over the Brenner, and
the departure of the army from Augsburg
was planned for September 8th, 1401.
There was, however, a want of money,
and Florence did not wish to pay until

the sovereign was in Italy. W^enzel, also,

now returned an answer, but not such as

Rupert had hoped. He consented to

abandon his claim to the kingdom
in favour of Rupert, but wished to

become emperor himself. Besides this,

his daughter Elizabeth was to marry
Rupert's son, Hans, and in return for some
support in holding Bohemia, a small
cession of territory was planned. Rupert
wanted a complete resignation of all claims
by his rival, whose position soon became
very favourable.

Notwithstanding the distress in the
empire, of which his son Lewis was to
be regent, Rupert prepared to start from
Augsburg wi-th an army of some 15,000
horsemen. But since no money was
forthcoming, 5,000 horsemen had to be
at once disbanded. An advance was
slowly made to Trient, the proposed
starting-point of the campaign against

Rival

Emperors
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Galeazzo of Milan. Small reinforce-

ments came from Italy ; the money diffi-

culties increased, since Florence had for

the moment sent only 55,000 ducats, to

which another sum of 55,000 ducats—and
only a small part in cash—was added in

the middle of October. The war took an
unfavourable turn, since they failed to
take Brescia between October 21st and
October 25th. Most of the German
princes—Archbishop Frederic of Cologne,
Count Frederic of Mors, Duke Leopold
IV. of Austria— now returned home.
Rupert, under stress of circumstances,

dismissed the greater part of his army,
but himself waited on, and, on November
i8th, appeared with 400 horsemen in

Padua, still, of course, without money.
There was little incHnation in Florence

to pay the rest of the go,000 ducats when
the advance against Galeazzo had been
entirely unsuccessful. Negotiations were
still pending with the Pope as to the terms
and the form of the recognition. Florence

finally paid at the end of 1401, or the

beginning of 1402, 65,000 ducats more

—

44,000 in specie, 21,000 in pay for mer-
cenaries. But the little band

uper s
^^ loyal followers round the

Calamitous , y -, , •• 1 j a j
J,

... kmg daily dimmished. And so

he remained after December
nth in Venice without any prospect of

seeing Rome, for Boniface declared em-
phatically that the coronation could take

place only if the war against Galeazzo was
vigorously prosecuted, whether by the

help of Venice or through royal merce-

naries. This result was unattainable, for

money was wanting. The king and his

followers borrowed what they could, but

that was soon spent. After a second stay

in Padua, fr^m January 2gth to the middle

of April, he went back to Germany through
Friuli. On May ist, 1402, Rupert was
again in Munich, and one of the most
calamitous expeditions to Rome that had
ever been attempted, was thus terminated.

The state of affairs in Germany was
equally gloomy. There was a want of

money, and nothing was less likely than

a general acknowledgment of the king.

The Luxemburgs, above all, persisted in

their refusal, although Sigismund, released

from captivity, took his brother Wenzel
prisoner and conveyed him to Vienna.

The latter escaped towards the end of

1403, and his sovereignty in Bohemia was
again established, while in all parts of the

empire feuds raged, and the negotiations

with other countries about the Church
question had not yet borne any fruit.

A change in the international relations

was introduced by the death of Giovanni
Galeazzo of Milan. He had, after the
murder of Bernabo Visconti in 1385, be-

come the head of the seigniories, and had
bought from Wenzel the title of duke and

,„ .
a position as prince of the em-

jj
. . pire in return lor a larg6 sum

Q . paid down. In 1399 ^^ ^^^^

extended his power over Pisa

and Sienna, and had become a formidable
opponent of the town of Florence, which
for its part supported the electors in

their action against Wenzel, in order to

shake Galeazzo's position by the fall of his

patron. This plan miscarried ; for Gale-

azzo was too shrewd a diplomatist, and
so his death on .September 3rd, 1402, was
all the more welcome to the republic.

The Pope at once entered into relations

with Florence, and be?an war against the

infant children of the Duke of Milan. He
would, indeed, at this moment have been
glad to see Rupert in Italy even with the

reward of the imperial crown, and there-

fore held out to him, in the event of his

marching immediately to Rome, the pro-

spect of acknowledgment and coronation

as King of Italy by a cardinal at Padua.
In return, of course, the king was to

promise to take part with Florence in the

struggle against Milan, and to represent

the interests of Rome against Avignon
and France. W^hen Rupert answered in the

spring, 1403, he demanded an immediate
acknowledgment ; the new expedition to

Italy was, he said, impossible for the time

being. Boniface, who now supported
Ladislaus as rival king to Sigismund in

Hungary, became anxious, since just then

Benedict XIII. had again been acknow-
ledged by France as lawful Pope. He was
bound at all hazards to secure Rupert for

his side, and therefore on October ist,

1403, formally proclaimed his approval

of Rupert, together with a
Poverty

j-.^tification of Wenzel's de-
° * * position. For the coming
mpcror

(.^pg^jj^iQ^i to Rome he granted

the king two tithes of the German Church.

Rupert did indeed seriously meditate the

journey to Italy both in 1404 and again in

March, 1405, but it was not carried out.

His want of money did not allow him to

put such desires into action ; it rather

drove him to oppress his previous sup.

porters, the towns, whose hostility he thus
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incurred. John of Mainz, who had
formerly supported the king, joined the

ranks of the discontented in the empire.

The result was a confederation for five years

between sev'enteen Swabian imperial towns,

Baden, Wiirtemberg, and the bishops of

Strassburg and Mainz. A league was
formed at Marbach in 1405, which was

nominally aimed at all who
caguc

should injure them in their

thTlSl
li^^'^rties and rights. The point

*°^
of it was really opposition to

the king, although he was informed of the

proceedings, and asked for his protection.

He himself was clear on the matter, and
wished in consciousness of his innocence to

defend himself against the implied re-

proach in a diet ; but the confederates

did not allow that. The Archbishop of

Cologne, formerly Rupert's friend, was
still desirous of mediating, and at last

gained his object in 1407. The confedera-

tion indeed remained undissolved, but
without any special importance.
The king learned a lesson from what had

happened, and was cautious in the future

not to ask the states for pecuniary sup-
port. Without any assistance, he at last

achieved some small successes. The town
of Rotenburg, which had formed a secret

alliance with Wenzel under its energetic

burgomaster, Heinrich Toppler, was
punished. The Duke of Guelders joined
Rupert, and the town of Aix-la-Cha elle

abandoned its resistance, paid 8,000
florins, and prepared a stately recep-
tion for the king toward the end of

1407. Liibeck also fell to him.
Shortly before this, Brabant had been

lost to the empire. Anton of Burgundy,
second son of Duke Phili}), had become heir
after the death of the Duchess Joanna. He
took ]>ossession of his country, in spite of
Rupert's protests, and in so doing enjoved
the favour of Wenzel, who gave him his

niece Elizabeth to wife. Anton thus
acquired the prospect of the hereditary

g J

lands of Luxemburg, and on

ofTlfc^
*^ *^^ death of Jobst, in 1411,

Papacy ^^ ^^^^ ^°°^ possession of
Luxemburg. Rupert's struggle

against Wenzel was dormant, and little

attention in the empire was paid to either.
But in the momentous question of the
council, which now excited Christendom,
both once more came into opposition.
The crying distress of Christianity, the

unhappy dispute about the pontificate,
had already had a marked influence on the
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politics of Western Europe. But as long

as Ru]:)crt wore the German crown with
little honour, the controversies had become
more and more acute. The idea of a
general council, which the University of

Paris even in the lifetime of Clement VIL
had quite timidly ventured to entertain,

now seemed the only practicable solution.

W'ith the overthrow of the German
kingly power, which, illuminated by the

splendour of the Roman imperialcrown,had
once represented the central point of civi-

lisation in Western Europe, only in faith and
doctrine was the universal character of the
CatliOlic Church now visible. The rulers

of Germany, Italy, England, and Spain
were opposed to each, and the French
Church outstripped all others in import-
ance. We know how it succeeded in

removing the seat of the papacy from
Rome to Avignon, and what efforts the
French crown made, with the support of

French cardinals, to assert theii power
over the head of Christendom after the
return of Urban VL to Italy. Benedict
XIII. in Avignon, as well as Innocent VIL,
the successor of Boniface IX., who died in

1404, in Rome, were forced to

promise the electing cardinals
The Fruits

of Papal

Rivalries
that under certain circum-
stances they would abdicate in

the cause of unity. But neither acted
according to his promise, although the

healing of the schism was their most
sincere wish. How, indeed, could the one
have yielded without the other ? The
French policy, in fact, which for five

years refused obedience to Benedict,
proved itself quite mistaken, so that
after May, 1403, he had again to be
acknowledged.
The dispute had now lasted twenty

years without any end to it being visible,

and sowed discord in all sections of the
population. As in Mainz, so in many
other bishoprics, a bishop had been
appointed by both sides ; even in the
vicarages the same spectacle was visible.

Each of the two Popes tried to bring over
the adherents of the other party by
gracious concessions of every sort. The
result was a series of disputes in which
punitive measures, bans and interdicts,

alternated in appropriate cases. Germany,
Italy and England as a whole were in
favour of the Roman Pope ; France, Spain
and Scotland of the French Pope. A
college of cardinals supported each of
them. The struggle between the two
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representatives of the universal spiritual
power was to a large extent only the result
of the miserable position of the Church in
general. In particular the Curia, since its

migration to Avignon, appeared as an
international financial body for the im-
poverishment of the countries, since the
sale of preferments and the accumulation
of benefices for the profit of the papal
treasury were daily occurrences.
The ordinary revenues of the papacy

were no longer sufficient for the enormous
demands of the Avignon court establish-

ment, to which were added the claims of

the French king. It was necessary to procure
fresh means. In theory, all ecclesiastical

property had for centuries been claimed
as the property of the Pope, who in the
fourteenth century put the theory into

practice, and began to grant all benefices

as coming from him, and naturally ex-

pected some return. At the same time the
doctrine of Indulgences was developed,
and after the end of the fourteenth century
the virtues of these compositions in

discharge of penitence, which became a
never-failing source of profit, were con-

^. _ . tinuously preached. At the
The Oppositon , .-r .• i

n . n same time the practice began
Between Pope r r • 11 n

J i-M. 1. ofconferring several benefices
and Church °

.1 ^ i
•

on one person, so that his

income was greatly increased, while the

parsonages themselves were filled by vicars.

It was the usual rule that canons belonged

to several chapters ; they naturally resided

only at one place, and simply drew the

income from the others, in order, often,

to live on it in a very ostentatious and
even luxurious way.

Just as the electors in the empire still

entertained the idea of setting up the

king in opposition to the empire, so the

more advanced part of the clergy felt

more or less clearly the opposition between
Pope and Church. The former claimed to

represent the Church ; the clergy thought

they ought to contest this claim, for they

knew another real representation of the

Church—namely, a general assembly of

the Churches. In this lies the fundamental

significance of the movement, which ends

with the concordat of Vienna in 1448,

that the idea of the Church, as it appears

embodied in the council, was realised by
each individual member of Christianity.

The question throughout was not about

the faith, but about the constitution of

the Church ; not about the refutation of

false doctrines—the discussion of the

doctrines of a Wycliffe and a Huss was
only an incident of small importance

—

but about the rfioral regeneration of the
clergy. The fifteenth century was not
able to reach this goal. It was only the
mighty shock which the universal Church
experienced in the sixteenth century,
when the discussions of questions of

_. p faith estranged great masses

P ^f
°^^^

of the nations from its

to Agree bosom, which led to its moral
revival at Trent. Benedict

XIII., at Avignon, a Spaniard by birth,

was an able and learned man, of strictly

moral life, inflexible in his resolu-

tion, and the keenest champion of the
view that the Church was embodied
in the Pope. At Rome, Innocent VII.
had died in 1406, after only a two years'

pontificate ; and the cardinals chose for

his successor a grey-haired Venetian,
who took the name of Gregory XII.
He was a weak man, and in spite cf

his declarations to the contrary, did not
seriously trouble himself to settle the
dispute. He showed himself apparently
favourable to an offer of Benedict, that

the two Popes should meet to arrange
the dispute. When the Avignon Pope
really came to Sai-ona, he raised all kinds
of difficulties. He removed to Lucca at

the beginning of 1408, but by so doing was
not really nearer Benedict. Everyone now
saw that nothing was to be expected
f.-^Dm the two Popes ; only a council

could help.

Fortunately, the two colleges of cardi-

nals, who were earnestly striving for

unity, separated from their Popes. Gregory,
in order to be rid of the insistence of his

cardinals, nominated a number of new
ones, " whereujwn the old ones broke off

with him and went to Pisa. Not long

afterward a French provincia synod
declared Benedict an obstinate schismatic

and heretic. Thereupon the French
cardinals also went to Pisa. Both colleges

. now jointly issued the invita-

r^I™^i> tions to a general council. It
oi the Two i i. i i.

p was important to win at once
°^^^

the consent of the temporal

powers. France was inclined to begin,

and England's consent was finally won
;

but the German king, Rupert, who was
invited as defender of the Church, did not

answer, and thus favoured his rival,

Wenzel, who immediately acquiesced in

the welcome notion, and towards the

end of 1408 demanded that his envoys
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should be regarded as those of the lawful

king. Rupert and his learned councillors

were distinct opponents of the council.

In their eyes Gregory was the legitimate

Pope, and the action of the cardinals

seemed to them rebellion against the

spiritual head ; the archbishops of

Cologne and Mainz thought otherwise.

^. -, Yet their plan did not suc-

Councii"'
ceed in the Frankfort diet of

°p?*^' January, 1409, although the en-

voy of the cardinals was sympa-
thetically greeted, especially in the towns ;

while the plenipotentiary of Gregory, who
also issued invitations to a council, found

full support from Rupert. The king finally

appointed three envoys, who in combina-
tion with Gregory were to raise protests

against all decrees of the council, and
they were thus employed when punctually,

on March 25th, 1409, the council at Pisa

was opened.
The assembly, contrary to all expecta-

tion, was largely attended. More than
200 bishops stood by the side of the

representatives of fully 100 cathedral

chapters, and more than 300 doctors of

theology and of the canon law represented,

together, with the deputies of fifteen

universities, the authority of Western
learning. At the head of a small body of

temporal princes from Germany stood
Wen^^el, who gave the inconsiderate

promise that he would help the newly-
elected Pope to his rights by force of

arms. The negotiations proceeded quickly.

By the beginning of June, both the Popes,

Gregory and Benedict, were declared
deposed as heretics, and toward the end
of the month a new Pope was chosen in

the person of Alexander V. Neither of the
deposed Popes, it is true, contemplated
any resignation. Three Popes, each with
a considerable following, now reigned
over Christendom. At the beginning
of July, Alexander V. dismissed the
council, and a new one was proposed
,-, „ for 1412, when the suggested
Three Popes 1 1- 1 r

ecclesiastical reforms were

g J,.
to be discussed. In Ger-
many Rupert still supported

Gregory. On the other hand, Wenzel,
most of the princes, and the towns, stood
by Alexander. But in Prague itself there
was a large party under the direction of the
archbishop and the cathedral chapter
opposed to any separation from Gregory,
while within the university the opposite
view was held. A violent dispute broke out
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between the Bohemian and the three other

nations, who had long had a feud with

each other, as only the first, in accordance
with the king's wish for the neutrality of the

university, expressed its views on the ques-

tion before the council, while the Saxon,
Bavarian, and Polish nations wished,

considering the importance of the matter,

to take sides, and support the Pope chosen

by the council. In order to gag the

Germans, Wenzel, by imperial dispensa-

tion, changed the conditions of voting in

the senate of the university so that the

Bohemians should have three votes, and
the combined Germans only one vote.

The majority of the body of German
students, indignant at this insult, left the

town, together with their teachers, and
went to the recently founded university

of Leipsic, which received its charter

from Pope Alexander V.

Open war was now threatening in

the empire on account of the Pope.
The archbishops, John of Mainz and
Frederick of Cologne, united for the

common defence of Alexander's rights,

while Gregory handed over to the king,

as his loyal supporter, the

ih^r
°

revenues of the dioceses whose
e mperor

^jgj^Qpg syppQj-|^p(J y^^ig^ander.
upcr

^j^^ towns, it is true, still stood

by Rupert, but showed no wish to espouse

the cause of Gregory with him. Rupert
had already allied himself with the lords

of Hesse and Brunswick for war against

John, when death cut his plans short

on May i8th, 1410.

However unimportant and unsuccess-

ful Rupert may have been in his policy, his

death was an important event. The de-

clared enemy of the council, from which
alone, as matters then stood, a solution of

the difficult problems could be expected,

had now disappeared. The last repre-

sentative of the papal-absolutist constitu-

tion of the Church was in the grave. The
regular council could now come into life

as a Church institution, as a representation
of Christendom, supported by the German
sovereign, the born defender of the Church.
In comparison with the councils or synods
of the early Middle Ages, the field of

operations as well as the composition of

the council was enlarged. The world,
therefore, could hopefully look forward
to the intended assembly, which, as the
successor to the Council of Pisa, should •

undertake the reform of the Church in

head and members.
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REIGN OF THE EMPEROR SIGISMUND
THE COUNCILS OF CONSTANCE AND BASLE
A FTER the death of Rupert it was
**• necessary to elect afresh an emperor
for Germany. Wenzel, it is true, still

claimed to be the lawful sovereign, but he
took no serious steps to secure this position

for himself. The vote of the Bohemian
electorate was for him, Rudolf of Saxony
was his friend, and Jobst of Moravia, as

holder of Brandenburg, stood by him too.

These three, however, agreed only on
the advancement of a Luxemburger. Of
the remaining electors, those of Cologne
and Mainz wished in any case for a sup-

porter of the Pope chosen by the council,

while those of Treves and the Palatinate

would choose only a friend of Gregory's
papacy. Sigismund of Hungary had hither-

to taken very little part in the papal
question. He could be reckoned as much
an adherent of Gregory as of Alexander,
and he was a Luxemburger by descent,

although at present no friend of Wenzel.
_ , His election would help the
ermany s

^.g^^^g q£ ^y[ three parties.

„ Sigismund was still vicar
Emperor t ,u j ^ j

of the empu'e and acted m
this capacity. He was desirous that

Wenzel should be crowned emperor, and
did not directly trouble himself to

become kaiser. But he forfeited the

electoral votes of the Palatinate and
Treves by supp])orting the successor

of Alexander, John XXHL, the Pope
elected by the council. However,
he had a claim on the electoral vote of

Brandenburg in place of Jobst, and he
commissioned Frederic VI. of Niiremberg,
the burgrave of the HohenzoUern house, to

vote in his stead.

Though the other electors did not agree

to this, the burgrave was admitted as

representative of Sigismund to the elec-

tion in Frankfort at the beginning of Sep-

tember, after he had induced the electors

of the Palatinate and Treves by his

declarations on the papal question to

favour his principal. The electors of

Cologne and Mainz wished to wait for the

envoys of the three other electors before
the election should be made. But
Frederic, with the electors of the Pala-
tinate and Treves, insisted on the election

and held it in the churchyard of St.

Bartholomew's Church, for the building

. . itself was closed in conse-

_ / quence of the interdict. The
Refuses a ?, , o- • i i

-, three chose Sigismund, and
soon afterward left the city.

The electors of Mainz and Cologne, how-
ever, applied to Jobst and offered him the
crown, although he had declined the
invitation to vote on the ground that therp
was a sovereign already.

On October ist, the electors of Mainz,
Cologne, and Saxony, in the interior of

St. Bartholomew's, finally chose Jobst as

empeior. But he took no steps at all to

secure the possession of the kingdom, and
died in January, 141 1. Sigismund now
proclaimed that he accepted the choice

which had fallen on him in September
and entered into negotiations with Wen-
zel. The latter was conceded the title

of King of the Romans, with the prospect

of the imperial dignity, to which Sigis-

mund was to help him, and Sigismund
was tacitly acknowledged as emperor by
the electors.

This was Sigismund's first appearance
in the empire, the conditions of which
had become strange to him, and soon
after his recognition he went back to

Hungary. Before doing so he carried

out another arrangement which, insigni-

ficant as it seemed, became of the greatest

importance for the history of Germany. In

„ . . , return for the support which
Frederic of , 1 1 i • tt
-J

. . had been given him m Hun-
urem urg

g^j.y gj-,^ ^^ ^^^ f^^^^ election,

he conferred on the burgrave,
Frederic of Niiremberg, as representative

of the sovereign, the disordered march of

Brandenburg, where a wide field was
open to him for uninterrupted activity.

His heirs were destined to remain in pos-

session of this lordship, and the empire
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of summons in December, was asked to

appear, and so was Gregory, and Spain,

like France, even if unwillingly, had to obey

the summons of the German sovereign.

Sigismund was all this time in Italy, and
was engaged in a war with Milan, which he

wished to recover

for the empire
;

but before the

opening of the

council he had to

receive the Ger-

man crown at

Aix-la-Chapelle,

and therefore
marched in the

spring of 1414 to

Germany. After

the death of

Frederic of

Cologne a dispute

arose about the

succession to the

archbishopric
between Dietrich

of Mors and Wil-

liam of Berg.

Sigismund fa-

voured Dietrich

and allowed him-
self to be crowned
by him at Aix-la-

Chapelle. Pope
John also fa-

voured him. But
an episcopal dis-

pute threatened,

since William's

succession was
ratified by Gre-

gory XII. This
added another
complication.

Pope John en-

tered Constance
about the end of

October, 1414

;

Sigismund ap-

peared at Christ-

mas. An im-
mense crowd was

c;- • . w ""^H
^^^^^°^

V^'.'lTl'' ^ now collected in
Sigrismund, king of Hungary, was elected Holy Roman Emperor "^ .

14 Ht, and was the author and protector of the Council of Constance, txlC City OU the
called together for the purpose ofending the Hussite and other schisms, lake of CoU-

stance. In addition to the high spiritual

dignitaries and doctors of theology

there appeared princes and knights,

jugglers and loose women. The laity, who
found amusement and profit there, far

could buy it back only at a high price.

In the year 1417 the HohenzoUern was

formally invested at Constance with the

march and the electoral vote thereto ap-

pertaining. Brandenburg now had a

family dynasty, and from that time the

empire was no

longer disturbed

by the disputes

about that coun-

try which had
lasted almost a

century.
Alexander, the

Pope elected at

the Council of

Pisa, died before

he could enter

Rome. His suc-

cessor, John
XXIII., had been

legate of Bologna,

and was a man of

small intellectual

capabilities, but

a shrewd poli-

tician. His first

object was to

fight King Ladis-

laus of Naf)les,

who continued to

support Gregory
XII. But the

campaign against

him was at-

tended with little

success, for Rome
and the states of

the Church fell

into the hands
of the Neapoli-

tans. Sigismund
took advantage
of the Pope's

plight at a time
when prudent
and quiet con-

duct would have
won for him the

gratitude of the

whole Christian

world. At the

end of October
he announced to

the world that the council planned at

Pisa was to meet on November ist, 1414,
at Constance, a place which lay beyond
the jurisdiction ,of one of the three Popes.

John, who on his part also issued a Bull
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outnumbered the body of real members of
the council. Sigismund was everywhere
regarded as the chief personage. He
honestly exerted himself to perform his
duties, and, above all, to restore the unity
of the Church ; and he had already come
to an understanding' with England and
France that John must surrender his
papacy. The numerous Italians would have
easily been able to turn. the scale. But
the system of voting by nations, which
was then usual, prevented this. The
German nation and the newly recognised
English nation acted together ; by them
stood the French, Italian, and Spanish

THE REWARD OF FREDERIC OF NUREMBERG
As a reward for the services which Frederic of Nuremberg had been able to
render to Sigismund in Hungary, the emperor conferred on him the march of
Brandenburg ; and, insignificant as this arrangement might seem, it became of the
greatest importance in the history of Germany. Frederic's heirs remained in

possession of their lordship, and the empire could buy it back only at a high price.

nations, each with one vote only. John
could not fail to see that he had no sup-

port in the assembly. To secure unity,

the two other Popes must be won, and
negotiation would have implied the ad-

mission that he was not the only lawful

Pope. He promised on March ist, 1415,

to resign his office, but recalled his declara-

tion, and with the help of Frederic of

Austria secretly escaped from Constance.

Gregory XIII. voluntarily abdicated,

John was pronounced by the council to be

deposed, and only Benedict XIII. was now
left. The departure of John had the

immediate consequence that the assembly
in a resolution of immense importance,
declared on April 6th that their official

authority was derived immediately from
Christ, and that even thfe Pope was obliged
to submit to it. By these decrees the
council took upon itself great duties,

especially since it had been expressly
declared that the assembly could not break-

up before the schism in the Church was
healed and the reform of the Church com-
pleted. Frederic of Austria, owing to
his action, fell under the ban of the
empire, and Sigismund intended to crush
him completely. However, as Benedict's

claims were too great,

Sigismund broke off com-
munications with him and
arranged with his former
supporters, the kings of

Aragon, Castile, and
Navarre, that they should
attend the council and
there agree to his deposi-

tion. This was duly
carried out on July 2()tli,

1417.
Meanwhile, at Con-

stance, other questions
had come forward for

discussion, at the express
wish of Sigismund.
Measures were t. ken
against heresies wliich

were disturbing the land,

and especially against

Wycliffe and his Bohe-
mian followers, at whose
head stood John Huss.
He and his sect had
caused much discontent

in Bohemia.
At Prague, ever since

1403, it had been clearly

seen what dangers lay

hidden in the doctrines of Wycliffe. and
the University resolved to forbid forty-five

articlesout of his writings to be taught. The
examination of his writings in 1410 showed
distinct heresy in the doctrine of the
Lord's Supper. Hitherto no stronger

measures had been taken against Huss
than against any other follower of Wycliffe.

Not until 1409 was he summoned to answer
for some alleged utterances. The occasion

for further steps was given by the appeal
of some students, certainly at the msti-

gation of Huss, to Gregory XII. agamsi
the decrees of the Archbishop of Prague, by
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which every supporter of Wycliffe's teaching

on the Lord's Supper was threatened

with penahies as a heretic. Gregory

summoned the parties before him, but the

archbishop had Alexander V. on his side,

and he authorised him, at the end of

1409, to act in the spirit of his former

decrees, and expressly charged him not to

countenance an aj^peal of the jiarties

concerned. When
Huss and his

com]:) anions,
nevertheless, ap-

pealed to John
XXIII. against

the archbishop's

measures, John
excommunicated
him for disobe-

dience on J uly

i8th, 1410. But
the question
came before the

papal court, and
an inquiry was
made into the

breach of church
discipline by
Huss, without
entering into the

charge of heresy
whicli was raised

at Prague. Wy-
cliffe himself had
not yet been de-

clared a heretic.

Huss was now
summoned be-

fore the Curia
;

but in the sum-
mer of 141

I

efforts were still

being made to

end the pro-

ceedings by an
agreement be-

tween the arch-

bishop and Huss

THE

places where Huss might remain. Never-
theless, he preached in Prague as well as in

the country. Up to 1413 neither there nor
at Rome had any official sentence been
issued against him on matters of faith.

The events in Bohemia were probably
well known in the empire. Sigismund,
who hardly had any intimate knowledge
of them, zealouslv tried to quiet all dis-

turbances in his

own country. He
hoped that he
would attain this

result if he
summoned Huss
before the council

at Constance, in

order to put him
on his defence.

Sigismund, in so

doing, did not
propose an ordi-

nary trial for

heresy, in which
the punishment
in event of con-

demnation al-

ways amounted
to death at the
stake, but a de-

claration of faith

before the whole
council, when
anyone might ])ut

questions, and
Huss might
answer them.
With this under-
standing he
promised the
defendant his
support, and al-

though Huss had
already started
from Prague on

Museum at Pragu

MARTYRDOM OF JOHN HUSS, THE REFORMER September 28th
John Huss, the Bohemian reformer, summoned to attend the great 1 r 1 • '

Church council at Constance [see page 31(;7], travelled thither under CireW Up lOr Uim,
the security of a free imperial pass. In spite of this, however, he qj^ October l8th

r . 1 , .-1 was arrested, and, on refusing to recant doctrines which the council '

a prOOI mat until pronounced heretical, he was burned at the stake on July 6th, 1415. I414, a Sate-COU-
then the charge From a sixteenth cenmryMSir

of heresy had not been raised against Huss.
On the complaint of the opponents of Huss
at Prague his trial was put into other hands,
and the judgment of the archbishop which
declared Wycliffe a heretic and Huss his
follower was confirmed. Nothing was
actually done, but the ban for disobedience
was strictly enforced, and in October,
1412, an interdict was suspended over all
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duct—that is to

say, a simple passport allowing him an
undisturbed and fair journey there, as
well as a safe return journey.
Huss imprudently entered Constance

long before Sigismund on November 3rd.

The Pope remitted the ban under which he
lay, and also removed the interdict and
granted him complete liberty until the
cardinals, at the instigation of Michael de
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Causis, the old opponent of Huss, treacher-

ously arrested him without the Pope's

knowledge. This took ]ilace contrary to

the express command of Sigismund and the

pledge of the Pope ; but the cardinals had
gained their point. Then for the first

time Huss was charged as a heretic, though
the council of John had condemned the

writings of Wycliffe in January,
rrest o

j . j , ^^ij] 1^^^] even proposed to
Huss, the • ,-i , J- • t
„ , mstitute proceedmgs agamst
Reformer i i j c- j

his dead person. Sigismund,

mindful of his pledge, took instant steps

for the liberation of Huss. But he failed,

as the council was jealous of his inter-

meddling, which threatened to bring the

members under the emperor's control.

So, at the beginning of 1415, the council,

entirely convinced that it,had to deal with
a heretic, tried to represent the earlier

trial of Huss as a consequence of his heresy.

All that Sigismund could effect was to

insist that the proceedings should be con-

ducted publicly. He gained his point by
the end of May, and on June 5th, 7th,

and 8th the hearings of Huss did take
place in public before the whole council,

which gave him the opportunity to declare

his beliefs, but otherwise the publicity

was wholly unavailing.

Sigismund, however, declared that his

promise had thus been kept. He took
no further steps for the liberation of

Huss, and, without interfering, allowed
him to be burnt as a heretic on July 6th,

1415. It had certainly become clear

to him, on closer examination, that
Huss from the first had been a heretic,

and im])lied a permanent danger to
Bohemia. But the rising, in which
Czech national feeling was combined with
religious fanaticism, when once it broke
out, was not suppressed so soon as Sigis-

mund might have hoped. After Jerome
had followed his friend to the stake on
May 30th, 1416, the Bohemians, sword in
hand, began to advocate the heretical

Tk H •. doctrines of Wychffe. ForThe Hussite , , ./ << tt
Wars in

twenty years the Hussite

Germany
^^^^^ '

' ^^S^d through Germany.
In the summer of 1415 war

between England and France had once more
been kindled. These events threatened
to be momentous for th2 council, and the
representatives of both countries ought
indeed to have been working in common at
thesolution of the great problems. Sigis-

mund had the best intentions of estabUsh-
ing peace, and with this object went in
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person to Paris, and then to England to

the court of Henry V. Since he did not
succeed there in effecting a union between
the two hostile powers, he concluded, in

August, 1416, a defensive and offensive

alliance against France. The French mem-
bers of the council now went over to the

Romance nations, and Sigismund was
compelled on his part to declare war
against France in the spring of 1417. But
the realm was not in a position to lend

weight to his words by any armed force.

The proceedings of the council in the

important question of reform had come
to a standstill during Sigismund's absence

;

its time was taken up with trifles. The
opposition between Germanic and Ro-
mance nations made itself more and more
felt, and the latter had certainly the pre-

dominance. They yielded so far to the

Germans as to agree to the resolution that

at least the reform of the papacy and curia

should be taken in hand before the election

of a new Pope. Sigismund and the Ger-

mans generally wished for a decision on
the whole question of church reform before

a Pope was elected ; but this was imprac-

^ tical:)le. Resolutions were
ermans

hastily adopted in October as

. *r' *i- u to the procedure at a papal
election, and some other points.

The English, at the command of their king,

deserted the Germans, and Sigismund saw
his work lost, and left Constance.
On November nth, 1417, an Italian, a

member of the family of the Colonnas,
and of anti-French sympathies, was chosen
by twenty-three cardinals and six prelates

of each of the five nations to be Pope under
the title of IMartin V. (1417-1431). He
was a man well trained in the science of

the time, and he had been a loyal follower

of John XXIII. His personality was
hardly welcome to the cardinals, but the
members of the council were the more
pleased to see him. Sigismund was again
in Constance on the day when the election

was announced. The existence of a Pope
whom he escorted to enthronement and
coronation meant much to Sigismund,
since such a Pope could not refuse to give
his approbation, and place the imperial
crown on his head.
The unity of the Church was now restored

once more. But there was no Church
reform. Martin, indeed, set about dis-

cussing with a committee of reform in

January, 1418, the programme proposed
shortly before his election. But it was
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here seen how divergent the wishes and
demands of the nations were, and the dis-

cussions resulted in concordats which the
Pope concluded with each separate nation
only for a definite time. The important
resolution as to the regular summoning
of councils was, however, confirmed. The
final sitting was on April 22nd, 1418.
The members left Constance, but the

world did not see fulfilled the great hopes
with which the opening of the proceedings

had been regarded. Sigismund's ideal

wishes in particular were far from realised.

He had wished to obtain peace for the

whole of Christendom, and then to lead

its united strength into the field against

the Turks, but all such plans had to be
abandoned.
Sigismund appeared to his contem-

poraries as the lawful ruler, and great

things were expected of him. It is for

this reason that the programme of social

reform which was formulated in the last

days of his reign was called the " Reforma-
tion of Emperor Sigismund." He was him-
self fully conscious of his great duties. He
knew only too well how powerless the em-

. pire was, but he endeavoured
igismun s

^^ create imperial cities, and
•occcsscs ^^^ merely to strengthen the

and * allures • r xu u r
possessions of the house of

Luxemburg. He did, perhaps, too little

for his own dynasty. He gave away
Brandenburg, and granted Lausitz, by
way of mortgage, as a prefecture to a

knight in 1429. Moravia came into the

power of Albert of Austria, the subse-

quent king, who married Sigismund's

only daughter, Elizabeth, in 1422, and so

brought the whole inheritance of Luxem-
burg to the House of Hapsburg.

In Bohemia, where Wenzel was still

lord, the Hussite insurrection, of which

we have seen the beginnings, spread

widely and caused the greatest distress

in the country. The burning of the

teacher roused bitter passions in his

home, and the fury of the people was
directed mainly against the clergy. The
nobility united to protect the liberty of

preaching, the university was declared

the highest authority in the Church, and
all Catholics formed themselves into a

counter-league. The religious teaching

of Huss had met with response even in the

royal family, from the wife of Wenzel ;

and when social distress as well as fanat-

icism drove the peasants to war, it was

too late to suppress the disorders. In

the summer of 1419, a few days before

Wenzel's death, public disturbances and
street fighting occurred for the first time
at Prague.
Sigismund was, indeed, the natural

heir to the Bohemian crown, but never-

theless he appointed the widow of

Wenzel regent. Under her regency

p, ., J,.
renewed ui)roar and bloodshed

f ^\h
*™*^

prevailed, clearly in connection
y.'^

. with the question of the succes-

sion, for the multitude loathed

Sigismund, who seemed to be the murderer
of Huss. The king ordered a large

number of Hussites to be executed at

Breslau, and thus gave a new proof of his

sympathies in matters of faith. Martin
v., at the king's desire, issued a Bull

ordering a crusade against the heretics,

and Sigismund was prepared to conduct
a merciless war against the Hussites.

Within the movement itself there were
two opposite parties—the moderate Utra-

quists—also called Calixtins, who differed

from the universal Church only in

the observance of the Lord's Supper,

demanding the Cup for the laity, " Com-
munion in both kinds," in utraqiie specie,

whence their name of Utraquists—and
the radical Taborites, who repudiated

every cult, and were also the champions
of communistic ideas. The latter had
the upper hand by 1420, committed great

excesses in the country, and intimidated

the Utraquists, who were represented

chiefly in Prague.
Towards the end of July, Sigismund

appeared with an army reputed eighty

thousand strong, -and began the siege of

Prague. But the fight, was attended

by little good fortune. After a reverse

received on July 14th, the army was
broken up without effecting any results.

Sigismund, however, was crowned King
of Bohemia by the Archbishop of Prague.

When the new king left Bohemia in

the spring of 142 1, the Hussites soon

,
gained the whole country and

Bohemia s
^^^gj-ran Moravia. The Arch-

Rejection of
^^.^j^^ ^^ Prague himself recog-

Sig.smund
j^.^^^j ^^^ .. p^^j. Articles of

Prague," which comprised the Hussite

doctrine, but the cathedral chapter re-

mained loyal to the Church. A Bohemian
diet thereupon deposed Sigismund. and
there was an idea of appointing Wladislaus,

King of Poland, in his stead. Sigismund

could not submit to this, and in a diet

at Nuremberg demanded help from the
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Against the

Heretics

empire, in 1421. Since Bohemia possessed

an electoral vote, the empire, as such,

was interested in these events. The four

Khenish electors shared the same view.

They ajipeared in Nuremberg on the right

day, but were comjielled to begin the

debates without the king. They were

afraid chiefly lest the heretical teaching

should spread to the rest of Ger-
Crusadc ^any, and they tried to guard

against this eventuality by a

careful search for all heretics.

Further measures were settled in May in

a diet at Wesel, where a papal legate held

out the prospect of a remission of sins to

all who took })art in the crusade. The
king was not present. But the electors

for their i>art announced an im})cr'al

campaign, and actually collected a splendid

army, which marched into Bohemia from
Eger, and lay in September before the

town of Saaz.

In October, John Zisca of Trocnow ad-

vanced with his forces. The army of the

crusaders turned to flight, and Sigismund,
who now marched forward from Moravia,
was com])letely defeated on January 8th,

1422, at Deutsch-Brod. This misfortune
was increased by the suggestions of his

contem])oraries that he favoured heretics,

while Bohemia was completely lost to him,
and the Polish prince, Sigismund Corybut,
was chosen regent of that kingdom.
The ])osition of the king was one of

extraordinary difficulty. His presence was
clamoured for in the empire, and yet it was
necessary in Hungary and Moravia. He
made an unwilling aj)pearance in a diet at

Nuremberg in 1422, when it was decided to

support the Teutonic Order against Poland,
and to continue the war in Bohemia. It was
intended to equip two armies—one for the
relief of Carlstein, the other to be stationed
for a year in Bohemia. Frederic, mar-
grave of Brandenburg, was to be com-
mander-in-chief. To cover the cost the
Jews were compelled to pay a tax which

amounted to a third of their

II ! tT* property. Before Sigismund
Under Heavy i Vi. xu • ?
Taxation

agam left the empire, he nomi-
nated Archbishop Conrad of

Mainz to the vicariate of the empire
with unusually full authority, but the
palsgrave, Lewis, disputed this position
with him. Conrad thereupon resigned
the office, but the want of a supreme head
was much felt, as neither money nor men
were collected. The Margrave Frederic
advanced into Bohemia in October with
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an inadequate force, since he still hoped
to be joined by Frederic of Meissen.

The war was again temporarily intei ruptcd,

as the Poles made peace with the Teutonic

Order as well as with Sigismund, and
recalled Prince Corybut from Bohemia.
The heresy, however, in Bohemia, grew
worse and worse, and the different parties

began to fight fiercely among themselves.

Since the palsgrave, Lewis, would not

tolerate an actual viceregent of the

empire, for he thought the office belonged

to him alone, the four Rhenish electors,

together with Brandenburg and Saxony,
began to govern the em])ire as an electoral

corporation, and formed at Bingen, on
January 17th, 1424, an " Electoral

Union," in order to restore order in the

empire, but, above all, to suppress heresy.

The " Electoral Union " was undeniably
a measure directed against the king, and
some provisions of the agreement showed
this more clearly, so that Sigismund was
justly incensed when the message of the

electors reached him. According to the

position of things, he could not fail to

see in it a conspiracy organised by the

Margrave Frederic of Branden-
burg, and therefore invited the

Enemies
of the

P electors to come to Vienna
mperor

^^^ ^^ effect a reconciliation

between him and the margrave. Although
they at first assented, they did not come,

and professed only readiness to treat with
Sigismund's envoys at Nuremberg.
When the king appeared in Vienna at

the beginning of 1425, there were only

the deputies of a few towns present. A
rupture between king and electors

seemed inevitable, but the Rhenish princes

were not disposed to let matters go so far.

Frederic of Saxony, who had just been
invested with this electoral dominion, was
on the best terms with Sigismund. The
margrave of Brandenburg, whose relations

to Poland, the origin of the quarrel, had
altered, was obliged to come to terms with
the king. A diet at Nuremberg in May,
1426, effected a complete reconciliation.

In the interval Prince Corybut had
again entered Bohemia. But his prospects

did not seem favourable. The elector of

Saxony and margrave of Meissen, the
powerful neighbour of Bohemia, had
already promised to help Albert of Austria,

the king's son-in-law, to the Bohemian
crown, and to give him his electoral vote.

After the death of the leader of the
Taborites, Zisca, on October nth, 1424,
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Knights

at War with

Heretics

the struggle continued between the

Radicals and the Utraquists in Prague, at

whose head Corybut ])laced himself. But,

at the end of 1425, both parties came to an
understanding. It was not, indeed, com-
l)letely successful, although the new leader

of the Taborites, Procop (the Great), was
ready to negotiate with the Catholics, the

king, and the Utraquists, if only

the substance of faith was not

thereby injured. While new
war preparations were being

discussed in the diet of Nuremberg, an
army of Frederic the Warlike was com-
pletely defeated at Aussig on June i6th,

1426. Sigismund, now fully occupied with
his other duties, entrusted the Bohemian
war to his son-in-law. At the beginning of

1427 the Franconian knights dedicated
themselves to the war against the heretics,

and the electors renewed at Frankfort the

Electoral Union of Bingen, while they
attempted once more to take the conduct
of the empire into their hands, though
without any opposition to the king.

Archbisho]) Otto of Treves was appointed
commander-in-chief for the Bohemian war,
and the troops assembled in sufficient num-
bers ; but the campaign once more ended
with a defeat on August 2nd, at Tachau.
The year 1427. :ifter the defeat of

Corybut, saw the invasion of the neigh-

bouring countries by the Hussites. They
were impelled by the ravaging of their

homes, and above all by love of plunder.

The universal dislike of the clergy felt by
the people, which then showed itself in

every rising of the urban and country
proletariat, had been much intensified by
the appearance of the Hussites.

A terrible war of annihilation now began
to devastate the countries adjacent to

Bohemia for miles around. The Utraquists

were not quieted until the Council of Basle

in 1433, in the " Compacts of Prague," con-

ceded to the laity the chalice at the Lord's
Supper, and the sermon in the vulgar

tongue. The Taborites, after the death of

the two Procops, on May 30th, 1434, at

Lapan, from the effects of this defeat,

surrendered on the same terms, and finally,

in 1436, recognised Sigismund as king.

The war difficulty was not relieved by
imperial armies. But under stress of

circumstances a resolution of great signifi-

cance was passed, through the efforts of

Cardinal Beaufort, half-brother of Henry
IV. of England, on the occasion of the diet

at Frankfort summoned by him in 1427.
It had been seen that the constitution of

the army, hitherto customary, no longer

corresponded to the demands of the time,
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THE HUSSITES AND THE COUNCIL : ARRIVAL OF HUSSITE DEPUTATION AT BASLE
The Hussite wars were followed by an attempt on the part of council, emperor and Pope to reform the Church, and the
Hussite leader, Procop, accepted the invitation of the council to discuss the question. The illustration represents the
arrival of the Hussite deputation at Basle, in October, 1+33. Although no distinct result attended this conference, a
deputation of the council subsequently went with the Bohemians to Pragoie, and there terms of peace were arranged.

and that nothing could be effected without
a paid army which remained permanently
in the field. But to obtain soldiers for the
empire, money was essential, and this was
to be raised according to* a dexterous
scheme of the cardinal's, by a universal

imperial tax, called " common or general

pence." Although the whole notions of

the age were thus turned upside down, the

tax, which was at once income tax, pro-

perty tax, poll tax, and class tax, was
nevertheless decreed. A commission was
apointed to administer the funds, and the

electors, with three representatives of the

towns, were to decide on their application.

Hardly anything, indeed, was realised,

and the idea was not carried out. Never-
theless the proposal and the shrewdly
designed system were of great importance
as a suggestion for imperial financial

reform in later times.

Sigismund allowed the electors full scope

in the empire, for the Turks and the Poles

occupied him sufficiently. But for the

complete execution of his plans against the

Hussites, of whom he never lost sight, he

required the help of a greater power, and
hoped for the support of Pope Martin V.

The latter, according to the resolutions of

How to

Reform the

Church

Constance, had convoked a council in 1423
at Pavia, whence on account of the plague
it was transferred to Siena. But the
assembly, which was very thinly attended,
was dissolv^ed in the spring of 1424, before
any results had been achieved, and Basle
was fixed as the place for the next meeting
in seven years' time. Martin had not
realised the hojx^s. placed on him ; on the
contrary, he tried to develop the pajial omni-

potence once more, and was
personally by no means friendly

to the council. Sigismund,
notwithstanding, looked for a

solution of the Hussite question in the first

place by a general council, where the reform
of the Church should be treated. England
and France also urged that a council should
be summoned before 1433. Even in Prague
the idea of a council became less repugnant.

After the electors of Mainz and Branden-
burg, together with the representatives of

some towns, had conferred with the emperor
at Pressburg in 1429, about the pacification

of the empire, the latter came into the

empire in the summer of 1430, and held a

diet at Straubing. The Hussite question

was discussed, but the thoughts of Sigis-

mund were clearly fixed on a march over
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the Alps, for the Pope still took no steps to

summon the much-dcsircd council. At last,

\it'l(ling to universal pressure, he nomi-

nated Cardinal Cesai ini, at the beginning of

1431, president, with full jurisdiction. He
died soon afterwards. Steps were quickly

taken to hold a new election, resulting in

the choice of Eugene IV. (i 431-1447), who
was forced, however, on his

Hussite
^.jection to swear to compre-

Victory in
j^g^gi^g concUtioHS in favour

**"'*'
of the college of cardinals.

Sigismund learned of these events at

Nuremberg, where a very crowded diet

was just debating the vigorous su])pression

of the Bohemian heretics. When he heard

from Cesarini that the council was actually

to assemble soon, he wished only to settle

the tlefence of the frontiers, and then to

wait for the ])roceedings of the council.

But the electors were in favour of war
;

the emperor gave way, and the prei)arations

continued, though slowly, supported by
the crusade sermons of Cesarini. On August

14th, 1431, the imperial army met the

Hussites at Taus, but, although superior

in numbers, it was broken uj), and thus all

the pieparations had been futile.

Without any special opening the council

at Basle had actually begun its sittings

in the s]iring. After the failure of the

Hussite campaign it seemed to the car-

dinal himself that the religious troubles

of the Bohemians could be solved only by
encouraging the council, especially since

some princes were already attempting to

effect a union with the heretics by private

treaties. Sigismund's old wish to start

the reform of the Church drove him to an
interview with Pope Eugene, in order to

treat with him about his coronation as

emperor. He thought it indeed })rudent

to clear up every point before his ap]:)ear-

ance in Basle. After the Duke of Milan
had promised money i)ayments during the

period of the stay in Italy, and an escort

to Rome, Sigismuntl started in the autumn
with a small following, and was

Sigismund

Crowned
at Milan

crowned on November 25th, at

Milan. The duke now made
difficulties, and wished the king

to return, esjiecially since there was no
prosjiect of an agreement with the Pope.
The latter was emjihatically an opponent

of the council, and wished that it should
sit in an Italian town. When he learned
that the council had, on its own responsi-

bility, invited the Bohemians to discuss

matters, he hastily decided to dissolve the
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assembly, and summoned it to Bologna for

1433. But the assembled fathers paid

little attention, and remained together,

mindful of the resolutions at Constance.

Sigismund strongly supported this

action ; he would rather have renounced

the imj^erial crown, although his position in

Italy, without money and without a suffi-

cient following, was very unenviable. The
council now sent an urgent summons to

the Po])e himself to appear in Basle, or to

send authorised representatives ; but he

did not come. Sigismund, meanwhile,

was hard pressed by Florence and by
papal troops, and could not in any case

return to (Germany, for there he would have
l)een obliged to surrender himself submis-

sively to the council, and his independent
])olicy would have thus been destroyed.

Eugene was forced to yield in January,

1433, for the whole of Christendom
was for the council and against him.

He feared that he would lose the ]mpal

states, and tried to prevent this by the Bull

of February 14th, which j^ermittcd the

holding of the council at Basle, and con-

templated the appointment of delegates.

. Eugene,moreov^er, met the wish

<-^l„ °ut.t, of Sigismund to see himself

crowned. On May 31st the coro-
Compulsory
Submission

nation as emperor took place,

after the ordinary oath had been adminis-

tered. But the displeasure of the council

was excited because the newly-crowned
emperor was now attached by his oath
to the person of the Pope.
Sigismund left Rome in August, 1433,

after he had induced Pope Eugene to

recognise the council from the very begin-

ning, on condition that it would repeal all

the resolutions passed against the Pope.
When the emperor enterecl Basle, important
duties awaited him, for the assemblv was
seriou'ly threatening the suspension of

the Pope. The extremity to which the
Pope had been brought by the events of

the war in Italy, finally compelled him to

abandon his opposition to the council.

He declared the dissolution of it, which
he had ])reviously proclaimed, to be null

and void, and marked out the duties of the
assembly exactly as it had itself compre-
hended them to be.

In April, 1434, the arrangement was
completed. Council, emperor, and Pope
now worked in common for the reform
of the Church ; but no progress was made
in this direction, and Sigismund left the
assemblv dissatisfied.



THE REIGN OF THE EMPEROR SIGISMUND

He had, however, done a great work in

obtaining a settlement of the Bohemian
question. The Hussite leader Procop
accepted the invitation of the council to

enter into negotiations, and the first con-
ference took place in May, 1432, at Eger.
Widely extended legal protection was

granted to Hussites of all denominations,
and the permission to introduce motions
was also conceded. The deputation finally

appeared at Basle in October, 1433, Procoj)

also being a member. Discussions of im-
mense length were now started, naturally

without result. At last a deputation of

the council went with the Bohemians to

Prague, and there drew up the terms of

peace—the Compacts of Prague—which
were accepted by the council and then

ratified by the Bohemian diet on November
30th, 1433. Contests, indeed, were still

threatening, for the different Hussite

factions began hostilities among them-
selves, and took warlike measures against

the town of Pilsen, which had remained
true to the Catholic faith. But in this

struggle the moderate nobles won the

day, while the Taborites disappeared.

. , The position in the East was
Bohemia s

considerably changed by the

Condition
^^^^^ °^ ^"^S Wladislaus of

Poland, toward the end of

May, 1434. There was no longer any fear

of a political alliance of the Bohemians
with the Poles, even if Sigismund still

regarded with distrust the growth of the

Polish power and instigated the Teutonic

Order to war with it. Inthe autumn of 1434,
the emperor left the empire ; in the summer
of 1435 there were interminable negotia-

tions over the administration of the

Compacts of Prague, and the terms on
which Sigismund was to be acknowledged
king in Bohemia. Without having come
to any real result, Sigismund entered

Prague on August 23rd, 1436, after the

compacts had been solemnly published and
the king had promised not to allow anyone
to be forced to receive the communion in

both kinds. The disturbances, however,

still continued for a long time, but did

not any longer affect the empire, bemg
restricted to Bohemia.

Sigismund, did not experience much
happiness either there or in the empire ; the

proceedings in the council, events in the

empire, and the threatened war against

Burgundy, exhausted him, while gout

tormented him. An imperial diet at Eger,

in the autumn of 1436, resulted in nothing,

and the emperor's hope of seeing his son-in-
law Albert chosen king of the Romans was
not realised. Sigismund died on December
9th, 1437, at Znaim, leaving no male issue.

At Basle, meantime, an earnest effort

was being made to reform the Church and
the papacy. But the wielder of the ])apal

power, Eugene IV., was not present to

_ ., , take part in the work ; and this
Council of 1 ] ,^ , -,, c ,.

„ . . led to a bitter feeling among

Thipope *^^ ^^^^Sy against the papal
absolutism, which could no

longer be repressed by pacific means.
The resolution of the council, which
abolished all the papal revenues derived
from the holders of offices, was due
merely to this fact, and Eugene naturally

refused to acknowledge it. But matters
did not come to an open breach until the

Greek Church, threatened by the Turkish
danger, made proposals in order to effect

once more a union with the Roman Church.
The Pope wished to discuss this point only

in an Italian synod, and thus hoped to be

quit of the assembly at Basle. But the

majority of the council decided to retain

Basle, and when Eugene for the second
time dissolved the council and convoked
a new one at Ferrara for the beginning

of 1438, the proceedings against him were
opened at Basle. When, however, it was
generally known that a large number of

attendants at the council were actually

in Ferrara, and after February, 1439, in

Florence, the best men left the old

meeting-place of the council and espoused
the papal jiarty. On July 6th, 1439, the

union between the Romans and the Greeks
was sworn to in the Cathedral of Florence.

Soon no one troubled himself further

about the proceedings at Basle, least of

all Pope Eugene, who had been deposed

there. In the spring of 1443 the rest of

the assembly moved from Basle in order

to continue their session at Lausanne
There the assembly was dissolved in

1449, after it had been forced to recognise

Nicholas V. the successor ot

Eugene. The German princes,
End of

the Council

of Basle
after 1438, kept, on the whole,

in the background ; they

did not wish again to interfere directly

in ecclesiastical questions. The " Con-

cordat of Vienna " was promulgated in

1448 under Frederic III. By this the

relations of the Curia to Germany were

carefully fixed, but at the same time all

the results were clearly annulled which the

councib had accomplished for Germany.
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FORTUNES OF THE HOUSE OF AUSTRIA
AND THE NEW TURKISH DANGER

HTHE German throne, which Sigismund
•* left vacant by his death, seemed to

the princes so httle desirable that this time
no one sought it. The electors finally

chose at Frankfort, in March, 1438,
according to the usual ceremony, Sigis-

mund's son-in-law, Albert of Austria, an
excellent man, who at first hesitated to

accept their choice. The diet of Xiirem-
berg in 1438 established, as the fruit of

the efforts for reform which Albert
favoured, a public peace, which formed
the foundation-stone of reform in Ihe

empire, and only through the early d:alh
of Albert failed to have further results

for the empire. It provided for a division

of the empire into six circles, which were
to represent independent constitutional

bodies, and for a general improvement in

the administration of justice and the

total suppression of feuds. Beyond this,

_, . , Albert did not interpose in the
Death of J. £ ^ugovernment of the empire,

-
"

, . for the internal disturbances
of Austria . , . i j-, ,m his hereditary dominions,

Bohemia and Hungary, and the growing
Turkish danger, claimed his entire

powers. On the way home, after a some-
what unsuccessful campaign against the

infidels, he died at the end of October,

1439, before any reform worthy of mention
in the empire can be recorded.

The throne was once more vacant, and
no one aspired to it. The electors this time

—contrary to the advice of his private

secretary, Johann Gert—agreed upon
Frederic, who, in common with his

brother, possessed Styria, Carinthia, and
Carniola. He was with difficulty induced

to accept the duties of sovereign. His

character was little adapted to these

duties ; indecision was joined to dislike

of military undertakings. It was there-

fore an easy task for a man of powerful

intellect like .-Eneas Sylvius, subsequently

Pope Pius II., to guide the policy of the

emperor according to his views, and this

he did above all in the Church question,
which, owing to the council at Basle,

still violently agitated men's minds. It

was due chiefly to his influence that the
results of the council's proceedings were
completely lost in Germany ; for all that

^ , had been gained was ultimately
rmany s

g^bg^j^fJQj^gj [^ ^jjg Concordat
ft

»
»ng

q£ Vienna. Since Frederic
Emperor , , 1^*1,belonged to the poorer princes,

the rank of German king was of peculiar

importance to him ; he could increase

his family possessions by it. An op-

portunity' for doing so was presented

him at the ver\' beginning of his reign,

when he was appointed guardian both
of Albert's posthumous son Ladislaus,

the heir of Hungary, Bohemia and
Austria, and also of the infant Sigismund
of Tyrol. In Hungary, after long party

disputes, John Hunyadi was chosen
governor in 1446 during the minority of

the king ; but Frederic kept his ward
to himself, together with the royal crown.

The Bohemians wished to have Frederic

himself as king, but he declined the crown,

and, in fact, did hot wish to undertake

the regency for Ladislaus. Two adminis-

trators, one a Catholic and the other a

Utraquist, were now appointed ; but

Frederic refused to give up the king even

to them. The internal disputes led finally

to the result that George of Podiebrad

and Cunstatt, with the consent of Frederic,

became sole administrator after 1452.

And when Ladislaus died prematurely in

1457, George Podiebrad was chosen king of

Bohemia on March 2nd, 1458.
New Kings

^^ Hungary in the same year
in Bohemia

Hunyadi's son, :\Iatthias Cor-
and Hungary

^..^^^^^^ ^,^^ ^j^^^^^^ ^-^^ j^

Austria, the third of Ladislaus's hereditary

dominions, where for a long time, in con-

sequence of an open insurrection of the

nobility of the country against Frederic,

Ulrich von Eitzing, a powerful noble,

had held the government, Frederic's
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archbishop in his stead. Since Dietrich

gave way rekictantly and found support
from his ally the palsgrave, a bloody war
ensued, in the course of which Adolf
conquered, and the town of Mainz, which
stood by Dietrich, lost its position as a
free city of the empire on October 27th,

1462. At the same time the imperial town
Donauworth was threatened by Lewis of

Bavaria-I.andschut ; the king, therefore,

suspended the ban over him and en-

trusted Albert Achilles with his punish-— ment. Lewis had allies

in the emperor's brother,

the Bohemian king, and
Frederic the palsgrave

;

twent^'-four cities of the
emjiire, which feared for

their own existence, op-
jiosed them. But the
Brandenburger was de-

feated on July 19, 1462,
by the Wittelsbacher at

(iiengen, and in 1463 a
l)eace was made there.

In Austria the strained

relations between the
king and his brother
Albert continued. The
latter roused the city of

Vienna to open insurrec-

tion against Frederic.

When at last the
Bohemian king came to
his hel}), a peace was
concluded between the
brothers at the end 0/

1462 ; but only Albert's

death in December, 1463,
prevented a renewal of

the fraternal war.
In Bohemia the reli-

gious controversies were
still heated. George

preserve tne tran- thus, though he was fond of peace, he had Podicbrad owed his king-
illitv of thp InnH ""^"^ struggles to face. He defeated the i^„ + ^.i, tta a
1"'V. "'. "^ ^^""- schemes of his many ODDonents in Germanv dom tO the UtraqUlSt

brother Albert now governed, while Sigis-

mund himself had ruled in Tyrol since

1446.
Before these unfortunate events in his

own house the new king had been crowned
at Ai.\-la-Chapelle in June, 1442. Pope
Eugene, before the resolution of the Con-
cordat of Vienna, had]iromised the king that

he would crown him emperor, and would
provide funds for the expedition to Rome
in the event of his showing himself amen-
able to his views. But the journey to

Italy took place only in

1452, just when the Aus-
trians had risen against

the royal guardian, and
on March iq, 1452, the

last solemn imperial coro-

nation of a German king

was celebrated at Rome.
Frederic did not a])pear

personally in the imperial

diets, but willingly let

himself be represented
by i^neas Sylvius, and
the jirinces appeared
the"e in correspondingly
small numbers. Mean-
while, bitter feuds in-

volving unspeakable
devastation of the coun-
try raged in the Wettin
territories between the
brothers Frederic and
William, and in Fran-
conia between Albert
Achilles and the im})erial

city of Nuremberg and
the strong body of su})-

porters on both sides

as well as between
the Rhenish princes.

Frederic did not once THE EMPEROR FREDERIC III.

make the feeblest effort £*"?'*. *°,|'.^ emperor in 144(1, the reign of

trt i^.-^>c-<^^,r^ +V.^ +^^„ ^ r,"^ • .covered a difficult period, and

qui

Archbishop Dietrich of

Mainz and Frederic of the Palatinate, who
had hitherto been opponents, now united
and set about the deposition of the king.
George Podiebrad was to succeed him,
since he seemed most adapted to sup])ort
the anti-papal efforts of the archbishop.
But the opposition of the other electors,
especially Frederic of Brandenburg, pre-
vented the execution of the plan. Die-
trich of Mainz was finally worsted in his
struggle with the Pope ; he was deposed
and Count Adolf of Nassau nominated
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many opponents in Germany. raquist

party, and, after he
had been recognised in his dignity by
emperor and Pope, he had always a foe

which, on account of his religious attitude,
refused to acknowledge him and do
homage— the town of Breslau, which
belonged to his realm. The inhabitants
were at last, in 1459, induced by the
mediation of the Pope to promise that they
would do homage to the king in three
years. Pope Pius II. (1458-1464) was
indignant at the little attention which
King George paid to his favourite scheme,



FREDERIC III. RECEIVING HIS BRIDE, ELEANOR OF PORTUGAL, AT IKNA

From the fresco by Pinturicchio in the Library ol the Cathedral at Siena
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Claimants

for the Throne
of Bohemia

the war with Turkey, and began a war
against the Bohemian Utraquists, while

he declared the compacts to be void and
took Breslau under his especial protection

against George. The latter, on the other

hand, was driven by the harsh procedure

of the Pope to estrange himself more than
ever from the Catholics. Pius II. died in

August I4^H, but his succes-

sor, Paul II., continued still

more firmly the policy of his

predecessor in the Bohemian
question. He released the subjects from

their oath of allegiance, deposed the king,

and preached the crusade against the

Bohemian heretics. In the civil war
George himself was victorious over the

Hungarian king, Matthias Corvinus. He
did not, uj) to his death in 147 1, renounce

the Bohemian throne. He had chosen

his successor—the youth-
ful son of the Polish king

Ladislaus, but he had to

fight for his throne against

the claims of King j\Iatthias

of Hungary. The war lasted

seven years. Poland kept

true to Bohemia, but Hun-
gary found supporters in

Silesia, and especially in the

town of Breslau. In the

Peace of 1478 Ladislaus was
obliged to cede Moravia,
Silesia, and Lausitz to

Matthias.
Matthias Corvinus of Hun-

gary had also to fight with the

Emperor Frederic. At the
very outset of his rule, in

1458, one party had chosen the emperor
as rival king. Frederic was finally

compelled to renounce the crown, and
to content himself with the prospect
of acquiring it in the event of Matthias
dying without issue. But while Mat-
thias was fighting with Ladislaus for

the Bohemian ciown, Frederic provoked
him by investing Ladislaus with the
electoral vote and Bohemia, and an
invasion of Austria by the Hungarian
king was the result.

In order to free himself, Frederic was
obliged to invest the latter with Bohemia
and pay a large indemnity. But
Matthias came again with an army, and
this time remained for many years, since
Frederic wished to place the Archbishop
of Graz, who had been e.xiled by him,
on the archiepiscopal throne of Salzburg.
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Vienna itself fell into the hands ol

the Hungarian in 1485, and Frederic

was compelled to ask the help of the

empire. It was only in the diet of

Nuremberg in 1487 that the princes

agreed to send help, and in fact a small

army was collected under the command
of Duke Albert of Saxony. A treaty

was concluded by which Matthias retained
all conquests until full compensation was
given, which Frederic was absolutely

unable to do. Fortunately, Matthias
died in 14QO, and thus released the em-
peror from his unpleasant position.

On the western frontier of Germany
a new danger was threatening from
Charles the Bold of Burgundy. It was a
natural consequence of the feebleness of

the German king that Charles the Bold
c \iu>rt,l tlir greatest uneasiness in the parts

of the German Empire ad-

jacent to his land ; he had,
indeed, little to fear from the

empire. The district of elec-

toral Cologne seemed mostly
endangered, and the emperor
was disposed to begin an
imperial war there against

Charles. Archbishop Rupert,
little beloved by his subjects,

had been deprived of his office

by the Pope, but naturallv

did not wish to resign the

archbishopric, or, above all,

ALBERT ACHILLES to recognisc the authority
Thethird son of Frederic I., Elector of the choseu administrator,

Hermann von Hesse. Since
of Brandenburg, Albert Achilles

succeeded to three principalities,
i i i

and engaged in successful wars the whole COUntry, and
with Mecklenburg and Pomerania. especially the tOWnS, SUp-"

ported Hermann, he had no other recourse

than to appeal to the Burgundian for

help. Charles gladly complied, and began,

in the summer of 1474, the siege of the

strong archiepiscopal town of Neuss. He
met, however, with unexpected resistance,

and had to invest the town for ten months.
A strong imperial army appeared in the

spring of 1475 under the com-
mand of the Margrave Albert
Achilles of Brandenburg

;

Charles abandoned the siege

and retired to Burgundy. He declined
any further support of Rupert, and the
administrator Hermann became Arch-
bishop of Cologne.

While the possessions of the house of

Hapsburg in Bohemia and Hungary, and
even in Austria, were shrinking, and the
incapable King Frederic hardly made

Failure

of the Siege

of Neuss
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any attempt to maintain for himself and

his house their i)roper power in the

German east, his son Maximihan, with

youthful energy, was taking a prominent

part in the relations with Burgundy on the

western frontier. In his whole character

a complete contrast to his father, eloquent

and liberal, endowed with the most varied

interests, he became the idol
Maximilian

^j ^^^ people, and lived long
the Idol of .^ ^j^g memory of the masses
his People

^^ ^^^ ,.
^^^^ ^j ^^^ Knights."

Indeed, his personality cannot be better

characterised than as the embodiment of

chivalry. His marriage with Mary of

Burgundy had been repeatedly the subject

of diplomatic relations between Frederic

and Charles the Bold. But when the

latter died, and Mary was actually left

heiress of her father's dominions, the

marriage of the heiress, aged twenty
years, with Maximilian, who was a year

younger, was soon celebrated at Ghent in

August, 1477.
I.ouis had already begun the war against

Burgundy, and internal disorders were
rife, especially in the towns of Bruges and
Brussels. The first task, therefore, of the

new ruler was to subdue his land by force

of arms. Fortune favoured him ; he

defeated the French on August 17th, 1479,
at Guinegatte, and was then able to regard
himself as lord of the country.

Two children, Philip and Margaret, were
bo''n of the marriage with Mary, and when
the duchess died in 1482, Philip, then four

years old, was the heir of her dominions.
Maximilian was recognised indeed in the
north as guardian of the boy, but the town
of Ghent got Philip into its power, and
Flanders, Holland, and Brabant formed
an alliance with France. An understand-
ing with France was finally brought about,
without further fighting, by the Peace of

Arras at the end of 1482, according to

which a part of the Burgundian kingdom
was restored to France, and the marriage of

-. Margaret, a child of two years,

. c
*

*,v with the Dauphin Charles was
w-.k r***

^ arranged. But Flanders stillWith France , ° , ,, .,,
professed a sympathy with

France, with which Maximilian had diffi-

culty in contending. First and foremost,
the province demanded an independent
administration under a council of regency
—that is, a government by states. Not
until the conquest of Sluys in 1485 did
Bruges and Ghent acknowledge the guar-
dianship of Maximilian.
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But in Februrary, 1488, Maximilian
himself was taken prisoner at Bruges,
and kept prisoner nearly four months.
Since public opinion in the other pro-

vinces sided with Maximilian, and the

emperor also was aj^proaching with an
imperial army from Cologne to the relief

of his son, he was at last liberated,

when he had promised the appointment
of the required council of regency and the

withdrawal of the foreign soldiers. These
promises were, however, disregarded after

his liberation, and the im]:)erial army, now
under the leadership of Duke Albert of

Saxony, advanced to besiege Ghent, which
it took in the autumn of 1489. From this

time Maximilian was really master in the

lands he had inherited. He had won for

his house by the acquisition of Burgundy
the territory which ensured the Hapsburg
ascendancy in the sixteenth century.

The inactivity of Frederic, which had
been deeply felt by the princes, and had
since 1462 suggested the thought of his

de])osition, led men once more to entertain

such ideas, as Maximilian by his acquisi-

tion of Burgundy attracted the attention

of all. Against the will of his

father, chiefly at the instigation
Maximilian

as King of
^. _ of Bishop Berthold of Mainz,
the Romans , 1 1 r ^^he was chosen kmg of the
Romans in February, i486, and crowned
at Aix-la-Chapelle in May. Since 1489,
when the possession of Burgundy was
assured, Maximilian had become the pillar

of the house of Hapsburg. Sigismund of

Tyrol renounced his lordshi]") in his favour
in 1490 ; and after the death of Matthias,
king of Hungary, Maximilian reconquered
Austria and enforced the old claims of the
Hapsburgs to the crown of Hungary. He
acknowledged in 1491 Ladislaus, who was
disputing the crown with his brother John
Albert, as king of Bohemia, but obtained
on his side recognition of his own claims
to succeed to Bohemia and Hungary in

the event of the new king dying childless.

The Emperor Frederic had also promoted
a new alliance in the summer of i486, with
the object of securing the -Hapsburg power
against the Wittelsbachs in South Ger-
many. In February, 1488, the so-called
" Swabian League " was founded at Ess-
lingen, which united princes, towns, and
nobles, and was able to place a strong
armed force in the field. Since the chief

aim of the league was to conquer the too
powerful Wittelsbachs, it amounted to a
very decided protection of the Hapsburg
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interests, which it actually afforded in the
sixteenth centuiy.

When the Emperor Frederic died, on
August iqth, 1493, his house held a position

totally different from that occupied at

the outset of his reign. This was in no
way due to his action. Maximilian, on
the contrary, had helped to realise this

object in latter years, especially since he
proved himself a general. Owing to his

family possessions, it was possible for him,
although chosen in order to support the

empire, to influence the destinies of the

nation more decisively than any king for

many years.

The political events of Germany in the

fifteenth century were not only determined
by the ordinary forces which had worked
together for centuries, but an external

power gained decisive influence over the

destiny of the European West, which it

filled with a nameless dread. This was
the Turkish Empire, which arose on
the Lower Danube in the place of the

self-contented Bj'zantium, and thence
penetrated into the sphere of German
interests. The circumstance that here a

non-Christian foe was in the

field turned this rivalry into a
Success

of Turkish

Invasions
religious question. The whole
idea of Crusades, therefore, re-

vived, although the measures taken in

carrying out ihe idea were far from corre-

sponding to those of the twelfth century.

As far back as 1396, Western Europe
had advanced in arms to check the

torrent of the Turkish invasion. On this

occasion, the Turk was completely vic-

torious. But the devastating onslaught

of Tamerlane and his Mongols from
the East was more effective in staying

for the time the progress of the Ottomans
in the West.
But in the time of Sultan Murad II.

(1421-1451), on the breaking up of the

Byzantine empire into separate states, the

ultimate victory of the Turkish power must
have seemed certain to the intelligent ob-

server. Only the West could bring help in

this case. Albert II. made the attempt in

1439, but lost his life m the campaign.

So long, indeed, as the schism in the

Church lasted, there could be no idea of

a serious warlike expedition of Roman
Catholic Christianity against the un-

believers in support of Greek Byzantium.

At this juncture, therefore, in 1439, the

union of the two Churches at Ferrara was
announced, but only on paper, for the

gulf between the two confessions could
not be bridged over. Pope Eugene IV.
now took up the matter, and ordered a
Crusade to be preached in the West. The
Prince of Transylvania, John Hunyadi,
had conquered Turkish armies superior in

numbers at Belgrade in 1441 and in 1442 at

Maros-Szent-Imre and at the Iron Gates
;

_ , the Turk was not, therefore,
u an s

jj^Yjj^(;ii^ig_ jhg next year the

V ^
,-, same prince led a large army,

Years Truce • ,
'

, n xl i.- ^-u
in which all the nations on the

Danube immediately concerned were re-

presented, as far as the Balkans. In

every part of the West, men were professing

their readiness to share in the coming
campaign, when in the summer of 1444
the Sultan Murad concluded a truce for

ten years with King Ladislaus of Poland
and Hungary, in which the advantage
distinctly was on the side of Hungary.
War was hopeless without the participa-

ti.on of Hungary. Nevertheless, at the

instigation of Cardinal Julian, hostilities

were again begun ; even Ladislaus was
persuaded to take part in them. This

time a fleet was to co-operate with the

land army. However, the Hungarian
army alone met Murad—Genoese ships

had been bribed to transport the enemy
across the Bosphcrus—and a battle was
fought at Warna on November loth,

1444. Ladislaus was slain, and the whole

Hungarian army turned to flight. Hun-
yadi was also "defeated by Murad in a

bloody battle on the Amselfeld, near

Cossowa in Servia on October ij-igth,

1448-
When Murad died, in 1451, his son

Mohammed II. Bujuk (1451-1481) suc-

ceeded. He was firmly resolved to sweep

away entirely the decayed Byzantine

Empire and to make Constantinople his

capital. The Emperor Constantine would

not consent to surrender, and so the siege

of his capital was begun in autumn, 1452.

There was no prospect of help from the

West, although the emperor
formed an alliance with Pope

, Nicholas V. ; for among the
^°'*^**''*"'°P'* Greeks particularlythe people

were most bitterly opposed to a union with

the Roman Church. The sultan, with an

enormous host, invested the city, which

could muster only an insufficient garrison.

No substantial help was sent to the em-

peror, except by the republic of Genoa,

whose ships were really far superior to

the Turkish fleet. Constantinople finally
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fell before the assault of the Turks on
May 2qth, 1453. The Emperor Con-

stantine was slain in battle, and the

Christians were mostly massacred ; the

survivors were sold into slavery, and the

town was pillaged. Mohammed did not

permit the buildings to be injured, for he
wished to reside in the city at once. He
provided a population for it by forced

immigration from Asia Minor, and the

transformation of " St. Sofia " into a

mosque announced to the world that Islam

had made its entry into the city on the

Bosphorus.
The terrible news of the fall of Constan-

tinople spread with rapidity through
Europe. In vain the Popes Nicholas,

Calixtus, and Pius II. tried by assiduous

preaching ot war lo stir up Christen-

dom to a Crusade against the dread foes

of Christianity. Although no secular ruler

except Hunyadi prepared himself for

resistance, an enthusiastic crowd, com-
posed of every section of the population,

streamed to the standard of the Cross,

and, led by John Capistrano, a zealous

preacher of war, defended Belgrade, to

the siege of which Mohammed had
advanced in 1456. They actually sue-
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ceeded in driving back the sultan's army
and in winning rich booty, especially the

siege artillery. Unfortunately, John Hun-
yadi, the only man hitherto who had
offered serious resistance to the enemy,
died a few days later—on August nth,
1456—of the plague. But Mohammed's
lust for conquest was temporarily diverted

by various insurrections of conquered
tribes. With Venice alone, on-account of

the possessions of the Republic in Greece,

he waged war for more than fifteen years,

only to appear soon after the peace of 1479
in Italy, where he occupied Otranto. On
his death, in May, 1481, the Ottomans
were obliged to abandon this base of

operations.

Smaller inroads into the Austrian
domains and Hungary had also been
made .at this time, but the empire had
taken no steps against them. In fact the

princes saw in the incursions of the Turks
only a danger for the hereditary lands of

the Emperor Frederic. He himself un-
derstood only too clearly that this was
imminent . He had summoned an imperial

diet to Regensburg on the news of the fall

of Constantinople in order to organise a
crusade against the Turks. The decree
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was there deferred to a later date. The
princes at Frankfort did, indeed, promise
to send 10,000 cavalry and 30,000 in-

fantry, but nothing was done. Pius II.

took all imaginable trouble, and sum-
moned a meeting of the princes to Mantua
in 1459 in order to discuss the question of

a Crusade. The princes did not appear
in person, but only their representatives.

He then sent Cardinal Bessarion to

Germany in order to work upon the princes,

but fruitlessly.

In the diets of 1466 and 1467 there was
again much talk about a war with the

Turks, but no results followed. No pro-

gress was made until the diet of Regens-
burg, in 1471, which was attended by the

emperor himself, and was otherwise well

represented. The emperor asked for 10,000

men at once to guard the frontiers of

his hereditary lands, and the princes were
willing to grant them ; only the towns op-

posed it. After a discussion on the

method of starting a great expedition in

the next year the matter was allowed to

drop. In spite of all speeches and resolu-

tions, no sort of action was taken against

the enemy of Christendom. The result

was similar in 1474, when the diet of Augs-
burg was expressly summoned for this

purpose. Bajazet II., son of Mohammed
II., who died in 1481, was, as it happened,
less warlike than his father, and allowed
the much-exhausted border-lands some
respite. His successor, Selim (1512-1520),
had also more to do in the east, and
could think less about inroads into

Germany. The danger nevertheless ex-

isted for the German empire, and became
greater than ever under Suleiman, who
appeared before Vienna in 1529.

In the sixteenth century a war might
really have been better undertaken, since

a " Turk tax " was available, which, al-

though it was not paid with punctuality or

completeness, still placed certain means
at the disposal of the empire. In any
case, the concession of that property tax of

ten per cent, was a fundamental acknow-
ledgment on the part of the states that the

war against the infidels was the duty of

the German Empire and people, and not

merely the concern of the neighbouring

princes and their territories.

THE FASHIONABLE SPORT OF FALCONRY IN THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
Kroiii the oiigindl drawing by W. E. VViglull
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GERMAN TOWNS AND TERRITORIES
THE ORIGINS OF THE PRINCIPALITIES AND
THEIR RELATIONS TO THE IMPERIAL POWER

nPHE imperial power in the early Middle
• Ages, although amply provided with
economic means and represented by great

personalities, had very few duties to

perform in comparison with the tasks of

the modern state. The administration of

justice and the maintenance of peace at

home, the full exercise of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction and the protection of the

borders of the empire from external foes,

comprised almost all its official duties.

In principle, even in the fourteenth

century, these were still the spheres where
the royal power was felt, but in every
respect the prerogatives as well as the

powers of the empire had diminished. At
the period when natural products were the

medium of exchange, the German king of

the time was the greatest landowner, the

richest man in the empire. Even if the

imperial estates and the profitable rights

, had not diminished, the empire,
„."™^7, *

^ after the introduction of coined
money as the medium of ex-

change in the twelfth century

—a system from which any advantages
gained by the royal power must have
been due chiefly to privileges of coinage

and taxation—would not have been able

to maintain its more prominent position

as regards the other powers.

But now during the interregnum the

property and privileges of the empire had
been lost to the crown through reckless

gifts and wholesale pawning, so that the

imperial power possessed only slender

means. It could not be supposed that

the new economic development would be

sensibly influenced by the empire. All

that actually was done in that respect was
the work of the two younger constitu-

tional organisations, the territories and
the towns. Both of these represented the

standard economic units of the four-

teenth to the sixteenth centuries, and
on their side followed out that which in

233

First Coined
Money

modern times is called an economic policy.

An hereditary monarchy existed in France
and England. There were a family suc-

cession and well-defined crown lands, of

which the extent, in France particularly,

was steadily increasing. The number of in-

„ ^ dependent princes and countsnow Oerman ^ 1 r ^i-
„ . as vassals of the crown ap-
Princes were ,

, ,. • • , , • , ',

E "ch d
preciably dmimished m both
countries. If a fief after its con-

version to the crown was granted afresh,

it was usually conferred on a member of the
royal house, and so strengthened still more
the royal influence. The conditions were
quite different in Germany, the electoral

empire. The princely electors were
anxious to hinder the formation of a firm
imperial constitution which would bar
the expansion of their own territorial

power. It could be only to the advantage
of the electors if they chose an unenergetic
emperor, and as a reward for their vote
repaid themselves out of the imperial
possessions. The emperor on his part
endeavoured to build up the territorial

power of his own house. The imperial
crown was a great factor in this terri-

torial aggrandisement. The Luxemburgs
as well as the Hapsburgs realised this,

and both strove earnestly for imperial
sway. In this struggle the Hapsburgs
succeeded by right of survivorship.

The Roman imperial crown had lost its

splendour after the interregnum. All

German kings had, it is true, thought it an
honour to cross the Alps and have them-

selves crowned in Rome. But
_*

"fik the last expeditions to Rome
_

°'"^
-, were little calculated to pro-Roman Crown , n . ,

• •

duce flattermg unpressions,

even if they did not all turn out so lament-
ably as that of Rupert, in 1401-1402. The
em])ty glory of the imperial crown had
gradually died away. Charles V. was the

last German king who wished to be

crowned Roman Emperor. The kings after
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him assumed the imperial title imme-

diately on their election, and concealed by

the brilliancy of the name the paltry

value of German majesty.

As on the one side the royal preroga-

tives, coinage, customs, safe-conducts, pro-

tection of Jews, mining and salt mono-

polies, courts, etc., were transferred to the

territorial princes, so extern-
Wide Stretch

^jj ^jgQ ^j^g empire lost in
of Germany s

^^^^^^ Everywhere large
Dominions

^^^..^^^ ^^^^ detached on the

frontiers and became independent, or

actually fell to the neighbouring states.

The imperial dominions stretched nomin-

ally westward as far as Flanders and Bur-

gundy and the Rhone land, southward to

Upper Italy, and eastward as far as the

borders of Hungary, Bohemia, and Poland.

The eastern countries themselves contin-

ually formed closer relations with the em-
pire. They were indeed governed partly,

in theory at least, by the German ruler, but

they did not become real members of the

empire. In the west the imperial do-

minions were actually diminished. Charles

IV. had, in 1365, received the crown of

Burgundy at Aries ; but as compensation

to the French dauphin, for having re-

nounced his claim on Mary, heiress to the

throne of Hungary, and to avoid the

double papal election, he conferred on

that prince the vicariate of the empire in

Burgundy.
The reversion of Burgundy to France

was thus settled. The course of affairs

in the north-west was similar. When,
after the founding of the new Burgundian
power in 1363, Flanders was allied to

Burgundy by the marriage of the heir with

the heiress, Margaret, in 1384, it withdrew
quietly from its dependence on the empire,

and the Flemish towns ceased to be

members of the Hanseatic League.

Switzerland also became independent,

for the Hapsburgs, who struggled to build

up their sovereignty there, were compelled
_ . , . to yield to the confederation
Switzerland ^^ - ^. ^urghers and free
^Vss£rts its
, . . peasants. An imperial army
Independence ^ , • rr . / -^

made an ineffectual appearance
before Zvirich in 1354. The peace of the
next year clearly implied the expulsion of

the Hapsburgs from their old possessions.

When, then, the towns of Swabia, in 1358,
formed an alhance with Berne, Zurich,

Zug, Solothurn, Miilhausen, and even with
the Hapsburg town of Sempach, the
struggle of the Hapsburgs to protect their
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last rights was inevitable. Leopold of

Austria advanced with an army of knights,

but was completely defeated in 1386 at

Sempach by the " peasants." The per-

manence and the strength of the confedera-

tion were thus secured. The battle of

Naefels. in 1388, had equally unfavourable

results for Leopold's sons.

In the peace of 1389 the house of Haps-

burg had to renounce its rights of territorial

sovereignty, especially its jurisdiction over

Lucerne, Zug, and Glarus. The con-

federates, however, renewed their league ;

Solothurn joined it, and the " Sempach
Letter,'' in 1393, became the starting-

point for the later development of Switzer-

land. The threatening territorial sove-

reignty was shaken off, but the empire

lacked the power to enforce its rights.

The free united Swiss communities from

the end of the fourteenth century were

quite independent. They did not share

politically any more in the common
destinies of Germany, but in the sphere of

intellectual life the connection became
more marked. Basle especially became a

seminary of German humanism and a

centre of the artistically complete German
printing trade. The renewed

„ .'"^... attempts of the Emperor Maxi-
Maximilian •,• ^, ^ ii ir

P .. . mihan to maintain the alliance

of themountain country with the
emp^ire miscarried. After an unsuccessful

struggle he was compelled to consent,

in 1499, to the liberation of Switzerland

from imperial taxation and jurisdiction.

Thus the nominal connection with the

empire was dissolved. For the future the

confederates were designated with the

distinguishing name " Kinsmen of the

Empire," until the Peace of Westphalia,
in 1648, fully recognised the confederation

as an independent constitutional organi-

sation outside the empire. ^

Within Germany itself the imperial

power had a very varied influence. In
the South German districts, where large

imperial towns lay close together, where
there was a large number of knights of the

empire, its importance was distinctly more
felt than in the plain of North Germany.
The imperial power had never found
there, even in previous centuries, support
so firm as in the south. With the
increasing importance of the trade on the
German coast, a separate confederation
of the towns, the Hanseatic League,
governed the political life. This started

with an association of German merchants
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for the protection of their common
interests in foreign countries ; but after

the beginning of the fourteenth century
this association acquired even at home the
admitted headship in pohtics.

A similar position to that of the Han-
seatic League in the north was held by
the Teutonic Order in the north-east. It

had inserted itself between the Poles,

Lithuanians, and Russians, and had cut

them off from communication with the sea.

The land of the order on the Baltic became
an important outpost of Germany. Up
to the battle of Tannenberg, in 1410, so

momentous for the constitution of the
order, ninety-three German towns and
1,400 villages were founded there. Dantzig,
the most important place in the country,

belonged to the Hanseatic League, and
was a rival of Liibeck. But the constitu-

tion of the order existed only for Germany,
not for the German Empire ; it formed
a separate body, and in the end helped to

support the power of the Brandenburg
Hohenzollerns.

In the heart of the empire the districts

which as yet saw no sovereign over them
were anything but supports of the imperial

. power. The imperial towns
ecaymg -^ their taxes, and in other

Revenues of ^
,

• n ^ j
,. ^ . respects occasionally entered
th; Empire . ,^ , , •' -,, ,,

mto nearer relations with the

emperor, as when a diet was held within

their walls. Some, however, were freed

from the regular yearly taxation, and wer^i

therefore styled " free " towns. And
where tracts of land, now fairly numerous,

remained without a lord, this signified

absolute independence. It was far less

possible in their case to bring them under

the imperial taxation than in the case of

the princes, who on their side, sometimes at

least, had a keen interest in the aggrandise-

ment of the empire. The strength of the

imperial power thus varied much in different

partsof theempire,and found a correspond-

ing expression in the services rendered to

the empire by the separate districts.

Rudolph "I. and Albert I. devoted

much pains towards putting the decaying

revenues of the empire once more on

a better basis, but they were not far-

sighted enough to make the commercial

aspirations, which were the foundation of

the new economic conditions, profitable to

the imperial coffers. They contented

themselves with a reorganisation of the

governorships in the imperial provinces

and of the imperial exchequer, which,

together with the fixed taxes imposed on
the imperial towns according to the
agreement, represented the actual revenues
of the empire in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries.

The work done by the imperial power m
its. own peculiar sphere, the maintenance
of peace in the country, corresponded m
J

. fact to its resources. Quite^mpena
^p^j-j- fj-^j^ ^j^g f^^,^ ^.^^^^ J^^J jj^.

Edicts
pc'ial executive existed capable
of punishing offenders against

the order for general peace, there are no
more instances of an " Imperial Peace," that
is, a penal enactment, published for only a
definite period against disturbers of public

order, and enforceable throughout the
whole empire. The imperial peace edicts

from the time of Rudolph to Henry VII.
were practically renewals of the " Public

Peace " of Mainz in 1235.

After Lewis of Bavaria, even these re-

newals fell into disuse, and only on the

important law of Albert II., in 1438, revived

the old thought of peace for the whole em.pire.

Ordinarily provincial peace edicts were
issued, and show to what extent on the most
essential point the conception of empire
had given way to that of territory. King
Wenceslaus, or Wenzel, in 1383 once more
attempted an "Imperial Peace," but could

not carry it out, for he failed to break up the
existing confederations of the towns.

Now, when the empire could not enforce

its power, another path was taken in order

to secure the necessary peace, especially

in the interests of the towns. The towns
concluded " unions "—that is, leagues, for

a definite period^and pledged themselves

to make common cause against anyone
who should disturb the peace of one of the

members. Princes were occasionally

parties to such leagues, among which that

concluded between the Rhenish and Swa-
bian towns in 1381 stands foremost. As
early as 1331 the Public Peace of Ulm
included, in addition to twenty-two im-

perial towns in Swabia, the
Purpose

j^^^ig Qf ^ppg^ Bavaria and
of the Town

Brandenburg, as well as the
Leagues

g.^^^^^^ ^^ Augsburg. The
Golden Bull had expressly permitted the

unions for the maintenance of the public

peace, while it forbade all coalitions for

other purposes, and had thus proclaimed

that the empire for its part was no

longer able to secure the tranquillity of

the land. A number of peace edicts

were issued in the fourteenth and fifteenth
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centuries, and a series of unions formed

for the preservation of peace until the
" Perpetual Public Peace" of the imperial

diet at Worms in 1495 forbade as a

fundamental ])rinciple every feud and all

recourse to self-defence. This was, of

course, possible only at a time when the

territorial lords had mostly acquired

_„^ . sufficient strength to punish
Where the

rebellious nobles unaided, and
Emperor was

.^^ energetic interference of the
Supreme

imperial power was no longer

necessary. The emperor was supreme

judge. The counts and all other authorities

judged only in his name, and in every

place where the king appeared the court

was open to him. This, in principle, was the

case even in the later Middle Ages; but the
" counties " had long become hereditary,

and their holders had acquired various

other powers, so that they were mostly pre-

sent as territorial lords. Aulic privileges

had long since infringed the old constitu-

tion of the tribunals, and the king had
only little left of his sovereign jurisdiction.

Although he had from the first the

right of " evocation." in virtue of which
he could at j^leasure give judgment in

any matter not yet legally decided, yet

he was obliged comparatively soon to

renounce this claim as regards individual

princes. The Golden Bull of 1356 made
the privilege " de non evocando " the

legal right of all electors ; and in 1487
the royal prerogative of " evocation " was
universally abolished.

The old constitution of the courts had
presupposed a free people ; but freemen in

large numbers were found only in West-
phalia, and there the royal courts, called
" Vehmgerichte " (" Vehmic tribunals "),

for the trial of crimes existed practically

unchanged. They were courts of freemen
to try freemen under the presidency of the

count. But since in the greatest part of

the empire nothing was known of freemen
and the count's court, the condition of

things in W^estphalia seemed to

A r
'^^ contemporaries a remarkable

Ch 'T °IV 3-"omaly. Charles IV. wisely,

in the public interests, made
full use of this remnant of Germanic
jurisprudence in the Public Peace for

Westphalia of 1371, since he entrusted his

administration to these Vehmic tribunals,

and by so doing contributed greatly to the
respect, or rather superstitious fear, with
which they were everywhere regarded.
Their constitution was such that in the
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circuit a judge nominated by the king with

seven free jurors from the "free seat" held

a court always in the open air and by broad

daylight. According as others than the

jurors might or might not be present, the

matter was called "public " or " secret."

The extreme penalty was death by hanging,

carried out immediately if the accused

was present ; or, if he did not appear,

wherever he was met by three free jurors.

The result of this jurisdiction was
in the fourteenth century thoroughly

beneficial, since grave defects in the

criminal law were thus remedied. In the

next century the Vehmic tribunals certainly

degenerated ; the diet at Niiremberg in

1431, and the reforms of Frederic III. in

1442, were forced to take measures against

the encroachments of the " secret tri-

bunals." Gradually, therefore, they for-

feited their importance.

The need of a complete body of law for

the empire as a whole was then keenly felt.

The imperial towns and the country dis-

tricts still belonging to the empire seemed
to be almost independent constitutional

bodies. The person of the emjicror was
usually unknown to the people, and no

,
proper representation of the

-D^r"war" imperial rightsexisted. There
. n**/ •*' was, in fact, in the imperial
in Bohemia , . , x .t

chancery no register of the

constituent members of the empire. Not
a single list of the towns and princes was
forthcoming, when in 1422 preparations

had to be made in hot haste by the empire
for the " daily war " in Bohemia. The
town of Diiren, which from 1242 had been
pledged to the count and subsequent
duke of Juliers, and had long regarded
itself, in fact, as a provincial town, was
after 1578 repeatedly summoned to the
imperial diets, and called upon to pay the
Turks' tax. The chancery was actually

unprovided with any proofs by which it

might reconcile asserted privileges and
actual facts.

The want of an imperial executive ma-
chinery was not less bitterly felt. Anyone
who obtained a legal title by the imperial
law had usually to fight for it first. Even
if the ban of the empire had been pub-
lished, there were no means of executing it.

When, for example, Charles IV. pledged
the imperial town of Weil to Count Eber-
hard of Wiirttemberg, it joined the Swabian
League, existing since 1376, and the
emperor suspended the ban over the four-

teen towns. Eberhard wished to fight for
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his claim to the town of Weil ; but his son
was completely defeated by the towns at

Reutlingen in 1377, and the emperor found
himself compelled to retract the ban and
to cancel the pledge. The towns had in

this case conquered the imperial authority

and the princely sovereignty.

Where the empire wished to exact penal-

ties it was dependent on the goodwill and
the contingent means of the states of the

empire charged with the executive. In the

sixteenth century, when the division into

circles already existed and considerably

facilitated matters, an imperial executive

system was arranged in 1555 ; but it came
too late, for all political power had already

passed into the hands of the princes.

The GeiTnan empire, at any rate after

the Golden Bull, formed a federal union.

Hitherto, it is true, the imperial vassals

had advised their sovereign in weighty

matters, but the decision lay with him.

Now in all decisive questions the assent

of the electors was a necessary condition,

Growing
Power of the

Princes

Willenbriefe, or "Letters of Consent,"
usually with some personal aim, and in

fact they often claimed the right to depose
the king, which was actually exercised in

the case of Wenzel in 1400. The Electoral

College soon grew to be representative
of .the empire, and those " Letters of

Consent " took the place of the assent

of the imperial assembly. The
number of princes of the

empire, who in 1350 included

in their ranks more than
seventy spiritual and forty temporal
lords, steadily grew ; for, on the elevation

of an imperial fief to a military fief,

the position of a prince of the empire was
easily acquired. In the fourteenth century,

among others, Pomerania, Juliers,Guelders,

Luxemburg, and Berg, and in the fifteenth

century, Cleves, Holstein and Wiirtem-

berg had become military fiefs.

The division of inheritances, customary
since the thirteenth century in the princely

houses, by which the owner of any

GOLD FLORINS OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE IN FOURTEENTH AND FIFTEENTH CENTURIES

At one time there were no fewer than six huAdred different mints in the German Empire, and the exchangre of money

was fnconsequenre very difficult. By the middle of the fourteenth century the German go den florm had acquired

ereat "mXtlncrfor Wholesale trading The first two coins in the above illustration are gold florms of the period

ff te^riV {romUTstniVW; the gold florin of John I. of Bohemia, from l.iOO till 1840, occupies the centre ;

whiVe The two rema ninrcoins are gold florins of Frederic III., Archbishop of Cologne, from 13<0 till 1414.

and the imperial assembly was raised to

a judicial institution, although the in-

tended annual assemblies of the electors

were not carried out. The princes became
" estates of the empire," just as under

them " estates of the country " were

developed. These took a share in the

portion might retain the position of

prince of the empire, increased the

number of lay princes and shifted

the balance of -power in the empire in

their favour. The authority of the indi-

vidual prince within his own district

varied according to its origin. Since the

imperial government, and came more and emperor gradually abandoned in favour of

moVe prominently forward. The position

of the emperor had now been entirely

changed. The fonnalities of his election

were carefully settled ; and the selection

of seven princes of the empire, in whose

hands the election now lay,
The Changed ^^^ ^^ additional cause of
Position of

the Emperor
weakness to the monarchy,

since each elector strove to

obtain a compensation for his vote in the

shape of imperial lands and privileges.

If the electors could choose an emperor,

it was a natural consequence that they

reserved to themselves a right to interfere

during his reign, and sometimes gave

expression to their approval in so-called

the princes all supreme rights still remain-

ing to him—the Golden Bull conferred

on the electors the right of coining gold,

the emperor renounced his right of

" evocation " and the exercise in the ban

fell into disuse—the power of the local

prince became a complete sovereignty.

In the fourteenth century, above this

ordinary sovereignty came the still higher

territorial dominion of the electors.

The modern independent states of Ger-

many grew up out of the territories of the

Middle Ages, and in the end Austria and

Prussia had to fight for the supremacy.

The sovereignty, the distinctive mark

of which was "the superior jurisdiction,
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was acquired by counts and lords, as

well as b}- the princes. All these territories,

at first only private possessions conferring

civil rights, had, in contrast to the empire,

the advantage that the distinctly smaller

extent and essential similarity of condi-

tions within the district allowed the lord

to exercise a uniformity of administration

which had always been wanting

PHlces ^" *^^ empire/ The territorial

Rule"* civil offices, which at first were
granted to the olhcials con-

cerned with the seignorial rights of the

princes, became the foundation-stone of

the system of sovereignty which, notwith-

standing the very various personalities

of the rulers, has, in consequence of an
administrative tradition, continuously de-

veloped in the direction it once for all

took at this time.

The titles, on the basis of which a prince

ruled over the separate parts and parcels

of his territory, were extraordinarily

diverse. By the side of an old allodial

holding might be found an imperial fief,

in virtue of which the rights of a duke, a

margrave, or a count had been conferred

on the owner, or a district in which the
prince as warden of a small church
possessed penal jurisdiction. In another
place he was only lord of the manor, in

yet a third again he was only trustee of

the revenues of the law court. The age,

still little adapted to abstract thought,
could not always dissociate these different

offices, which only by chance were united
in a powerful personage, from the idea of

that personage. It did not appear sur-

prising if the princes allowed their hetero-

geneous rights to sink into the background,
but in return ])ut their territorial power
in the foreground throughout the whole
sphere of their authority, and on that
basis exercised a new kind of sovereignty
previously unknown in Germany.
From the way in which territorial power

originated it naturally follows that con-
_ . siderable tracts of land were
cjac.ory

^^j^_ exceptionally held by one

.k IT • k* lord, and that ordinarily the
the Knights ,, ^ •, ,, %

terntonum was made up
of very various ownerships. This arrange-
ment was very cumbersome both for

the administration and for the execu-
tion of any measures, as well as for cases
when the refractory power of the knights
had to be quelled. The case could easily

arise where the territorial lord, through
the hostihty of his neighbour, might be
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hindered by force from entering great

portions of his domains. The more jiromi-

nent princes had early tried to remedy
this evil by obtaining a territorial sym-
metry. The prince looked for a fav(jurable

opportunity to acquire as a gift from the

emperor any crown lands lying in the

vicinity, or to take them over from an
impecunious monarch in return for a large

sum as a mortgage security, which neither

party ever intended should be redeemed.

An enclosed strip was obtained in exchange
for the surrender of a remote estate, or an
entire district united to existing posses-

sions through a diplomatic marriage.

Sometimes the land of small independent
lords was annexed to the territory, and
these latter saw themselves reduced to

the status of provincial knights. Where
large imperial towns lay within a territory,

their acquisition was not less desirable

from the point of view of territorial

compactness than it was from regard to

their taxable value. This is the meaning
of the attack of the Archbishop of Cologne
upon Dortmund in 1368 and Soest in 1447.
and of the Margrave Albert Achilles of

- Brandenburg upon Nurem-
uccess

berg in 1440. In the fifteenth
of Archbishop " TT^ • 1 i-«... century the imperial cities

of Donauworth and Mainz
actually became tributary to Duke Lewis of

Bavaria-Landshut (1458) and Archbishop
Adolphus (1462) respectively. Archbishoji

Baldwin of Treves was the most successful

of the princes of the fourteenth century
in carrying out this territorial policy in

the west.

In the east Charles IV. had at-

tained wide and compact dominions,
especially as opposed to the Wettiners,

partly by unexceptionable feudal methods,
partly by cunning and force. His marked
business capacities and the comparatively
large pecuniary means which stood at his

disposal greatly aided him in obtaining

these results. In addition to this need
of compactness the want was universally

felt of a uniform administration, which
might be supreme above all existing

seigneurial and similar institutions.

The want of a fixed system had made
itself appreciably felt in the empire after

the break up of the old counties, and
was an important factor in the decay of the

imperial authority. In the much smaller

territories, whose rights were partly

resting on civi law, the question of or-

ganisation was solved in the following way.
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The division into circles of jurisdiction was
retained, but, for practical convenience,
excessively large circles were subdivided
and unnecessarily small ones were amal-
gamated. In the fourteenth century
such an arrangement of offices prevailed
everywhere. At the head of the circle

designated as " Amt," " Vogtei," or
" Pflege," stood the " Amtmann,"" Vogt,"
" Pifeger," " Landrichter," " Gograf,"
or " Schultheiss"—according to his title,

which varied in different localities—who
was usually a member of the lower nobility
and represented as an official all the
sovereign rights of the territorial lord.

often nothing else than a formerly inde-
pendent lordship. There was no idea of
separating administrative and magisterial
functions. The amtmann was therefore in
his own person a judicial, administrative,
magisterial, fiscal, and military official

;

in fact, he was often president of a
seigneurial district belonging to the terri-

torial lord, and had a staff of inferior
officials under him. It is easy to see the
important bearing of such an organisation,
with its capabilities of special develop-
ment, on the growth of a territorial state,

if we consider that every individual
residentiary official was familiar with the

OUTSIDE THE CROWDED WALLS OF A GERMAN MEDIJEVAL CITY

This representative of the territorial lord

was a removable official with extensive

legal authority and fixed pay, even if the

outward form of enfeoffment of office was
no longer observed. Since the machinery
of the supreme authority, which was
identical with that of the princely court, of

which the seat was not fixed, often worked
irregularly, the amtmann had to act on
his own responsibility in his lord's interests.

He was thus closely identified with his

circle, in the middle of which he usually

lived in a castle, and seemed almost an
independent lord, just as his district was

person of the amtmann, who was daily

before his eyes as the vicegerent of the

territorial lord.

The essential character of the " terri-

tory " was emphatically rural. As a rule

the primitive economical condition of ex-

change in kind still prevailed, and the town
institution of exchange in money seemed
strange. The peasant insurrections,

which showed themselves long before the

fourteenth century, especially in the

south-west, were directed chiefly against

the exorbitant interest required by town
capitalists, and, above all, against the
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Jews. The territories prima facie com-

prised rural districts, the taxable value

of which the territorial lords continu-

ally tried to raise in correspondence to

the larger requirements necessitated by

increased cost of living and war expenses.

The territorial towns, more or less impor-

tant from trade and industrial enterprise,

and often mere agricultural
Towns of

^,^^^.^5^ -were still independent

JT^^^'P^"^"^^^! formations, with their own
overnmcn

^^jngj^j^ytions and government.

They were not completely part and j^arcel

of the territory. Their relations to it were

often limited to the financial support of

the territorial lord by taxes. But the

town as a whole paid the sum demanded
from it, and the princely administration

was not concerned with the manner in

which this taxation was met.

The towns often acquired different profit-

able i)rivileges from their territorial lords

—

just as the princes formerly from the empire

—either by lease or as a pledge. The
most ])rofitable source of revenue, the

excise, usually lay in their hands. The
financial support lent by the towns was of

infinite importance to the princes, and
they therefore assented, voluntarily or by
force of circumstances, when the towns
on their side desired information as t.o

the application of the money and other

administrative concerns, and made the exe-

cution of every sort of measure dependent
on their consent.

The declaration of the country towns
that they were willing to guarantee the debt

of their lords became after the fourteenth

century a regular event, and finally led to

their fonning one of the states of the

country, that is, they were regularly repre-

sented at the diet. Thus the interests

of the towns came into contact with those

of the country nobility.

The partition of the princely houses,

by which the princely title and court

establishment were retained by each of the

sons, was a great drain on the
p' .

**
. princely treasuries, and necessi-

o nnce y ^^^^^ larger demands from the
country. The right of the

prince to levy taxes was absolutely

unrecognised. A one-sided tax exacted
by him was called exadio violenta, or

tyrannical impost ; and the old term
" Beede " was retained for the taxes ob-

tained by an arrangement with the persons
liable. By feudal law the knights were tax-

free ; they were bound only to render three
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kinds of services, namely, to ransom their

lord from captivity, to dower his daughter,

and to make his son a knight. Since the

knightly vassals of the territorial lords

in other cases also aided their lord with

money, they formed the germs of " Consti-

tut.onal States," since the religious bodies

already existing in the country, though
by nature tax-free, furnished the prince on
special occasions with money, and at

the same time pressed their advice on
him, just as much as the towns and the

knights.

There were many opportunities for

extraordinary pecuniary aids. The new
system of warfare, which had been

regarded as necessary since the Hussite

disturbances, demanded a supply of wag-
gons and artillery, and large sums for the

payment of the foot soldiers. It was then

that the working of silver mines gave
some princes, particularly those of Saxony
and Tyrol, an advantage over their

neighbours. In general, however, the

increased demands were met by indirect

taxes, and thus oj^x-rtunity was given to

the " states "—that is, to the knights,

religious bodies and towns

—

to exercise influence on the

government of the land by
their assent. A confederation

of states was formed in order to counter-

balance the power of the princes.

This new constitutional body, with the

three divisions of states, finally completed
the conception of the territory. The diets

now lost their character of a convention

based on civil law ; they appeared as a

Constitutional organisation. The states

became the representatives of the land,

and. as in Cleves and in the county of

Mark, took an energetic part in the
administration of the country and achieved
many financially good results.

The development of the states was an
advantage to the territorial lords, in so

far as a systematised financial adminis-
tration was established under the control of

the states, and the lord's right of taxation

could no Icoger be denied as a principle.

But, besides this, a multitude of semi-con-
stitutional powers, which in the fourteenth

century had become dangerous rivals of

their later territorial lords, but at the end
were reduced to membership of the states,

disappeared for the future as indepen-

dent bodies in the empire, and were able

to contribute to the financial strengthen-

ing of the territories.

A New
Confederation

of States
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The constitutional nature of the terri-

tories was strengthened from another
side. The partition of inheritances, which
created petty dominions, was not favour-

able to the formation of important terri-

tories. Even if the parts, after one or two
generations, had been reunited in one
hand, there was always the fear that in

the long run large territories, uniformly
organised, might again break up.

To avoid this danger, the family law
of Pavia in 1329 declared for the first time
that no system of alienation should exist

for the lands of the house of Wittelsbach

—

Upper and Lower Bavaria with the Rhenish
Palatinate. In cases where partition was
made, special stipulations were introduced

to avoid, if possible, the disintegrating

effects. Frederic II., margrave of Meissen

and landgrave of Thiiringen, partitioned,

it is true, his lands on his death, in 1349,
among his four sons, but at the same time

ordered a joint government under the

guardianship of the eldest brother, and so

combined the constitutional advantage of

political unity with the concession of equal

private rights to each son. The Golden Bull

of 1356 absolutely forbade the

of the
"""^ partition of the electoral lerri-

^ / D II tories, if not of all the domains
Oolden Bull 1 j 1 1 . j j.i

ruled by an elector, and the

Hapsburgs, in 1364, decreed the indivisi-

bility of Austria, including the privy purse.

A corresponding regulation for the house

of Brandenburg followed in the " Dis-

positio Achillea " of 1473, which estab-

lished the Prankish system of the rights

of the younger son, and prohibited the

partition of the mark. Even where no
law forbade partition, efforts were made
to avoid it, and at the same time to effect

the concentration of larger domains in one
hand by the so-called treaties of reciprocal

succession ; that is, compacts between
two ruling families by which on the ex-

tinction of one branch the other should

succeed to the inheritance. Hapsburg
Austria alone of the great territories

attained this end. All the former pos-

sessions of Luxemburg, owing to the treat}'

of reciprocal succession in 1364, finally fell

to the lords of Austria.

The increasing use of money as the

medium of exchange, a custom which,

originating in the towns, prompted the

princes, on the other hand, if they wished

to have any political position at all, to

increase and assure their revenues. Only
thus was it possible finally to outstrip the

towns, whose power in the fourteenth
century seemed actually greater than that
of the princes. Nearly everywhere there
was a marked increase in the income from
imperial prerogatives which had been
transferred to some prince. The custom-
houses, particularly on the Rhine, became
considerably more numerous. Archbishop

^ , Siegfried of Cologne, who died inOermany s 1 j 1 1 . 1

, . 1297, had already erected a new
Increasing ^i' , , -^

. tit

Traffic
customs fortress at Worrmgen,
and others soon followed. But

the increasing tralhc made the receipts

from customs grow rapidly. In 1377,
Ehrenfels returned from its customs 20,000
golilcn florins, that is to say, $50,000 worth
of gold. In Coblenz the takings mcreased
from 30,000 pounds of silver in 1267 to

iO'\ooo pounds in 1368.

Although Albert I. in 1301 abolished all

new Rhine tolls, this was only a temporary
measure. The princes drew their best

revenues from the increasing traffic

;

indeed, from ignorance of economics, they

often overburdened it with imposts. The
administration machinery, besides, was so

clumsy and costly that comparatively little

flowed into the central treasury. But
by means of reorganising the administra-

tion, large revenues could easily be ob-

tained, as is seen from the financial reforms

of Hans von Mergenthal in electoral

Saxony after the middle of the fifteenth

century. The coffers of the princes had
been, indeed, mostly drained. The sums
for which privileges were pawned seem to

us often ridiculously small, and the rate

of interest at which the towns lent money
was very high. The towns, although

almost alone affected by the taxes on

traffic, had still the most favourable

financial system. What money they, as

states, granted to the princes was usually

found by them without difficulty.

The case was different with the nobility

and the spiritual estates, who, as seigneurs,

received an income }iaid chiefly in kind,

and could only within narrow
Unhappy

jj^^^j^^ ,^,.jj^g themselves to sell
Condition of -^ -^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^^ markets. They
the Peasants

personally regarded themselves

still as tax-free, and the taxes which they

were bound to pay to their territorial lord

were shifted on to the dependent folk, the

peasants. The position of the peasants

had been very favourable even in the

thirteenth century. The rents payable to

the lord were fixed, and with increasing

profit from the ground this implied a
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considerable addition to the produce of

labour. The overflow of the population

was taken away by the colonisation of

the east and by the towns, and the village
" march " still amply provided everyone

dwelling near with wood for building

or burning and pasture for the cattle.

But when there was no longer any place

where the superfluous popula-
* f tion might find a livelihood, a

or s mig
continual partition of the hides

nave Done r i i i i i

of land began, and j:)oor people

settled in huts, with, at most, a diminutive

piece of ground, and, as a rule, merely
trusting to the inexhaustible wealth of the

common march.
Pasture had to give way to agriculture

;

there was no other way for averting the

threatening distress. But for this not merely
the capital, but, more than all, a compre-
hension of the demands of the age, was
wanting, especiallv among the lords of the

manor, who might have done a national

service by an oj)portune improvement of

agricultural methods. But nothing of all

this was done. The position of the peasants

became more and more deplorable, for the

lord now claimed a superior ownership in

ihe common march itself, and regulated its

use at his own discretion.

The old class of manorial lords greatly

diminished, and the petty lords were
eager to exercise sovereign rights in

imitation of the great lords. This, owing
to the pettiness of their condition, led to

a systematic and irritating oppression of

the peasants. We see this in an increase

of forced tasks, in the discontinuance of

the measures which had been taken to

change burdensome rents in kind to money
payments, and, above all, in the collection

of the poll-tax, which threatened to reduce
the peasant population to serfdom. This
is particularly true of South-west Germany,
but not less of Flanders, where as early as

1324 a sanguinary peasant insurrection

broke out, and in 1404 the sovereign of

the country himself opposed the
Insurrection , i ., •

i 1 i

. . tyranny of the manorial lords.

p^ ^ . The peasant no longer took
part in the greater intellectual

questions of the age, in the administration
of justice, and in political life. He
remained stationary and stunted, while
the citizen population of the towns made
great progress, and with increased earnings
usually found leisure for higher intellectual

training. The thriving burghers came
into quite intimate relations with the
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peasants, for the latter, being com-
pletely fleeced by their lord, had only too

often to fall back on town loans, and
50 per cent, interest was not infrequent.

Whole districts were impoverished, and
peasant risings followed. These risings

were the precursors of the great movement
which broke out in the sixteenth century

in connection with the new teaching of the

gospel. Although the men of the time had
not generally a very profound compre-
hension of social conditions, still, it had
become clear to the public mind what the

hopeless condition of the peasant popula-

tion really implied for the nation at large.

The imperial legislature indeed took up
this question at the diet of Augsburg in

1500, but nothing was done to grapple

with the evil.

We have already become acquainted

with the towns in their relations to the

empire, the territories, and to each other
;

but our attention must now be given to

their internal economy, political, finan-

cial, and administrative.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,

when the use of money as a medium
of exchange was spreading, and affected the

H IK
towns exclusively, the muni-

ow c
cipal council, a corporation

Masses were r 1 i, ^ ai
^ J of rich merchants, greatly ex-
Oppressed . J 1 V, , .1

tended its power to the preju-

dice of the town rights of the bishops and
princes. In most of the towns of South and
vV'est Germany this council had acquired,

either by peaceful purchase or by stub-

born struggles with the actual lord,' as

in Cologne and Strasburg especially, the

rights ot the town lord ; that is, supreme
jurisdiction, right of coinage, and the right

of indirect taxation. Under such condi-

tions the council became omnipotent. It

had under its control the amount of taxa-

tion payable by the burghers, as well as

their liability to military service, and was
considered both at home and abroad
the fully authorised representative of the

town. This corporation was at first

filled up by selection from the wealthy
families, but it gradually became exclusive,

and only the members of some few patri-

cian families were able to reach the council.

The town population was thus split into

two classes—the ruling patricians and the

unprivileged community. The condition

of thing produced by the wanton op-
pression of the masses was bound to lead

to revolt. In the existing industrial

organisation of the guilds, in which the
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population united their efforts for econo-

mic reform, a power was discovered which
the council did not venture to resist, at

least in the south and west, the old German
soil. In the north and east, the colonisa-

tion districts, where the principal towns
all belonged to the Hanseatic League, the

corresi)()iiding movement began consider-

ably later. The guilds, showing
r isan

^ vigorous and j)rogressive

^ ^ , economic development, invested
Crushed , ^, •' .,

by the council with a com-
mercial jurisdiction, and thus raised to a
])ublic institution, now included the mass of

taxpaying citizens, who, at the same time,

in time of war were answerable for the town
with their lives. Were those who made the

greatest sacrifice for the town to be per-

manently unrepresented in the govern-

ment ? As early as the thirteenth century
the artisans in the most progressive towns,
Cologne and I Im, tried by a rising to

force the council to acknowledge their

importance. They wished to exercise a
control over the financial system of the

great houses. But the attempts were
attended with little success, for the rebels

were suj)pressed by force, partly with the

help of the town lords, and their guild

organisation was dissolved.

The artisans in Ulm were the first to

reach their goal, in 1292. Speier, Mainz,
Regensburg, and Zurich, followed between
1330 and 1336. Soon Berne and Rothen-
burg were the only important towns in the
south w. ere the patricians could still

assert their power. Nuremberg by 1348
had yielded to the guild movement. In
most places the struggle raged more or

less openly for a century, but only in

Flanders did it lead to terrible scenes of

violence. Terms were finally agreed upon
in Cologne in 1396 and in Strassburg in

1419, and thus a new permanent munidpal
government was established.

The solution of the dis])uted questions
was excessively complicated, and the in-

fluence of the guilds in the pre-Whcn the
1 i i.

^ vailing town government very
\juiius were 'IT 1 1

1

. „ varied. In many places the
old families were completely

ousted. The guilds had conquered, and
now governed in appearance exactly as

the council. In other localities the council

remained, but its character was altered

by the admission of councillors repre-

senting the guilds. Again, in other towns
the family organisation as well as the guild
disappeared as a political body, and the
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council was for the future elected out of

the general community of burghers. The
artisans in the fifteenth century had
everywhere acquired some share in the

town government. Their industrial or-

ganisations, which repeatedly seemed too

dangerous, and had accordingly been
dissolved, but always re-established, saw
themselves now confronted by i)olitical

duties, and their industrial character grew
fainter and fainter. The members of the

guild now took ]iart in jmblic life, in the

government and administration. It was
the council which provided the machinery
for both, as it selected certain of its

members for the discharge of definite

business.

The North German towns, which all

belonged to the Hanseatic League, were,

according to the whole tenor of their past

history, occupied mainly with commerce.
Industries were of less importance. We
do not therefore hear of such violent

guild disturbances there as in the south and
the west ; in any case, they occurred

much later. In Liibeck indeed the guilds

gained a preliminary success in 1408,
and about the same time in Wis-
mar, Rostock and Stralsund.

Patrician

Rule
1, . . But in 1416, Lubeck, the
Kestored , ,. , ^

i 1

leading town, succeeded in

restoring the old council, and, by threats

of " Verhansung," that is, exclusion from
the Hanseatic Union, in maintaining the

patrician rule in most towns. At any rate,

the disputes between families, guilds,

and the community continued there. But
in many towns they were non-existent
or arose only later in the sixteenth century.

The desired object was the same in

the north as in the south, namely, an altera-

tion of the constitution in favour of the
poorer classes. Facilities for the acquisi-

tion of the franchise, and a democratic
municipal government, by the side of which
the council should continue to exist as an
executive body, were especially demanded.
This object was fully realised in Ger-
many only by Strassburg, where the whole
population actually adopted a monetary
system of exchange, and a constitution in

the modern sense had grown up on this

basis.

The municipal communitv, like other

corporations in the German constitutional

system, rested on the " personal principle,"

that is, under certain antecedent conditions

members widely separated in locality

migjht belong to the same association.
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The idea of acquiring a territory of

great extent locally, belonging politically

to the town, within which the municipal
council—naturally only in imperial towns
—exercised the rights of the sovereign,

was still far from being realised in the
middle of the fourteenth century.

Attempts, however, had long been made
to attach individuals from the surrounding
districts to the town under the name of
" Ausbiirger," or outburghers and " Pfahl-

biirger," or burghers of the pale. The
wealthy citizens, although enjoying full

rights in the town, began to invest their

surplus money in landed property. They
acquired manorial rights in the vicinity of

the town, had tenants in copyhold, and
lived mostly outside the town walls. In
this way, naturally, the interests of the
country were interwoven with those of

the town.
When disputes arose with a neigh-

bouring lord or knight, the town sup-

ported its citizen and his dependants
;

and impc>rceptibly the town extended its

sphere of interest to the entire possessions

of these " outburghers." On the other

_,. „. , hand, the country lords, princes,
The Rise of , • ,- -^

,
^

, j„ . .

J
and religious houses had

unicipa
property in the towns, either

as dwelling-houses or as ware-

houses for their surplus crops which were to

be put on the market. They saw themselves

compelled in the interests of their posses-

sions and their own security to profess

friendliness to a powerful council, and to

promise their armed assistance as noble

burghers in event of a war. Besides this,

many wealthy countrymen, indeed whole

villages in the neighbourhood of large

towns, put themselves under their pro-

tection ; they became " burghers of the

pale," and thus voluntarily submitted to

the municipal government, naturally to

the prejudice of any imperial governor or

of a neighbouring territorial lord.

The Golden Bull of 1356 in its sixteenth

chapter had prohibited in the interests of

the princes the reception of " burghers of

the pale," but in vain. From the close

community of country and town interests

arose the town territories, since places

which possessed in the town " Burgrecht."

namely, a claim to shelter behind the walls

in times of need, formed to some degree

closer relations with the town itself,

especially when the council held also the

supreme penal power. Eighty-two locali-

ties had the " Burgrecht " in Frankfort,

while in Mainz even earlier some forty
villages for fifteen miles round enjoyed
this privilege. The district of the imperial
town of Aix-la-Chapelle was smaller, while in
Cologne the power of the council extended
only as far as the town walls.

The foundation for the power of the
towns was their peculiar position as com-

Spreadin
mercial centres for the country

Industries of f^ j^
*™^

Tu''"
^he state was

the Artisans ^^^^y ^"^^ ^y organisation or
policy to foster trade or to

secure the profitable pursuit of business.
The source of wealth in the towns was at
first the itinerant traffic, prosecuted mostly
by firms, which gradually became a fixed
trade. The small town of Ravensburg
was the home after 1450 of the most
important trading company of the time,
that of Hundbiss, Muntprat, and Motteli,

a precursor of the Fugger business. To
this was soon joined the money-lending and
exchange business. But the industries of

the artisans, now organised in guilds, soon
gained in importance, and some members
of the foremost guilds could compete with
the commercial lords.

Together with the accumulation of the

great fortunes which now quickly multi-

plied, a town proletariat was formed—

a

crowd of indigent people, whose ranks
were filled with journeymen with no
prospects of ever becoming masters,

musicians, porters, and a vast number of

mere beggars. These were the people who on
many occasions, especially in the fifteenth

century, interfered decisively in political

disturbances, and sometimes, in common
with the country preletariat, fought the

common oppressor. The misery of these

lower classes was all the greater, since the

remedies sought and applied were quite

unfit, and in many instances full of

mischief. Many of the charitable institu-

tions of an ecclesiastical character, which

were intended to mitigate poverty, were,

on the contrary, calculated to bring up
. the proletariat to pauperism.

Miseries j^^ ^^^j^j distress had certainly
of the Lower

^^^^^^ occupied the serious atten-
Classes

^.^^ ^^ ^j^^ Umn councillors ;

but their treatment of the malady was

as great a failure as were later on the plans

for human improvement in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries. The policy of

the towns rather favoured the growth of

capital and strengthened its omnipotence.

Corn speculations and the formation of

commercial rings were no longer rarities in
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the fifteenth century. The so-called

Reformation of the Emi)eror Sigismund

spoke of them in moving language.

Whatever the towns chose to do for the

maintenance of the country's peace, they

acted always in a narrow spirit of self-

interest, often unconsciously fighting

against themselves in the rival town. The

c „ . , external security of intercourse
Six Hundred • u i u.,

. was especially preserved by

the Empire
"unions" of the towns. But
the foremost of all the duties

which the towns undertook was the regula-

tion and simplification of economic inter-

course, the new foundation on which the

existence of the town rested. One impor-

tant task was to resist the debasement of

the coinage practised by the princes in

their own interests, and to introduce a

currency circulating in larger districts.

Owing to the boo different mints in the

empire^ the unavoidable exchange of

money which the towns mostly transacted

in their own banks—in Ulm as early as

1300, and in Frankfort after 1402—implied

an almost incredible obstacle to intercourse.

In place of the prevailing light silver coin-

age, which had been sufficient in an uncom-
mercial age, larger coins were urgently

required for trade purposes, and this want
was met by the Bohemian florins, which
King John caused to be struck in 1325,
after the Florentine pattern. These
acquired an international importance.

Except the emperor, Bohemia alone had
from the first the right to coin gold.

This, however, had been conceded to all

the electors by the Golden Bull. Even
before that, four towns, Liibeck, Frankfort,

Treves, and Cologne, had acquired the

same privilege. The German golden florin

after the Florentine pattern had, by the

middle of the fourteenth century, acquired

j^
an importance for wholesale

one ary
trading, and after the mone-

C/onvention ,

°
,• c .\_ r

f 1402 t3.ry convention of the lour

Rhenish electors in 1386, be-

came the universally recognised coin which,

in the district of the Rhenish trade and
beyond, kept a fixed ratio of value to silver.

If the princes were the first to coin gold

chiefly, the trading towns remained the
first to use the gold pieces. In the monetary
convention of 1402, even imperial towns
were included, and soon the coinage of the

towns of Frankfort, Nuremberg, and
Ueberlingen was esteemed of equal value
with the golden florin of the four electors.

The Rhenish florin, however, was the

first coin struck in Germany which j^assed

throughout the whole empire and beyond.
It is true that finally, owing to the " Im-
perial Mint Regulations " of Essling in

1524, issued at a time when the increasing

silver-mining industry, es})ecially in

Saxony and Tyrol, permitted the coinage

of heavy silver pieces, the silver coinage
alone had currency. But the florin was
employed for a long time as the coin of

commerce, although the prosperity of the

towns, the foundation of political power,
decayed with extraordinary rapidity when
once the political victory of the princes

was finally assured, and the German
towns lost their importance for inter-

national trade.

The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

and also the first half of the sixteenth,

are in (Germany taken up by the towns.
With comparatively small j)opulations—

,.«. .1 in 144Q Nuremberg had a
Where the ,•,,, ^^^

•
i 1 i i

little over 20,000 inhabitants,
Towns Led
the Nation

Frankfort-on-Main between the

years 1350 and 1500 never
more than 10,000, and even Cologne itself

in 1575 had only some 37,000—the towns
as the commercial centres led the nation

both in progress and in politics. The
imperial policy was always forced to take
into consideration the money of the small-

city republics. Wenzel had already once
— in 1389— contemplated the formal
admission of the towns to the imperial

states. And after Nicholas of Cues in

his programme of political reform had
expressly demanded this position for the

towns exactly one hundred years later,

the admission of the imperial towns to

the diet by chosen deputies was finally

settled.

The imperial assembly then was com-
posed of three colleges : the first consisted

of the electors, the second, of the

remaining princes, counts, and lords, and
the third, of the towns. The towns first

appeared as a united body in the diet of

Frankfort in 1489. After that they are

divided into a Rhenish bench with fourteen

members, and a Swabian bench with
thirty-seven members.
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OF THE
NATIONS IX

MAXIMILIAN: 'LAST of the KNIGHTS'
AND HIS ATTEMPTS AT IMPERIAL REFORM
""THE decay of the German monarchy
• had gradually destroyed the old tra-

ditional constitution of the empire, which
was based on the forms of feudalism.

The " Golden Bull " had attempted to

establish the conditions existing at the

middle of the fourteenth century, and had,

in principle at any rate, done good service

by the codification of the laws of the

empire. But the constitutional conditions

developed themselves independently of

the wishes of the legislation, which itself

only too soon became antiquated.

In the struggle between princes and
towns, which was still undecided at the end
of the fourteenth century, victory rested

with the former in the fifteenth century,

and they were for the first time really lords

as regards the monarchy. The goal, so far

as the imperial constitution was concerned,

was the formation of a federal union,

within which the king should retain little

,
beyond the title and honor-

ermany s ^ presidency. But the
Weak Military i . i

"
u u

g weaker the monarchy be-
^^ ^'^

came, the more jealously it

watched over its few remaining privileges,

and it was in no way disposed to concede

the proposals of the princes. Yet a refoiTn

was admittedly essential with regard to

the completely helpless military system
of the empire.

These problems had been repeatedly

discussed in the imperial diets ; but

king, princes and towns were indis-

posed to sacrifice even the most modest
part of their rights in favour of the

community. Nicholas of Cues met the

statesmen with the practical system of

an imperial constitution, for which he

tried to interest the king at the council of

Basle ; but all in vain.

Even the anonymous " Reformation of

Emperor Sigismund," with its proposals

of reform, which disclose a subtle com-
prehension of the phenomena of the age,

passed away without a trace. The diet

of Frankfort, in 1334, at least faced

the serious problem. They were agreed
to sixteen chief points, which were to

lead to the improvement of the imperial

constitution ; but the execution of them
was indefinitely postponed. The efforts of

Albert IL have already been mentioned.
His proposals for the restoration of the

».T ,. . « Public Peace, which were
Nation s Hopes - u i • u n /-
_ . . put by his chancellor Caspar

•xi. Aii i Schhck before two imperial
with Albert ,. . . T.J , ' o

diets at Nuremberg m 1438,
did not meet the approval of the princes,

who thought that they were prejudiced as

compared with the towns.

If Albert's life had been prolonged he
would certainly have succeeded in carrying

out some reforms, for he possessed the

peculiar abilities for doing so. With him,

therefore, the hopes of the nation sank
into the grave.

Under Frederic III., as under Lewis

the Bavarian, the princes occupied them-
selves with the reforms of the empire, and
naturally in their own interests. They
brought the direct charge against the

emperor that he would do nothing for

reform, and in a memorial of the Electoral

College of 1453 the electors were described

as the " ex-ofticio councillors and co-

adjutors of the emperor." They wished

to co-operate not only in the council, but

in the execution of the decrees, and hoped
by this means to revive the inestige of

the empire. The emperor naturally op-

posed this with all the energy of which he

was ca})able. The adoption of such a

proposal would have been tantamount to

his deposition. A further at-

O*^ d b
tempt, made by King George

Uppose y ^j Bohemia, was similarlv de-
the Emperor

^^^^^^ through the resistance

offered to it both by emperor and princes.

The question of the Public Peace was
more hopeful. Since all j^arts of GeiTnany

had been harassed by the most bloody

and devastating feuds in spite of the

proclamation of the Public Peace, it must

have been clear to the dullest intellect
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THE EMPEROR MAXIMILIAN IN ARMOUR
that the most important point of the dis-

cussion must not be legislation, but the

introduction of an executive authority.

In the diet at Nuremberg in 1466 the plan

had been already adopted of creating for

separate districts some such executive

power on a federal basis. A return was
made to the former division of the empire
into circles for the restoration of the

Public Peace. This plan had been con-

tained in the Public Peace proposals of

King Wenzel in 1381 and of King
Albert II. No immediate steps were
taken ; but in the " Swabian League,"
founded in 1488, there appeared, for the

first time in Upper Germany at any rate,

a power which possessed sufficient means
to enforce the Public Peace in its district

even against the most powerful opposition.

This was the state of imperial reform
at the death of Emperor Frederic III.

All the hopes of the nation were now
directed toward his youthful and mag-
nanimous son, from whom the whole
world thought that some extraordinary
results might be expected. The task was
indeed difficult, and perhaps harder for

so energetic a personality as King Maxi-
milian than it would have been for a
prudent head, whcj might have persuaded
himself to sacrifice a portion of the
practically vanished regal prerogative
theoretically on the altar of patriotism.
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King Maximilian found in Berthold of

Mainz—to begin with, at any rate—an
adviser who possessed sufficient insight

to support him in his work. And so far

as there was no question of resigning any
legal power and authority, the princes and
towns were ready to share in it.

But for the moment these duties lay far

from the king. He had formed the
mighty plan of energetically confronting
the advance of the Turks ; then, decked
with the laurels of victory over the Turks,
he would obtain the imperial crown, and
so with greater authority carry out the

reform of the empire. That is doubtless

the thought which underlies the policy of

the emj)cror to the end of the year I4<:)4.

The idea of a war with the Turks had
occupied him from his earliest youth, and
only a few weeks before Frederic's death
father and son took steps in common to

effect a league against the infidels. Their

exertions were fruitless ; the enemy was
in no way intimidated, but invaded
Croatia and returned with rich booty
before Maximilian could ccmie up. The
king vainly tried with the help of his

hereditary lands to raise an army primarily

THE EMPEROR MAXIMILIAN
The son of Frederic III., Maximilian succeeded his father
as German Emperor in 1493. While his fame is due
chiefly to his efforts to reform the Imperial and Austrian
administrations, he achieved success in other directions,

and his general policy made him popular with the people.



THE EMPEROR MAXIMILIAN AND HIS FA-MILY
From the p.uiihiii; l.y Mil;-;-! n 1 I

i
^rnl Pietur. (,lllLl^ \ u im i

for the protection of Hungarian Croatia.

A new Turkish invasion followed in

August, 1494. It was now only too clear

that without vigorous help from the em-
pire Croatia would be alienated from the

Christian faith, and that its embodiment
into the Turkish Empire would constitute

a serious menace to Germany. Notwith-

standing all the king's exertions, no serious

measures were taken, and so, in April, 1495,

Maximilian joined the three years' truce

which Ladislaus of Hungary had struck

with the sultan.

Maximilian had during the lifetime of

his father betrothed himself in second

marriage with the princess Bianca Maria

of Milan, and had secured to her uncle,

Lodovico Sforza, his investiture with the

Duchy of Milan. The dowry of three

234

hundred thousand ducats, which this matri-

monial alliance would bring, induced him
to take this step not less than the hope of

Lodovico's help in the mipending Turkish

war. The marriage of the king with the

Milanese ])rincess took i-)lace after the

death of the Emperor Frederic in Novem-
ber, 1493. Maximilian actually conferred

the duchy as an escheated crown land on

Lodovico Sforza and his male heirs in

September, 1494, and the solemn investi-

ture followed, in November, 1495.

Maximilian, immediately after he had
ftome into the empire, in order to show
himself as sovereign for the first time,

made it his most earnest duty, in the

interests of the intended Turkish cam-

paign, to suppress by his fiat the long

threatening war between the electors of
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Mainz and the Palatinate. He was, in

fact, successful, in August, 1405. in bringing

about a reconciliation between them.

Before this the Public Peace, proclaimed

in i486 for ten years, was prolonged for

three years more, that is to say. until

1499. The idea of a lasting Public Peace

was thus by implication not entertained

„ by the king. The affairs of
Marr.aRc of

J {alvnowoccupied him afresh

;

M«im. .an s
l.^jj;,^.^^,^ gfo^za found him-

son Ph.i.p
^^j^ j^^^^ pressed by France,

and desired Ma.ximilian's help to nego-

tiate a peace between Charles and Naples.

The two kings agreed to do so ; confer-

ences were repeatedly arranged but never

held, since Maximilian precisely at the

suitable moment was detained by the

dispute with Charles of Guelders.

Connected with this was the entry of

the king into the Netherlands, where the

Archduke Philip, a youth of fifteen years,

now took over the gov^ernmcnt at the wish
of the states. The more unpopular Maxi-

milian himself was in the Netherlands, the

more the people hoped to be able to guide

his tractable son Philip. His matrimonial
alliance with the Spanish Infanta Joanna,
which afterwards acquired such import-

ance for the destinies of Europe, was cele-

brated in October, 1496. Father and son

thought less of obtaining the Spanish
crown by marriage than of creating a

counterpoise to the mighty crown of

France by an alliance between the royal

families of Spain and of the Hapsburgs.
In the year 1497 Margaret, daughter of

King Maximilian by his first wife, was
married to John, the only son of

Ferdinand and Isabella. But the heir

to the Spanish throne died after a very
short wedded life, and Margaret returned
to (iermany two years later as a widow.

Although the German ruler and Charles
VIII. of France had no direct personal
relations, they had frequent communication
by embassies. The result of the negotiations

. was that France should have a

ir,..r H.«j ^'^e hand in Naples, but in
r ree nand , , n t/
:« K.oio. return was to allow Venice, so

miportant for the Turkish war,
to fall to the Hapsburgs. The idea of a
war against the Turks was very pro-
minently before the two kings, and
Venice had not shown the least friendliness
to Maximilian, but had absolutely refused
to take part in the Turkish campaign.
However, when Charles VIII. entered
Rome towards the end of 1494, and there
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was talk of his intentions of winning the

imperial crown, Maximilian sought an
alliance with Venice, meaning thus on his

side to gain an open road to Rome in

order to assume the imj^erial style.

The coronation journey to Rome, which
Maximilian had at first wished to postpone

until after the victory over the Turks, had
thus become more urgent. But an
imperial assembly was required to settle

the preparations, and was also impera-

tively demanded by the schemes of reform

which were floating in the air. It met at

Worms at the end of March, 1495. The
king demanded for the protection of Milan

an " urgent aid," and besides that a
" permanent aid," that is, an army which
was to be permanently under arms for at

least ten years ; in return for this he was
prepared to treat about the reform of the

constitution. The states, for their part,

were willing to discuss the permanent mili-

tary system of the empire, but would not

hear of an immediate expedition to Rome.
The majority of the princes were in-

terested chiefly in a radical reform of the

system of law and legislation which cul-

p.
J.

minated in the appointment of
angc o

^^^ imperial standing chamber
the Imperial ' ., ^ i 1 ^^i

-, ... .. or council nominated by the
Constitution , , ,, . 1 , ,

states ; this was equivalent to a

complete change of the imperial constitu-

tion in the direction of the federal state.

The Elector Berthold of Mainz was the soul

of these efforts. He was the author of the

practical proposals which in the interest

of the empire increased for the time the
influence of the electors, but api)eared in

essentials acceptable to the other princes

and the towns. The Wittelsbachs and
the Landgrave of Hesse alone adopted
an unconciliatory attitude.

By the end of April the assembly learned
of the proposal of the Elector of Mainz,
according to which an imperial chamber
was to be entrusted with the entire

government for a definite period. Only
such commands of the king as were given
through it were to be legally valid in the
empire. Its main duties were the restora-

tion of peace and order in the empire, the
administration and expenditure • of the
imperial revenues, and the charge of the
imperial military system. Since the
power of pronouncing the ban was assigned
to the Supreme Court of Judicature, then
called into existence, the king was left

with only honorary privileges, while the
electors were in important cases to have
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a hearing in the imperial chamber.
The king kept silence for a considerable
time when the proposals had been
communicated to him. It was clear to

him that his " supremacy " had not been
reserved for him in the form in which he
thought he ought to have claimed it.

When he appeared in person, towards the
middle of May. and explained the "urgent
aid " to the effect that he demanded from
the states within six weeks one hundred
thousand florins—he was willing to raise

50,000 himself from his hereditary
dominions—the princes informed him that

no grant of money could be contem-
plated before the establishment of order

and peace in the empire. Finally, in view
of the conditions in Italy, the states showed
their readiness to grant the money.
A committee from the states was, how-

ever, to superintend the application of it.

But the money was not forthcoming,
chiefly through the fault of the towns, which
would not pay until first of all they were
assured of the acceptance and execution
of the proposals for changing the consti-

tution of the empire. The emperor had

P , not yet made any official
mpcror s

statement about the reform

p
°'^ programme ; this was not given

'"*°'
until June 22nd. The counter

proposals which he unfolded that day to

the assembly meant almost the opposite

of those laid before him by the states.

However welcome the raising of the
" Common Penny " might be to him,

impecunious as he always was, he saw too

clearly an infringement of his " supremacy
"

in the formation of an imperial chamber.
He was willing to recognise an imperial

chamber only during the period of his

absence from the empire. Wearisome
negotiations now began between the states

and the king ; the former saw that some-
thing at least could be obtained from the

king, and they wished to have it. His

assent was given to the Public Peace

and the Supreme Court, with some slight

changes ; in return the states renounced

the mstitution of an imperial chamber.

On July 27th the king gave his assent

to the renewed separate proposals as

regards the Common Penny, the Public

Peace, and the Supreme Court, and on

August 7th he signed the four documents
which related to the institution of the

Supreme Court, the Public Peace, the ad-

ministration of the Public Peace, and the

Common Penny. In return Maximilian

received, in addition to the 150,000
florins already granted, the guarantee of

the states for a further loan of a similar

amount.
Undoubtedly the most important of the

decrees was that as to financial reform,
the provision of money for the Supreme
Court, and the expeditions of the imperial

~, , ,^ army. It did not seem clear
Tax of the , -^ 1, .v ../-
..^ how much the Common
p ,, Penny " would really bring

in. The system of collection

—

the parish clergy appear to have been the
controllers of country taxes—was not re-

markable for its simplicity. The collection

was provisionallv sanctioned for four years.

It was confessedly an experiment, but on
the expiration of this period the method
of its collection, and not the tax itself,

was to be discussed afresh. No money
at all came in at first. The territorial lords

were first obliged to come to an understand-
ing with their states ; the elector of the

Palatinate refused his assent absolutely,

and in the case of other princes who
were absent from the assembly, as well as

of the unrepresented knighthood of the

empire, it was necessary to ascertain their

willingness to pay.

The commissioners, who were tohand over
the money received to the seven imperial

treasurers, had not even been nominated
for the various territories by the summer
of 1496. The money could not be collected

in any case so quickly as the emperor
expected, through the defective administra-

tive organisation- of the empire and the

complete ignorance of the principles of

taxation which prevailed at the time.

In Burgundy, however, and in other dis-

tricts, there was absolutely no intention of

exacting the tax. The Knights of Swabia,

united in ' the " Shield of St. George,"

declined to do so, as did also the Swiss

Confederacy, which did not wish to

recognise the Supreme Court, and in

consequence actually abandoned all con-

nection with the empire after
Independent ^j^^ ^^^ ^^ ^y^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^

{^.^ °. feebly conducted by the em-
Maximihan ^^^^^ ^j^^ promises made in

1495 with respect to the money were not

observed by the states, and still less

by the emperor. He carried out his

foreign policy on his own responsibility,

and tried, verv ingeniously, without

appearing in the imperial diets, to

spend as much as possible of the public

money without the control of the states.
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The condition of affairs in Italy at the

beginning of the year 1496 showed httle

change. Milan and Venice both urgently

wished for Maximilian's appearance in

person. He eventually crossed the moun-
tains in August, after England, in July,

had joined the H(jly League. Maximilian

did not come as emperor, but as a mer-

cenary of Venice and Milan.

They had both invited him in
The Weak
Army of the

Em eror ^^y ^"^ ^''^^^ ^^^ promised
mperor

j^.^ 30,000 ducats, for whicli he

was to put 2,000 horsemen and 4,000

infantry into the field for three months ;

there was, in addition, an extended extra

payment for 2.000 Swiss.

Notwithstanding all this, his army was
excessively weak ; by the end of August
he had not more than 600 men, and the

enlistment of the Swiss had only just

begun. Venice was not yet ready to pay,
and in fact would rather not have seen

Maximilian come. But he was there

already, and endeavoured after the begin-

ning of September to suppress by military

occupation the western districts of Italy,

which were subject to France, and to

bring them over where possible to the
league of France's enemies.
The most suitable plan by which to

assert any power would have been to
bar the passage of the Al{)s and thus to
prevent the concentration of the French.
But Venice and Milan, which finally gave
way, opposed this scheme, and thus the
selfish policy of Venice hindered the full

employment of the strategically advanta-
geous ])osition in the interests of the league.
Maximilian, instead of returning to
Germany, dreamed of great military en-
terprises to be carried out simultaneously
in Italy and Burgundy, for vyhich, un-
fortunately, money and troops were com-
pletely wanting. On the other hand, there
was no longer any talk of taking serious
measures to obtain the imperial crown,
although the diet at Worms had expressly

French Fleet
P'^^iised its assistance. In

to the Aid
October the king came to Pisa

of Leghorn ^^ ^'^^^^ *» besiege the im-
portant town of Leghorn. But

toward the end of the month the French
fleet, so eagerly expected by the besieged,
arrived, and a favourable wind allowed it

to enter the harbour of Leghorn, while
Maximilian's attempts to repel it were
totally unsuccessful. The attempt on
Leghorn finally failed, the siege was aban-
doned in the middle of November, and
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since the three months' term of service

was over, the force went back over the

mountains, although just then a renewed
expedition of Charles VIII. was threaten-

ing, and even Venice itself would have
been glad to see the king longer in Italy.

The promise, however, of better success

in a war against Burgundy decided his

policy.

On December 26th, 1496, Maximilian
was again at Mais in Tyrol. But he did

not go, as might have been expected, to

the diet at Lindau, where Berthold of

Mainz was busied in closely examining the

position of the sovereign towards the

empire ; the discussion of such questions

now seemed to the king almost high

treason. The diet at Lindau was unsuc-

cessful, owing to the small attendance,

and it finished its sittings on February 9th,

1497, whereupon another, equally unsuc-

cessful, was opened at Worms. The only

result of it was the actual assembling of

the Imperial Supreme Court at the end of

May. Notwithstanding every effort, the
" Common Penny " was not collected from
most districts. Other expedients for

The Broken ^^^^^^S money failed signally.

„ . - At last, when Maximilian had
Promise of i 1- -^ • . 1 .^ .... given a definite promise that
Maximilian r 1 i •

he would appear m person in

the next diet at Freiburg in Breisgau, the
states granted him immediately 4,000
ducats on account. But the sovereign, far

too much occupied with his hereditary
lands, did not go to Freiburg ; the states

waited for him from October, 1497, to the
summer of 1498. He remained in Inns-
bruck, where the news reached him of the
death of Charles VI 1 1., and he set about
levying an army to fight against France.
Some 7,000 troops actually entered the

enemy's land. But since neither the
league nor the princes—not even his son
Philip—thought of sharing the struggle,

Frederic of Saxony was selected to
conduct negotiations, and the war was
broken off. Archduke Philiji had already
allied himself with Louis XII., and on
August 15th he promised, as a final com-
promise, to take the oath of fealty for

Flanders and Artois. The simultaneous
renunciation by Philip of his claims to
Upper Burgundy roused the wrath of his
father, who had distinctly hoped for a
rnore favourable result, in the event of his
diplomatic representative having brought
matters to a settlement. Maximilian at
length appeared on June i8th in Freiburg,
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with the declared intention of taking the

field against France at once. After heated

exjilanations the states were at last pre-

pared to pav the balance of the 150,000

florins if the king would furnish them

with an account of what he had already

received. With regard to France, they

promised to safeguard the interests of the

wi. D -J
empire ; but the king must

Who Paid
provide for the collection of

the "Common
^^^ ^. Common Penny" and

Kenny lax
^^^ establishment of peace

and justice. The first attempt was now
made to survey the receipts from the tax.

Fourteen abbots and twenty-seven towns

had paid, and of the princes only the

Elector of Mainz, so far as any money
had been received by the king.

The knights of the empire alone raised

open objections ; with this exception, all

were ready for payment. Some important

decrees were passed concerning the ad-

ministration of the empire, as a sort of

supplement to the reforms of Worms. The
final decree of August 24th signified a

distinct advance, although a new diet at

Worms at the end of September was
destined to crown the whole work.
A treacherous attack of the French, in

spite of the truce and the pending negotia-

tions, now drove the king to vigorous

action. With the force that stood at his

disposal he reached Montbeliard by
September 12th and advanced after the
retreating enemy, but was unable to come
up with them. He remained a short time
at Metz on the way back, as the attempts
to effect a longer truce with France came
to nothing. The king was equally unsuc-
cessful in dissuading his son from the
treaty with France. When, then, at the
beginning of the year 1499, Louis entered
into an alliance with Venice it was
impossible for Maximilian to make any
terms, although he was distracted both
by the recent outbreak of war wi h
Guelders and the events in Switzerland.

Phili 's
^^ addition to this, the diet

FeLlfy*o
su'TirnfJrif*^ to Worms did not

France ^neet. The king transferred it

to Cologne, on account of
the quarrel with Guelders—but did not
appear himself—and thence to Ueberlingen
on account of the confederates. Mean-
while, Archduke Philip actually took the
oath of fealty to the French king, as
promised in 1498. Louis XII. was now
prepared to act as arbitrator between the
Lower Rhenish territories of Juliers, Cleves,
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and Guelders ; and in spite of the grave

protests of the German king, who threat-

ened the princes with loss of their privi-

leges, peace was ratified by his influence.

Before Switzerland was lost to the

empire in 1499, the old peasant freedom

in Friesland had been ended. In the diet

of Freiburg Maximilian had nominated
Duke Albert of Saxony governor of Fries-

land on July 20th, 1498. The Frisians

thus received a territorial lord, but obsti-

nately rebelled against him, so that lasting

wars followed. The counts of Cirksena

had always to suffer in later times from

the ambition of their neighbours ; at the

beginning of the Thirty Years' War Mans-
feld came to an understanding with the

States-General. But at last Prussia received

from the Emperor Leopold the reversion

to the land, and took possession of it after

the death of the last count in 1744.
The sea-coast was a great acquisi-

tion for Prussia, but the commercial
companies, which were immediately
founded, did not fulfil their brilliant

promises of success. Before his election

Maximilian had been famed as an efficient

. ... ,
general, but after his accession

Maximilian s
j^^ was defeated in every

Defeats i_- i. 1. j

B 1 1
1 campaign which he under-

took. All the internal reforms
hitherto recorded were in reality only
concessions forced from him by his endless

need of money. But the work was now
begun, and the imperial diet summoned
for February, 1500, was to advance it

a stage farther. Although the king had
been present some considerable time,

business did not begin before April.

The most important question for Maxi-
milian was that of auxiliary troops, and
he came forward with proposals on the
point. The "Common Penny" was uni-

versally disliked ; it had proved nothing
but an abortive scheme. For this reason
the attempt was made to raise a permanent
imperial army of 34,000 men on the basis

of the proposal made in i486. At the same
time, for the relief of the assembly of the
empire, a standing committee, the Council
of Regency, was to be appointed, and the
Supreme Court once more established.

The arrangements for the council were
completed in July, and the committee
itself met at Nuremberg in 1500. But the
king's plan with regard to the army did not
meet with the approval of the states ; on
the contrary, the princes, at Berthold's
advice, insisted that the requirements of
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the empire should be suppHed by every

member of the empire. One trooper should

be furnished by every 400 persons who had
any property, while the lords were to

furnish one for every 4,000 florins income.

The towns were to pay 2h per cent, of

their revenues, the Jews to pay one florin

poll tax. They thus hoped for an army
of some 30,000 men ; and the special duty

of the Council of Regency was to be the

administration of these funds. On this

head Maximilian for once agreed with the

states. The assembly, besides treating

these questions, was also occupied with

the foreign policy, especially the attitude of

France, from which an attack long seemed
imminent. An imperial embassy to the

court of Louis XIL was certainly unsuc-
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Cessful in its demands, but war was

temix)rarily avoidctl. Louis was now the

real master of Milan, and no one could

easily dislodge him from that position.

It therefore seemed most prudent to the

Council of Regency to offer him for a

large sum of money the investiture by
the empiri". The king, indeed, was not

xk D tiuite sincere with his words
;

Master* ''"^ '" *"''^^'^'' *" outbid the

r*w-V princes he agreed with Louis in
of Milan !.., .i- i.-

October, 1501, as to his mvesti-

ture with Milan on condition that Louis

would assist him in his expedition to

Rome for coronati'jn.

The Council of Regency resisted the

preaching of indulgences by the papal

legate. Cardinal Peraudi. At first the

cardinal hardly ventured to put foot

on the soil of the empire. He did so later,

when a pledge had been given that the

mt)ney should remain entirely in Germany.
Ma.ximilian hoped for the fulfilment of his

wish, that in this way the means for the
campaign against the Turks would be
forthcoming. The Council of Regency
was forced in the end to allow preaching
and collecting ; but it interfered in the
matter, and hindered the enriching of the
papal treasury by German gold. Indeed,
the treasury of the empire was to be
benefited by the proceeds.

As far as the Poi:)e was concerned, the
loudly expressed demand that the papal
Curia should give back annates already
paid, and the revenues from earlier indulg-
ences, was quieted by this undoubtedly
large concession. The German princes
naturally thought only of the money
itself. On no account was the Curia to
be enriched at the cost of Germany ; but
nothing suggested the idea that the
states had attacked the indulgence itself

as an institution of the Church.
The preaching of indulgences had

doubtless revived the idea of crusades,
and a diet was summoned to Frankfort to

Proposed
deliberate on the question. But

War Against ^^^
^'l'^

'^''^ "«* appear
;
the

the Turks Procedure was too troublesome
for him. On the other hand,

he summoned the jMinces on his own
authority as a feudal lord to a campaign
against the Turks ; but this was the most
direct violation by the king of the newly
created constitutional arrangement. Bert-
hold, from whom Maximilian had de-
manded the surrender of the imperial
seal, summoned, as a counter measure,
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an electoral diet, after the old style, to

Frankfort in May. The assembled princes

attacked the king with vehement speeches,

but cxi)ressed their readiness to join in

the Turkish war, although only after long

and careful pre}iarations.

Meanwhile, Maximilian tried to get

})ossession of the money deriv'ed from
the Jubilee Indulgence, but the legate

remained firm to his compact to hand
over the amounts raised to the council,

which seemed to be nearly ignored through
the turn of events. The king's attempt to

invite the electors to his court in order to

discuss the matter was ineffectual ; in fact,

on July 4th, 1502, a formal combination of

the electors took place, the object of which
was to oppose the king and protect the

constitution created at Worms and Augs-
burg. A diet, to which the other jninces

were to be invited, was settled for Novem-
ber in Gelnhausen, in order to deliberate

about the Turkish expedition. Maximilian
summoned a " strengthened Council of

Regency " to the same town for August,
but countermanded it when he was certain

that no one would follow his orders. The
_..„ assembly of the electors did
Differences •'

Between King
and Electors

not take place, since the king
summoned for the same date
an imperial diet toGelnhausen,

on wliich the electors wished to remove to

Wiirzburg.

In the end Maximilian, for his part,

relinquished the plan of an immediate war
upon Turkey, and did not temporarily
contemplate calling an imperial diet.

Indeed, he once more set into operation
the high " imperial chamber," with its

undefined powers in law and legislation.

Permanently strained relations existed
between the king and the electors, but
neither side took any action, and the
king's financial position was improved,
since after the year 1503 really con-
siderable portions of the jubilee funds
flowed into his coffers. In October of this

year the electors once more met at Frank-
fort, but consented to an imperial diet

only if Maximilian himself would appear.
But Maximilian was now bent on the
journey to Rome and the expedition
against the Turks.

While all Upper Germany was being
agitated by the dispute as to the succession
in Landshut, which broke out after the
death of Duke George of Bavaria, and was
settled in the summer of 1505 by the
" award of Cologne," Maximilian achieved
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a Certain success in his foreign policy
by the treaty of Blois in September, 1504,
which was followed by a final accommoda-
tion with France at Hagenau, in April,

1505. Louis XII. was to be invested with
Milan, and Charles, son of Archduke
Philip, grandson of King Maximilian, who
was betrothed to his daughter Claudia,
was to be regarded as his heir. In this way
the Hapsburgs might again hope to gain
Milan ; besides this, Louis paid a large

sum to Maximilian for the investiture.

The two Hapsburgs, father and son, and
the king of France, now stood in close

alliance ; their spheres of interest in

attention once more to imperial reform.
He may have seen that reform was
impossible without an administrative
body, and therefore demanded a new
Council of Regency, which was not to
trench on

.
royal prerogative, but was to

be merely advisory. The old idea of a
government by the states was completely
abandoned in the proposal. But the
princes would not consent to this, and
withdrew from the task of reform. A
renewed establishment of the Supreme
Court was determined, but remained on
paper, for it would have been impossible
to keep it up. The king now asked for
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Italy were marked out. And although

the treaty was broken by Louis, the

international position of the house of

Hapsburg was nevertheless more favour-

able than in previous years, especially since

fairly cordial relations existed with Henry
VII. of England.

Maximilian turned his steps from
Hagenau down the Rhine to Cologne for

the diet, and now, encouraged by the

issue of the Bavarian War of Suc-

cession, as well as by the success of

his foreign policy and the conquests of

Charles of Guelders, he tried to give his

4,000 men from the empire for one year

in order to make good his claims to the

Hungarian succession, and his request

was granted. The means were raised in

the old way, by " register contributions "
;

thus the idea of a direct imperial tax was
abandoned.
But this time also the plan was not

carried out, and Maximilian entered into

closer diplomatic relations to Ladislaus,

as a result of which an arrangement was
made in March. 1506, that the Hungarian
princess Anne should be married to a

grandson of Maximilian. But the danger
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was not tlius fiidt-d, since there was the

fear that such a marriage would be

vigorously opjiosed by the Hungarian
nobles. The demand of the Hapsburgs,

that the nobility should renew their

guarantee which they gave in 1491 as

to t^e Hai)sburg succession, actually

conjui'ed up the war. King Maximilian

entered Hungary in June,
Germany

1506, with an imposing force.

dedenburg was captured and
at War with

Hungary
Pressburg fell. The struggle

was interru])ted by the birth of a Hun-
garian prince, who received the name of

Lewis ; he was now the only legitimate

successor of Ladislaus. But in the Peace

of Vienna, on July iQth, 1506, Maximilian's

claims to the succession of Hungary were
nevertheless expressly established.

Meanwhile, it appeared as if the occasion

was finally suitable for the expedition to

Rome that had been settled at Cologne
in 1505, for Pope JuHus 11. had com-
pletely quarrelled with France and Arch-
duke Philip had won military successes

in Spain. Rut Julius suddenly turned
round, and in the autumn Rome and Milan,

Xajiles and Venice combined in order to

hinder the coronation journey of the
Gennan sovereign. All details of the

march over the Alps had been arranged
in August, and notwithstanding the
gloomy tidings as to the turn of politics

in Italy, Maximilian had formed the bold
plan of forcing an entry into Rome, when
the news reached him of the death of his

son Philip, on September 25th, 1506. The
idea of an aggressive war against France
in combination with him had, therefore,

to be abandoned. But, in order to carry
out the expedition to Rome, which had
not been abandoned, Maximilian assidu-
ously sought the advice of the princes,

and could hardly wait for the imperial
diet convened for the beginning of 1507.
The relations of the Pope to France had

again become cooler towards the end of the

The Pope's
^'^^^ ^^06 ;

in fact, he tried to

Coolness
mediate between Maximilian

to France ^"^ Louis while the latter was
preparing to conquer Genoa.

The diet, which was eagerly desired in
Germany, finally met towards the end of
April at Constance. The work of internal
refonn was actually concluded by a new
system of supreme judicature, but un-
fortunately the important question of the
executive was inadequately met. The
Supreme Court of Judicature met in
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Regensburg about the end of the year, and
was transferred two years later to Worms.
The states granted the funds for the

journey to Rome, and fixed the amount
of the register contributions, which then

remained permanently in force. Maxi-

milian, on his own initiative, advanced
into Italy from Tyrol during the winter,

and assumed, on February 4th, 1508, the

title of " Roman Emperor Elect." Since

for the moment, owing to the complications

with Venice, an entry into the eternal city

seemed to lie in the remote future, a
vigorous campaign was now undertaken
against the great trading republic which
had seized Istria.

After a preliminary success at Trautson,

the Germans were completely defeated in

March near Pieve di Cadore, while the

emperor, far from the army, tried to get

reinforcements from Geraiany. The
Venetian commander, Alviano, had still

further successes ; he took the town of

Gorz in April, and attacked Trieste, which
surrendered on May 6th. All the ports

fell into the hands of the republic, and a

land army threatened Carniola. Maxi-

., . ... , milian repeatedly tried to
Maximilian s,,- ^ r iUii._ obtam money from the states

;

-.1 XT • but the " urgent diet " sum-
moned to Worms was several

times adjourned. So he had to consent,

on June 6th, to a three years' truce

with Venice.

This truce, which did not take into

consideration the interest of the French
king on the frontiers of the German
Empire, made Louis dissatisfied with his

former allies, the Venetians, and drew him
into closer relations with the emperor.
The latter, since the death of his son Philip,

was guardian of his infant grandsons,
Charles and Ferdinand, and bad assigned

the regency of the Netherlands to his

widowed daughter, Margaret, a woman of

great practical abihty. The English king,

Henry VII., was a suitor for her hand,
since he hoped in this way to win influence

over the Netherlands, but being rejected,

made proposals to enter into a matrimonial
alliance with the royal family of France.
Such a reconciliation between England

and France would have been fraught with
great danger to the Netherlands and
Germany, and it was necessary to avoid
this at all costs. Margaret, therefore,

induced her father to resume the former
negotiations with France. The result was
the arrangement made in December,
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1508, at Cambray, which became possible

only thr()ut(h the provisional adjourn-

ment of the question of Gueldcrs. In the

so-called " League of Cambray " the

kings of France and Germany had com-

bined with the Pope in common action

against Venice, and on the terms that the

Venetian territory was divided in advance

. . between the three parties. Louis
Division

^^^ j^j^ ^ ^^,^g enfeoffed with

T r'ror
^'^^ kingdom of Milan on

erri ory
pj^yj^gnt of 100,000 CrownS,

and the prospect of investiture held out

to him so soon as the French campaign
against Venice had actually begun.

While France placed an army in the field

against the republic, and won a victory in

May near Agnadello, Maximilian in vain

sought the means for carrying on the war.

Pope Julius and the French king took

possession of the parts of the country
guaranteed to them. Maximilian could

not co-operate, but appeared in the middle
of August for the siege of Padua. But he

abandoned the attack at the beginning of

October, and was by the end of the month
once more in Tyrol, while the imperial

army broke up, and Louis retired from the

seat of war, having gained his desired

object. Although Maximilian was con-

vinced that the struggle must be continued
during the winter, he could not induce his

allies to adopt suitable measures. In fact,

the strength of the league was somewhat
relaxed during the winter, so that the war
in 1510 was carried on unenergetically.

A new imperial diet met at Augsburg in

March. The emperor demanded military
support, and was now prepared to come to
an agreement in the matter of reform.
But the princes held back ; they agreed
to nothing, in the conviction that there
could be no permanent settlement with
this king on the basis of a constitution.
The influence of the Pope also was clearly
felt ; he was now desirous of a peaceful
arrangement, and had freed the Venetians

,
from the ban in February. His

Crush*^
° efforts were directed towards

the^Frcnch
'"^viving a new league to crush
the excessive power of the

French. It was impossible for Maxi-
milian in his financial weakness to follow
a policy of his own. Driven by necessity,
he continually drew closer to France, and
made an agreement with Louis in Novem-
ber that renewed the Treaty of Cambray
for the two powers who now alone par-
ticipated in it. This alliance was really
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directed against the Pope, and the effective

weapon in this war was to be a stoppage

of supplies to Rome. A new council,

which eventually met at Pisa in November,
1511, was intended to deliberate afresh

about Church reform.

In consequence of these events. Pope
Julius was anxious to enter into relations

with each one of the allies, ostensibly in

order to restore peace in Italy—.in reality,

to break up the coalition. However, these

attempts miscarried in the spring of 1511.

But after the illness which made his life

precarious, he was alUed with Spain and
Venice, and soon found a hearing with
Maximilian. He was already inclined

towards the " Holy League," especially as

England had joined it. In June, 1512, the

peace negotiations between Venice and the

emperor were concluded The Swiss, also, in

return for the assurance that Massimiliano

Sforza would be put in possession of Milan,

were ready to strike a blow at France.

The Bishop of Gurk was the em-
peror's envoy to the Pope ; the latter,

on the understanding that the council

at Pisa should be abandoned, and
the Lateran Council acknow-

,.** ° ledged, made the most valuable
the Pope " u J J J

J
.. concessions, since he depended

entirely on the emperor for his

position towards Venice. The former, even
in the winter of 1512-1513, had not com-
pletely broken with France until the death
of Pope Julius, in February, 1513, gave
a new turn to the matter. .

Giovanni de Medici was elected as

Leo X. so rapidly that Maximilian could
not exercise any influence over the election

at all, and his plan of becoming himself
master of the states of the Church after

the death of Julius was thus finally

frustrated. Leo remained apparently loyal

to the Holy League, but soon released King
Louis from the ban, while Venice formed a
direct alliance with France in March. A
little later. King Maximihan, at his

daughter's instance, allied himself with
Henry VIII. of England. The new Pope
and Ferdinand of Spain were certainly
privy to this agreement. A joint attack
on the French territory was a precon-
certed arrangement. But neither Leo nor
Ferdinand was thoroughly sincere in the
matter. Ferdinand, indeed, concluded a
truce with Louis at the same time. The
situation was cleared up only when the
confederates, at the beginning of June,
15 13, won a decisive victory over the



THE GREAT BATTLE OF MARIGNANO, IN WHICH THE SWISS WEkc DnrtAitD
At Marigrnano, now Melegnano, on the Lambro, on the loth and 1 Ith of September, 1515, Francis I. of
France defeated the famous soldiery of the Swiss, and Milan thus came into the possession of the French.

After the painting by Fragonard in the Museum of Versailles

French at Novara and forced them to

evacuate Italy. Ferdinand now showed
himself more amenable.
Henry VIII. appeared on French soil in

August, and the Swiss were ready for an
attack on Burgundy. Maximilian himself

appeared in the English headquarters, and
shared as a general in the victory of the

English army over the French, on August
i6th, 1513, near the selfsame Guinegatte,

where thirty-four years before he had
already distinguished himself. The fortress

of Terouanne, on the frontiers of the

Netherlands, surrendered a few days later.

The Swiss at the beginning of September
were before Dijon, but retired home again

without having made the least use of their

favourable position. At the beginning of

October the allies gained a victory in Italy

over the Venetians, who were now pre-

pared to open negotiations with Pope and
emperor.
Although the royal house of England

formed more intimate relations with the

Hapsburgs through the betrothal of Arch-
duke Charles with Mary, sister of Henry

VIII., and although the English made
further preparations against France in

the winter of 15 14, still King Louis
succeeded by skilful diplomacy in ridding

himself of his foes. In April, 1514, King
Henry, affronted at the breakmg-off of his

sister's marriage, went over to the side of

France. In August a peace was struck on
the terms of the cession of Tournay to

England, and Maty, the king's sister, was
given in marriage to King Louis.

Under these conditions the emperor had
only the support of Ferdinand left. At his

advice he approached the Pope, and offered

him the imperial fief of Modena. But the

negotiations were still in suspense when,
on January ist, 1515, Louis XII. died, and
his son-in-law, Francis of Angouleme,
followed him on the throne.

The new king, who planned the marriage

of Archduke Charles, now of age, with

Renee, the surviving daughter of King
Louis, did not wish in the least to renounce

the French dominion in Italy, and made
immediate preparations to defend his

rights. An army was soon in Italy, and
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Francis the

Protector

of Venice

won a victory in the two days' fighting at

Marignano.now Melegnano,onthe Lambro,
on September 13th and 14th, 1515, over

the famous soldiery of the Swiss. Milan

thus fell to the French. MassimilianoSforza

had for thi future t " live in

France. The unexpected death
of Ferdinmd, in January,

1516, prevented a plan of

alliance with the English king, who was
willing to lend his help to defend Naples.

Venice greeted Francis as her protector.

Venetians and French marched together

against the Swiss, who were won over by
English gold, but were com])elled in March,
1516, to retreat from the Mincio to the

Adda, and thence to Milan. Maximilian
delayed to strike a decisive blow, and
could not afterwards recover the lost oppor-
tunity, since his

Swiss mutinied.

He still hoped, it

is true, for a
renewal of the

struggle by help

of English gold.

Henry VIH. was
to receive Milan
in return. But
Henry drew
back, and Maxi-
milian, indignant
at this behaviour
in his ally, began
to take part in

the negotiations
pending between
his grandson
Charles and King
Francis, which
led, in December,
to an alliance

between them.
The basis of this

was the surrender
of Verona to
Venice for the

The States

and Papal

Demands

in other matters. A continuance of

imperial reform was impossible from the

attitude of the princes. But the diet of

Augsburg in 1512 passed the constitu-

tionally important decree that all measures
adopted in the diets should be binding on
all the states. On the other hand, in

order to execute the judgments of the

Supreme Court of Judicature and to pro-

tect the public peace, ten circles with
separate organisation had been
established. The renewal of the
Swabian League in 1512 was of

importance for the maintenance
of internal peace ; but the simultaneous
formation of a " counter league " lessened

in many respects the effect of this ex-

cellently designed institution. The im-
poverishment of the German people by the

financialpractices

of the papal Curia
was discussed in

the diet of 1517 ;

and in 15 18 anew
Turks' tax was
claimed on the
part of the Pope,
although it was
proposed to leave

the collection and
application of it

entirely to the

nation. But the
states refused to

hear of a tax in

any form what-
ever, and raised

against the papal
demands well-

founded com-
plaints, which
were no longer

irrelevant to the
doctrines begin-

ning to be ex-

pounded in those
days at Witten-THE MAGNIFICENT "TOMB" OF MAXIMILIANsum of 200 onn w ™/ioix.rn„ciN i •• iumb oh Maximilian ""-^

oLiiii yji ^uu,uuu Maximilian died in 1519, and was buried in the church of St. George in
DCr

tnalers in gold Wiener-Neustadt. The magnificent structure shown in the illustration, The Empcror
($150,000), while designed after Maximilian's own idea, was raised in the royal chapel Mavimilicir. ho A
R i V a a n d ^* Innsbruck, and not. as he had desired, over his actual grave. ^^ ,ivivaduu

.,.^. alwaysbeen
Koveredo. together with Friuh, remained inspired with the wish to increase the
to the emperor. The treaty, which, in the
form of a five years' truce, was finally
renewed on August 26th, 1518, continu-
ously added to the extent of the emperor's
power in his hereditary land of Tyrol.
While foreign policy took up the em-

peror's attention, he had not been inactive
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power of his family. But the older he
grew, and the less pleasure he could find
in the empire and in his foreign policy,
the nearer to his heart must have lain the
arrangement of the succession. His grand-
son, Charles, had attained his majority
on January 5th, 1515, and had taken
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the government of the Netherlands into
his own hands.

In the year 1517 tne succession in the
empire, about which MaximiUan had
already entertained the most varied views,
became an important question owing to
his faiUng health ; and just before his

departure, Charles, on an understanding
with his grandfather, came forward as a
candidate. Indeed, the choice of a Roman
king during the emperor's lifetime was
most important if the Hapsburg succession
was not altogethei to become doubtful.
Some concessions to the electors and
payment of old debts soon made them
compliant, and the election was fixed for

January, 1519, in Frankfort. Maximilian
promised at the same time to have his

own coronation as emperor completed,
and the Pope, according to all appearance,
was ready. But the monarch died on
January 12th, 15 19, at Wels, before he
could carry out all these plans. He had
not made any definite settlement as to

his successor or appointed the pro-

visional government necessary

in the absence of both grand-
sons, and so his reign

closed abruptly, leaving all

important issues unsolved. His body was
buried in he church of St. George in

Wiener-Neustadt, but his magnificent

tomb, designed after his own idea, was
raised in the royal chapel at Innsbruck,

How Posterity

Regarded

Maximilian

Death of the

Emperor
Maximilian

and not, as he had wished, over his actual
grave. When Maximilian, on December
28th, 1518, signed his will, twenty-eight of
the great bronze statues and 134 of
the smaller figures were ready. The
masters of the plastic arts at Nuremberg,
Landshut, and even in the Netherlands,

worked at those statues, the
grouping of which, as finally

carried out by the grandson,
was certainly not according

to the idea in the mind of the monarch
who gave the original order.

During the reign of King Maximilian,
many thoughts were born which after-

ward obtained a tangible form, and many
practical improvements sprang from the
creative brain of the king himself. But
his changeable nature, with the rapid
alteration of plans and intentions, pre-

vented him from carrying out systemat-
ically purposes when definitely formed.
However little results his exertions in the
field of imperial reform may have finally

given to the nation, still the nation showed
itself grateful. His contemporaries ad-

mired him; posterity celebrated him as

the " last of the knights." It was,

indeed, the chivalry of his nature that

won him the affection of his people,

notwithstanding the many evils from
which, during his reign and partly through
his mismanagement, the German nation

suffered. Armin Tille

THE MEETING OF MAXIMILIAN AND HIS FIRST BRIDE, MARY, HEIRESS OF BURGUNDY
After the painting by Anton Fetter
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GERMAN EXPANSION ON THE EAST
FROM PREHISTORIC TIMES TO FOURTEENTH CENTURY
"PHE early settlements of the Teutons
' in prehistoric tinie-s lay between the
Elbe and the Vistula, the Kelts being their

western neighbours. When the Teutons
proposed to migrate Westwards and to

settle in the Keltic districts to the west of

the Rhine, the advance of these barbarians

was checked by the fortifications which
Julius and Augustus had added to the

natural barriers of the Rhme and Danube.
Three or four hundred years later the

Teutons broke through the Roman fron-

tiers they had often threatened.

While the East Teutons were advancing
on their path of victory and death amid
mighty conflicts, an event hardly less im-

portant was in progress on the frontiers of

Middle and Eastern Europe, noiselessly

and almost unobserved ; this was the

occupation by Slav races of those districts

which the Teutons had abandoned. They
entered the empty space between the Vis-

. tula and the Elbe, and, cross-

PorsesToV* ^"§ *^^^ ^^^^^^ "^^^' s^"^^^ °^
ossession

^-^^ Frankish ground of Thur-
oi Bohemia ^, i j j

mgia. They also seized modern
Bohemia, which had been abandoned
by the retiring Marcomanni, spread over

the Sudetic and Carpathian Mountains,

established themselves in Pannonia and
Noricum, and overran the eastern slopes

of the Alps, the districts from the

source of the Drave to the Adriatic,

a d considerable portions of the Baltic

peninsula.

This Slav migration, which followed the

Teutonic migration, was accomplished
during the fifth, sixth, and seventh cen-

turies. So early as the si.xth century their

oppressors and pursuers, the Avars, pushed
forward along the Theiss and Danube
into the territories occupied by the Slavs.

To this movement were added immediately
afterwards a backward Teutonic wave,

and, at a later date, a wedge-like advance
of the Magyars, with the result that the

Slavs were permanently divided into a

northern and southern group.

235

The occupation by the Slavs of these

wide territories which had belonged to the

Teutons brought the two nationalities

into relations providing material for endless

conflict. Such conflicts broke out to

some extent during the reconquest by the

Germans of the original Teu-
tonic settlements, but led to

Slavs and

Teu ons

C fi' t
"*^ definite r< suit any more
than the conflict between the

Germans and the Romance peoples of

South-west Europe, with their constant

alternations, which were begun by the

struggle for territory, supremacy, and
material or moral power, and have con-

tinued for some fifteen hundred years.

The history of the struggles between the

Slav and the Teutonic military forces

and civilisations centred round two regions,

which must be separated geographically

and historically, one to the south-east

and one to the north-east. The line of

demarcation between these two coincides

almost exactly with the frontiers of

Bohemia and Moravia. The state of

Austria was the result of the conflict in

the south-east, and the monarchy of

Brandenburg- Prussia was produced by

that on the north-east frontier.

A movement eastward at the expense

of the Slavs began in the seventh

and eighth centuries, and emanated from

Bavaria, the duchy of the Agilolfings

which was but nominally dependent

upon the Frankish Merovingians and

Carolingians. Availing themselves of the

decline of the power of the Avars, the

Bavarians extended their influence over

the Slavonic Carentanians, the
The Line_ of

^^cestors of the modern Slo-
Chr.stian.ty s

^^^^-^^^^ ^^ ^ygj^ds, of Central
Advance

Austria. At the same time

Christianity advanced from the Bavarian

bishoprics of Salzburg, Regensburg, and

Passau over the frontier districts. The

country as far as the Enns and the upper

Drave was alread\' thrown open to the

German nations 'ity, when a far gi'eater
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power prepared to intervcn in the

struggle which was going on.

Alter the death of Tassilo. the last of

the Agiloltings. Charles the Great began

his struggle against the Avars in 791,

which ended with the destruction of

their kingdom in 796. As elsewhere, the

Frankish king founded margraviates on

the Central Danube, apparently
Conversion

^^^,^^ ^^^ numl^er, the East Mark,
of Heathen

i,,^,!^,^;,,^ the land on the right
•"

bank of the Danube, from the

Fnns beyond the Vienna forest and
extending southwards to the Drave ; and
the Mark of Friuli, the land to the south

of the Drave, including Istria. Passau

and Salzburg, which had been an arch-

bishojiric from 70^8, occupied themselves

with converting the inhabitants of the

former provinces of Noricum, Rha;tia, and
Pannonia, who were chiefly heathen

;

Salzburg and Aquileia obtained metro-
])olitan rights over the conquered districts.

Constitutional and ecclesiastical organisa-

tion were accomj:)anied by immigration and
settlement. Lower Austria and Western
Hungary, Styria, and Carinthia, received

the main bulk of their German population
between the tij;hth and ninth centuries.

Bavarians and Franks made their settle-

ments side by side with Slav inhabitants
and also with Slav colon sts.

The Carolingian system of government
by no means aimed at the extermination
of the peaceful Slavs who had become
Christians ; at the same time the inhabi-
tants of the Slav marks continually
became dependent upon German terri-

torial lords, and as early as 828 the word
" Slav " {sclavus) acquired the significance
of slave. There was nothing oppressive in

this arrangement, as the land was divided
chiefly into large estates belonging to
ecclesiastical corporations or secular nobles
who ai)j)reciated the scattered population
at their full value. Thus from the
outset the German territories of the

Campaigns
Austrian Alps were brought

of Charles
""<^^"' Cultivation, primarily by

the Great ^^'"S^ territorial lords, and to a
less extent by a class of peasan-

try. The process of Germanising and Chris-
tianising the south-eastern frontiers of the
German kingdom is connected with the
Bavarian campaigns of Charles the Great
against the Avars

; similarly his Saxon
wars brought him into collision with the
Elbe Slavs on the north-east. The attacks
upon Bohemia occupy an intermediate
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position. Charles overran this country

from the south-east and north-west,

until he had made it tributary to him-

self, though he did not throw it open to

German colonisation or to Christianity

(805-806). The complicated campaigns

against the Elbe Slavs forced the con-

quered tribes to make a nominal accep-

tance of Prankish supremacy, but left

them in other respects independent and
so dangerous that the great organiser

founded several frontier counties—the

marks of Thuringia, Franconia, and
Bohemia—and created a connected line of

defence, strengthened by fortresses, along

the Elbe, the Saale, and the Bohmerwald.
Here were situated the frontier marks,

in which peaceful intercourse with the

Slavs was developed, such as Bardowick,
Magdeburg, and Erfurt. In the north-

west Saxon, Danish, and Slav territories,

the frontier of the empire was pushed
across the Eider; however, Charlema'. ne
left to the federated tribes of the Abodrites

East Holstein, or Wagria, which was not

conquered until the bloody conflicts of

the twelfth century. After the death of

_ . ,. the great emperor in 814, his
Foundation t . j - n

J. j^
disconnected empire naturally

SI St
^^^^ ^° pieces, and the Elbe
Slavs, together with those of

the south, with the exception of the
Carentanians, broke away from French
influence. New Slav states were formed,
of which the great Moravian kingdom
was the most important and the most
hostile to the Germans. In Moravia and
Pannonia the Slavs voluntarily accepted
Christianity about 870, without of)liging

the Germans to make much effort for

their conversion. Bohemia and Moravia
remained untouched by German influence
for another century.
The great Moravian kingdom had been

hard pressed by the Emperor Arnulf, and
was already in process of dissolution when
the South-east German marks of the
Carolingian period came to ruin ; the
Magyars, a Finno-Ugrian people, burst
into the district of the Theiss and Danube,
and, like the Huns and the Avars, ravaged
the higher civilisation of Europe, the
morality and resisting power of which had
never sunk so low as at the close of the
ninth century, the age of devastation.
German supremacy was thrown back

beyond the Enns ; the more accessible
districts of the Carolingian Mark became
deserted ; and the remnants of the
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colonial population remained scattered in

mountain and forest valleys, surviving

two generations of this terror. The in-

habitants of the Pannonian plains, who
were chiefly Slavs, became serfs, and the

Slovacks were reduced to pay tribute
;

only the Slovenians or Carentanians re-

mained free. A protracted frontier war
was in process, which brought forth new
royal families, and in particular a new
Bavarian ducal house.

The conditions in Saxony were similar.

The conduct of the uninterrupted fron-

tier war against the heathen Elbe Slavs

brought the ducal family of the Ludol-

fings to the front. This house—the Saxon
emperors—continued the frontier war,

which was imposed upon them by tradition

and necessity. The second period of

successful struggle against the Elbe Slavs

began, and Henry I. started by attack-

ing the Hevelli in 928, with the Saxon
army, which had been reorganised for the

Magyar war.

In the year 928 Henry I. attacked the

Hevelli and captured their main fortress,

Brennaburg, or Brandenburg, after pitch-

ing his camp on the frozen

Havel. "Ice, steel, andhunger,Elements in

the F&ll of

Brandenburg
these three brought Brenna-
burg to her fall." In the same

year the king stormed Gana, or Jahna, the

town of the Daleminzii, and founded the

fortress of Meissen on the conquered

territory. Here, again, the defeated popu-

lation was subjected to pillage, while

the warriors were put to death and the

remainder sold into slavery. When
Henry, in 928 and 929, invaded Bohemia,

which had been united for a generation

under a duke of the Premyslid house,

Wenzel I., the later martyr and patron

saint, offered no resistance, but accepted

the land as a tributary fiief from the hands

of the German king. Although Bohemia
several times shook off the German supre-

macy, the feudal suzerainty was upon the

whole maintained, so that the duchy and

the later kingdom became a permanent

portion of the empire, and belonged to the

German federation until its end in 1866.

By the further subjection of the Redarii,

Abodrites, Wilzes, and Liutizi, all the land

on both sides of the Elbe as far as the Oder

obeyed the first king of the Saxon house.

The civil wars, which fill the earlier

years of Otto I., were accompanied by

wars upon the Wends. The successor of

Henry I. had made over the frontier of

the Saale and Central Elbe to the Mar-
grave Gero, and the district on the lower
Elbe to the Duke Hermann Billung. Gero
waged war with fearful vigour and with
reckless choice of means. In 939, when
informed that the Wends had planned a
surprise attack, he invited thirty of their

chiefs, made them drunk, and killed them.
He thus ruled the Slavs to the

Havel as Hermann ruled the
How Gero
Ruled

the Slavs
Baltic Slavs ; but he was con-

stantly supported by the king,

and the Wendish wars of the Saxon period

thus assumed a character of imperial

enterprise.

Between 950 and 970 the Wends were
constantly revolting. After the death of

Gero, in 966, the king divided this district

into five marks, from which were gradually

formed the Northern ]\Iark, or Old Mark,
the Eastern Mark of Lausitz. or Saxony,
and the Thuringian Mark—the Margraviate

of Meissen. Otto's wars with his German
rivals, the Danes, for the mastery of the

North Sea and the Baltic territories, and
the mark organised in 934 by his father

and occupied by the Germans between the

Eider and Schlei—afterwards the Mark of

Schleswig— are legendary achievements.

Throughout this time German merchants

and German missionaries, those historical

pioneers of mihtary and constitutional

supremacy, had been visiting the marsh
and forest districts occupied by the Wends;
German missionaries had also come face to

face with the obstinate heathenism of

Scandmavia. In these frontier territories

Christianity did not secure its hold until

the ecclesiastical institutions of the Saxon
period were established. The bishopric

of Hamburg, founded in 831—an arch-

bishopric after 834 and the seat of St.

Ansgar, who first secured the title " Apostle

of the North"—was united with Bremen
in 847, and remained under the Saxon

kings the starting-point for missions to the

north. Otto I. made the bishoprics of

Schleswig, Ripen, and Aarhus,

w*" /T* founded in 948, subordinate to
Wendish

^j^g metropolitan see of Bre-
Bishopncs ^g^ At that time, in 946 and

949, the king founded the first bishoprics

upon Wendish soil, Havelberg and Bran-

^ denburg, to which the subject Slavs were

'obhged to pay tithes and tribute. To
these must be added the bishopric of

Oldenburg in Wagria—East Holstein—

known to the Wends as Stargard.

In 968 Otto succeeded in his favourite
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project of making Magdeburg an archbish-

opric, independent of Mainz ; and to this

the sees of Havelberg and Brandenburg,
Meissen, Merseburg, and Zeitz, were sub-

ordinate as suffragan bishoprics. Thus
Christianity had secured a firm foothold

in the marks, and the missions pros-

pered among the refractory W'ends.

i>i. u/ J
However, when Otto II. was

The W*..nds
.i^.f^.^^^^.^ ,,j, j ^jjy j^^h. 982, by

Back to their ,, .> a 1 +1,
-^,^ „ ^ the Saracens m Apulia, the
Old Oods TA I L'l 1 i.u •

Danes and Slavs renewed their

attacks in qS}, and the patient achieve-

ments of fifty years' policy collapsed

amid this wild disturbance. Havelberg
and Brandenburg were destroyed ; Ham-
burg was reduced to ashes ; and the
Wends returned to the service of their god
Gerowitt and the three-headed Triglav,

at the places of sacrifice. Tithes and
tribute were no longer jiaid.

The German nationality became power-
less between the Elbe and the Oder. The
only true method of securing Germanisation
had not yet been discovered. Germans had
entered the fortresses which the Slavs had
already built or reconstructed, and German
wardens had replaced the Slav castellans
or Zuinins. Only under the shelter of the
fortresses had the land been cultivated
here and there, and it was impossible for

such a colonisation to put out strong roots
in the territory east of the Elbe.
Under the regency of Theophano some

campaigns against the Wends were under-
taken between 986 and 990, but under
Adelheid (991-996) the frontier was barely
defended. The Emperor Otto III., whose
sympathies were wholly foreign, and who
was absorbed by the dream of a universal
monarchy, was sufficiently ill-advised to
diminish German influence in the east. It
was at that period that the duchy of
Poland emerged from the deep obscurity
of the time, and Christianity made its way
here under the dukes Mesko and Boleslav
Chabri. About this time Hungary and

Hungary and
Russia were also Christianised,

Russia Adopt
^^-hile Denmark, Norway and

Christianity
Sweden, Iceland and Green-
land, followed in the eleventh

century. Inspired by sincere reverence
for the Bohemian Adalbert, his personal
friend, who had been murdered by the
heathen Prussians in 997, Otto III. made
a pilgrimage in the year 1000 to Gnesen,
where a memorial was erected to this
saintly martyr, whose corpse Boleslav had
covered with gold.
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At the wish of Duke Boleslav, and with

the emperor's consent, a special arch-

bishopric for Poland was organised in

Gnesen ; seven suffragan bishoprics were
to be subject to the new metropolitan,

including the bishops of Cracow, Breslau,

and Kolberg, all to the disadvantage of

the metroi^olitan chair of Magdeburg, to

which the Poles had been hitherto subordi-

nate. Only the Bishop of Posen protested

against this new organisation of the Polish

. Church and adhered to Magdeburg for the

moment. In that same year Hungary
was for ever separated from the German
Church, after Stefan I. had made Gran
the seat of aj)rimate for the whole kingdom.
From that date Poland and Hungary

continued a separate ecclesiastical and
j)olitical existence, but the Germans never
ceased to transmit thek own civilisation

and that of the west to their eastern

neighbours. The kingdoms of the Piasts

and of the Arpads resisted German supre-

macy, which they recognised only under
the immediate pressure of German military

force ; none the less the time approached
when German migration no longer

Wh »h
trickli d. but flowed, into the

c '^ ^ two countries : after that date
Saxons were • ,. .1
„

J. I

agriculture, mining, trade,

manufacture, and town life

were stamped with German characteristics.

The Saxon emperors were more suc-
cessful in the south-eastern mark than
upon the Wendish frontier ; the former
had been shattered by the Magyars at the
beginning of the tenth century, but had
been restored in 995 after the victory on
the Lechfeld.

Once again the rulers gave large tracts
of land to secular nobles, churches and
monasteries ; and again a strong German
and especially Bavarian immigration
began. Like the East Babenberg mark,
the frontier of which had been definitely

advanced to the Leitha since the Hungarian
wars of the Emperor Henry III., so also
the Carentanian or Styrian mark gradually
broke away from the Bavarian duchy.
In view of the extraordinary independence
of these south-eastern frontiers and their
princes, it was possible at a later period
that larger independent states might be
developed there.

In the time of the Salian emperors the
imperial policy paid no special attention
to the Slav districts on the Elbe. Colonisa-
tion and missionary activity came to an
end. It should have been the task of
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the territorial princes and bishops to

continue the work which the empire had
ceased to perform. However, even the

Saxon dukes of the family of Hillung con-

fined themselves to exacting taxation from

the Slavs, but made no attempt to foster

colonisation or Christianity. For a short

time the archbishopric of Bremen, especi-

ally under the ambitious

Liocelrof
Archbishoj) Adalbert, who died

loccse o
-^ 1072, whose diocese included

Adalbert ^, ' , , r ^- .\ t-
• the whole of North hurope,

revived the missions to the Slavs ; he

seems to have been the first to induce
the Xetherland colonists to bring the

peat districts on the Weser under cul-

tivation. He was supjwrted in 1046
by the alliance of the Abodrite prince,

(lottschalk, who had voluntarily ac-

cepted Christianity.

Christianity under the Wends soon
made such progress that it was possible

to found the bishoprics of Mecklenburg
and Ratzeburg. Hut in a few years the
reaction set in. The Liutizi attacked the
Abodrites, who reverted to their old gods
and obeyed the heathen prince, Kruto,
after Gottschalk had been killed in 1066,
and Bishop John of Ratzeburg had been
sacrificed before the idol Radegast.
No fundamental change took place until

the Saxon duke, Lothar of Suphnburg,
became German king on August 30th,

H25. The Elbe Slavs were again made
tributary ; the sanctuary of Radegast in

Rethra was destroyed ; and even the
Polish duke, Boleslav III., did homage to
the emperor for Pomerania and Riigen.
Christianity had secured a hold in Pome-
rania in 1124 ; a pious German bishop,
Otto of Bamberg, was an apostle of this
heathen country. German customs and
language crossed the Elbe in force, ex-
tended over the wide river-valleys, and
advanced towards the shores of the Baltic.
These districts at the present day are

thoroughly German, and are, indeed, the

Heroes of
^^"^^^^ ^^ German strength and

German power. The time had come

Expansion ^^^^" ^^^ nation was in posses-

.

sion of that superfluous
strength which felt the need for conquest
and colonisation. The age also brought
forth those leading personalities required
by every great movement, the heroes of
the German expansion beyond the Elbe.
These were the Ascanian Albert the Bear,
the Schauemburger Adolf II. of Holstein,'
and Henry the Lion.
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In the year 1134 the Ascanian Albert

of Anhalt, the son of Otto the Rich of

Ballenstedt, was invested with the fief of

the Saxon Nordmark, a barren and
swampy district then inhabited only in the

west. There were no actual settlements

in the Wendish territory to the east of

the Elbe, and only historical claims to

this imperial fief. In rapid succession,

however, Albert conquered Prignitz, to-

gether with Zauche, restored the episcopal

chair of Havelberg in 1136, and concluded
a treaty of inheritance with Pribislav of

Brandenburg, so that this district, the later

Middle Mark, came into his hands in 1150.

The bishopric of Brandenburg was then
revived, and it was finally possible for the

titular bishops of the marks, who had been
driven from their dioceses for a century and
a half, to resume residence. Together with
Archbishop Wichmann of Magdeburg
(1152-1192) the Ascanian now devoted
himself to the colonisation of the Slav
districts on the Elbe. The conquests of the
sword were secured by the work of the
ploughshare. As Ranke says :

" The
sword, the cross, and the plough
-. co-operated to secure the land
assacres

^^ ^^^ right of the Elbe for
of the ^ >' Ti 1 • i.

e, „ Germany. Ihe colonisation
Slav Races j.u • Ui u i t ^.-uon the right bank of the
Elbe, which is most characteristic of

Germany, originated, however, not in

Brandenburg, but further north, in Wagria.
Count Adolf II. of Holstein, of the family
of Schauemburg, had almost exterminated
the heathen Slav population of this dis-

trict in a series of massacres. He then
sent out messages to the Low^er Rhine, to

the Flemings and the Dutch, to the effect

that all who wanted land might come and
receive arable and pasture land, cattle

and fodder, in abundance.
The colonists came and settled in small

villages. Adolf II. also built a town ; in

the neighbourhood of Buku, which was
'destroyed in 1138, rose the new town of

Liibeck in 1143, which was destined after-

wards to secure the supremacy of the
Baltic and the commercial predominance
of the whole of Northern Europe.

For fifteen years German colonists
continued to enter Brandenburg. Since
the Wendish revolt of 1157 the property
and the rights of the Slav population seem
no longer to have been recognised. The
margrave distributed the land, where he
did not keep it for himself, to noble lords,
chiefly coming from the Altmark, who
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had helped in the process of conquest, to
bishoprics, churches and monasteries, and
also to his ministeriales and knightly
adherents. In some cases the Wendish
nobles who had submitted were left in

possession of their property, and amalga-
mated with the immigrants to form a new
race. Christianity seems to have begun
in this quarter with the summons to the
colonists from North-west Germany

;

Bishop Anselm of Havelberg and the
Premonstratensian Order were transplanted
to the mark from the neighbouring town of

Magdeburg, where the founder of the order,

St. Norbert, had been archbishop in 1126
and had died in 1134.
The popular Cistercian Order did good

service in the colonisation and Germanisa-
tion of the north-east. The work of Albert

the Bear was continued by his successors

in those parts of Brandenburg which were
acquired about 1260, the Ukermark and
the Newmark, Lebus and Sternberg.

The third of the royal colonisers of the

twelfth century was the most powerful of

them all ; this was Henry the Lion, duke of

Saxony and Bavaria. Originally he con-

TM. D f I
tented himself with the tri-

Thc Powerful
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Wendish prmces,

th
"^1/ including the AbodriteNiklot.

Purely territorial interests in-

duced the Guelf to initiate an aggressive

policy against the Elbe Slavs. After the

foundation of Liibeck by Adolf II., the

customs revenue of Bardowick, the chief

commercial town on the Lower Elbe,

belonging to Henry the Lion, began to

dwindle, and the duke, by the right of

the strong hand, deprived the count of

Schauemburg of his new town (1157-1158).
This action redounded to the advantage

of the people of Liibeck, for the Guelf

overwhelmed this productive source of

imposts with privileges. In order to free

the town on the Trave from the molesta-

tion of Slav pirates, Henry attacked the

Abodrite prince, and made his territory,

which had hitherto been tributary, a

component part of the duchy. Following

the example of Albert the Bear, he divided

the conquered district among his noble

comrades, among squires and knights who
had joined in the expedition, and among
bishops and monasteries. The three new
territorial bishops of Liibeck, Ratzeburg,

and Mecklenburg-Schwerin were invested

by him personally, and not as were the

bishops of Brandenburg by the emperor.

In addition to the territory of the

Abodrites, the modern Mecklenburg, he
also subjugated Pomerania, though the
princes, who were already Christians,

were not deprived of their power. On the
other hand, the Danes overpowered the
last refuge of piracy and heathenism, the
Island of Riigen. In the summer of 1168,

King Waldemar I. and Bishop Absalon of

Th D Roskilde conquered the strong

_ , *^ defences of Arkona. A deep
Destroy a •

• , ,,
'

G t Id 1
i^^P'"cssion was made upon the

conquered by the action of the

Danes, who broke the four-headed idol

Swantewit in pieces, and threw it into

their camp fire. It was only by secret

intrigues that Henry the Lion could

secure from the Danes the cession to him-
self of half the temple treasures of Arkona
and half of the tribute of the island.

The colonisation of the lowlands on the

right bank of the Elbe displays certain

features which recur in the German
settlements of Silesia and Prussia, also in

Bohemia and Hungary. The margrave,
the monastery, the noble, or anyone who
possessed a superabundance of land,

called in colonists, who were chiefly

Saxons of the Rhineland. Flemings, and
Netherlanders, though here and there

Central and Uppe'r Germans made their

appearance. A contractor, known as the

locator, divided the land appointed to

him among the settlers who had come
with him, and now became village com-
panions. Again, some Slav township

might be divided among the new comers
when the former population had been

expelled. These new settlements generally

took the form of villages with one or more
streets, according as the houses were built

in one or two rows ; the land belonging to

every house formed a connected strip

extending to the wood or marsh. Generally

speaking, individual allotments did not

exceed the average size of thirty acres.

While the German colonists of the Elbe

and Oder district had taken possession

_ . , of the mainland in the twelfth
The Age of

^^^^^^y^ ^nd had founded a
German

countless number of villages.
Expansion

^^^ thirteenth century was
especially the age of the foundation of

towns. The process of Germanisation

was not concluded, and did not show its

full power until the foundation of German
towns endowed with German rights

—

chiefly modelled upon those of Magde-

burg. In the founding of towns a general

plan was also followed, and we discern an
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increasing technical power of arranging

detail. One or more locators stand at the

head of the enterprise proposed by
ecclesiastical or secular nobles. At a

suitable spot, which is already inhabited

in part, a market-place is marked out,

which is of large size, square and level,

and is generally known as the " ring-

platz."

Spaces are marked off for the council

house and exchange, and sites are

then measured along the market-place

for the settlers ; these are neither broad
nor deep, m order that as many as possible

may share this privileged position. In
addition to this, a few parallel streets of

approach are marked out, and the whole
is surrounded by a circuit wall of con-

siderable strength. In some cases new
towns and suburbs are formed, which are

united upon occasion with the old town.
The locator ranks as mayor of the town,
in possession of privileges of every kind.

The town annually pays the land-

owner or territorial lord, after the lapse
of the stipulated period of exemption, a

lump sum, which is contributed by the

individual families, and becomes a smaller

burden as the wealth of the community
increases. Whenever German municipal
privileg'es are introduced, the process of

development does not cease until complete
independence is secured. The mayor is

assisted in his judicial functions by asses-

sors ; the affairs of the town are in the

hands of a town council, and the mayoralty
is finally transferred from the lord of the

town to the community. When the

community has thus become entirely free,

the usual struggle begins between the

mercantile patriciate and the industrial

classes to secure admission to the council

and the state offices. This stage of develop-

ment, however, was undergone by every
town in the mother country, and reappears
in the colonial towns, though in abbre-

viated form.

Together with the agricultural village

and the commercial or manufacturing
town settlements, the mining colony
forms a third kind of settlement . After the

discovery of the silver mines of Freiberg,

THE STOCKADED HOUSE OF A GERMAN FARMER IN THE TWELFTH CENTURY
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THE HOMESTEAD OF A TEUTONIC CHIEF IN EARLY MEDIEVAL TIMES
Town life was unknown among^ the early Teutonic races, who dwelt in village settlements around which were fortifications

of earth and wood that served as a refuge for the population. The chiefs ruled over small districts protected by wilder-
nesses, swamps and other natural boundaries, their own headquarters being stockaded as shown in the illustration-

the half Slav Erzgebirge attracted not only
German miners, whose first starling-point

seerns to have been the Hartz Mountains,
but also other colonists. These completed
the Germanisation of the modern king-

dom of Saxony. Such colonies developed
codes of their own capable of expansion,
and in Moravian Iglau and Bohemian
Kuttenberg the mining industry soon
formed centres similar to that of Saxon
Freiberg.

All these institutions which arose upon
the old Slav territory are also found in

Silesia, which was entered by German
colonists at a later date than Brandenburg.
Their invasion was directed by the power
of the Church and the princes.

In Poland, which Was regarded as be-

longing to Silesia until the thirteenth

century, Christianity had become pre-

dominant so early as the tenth century.

The Polish Church retained the traces of

its German origin, and in consciousness

of this fact an attempt was made to counter-

balance German preponderance by the

introduction of French clergy. Circum-
stances, however, brought it about that

in the twelfth century not only the Church,

but also, and to a greater extent, the ducal

power facilitated the general triumph
of German nationality throughout Poland,
and secured the complete Germanisation
of the larger part of Silesia. The dukes
enjoyed almost unlimited power and pro-

perty, while the Church and the growing
order of the nobles shared the privileged

position of territorial lords. In conse-

quence the peasant class, originally free,

gradually dwindled, and Was replaced by
a disorganised mass of occupants, subject

to tribute, burdened by forced service,

and bound to the soil. There were no
free towns, although we can detect traces

of an early Polish town constitution, which
bears some similarity to the old Russian
town system.

After the lime of Bolcslav III., who
cied in 1138, Poland was broken into

petty principalities, and Silesia also

acquired a kind of independence. The
neighbourhood of Germany, the connec-

tion of the dynasts with German princely

hou es, the influence of .German women
and mothers, and of princes educated

in German schools, secu ed the advance

of the Germans to the central districts

of the Oder in the twelfth century.

As in Pomerania and Mecklenburg, this
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movement was a bloodless one, completed
under the protection of princes of Slav

origin, without the slaughter or expulsion

of the non-German jirevious and present

occu{)ants—^a peaceful contrast to certain

]>roceedings in Wagria, Brandenburg, and
Prussia. Where the authorities failed to

su]iport the movement and the Polish

nationalitywas able to maintain
erman

-^^ ground, as in Upper Silesia,
Advance ^t oi i i /x •

n , . the Slavs were also left m pos-
in Poland t xi x r t> i j

session. In the rest oi Poland,
whither the Germans advanced in the

thirteenth century, with no less success

than in Silesia, an irresistible national

reaction took place forthwith.

The peasant colonisation of Silesia by
the importation of German immigrants
was begun I y the German Cistercians

—

who Were first called in by Duke Boleslav
the Long—to Leubus in 1175 ; these were
soon followed by Premonstratensians and
Augustinian Canons. The Germans settled

in new or old villages—the latter were,
however, in ruins—under the same favour-
able conditions as in Brandenburg. From
the first moment the settlements of the
tenant peasantry struggling with the
swamps and primeval forests formed a
salutary contrast to the scattered villages

of the Polish serf po})ulation, who were
both incapable and disinclined to work.

It was not surprising that ])rinces,

bishops and lords began to found villages

"of German right " both in Greater and
Lesser Poland. As Schiemann observes,
" The privileges of the German peasant
colonies consisted in the fact that they
enjoyed immunity from the princely juris-

diction e.xcept in criminal cases, while they
had free markets, freedom from imposts
and military service, and were relieved
from the manifold forms of forced service
which oppressed the Polish peasant."
Of the Silesian dukes none perform^ed

greater service for the Germanisation of
the country than Henry L the Bearded
(1202-1238). I'nder him were founded
such towns of German right as Neumarkt,

Lowcnberg, Neisse, Goldberg, Oppeln,
Ratibor, etc. Especially after the great

invasion of the Mongols and the bloody
battle of Liegnitz on April 9th, 1241, the

process of colonising and founding of

towns received a greater impulse. At
that time Breslau began its development
and secured the privilege of Magdeburg
in 1261, while Liegnitz, Landshut, Brieg,

Glogau, Beuthen, etc.,were also prosperous.

The Duke Henry IV. Probus, after the

battle of the Marchiield in 1278, received

Silesia as a fief from the German king,

Rudolf I., and thus the political separation

of Silesia from Iceland was completed.
United with Bohemia by the last Premys-
lids after 1291, it became in 1327 " feuda-

tory to the crown of St. Wenzel." During
the time of Charles IV. it was once more
prosperous, but upon the whole it remained
a mere appendage of that kingdom. As
such it passed to the Hapsburgs in 1526,

with whom it remained until Frederick II.

in 1740 asserted the hereditary claims of

the Hohenzollerns to Liegnitz, Brieg,

Wohlau, and Jiigerndorf.

The German element in Silesia suffered

no diminution by the union with Bohemia,
though its eastern expansion came to an
end. The Polish clergy declared against

German colonisation in 1260, and from
the time of Vladislav I. Lokietek (1320-

^333) the Polish crown generally displayed
a spirit hostile to the Germans This

j^ .

.

spirit predominated imong
„ , .

*
, the powerful nobilit\ until

Frofessional ^ ^ „ i
• 1

Robb rs
German influence was entirely

broken down under the
Jagellons, and the kingdom of the national
Polish Schlachta began to decay.
At the close of the fourteenth century

the general culture of Silesia was at a
low ebb. The nobles had degenerated,
and were professional robbers ; the towns
were impoverished, especially the smaller
of them, and the peasants were over-
whelmed by a i-.tupefying servitude which
was very little more tolerable than that
oi" their Polish and Bohemian equals.
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WESTERN
EUROPE IN

THE MIDDLE
AGES

THE
DEVELOP-

MENT OF THE
NATIONS XI

THE KNIGHTS OF THE SWORD
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE TEUTONIC ORDER
LJENRY THE LION seemed to have
^ -^ assured the position of the Germans
on the Baltic. The Osterhngs, the German
Baltic navigators, sailed the sea as far as

Gothland and the Gulf of Finland. German
factories existed before the end of the
twelfth century in Wisby and in Great
Novgorod. The Germans began to vie

with the Scandinavians and the Slavs
for the possession of a world that had
hitherto been inaccessible to them. The
ecclesiastical or secular conqueror and
coloniser was now joined by the merchant,
who had been a somewhat insignificant

figure in the expansion of Germany until

the end of the twelfth century.

The prospects of further advance sud-

denly became extremely gloomy ; the

all-protecting power of Henry the Lion
collapsed, and Frederic Barbarossa
divided the remnants of th^ Guelf

possessions among his adher-

oMhc""*^
entsiniiSi. The barrier was

° -^ K" '^^^^ ^°'^^^ away which had
ing

j^i^j^g^^Q checked the advance
of Danish conquest. The Danish king,

Waldemar IL (1202-1241), overpowered
Holstein, forced Mecklenburg and Pomer-
ania to do him homage, brought Liibeck

under his supremacy, and received the

confirmation of his possession of all

lands beyond the Elbe and Elde from the

Emperor Frederic IL, who, in 1214, at

seventeen years of age, had come to

Germany. In Esthonia the ' Danes also

established a footing, and thence they

menaced the new colonies of the Germans.
Suddenly, however, fortune changed.

Duke Henry the Black of Schwerin

captured the Danish king and his eldest

son, who bore his name, to satisfy

a private quarrel, at the httle island

of Lyo, near Fiinen, in May, 1223,

and brought them in safe custody to

Danneberg. While Waldemar 1 1, was
confined in the " king's hole," the Germans
again secured possession of all the terri-

tory to the east of the Elbe with the ex-
ception of Riigen. The king, when set

free on November 17th, 1225, attempted
to recover what he had lost by force of

arms, but was defeated at the battle of

Bornhovede on July 22nd, 1226. The
German imperial forces had no share in

this great victory over the Danes. As
_ affairs in the country on the
erman

gibg and the Oder had deve-

. B If
loped without their inter-

ference, so also upon the Baltic

coasts the advance of German nationality

continued without their aid. Their inter-

ference, as a rule, was a hindrance rather
than a help, and their lack of interest,

upon the whole, proved a benefit.

At the time of Waldemar II. a remark-
able colonial settlement had been formed
upon the shores of the Baltic on the fifty-

seventh parallel of north latitude. Nations
of foreign tongues inhabited the country
south of the Gulf of Finland—Esthonians,
Livonians, Courlander, and Oeseles—who
belonged to the Finnish branch of the

Mongolian races ; to the south-west of

them were settled Indo-Germanic peoples
—.Letts, Lithuanians, Semgallians, and
Prussians. The ethnical characteristics

of this region were complicated, even from
primitive times, by the infusion of Finnish

and Lettish elements and by the influence

of Scandinavian immigrants. These races

were, without exception, still in a state

of barbarism, and none rose to any form
of ( ons'itutional organisation.

Chiefs ruled over small

dis+ricts protected by wilder-

nesses, stockades, and
swamps. Apart from village settlements

there were also fortifications of earth and
wood which served as refuges for the popu-

lation when revenge or the instinct of

piracy led to raids upon the country. Town
life "was unknown. While the Letts

were occupied in cattle-breeding and
agriculture, and also in hunting, the Finns
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were fishers and mariners or pirates. The
rehgion of the Finns was allied to Sham-
anism. As regards the religion of the

Letts we know that the old Prussians

had a national sanctuary in Romovo, in

which the high priest, Kryve-Kryvejto,

tended the everlasting fire m honour
of Perkunas and offered the sacrifices of

victory. All the Baltic peoples
Rei.R.on of

,,^,,5^^.^,^ j^ ^ life after death,
the Biiitic

^g j^ clearly shown by the
*°'* ** objects found in their tombs.

During the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies the Baltic districts were repeatedly

ravaged by the Russians, who were unable,

however, to secure more than a temporary
payment of tribute. In the year 1030
the people of Novgorod built the fortress

of Vurieff to overawe the district ; this

was destroyed by the Esthonians thirty

years afterwards. The modern Russians
have, however, given the old eleventh-

century name to the German town of

Dorpat, which rose on the same spot.

It was not, however, fated for the
Russians to bring Christianity and the
elements of civilisation to the Baltic

territory ; this was the work of the
Germans, especially of the Low Germans,
who extended their linguistic area to the
Gulf of Finland, while it touched the allied

district of the Dutch and Flemings on the
west. German merchants first came from
Gothland (W'isby) to the gulf at the mouth
of the Dvina. Sailing up the Dvina
they came to Poleck and Witebsk, whence
an overland route led to Smolensk in the
district of the Dnieper. It was, indeed,
possible to reach Smolensk from Novgorod,
but the road was longer, and in Novgorod
the Germans were exposed to the hostile
rivalry of the Scandinavians, who were
older settlers in that town. Thus, the
Germans, and especially the sailors of
Liibeck, gained a trading district free from
rivalry by this "passage of the Dvina."
They left their country in the spring,

Miss
pitched their booths on the

to the
Dvma m the summer, and

Livonians
returned home in the autumn.
Individuals even then began

to pass the winter among the Livonians
and among the Esthonians.

Missionaries soon ventured to Livonia;
among these were the Augustinian canon
Meinhard. who built the first stone church
at Uxkiill, and was consecrated bishop in
1 186 by the Archbishop of Bremen,
Hartwig, and the Cistercian, Theodoric!
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The Germans gathered about their settle-

ments, clearing the forests and setting an
example of higher morality to the natives.

But neither Meinhard nor his successor

Berthold, who summoned the crusaders

into the land and was killed in battle in

1 198, was ever more than a mere pioneer.

After the retreat of the first crusaders

the Livonians adopted so threatening an
attitude that priests and merchants fled

from the country.

At this critical moment the right man
appeared to found the predominance of

the Germans in the Baltic territories.

This was the canon of Bremen, Albert of

Buxhovede—also cal'ed Albert of Appel-
dern—who had been consecrated third

bishop of Livonia. Before entering his new
sphere of work, he secured the favour of the
Danish ruler by a personal visit, gained
the protection of King Philip of Swabia,
and was granted a crusading bull by
Innocent III. In 1200 he sailed up the
Dvina with twenty-three ships to the
settlements of LIxkiill and Holm, which
had been founded by Bishop Meinhard.
He chose, however, a more suitable spot

for his residence ; at the mouth
^^u ^^ of the little river Riga, at its

of the Town n •
, 1 , 1 ° Vw •

of Ri a
confluence with the Dvina,
where a considerable bay

appeared likely to invite merchants, he
began the construction of the town of
Riga in 1201. In the following year
citizen settlers came out from Bremen and
Hamburg, and even at the present day the
civic shield of Riga combines the armorial
bearings of Bremen and Hamburg.
The Cistercians entered the new mona-

stery built at the mouth of the Dvina in

1208. The Order of St. Bernard was
followed by the Premonstratensians, and
within a short time, in the extreme
north-east, the two spiritual corporations
were rivals in the work of colonisation.
It was never possible, however, to bring
a sufficient number of German peasantry
to Livonia and to the territories on the far
side of the Niemen ; the peasantry would
not go by sea, and it was quite im-
possible to reach this remote district
by land without crossing hostile and
inhospitable districts.

The German plough was thus unable to
conquer Courland, Livonia, and Esthonia
as thoroughly as Brandenburg and even
Prussia. Hence the difference between
the history of this Baltic land and that of
the territory between Liibeck and Memel.



MEDIEVAL CASTLES GERMANY THEY ARE TO-DAY
In the late Middle Ages all Germany was a land of splendid princely strongholds, as witness the castled
Rhine. Many of these castles are still inhabited, like that of the Counts of Eltz, shown at the top of this
page, the picturesque Schloss Lichtenstein on the left, and the ancestral castle of the Hohenzollern on the right.
None excelled in grandeur or beauty of site the Castle of Heidelberg, which is to-day a splendid ruin of its past.
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" Brothers

of the

Sword "

The struggle with the Finnisli <ind

Lettish peoples did not begin until the

moment when the Livonians were regarded
as subjugated and l)aptised—shortly after

I200. An occasional body of crusaders
was then no longer enough to guarantee
the protection necessary for colonial ex-

pansion. Hence, about 1202. the knightly
Order of the Brothers of the
Sword was founded by Bishop
AllxMt, and confirmed by the
Pope in 1204. This ecclesiastical

and military I)rotherhood was organised
upon the same principles as the Templars,
the Knights of St. John, and the Teutonic
Knights, who had originated in the Holy
Land. Like these Orders it was divided
into three classes—.the priests, the knights,

and the serving brothers—.among whom
the squires were to be distinguished from
the artisans. The uniform of the " Brothers
of the Knighthood of Christ in Livonia

"

consisted of a white coat and cloak to which
a red cross was sewn, formed from two
swords crossing each other, hence the name
" Brothers, or Knights, of the Sword."
On service the heavy armour then in use
was naturally worn, though covered with
the cloak of the Order.

At the head of the Order was the Master,
who was chosen by the Knights from
their own class, and all the authorities of
the order, the Commanders, Bailiffs, etc.,

were unconditionally subordinate to him.
In important cases the Chapter was
summoned, which, however, could only
advise, and not decide. The number of
the Brothers was never great ; like the
Order of the Teutonic Knights in Prussia,
they rather formed a kind of official or
general staff corps, to officer the local
levies and reinforcements of Crusaders.
The Order was recruited chiefly from the
North (ierman nobihty as long as it

remained independent.
Hardly had Bishop Albert been invested

by King Philip with Livonia, and elevated

The Knights'
^*^' ^^^^ position of an imperial

Struggle for R'"?''^
'" ^^"^7- when the

Independence
^^'^^^'"' ^" .'"etum for its

services, took a third of all

the land that was conquered or was to be
conquered thereafter. Forthwith the de-
structive opposition of the episcopal power
began

; the bishop wished to secure sole
authority in the country while the Order
was struggling for independence. nno-
cent ni. did not wish to institute any new
metropolitan power, and decided that the
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Order should pay no other service to the

bishopric of Riga, in return for the third

part of the land, than that of providing
security against the heathen.

Meanwhile the Order had advanced to

Esthonia in 1208, and in about nine years

had nominally conquered the country.
Among the Livonians and Letts a state of

ferment had prevailed for a considerable
time, a sign that Christianity and German-
civilisation had gained no real hold of the
country. In the year 1218 Livonia was
threatened by a great Russian invasion.

Bishoj) Albert then a])plied in his necessity
to Waldemarll. of Denmark, who promised
help if the (iermans undertook to cede to

him all the territory he might conquer.
To this they agreed, and the Danish king

landed in 1219 with his naval and military
power at the spot where the town of Reval
afterwards arose. A surprise of the
Esthonians at the castle of Lindanissa was
successfully repulsed. It was this battle
in which, according to legend, a red flag

with a white cross descended from heaven
to lead the Danes to conflict. This was
the " Danebrog," afterwards the imperial

banner of Denmark. A war
between the Danes and Germans
for Esthonia was inevitable, as
the Order of the Sword had by

no means surrendered its old claims to
this district. For the moment the Order
made an arrangement with Waldemar in re-

spect to Esthonia, without the knowledge of
the bishop, so that the presumptuous Dane
now claimed the supremacy of Livonia.

This danger united the Order, and
King Waldemar lli n. in 1222, renounced
his claim to Livonia, lor the reason
that he had never had thit country
in his power. In January, 1223, a revolt
of the Esthonians broke out, the castles of
the Knights and of the Danes were reduced
to ruins, and in May, the Count Henry
of Schwerin captured the Danish king,
who, more than all others of his nation,
had threatened the German supremacy
of the Baltic.

The Order of the Sword now secured the
whole of Danish Esthonia in the course of
their struggle with the rebels. More
important was the fact that Waldemar's
blockade of Liibeck came to an end, so
that crusaders, merchants, and Knights
could advance eastward from this point
of Baltic emigration. With their help it

was possible to reconquer the castle of
Dorpat, which the Russians had taken

Danes and
Germans
at War



KNIGHTS OF THE SWORD AND KNIGHTS OF THE TEUTONIC ORDER
The Brothers of the Knighthood of Christ in Livonia, wearing- on their white cloaks the device of crossed swords in red,

came to be distinguished as the " Knights of the Sword. " Those of the Teutonic Order, which eventually absorbed the
former brotherhood, wore the symbol of the Cross. The above shows military and priestly members of both orders.

From the original drawing by W. E. Wigfull
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Death of the

Great

Bishop Albert

from the Knifjhts. The Russians were

now reduced to impotence for a consider-

able period by the Mont,'ol invasion. The
Germans were thus able to subdue the

island of Oesel in a winter camj^aign across

the frozen sea, and to force Christianity

upon the inhabitants. The subjugation

of this piratical state concluded the polit-

ical foundation of German
Livonia. Before the death of

Bishop Albert, n 1229, the

German king, Henry VII., the

son of the Hmperor Frederic II., had con-

ferred Esthonia upon the Brothers of the

Sword as a permanent fief, and permitted
the Bishop of Riga to coin money and to

grant municipal liberties. After the death
of this great ecclesiastical prince hard
times came upon the land and the Order.
Waldemar II. again secured possession

of Northern Esthonia, including Reval.
The Order of the Sword was oppressed

by the bishops, who were jealous of its

power. It possessed, indeed, a territory of

730 square miles in extent, whereas the
five bishoprics of Riga, Dorpat, Oesel,

Semgallia, and Courland had only 870
square miles between them. The Brother-
hood, therefore, applied for union with
the Teutonic Order, which had meanwhile
entered Prussia. Probably the Grand
Master, Hermann of Salza, would have
refused this request had not the Master
of the Order of the Sword, Volkwin, met his

death with fifty Kn ghts in battle against
the Lithuanians fn September 22nd, 1236.

Thus, under Pope Gregory IX., an
amalgamation with the Teutonic
Knights was concluded. The Master,
Hermann Balk, came to Livonia and took
possession of all the land of the Order
of the Sword in the name of the Teutonic
Order. The claims of Denmark and
Northern Esthonia were recognised for the
moment, and it was not until 1346-
1347 that the Danish territory passed
into the hands of the German Order.

^ , . ,. After the first half of theColouisation .1 • . ,, , ^, , . .

in the Hands
thirteenth century the fate of

of the Knights
^'^^o'^'^^t''^"^" the north-east,
once occupied by a Teutonic,

and then by a Slavo-Lettish and Finnish
population, was in the hands of the Teu-
tonic Knights. Until the fourteenth century
the nation was in process of a develop-
ment which is reflected in the history of
the Order no less than the succeeding
stagnation and decay. The last of the
great knightly Orders of the crusading
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period had originated in a brotherhood of

ambulance bearers founded by German
pilgrims, especially by merchants during
the siege of Acre in iigo. As early as iigS
this brotherhood of hospitallers had been
formed into an Order of Knights on the
model of the Templars, except that in the
case of those who served the hospitals the
organisation of the Knights of St. John
was adopted at the outset. The " Knights
of the Hospital of St. Mary of Jeru-
salem " gave a national character to the
new Order by accepting only scions

of the upper German nobility, not exclud-
ing knights and, therefore, citizens who
had a knight's standing in their towns.
The uniform of the Teutonic Knights

was a white cloak with a cross ; the
same emblem was worn both on their sur-

coats and their caps, while the priests of

he Order wore a white cowl with a black
cross. The centre of the Order and the
residence of the Grand Master was at Acre
until the conquest of that city in 1291 by
the infidels, although the Knights had
meanwhile secured extensive possessions
in Europe, amounting to a connected

Th K •

ht
territory. Aseaiiy asi2ii the

c
•»'8 s

j^ ights had acquired a large
Expelled from ,

"^
j- ^- i • t-

j^^
sphere 01 activity m Europe,
when Andreas II. of Hungary

summoned its members to Transylvania
to fight against the heathen Cumanians,
and rewarded them with the Burzenland.
The Order, however, protected the
country from papal influence, declined to
recognise the supremacy of the apostolic
king, and attempted to gain complete
independence, so that the Hungarians, in

deep suspicion of these political moves,
expelled them.
At that time negotiations were pro-

ceeding between the Grand Master,
Hermann of Salza, and Conrad of Masovia.
This Polish petty prince was also in pos-
session of the land of Kulm, which was
devastated by the heathen Prussians.
The Cistercian monk, Christian of Oliva,
the first titular bishop of Prussia, had, in

1215, undertaken a crusade into the
heathen district be-ond the Vistula, with
the support of the Polish duke, an enter-
prise which failed. When Duke Conrad saw
that his own possessions were endangered,
he applied to the German Order. Taught
by the failure in Transylvania, Hermann
of Salza first negotiated with the emperor,
who, m 1226, readily gave away what was
not his to give, by investing the Order
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with the land of Kulm and with all future

conquests. After some hesitation the Duke
of Masovia abandoned his claim to the

whole land of Kulm in 1230. The Order

then offered it to St. Peter, whereupon

Pope Gregory IX. returned it to them

in 1234 as a permanent possession on

payment of a moderate tribute.

By this means the Order became inde-

pendent of episcopal power, which in

Prussia, as in Livonia, was strugghng for

the supremacy. Moreover, they were left

entirely free with respect to the Poles, and

could appeal to their imperial charter

against the Church and to the protection

of the Pope against the empire. It must

be said, however, that the evils which

finally overthrew the Order originated in

these conditions which then appeared so

favourable. The Popes treated it as they

treated any other power, to satisfy the

momentary interests of their world-wide
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Poland's

Union with

policy ; the bishops undermined the

supremacy of the Order, in which task

they were outwitted by its enemies,

the ccnmtry and town nobihty. When
the PoHsh petty princes were brought
into a strong centraHsed state by their

union with Lithuania, i' Order learned

the disadvantage of the position that

they had taken up, in the days
of their splendour, between
the kingdom of the Piasts and

Lithuania ,

,

" -ru u ^ .

the sea. The empire, how-
ever, for which the Knights had shown
but little respect, made no offer to pre-

serve the loose bond of union from rupture

or foreign supremacy.
When Hermann of Salza sent the Grand

Master to Prussia in 1228, the coloni-

sation of the Vistula district was proceed-

ing from the fortress of Nassau. With
seven brothers of the Order he erected a
wall and a ditch—^the castle of Thorn—

•

which is supposed to have stood on the

left bank of the stream around an oak-tree

the top of which served as a watch-tower.
Crusaders soon began to struggle

against the heathen, and other people ar-

rived to occupy the space around the castle

of the Order. Between the years 1231 and
1233 arose the towns of Thorn, Kulm,
and Marienwerder ; by the charter of

Kulm, on December 28th, 1232, the privi-

leges of Magdeburg were granted to them.
After the great defeat of the Prussians on

the Sirgune, in 1234, the Order advanced to

the sea. Elbing was built in 1237 ^^^
colonised with settlers from Liibeck, who
were allowed to live according to the
rights of their native town. The important
connection between the Order and the
mercantile towns of the Saxon Wendish
district was thus broken. Both peasants
and nobles came, the former with their
" locators," to the allotments assigned
to them, and the latter to the great
estates which the Order divided among
them, in extent from lOO to 300 hides.

The Power X^® P°^^^ °^ *^^ Teutonic

qj jj^^
Knights advanced continu-

Brotherhoods ^"^^ In 123? the union with
the Brotherhood of the Sword

was accomplished, and the problem now
arose of securing the coast connections be-
tween the Frische Haff and the Gulf of Riga.
The advance of the Teutonic Knights had
already aroused the jealousy of the Pomer-
anian dukes, who both secretly and openly
offered help to the unconquered heathen
and to the Prussians, who had already been
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baptised. The new constitution was
also endangered by the Mongol invasion

of 1241, though this for the moment was
turned chiefly against the rival power
of Poland. The pajial bulls urging Chris-

tians to the crusade against the Prussians

rightly asserted that the heathen Tartars

were preparing a general destruction of

the Christianity founded in Livonia,

Esthonia, and Prussia. The union of the

Tartars with the Russians of the Greek
Church in heathen Lithuania threatened

destruction not only to the possessions

of the Order but to the whole of Latin

Christianity. The crusading enthusiasm
was inflamed, however, by the greatness

of the danger.

At that time (1254-1255) Ottokar IL
of Bohemia undertook his famous crusade

to Prussia ; Samland was conquered and
Konigsberg was founded. An important
step had thus been taken to secure the

unity of the divided Baltic colonies. The
Order had now taken possession of the land

of amber, and had monopolised this valu-

able commodity, and made it a staple

article of trade. At the same time as

p . Samland, Galinden in the lake

St"
^

1 f
^'Strict of Masuria also came

ru
g *"

into possession of the Knights
of St. Mary. At the moment

when it seemed that the Prussians had
been overpowered, they began a desperate
struggle for their national existence, in the
course of which the supremacy of the
Order was more than once endangered. It

was not until the years 1280-1290 and the

subjugation of the Sudanians that the
Prussian people was actually subdued, that
is to say, for the most part annihilated,

expelled, or enslaved. Only those who had
remained faithful and had given in their

submission at an earlier date were able to

live in tolerable comfort. The remainder
of the Prussian people was gradually
crushed under the colonial population
which overran the country.
When Pomerellen was occupied, and

the capital was changed from Venice to
Marienburg by the Grand Master, Siegfried
of Feuchtwangen, in 1309, the Teutonic
Knights had reached the height of their

splendour. In the last quarter of that
same fourteenth century a rapid and
inevitable decay began.

There was 3^et a task of historical im-
portance before the Order—the struggle
against the unbaptised Lithuanians ; re-

inforcements of crusaders still came in, who
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advanced against the heathen under its

leadership. But the Knights of Western
Europe in the fourteenth century had lost

the heroic character of the age of the
Hohenstauffen ; they were but a carica-
ture of their more capable forefathers.

However, the Order long preserved its

predominance against Poland, which had
become a kingdom in 1320, as is proved
by the Peace of Kalish in 1343. The
Poles not only definitely renounced their

possession of Pomerellen, but also ceded
some frontier districts. The Lithuanians
also learned to fear the superiority of the
German arms, when they abandoned their

frontier warfare for an attack upon Sam-
land in alliance with the Russians and
Tartars ; at Rudau. on February 17th,

1370, they experienced a defeat, which
was celebrated as the most brilliant

exploit in the great period of the Knights.
However, it was not until the beginning

of the next century

—

m 1405— that they
succeeded in securing the Lithuanian pro-

vince of Samaitia, or Samogita, which
hitherto had interrupted the communica-
tion between Prussia and Courland. Thus

TK Sf • ^^ ^^^ ^*-*^ until the period of

jj.
^

.

"'*^^'* decay was at hand that the
iscip mc

whole of the Baltic coast from
of the Knights ,, ^ 1 , ^^i. x-

the Leba to the Narva was
under their supremacy. In the course of

the fourteenth century the position of the

Knights had been consolidated both in

the Prussian and in the Livonian terri-

tory. These districts were ruled with an
iron hand, while within the Order itself a

no less stringent discipline prevailed,

which educated the scanty but picked

troops of the Brothers for the work of

government. After the transference of

the residence of the Grand Master to

Marienburg the system of military bureau-

cratic rule was brought to completion.

The state was well organised both for

defence and attack, and was based upon
a sound financial system, while the

administration was characterised by
indefatigable supervision. Committees
representing every province met together

in the Grand Master's castle at Marien-

burg. Wonderful stories were current of

the treasures which were preserved there,

concerning which only the Grand Master

and the Treasurer could speak with

certainty.

As the Knights considered themselves

the proprietors of the country by right of

conquest, they held large estates in their

demesne, and to the products of these
were added the revenue in kmd and the
taxes paid by their subjects. Taxes were
first levied in the fifteenth century. A
regular income was provided by the
regalities ; the right of justice and of
coinage, forestry and hunting rights,
including bee-keeping, the use of water-

Thc Teutonic S^^'^.^^'
^^e market right, etc.

Order's ^ "^ mcome of the Order m
Resources money was estimated at

$1,375,000. The large supply
of natural products which the Brotherhood
received from the demesnes by way of

taxes and dues necessitated the provision
of intercourse with foreign markets, and
such were found in England, Sweden,
and Russia. Apart from amber, other
articles of trade were corn, pitch, potash,
building timber, wax, etc., though we have
no means of learning the value of these
exports.

The extent of the transmarine interests

of the Order may be gauged by the fact

that about 1398 it suppressed the ravages
of the Vitalien Brothers, an organised
I'^and of Baltic pirates, and occupied
Gothland and Wisby. This position,

which was the key to the Baltic north,
was, however, surrendered in 1407 to

the king of the Union, Eric VII. (XIII.).

Next to the Order the Church possessed

the largest amount of land. In Prussia a

third of the territory was subject to ecclesi-

astical supremacy, which extended over
two-thirds of the Livonias. To prevent the

acquisition ofsupreme power by the Church,
the Order opposed the development
of monastic life, and granted full liberty

only to the mendicant friars,who possessed

no land, were popular in the towns, and
worked to convert the heathen. Thus in

the territories of the Order there were only

two monasteries of any importance, and
these, with the land attached to them,

had come under the power of the Knights

;

they were the Cistercian foundations of

Oliva and Pelplin in Pomerel-

len. Knights and monks were

at one in their half unconscious

and half intentional indiffer-

ence towards all higher culture. The rule

of the Order was thus unfavourable to the

growth of science and literature and of all

the fine arts ; the most practical alone,

that of architecture, became flourishing.

The relations of the Teutonic Order with

the bishops were marked by greater diflfi-

culty. This was not the case in Prussia

When
Architecture

Flourished
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itself, as here bishoprics were generally

occupied by brethren of the Order or by
others in sympathy with its views, apart

from the fact that the ('rder was imme-
diately subordinate to the Pope, and that

no bishop would have ventured to pro-

nounce such a sentence as excommunica-
tion upon a member. The case, however,

_ ^ . was very different in Livonia,

l^t !l[^!! Esthonia, and Oesel, where the

Kni'jjhts were obliged to deal
Subordinate

o the Pope
with conditions that had

existed before its arrival, and had been

comjilicated by the interference of Rome.
Only in Courland and Semgallia, which

were conquered for the first time by them,
did ecclesiastical affairs develop as in

Prussia. When the Order secured the

inheritance of the Brothers of the Sword in

1237, Livonia was already occupied by a

number of ecclesiastical principalities, of

which Riga was the most important. The
elevation of Riga to the position of an
archbishopric in 1253 made possible the
formation of an ecclesiastical state in

Livonia.

The object of the Knights was to

deprive the Livonian bishops of that
temporal power which had been already
wrested from the bishops of Courland and
Prussia ; the result was a series of severe
struggles and a permanent state of tension
between the opposing forces. At the time
of its prosperity in the fourteenth century
the Order was upon the verge of securing
its desire. This was achieved by its con-
nection with the episcopal vassals, who
had become politically independent in the
Baltic territories and had thus obliged the
bishops gradually to concede all the rights
of sovereignty to such feudatories as were
pledged to military services. The conse-
quence was a corporate development of
the vassal class, which was impossible in
Prussia and Courland, but was repeated in

Esthonia during its subjection to the
Danes until 1347. Though the alliance

Military
between the Knights and the

Service in
^piscopal vassals was by no

Prussia
means permanent, it yet' pro-
vided the Order with a possi-

bility of restoring the balance between
its own power and that of the bishops.

In Prussia there was also a class of
vassals pledged to military service, from
which a landed nobility developed

; but
the Order did not divide its supremacy
with this class, but rather kept these
members at a distance. Only for excep-
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tional reasons was the rule broken that

the Prussian or Livonian nobility and
their Low German relations were not to

be admitted to the Brotherhood of the

Knights. The Order drew recruits from
Upper and Central Germany even when the

Grand Master had transferred his centre

to the north.

This exclusive attitude towards the native

nobility sowed the seeds of an internal con-

flict, which assumed a character dangerous
to the state of the Order in the fifteenth

century. During the fourteenth century

the German-speaking nobles who had im-

migrated amalgamated closely with the

remnants of the native nobility of Lettish

origin, " theWittungs." The '^rothcrhood

conferred upon them the same rights as

were enjoyed by the other feudal nobles,

as a reward for their faithful submission.

The great mass of the population in the

villages and manors enjoyed until the
fifteenth century a freedom which was in

strong contrast to their later servitude

and subordination. Serfdom and op-

pression were the lot only of the rebels

among the Prussian tribes. There was,
however, a difference between

rec cm o
^-^^^ happier portion of the

the uerman t,
'^^

j j.i /^

p Prussians and the German
colonial population, in so far as

the former were bound to " unlimited
"

and the latte- to "bm'ted" service in

war, the latt r being confined to the
defence of the country. At the same time,

even the native villages seemed to have
secured the privileges of Cologn'^, which
gave the German peasant a very desirable

amount of freedom and independence.
Upon the whole, the rural population

of Prussia and Livonia consisted of

tributary peasants, who were mildly
treated. They had hereditary rights of

ownership to their house and land, and
claims to forest, pasture, water, and game,
and upon occasion ownership without
liability to rent. During the " golden

"

time under the Grand Master Winrich of

Kniprode (1351-1382) there are said to
have been some i8,ooo villages in all

the territories of the Order.
Prussia was a land of German towns to

a greater extent than Brandenburg or
even Silesia. From the outset the Knights
of the Order occupied uncultivated terri-

tories in alliance with the German citizen
class. In the towns of Prussia there was,
as formerly in Germany, a municipal
aristocracy under whom the towns
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secured complete independence ; here,

too, there followed an age of struggle

between the aristocratic and industrial

classes which never ended either in the
complete supremacy of the one or the
entire defeat of the other. The pecu-
liar characteristics of the Prussian and
Livonian towns are derived from their

attraction to the sea and the tendency to

form alliances, whicii ^hey manifested at

an early date. Such alliances were further

stimula.ted by Russian carrying trade in

districts where they had a common interest

m secifring the exclusion of all rivals. Thus
there were alliances of Prussian towns—
Danzig, Elbing, Konigsberg, Kulm, Thorn,
Braunsberg—^and of Livonian towns—

either supported or opposed the Hansa
as they did.

In the fourteenth century the supremacy
of the German nation began to fade

and the pulse of life at home and abroad
to beat more slowly. The foreign ambi-
tions of the empire were replaced by a wise

domestic policy. The expansion east and
south Cc'me to an end ; colonists were
wanting and crusades had ceased. The
population had been diminished by the

ravages of the Black Death and other

plagues. Not only the productivity but

also the reproductive power of the nation

seem diminished ; stagnation and decay
were universall/ prevalent. Eventually

the neighbouring nations, who owed so

THE STRONGHOLD OF THE GRAND MASTER OF THE TEUTONIC ORDER AT MARIENBURG

Started originally as a religious society of German Crusaders the Teutonic Ord£r of Kniglits gradually became

a military rither than a religions caste, and in 1237 it absorbed the Order of the Brethren of the Sword who had

Ta^ured to convert to Christianity Livonia, Esthonia and Courland. The Teutonic Knights held sway during the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Belonging to the Order were many famous strongholds, the chief of these

being at Marienburg, shown in the illustration. Committees, representing every province, met together in the Grand

Master's castle at Marienburg, and wonderful stories were told of the treasures which were preserved there.

Riga, Dorpat, Reval, Fellin, Pernau,

Wolmar, Wenden—like the alliance of the

Wendish towns, at the head of which was

Liibeck, until all these unions were

eventually absorbed by the great and

general aUiance of the Hansa, to which

also the Prussian and Livonian towns

belonged, though they did not abandon

their narrower objects and confederations.

It was then found ihat the general

interests of the Hansa and the special

aims of Prussia and Livonia failed to

coincide ;
quarrels ensued, and the Hansa

launched a sentence of boycott. The

situation became the more complicated

when the Order began to carry on trade

on its own account, and was now

a rival and now an ally of its towns, and

much to Germany, abandoned their de-

fensive policy for exclusion and attack,

menaced the acquisitions of earlier days

and plundered the empire, which could

protect itself neither as a whole nor in its

individual parts.

The anti-German reaction in the east

reached its most dangerous point in the

kingdom of the Szlachta. The Poles and
Lithuanians delivered a series of vigorous

blows which shattered the power of the

Teutonic Order and made its territory

the prey of foreign peoples. We have

here to chronicle not merely the cessation

of German achievements or the degenera-

tion of German institutions, but rather a

number of permanent and irrecoverable

losses.
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Poland had long ceased to be a tributary

vassal state of the German king ;
none

the less German municipal institutions,

German right, and German colonisation

had secured i:a entry. Even under Casimir

the Great, who died i.i 1370, and Louis the

Great, who died in 1382, the Polish state

maintained a friendly attitude to the

German nation and civilisation

!!°'*",, which passed its frontiers.
Friendly to

^^,^^^^^ jagellon of Lithuania
.he Germans

^^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^ p^^^^^ -^ ^^^^^

and the heathen Lithuanians adopted

Roman Catholicism, (ieiTnan immigrants

and German town rights were admitted

to the newly converted country. The
union, however, of these hereditary

enemies placed the Teutonic Knights in a

dangerous position. The Poles regarded

the Order as an unlawful intruder and
as the ])lunderer of Polish territory. They
could not forgive the occupation of Pome-
rellen, the land of Kulm and Michelau

;

and the new state founded by the Order
had cut off the approach to the sea.

Polish hostility had been less openly
expressed, but the open animosity of the

Lithuanians now led to an outbreak here.

Before the time of the union of the

Prussian and Livonian territories under
the government of the Order, the Lithu-

anians had been an obstacle to its further

extension. Even in the fourteenth

century Christian Europe shared in the

continuous wars against the Lithuanians
by sending crusaders. Now, however,
the Lithuanians had become Christians.

Foreign participation in the military

enterprises of the German Knights imme-
diately ceased, and the previous religious

excuse for a continuation of the struggle

was no longer possible, for on many occa-

sions the religious war had been nothing
more than a pretext. It was a struggle
for power, and primarily for the possession
of Lithuanian Samaitia, which advanced
in a wedge-shaped form and divided the

two halves of the territory of

g "^^j . the Knights. The Order had

lAih»^tii°'
quarrelled with its subjects,

who were weary of the burden
of war, and was no longer supported by
reinforcements of crusaders ; but none
the less it continued its struggle with the
Lithuanians, who were now Christians,
and eventually secured the disputed land-
mark of Samaitia. Lithuania was now,
however, in enjoyment of the support of
Poland. From the time of Casimir the
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Great, the Polish army was well organised,

and the Lithuanian prince, Witold, had
rearranged the national defences, whereas

the Order was obliged to enlist mercenaries

for lack of other means of help. In the

great battle of Tannenberg, on July 15th,

1410, the heavily armed Knights, trained

for single combat, were overthrown by
the vast hordes of light troops brought
against them by the East.

The heroic defence of Marienburg by
Henry of Plauen saved the Knights from
immediate downfall, and a tolerable peace

was made at Thorn on February ist* 1411,

which obliged the German rulers merely to

renounce possession of Samaitia and
Dobrzyn ; but the Order never recovered

from this blow, for the reason that

domest'c disruption had begun. The line

of cleavage between the Brotherhood and
its subjects became a yawning chasm which
could no longer be closed. The landed
nobility who yearned for the freedom of

their Polish equals concluded treacherous

alliances, the most important of which
was the " Lizard League," and endangered
the existence of the community, while

. , the towns, led by Dantzig, were
russia s

f^Ug^j with commercial jealousy
Domestic x . u t- • u^ j 1

j^.„ of the Knights and were merely
Differences .,. 7, , 11awaitmg the moment which
would secure their independence.
The aristocracy of the towns and country

united for common action. Henry of

Plauen made an attempt to compose the
domestic differences of Prussia by an
organisation of estates, but his efforts

failed. The bold reformer was deprived
of his Grand Mastership in 1413, while

the forces of decay attacked the Order
itself. Knightly and spiritual discipline

disappeared, while selfishness and law-

lessness gained ground.
None the less the State of the Teutonic

Order endured for a time, though its

existence was embittered by domestic
and foreign conflicts. A change for the

worse began when the " Prussian Alliance
"

was formed at the Assembly of Marien-
werder on March 14th, 1440 ; this was a

union of Knights and towns against the
Order. The Grand Master applied to the
emperor, and Frederic III. issued a
decree condemning the confederation,
which then sent a letter of renunciation to

the Order and offered the supremacy of

Prussia to the Polish king Casimir IV.
in 1454. The king graciously accepted the
offer, and appointed as his representative



ONE uF THE STATELY CASTLES OF THE GERMAN KNIGHTS
Few chapters of history are more interesting to-day than the strange mediaeval story of the various orders of

knighthood that flourished in Germany and sought to extend Christianity by the sword. The sheer love of

combat and lust of power were greater driving forces to these mediaeval knights than any spiritual impulse towards

the Christian life. In this picture the artist has given a realistic impression of a Knight's castle, admirably

arranged for defence, every detail, to the place of the gibbet, as will be seen, carefully and ingeniously studied.
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the leader of the opposition, Hans von
Baisen. For thirteen years the civil war
which the Knights carried on with mercen-
aries continued to rage. Ev^en the Grand
Master's castle in Marienburg was mort-

gaged to provide money for the mercenary
troops, who were drawn chiefly from
Bohemia, and who sold the mortgage with

_ other castles to the Polish
ccay o

j^^^^ many a noble family in
the teutonic t- "

V-. • j • .l j ^
Q . Last Prussia derives its descent

from some ancestor who then
gained wealth as a leader of a band.
Eventually the Order was completely
exhausted, and concluded a second Peace
of Thorn on October 19th, 1466. Western
Prussia became Polish ; and Polish it

remained until the partition of Poland
(1772-1795). The Grand Master was
obliged to do homage to King Casimir for

Cast Prussia.

It was not until a century after the
I'eace of Thorn in 1466 that the fate of

the Livonian territory of the Order was
determined. The Teutonic Knights
remained in existence even after the
secularisation ol 1525 ; at Mergentheim,
in Wiir.emberg, the previous ruler of the
Order assumed the title of Grand and
Teutonic Master, and was thus styled
until i8og, while in Livonia the Master
of the army, who had been in any case
for a long time independent, remained at

the head. None the less, the prospects
of the German nationality in this district

were worse than in the Polish feudal
state of Prussia. The only Germsjn
elements in Livonia were towns and the
nobility, who were chiefly Westphalians.
In this district there had been no thorough
peasant colonisation, and in every quarter
a clannish peasantry of Letts and Finns
had survived. The non-German elements
felt for the Germans the slow hatred of
the serf for his master ; it was a hatred
that foreboded no danger provided that
no enemy gained a footing on Livonian

WK-,^ fk- ^^^''- However, the Baltic terri-Where the . • , , ,

r>. tones were surrounded by

were Hated ^'^^^^^ neighbours, who re-

garded them as an easy prey
;

such was the attitude of the Swedes and
Danes, the Poles and Russians. The only
question was whether the Livonian Order
would be able to make head against the
divided forces of its opponents.
Apart from the hatred of the Germans

entertained by the original inhabitants,
there were other causes of friction which
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facilitated foreign interference. There Was,
in particular, the quarrel which had
continued since the days of Bishop Albert

as to whether the Order or the bishop was
the true master of the country, and the

comparative equality in the forces of

these two powers prevented the possibility

of ending the struggle. The bishops, who
were generally the weaker party, often

attempted to secure their own prepon-
derance by treacherous intrigues. The
Order was also upon bad terms with the

towns; Riga was itself often at variance
with its own archbishops.

The Livonian towns also had com-
mercial interests of their own, which
divided them from the Hansa, and exposed
them to the hostility of the Muscovites.
When the Reformation came into the
country, neither the episcopate nor the
Order ventured upon any decided step,

as had been done in Prussia, but remained
isolated, with their outward show of dead
Catholicism amid a Protestant population.

For a while the Livonian Order was
able to enjoy prosperity, but after a

considerable interval, Ivan IV.

the Terrible, renewed the war
The Last

Battle of

the Knights
^'^^^ ^* ^" November, 1557,
and the Knights in power were

once more in dissension as to whether they
should buy Danish, Swedish, or Polish help
at the price of submission. It was an event
of decided importance when the Master
of the army, Gotthard Kettler, applied
to Poland. King Sigismund Augustus
accepted the protectorate of the land of

the Order and of the archbishopric, though
at the price of the immediate cession of

some frontier districts. However, the
Order was defeated in the battle of Ermes
on August 2nd, 1560, the last occasion on
which the banner of the Knights appeared
in the battlefield. No alternative now
remained. Livonia beyond the Dvina
submitted to the king of Poland in 1561.
The Privilegium Sigismundi August! of

November 28th contains the constitutional

arrangement by means of which the Order
was able to maintain its existence as a
separate organisation for another three
centuries under foreign rule. George
Kettler received Courland and Semgallen,
with the ducal title as an hereditary fief

dependent upon Poland, and made Mitau
his capital. Esthonia with Reval had
submitted to Swedish supremacy some
months earlier in the same year, that is,

in June, 1561. Richard Mayr







PAB\CY^
DURING THE MIDDLE AGES

AND THE REFORMATION
/^HARLES' kingdom of God was a unity

which could not be maintained by his

"pious" son Louis; it was broken into

a plurahty of nations. All who had the
welfare of the Church at heart would
naturally strive to preserve this unity, in

spite of political disruption. The present

task before the Church, the education of

the half-civilised nations, could be per-

formed only if it were hindered by no
boundaries of nationality, if its power were
everywhere the same, and acting by
uniform means. Long ago the papacy
had regarded itself as the centre of the

universal Church, standing far above all

political change. But how could these

aspirations be fulfilled ?

It was impossible that Church and
State should advance upon separate

paths, continually thwarting one another
for the reason that their boundaries

were coterminous. The idea which
Charles the Great had so brilliantly

realised was too splendid and too illumi-

nating to admit this final possibility. The
object now before the Church must be a

new kingdom of God, with the Pope at its

head. The Emperor Charles had formed a

kingdom of God and obliged
What the
Popes

the Church to serve him in its

Demanded ^^u Sphere ; the kingdoms of

the world were now to serve

the Popes for the same object. Not until

this ideal was realised would peace and
harmony reign, though it was not likely

that the transformation would be com-
pleted without severe struggles. The
theories of Charles had met with
unanimous support, because they were in

harmony with the views already prevailing
in the Frankish Church that the Church of

the country should be subject to the ruler

of the land. The Pope's idea overthrew
these traditions, proposing, as it did, to

secure the contrary object, the supremacy
of the Church over secular princes.

The Pooe ^^"^ce the great struggle was

Among inevitable. And no less inevit-

the Rebels, ablewas a return to the theories

of Charles ; but as long as the
whole ideal of the kingdom of God upon
earth was not surrendered, the struggle

would continue until the Church attained
her goal.

The question then arose—who would
support the papac^^ in this conflict. Even
under Louis the Pious we can observe the
terrible division which separated the
friends of Church and State. When the
emperor's sons, for the second time, took
up arms against their father, the Pope
is also to be found in the camp of the

rebels. The bishops were divided in their

attitude.

Some there were who were wholly
in accord with the theory that the Pope
acted as Christ's representati\^e, on behalf

of the peace of the Church ; and to this

extent the emperor was also bound to

obedience to the papacy. Others gathered
round their emperor, and sent a document
to the Pope in which they reminded him
of his oath of fealty, and declared that

they would refuse him their fellowship

should he decline submission to his

master. The Pope himself was over-

thrown. But those Frankish prelates who
regarded the papacy as the sole guarantee
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for the unity of the Church advanced

a number of claims on behalf of papal

authority, which revived the courage of

the Pope. In the Pope was centred all

authority and the supreme power of the

Apostle Peter ; it was for him to judge,

and to be judged of none. This theory

becomes more definite and general among
the West Frankish bishops

The Great
^yj^gj^ ^}^g actual divisiou of

the Church ^^^^ empire had taken place.

There was an anxiety to see the

Church and its bishops secured against

the secular princes, and to make the

Church a great and independent power ;

further, in order to secure general recogni-

tion for these views, it is alleged that

false decretals were employed. The new
regulations devised under new circum-

stances to secure the prosperity of the

Church were given the stamp of primi-

tive laws. Three of these decretals were

produced. The first two, the so-called

" Capitula of Angilram " and the " Collec-

tion of Capitularies of Benedict Levita,"

are pieces of bungling ; but the third,

" The Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals," was a

much stronger document.

This collection of ecclesiastical law,

ascribed to Isidore of Seville, who died

in 636, but concocted within the Frankish

Fmpire, was increased b}' a number of

other decretals, which were dated as

belonging to the first Roman bishops.

Nearly one hundred purported papal letters

were inserted in the collection, apart

from other well-known pieces of the same
kind. Of these latter, one was the " Dona-
tion of Constantine," alleged to have been
fabricated in the time of Pippin and already

cited against him ; the document asserted

that the Emperor Constantine, when
healed of leprosy by Pope Sylvester,

arranged that the bishop should be supreme
over all priests in the world, that his chair

should be superior to the emperor's throne,

that senatorial honour and consular rank
should be given to the clergy who served
the Roman Church, and that they should
in consequence have the right of deco-
rating their horses with white trappings.
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When the Pope in his humility declined to

wear the golden crown the emperor served

him as a squire, holding the bridle of his

horse, and promised him the possession of

all the provinces in Italy and
Emperor

^j^g northern districts, trans-
as Squire to r • 1 • -^ 1 i-

th Po c
lerrmg his own capital Irom

Rome to Byzantium. Thus,

what the emperor was to be hence-

forward in the East, the Pope was to be

in the West in virtue of Constantine 's

Donation.

In the case of the alleged false decretals

we must distinguish between their inten-

tion and their actual influence. The object

was the elevation, not so much of the papal

as of the episcopal power. It was declared

that according to the Apostle Paul no

secular court had jurisdiction over a priest.

Only the provincial synod could proceed

against a bishop ; neither the laity nor

the inferior clergy could be admitted to

the proceedings as plaintiffs or witnesses,

though seventy-two witnesses were de-

manded. That the forcible expulsion of a

bishop might be made impossible it was
provided that no charges against a bishop

should be considered until he had been

completely restored to his rights and pro-

perty. In order to preserve the episcopal

power against secular violence principles

were announced concerning the papacy
which made it the " head of the whole
world "

; the papal chair was invested with

a right of final decision in all ecclesiastical

matters. Only the Pope could summon
a synod, and all questions

"r^r was
^^ difficulty must be submitted

Elevated ^° ^™- ^hc world at large

was unaware of the facts,

and these decretals thus actually contri-

buted to give the papacy an unexampled
elevation in the eyes of the public. We
have a fine example here of the nemesis

of history. To secure a desired standpoint

for themselves the bishops assigned an

absolute ascendancy to the papacy. But
the Popes then used their superiority

for the subjugation also of the clergy,

and their yoke was heavier than that

which lay princes had formerly imposed,
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and no treachery or deceit could avail to

shake it off.

The first Pope who appealed to these

new decretals as though they were recog-

nised documents was Nicholas I. (858-

867). He may be cahed the first mediaeval

Pope. He was also the first Pope who
was not only consecrated but also crowned

upon his accession ; for he was the first

to assume supremacy over the princes of

the nations, in order to facilitate the

exercise of his supremacy over the Church,

and for this purpose he declared himself

lord of the united kingdom of God upon
earth. In his opinion the Christian Church

depended upon the papacy ; upon the

existence of the papacy depended not only

the religious, but also the

social and political order

of the world. Within the

Church the Pope was an

absolute monarch ; his word
was God's word, his action

God's action. The synods

could only execute the

decrees of the Pope, while

the bishops were merely

his commissioners; "their

capacity is to be measured

by their subordination to

the papal chair." The em-

peror and all other princes

are concerned only with

secular affairs. Hence there

can be no secular judgment of the

clergy, and secular laws can never bar

ecclesiastical rights. Should the contra-

diction occur, secular law is thereby

proved unsound, for even in purely polit-

ical matters the princes were bound to

fulfil the Pope's orders. To the Pope all

the rulers of the earth must
The Pope ^Q^ down. Hence a king who

ITp^Ll" governed badly, in the Pope's

judgment, was not a lawful

prince, but a tyrant against whom revolt

was obligatory. And, above all things.

/'

POPE JOHN X.

He was elected to the chair of

St. Peter through the efiforls of

Theodora, the wife of a senator,who
desired that he should be near her.

or archbishops, might attempt to main-

tain independence of ideas or position,

opposition might arise from the East or

from the West, his own legates might

prove incompetent to preserve his su-

premacy, but never did he diverge a hair's

breadth from his principles. His victories

were by no means invariably brilliant, but

he always maintained his claims to be a

ruler by divine right.

In accordance with these principles his

successors devoted their attention to

limiting the imperial power. Eventually

they were able to confer the mighty crown

of Charles the Great upon a Carolingian

vassal, a duke of Spoleto. They had failed

to consider that if the " protector " were

no longer master his pro-

tection would disappear,

though it was especially

needed against the defiant

Roman aristocracy, who
were anxious to secure the

temporal supremacy of the

papacy. The rapid changes

in the papacy became plain

when it was no longer sub-

ject to the pohtical and

moral influence of the Teu-

tonic nationality. In the

eighteen years between 896

and 914 no fewer than

thirteen Popes were over-

thrown.

John X. had ascended the chair of St.

Peter. As a deacon he had often been

sent to Rome from Ravenna, where

Theodora, the wife of a senator, had chosen

him as her ad\iser. It was said that

she influenced his election as Pope.

Another woman, by name Marozzia,

succeeded in throwing him into prison.

She had a " spiritual son," as she called

him, by her first husband, and this

man was raised to the papal chair

in 931. Her " secular son," Alberic,

governed the city as patricius. She

the emperor must never forget that his offered her hand to the treacherous and

crown was given him bv the Pope. voluptuous Prince Hugo of Provence, who

Nicholas ruled in full accordance with came to Rome hoping to secure the

this theory. Emperors or kings, bishops imperial crown through his wife. Their
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marriage was celebrated in the castle of

St. Angelo, but Alberic, fearing for his

position and his life as a result of this

connection, roused the people to arms.

The bridal couple were forced to let them-

selves do\vn from the castle by a rope, and

Alberic, who was appointed Senator of the

Romans, imprisoned his mother. After a

reign of twenty years, when he felt the ap-

proach of death, he convened in St Peter's

Church a meeting of the ecclesiastical and

secular magnates of Rome to recognise his

son as the heir to his temporal power, and

as the future successor to the papacy.

Hence in no long time—in 955—this

youth of fifteen years was able to unite

the spiritual and temporal powers. John
XIL, whose original name was Octavian,

then became Pope, and was the first

to initiate the practice of changing the

pontiff's name. Otho the Great of

Germany at first favoured

Pope ^™' ^^^ later used his in-

John XII. fluence to obtain his deposi-

tion. The results that occurred

were only to be expected when the papal

crown was transferred so often and so

easily. The influence of the papacy upon
the Church outside the walls of Rome
became practically non-existent, and every

national Church went its own way. John
X. did not hesitate to scold an archbishop

who was famous for his faithful devotion

to duty because he had conferred the

gifts of the Holy Spirit as though they
were earthly property upon an unworthy
recipient. Again, in a letter to another
archbishop, he could boast of his personal

jj^|. . prowess in battle and could

in Italy,
spcak of his inexpressible grief

to hear of scandals from different

parts of the world, by which he could not
but be pained, as the cares of the whole
world were incumbent upon him.

In Italy, where the papacy was before
the eyes of the people, a rapid lapse of

rehgious Hfe became obvious in this very
period. The traditional ceremonies were
indeed continued. This task being the
sole reason for the existence of the clerg}^,

the taste for education and science gradu-
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ally but inevitably deserted them, and
the ignorance of the Roman clergy be-

came a byword among other nations. To
the assertion of French bishops that

science was practically unknown in Rome,
the papal legate could reply :

" The
representatives of Peter and their scholars

will have neither Plato nor Virgil for their

masters, or any other philosophic cattle.

Peter did not know everything, and yet he
became the doorkeeper of heaven."

Together with this self-satisfied ignor-

ance we may observe another tendency

which turned to heathen authors for that

satisfaction which had been previously

found in religion. It was not the great

and noble thoughts that were admired in

these authors, but their heathenism and
the shortcomings of their culture.

Among the Teutons the new faith had
been received with deep feeling and
religious seriousness. Here we may ob-

serve among the bishops a zealous desire

to influence the people for their good, the

spirit which supported the false decretals,

and the ideas of supremacy entertained by
a Nicholas ; humble submission to, and
veneration of, the Church was their

object.

The sound system of education initiated

by Charles the Great and his scholars

was a barrier against that thaumaturgic

spirit which had passed from the Graeco-

Roman world to the Prankish kingdom,
and had become associated with heathen
superstition. This tendency was able

to develop unchecked under the successors

of Charles the Great. It was

For^

'***"'*
"^°^^ zealously forwarded by

Holy Relics ^^c Church, which was anxious

to secure the reverence of

the people as the possessor of di\'ine

power and the guardian against aU the

powers of darkness. Every church and
every monastery therefore attempted to

gain possession of some relic. It seemed
impossible to impress the rude minds of the

people more deeply than by showing some
supernatural power proceeding from these

remnants of decay. The more extra-

ordinary the character assigned to these
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treasures, the greater their value. It is even
said, probably in ridicule of the whole-
hearted creduHty of the peasantry, that
one monastery could show a piece of the
cradle in which the Infant Christ had lain,

and a piece of the wood of which St. Peter
had wished to make three tabernacles at

the Transfiguration.

It must be said that the number of

relics offered for sale increased so enor-
mously that apprehensions of possible

deceit began to arise. In those cases

an attempt was made by a three days'
fast to induce God to prove the
genuineness of the saint's body by a
miracle. The celebrations held upon the
translations of relics resembled triumphal
processions. The bands that joined the
procession increased at every stage of the
journey, for the holy relic might perform
a miracle at any and every moment upon
the way. If no other miracle were to

be seen, it often happened that after a

heavy night's rain the heaven grew
splendidly clear upon the morning when
the relic was to resume its journey.

There was, however, something even
greater than these relics of the saints, for

the Church in her services had Christ

her Lord present in person. It had long

been taught that in the Mass the bread

and wine were changed into the body
and blood of Christ by the words of the

priest, and the ignorant said blood

was often to be seen upon the host, or

that a lamb might be seen upon the

altar. Great was the power that had been

given to the Church ; the simplest person,

when once the Church had made him a

priest, could perform this highest of all

miracles, and bring down the lofty King
of Heaven from on high.

The Church's ^-^j^ what reverential awe

EvU s Intl "^^^^ ^^^ P^°P^^ ^^""^ ''^^'''
pin s

^j,g^^g^ divine service when
at any moment Christ might show to

the eyes of those present the mystery

concealed beneath the forms of bread and

wine. As a matter of fact, the attempt to

withdraw the people from their faith in

the old gods proved unsuccessful. They
might indeed be persuaded to praise God
the Father Almighty, and to renounce the

devil and all his works ; but they retained

a firm conviction of the powers of those

demoniacal spirits who filled the world.

There was no ^'/j'-er means of securing

the reverence and obedience of the masses

to the Church than by representing the

Church as triumphant over the dark powers
of evil spirits. Hence the people were
taught to obtain blessings for the house
in which they lived, for the spring from
which they drank, for the bread which
they ate, for the orchard and the field

from which they gained their harvest. The
first ears of corn, the first apples, the first

grapes, eggs, cheeses, and meat were
brought to the Church that the blessing
of the Church might preserve all from
harm. It was thought well to say a blessing

upon the dogs when the cattle were driven
to the pasture, upon the bees when
they left their hive, upon caterpillars and
sicknesses, that they might pass away.
The Church did not fail to appreciate the
danger that the ignorant population might
modify these Christian uses and formulae

to the form of their old heathen magical
rites, that the old heathen superstition

might merely assume a veneer of Chris-

tianity. Equally alive was it to the danger
that such action might cause Christianity

to be regarded as nothing but a means of

protecting mankind from earthly misfor-

tunes. Deeper minds all this

ofThc"**™^"*
^™® had a more spiritual

° .* . , conception of Christianitv.
Confessional ,t7i^ ^i. i-'jWhat must be remembered
is that the Church through the ages was a

Catholic Church for all sorts and conditions

of men, saints and sinners alike—not a

society of Saints alone.

The confessional was an institution that

in course of time was developed. E\-ery-

one had now to come to confession. If

all were not conscious of their sins,

the priest was obliged to begin an examina-

tion, and to address the penitent in such

terms as these :
" Perhaps you do not

remember all that you have done ; I will

therefore question you. Have you com-
mitted ? " The result was in-

evitable ; the conscience was certainly

awakened to what was forbidden by God,

and in such a way that people learned to

regard their own sins with sorrow and
shame.
The sense of penitence that transforms

mankind was quickened and widely de-

veloped by thrs questioning, for the

reason that such examination aimed merely

at inducing men to confess the sins they

had committed ; that is, to confess where

false shame would forbid their utterance.

A knowledge of evil was thus produced,

which, far from kilJmg, rather expanded

the conscience. Tlic theory was that the
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Lighter

Penances in

Favour

penance imposed upon the sinner would
deter him from a repetition of the offence,

and therefore improve him.

But when the acknowledgment of sin,

at which such confession aimed, brought

no inward change, confessors found them-
selves obliged to modify the weight of their

penances, because "in these times the

zeal for penance is no longer

what it was." A man, for

instance, who might have
been condemned by the old

rules to bread and water for a year, was
now commanded to fast in this manner
only for one day in the week. Even so

little as this often proved unattainable.
Thus the time of penance was abbrevi-
ated, and the deficiency was filled by the
saying of psalms and other prayers. Or
money might be paid in lieu of penance

;

and churches and priests

were also included in the
" pious purposes " for

which such money was
given. " The weakness of

the penitent " was so far

considered that perform-
ance of penance by a
third party was permitted.
Priests and monks were
especially competent to
act thus as proxies, and

were often offered

gifts by the peni-

tent whom they
thus relieved of

his duties. Such a pro-

ceeding inevitably fostered

the theory that man could buy back
his sins from the Church, and that all he
needed was to offer the Church his blind

obedience.

When .liberie was ruling over Rome,
religion in Italy had sunk to such a
pitch that this far-seeing prince recognised
the immediate necessity of a change. No
help could be expected by appeahng to
the Popes, and he therefore appealed to
the Cluniac monks. This order had been
founded on Romance soil in Burgundy
about 910, and was originally intended
merely to reform the degenerate monastic
system by the reintroduction of a strict
Benedictine rule. It was obvious, how-
ever, that the reasons for the decay of the
orders were to be found in the fact that
they were not entirely independent of the
temporal or episcopal powers.
Hence it was thought well that the Pope
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Penance
by

Proxy

PPOSITION POPE
Benedict V. was elected Pope on
the flight of Leo VI., but when the
latter was brought back and re-
placed in the papal chair, Benedict,
the opposition Pope, was exiled.

alone should have authority over the

Cluniacs. At an earlier period individual

monasteries had existed in isolation,

and had consequently lost much of their

power of resistance to foreign in-

fluence; all were now to form a congrega-

tion conducted upon uniform principles,

living according to the rule of the Cluniac

movement. From these beginnings

naturally developed the great influence

which this order exercised upon the history

of the Church. If the Pope were to be the

sole head of the order, and if only harm
could be expected from the secular power,

it was necessary to secure that no eccle-

siastical power should have any influence

in the Church except the Pope. At that

period it was impossible to conceive any
separation between the spiritual and
secular spheres of the state, so that this

order became the cham-
pion of the papal pro-

gramme as put forward by
Nicholas I.

These zealous brethren
were summoned by Alberic
in 936, and in many cases

they succeeded in arousing
a sense of religion and a
desire for improvement
even in the papal court.

This party, which was
disgusted at the appalling
prevalence of immorality,
probably inspired the de-
spatch of that embassy
which asked the German
king, Otto I., for help.

Otto came to Italy, but dechned to inter-
fere in the government of the Church.
He was anxious only to secure the secular
subjection of the Pope to his own authority,
and thus to remove any obstacle to the
execution of his political plans. Hence
when he was crowned emperor in 962
he left the Pope the secular power over
Rome, but this he could exercise only
in subordination to the emperor ; in
consequence no Pope could be here-
after consecrated until he had sworn
allegiance to the emperor.
The Pope, however, by his conspiracy

with the emperor's enemy, Berengar, to
whose sons he threw open the gates of the
town, forced Otto to go further than he had
intended. John even instigated the wild
Hungarians to invade Germany, that Otto
might be obliged to leave Italy. When the
emperor marched upon Rome, John fled,
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and declined to appear when summoned
to answer for his actions. The emperor,
therefore, held at Rome a synod, over
which it should have been the duty of

the Pope to preside ; and in accordance
with the wishes of the people and clergy

he deposed the unworthy John, and
appointed Leo VL Roman faithlessness

obliged him once more to sit in judgment
upon a Pope. The Romans

Popes
Who Ran
A^way

vised by him. It was a renewal of the

theories of Charles the Great, provoked by
the moral bankruptcy of an independent

papacy. On the death of Gregory, Otto

bestowed the papal chair upon his former

teacher, the famous scholar, Gerbert.

An open breach was prevented only by
the close friendship uniting these two
Popes with the emperor, for the diver-

gence of opinions concerning the due
had recalled themiserable John, position of the papacy was bound to lead

and Leo was forced to flee

John then lost his life as the
result of a plot, and Benedict V. was ap-

pointed to succeed him. Otto returned,

overpowered the revolt, replaced Leo in

the papal chair, and condemned the op-
position Pope to exile from Italy.

Immediately after Otto's death desperate

party struggles broke out in Rome ; the
prestige and influence of

the papacy was much im-

paired. In France, where
the voice of the Pope had
often been represented as

that of God, they referred

to the Pope as " the Anti-

christ, sitting in the temple

of God, and acting as

though he were God."
They considered the ad-

visability of separation from

the Roman Church as pro-

phesied by the apostle. It

was Germany that came to

the rescue of the papacy at

the time of its greatest con-

" l"IjFyllli
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his position, or with the same warm
interest in ecclesiastical reform, though
the necessity for this had again become im-
perative. Pope Benedict IX. was a boy of

twelve years old. He was the son of the

count of Tusculum, Alberic, and in 1044 was
deposed and a new pope, Sylvester III., was
chosen. Eventually, however, Benedict's

partywonthe day and he was able to return.

A well-meaning man was placed in the
apostolic chair : this was Gregory VI.
Benedict IX. did not feel himself bound
by the contract of sale, but continued to

regard himself as the successor of Peter.

There e.xisted at one and the same time
three Popes, all in opposition. In vain
the best of them, Gregory, attempted
to draw Rome and the Church from
the condition of anarchy. Once again
Germany brought help. A svnod assem-
bled in Rome, though without a summons
from any Pope;
it begged Henry
III. to save the
Church, and
not in vain.

The views of

Charles the
Great and Otto
1 1 1., who had re-

garded the em-
]X'ror as priest

and king, were
also shared by
Henry; inspired

by honest piety,

he devoted all

his powers to the reform of the Church.
The state of affairs was indeed appalHng.

The example given by Rome and its

bishops had found imitators far and wide.
As might had for so long been right in
Rome, a general tendency had arisen
throughout France and Germany to dis-
regard human and divine right, and to

I HE POPES BENEDICr IX. AND GREiiOKY VI.

Benedict IX. was driven from office, but was subsequently restored
to power. Gregory VI. obtained the papacy from Benedict IX., but the
latter continued to regard himself as Pope ; Sylvester III. also claimed
the papal chair, and thus there were three Popes at the same time.

these privileges ; at the same time, there

was no{ the smallest consciousness of the

contemptible nature of this practice. Even
the " saint " Henry II. had shown no hesi-

tation in accepting money from the ap-

plicants who demanded ecclesiastical posts.

In France the Cluniac monks had suc-

ceeded by strenuous efforts in securing

the observance of the Truce of God, which,

at any rate, gave a short breathing space

between incessant feuds and quarrels. In

Germany, Henry III. secured even greater

results. By example, requests, and orders

he forced the nobles to respect the general

Land-peace which he had proclaimed ; he
then declared war upon simony. He had
no intention of surrendering his right to

fill up vacant bishoprics, nor did anyone
demand so much of him ; it was not until

a later date that public opinion ventured
to brand this as simony. He renounced

aU profit, how-
ever, which
might accrue to

him in conse-

quence of these

rights. On his

pilgrimage to

Rome he held a
synod at Pavia,
and delivered

an impressive

speech to the
audience who
had all secured
their ecclesi-

astical offices

improperly. So deep an impression was
made upon those present that they
begged him for mercy and forgiveness, in

fear that they would all lose their posts.

A general order was then issued that
henceforward no spiritual office or dignity
was to be acquired as in their cases.

The next task was the salvation of the
seize any advantage that could be grasped, papacy, which was now claimed by three
There was no security for private property,

A ir n
^^^^® robbery and bloodshed

condition
were the order of the day. The

of Rome practice of prosecuting private
quarrels had risen to bound-

less excess. The Christian worid had
now learned from the papacy to regard the
spiritual calling as a distinction which
guaranteed earthly success. Simony had
become general. Anyone who desired an

co-existent Popes. This schism was ended
in 1046 by the synods of Sutri and of

Rome. Ail the Popes were deposed, and
Henry invited the Romans to choose a
new one. They replied :

" Where the
royal majesty is present, our rights of

election do not exist." The German
bishop, .Suidger of Bamberg, was pre-

sented to the papal chair, under the title

of Clement II. From his hand Henry
ecclesiastical office was prepared to pay received the imperial crown. The Romans
lor this source of revenue, while every conferred upon their emperor the patrician
patron was anxious to make capital out of power, and with it the right of appointing

.S724
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the Pope. So great was the joy at the
services which the emperor had performed
for the Church that the strongest ecclesi-

astics showed no indignation at the cession

of these high rights to the emperor, but
regarded his powers as a divine reward for

his efforts in " snatching the Church from
the jaws of the insatiable dragon." The

time was to come when a papal

ch*'°*'h
sl^ct^o^ would be declared ac-

as urc
cursed if conducted by other
powers than those of the

Church ; but it was necessary also to pro-

vide that this new manner of election should
make the advance of slackness impossible.

Would that such men as the papal
nominees of Henry III. had invariably been
appointed ! His next appointments were
the Germans, Poppo of Brixen (Damasus
n.), Bruno of Toul (Leo IX.), and Gebhard
of Eichstatt (Victor II.).

Under the emperor's orders

they co-operated with him in

the task of church reform.

The revival of the imperial

power and the reformation of

the Church was accompanied
at that time by a resump-
tion of missionary activity,

which had been almost

entirely dormant since

the death of Charles the

Great. With this revival of

missionary zeal, marked as it

is by a somewhat secular and
political character, we may
observe also a renewal of

intellectual activity, though not imme-
diately obvious in the theological sphere.

The famous poem " Waltharius," com-

posed by Ekkehard of St. Gall about 927,

heralded a new era in literature. In a

short time theology made a tentative

advance. Notker Labeo of St. Gall, who
died in 1022, composed a number of trans-

lations and commentaries on the books of

the Bible in a language chiefly German ; we
still possess his commentary on the Psalms.

WiUiam,the abbot of Ebersbachin Bavaria,

compiled his famous commentary on the

Song of Solomon. In France the master

of the cathedral school of Rheims, Gerbert,

afterwards Pope Sylvester II., was a

famous figure.

It is, however, remarkable to observe

the peaceful manner in which these two

tendencies co-operated, while aiming at

a revival of rehgious influence ;
there

was the imperial tendency, ba.sed upon
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POPE CLEMENT U.

In 1046 the Romans elected the
German bishop, Suidger of Bam-
berg, to the papacy, under the title

of Clement II., and from his hand
Henry III. received the imperial
crown.

the theories of Charles the Great, and the
papal tendency, originating with the
Cluniac reforms. The condition of the
Church cried so loudly for improvement
that help was accepted from any quarter,

no matter what the nature of its ultimate
object. Even religious movements wholly
foreign to the German nationality com-
manded the respect of Germans, provided
that they implied the renunciation of the
prevailing godless spirit.

It perhaps was a consequence of

Cluniac influence in Italy that many, in

horror of the immorality of the age,

abandoned the world and took refuge in

asceticism to atone for the sins of their

contemporaries. Romuald, who belonged

to the family of the dukes of Ravenna,
founded the hermit order of the Camaldu-
lenses in 1018. The holy Nilus lived as

a hermit in Lower Italy,

clothed in a black goatskin,

going bareheaded and bare-

footed, and eating nothing

but a fragment of bread
every few days. Peter

Damiani practised sclf-

mortiftcation by psalm-sing-

ing, an expiation which re-

lieved the sinners of the

world from centuries of pen-

ance ; his friend Dominic, as

a result of incessant practice,

was able to rain blows upon
his back with such incredible

rapidity that he did penance
for a century in six days.

Romuald, like Nilus, was visited by the

Emperor Otto III. and revered as a saint

of God. In the garb of a penitent the

powerful emperor prostrated himself be-

fore the hermit, and lay beside him upon
his hard rush couch ; it seemed that he

would gladly have remained with Romuald
as a humble monastic brother.

Such facts teach us that the momentary
supremacy of the German o\'er the Roman
Church was but external, based upon the

degeneracy of the latter, and that
Saviours

^j^^ ^^^^-^^ ^j ^j^^ German Church

Pa*ac
'^^^^ entirely Roman. This spirit,

**'**^^
if carried to its logical conse-

quence, leads to the theories of Nicholas I.

The papacy and the Roman Church were

saved by the German emperors.

The return which Rome made for this

rescue from the slough of despond vyas a

re\ival of its claim to the due obedience

of all human beings, the emperor included.
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THE
PAPACY

II

ZENITH OF THE PAPAL POWER
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MONASTIC ORDERS
VV/HEN Bishop Bruno of Toul entered
** his palace at Rome, after having been
nominated by the emperor to the Holy See,

he announced to the clergy and the people

that he had come to them at the emperor's
desire, but would gladly return to his own
country if he were not confirmed in the

papal chair by their free election. Hilde-

brand, who was entirely inspired by the

Cluniac spirit, had been wiUing to accom-
pany him to Rome only upon the condi-

tion that he should not regard himself as

Pope by imperial appointment, but should

also seek legal election in Rome. In this

way Leo IX. became Pope on February
I2th, 1049. Further developments en-

tirely corresponded with this beginning
;

Hildebrand became the adviser and guide

of the Popes until he himself secured that

dignity.

His objects were the logical continuation

of the theories of Nicholas I. The Pope
was the head of the Universal

What the
(^j^^j-ch, and the clergy in

\,°^^. every land must therefore be
Stoo or

j^.^ subordinates. The secular

princes were also bound to serve him, as

the body serves the soul. It was an

intolerable distortion of the system pro-

claimed by God if princes were to have

any power over the Church—if, for in-

stance, they were able to give away
ecclesiastical offices or to appoint Popes.

They received their powers solely from

the Church, as the moon derives its hght

from the sun ; the Pope was thus the

representative of Christ upon earth.

Hildebrand was well aware that the

practical appUcation of these theories

would provoke a fearful conflict, and he

therefore prepared indefatigably for the

struggle. The chief necessity was to

revive the prestige of the papacy. Leo X.

travelled throughout Christendom in per-

son, holding synods, consecrating churches,

pronouncing decisions, and giving blessings.

To restore the reputation of the clergy, the

struggle against simony and ecclesiastical

misdeeds was renewed. Upon the acces-

sion of Henry IV=, who was a minor,

Hildebrand ventured to reorganise the

method of electing to the papal chair. The
Lateran Council under Nicholas II. ordained

in 1059 t^-it the purely ecclesiastical college

of the Roman cardinals
How the

^j^^^jjj ^jg^^ ^j^g p^pg jj^g

Found Monl
^^^stion then arose as to

oncy
^yj^^^ i-,g(,^j^gQf the chartered

imperial rights ; and upon this subject a

sentence was added, which was such a

masterpiece of diplomacy that it is difhcult

even at the present day to say exactly

what it means
—

" without prejudice to the

respect due to our beloved son Henry."
Money, however, was needed for the war,

and Hildebrand therefore reorganised the

finances of the Roman Church. As he

needed allies, he invested the princes of

the wild Normans, who had constantly

been excommunicated, with wide districts

of Italy, which naturally were not his to

give, and made them swear allegiance in

these terms : "I will help thee to retain

secure and honourable possession of the

papacy, the land of St. Peter, and the

princely power." In Northern Italy he

entered into an alliance with the Pataria,

a revolutionary movement directed

against nobles and clergy, and with their

help broke down the resistance of the

powerful Archbishop Theobald of Milan,

so that henceforward " the obstinate cattle

of Lombardy " were the vassals, not of

Germany, but of Rome.
At length Hildebrand ascended the papal

chair as Gregory VIL, on April 22nd. 1073,

. and it was then possible to begin
New Pope s

^^^ struggle for the unlimited

!?f*c*^ freedom and supremacy of the
Of S.mony

(^j^^^ch. He declared his sole

intention to be the extir])ation of simony.

But by simony he understood not only

the selling, but also the conferment, of an

ecclesiastical offtce by a temporal lord. At

the same time the appointment of a bishop

was by no means a purely ecclesiastical
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matter. Since the days of Otto I. the

episcopacy was also a purely secular

office, involving all the rights and duties

of a secular prince. Hence, it was not likely

that the secular power would immediately

release from their feudal obligations these

secular lords exercising territorial rights,

merely because they were clergy or

bishops ; it was even less likely that they
would be quickly surrendered

to another power and to the

sole supremacy of the Pope.
There would be few subjects

and but little influence re-

maining to secular sovereigns

if these bishops received their

power from the Pope, and not

from the king. If Gregory
wished to secure that the

bishops should receive their

offices from himself alone,

there was but one possibility

open—the bishops must re

subjects of their oath of fealty, to decide

all quarrels as he would, " to take from
any and to give to any the possessions of

all men, to make illegality legal, and
legality eternal wrong." These means,
indeed, made it possible to continue the

struggle between the empire and the

papacy for more than thirty years ; it

was a struggle which entirely paralysed
Germany, and for a long time
secured the predominance of

the Romance peoples in

Europe, while it also brought
terrible pressure to bear upon
consciences. Henry IV. was
reduced to beg for absolution

for three days as a penitent

at Canossa in 1077. These
means, however, did not se-

cure victory for the Pope, and
Gregory was reduced to an
exile's death.

Gregory's ideas, however,

THE POPE LEO IX.

Raised to St. Peter's chair in 1049,
this Pope held a synod at Rheims,

,, , 1 i" defiance of the wishes of the ,., ,.
Sign all secular power and kingof France; there he appointed wcrc Steadily disscminated by
supremacy and become mere Llia^eTtrat the'poje wa "fh^ s^'le the Cluniacs, both elsewhere
ecclesiastics. This simple primate of the Universal Church, and in Germany, where Hirsau
idea, however, did not occur to him, for he in the Black Forest had become a central
was anxious that the bishops should remain
princes. In his view, the Church required
wealth and power to rule as she should.
Even as she possessed the papal states in

Italy, and could make the Normans her
vassals, so should every bishop possess
some secular power with which to serve
the papacy and to defy the secular ruler,

if occasion arose;

for this reason,

again, no eccle-

siastic should
take the oath of

fealty to a secu-

lar lord.

buch a struggle

would have been
hopeless if

opened by a
weaker man
than Gregory
VII., who

THE CELEBRATED HILDEBRAND AND INNOCENT H.
Pope Gregory VII. was the celebrated Hildebrand, the champion

ui- ji 1

^^^^ °^^^^ ^^^^^ supremacy over secular princes, while Innocent II. was
blindly enthusi- an opposition Pope, elected in 1130, who fought hard for the supremacy.

astic for the justice of his aims, and would
have beheld the ruin of the world unmoved
provided that his own objects were
retained thereby. This victory he hoped
to secure through the magical power of
the words spoken to Peter, " What thou
loosest on earth shall be loosed in heaven."
Gregory considered that this promise
enabled him to depose kings, to relieve
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point of this tendency. The extent of

the papal prestige could be seen in the
fact that Urban II. placed himself at

the head of the Romance countries to
liberate the Holy Land from the hands of

the infidels, and induced thousands to
cry, " It is God's will," at the Council of

Clermont in 1095 ; it is evidenced by the
half-million of

Cruiaders who
set out for the
Holy Sepulchre
with the Pope's
blessing, and
by the Pope's
ability to declare

the newly ac-

quired kingdom,
with its capital

of Jerusalem, an
ecclesiastical
fief. It must be
said that the

struggle between Pope and Emperor was
steadily renewed.
Henry V., whom the Pope had chosen

and raised to the throne against his

father's opposition, had no intention of

showing his gratitude for this infidelity

by blind obedience. Eventually peace
was concluded by the Concordat of
Worms in 11 22. The temporal possessions
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and powers of the bishops were differen-

tiated from their ecclesiastical ofhce

;

the latter was conferred by the Church
through consecration, and the former by
the emperor through investiture with the
sceptre. Thus, the Church and the State
were placed upon an equality ; hence-
forward ecclesiastical supremacy was the
sole prerogative of the Pope, and the
emperor had nothing to do with ecclesias-

tical affairs. But it was questionable
whether this peace could be anything
more than an armistice, whether all future

German emperors would agree to this

complete surrender of the theories of

Charles the Great and Otto III., and
whether Rome would be contented with
what she had gained. The demands of

the papacy were far more comprehensive
;

not only was the Church to be entirely

College presented Christianity with two
Popes in the year 1130. The rivals waged
a bloody conflict for the supremacy ; and
on two occasions the German emperor,
Lothair, was obliged to appear in Italy

to secure the preponderance of Innocent
II. Lothair's victory confirmed the
Romans in their convictions that the

imperial aspirations of the papacy de-

prived them of peace, and that peace
could be restored only if the Church
abandoned this struggle for wealth and
power and returned to her original

poverty, while the people took political

power into their own hands. It was
impossible, in view of the past, to feel

reverence for papal authority ; Gregory
VII. and his friends had constantly

supported, and indeed instigated, revolt

and revolution.

»»*S».X<!§», -t
"*

HIRSAU, A GREAT CENTRE OF POPE GREGORY'S CLUNIAC IDEAS
Pope Gregrory VII. engaged in a long and strenuous struggle for the supremacy of the papacy, and though for a time

he was victorious, in the end he was defeated, and he died an exile's death. His ideas, however, were disseminated

by the Cluniacs, in Germany and elsewhere, and Hirsau in the Black Forest became a centre of this tendency.

free from temporal power, but she was
also to be a universal and world-wide

ruler. When Gregory and his helpers had
once proposed this ideal as a solution of

all difficulties, and had secured for it a

wide acceptance, the Concordat of Worms
could never imply a final peace.

The succeeding events seemed as though
intended to demonstrate to the papacy
the folly of these aspirations to world-

wide power. The papacy could not even
maintain its authority in Rome, or secure

itself from self-destruction, without the

help of Germany. That purely ecclesi-

astical corporation which had been en-

trusted with the papal elections in order

that a decision might be inspired by the

spirit of G^d and not by that of the world

was unable to agree. The Cardinals'

With burning words Arnold of Brescia

preached, in his native town, the life

of poverty led by Jesus and His apostles,

asserting that wealth and worldly
power in the hands of the clergy were
nothing less than sin. The move-
ment broke out in Rome itself, under
Eugenius III. (1145-1153). The secular

pov/er was to be taken from the Pope
and entrusted to the hands of the Roman
senate, while the papal state was to be
made a Roman rejniblic. It was not, as

before, the constant disturbances of the

nobles, but the people, that inflicted this

deadly blow upon the Pope. Arnold of

Brescia came to Rome. He swore fidelity

to the Roman senate and the re]:)uhlic,

and fulminated against the ambition of

the clergy and 'the Pope, who was no
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THE POPE
During the

shejiherd of souls, but a man of blood,

and the torturer of the Church. The
Pope could find no other means of safety

than the recognition of the Roman
republic.

Even those bitter experiences failed to

bring the papacy to its senses, and beyond
the frontiers of Italy it continued to claim

su])reme sovereignty. In order to com-
plete the organisation of a
brilliant Crusade in 1147, the

Po]ie did not hesitate to in-

terfere with private property,

and trampled underfoot the

ini]')erial rights in reference to

episcopal appointments. Thf
Decretum of Gratian, the

great ecclesiastical law-book,
was comjnled under this

Pope, and in it the claims of

the papacy, which had been
so often and fiercely disputed,

w'ere represented as legally

established. It was no won-
der that the great Hohen-
stauffen, Frederic I., made a
further attempt to crush these papal
ambitions for supremacy. " From whom
has the emperor his dignity, if not from
the Pope ? " was the question asked by
the papal legate, Roland of Siena.

Frederic replied, " By means of the

Empire God has raised

the head of the world,

at the head of

the world, the

Church is at-

tempting to des-

troy the empire.
This is to us

intolerable, for

we owe our
crown only to

the gift of God."
In the year ii5()

the College of

Cardinals had
again elected

EUGENIUS
reign of this Pope,

which lasted from 11 45 till 1153, an
important movement broke out in
Rome. The secular power was fo
be taken from the Pope, and, to save
himself, he recognised the republic.

the Church to

Thus standing

THE ONLY ENGLISH POPE AND ALEXANDER III.

Hadrian IV., who was appointed Pope in 1154 and died five years later,
was the only Englishman that has ever occupied St. Peter's chair. He

p , issued in favour of Henry II. of England the celebrated Bull which sanc-
tWO i'OpeS, and tioned the conquest of Ireland. Alexander III. was one of the greatest
Frederic, as Popes of the Middle Ages, and showed his power in many ways.

German emperor, then claimed to decide
the legality of the election. Alexander
III., his old enemy Roland, against whom
he decided, was recognised by France,
Spain, and England, and the German
bishops felt as though cut off from the
rest of Christendom. The defeat of
Legnano, which the defiance of Henry the
Lion inflicted upon him in 1176, forced
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the emperor to the unwelcome step of

concluding peace with Alexander in 1177.

The supremacy of the German Church was
gone for ever.

At the same moment the prestige of the

papacy was greatly advanced by a second
victory. Henry II. of England proposed
to govern the Church of his country in the

old fashion, and issued the Constitutions

of Clarendon to limit the

privileges and jurisdiction of

the English clergy. Thomas
Becket had been appointed
Archbishop of Canterbury by
Henry in 1162. and swore
obedience to the Constitu-

tions. Afterwards, howev^er,

lie did public penance for his

nath, and was solemnly re-

leased by Alexander. The
subsequent murder of Becket
only ensured the prompt
triumph of his cause. The
Pope in 1 172 declared Thomas
a saint and martyr. The king

was forced, by popular opinion
and by his sons, to undergo in 1174 a

humiliating penance at the grave of the
man who had thwarted his plans.

Thus the papacy had broken down the

resistance of the Teutonic nations ; and,
when it had reached the zenith of its power,
Alexander III. convoked a brilliant third

Lateran Council in 1179. The council

decided among
other points that

the clergy could
never be brought
before a secular

court, and that

Church property
should be taxed
only with the
consent of the

bishops and
clergy, and only
in extraordinary
cases ; these in-

novations were
intended to

separate the Church from political life, and
to preserve its wealth unimpaired.
While the Church was thus rising to

supreme power under its head, the
papacy, a new series of events pro-
voked the question whether it would
invariably succeed in maintaining its

predominance in religious thought, which
was its peculiar sphere. The signs of a
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revival of religious individualism began
distinctly to increase.

Since the Franco-Germanic world had
become outwardly Christian, the work of

religion had for centuries consisted merely
in driving back the remnants of heathen-
ism and in securing a general outward
adoption of Christian doctrine. Even
during the time when literary impulse
found expression in religious work, as

under Charles the Great, such work
consisted essentially in the mere repetition

of early Church tradition. Occasionally

some slight indication of an independent
appropriation of Christian teaching

appeared, as in the " Heiland," but the

complete assimilation of this great inherit-

ance was yet very far distant, and any
such flashes speedily disappeared.

religious feeling. Its development in the

Teutonic world follows the reverse order

of that visible in the old Church. In the

beginning the circle had widened from the

individual believer to the national Church.
In the Middle Ages the national Church
is the beginning, and the gradual progress

to individual belief the conclusion.

The first tendency observable within

this process of development does not

shrink from revolt against the Church.

From the beginning of the eleventh

century heretics constantly reappear
;

they are found in the dioceses of Chalons,

Liege, Arras, Orleans, Turin, the Nether-

lands, in Brittany, and in Goslar.

Especially in Southern France did Peter

of Bruys inveigh against the Church and
all its institutions, asserting the true

MEETING BETWEEN THE GREAT POPE ALEXANDER III. AND -THE DOGE OF VENICE

The papacy reached the zenith of its power during the latter part of the twelfth century, ^l^^"
**)f, fL^.^*^

^^^
Alexander III. sat in St. Peter's chair. In ur9 the Pope convened a brilliant Lateran Council, which conferred on the

Pope alone the right of canonisation, and drew up the laws under which the election of the Pope is still governed.

During the eleventh century, however,

new characteristics come to light. It is

as though a child, as yet capable only of

imitation, had become a boy, able to ask

himself questions upon what he was taught

or upon the difficulties he felt. Until the

year looo Christianity was essentially

corporate, but after that date it becomes

personal. Its manifestations are of very

various character. In one case we find,

as it were, a boy who consciously attempts

to break away from the guardianship of

his parents ; in another case, one who does

not renounce their leading, but would at

the same time advance upon paths of his

own ; again, one who consciously follows

his parents' lead for the first time.

The common element, is, however, in

every case the beginning of personal

Church to exist within the heart of the

believer. At last, on a strict fast day, he

made a heap of shattered crucifixes, upon

which he cooked meat. For this he was

thrown into the flames by a raging mob
in 1 137. His place was taken by the monk
Henry and his " Petrobrussians," whose

efforts were so successful that St. Bernard

was forced to confess, " the churches are

without people, and the people without

priests." Unusually widely disseminated

were the Cathari, who rejected the Old

Testament, the sacraments, pictures,

crosses, and relics. Petrus Waldus was

inspired by nothing but a spirit of revoh

against the Church, when fear for his

salvation led him to give up all his pro-

perty, to study the Bible, and to found a

union in 1 177,' the members of which were
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to renounce the world and private pro-

perty, and to go through the country

preaching repentance. However, the

reUgious independence attained by him-

self and his friends enabled them, when the

archbishop prohibited their preaching, to

appeal to the Bible text that people should

fear (K)d rather than men ; they were so

wholly out of sympathy with
The Miracle

^^^ Roman spirit that their
*' '*^^

. appeal to the third Lateran
Communion

Council wasrejected,while their

strength enabled them to disregard this

supreme decision.

A second tendency becomes more clearly

obvious in the opposition of Berengar

of Tours to the views of Radbertus, which

had gradually gained a universal accept-

ance. Radbertus held that the bread and
wine of the Communion were trans-

formed into Christ's body and blood.

Berengar asserted that only truth could

prevail in the Church, but that truth was
not secured by ecclesiastical office or a

Church council, and here his anti-Roman
spirit is manifest. He further asserted

that whatever was unintelligible to reason

was impossible, and he also acted as

though he considered commonsense his

own peculiar possession. This is nothing
more than the first appearance of the
aberrations, often repeated at a later

period, which are caused by the desire for

religious independence. These first prin-

ciples, however, proclaimed him a dangerous
opponent of Roman teaching.

It is remarkable that Berengar's doctrine
of the Holy Communion met with the
ap-i)roval of Cardinal Hildebrand, who at-

tempted to protect him from his fanatical
opponents. When, however, the Roman
synod condemned the freethinker as a
heretic in 1079, Pope Gregory VH. im-
mediately sacrificed his own convictions.
The condemned man attempted to appeal
to a conversation which he had held with
the Pope a short time previously. The

Pope ordered him in a voice of
Frecthinking

thunder to fall to the ground
and confess his error. The
truths actually considered as

such by the Church were less important to
the imperialist ideas of the papacy than
the necessity of uniformity upon questions
of belief.

The fate of this man who had attacked
the existing doctrine at one point only
must have induced others to conceal their
special opinions. Many erroneous views
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Heretic

Silenced

on Church doctrine existed, as is shown
by the next scholar who was unable to

silence his independence, the great dialec-

tician, Peter Abelard. He regretted that

so many rejected the Christian teaching,

and was yet more repelled by^ its defenders,

who demanded simple submission toChurch
authority. He therefore declared that

what could not be proved could not be
accepted, and attempted in consequence
to demonstrate the truth of Christianity,

rejecting as wrong or unimportant all

that his reason could not grasp. His
opposition to Church doctrine was gener-

ally concealed. For instance, in his

dialogue between a philosopher, a Jew, and
a Christian, he compared the different re-

ligions together, but carefully avoided the

inevitable inference from his investigations

that the substratum of truth in heathenism,

Judaism, and Christianity was ultimately

identical. He also was expelled from the

Church by the Council of Sens in 1141.

A third tendency is manifested by those

who remained faithful to the Church
and her doctrine, but either in theory or

practice displa^-ed a personal conviction

previously unknown. In the early Church
_, sin was generally considered an
^"" ^

,. irremediable defect, and the
Conceptions , . r ^ xu x

, g. chief question therefore was in

what manner this defect could
be remedied, and how the strength of

virtue could be imparted to the sinner.

When the Teutonic spirit began personally

to grapple with Christian truth, the
results acquired were wholly different.

The " Heiland " represented God as the
great and benevolent lord of the heavens,
to whom mankind owed obedience. Sin
was now conceived as a debt to God, and,
according to Teutonic views, such a debt
necessitated expiation and atonement.
Upon such theories is based the famous
work of the scholastic Anselm of Canter-
bury, " Why did God become Man ?

"

{Cur Deus Homo ? 1198). Man cannot
make atonement for his sins ; the burden
of his unfaithfulness is too great. Hence
God became man in Christ, and this

divine Man performed what no mere man
could do, and voluntarily gave His blame-
less life to wipe out our debt. As this

attempt had been inspired by a personal
feeling of guilt, so, too, the sense of per-
sonal forgiveness might arise.

These are new lines of thought foreign to
Rome. The mystical Bernard of Clairvaux
makes the same attempt by other methods.
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Hitherto fear had been announced even
among the Teutons as the normal attitude
of the Christian towards God ; but Ber-
nard makes love the centre of his theory

—

the love of God which condescends to
man, and the love of man which can rise to
God. In prayerful joy his looks and
thoughts hang upon the Christ as the
sacrifice of love : "All hail, thou bleeding
Head !

" His desire is to show love of

Christ, not only for what He did for us, but
also for the sake of the Man who could do
so much. In correspondence with this

mystical interpretation, the actual progress
of the world is represented as a second
manifestation of the love of God. What
freedom and what independence did the
individual Christian gain through such
beliefs !

Bernard is also in agreement with
the ideal of ecclesiastical supremacy, and
regards the Pope as the head of Christen-

dom. When the struggle broke out again

between Pope and Emperor he helped the

papacy to victory. With no clear con-

sciousness of the inconsistency, he ascribed

claims of supremacy to those who were
bound to God by love. In consequence he

was himself able to intervene
ernar -^ ^jj ecclesiastical movements,

and could even offer serious

advice and stern exhortation to

the Pope. This new tendency he com-
municated to the order which his initiative

made influential, that of the Cistercians,

which he entered in 1115 with thirty

companions. In contrast to the Cluniacs,

who had already become worldly minded,

in spite of their original seriousness,

these monks were to live in the strictest

renunciation. Quiet contemplation and
busy effort, both inspired equally by the

love of Jesus, were to fill their lives.

Bernard also attempted to bring the laity

into this sanctuary. The institution of a

lay brotherhood, "which already existed

in embryo, was further developed in this

order.

At that time arose a large number of

orders pursuing different objects. These

were so many manifestations of the

awakening spirit of religious individualism.

The religious community of Grammont,
founded by Stephen of Thiers, was to

follow no human rule, but the threefold

law of the Gospel—poverty, humility, and

patience. Bruno of Cologne attempted to

surpass the strictness of all previous orders

in his foundation of the Chartreuse, which

and the

Cistercians

he planted in an almost uninhabitable
mountain gorge. To this retreat he was
driven by indignation at the unspiritual
character of the Church. The Carthusians,
or the monks of Chartreuse, were even
denied the consolation of conversation.
When the ])reacher of the Crusade, Robert

of Abrissel, had roused the enthusiasm of

Birth of ^^^S^ numbers of men and

the Knightly
^^"^en, who were incapable of

Orders crusadmg effort, he united them
in the Order of Fontevraud, in

which enthusiasm for the Holv Land was
replaced by enthusiastic veneration for

the Virgin Mary. Lay brethren who
served in the hospital connected with
the monastery combined to form Hospital
Orders, among which that of St. Antonius
was best known. From crusading en-
thusiasm rose the knightly Orders of the
Templars, the Knights of St. John, and
the Teutonic Knights, in whom German
chivalry was combined with Catholic
monasticism and the service of Christian
love. As the mysticism of Bernard found
the highest flight of faith in the most
humble and self-sacrificing love of Christ,

so these orders regarded the most dis-

tinguished proof of knighthood as the

service of pilgrims to the Holy Sepulchre,

the help of the sick and miserable

—

a further proof that the fundamental ideas

of Christianit}' were being reconceived.

The Premonstratensians attempted to

raise the secular clergy from their de-

gradation, and thus to improve their

spiritual efficacy among the peo])le.

At such a period the expansive powers
of the Church inevitably resumed
activity. They may also have con-

tributed to the Crusades. The Church
sent Saint Vicelin to work among the

Wends of Holstein, a labour carried out

with unspeakable trouble and constant

disappointment. The Church raised a

crusade against the Abodrites of Mecklen-

burg, and when this effort proved abortive,

inspired the Cistercian monk.
Bishop

Berno, to sow the seed ol
Otto t e

Christianitv with unwearying
Missionary

_^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j^.^ j^^^^.^ ground.

The Church again induced Bishop Otto

of Bamberg to undertake his missionary

journeys to Pomerania.

The problem then arose whether the

hierarchy would interpret these as the

signs of a new period. Would they join

the movement towards personal religion

and recognise that movement as largely a
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protest against their methods and their

aims ? Or would they continue to regard

the outward sovereignty of the world as

their supreme object, and thus for ever

lose the opportunity of leadership in their

true religious sphere ?

Once again it seemed as though supreme
power was to fall, not to the papacy
but to the empire. Henry VI. (1190-

1197), a son of the great Barbarossa, be-

came master of the whole of Italy. Homage
was done to him by Cyprus, Armenia,

and Antioch ; the Greek Empire and the

Mohammedan princes of North Africa

by no common ambition or selfishness ; he
had no love for the world, or desire for

power as an end in itself. His thorough
mediaeval piety led him to despise the

world and to renounce its joys ; and if he

sought supremacy, it was because the con-

sciousness of his responsibilities impelled

him to give the miseries of the world some
show of godliness. He succeeded where
Gregory VII. had failed, and where Alexan-

der III. had been only half successful.

Innocent was indeed a favourite of fortune.

The widow of Henry VI. feared that her

son, who was only three years old, could

THE CISTERCIAN MONKS AND THEIR SIMPLE METHODS OF LIFE
At the beginning of the twelfth century there sprang into existence quite a number of ecclesiastical orders these
being indications of the awakening spirit of religious individualism. Bernard of Clairvaux was drawn to the order
of the Cistercians, and, with thirty companions, entered it in 1115. These monks agreed to live in the strictest
renunciation, and their lives were to be filled by quiet contemplation and busy effort, both inspired by the love of Jesus.

him tribute. Westward hepaid mm triDute. westward ne pro-

posed to extend his supremacy over
France and Spain, eastward ovei S3Tia
and Palestine. His achievements and plans
were then suddenly destroyed by death,
and a few months later the papal chair
was occupied by a man who seemed
designed' for imperial rule ; this was
Innocent III. His intellect was as keen as
his will was powerful, while his foresight
was not inferior to his tenacity ; he never
hesitated in the pursuit of his objects, and
he showed no fastidiousness in his choice of
means. His imperialism was inspired
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not retain possession of his Sicilian inherit-

ance without some powerful ally. She
therefore accepted the kingdom as a papal
fief and made the Pope guardian of her
son. After her death Innocent wrote to
the boy that he might thank the Lord
who had given him a better father in place
of his earthly parent, and a better mother
—namely, the motherly care of the
Church. When the Germans desired a
man at the head of the empire, some
electing Otto of Brunswick and others
Philip of Swabia, the Pope declared that
as he had the right of conferring the
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imperial crown, he was also bound to

scrutinise the election of a German king,

and, in the case of a doubtful election, to

decide whether one of the rivals or

a third should receive the crown. He
declared in favour of Otto, and his

legates proclaimed the excommunication
of Otto's opponent. Innocent's position

became desperate as Philip's power
steadily increased. However, the murder
of this opponent extricated the Pope
from a difficult situation in 1208. But
now Otto, though previously compliant,

of Meran, the daughter of a German duke.
The Pope laid the whole of France
under an interdict, declaring to his legate

that the affair, if properly conducted,

would redound to the credit of the apos-

tolic chair. France was forced to yield,

and the king to make an outward show
of submission. Upon the death of his

beloved Agnes he was deeply grieved by
the illegitimacy attaching to her children,

and the Pope then declared them legitimate,

exercising his power by way of consent,

as he had formerly shown it in refusal.

King Alfonso IX. of Leon
also experienced the power
of the Pope on his marriage
with his niece. King
Sancho I. of Portugal, who
had defied an archbishop,

was reduced to obedience.

King Pedro II. of Aragon
voluntarily declared his

kingdom to be a papal fief.

The Bulgarian prince Kalo-

joannes petitioned Innocent

to grant him a crown. The
Pope decided cases in Hun-
gary, Sweden, and Norway.

In England a dispute had
broken out concerning the

appointment of the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. In-

nocent declared the two
elections to be null and
void, summoned the elec-

tors to Rome, and forced

them to appoint a third

candidate, his friend
Stephen Langton. Furious

at this interference, King

John of England swore by

the teeth of God that he

would hang Langton as

THE DEATH OF ST. BRUNO OF COLOGNE ^OOn aS he SCt foot upon

ThefounderoftheOrderof the Chartreuse, Bruno of Cologne, attempted to sur- English SO,l. inUOCcni

pass the strictness of aU previous orders ; and, planting his convent in a mountain (Jj-ew his U-iUal WCapf)n ; he
gorge, he retired to it.

attempted to recover the ecclesiastical

rights which he had surrendered to secure

the crown. Innocent excommunicated him,

and relieved his subjects of their oath of

allegiance. Frederic, the son of Henry VI.,

who was now a youth, promised the Pope

all that he desired, and Innocent therefore

placed Frederic on the throne in 121 2.

Thus the proud family of the Hohen-

stauffen became subject to the papal chair.

Philip Augustus of France had divorced

his wife Ingeborg, and married Agnes

laid the kingdom under an

interdict, the king under sentence of

excommunication and deposition, and

finally assigned his country to the king of

France, promising great benefits to the

latter and to his army, such as had for-

merly been assured to the Crusaders.

John then crawled to the foot of the

cross, and, not content with yielding

the point in dispute, surrendered his land

to the Holy See, to receive it again as a

papal fief. The promises made to the

French king naturally no longer held good;
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Empire
Founded

Philip would never give so much as

had been obtained from John. The
princes were as puppets in the hands of

the Pope. He was able to triumph even

over the Greek Church, which had proved

so refractory towards the successor of

St. Peter. The host of the Fourth Crusade

conquered Constantinople and founded the

. Latin Empire in 1204; and In-
The Latin

^^^^^^ ^.^^^^ rejoice that, after

the destruction of the golden

calves, Israel had returned to

Judah. These victories of the papacy over

the temporal powers were accompanied by
an extension of its ecclesiastical preroga-

tives. Ecclesiastical legislation, which

had formerly belonged to the synods, fell

more and more into the hands of the

Pope. He decided individual questions of

administration and right, while lawyers

who had been trained in

Roman jurisprudence in-

structed the Pope to regard

every papal decision as a

precedent of binding force in

future cases.

Innocent comi^letely severed

the old ties which had united

the German Clunxh and the

ciown. Otto, and afterwards

Frederic, had sacrificed all

their ecclesiastical rights in

order to secure the crown.

definitely to individual bishops for posts

in their gift. Innocent claimed this right

as one founded upon " the plenitude of the

ecclesiastical power " (the right of pro-

vision), and extended his claims to include

the power of disposing of the reversionary

interest to posts not yet vacant (right of

expectation).

Formerly candidates for ecclesiastical

ofifiice were obliged to make payments
to the secular lords as owners of the

churches in question ; now that this
" simoniacal " practice was abolished,

they were obliged to pay the Pope. The
difference between the two institutions

consisted solely in the fact that dues had
now to be paid upon all business com-
munications with the Curia, and that in

certain cases these reached an extra-

ordinary height, but were no longer known
as simony. Clerical freedom
from taxation, with its con-

sequent and entire independ-
ence of political life, was
regarded by Innocent as in-

sufficiently secured by the

arrangements of Alexander
III. Innocent announced
that exceptional and volun-

tary contributions of the

clergy to the expenses of the

state required papal permis-

sion before payment. On the
other hand, he claimed theThey renounced the regalities pHE^ pope innocent hi.

and the "Jus Spoliorum," a man of keen intellect, powerful right of taxing the whole of
and left Rome entirely free *"'"• ^"'^ thorough piety, innocent Christendom for his own pur-
to receive appeals and issue i^Tr bTS ofttw^rljltd POses, and actually used this

citations ; they gave the he succeeded where some of his right in support of a crusade,
cathedral chapters the ex- predecessors had signally failed. Innocent displayed to the eyes
elusive right of electing bishops, and of the world his unexampled power and
recognised the canonical objections which
the Po])e raised to such elections. Hence
Innocent was able to exercise an unques-
tioned right of scrutiny and confirmation
in the case of episcopal elections. He was
able to establish the rule that if he rejected
an election as uncanonical, application
must be made to him for a second candi-
date, or " postnlation," and that when rival

candidates were elected, the decision
should lie with him. In consequence it

was possible for him to concede the
postulation, or make his own appointments
conditional upon such promises as the oath
of obedience to the Pope. Nor was it

only over the bishoprics that his power
extended. For a considerable time pre-
viously the Popes had been in the habit
of recommending candidates more or less
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supreme dominion on the occasion of his

great Lateran Council in 1215. More than
four hundred bishops had accepted his

invitation, together with eight hundred
abbots, many princes, lords, and am-
bassadors from kings and republics. In
the midst of this brilliant assembly the

-,. Q Pope occupied the throne as

c, . , the representative of God upon
Splendour of . 1 • 11 ,

^

the Po e
earth, m splendour such as
Rome never beheld before or

since. After his death, in 1216, the
struggle for the supremacy broke out
again between the Hohenstauffen and the
papacy, and the result was that Conradin,
the last of the Hohenstauffen, ended his
life upon the scaffold in 1268.
The missionary activity of the Church

was in proportion to its supreme power.
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MONKS OF VARIOUS MONASTIC ORDERS OF THE MIDDLE AGES
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Massacres at

the Conversion

of Prussia

For this age the peaceful preaching of

Christianity seerried too slow a process.

Crusades were organised against the

heathen Livonians, and the Order of the

Knights of the Sword was founded in Riga

to crush any opposition to the Church.

The conversion of Prussia was accom-
])anied by massacres, and appeals were

made for the help of the

Teutonic Order. This ap-

palling struggle continued

for fifty years, annihilated a

large proportion of the rightful owners of

the country, and ended with the supremacy
of the Teutonic Order over Prussia.

The intellectual weapons of science

were employed with equal vigour in the

service of the Church. Ecclesiastical

science may be compared with those

Gothic piles which then arose, which seem
to remove their stone material from the

influence of gravitation, forcing it to rise

majestically so high, though with full

solidity and coherence ; so also ecclesias-

tical science was combined and built into

systems, into that scholasticism which
comprehended all human thought and
knowledge, all speculation and contem-
plation, within a magnificent system in-

tended to protect Church doctrine from
doubt or opposition. It seemed impossible
that the world should doubt when such a
system showed the necessity or the
rationality of all that the Church would
have men believe. " See," cries Richard
of Saint Victor, " how easily the intellect

can prove that the Godhead must be a
plurality of persons, neither more nor less

than three in number." Another thinks it

possible to prove the doctrines of the
Church by strict logical treatment, even
to such as do not recognise its authority
—to Jews, Mohammedans, and heretics.

This science also proved, by the mouth
of the famous Thomas of Aquinum,
who died in 1274 [see page 47], that
salvation was to be found only in the

Peerless
Church from her priests and

Posi'tio^^of
^^^^^"^ents, beneath the

th? Pope ??^^1°^ °.f^ the ,P0Pe- The
Pope decides the nature of

Church doctrine. He is above all princes,
and as the governor of Christ can depose
them and relieve all subjects of their
allegiance. Otto of Freising writes at this
date :

" The kingdom of Christ seems at
the present time to have received almost
all the things promised to it, with the
exception of immortality."
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Now, however, that the Church had
attained these long-standing ambitions,

we hav£ to ask, what was the nature of its

inner life ? The question may be answered
by examining the decrees passed in that

famous Lateran Council. The council

considered that it was necessary to draw
up a confession of faith, and to enforce

measures of the utmost severity for the

extermination of the countless heretics

who had. appeared in the Church. It con-

sidered the decree inevitable that every
man who had not confessed his sins to a
priest at least once a year and received

Holy Communion should be excluded
from the Church. Though the Church
can rule the world, she steacUly loses

her hold upon souls. Though imagin-
ing that all is subject to her as a matter
of faith, her faith is yet rejected. This is

more than a chance coincidence. The
foundation of faith begins to shake beneath
the superincumbent structure of temporal
power. The claims of the apostolic power
and of its servants have become pre-

sumptuous, the manner of their asser-

tion too often intolerable, and the proofs

adduced too threadbare. The people
turned in numbers to the*^ heretics, who desired no earthly

... supremacy and no earthly

riches. The apostles of the
Cathari and the wandering preachers of

the Waldenses led a truly apostolic life

of humility and poverty. In Southern
France, where the Cathari were generally

known as Albigenses, from the little town
of Albi, the princes and lords of the country
belonged to their congregation almost
without exception. In this quarter the
Church had been almost supplanted by
the sectaries ; these same enemies of

ecclesiasticism had overrun Italy, and
were predominant in Spain and in the
Netherlands. About the middle of the
twelfth century Bernard of Clairvaux,
and other devoted servants of the Church,
had spoken in favour of a method that
should " bring back the wicked to re-

pentance by patience and long suffering,"

and not by the sword. Such characters
as Innocent III. could not possibly doubt
that, as the Church was certainly called
to rule the world, her opponents could
claim no right of existence. His legate,

Arnold of Citeaux, was sent to France,
and summoned the king and nobility to a
crusade against the heretics in 1208.
Thousands were slain by this army, and
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in the single town of Beziers 20,000 are
said to have perished in one day. In
1215 the heretics were by no means ex-
terminated, and the Lateran Council,
therefore, issued a decree that all temporal
lords should purify their lands of heresy
on pain of excommunication and deposi-
tion, and that episcopal commissaries
were to examine and to exterminate
heretics. The world-wide power of the
Church was unable to exist without the
Inquisition.

Not only the Church, as such, but
Christianity itself, was menaced by a
different movement, which appeared
sporadically ; this was a tendency to

freethought widely disseminated, especially

among the educated classes. The origin

of the tendency is not far to seek. There
is no greater menace to the power of

faith than the use of it by its chief ex-

ponents to support interests purely secular,

especially when, as in that age, the Church
based all belief upon authority, and made
doubt of her authority a sin of infidelity,

while upon the other side a yearning for

independent religious conviction had
arisen in many minds. In high-sounding

religious phrases the Popes
Teac mgs

^^^ excommunicated prince

after prince, had preached on
one day the duty of revolt

against an emperor, and on the next

the necessity of rebellion against his

opponent, with a persistence that aroused

suspicion. The scholastic philosophers

had attempted to make the creeds an

acceptable system, but those appeals to

reason which they brought forward could

bring conviction only to minds still con-

vinced of ecclesiastical authority.

Eventually a host of new impressions

overwhelmed men's minds. The Crusades

had brought a knowledge of the East,

and the West had learnt to know the
" infidel " Mohammedans. It was ob-

served with surprise that they were by

no means morally bad, and were, in this

respect, even more to be respected than

many Christians. Hence, it seemed

possible that the uniqueness of Christianity

existed solely in the imagination of the

Church. The different religions appeared

like identical rings,, each of the owners of

which were merely foolish in regarding

his own as the only genuine example.

More was learned of the philosophy of the

" heathen " Aristotle, and study produced

admiration. The works of the Arabian

of the

Popes

philosophers became known, especially
those of Averroes, who died in 1198, and
the systems of the Jewish philosoi)hers
which had arisen under their influence. In
consequence, questions hitherto unknown
came into prominence and shattered the
traditional beliefs.

At the University of Paris this tendency
to freethought was oj^enly manifested.

n ,. . , So early as 1207 Amalric of
Religion only „ -'

i r j x
, .. liena was obliged to renounce

I ^, heresies of this nature ; and,

as he was supposed to have
derived them from Aristotle, Innocent III.

prohibited the study of this great philoso-

pher's scientific works. In the year 1240
the bishop and chancellor of Paris were
obliged to oppose the teaching of Averroes,

which had made its way to the university.

Averroes had taught that while religion

was indispensable for the masses, it could

represent supreme truth only in symbolical

form, whereas philoso])hy possessed such

truth in its })urity. Philosophical teachers

attacked theological truths, and, when
called to account, proceeded to explain

that heresy was an ecclesiastical concep-

tion, but that philosophy had no connec-

tion with the Church, and that religion

need not be taught to students, as it

existed only for the lower classes.

Under the protection of this theory the

teaching that God created the world out of

nothing was explained to be sheer nonsense.

Organic life had developed from inorganic

matter. The world was governed, lot

by God, but rather by a rational necessity,

or by chance. Attacks were also directed

against the ethical system which had

hitherto held the field. The monastic

theory was unnatural, and genuine

morality was not impaired by the influence

of material life. The shortness of life

should rather teach men the enjoyments of

its benefits. The satisfaction, for instance,

of the sexual instincts was, in any case,

a moral desire, and the strict-
Empcror

^^^.^^ ^^^ ^j.^^ marriage laws was
Defies Pope

sgnscless prejudice. A further
and Church

^^^^^^^ ^^ freethought would,

perhaps, hardly have been discovered

had not a renewed struggle between Pope

and emperor brought it before our eyes.

Frederic II., who had grown u}) as the

ward of the Pope, and had been educated

as a blindly devoted son of the Church,

proceeded to defy both Pope and Church.

He regarded the diflerent religions as so

many conflicting theories of equal truth
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or falsehood, and was accustomed to mock
at Christian doctrine with confidential

friends. The epigram about the three

im}K)stors—Moses, Christ, and Mohammed
—which is ascribed to him by his enemies,

may not be historical, but his life clearly

showed the laxity of his religious views.

It was a matter of total indifference to

him whether a man was Mohammedan,
Jew, or Christian. He chose Arabs as

his high officials, carried

about a harem in the Mo-
hammedan style, and studied

the philosophy of Averroes

by preference.

The Church had now to

deal with these premonitions

of the downfall of Christian-

ity. She began by drawing
the reins tighter and insis ing

upon Easter confession to

secure the ecclesiastical con-

trol of every individual. The
same council made the doc-

trine of transubstantiation a
dogma. For the glorification

of this miracle performed by
the Church the festival of

Corpus Christi was instituted

in 1264. The Church ordered
that the Sacrament should
be adored by all whom the
priest might meet in the street

when he was bearing it. In
the Communion the cup was
reserved more and more for

the priests. The Church,
however, made no inquiries

into actual belief, demanding
only submission. Innocent
III. had laid down that the
confession of true faith was
not a primary necessity, but
only the admission of readi

It was in the year 1209 that Giovanni
Bernardone, better known as Francis of

Ass 'si, heard at Mass the lesson from
St. Matthew's Gospel, which relates how
Jesus sent out His disciples to preach the
Gospel, without gold or silver, without
shoes or staff. Deeply moved, he aban-
doned his possessions, and announced to

others the peace which he had found in

poverty and in trust in God. His com-
plete renunciation of the
world, his fiery love for God
and man, made a tremendous
impression at that moment.
A number of associates like

minded with himself gathered
round him ; these he sent out
" to preach to mankind peace
and repentance for the for-

giveness of sins." For their

benefit he drew up a rule

upon the principles which
Jesus had laid down for His
apostles. He attempted to

secure its confirmation by the
Pope, but Innocent felt that

the spirit of Petrus Waldus
was working here. He feared

that a refusal might drive

this fiery enthusiast into

opposition, as had happened
in the case of Waldus. He
resolved to wait a while before

confirming the rule, but gave
the missionaries permission
to continue their labours.

Within a few years the breth-

ren of Francis penetrated into

one country after another,

and inspired a movement
of mighty power. Many who
were unable themselves to

travel and preach repentance

ST FRANCIS OF Assisi formed in 1221 the fraternity
ness to agree with the doctrine Deeply impressed, m the year 1209, known as the " Brothers
of the Church, and that this bytheexampieotchrist.st. Francis Qf ^j^g Reoentance of St
.. • r -i. >> 1 1- r • ^ J • abandoned his possessions, re- ZS .

-^^'-F^"'-^-'^"-'^ ^'^ ^>--

implicit Deliei existed m nounced the world, and went forth Fraucis ; thcsc wcrc the
cases where a man's belief J^^J^rin^J^^^elS^^^^^^^ the third Order,
might be erroneous, if he Fron, the sutuc by Luca .leiu Robbia corresponding to the female
were not aware of the error. What Order, the Clare Sisters, founded in 1212
more could the Church do to make actual
faith simple and to er.courage real
Christianity ?

Heresy, moreover, was unable to
annihilate Christianity ; the real religious
sense of a true personal belief had been
too widely awakened. At this moment
such believers became conscious of the
necessity for a religious revival,
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or 1224.
Francis was a true son of his Church,

and diverged from its doctrine in no
single point. His object, however, was
not to unite men with the Church, but
to lead them to personal holiness. He
did not even desire to found an Order

;

the union which he founded was only a
means to an end, and was intended to
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help his object of planting Christian

humility by his example in all hearts

wherever possible. The movement, thus
working for religious independence, might
be a considerable menace to the Church
unless it were organised and confined

within ecclesiastical boundaries. The
danger was recognised by Cardinal Ugolino.

afterwards Pope Gregory IX ; he suc-

ceeded in making the free union an order

with a novitiate, with irrevocable vows, and
with a chief elected by a general chaj'ti i

.

Convents now arose in dif-

ferent countries ; the brothers

devoted themselves to preach-

ing and to the spiritual care

of the people. To increase

their competency for this

purpose they founded schools,

and Franciscans soon occu-

pied professorial chairs in

Paris and Oxford. The
papacy, now fully secularised,

attempted to unite the Order
firmly to itself, and therefore

granted it great privileges ;

in consequence

literary language, desiring, like David of

Augsburg, who died in 1271, to disseminate
among the people that mystical piety

once the special monopoly of scholars.

Others, by popular and stirring sermons,
succeeded in turning misguided humanity
from dead ecclesiasticism to a real refor-

mation of life. Berthold of Regensburg
travelled from Switzerland to Thuringia,

from Alsace to Moravia, attracting every-

where congregations so vast that no church
Cduld contain the multitude of his hearers.

- Many marched with him for

I
days from place to place, in

order to hear a repetition of

his earnest warnings. Under
the influence of his words
deadly enemies embraced one
another, mockers began to

pray, and many restored their

unrighteous gains to those

they had defrauded.

Almost at the same time a

second mendicant ( )rder arose,

founded by St. Dominic ; its

^ , FOUNDER OF DOMINICANS object was to bring back by

the Order st. Dominic was the founder of a preaching and spiritual care

All this was mendicant Order the object of thg hcrctics alienated fromacquired wealth, ^x. u.^^o w^v. ^^.^^ ^^^ to bring back by,, ru u tw a 1^
opposed to the theory of the preaching and spiritual care the the Church. Ihis order also

founder, who in his enthusiasm '^^^«"" ^"^"^^^'^ ^'°™ ^^^ ^^'''^^- founded a female branch and a

for poverty and frugality regarded beggary

as an honour. The result was violent

quarrels within the Order concerning this

change of the old rule. We cannot, however,

assert that it would have been more effica-

cious if a lack of organisation and property

had laid it open to every chance influence.

In any case the influence of the Francis-

can order has been infinite. Some of its

members attempted to use German as a

2^8

lay brotherhood of penitents. To it Gregory

IX. in 1232 entrusted those special inquisi-

torial courts which he instituted for the

extirpation of infidelity. Previous to 1 179 we
have seen the movement of personal religion

among the more intellectual classes; the

following period saw a movement towards

the hberation of personal Christianity from

submission to the hierarchical system, in

which the papacy involuntarily helped.
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THE ARREST OF POPE BONIFACE VIII. BY THE SOLDIERS OF KING PHILIP OF FRANCE
Remarkable for his diplomatic cunning and passionate recklessness, Pope Boniface VIII. engaged in a long struggle
for supremacy with King Philip IV. of France, and when the French nation and the clergy supported their king,
the Pope laid an interdict upon France, and removed the whole clergy of the country from office. He was preparing
to go even further, but on the very day when his Bull excommunicating and deposing Philip was to be proclaimed,
he was apprehended at Anagni by the king's emissaries. Boniface was released a few days later by the
inhabitants of the town, but the experience bad so broken his health that h? died ft feWmpnths afterwards,
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DECLINE OF THE PAPAL POWER
AND THE EARLY DAWN OF THE REFORMATION
IN the year 1294 the papal chair was
^ occupied by Boniface VIIL He was a

man of great boldness, of extraordinary
diplomatic cunning, and remarkable for

his passionate recklessness. When Philip

IV. (the Fair) of France proposed, on his

own initiative, to tax Church property,

in order to carry on war against England,
the Pope threatened with excommunica-
tion and interdict, in his Bull " clericis

laicos" in 1296, all who should pay or

exact ecclesiastical contributions without
his permission. The king revenged himself

by prohibiting " the exportation of preci-

ous metal from the country," while the

clergy in England who refused to pay a tax

on account of the Bull were threatened

with outlawry by Edward L It was
impossible for the Pope to disj^ense

with his income from France, and he

therefore proceeded to explain away the

force of his Bull. Philip considered that so

compliant a Pope was a suitable arbitrator

to decide his quarrel with England.
Boniface, however, decided

as the supreme judge upon
earth, and against the king,

who thereupon declined to

submit, and burnt this Bull at his court.

Boniface, recognising that a decisive

struggle was now inevitable, resolved

both to advance his prestige and to fill

his purse. He issued a decree of jubilee

for the year 1300, proclaiming that all

who should visit the Church of St. Peter in

Rome during that year, for confession

of sin and penance, should receive " the

most plenary absolution of all their sins."

The result showed with what general

confidence the papal supremacy was still

regarded. The streets of Rome were not

wide enough to contain the masses of the

believers who flocked into the city. Enor-

mous sums flowed into the Pope's treasury.

In full confidence of victory, he sent to

Phihp a French bishop, by whom the

king considered himself so insulted that

he imprisoned the envoy and accused him

How Bonif&ce

Filled

His Purse

of high treason. The Pope re})lied by a

prohibition, forbidding the king to exact

any taxes from the Church, and, in 1301,

by the Bull " ausculta fili," which con-

tained the claim, " God has placed us

above kings and kingdoms." Philij) re-

XK D • plif'd," Yourillustriousstuiiiditv
Ihe Pope s

gj^^j^jij j^j^^j^y ti^^^t in secular
Illustrious .. u- A A

c. •... .. matters we are subject to no
stupidity (IT J 1

one. In order to secure

the national support he summoned to the

States General not only the dei)uties of the

nobility and clergy, but also those of the

towns; and the consciousness of nationality

was now so vigorous throughout the nation

that the assembly solemnly declared the

French kingdom independent of the Pope.

Carried away by the tide of his

passion, Boniface, in 1302, issued the

memorable Bull, " unam sanctam," an

"open proclamation of the papal theory

regarding the Church and the temporal

power. " When the apostles said. See,

here are two swords, that is to say, within

the Church, the Lord did not reply. It is

too many, but It is enough. Hence there

are two swords in the power of the Church,

the ecclesiastical and the secular. The one

is to be used for the Church and the other

by the Church ; the one by the hand of

the priest, the other by the hand of kings

and warriors, but at the order and per-

mission of the priest. By the evidence

of truth the spiritual power must include

the secular and judge it when it is evil.

Should the supreme spiritual power go

astray, it will be judged by God alone,

and cannot be judged by man. More-

over, we declare, assert, determine, and

proclaim that submission to
France

^j^^ bishop of Rome is ab-
Under the ^qI^^qU, necessary for all men
PftD&l Ban 1 . • 11•^

to salvation.

When the French nation and the clergy

supported their king, the Pope removed

the whole clergy of the country from their

office. He prepared a Bull threatening

the king with excommunication and
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Wrote
About Rome

deposition, and relieving his subjects of

their oath. On the day, however, before

the solemn proclamation of this Bull , the

king's emissaries made their way to Anagni,

the Pope's summer residence, and took

him prisoner, that he might be brought

before a court. The inhabitants of the

town set him free some days afterwards,

^ but the experience had broken
What Dnnte

j^.^ health, and a few months
afterwards he died. No one

moved a finger to save the

honour of the papacy. Dante wrote : "The
Church of Rome falls into the mire be-

cause the double honour and the double

rule confounded within her defile herself

and her dignity." In France the national

excitement continued ; the nation was not

content to defend the king's procedure

with the pen. For Philip's justification

the Pope, whom d^ath had
taken from the struggle, was
to be prosecuted by a general

council. The enemy, though
defiant before, had lost their

heads in excitement at the

sudden fall of this bold Pope.

His successor used every
conceivable means to pacify

the king, and upon his death
in the following year the

cardinals expended no less

than ten months in the choice

of a successor. Eventually
the French party, who looked
for safety in compliance, won
the day, and a French arch-

bishop was chosen. He resisted

the requests of the Italian

of the papal claims. Because Peter had
been Bishop of Rome, the Pope must be
all that Peter had been. In the eyes of

those who believed that the evidence of

papal primacy was provided by the
Biblical texts, the papacy and Rome
were indivisible. If Popes could reside

elsewhere, they must themselves have
lost their belief in the superiority granted
by Christ and handed down by the apostle

princes. It was not likely that the com-
mon people would believe it, and the idea

emerged that the papacy did not exist

by right divine.

The absence of the papal Curia from
Rome also produced a second effect.

The revenues accruing from the States
of the Church became uncertain, and in

some respects ceased entirely. New taxes
became necessary, and within fifteen

years the French kings paid
no less than three and a half

millions of guldens. This
French papacy, however, gen-
erally preferred splendour and
luxury to economy, and some
new sources of income had
therefore to be provided. In
the first place, many gifts

were made by the countless

numbers who applied to the

Curia for dispensations, privi-

leges, and powers of every
kind. With most astonishing

dexterity the papal rights

were extended to include

patronage and ecclesiastical

appointment, and enormous
sums were received for in-

,. , . POPE JOHN XXII.
cardmals

; and, instead of The year 1314 witnessed the double stitutions or confirmations,
proceeding to Rome to ascend Srof° B'av\^a'Tnr&er?c Special sources of revenue
trie chair of bt. Peter, he re- of Austria, and the interference were also reserved to the
mainedin France. Intheyear °' '""'^ ^^^^ ''" ^° --h trouble

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ property
1309 he took up his residence in Avignon, left by a bishop at his death, the in-
The seventy years' exile of the papacy come of vacant livings until their re-

now begins. It was a voluntary exile ; occupation, the first year's income of
the Pope and cardinals preferred to live

under French protection. But a profound
impression was made upon the Christianity
of that age by the fact that the Popes
no longer resided in Rome. It must

any benefice which amounted to more
than four and twenty guldens.

M^«\ d I
^^^^y archbishops were obliged

*u n to pay ten thousand guldens for
the Papacy ,, ^ ^ r , • j i

•

their connrmation, and during
be remembered that the proof of the one year the Curia exacted more than
Roman Bishop s superiority to all bishops 175,000 guldens from the archbishopric of
and of his supremacy over all secular Mainz—more than $2,500,000 of our money,
beings centred m the fact that he occupied At this time there was much discontent
the chair of Peter. It might be supposed with the papacv, and the methods em-
that the tradition of Peters occupation ployed were most unpopular among all
of the Roman chair for twenty-five years Classes. This feehng continued to increase
was a fable invented to convmce mankmd
3744

as years went by. In addition to these
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facts the Pope, residing near France,
was by no means free. The world was
already aware of the extent to which this

power, which claimed to bind and to loose

all others, was itself in bonds to the French
monarchy, to such an extent indeed that
it could not even contrive to protect the
rich and powerful order of Templars from
the king's avarice.

The Pope indeed forbade the continu-

ance of the prosecution of the Templars,
which had been begun with the prison and
the rack. But he was even forced pub-
licly to declare that the king had proceeded
against the Templars, not for selfish

motives, but in pure zeal for the Church
and was finally forced to pronounce the

dissolution of this unfortunate order.

The part which the papacy pla3'ed

in this unhappy transaction was the more

During this struggle, which brought
unspeakable confusion to men's con-
sciences, many personalities appeared in

opposition to the Pope, whom no one
would have expected to find against him.
Though the Franciscans now possessed
and enjoyed great property, they wished
to retain their reputation of complete
poverty in contrast to other orders.

They, therefore, declared that they held
the property of the order only in usufruct,

and that the right of ownership belonged
to the Pope, while they solemnly pro-
claimed the opinion that their models,
Christ and His apostles, held no rights

of ownership in their common pos-
sessions.

This assertion, which aroused the en^'y of

the Dominicans, was condemned by the
Pope. The chief of the order, Cesena, and

THE LEAFIXED SCOTUS

The new tendency of theo-

logical thought found an able
exponent in John Duns Sco-

tus. The Franciscan Order
sent him to Cologne to found
a university, where he died.

likely to lower its prestige when it boldly

proceeded to assert its old claims to pre-

dominance against other princes, and

thereby plunged the whole of Germany
into unspeakable misery. In the year

1314 took place the double election of

Lewis of Bavaria and Frederic of Austria.

Pope John XXII. declined to regard

either as the legitimate sovereign until he

had given his papal decision. When
Lewis took his adversar^^ prisoner, John

forbade any member of the German
Empire to give obedience or support to the

"usurper." The king's counter declar-

ation, that his position depended entirely

upon the choice of the electors, was

answered by the Pope with excommunica-

tion ; when the king appealed to a general

council an interdict was proclaimed on all

persons and districts which should remain

faithful to Lewis.

OCCAM THE SCHOLAR
A pupil of the learned John Dons
Scotus, the great scholar Occam
prepared the way for the down-
fall of the pievailing scholastic

system by the doctrines be taught.

the great scholar of the order, Occam, pro-

tested against this decision and fled to

the German king, Lewis. They accused

the Pope of heresy, and their friends

publicly preached that John was no Pope
but a heretic. As they enjoyed the

prestige of apostoUc poverty, their words

found special reverence among the people.

In the end the order gave in its sub-

mission ; but these years of bitter conflict

undermined the papal prestige to the

most dangerous degree.

No small impression was made upon

higher circles by the fact that cle\er

authors attempted to reduce the Church

and the papacy to their former sphere,

and that the boldness of their attempts

increased. Marsiglio of Padua declared in

his " Defensor pacis " that the papacy was

the chief disturber of the peace, through

its interference with constitutional rights

;
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that the supremacy lay, not with the

Church, but with the nation or with the

ruler of its choice, and that this extended

over the servants of the Church. The
Church was not the hierarchy, but the

Christian nation represented in councils.

An even greater impression than that

j:)roduced by these radical theories of

natural right was made by the
j,*^"*. °

. writings of the Franciscan,
cvo u ion in

>^yjj]|^j^ ^f Occam. He broke
the Church ^, J r ii

the ground for the commg revo-

lution in the Church by his teaching that

the creed and the welfare of the Church
are the supreme law. Hence, in cases of

necessity the traditional order of the

Church must give place to a new organisa-

tion. Hence, also, every prince and the

most simple layman, if only possessed of

the true faith, can acquire extensive
rights over the Church. Neither the hier-

archy nor the papacy is secure against

downfall ; on the contrary, true faith

confers the right of argument with the
Church. Hence a council, though by no
means infallible, is competent to sit

in judgment upon the Pope.
These ideas are closely connected with

the new tendency of theological thought,
and this again runs parallel with the
development of the papacy. As the
supremacy of the Church in political life

disappears, so does that confidence with
which it claimed to rule public opinion
through ecclesiastical science. A revolt
against intellectual tyranny becomes mani-
fest. The schoolman, John Duns Scotus,
who died in 1308, asserted that there
was no logical proof for the existence
of God or for the Trinity. His pupil, the
above-mentioned Occam, differentiated
between natural and religious knowledge,
between science and faith, and thereby
prepared the downfall of the scholastic
system. He definitely rejected that realism—using the term in its philosophic sense

—

which had dominated science during the

The Church P^^^^d of ecclesiastical supre-

and Christian
macy either sought or secured.

Morality universals had been con-
sidered as the only reality, and

the individual had been thrown into the
background. Hence that general concep-
tion, the Church, had been regarded as the
reality, while the individual and the de-
tailed decisions of human laws and of
Christian morality were regarded as un-
justifiable when such a view seemed likely
to promote the welfare of the whole—that
3746

is, the Church. After the time of Occam
nominalism revives, which teaches that

the universal is only a mere name, nomen,
or abstraction. The only reality is the
individual thing. Hence the individual

believer may be of greater importance
than the hierarchy, which represents the
whole Church, and the papacy is thus
conditioned by the individuals who form
the Church.
We must not forget that, during the

fourteenth century. Popes constantly
secured obedience in political questions
by placing wide districts under an inter-

dicf for long years at a time ; in this way
they made it impossible for the Church
to satisfy such religious instincts as still

survived in the people, and the religious

consequences of this procedure are per-

fectly obvious. If the religious spirit did
not disappear entirely, it steadily broke
away from ecclesiastical authority and
struggled for independence. It was no
mere coincidence that exactly at that time
a desire for vernacular translations of the
Bible arose among the people. This was
a need that had already been experienced
by the heretics divided from the Church.

„. To a question of the Bishop
_* ^^ of Metz, Innocent III. had

at M replied that attempts on the
part of the laity to interpret the

Scriptures were culpable presumption
;

in order, however, not to alienate such men
from the Church by excessive strictness,

they might be left with the Bible transla-

tions in their hands, provided they were not
thereby seduced to a lack of reverence for

the apostolic chair. In Metz, the trans-
lations of the Bible were thereupon confis-

cated and burnt ; and a series of councils
proliibited unauthorised translatio'is of
any tneological books in the vernacular.
Now that the prestige of the papacy was

sunk to a low ebb, men began to look for
some other basis even within the Church.
With the desire for personal faith arose
also a popular tendency to draw imme-
diately upon that source of truth which
Occam had praised as a supreme authority.
In the most varied districts men pro-
ceeded to translate the whole Bible, or
individual books of it, into the vernacular
tongues. In the year 1369 the Emperor
Charles IV. prohibited " all books in the
vernacular dealing with holy Scripture,"
but was unable to prevent the satisfaction
of this desire when once it had been
felt.
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The individualist tendency of Chris-

tianity is also evidenced by the wide-
spread spirit of mysticism in the fourteenth
century and by the new manner in which
it was put forward. Notwithstanding the
dislike felt by strict churchmen of religious

writings in any other language than Latin,
which was intelligible only to scholars,

souls were now led to communion with
God by means of the vernacular tongues.
Abstracted from outward things, absorbed
in self-contemplation, the soul was to

find God and to rejoice in His presence.

Such was the teaching of the profound
master Ekkehard of Hochheim near
Gotha, who died in 1327 ; "God's being is to

our life." Summoned before the Inquisition,

he was forced to declare his renunciation

of those errors ascribed to him. Such,

too, was the teaching of the influential

preacher, John Tauler of Strasburg, who
continued to preach although the Pope
had interdicted him. His teaching was
followed by the pupil of Ekkehard, Henry
Suso of Ueberlingen.

These men did not attempt to contradict

Church doctrine, but they involuntarily

represented the Church as superfluous,

,
and this view received greater

_ ^ ^y emphasis from those who pos-

^f"? ,. „ sessed any theological training
Christians j , :, • ^ 1 1,and drew their spiritual nourish-

ment from these mystical writings. As
a substitute for that communion which
they missed in the Church, they formed
associations, calling themselves " the

friends of God," and regarding themselves

as 'the only true Christians, who might

hope by their prayers to avert the judg-

ment threatening the Church.

In the convents of nuns a similar

visionary tendency became obvious. The
famous Margaret Ebner, in the nunnery

of Medingen, near Donauworth, described

the manifestations vouchsafed to her,

and continued a zealous correspondence

with her spiritual friend, Henry of Nord-

lingen. By their efforts the " spiritual

manifestations of grace " of St. Mechthildis

were published in the High German
language. This mysticism found accept-

ance, as may be easily understood, among
many of those men and women who had

been given separate houses to secure

their social position, in which they worked,

or from which they went out to work,

for their daily life—the so-called Beghins

and Beghards. Possibly the first founda-

tions of these unions—on the Lower Rhine

about 1 180—may have been inspired by
a religious idea of renunciation. In any
case these half-monastic unions of pious
souls, removed from the strict discipline

of the monastery, ran the danger of

becoming conventicles and of cherishing a

mystical piety more or less repugnant to

the Church. Hence the Church found it

»iri ... advisable to take proceedings
Where the • x iu ^i
»# .. o X against them more than once.
Mystic Sects ^i? . , . , ^, ,. ,1 i.

_, ... The desire for Christian liberty
Flourished j r 1 r it iand freedom from autiionty

rose to open hostility to the Church in the

sect of the " free spirit." From the outset of

the thirteenth century a strange fusion of

freethinking and enthusiasm had existed

in France, and now began to grow with

great rapidity. The theory was that the

free spirit of man knew no superior

authority : man was God, even as Christ

was. His actions were performed as a

result of inward divine freedom, which
hence raised him above all rules and pre-

scriptions. Work was not fitting for him,

and all belonged to him, so that he might

take what he would. These mystics

wandered in bands, making life insecure

by their translation of these principles

into practice. The sect was especially

numerous in Switzerland, and on the

Rhine as far as Cologne ; it also a]-»i-)cared

in Upper Italy and Bohemia. Its members
were persecuted by the Church, which

merely confirmed their opj)osition ; nor

could the Church alleviate this malady,

being herself sick unto death.

The friends of the Church began with

greater impetuosity to demand the return

of the papacy to the chair of St. Peter :

and at length Gregory XI. re-entered

Rome in the year 1377. After his death,

in the following year, a new election

brought yet greater misery upon the

Church than the exile of the papacy had

produced. The newly ap])ointed Pope

proposed to attack the disorders jirevail-

ing in the Curia. The French cardinals

then left the city and elected
Two Popes

^ Frenchman, who again took
who Cursed

^^^ ^^ Avignon, under the
Each other

^^.^^ ^^ ^j^^ French king. Two
representatives of Christ thus existed in

opposition, and the allegiance of the

national kingdoms was divided between

them. The one cursed the other and all his

adherents, so that the whole of Christianity

lay under an interdict. Whenever a Pope

died, Christianity hoped for the con-

clusion of the schism; but on every
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THE PALACE OF THE POPES AT AVIGNON, BUILT IN THE FOUBTEENTH CENTURY
The seventy years' voluntary exile of the papacy from Rome began in the year 1309, when the Pope and cardinals,
preferring to live under French protection, took up their residence at Avignon. According to prevailing ideas, the
papacy and Rome were indivisible, and the withdrawal of the Popes from the headquarters of all their predecessors
profoundly impressed the Christianity of the age. When at last, in 1377, Gregory XI. re-entered Rome, the trouble was
by no means over. After his death there arose two rival Popes, one ot whom, a Frenchman, took refuge in Avignon.

such occasion a new election continued
this miserable state of affairs. Even
those who cared Httle for the honour of
the Church and the papacy groaned under
the results of this disruption.

There were two papal Curias to maintain.
It seemed that the papacy would leave
no stone unturned to destroy the proud
Gregorian theory of its divine supremacy
and its inviolability.

The consequences were inevitable, for
the spectacle of two Popes excommuni-
cating one another led men to ask whether
there was no higher authoritv in the
Church than the papal power. The world
resounded with complaints of papal op-
pression, and it seemed that the papal
power must be hmited, and Christianity
secured against further malpractices. A
General Council might possibly bring
salvation. The scholars of the Paris
University, especially Gerson, vigorously
championed this hope of safety.
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The immediate necessity, however, was
the reformation of the Church in head
and members alike. The ecclesiastical

and religious conditions which had arisen

beneath the guidance of the Church in

the last forty or fifty years were absolutely

indescribable. The local clergy had de-

generated, owing to the filling of spiritual

posts with utterly unsuitable candidates,

and to the practice of plurality. Episco-

pal organisation was completely shattered,

as a steadily increasing number of ecclesi-

astical institutions and fraternities

obtained from the papacy the right of

exemption from episcopal supervision and
jurisdiction ; an increasing number also

demanded what they considered to be
their rights from the Curia, and secured
them. For thirty years this miserable
schism was endured with all its conse-

quences, until the world gained courage
to break with the theories concerning the

unlimited nature of papal supremacy.



DECLINE OF THE PAPAL POWER

In March, 1409, the much-desired council
was opened at Pisa. Neither of the
Popes was present, and both protested
against the illegahty of the council
Gerson, however, was able to
convince the assembly of

the principle that a council
could represent the Universal
Church even without the
presence of a Pope. For
centuries general councils had
been nothing more than the
Pope's obedient tools ; opinion
now ventured to ascribe sup-
reme authority to the council.

The two Popes were deposed
and a new appointment was
made—iMexander V. The de-

to prepare thoroughly for the necessary
reform, and meanwhile ecclesiastical

affairs remained in a state of confusion.
All hopes of a reformation seemed to

liave gone for ever in the
year 1410, when John XXIII.
became Pope. He had be-
gun his career as a sailor.

He had amassed such wealth
that he was able to en-
list an army, to conquer
Bologna, and to rule as

a despot. The council for

which the world was caUing
was not to be expected
from this Pope ; and in

consequence the old theory
was revived that the em-POPE JOHK xxm.

posed, however, had no idea of Beginning his career as a sailor, peror was the protector of

resignation, and each of them f^d^massldc^'SraXweair the Church. By a fortunate
enjoyed the support of several

princes and peoples. Christianit}' thus
possessed three Popes, a " papal trinity,"

as the mocking phrase ran, and was
broken into three camps. AlexanderV. pro-
rogued the council for three years in order

turn of affairs, John was
forced to flee from Rome and take
refuge with Sigismund. In his complete
helplessness he agreed to a council upon
German soil, and this was summoned by
Sigismund, as " protector of the Church,"

THE STATE ENTKY OF POPE JOHN INTO CONSTANCE FOR THE FAMOUS COUNCIL

Forced to flee from Rome, Pope Jolin took refuge with the Emperor Sigismund of Germany, and was compeUed 4a

agree to a council upon German soU, which Sigismund, as "Protector of the Church," summoned for November 1st,

m4 at Constance. The Council of Constance thus met as a synod under a Pope, Thwarted in his attempt to

maintain the theory of his inviolabiUty, the Pope fled from Constance, thinking that this step would deprive the

councU of it! jurisdiction for farther action. But the council, holding its power to be from God, deposed the Pope.
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for November ist, 1414, at Constance
;

John's invitation followed.

Thus the Council of Constance met as a

synod under a Pope. Relying upon
the large number of Italian bishops de-

pendent upon himself who were present,

John attempted to maintain
Pope John

^j^^ ^^ Qf j^ig inviolability.
Deposed at

j^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ resolved that the
Constance ^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

but by nations ; that is, that each one

of the four nations present should be

regarded as a whole, and that scholars and
royal ambassadors should also have seats

and votes. In order to deprive the council

of its jurisdiction for further action, the

Pope fled from Constance. The council

responded by resolving that it repre-

sented the Universal Church upon
earth, and derived its power
immediately from God ; that

everyone, including the Pope,
was bound to obey it, and
that everyone who refused

obedience was to be duly
punished, whatever might be
his rank. John was deposed.
One of the two remaining
Popes voluntarily resigned,

and the third was abandoned
by his previous adherents.
In this way the schism came
to an end.

It was indeed a remarkable w-ycLiFFE the reformer inspired to correct the evils

change of ecclesiastical theory, john WycUffe pubUciy opposed existing as he believed. On
Since the third century, when l^^Jf^^f^l':^'^,^riLTi^^t^l the authority of the Bible he
Cyprian had regarded the epis- laity might be inspired to correct rejected transubstantiation,

copate as representing the
ti^e evils existing as he believed,

auricular confession, confirma-

unity of the Church, the councils which in-

carnated that unity were formed of bishops.

In the Western Empire the Bishop of

Rome had then advanced and made
good the claim that the whole Church
was incorporated in himself, and that
he alone could conduct and confirm
synods.

Now the council had again asserted its

superiority to the Pope, and it was a
council formed by no means exclusively
of bishops ; the princes, as the heads of
the laity, had their official votes in it.

Individualism thus invaded the theory
of Church government ; but the idea
that the whole could command the in-

dividual was still as powerful as of yore.
This synod demanded with the same
decision that blind obedience which the
Pope had previously required. Religious
toleration was as yet an inconceivable
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idea. This is only too clearly proved by
the decisions of the Council of Constance
upon the burning doctrinal questions of

the day.

From the year 1376 John Wycliffe of

Oxford had publicly opposed the papacy
and its policies. He had begun the
struggle, as he believed, in the interests of

his nation, but in the course of it he was led

beyond the limits he had proposed. It

seemed to him impossible that a hierarchy,

seeking for worldly honour, wealth, and
power, with its Pope in Avignon, or its

two or three Popes, could be the Church of

God. The Church could consist only of

those who were found worthy of eternal

salvation—the predestined. The Popes
of the schism showed by their behaviour
that they belonged not to the Church of

Christ, but to that of Anti-

christ. It was impossible that

the will of such a hierarchy

could pass as the law of

the Church.
" The divine law," the holy

Scripture, must decide all,

and commands discordant

with this law, even if origi-

nating with the Pope, were
illegal. For this reason Wy-
cliffe began his English

translation of the Bible in

order that the laity might be

the evils existing as he believed.

tion, and extreme unction, the worship of

saints, images and relics, the pilgrimages,

brotherhoods, and indulgences, and, in

particular, the worldly power and pos-

sessions of the clergy.

According to the Bible, tithes and alms
were to be the priest's sole source of main-
tenance. The king, as the supreme ruler

after God, was to take from the clergy all

that was not theirs by God's law. To
provide for the spiritual needs of the

people, Wycliffe sent out his
" poor priests," who con-

stantly travelled, preaching

as opportunity served them;
he also sent out laymen, who were given

full powers by God Himself, but by no
bishop. In this way the religious movement
rapidly spread. The University of Oxford
was horrified by Wycliffe's attacks upon the

orthodox doctrine of the sacrament, and

Wycliffe's
" Poor
Priests

"



THE REFORMER, JOHN WYCLIFFE, SENDING OUT HIS BAND OF "POOR PRIESTS.'
The religious movement initiated by Wycliffe quickly spread throughout England. By his published writings the
reformer was able to influence all classes, and through his "poor priests," who are shown in the illustration, his

doctrines found many adherents To provide for the spiritual needs of the people, Wycliffe sent out these men, who
travelled over the land and preached whenever and wherever the opportunity arose, thus winning many adherents.

forbade such criticism. He was able,

however, from his parish of Lutterworth,
to influence high and low by the number
of his published writings. He ended his

days in peace in 1384 ; it was not until

1399 that the reaction began, with the

help of a new ruler placed upon the throne

by the superior clergy, and
Lollardry was ruthlessly

suppressed.

This fire, however, had
already lighted a mighty
conflagration in Bohemia. A
new religious spirit had been
aroused in that country by
zealous archbishops and by
Waldensians and other
heretics who had migrated
thither. These were rein-

forced by powerful preachers

who fulminated against re-

ligious indifference and dead
ecclesiasticism, and against

the secularisation of the clergy. Of these the

chief were MiUtschof Kremsier, who died in

1347, a-i^d Matthias of Janof. The papal

schism had induced these latter to arrive

at Wycliffe's theories independently. They
asserted that only the Church of Antichrist

had been divided, that the true Church

POPE ALEXANDER
An enemy of the reform movement,
it was througti his influence that
over two hundred volumes of Wy-
cliffe's writings were burned in the
palace on the Hradschin in Prague.

was the community of those predestined
to salvation, and had not been influenced

by the schism. Matthias also shared the
veneration of the English reformer for

the Bible ; and German Bohemia in that
age was zealously occupied with the task
of Bible translation. Manuscripts are

still in existence which once
belonged to the citizens of

Prague or Eger. One of

these German psalters is not
derived from the Latin Vul-

gate, but is taken directly,

or indirectly, from the original

Hebrew. In Bohemia was
also composed the German
Bible, which appeared in

fourteen editions after the

invention of printing. An-
other German text exists in

the shape of the Wenzel Bilile,

which is famous for its illus-

trations, and was composed
about 1391 for Wenzel, the Bohemian king

and German emperor.
The marriage of the daughter of a

Bohemian king with Richard H. of England
in 1382 promoted a vigorous interchange

of thought between the universities of

Oxford and Prague. Many Bohemian
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students brought Wycliffe's ideas and writ-

ings home from England. Master John
Huss founded his lirst lectures—after 1396
—upon WycHffe's writings. The leaders in

this religious movement were almost exclu-

sively Czechs ; thus the whole movement
gained a national character. This desire,

however, for national independence was
primarily anti- Roman, and

_.**** * *
, aimed at Uberation from Rome.

w'cHffe
^^'^^" ^^"g Wenzel desired

^*^ * * to induce the Bohemian
Church to promise subjection to neither

of the two disputing Popes he was sup-

ported only by Czechs and not by the

Germans ; he therefore determined that

the Germans in the university should have
only one vote, the Czechs three, and in

consequence more than two thousand
German teachers and students left the
town in 1409. Huss now became rector of

the university, which was entirely Czech,
and his reputation steadily increased, in

spite of the many attacks upon him.
The archbishop, inspired by the new

Pope, Alexander V., now interfered, and
burnt more than two hundred volumes
of Wycliffe's writings in the court of his

palace on the Hradschin in Prague. He
excommunicated Huss and his adherents

;

and when this measure was answered with
scorn, violent measures were taken to

place the city under an interdict. The
excitement increased, and the efforts of

King Wenzel at pacification proved fruit-

less.

In order to save the honour of the
Bohemian Church, Sigismund invited Huss
to appear personally before the Council
\)f Constance, and promised him a safe con-
duct in his own name and in that of the
empire. With foreboding of evil, but
ready for death, Huss set forth, and after
a few weeks his opponents in Constance
«. . ., were able to take him prisoner.

Broken
notwithstandmg the promise

Pledge °^ ^^^^ conduct. Sigismund's
anger blazed up; he ordered

that the prisoner should be immediately
released, and threatened to break open
the prison. He was told that any
measures of his which might hinder the
efffcacyof the council would result in its im-
mediate dissolution. This he was anxious
to avoid at any price ; he therefore
sacrificed the witness of the truth and

his royal word in the cause of the

reforms for which he hoped from the

council. Thus it was possible to pro-

ceed with the accusation of heresy; and
the fate of Huss was decided in May 1414,
when the council issued their condemnation
of Wycliffe.

The trial of Huss brought out the deep
difference between himself and the

fathers of the council to an extent of

which he was himself hardly conscious.

He asserted that he could not recant until

he had been convinced of the erroneous

nature of his doctrine. He was told that

a recantation would lay no blame on him,
but upon the superiors who demanded it

from him. The main point of diflerence

was the question whether a man had a
conscience of his own, or whether he should
allow his conscience to be ruled by other
men and by the Church. Huss thought
differently from the council ; he had an
independent personal conviction of re-

ligious faith, and this he rated higher
than his life. Though he was no pro-

found thinker, no pioneer of a new doctrine,

_ and in some respects inferior to
ormers

\,Yy(,]iffg^ ^j^jg fg^(>^ j^g^g made
* 41. c. I

him the hero of a new epoch
at the St&ke ,

, t-i 1and a martyr. Ihe men who,
led by Gerson, had been the most violent

opponents of the unlimited power of the

papacy, and most anxious for a so-called

reformation, did not hesitate until they
had silenced for ever this exponent of a
new reformation. On July 6th, 1415, he
perished at the stake, a fate shared by
Jerome of Prague in 1416.
The judges of Huss made a great mistake

when they thought that these tokens
of strong Catholicism would enable them
the more certainly to secure a permanent
reformation. The appointment of a new
Pope was delayed, as they feared that
attempts at reformation might be thus
frustrated. However, through the influence

of political powers, the Italians and
cardinals who were opposed to reform
succeeded in carrying out a papal election.

The friends of reform thought something
had been achieved when the new Pope
was pledged to carry out the reforms and
to reassemble the council after a definite

period, which was first fixed at five years.

The election of Martin V., in November,
1417, brought the Great Schism to an end.
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MURMURINGS OF THE COMING STORM

DOPE MARTIN V. was a prudent and
' kindly character. He saw that every
nation had its own special views upon the

subject of reform, which were generally

conditioned by the nature of its immediate
dependence upon Rome. This fact he
was able to explain to the council. He
induced them to abandon as impossible

any promulgation of general principles,

and to rest contented with separate

concordats for each nation. These con-

cordats consisted in fair promises on the

side of the Pope, and in the abolition of

certain flagrant abuses. In sorne cases

they secured the papacy in the possession

of new privileges. Moreover, by the decree

of the council they were concluded not

permanently, but only for five years.

The council was dissolved in April, 1418,

and an actual reformation was as far

distant as ever. The old unpopular
practices soon resumed their

ow c
prevalence at the papal Curia.

Pope Treated K r. , n t
<-u • * J After two years.a German from
Christendom

-r-, , ,< t- ;
• rRome wrote, bvery action 01

the court at Rome is cheating, greed, and
pride "

; and another wrote, " Livings are

sold in Rome as publicly as pigs at market.

"

The general hopes were set upon the council

to be summoned after five years. The
Pope convoked it in 1424 at Pavia, trans-

ferred it to Siena before proceedings began,

and dissolved it speedily. Christendom

was everywhere divided ; the indignation

of the lower clergy and the people increased.

Pope Eugene IV. was obliged to promise

to summon a council in Basle in 1431.

The first step of this council was to

invite the adherents of Huss to Basle for

negotiations. The martyrdom of Con-

stance had aroused the Bohemian move-

ment to wild fanaticism, the outward sign

of which was the demand of the cup for the

laity in the Communion service. Wenzel

expelled the priests who dispensed the

Communion in both kinds, sub lUrague

specie, from which phrase came their titk

of Utraquists ; they then fled to a moun-
tain, which they called Tabor, and the
people flocked to them in bands of e.xcited

enthusiasts to prejiare for battle by receiv-

ing the Communion. A social movement
... ^ . was amalgamated with that for
Victories ,• •

"
f . J

, . religious reform. An end was
„ .. to be made of all tvrannv, and

a furious storm broke upon the
churches and monasteries. At the desire

of Sigismund, Martin V. summoned the
whole of Christendom to battle with these

heretics. But the crusading army sent

against them was utterly defeated, and
the Hussite forces devastated the neigh-

bouring territories with fire and sword.
Their invincibility made them the terror

of the West ; and a fresh crusading armv.
accompanied by the cardinal, who had
been appointed president of the council

at Basle, was annihilated. Christianity

breathed a sigh of relief when the more
moderate of the Hussites })rofcssed their

readiness to negotiate with the council.

The Pope, however, was irritated that

the council should attem]:)t to conclude

an independent peace with the heretics

whose destruction he had demanded, and
thus to claim the government of the

Church. He therefore dissolved the

council, which, however, referred with

great decision to the ])rinciple that a

general council was supreme even over

the Pope. The council ]iassed the most
sweeping measures for the limitation of

the papal jiower. In 1433 they
The Pope

concluded peace with the Bohe-
Compelled i- iu /

Y- ij mians, conceding the four

demands which the Hussites

had advanced in 1420, though in a miti-

gated form ; these were the cup for the

laity, free preaching of the Word of God,

the reformation of the clergy, and the

restoration of the Christian disci]:)line. The
Pope was eventually com]icllcd to declare
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his order of dissolution null and void, in a

Bull drawn up by the council itself. His

legates were forced to swear that they

would work for the honour of the council,

would submjt to its decrees, and would

help to secure its triumph. Thus the

council triumphed over the Pope.

However, in the consciousness of this

triumph the council was unable to act

with moderation.

It cut off from
the papacy most
of the existing

sources of income,

or appropriated

them to itself, so

that the Pope
could reasonably

ask how he was
to keep u\) his

court for the

future in accord-
POPE EUGENE IV. AND THE ANTI-POPE FELIX V.

In 1439 the Council of Basle deposed Pope Eugene IV. and set

however, that the Pope had secured from

the Greeks a recognition of his apostolic

supremacy over the whole of Christendom

considerably strengthened his prestige,

and by concessions of every kind he was
able to bring one prince after another to

his side.

The Council of Basle entirely forfeited

the general sympathy by its action in

electing an anti-

Pope, Felix V. in

1439. It seemed
that the result of

this council was
merely a new
schism. Hence
the nations at-

tempted to
secure the
reforms deter-

mined at Basle,

though they did

ance with his up an antl-Pope in the person of Felix V. This produced a new nOt break away
dignity, or to pay schism, general sympathy being: against the councU in its action,

fj-qj^ |-]^g Roman
his many officials.

Manv, moreover, who had derived their

Felix voluntarily resigned, and the council was finally dissolved in 1449,

incomes from the former financial position

of the papacy were irritated with the

council. The council, indeed, seemed
determined to appropriate the Pope's

position, as it issued dispensations of

marriage, granted absolutions and gifts of

tithes, interfered in purely secular affairs,

and disposed of tlie electoral dignity

against the
decision of the

emperor.
T he Greek

emperor was at

that moment
anxious to secure

the help of the

West in order to

save his empire
from complete
destruction by
the infidel, and
for that reason

Pope. Felix V.

voluntarily resigned, and the council was
finally dissolved in 1449. ^^^ who knew
the nature of the papacy were bound to

admit that the last remnants of the success

of the anti-papal movement would soon
disappear. The " reformation " was not
inspired by purely religious motives.

Though entirely justified, it was chiefly

selfish reasons that had inspired its action

and hindered its

]:)erformance.
Towards the close

of this period,

about 1450, a
feeling of bitter

disappointment
was shared by all

who had the wel-

fare of the Church
at heart. AH
attempts at im-THE POPES PIUS II. AND SIXTUS IV.

One of the most successful opponents of the papacy at the Council of prOVCmCnt naCl
Basle was ,^neas Silvius, but as the power of the council dwindled failgrj all hODCS

d,
he receded from his former attitude and turned a zealous supporter of ^ ' ^ ^

to enter the papal chair. He became Pope, as Pius II., in 1458. Sixtus was a of a reformation
UDOn neffOtia- P^tronof^^rts^ridlearning, and built the SistineChapel in the Vatican. U^iA -noccprl and
tions for union with the Western Church
the Pope thus secured the transference of

the council to Ferrara on the ground
that he desired to spare the Greek
ambassadors the task of crossing the
Alps. The majority of the synod declined
to surrender their freedom of movement
by removal to Italy, and finaUy proposed
the deposition of the Pope. The fact,
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the end of the world was thought to be at

hand ; thus all complained with one voice
in bitter disappointment. Every pious
soul felt assured that existing conditions
could no longer continue.
The papacy had completely defeated

the desire for a reformation, whether
ecclesiastical or anti-ecclesiastical. It had
also lost all sympathy with the religious
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movement. The process was thus complete
which had begun nearly a century before

;

the papacy was no longer conducted upon
one prmcipie, but was guided also by
motives of self-interest, which appealed
with varying force to different Popes, for

unity of effort disappeared when the
principles were swept away. Upon one
point only were the Popes agreed—that a
reformation ought to be averted.

Enea Silvio de Piccolomini (Aeneas
Silvius) had been one of the most success-

ful opponents of the papacy at the Council

of Basle. As the power of the council

dwindled, he became an equally zealous

adherent of the papacy in 1445. In his

new career he steadily gained ecclesiastical

honours, until he secured the papal tiara

in 1458, as Pius II. He
wished to revive papal
supremacy accordmg to

the old models ; not, how-
ever, with the intentions

of such men as Innocent

III., who really thought
that the only salvation for

souls consisted in general

submission to Peter. Pius

was inspired by purely

secular ideas. He was in

the position of a prmce
wishing to revive the de-

parted glory of a crown
which he had inherited. It

was his destiny to learn

that he was aiming at the

impossible, and that the

general lack of confidence

in the papacy was now
invincible. He condemned
the " accursed abuse that

THE GREAT SAVONAROLA
The humble Dominicau frair Savonarola
preached in Florence on penitence, and
succeeded in founding a republic in

which God was to be the sole king.

when his elevation had made him supreme
head of the Church, and had thus given
him power to loose whom he would, he
immediately released himself from his

promises. The Church owed to him the
profitable innovation that the jubilee,

originally intended to celebrate the outset

of every new century, should
'^

be celebrated every twenty-
apacy o

^^^ years. Sixtus IV. (1471-
SixtusIV. o \ J-

1

i. 1 It-
1404) did not employ the

spiritual weapons of excommunication
and interdict to advance his secular aims

;

but apart from this he was undistinguish-

able from the ordinary run of immoral and
faithless Italian princes. He impro\ed his

finances by renting houses in Rome,
which brought him in a yearly income of

80,000 ducats. Innocent
VIII. excommunicated
Ferdinand, the King of

Naples, in 1489 as he had
refused to pay the papal

dues. While he was in-

spiring Christendom with

lofty words to fight

against the infidel, he

kept in imprisonment an
enemv of the sultan who
had fled to the \\'est,

instead of placing him
at the head of a crusad-

ing army, for the reason,

it was alleged, that the

Gultan paid him 40,000

dollars a year for this

service. His successor, in

1492, was the Borgia

Alexander VI., who died

in 1503. His enemies,

and they were many.

men should be driven by the spirit of said that Alexander had secured his

rebellion presumptuously to appeal from election by force from the cardinals,

+v,o R,cV,r>r, r^f T?r^mA to a fntiirp roimcil." but lus grced extorted their money
with such rapidity that they were

the Bishop of Rome to a future council,

and he found that men revolted from every

one of his unpopular rules by means of such

appeals. He took the utmost trouble to

organise a crusade against the Turks, who
had conquered Constantinople

Abortive
j^ j-^^2 . |5ut Christendom

Enterprises
^jgdined to foUow him. For

of Pius II.
^^^ ^^^^ purpose he founded

new orders of knights, but these soon

disappeared.

Paul II. had signed a document before

his election pledging himself to continue

the war against the Turks, to maintain

strict morality, to convoke a council of

reform, and to carry out other measures

;

forced to flee or succumb to his ex-

actions ; in either case their treasures

came into the Pope's possession. He
hoped to subjugate the whole of Italy

to his family, and he did not shrhik

from concluding an alliance with
" the hereditary enemy of Christianity

"

against " the most Christian king " of

France.

A further attempt at reformation was

ventured. The Dominican friar, Savona-

rola, created a profound impression in

Florence by his preaching of penitence,

and succeeded in foimding a republic in
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which God was to be the sole king. His

brilliant success afforded some prospect

of rehabilitating the whole Church, and

he therefore attacked the well-spring of

the e\'il, Rome, and its unpopular Pope,

Alexander. The Pope consequently ex-

communicated him and placed Florence

under an interdict. In 1498 Savonarola

and his most faithful friends were hanged

as " persecutors of the holy Church," and
their bodies were afterwards burnt. This

was a second disappointment. However,

in his cell the martyr gained so firm a con-

viction of evangelical theory that Luther

was able to republish the work which he
had composed on the

eve of execution.

Immediately after his

death, Savonarola's

writings were so

eagerly printed and
read that, in 1501,

the Pope considered

it necessary to place

them on the Index
in order that " only
such seed should be
sown in the vine-

yard of the Lord
of Sabaoth as would
provide spiritual
food for the souls of

the faithful."

Once again the
princes gathered
courage and de-

manded a council :

complaints of the
undue demands
of the Curia had
become too loud and
too universal. The
result of these noble
efforts was the issue.

that he does and keeps God's command-
ments that he may obtain salvation."

The same council considered it necessary

to pass a resolution forbidding any doubt
to be cast upon the immortality of the

soul. The spirit of free thought, which
had existed among the educated classes

of Christianity for nearly three centuries,

had reappeared, and was manifested
principally in the form of pure enthusiasm
for classical antiquity.

In the fourteenth century, the general

authority of the Church had collapsed
;

the spiritual power of its head had been

shattered by the exile of the papacy and
the schism, and the
ecclesiastical science

of scholasticism was
fading, while the
religious spirit

became more in-

dividual. In Italy

at that time men's
minds were no longer

satisfied by the
mediaeval ideals of

submission to
authority and re-

nunciation of the
world ; they there-

fore turned to class-

ical antiquity, to the
enjoyment of that
personal freedom
and that appreciation
of life which are

prominent in those

memorials of the past

.

The new culture,

the Renaissance and
humanism, advanced
steadily, aud were
carried to the north

THE CELL OF SAVONAROLA
The reformer advanced the cause of pure religion by his
writings as well as by his impassioned preaching. He
was also an earnest student, and his prior's cell at the r .t_ ^^ i ,

,

monastery of St. Mark in Florence was the scene of 01 the • AlpS by the
in December, 15 16, of t'^eless study as well as of prolonged and fervent prayer. CoUUCils of ConstaUCe
the Bull " Pastor aeternus " at the Lateran
Council opened in 1512 ; this document ap-
pealed to the infamous Bull of Boniface
VIII. (Unam sanctam), and asserted, " he
who does not hear the representative of
Christ shall die the death. The Roman
bishop has sole authority over all councils."
The ambitions which Christendom had
cherished for centuries were now to all

appearance completely destroyed. Geiler
of Kaisersperg. whose death occurred in

1510, preached " there is no hope of im-
provement in Christianity, therefore let

every man hide his head in a corner and see

;756

and Basle, while the invention of printing
facilitated their wider dissemination. A
spirit long extinct was thereby revived,
the spirit of historical inquiry, especially

and naturally into the history of the
Church. This was a tendency which was
conscious neither of its true impulses nor
of its final results, and was for these reasons
pursued without preoccupation. Almost
all the Popes who ruled in the last decades
of the Middle Ages allowed themselves
to follow the movement without reserve.
No one suspected that they were driving
the ship of St. Peter towards the whirlpool
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upon the immortality of the soul, and
for continuing the traditional piety of

language in the composition of their

decrees, seeing that they derived their

living from Christian belief. Leo X.,

Cardinal Giovanni de Medici, was the

second son of Lorenzo the Magnificent, and
showed himself during the seven years of

his occupancy a munificent pontiff.

What, again, were the effects when
Christendom read the writings of such a
man as Poggio, who lived in close friend-

ship with eight Popes as apostolic private

secretary at the Roman court, and com-
posed the " Facetiae," which, with incred-

ible frivolity, glorified selfish living, and
poured cynical mockery, not only upon

individual monks and
priests, but also upon the

general aversion from
common sins. This work
was first printed in the

Holy City, ran through
some twenty-five editions,

and was translated into

many foreign languages.

The author could boast

of its circulation in Italy

and France, Spain, Ger-

many, and England, and
5 even further. The great

minoritv of the educated
classes, who had long been
in doubt as to the truth of

Church doctrine, were now
forced to break entirely

POPE LEO X. with Christianity by their
As a patron of learning Leo X. deserves „„„„„+„,,„„ „f +t;„ Z.^ i

high praise. He made Rome the centre of acceptance OI inc genCl ai
the world in art and scholarship as well yicW of life which inspired

nnu •„i 11 i. r r as in religion. He showed himself a pontifit , . , , .
,

,'^

ine mtellectualism oi of enlightened views, while his foreign classical literature,
the time, in its enthusiasm 1'°"'=^ "^^ characterised by foresight. Others, who were not
for classical literature, entirely adopted inclined to abandon the faith of their

of destruction. Yet in this land where

humanjsm originated a tendency soon

arose which made it an extraordinary

danger to the mediaeval Church and to all

true religious spirit When a Church
demanded simple assent to its every

assertion, and had founded its
The Roman

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ falsifica-

.
p*^*^ tions, its very existence was
anger

j^gj^j^^g^j ^y j^g^ who, like

Laurcntius Valla, who died in 1457, studied

the New Testament in the original, and
showed the inaccuracy of the Latin Vulgate

used by the Church. He and other investi-

gators showed the falsity of the " Dona-
tion of Constantine," on which Popes had
based their power for centuries, demon-
strated by the words of

the apostles themselves
the later date ot ihe

supposed composition of

the "Apostles' Creed,"

which was generally

believed^ and cast doubts
upon the False Decretals,

which were the props and
inundations of ecclesiast-

ical law as a whole. It

was a danger, also, to the

prestige of a Church which
had long been honoured
by countless numbers as

a teacher provided with
infalhble power, when
ecclesiastical Latin was
compared with the lan-

guage of the ancient

authors, and its barbar-

isms held up to scorn

this spirit and appropriated the heathen
theories of life, with results that might have
been expected, and are especially obvious
among the Italian humanists. They secretly

renounced their allegiance to the Church
and to religion, and abandoned themselves
to the most shameless sensuality. In
order to avoid any inconvenience that
might result from declared infidelity, they
announced their readiness " to believe
everything that the Church beheved "

;

one of them said jestingly among his

friends that he would even believe in a
quadruple unity of the Godhead to
avoid a death at the stake. Popes and
their servants, in view of such disbelief,

had every reason for forbidding doubt
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fathers, in spite of their classical enthu-
siasm, were forced sooner or later to

admit the duplicity of their intellectual

life ; and eventually their beliefs in

authority and in the renunciation of the
world gave way before the joyfulness of

paganism with its love of life. In
Germany the powers of personal
piety were as yet too strong
to admit the introduction of

so great a change. The leaders

of German humanism admired the
classics chiefly for their educational in-

fluence. But here also is heard the
mockery of the representatives of the
Church of the scholastic form in which
their doctrines were expounded, and of

Leaders
of German
Humanism



THE APPROACH OF THE REFORMATION

the monks who had reahsed the Christian

ideal according to mediaeval theory. Even in

Germany a divergence from the dominant
ideas of the Middle Ages appeared in many
circles. A solution of their difficulties was
to be found, not in submission to authority,

but in individual freedom ; not in renun-
ciation, but in appreciation of the world.

A new theory of life and a new epoch had
arrived, and religion, which still wore its

mediaeval dress, had to be remodelled.

doctrines of the Church, and others to
throw an exaggerated emphasis upon
truths which these men had not entirely

denied. Some pleaded earnestly for per-
sonal and mystical piety ; this was to be
shown in a practical manner and not ex-

pended in speculation, for which the age
was too serious and the excitement too

intense. They began to form corporations
of a semi-monastic nature, such as the
" Brothers and Sisters of the Common

M...Z I

THE MARTYRDOM OF SAVONAROLA AND HIS COMPANIONS

The doom of Savonarola, though delayed, was sealed at last. Taken prisoner, he was tr:ed for ""-y;"! ^;.'";:°;;

and under the dail . cruelty of his torturers he made every admission which they desired of Inn
.
On May ..!rd, 14.»s.

lavonarolfand other Dominicans were han.ed as "persecutors °^the Holy Church^ and th bod.^^^^^^^^^^

wards burned The scene of the martyrdom was in the square outside the Palazzo V«",'^'°' °^.*''^ P.^'^"
"J^i'J';

Florentine guilds, where Savonarola had once supreme authority, and where he passed his last night a captive.

The danger was lest men should reject

religion in their scorn for its tattered

garments.
It is not, however, the educated classes

alone that make history. Notwith-

standing the evils of the Church, the faith

of the German nation remained un-

impaired, though new views were to

be found even among the lower classes.

Men came forward to attack particular

Life," an order originated in the Nether-

lands by Gerhard Groot. In their opinion

poverty and beggarv were no longer

sacred. They wished to work for their

living and to' influence others ;
not to

be satisfied with mere ecclesiasticism, but

to improve or to produce personal religion.

The most famous work of this school, the

" Imitation of Christ," by Thomas a

Kempis, disregards the whole fabric of the
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ecclesiastical system, urging that a man
should sacrifice all to gain all, and should

deny the whole world to win God.

Even among those who still clung to the

Church and her institutions we can

observe a peculiar dissatisfaction, which

was simply a repetition of the mediaeval

yearning for religious certainty. Numbers
of brotherhoods were founded,

An Age
^vhich obliged the members to

°»*. . .. T)erform an enormous amount
" Miracles r i i- i j

of devotional exercises, and
enabled them to share an infinite wealth

of prayers, almsgiving, masses, dispensa-

tions, and services, with the object of

securing their personal salvation as far as

possible. Crowds thronged to the mirac-

ulous images of the saints, to bleeding

wafers and to relics, the veneration of which
brought full indulgence. Thus on one day
no fewer than 142,000 pilgrims entered

Aix-la-Chapelle. The Church showed i In-

utmost readiness to satisfy the BSSFSSfE-

desires .of the Geiman peojili

for some guarantee of salv;i

tion. Extraordinary miracL

were related of sick nit

healed, of raining of crosst -

of nuns marked with the stig-

mata. Indulgences were issued

in increasing numbers. The
foreign pilgrims in Rome
received an indulgence for

14,000 3'ears when the heads

The movement of revolt against the

Church was also apparent among the

pious. The Church made it her duty to

oppose by force these premonitions of

reform in doctrine. Thus the writings of

John of Wesel were condemned to be

burnt, and the author was immured in a

monastery. A more dangerous portent

was the popular contempt for the repre-

sentatives of the Church and their ideals,

and the manifestations of bitter anger
against the clergy and monks. If pro-

verbs reflect popular opinion, those of this

age are certainly portentous, such as
" To keep the house clean, beware of

monks, priests, and pigeons "
; or " When

the devil can find no servants for his

purpose, he makes use of a monk "
;

or, again, " Monks have two hands,
one to take and the other to keep." In
fact, the reverence of the clergy had sunk
tu ^(j appalling a depth that many, and

?a in particular certain princes,

ittempted more than once
without success to introduce

reformation.

In the year 1476 it seemed
that violence was about to

break out. In the village of

Niklashausen, in the Tauber-
grund, a shepherd, Nans
Bohm, preached with wild
enthusiasm against the in-

fluence of the clergy, notTHOMAS A KEMPIS
of the princes of the apostles Bom in 1.379, he wrote various sparing the Pope himself,
and the handkerchief of books of meditations, and is known ji^g people came to him
jT •

•, T principally by his "Imitation of . r ,i ttVeronica were shown. In- Christ," the most famous work of m masses from the Hartz
dulgences were to be procured the school to which he belonged. Mountains to the Alps, and

70,000 are said to have listened to his

message in one day. On July 13th thousands
of his excited followers were to gather round
him with arms ; but before he could carry
out his attempt at founding a republic

free from priests, he was imprisoned, and
ended his life at the stake. In the year
15 14 a bloody revolt broke out in Wiirtem-
berg, raised in the name of Poor Kunz.

J,
This was suppressed, but the

„, ^ *j fire continued to burn in secret,

.L r-u u no less ominously. The Church
the Church , ,, , .

'
, , „

seemed utterly r^capable of re-

covering the fidelity of those she had
alienated, or of satisfying the desires of

her friends. The best that she could give
was inadequate to satisfy this age, which
disregarded mediaeval ideals, and if

Christianity should fail to adapt itself to
new conditions, its complete rejection

seemed inevitable. Wilhelm Walther

by visiting certain churches, by repeating
certain prayers, and by many other means.
Anyone who died in the habit of a Fran-
ciscan or with the scapular of the Carmel-
ites was removed from purgatory to
paradise in a short time.

The very fact that the Church was
obliged continually to increase the extent
of these favours proves that the pi^e-

vailing desire for rehgious satisfaction
and peace could not be thereby satisfied

;

so does the mass of religious writings
which were now spread abroad by the art

of printing. Up to the year 1522 there
appeared fourteen editions of the Bible in

High German and four in Low German,
many books of sermons, countless works
of edification, sometimes of great length,
sometimes of contracted form. Especially
popular were the books dealing " with
the art of making a good death."
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THROUGHOUT THE MIDDLE AGES
THE BEGINNINGS OF THE KINGDOM
UNDER THE CAROLINGIAN DYNASTY

'X'HE first of the French rulers of the
•*• Carohngian family, Charles the Bald,

preserved the external unity of his state,

but during the thirty-four years of his

reign was greatly occupied by the invasions

of the Northmen and by quarrels with the

East Frankish kingdom. So early as 841,

the Danes had advanced to Rouen, con-

quered the town and carried off the inhabi-

tants, from whom they exacted a tribute.

Some fifteen years later—in 857—they
reached the outskirts of Paris. In 858
they were granted a strip of land extending

from the mouth of the Seine as far as

the capital. They then seized Meaux, but

were forced by King Charles to evacuate

West Francia. Notwithstanding occasional

defeats in the open field, they steadily

renewed their raids, especially after the

death of Charles, in 877, when France was
divided by the quarrels of factions.

The grandson of Charles, Louis IIL,

conquered the invaders in January, 881, at

Saucourt in Picardy, a victory glorified

in the old High German " Ludwigslied "
;

but in 882 they captured Laon. In 884

they again invaded France, made
. Amiens the base of their plunder-

y
"* ing raids, and were to some extent

^. pacified by a payment of tribute,
^*^*

while a band was engaged in the

conquest of Louvain. In the following

year they were defeated by the united forces

of the West and East
"^

Frankish armies

under the command of King Charles the

Fat at Louvain. They were, however,

able to besiege Paris, which was defended

Death of

Charles

the Bald

from November, 885, to the autumn of 886
by Count Odo of Anjou. Eventually they
were bought off by a monetary payment.
These distmbances did not cease until the
modern Normandy was conferred as a
duchy upon the Norman Rollo, together

with the hand of the Princess
Gisela, in qii. Shortly be for*.,

the death of Charles the Bald, the
West Frankish Empire entered

upon a period of apparent prosperity.

After the death of Louis II., the last of

the three sons of Lothair I., on August
I2th, 875, Pope John VIII. invested his

uncle with the position of emperor, which
had been thus left Vacant, and the nobles

recognised him as emperor on Christmas
Day, 875. However, his two journeys to

Rome brought little reputation to Charles,

for the Lombards adopted an attitude of

coolness towards an emperor who ruled by
favour of the Pope. His attempt, in 876,

to secure the coveted province of Lothar-

ingia, upon the death of his brother Lewis

the German, proved a failure ; he was
defeated at Andernach, op October 8th. by
the nephews of Lewis the German, Carlo-

man and Louis the Younger.

Upon his death, on September 5th, ^jy,

the favourable moment had arrived for the

crown vassals to assert their independence.

Their homage was offered to his son

Louis II., the Stammerer, only upon the

condition that he would acknowledge

himself as an elected king. In 878 Louis

succeeded, at Fourop, to the north-east of

Vise on the Mass, in securing a reconciliation
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with the East Prankish Louis the

Younger, as both rulers were threatened

by the growing power of the papacy.

Upon the death of the Stammerer, on

April loth, 879, a number of the clergy

desired to unite the two Prankish kingdoms
in the hands of Louis the Younger, but

the majority of the nobles firmly su])ported

his two sons, Louis IIL and
1*""* Carloman. It was not until their

the Fat" P''«^"i'^ture deaths, in 882 and
884, that the last son of Lewis the

German, Charles IIL, the Pat, came into

possession of the empire of Charles the

Great. Rarely has a ruler been so con-

spicuously successful with so small an
expenditure of energy. In Pebruary, 881,

the imjx-rial throne was offered to him by
Pope John VIII. ; his supremacy was
recognised in Italy, and King Boso was
forced to renounce his claims to the

imperial dignity and to Upper Italy.

Similarly Duke Wido II. of Spoleto, the

opponent both of Charles and of the Pope,

was deprived of his fief in 883, and
restored to favour only in 885. The basis

of these successes was a close connection

with the Pope. The latter regarded the

emperor as a protector against the Sara-

cens, who were settling in Lower Italy,

and even plundering the states of the

Church ; but the alliance implied subjec-

tion to the greater power of the Church.
Only a strong military ruler could com-

?el the respect of the self-asserting nobles,

hey deposed Charles at Tribut, on the

Rhine, in November, 887, but were by no
means united among themselves, and the

old opposition between the east and west
empires broke out afresh. One party
desired the ap]:)ointment of Arnulf of

Carinthia, an illegitimate nephew of

Charles, while the majority of the West
Prankish nobility supported Odo, the

brave defender of the capital* against the
Normans, who had adopted the title of

Count of Paris and Duke of Prancia

^^ „ . (Isle de Prance). Arnulf was
The Empire ur j . 1 •

„ obliged to recognise his ap-
' „• »• pointment. Por ten years Odo
of Disruption ^

, , -^i
-^ , ,

ruled with energy and de-

cision ; however, his kingdom, hke the
East Prankish Empire, was in a state of

disruption. In Lower Burgundy Boso
was ruling, and was succeeded by his son
Lewis IIL, and afterwards by his vassal

Hugo. Upper Burgundy, the country
beyond the Jura, had an independent
ruler in King Rudolf L, who died in 912.
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In Italy Berengar L of Friuli, Wido of

Spoleto, Hugo and Rudolf II. of Burgundy
were struggling for the mastery with

varying success. On Pebruary 22nd, 896,

Arnulf secured the imperial throne and
the supremacy over Rome and Italy

;

this, however, was lost to his house upon
the accession of his son Lewis, known as

the Child, in 809.

Throughout this general confusion both
the great vassals and the Popes had
secured the mastery of the royal power.

There was a possibility of replacing the

broken power of the Prench Empire by a

papal theocracy which should include all

nations in an iron net and overcome all

other forces, ecclesiastical and temporal.

This seductive prospect could not fail to

arouse the ambitions of individual Popes,

whose secular power had already involved

them in political quarrels. During the

party struggles between Louis the Pious
and his sons, the project was set in circu-

lation in a collection of councils and papal
documents ascribed to Bishop Isidore

of Seville. At the close of the ninth

century these forgeries reappeared in the

episcopate of Rheims. They
contained a forged donation

Papal Power
Supported

by Forgeries
of the Emperor Constantine,

bequeathing Rome and Italy

to Pope Sylvester I. (314-335) ; the

origin of the papal patrimony in the

presentations of the Prench kings was
one that did not correspond with papal
ambitions.

On the basis of some sixty forged

letters and decretals ascribed to Popes
during the first four centuries of the Chris-

tian Church, the papal power was re-

presented as absolutely unlimited, and all

bishops as unconditionally subject to it.

The Pope alone had the right of induct-

ing, transferring, and deposing bishops.

Metropolitan bishops could consecrate

their subordinate provincials only as

papal plenipotentiaries ; the Pope could
convoke councils and confirm their con-

clusions. The ecclesiastical functions of

the crown were not so much as mentioned.
This comprehensive but purely eccle-

siastical position provided the Popes with
full reason for interference in wholly
political matters, to secure their spiritual

interests. Such was the action of Gregory
IV., who joined the side of the revolted
sons against the Emperor Lewis. Nicholas I.

(858-867), who was the first to make
full use of the forged decretals, represented
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himself as the supreme judge upon

earth, against whose decision there was no

appeal. The power thus conferred upon

himself was used only to protect Christian

morality and religion. A synod sum-

moned by him to Rome condemned the

immoral proceedings of Lothair II in 865,

annulled the opposite conclusions of the

Prankish episcopal synods, re-

r"""** , moved the Archbishops of
Authority of

^^^^^^^ ^^^ Treves, as they had
the Popes

p^^rn^itted the king's adultery,

and thieatened all disobedient bishops

with excommunication. His successors,

especially Pope Innocent III., interfered

at a later date in royal matrimonial affairs

in similar fashion.

The inadequate criticism of that age

was unable to discover the reality of

these forgeries, and would indeed have
forgiven them, as the principle of the
decretals had often been put into

practice in the early days of the Church
by tampering with canonical and non-

canonical letters and writings. These
decretals encouraged Pope John VIII.

(872-882) to give away the imperial

throne as he pleased, and to act as arbi-

trator in disputes concerning the succes-

sion and other matters of the kind. The
Popes of the tenth century, however, were
too often quite unable to advance such
high claims, apart from the fact that they
were hard pressed and hampered by Italian

claims to the crown, by Arab pirates,

and by the Byzantine emperors. Otto
the Great was therefore able to administer
ecclesiastical affairs as independently as
Charles the Great, and to make the papacy
the footstool of his power. The offensive
measures of Nicholas I. were not resumed
until the time of Gregory VII.
As the Pope claimed to bestow the

imperial crown according to his will and
pleasure, so also the great vassals assumed
the right of electing the king, without
reference to the principle of hereditary

How the
succession, while in compacts.

Kings were "^'"^ preceded the election;

Elected ^^^y secured their privileges
and their territory, making

their own possessions independent and
diminishing those of the king. The West
Prankish Carolingians, who occupied the
throne of Prance after the death of Odo,
were Charles the Simple (898-929), Louis
IV. (929-954), Lothair (954-986), and
Louis V. (986-987) ; these were not the
foremost among the nobles with equal
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claims, but rather the inferior and power-

less members of the class, and entirely

dependent upon the good or bad will of

their vassals.

As under the degenerate Merovingians

the Carolingian family rose to power

and eventually seized the throne, so now
we may mark the rise of the family of

Robert of Anjou, who had fallen in battle

in 867 against the Normans; the Odo
mentioned above was his son, and their

descendants rose to supreme power in

France first in fact and afterwards in

name. Odo's brother, Robert, had al-

ready made an attempt and been crowned
at Sens in 922 ; he had fallen fighting

against the mercenary forces of Charles

at Soissons on June i6th, 923. He had
a large following among the nobility,

and was father-in-law of Duke Raoul
of Burgundy ; hence his party chose his

son-in-law to succeed him. However, his

son Hugo, after the death of his brother-

in-law, raised the Carolingian Louis IV.,

surnamed d'Outremer, to the crown, and
enthroned him at Rheims.

Hugo's efforts were directed to extending
the power of his dynasty and to

„ weakening the royal prestige

;

«go e
jj^ course of time he considered

, „ that the royal title would
of f r&ncc

naturally fall to the most power-
ful of the vassals. Hence he secured from
the king the grant to himself of the
title of Duke of the Pranks. His father
had already been margrave of three
marks and also possessed the county of

Maine. These possessions were increased
by Louis' successor, Lothair, so that a con-
temporary, the later Archbishop Gerbert
of Rheims, could WTite that Hugo was
the actual master of France, and this he
was in practice between 948 and 950.
Lothair's position was assured only in

Aquitaine, where his son Charles had
married the widow of the duke. Both
Hugo and Louis married sisters of the
German Otto the Great. Hugo died in

956, two years after Louis.

These phantom kings of the West Franks
were guilty of the greatest impolicy
through their interference in the affairs

of the German Empire ; they ought rather
to have consolidated their weak forces
against their all-powerful vassals, and to
have secured the friendship of the house
of Robert and of the powerful Norman
dukes. Louis IV. had already quarrelled
with his brother-in-law Otto, and his



THE CROWNING OF HUGH CAPET AS KING OF FRANCE AT RHEIMS IN 987

With the event represented in this illustration a new dynasty sat upon the throne of France. The last of the French

Carolingians passed away in the person of Louis V., and when the next heir, his uncle, Charles of Lorraine, a vassal of

the German emperor, failed to secure the throne it passed to Hugrh Capet, the son of Hugo of Francia. The country

was much unsettled when the crowning ceremony at Rheims w*s performed by Archbishop Adalbert on July 3rd, 987.
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soccessor Lothair III. (954-986) attempted
to secure possession of Lorraine, the

apple of discord between the East and
VVest Prankish rulers, on the basis of a

claim that the provinces had been a per-

sonal possession of Otto, and not one which
he could bequeath. For this purpose he

advanced into the duchy with 20,000 men,
-, surprised Aix-la-Chapelle, and

Arm •r"'"'
^^™^^ *^^ ^^^^^ °^ Charles the

u'm^.*- t. Great, which was placed upon
Hallelujah ^, , , j ,i 1

the palace, towards the west as

a sign that this ancient capital of the em-
pire now belonged to France. The Emperor
Otto n. marched at the head of his troops

upon Paris, which, however, offered a

brave resistance under the son of Hugo of

Francia, the later ruler of France. The
German king therefore contented himself

with striking up a hallelujah with his army
on the heights of Montmartre, after which
he retreated, pursued by Lothair's troops
as far as the Aisne.

In the year 980 Lothair proposed an
alliance of peace and friendship with the
German king. He was greatly afraid

that this ruler might make common cause
with the disobedient French vassals.

Lothair, therefore, renounced his claim
to Lotharingia at the conference of Chiers.

However, when Otto II. had died, upon
the threshold of old age, in 983, Lothair
renewed his claims and attempted to secure
the guardianship of Otto III., who was
still a minor. Neither attempt, however,
proved successful. His son Louis V., who
was given the undeserved nickname " Le
Faineant " (the do-nothing), continued a
show of imperial power for one year.

After the death of Louis V., the last of
the French Carolingians, the next heir, his
uncle Charles of Lorraine, a vassal of the
German emperor, failed to secure the
throne of France, which passed to Hugh
Capet, the son of Hugo of Francia ; he
possessed not only the wide territory of
his family but also connections by mar-

Hugh Capet
"age with Burgundy, Aquitaine,

Crowned Normandy, and Vermandois.

at Rhcims ^® ^^^^ crowned in Rheims
by Archbishop Adalbert on

July 3rd, 987. The country was in a
state of disturbance; agricultural and
civil prosperity was at a low ebb ; the
people were subject to the oppression
of the powerful lords and of the royal
demesnes

; practically nothing remained
to the crown save Laon. Now began a
period of constitutional order, of legal
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protection, and of renewed prosperity for

the people belonging to the middle classes.

The deposition of the lawful king was
not so easy a task for the Capets as it had
been for the Carolingian Pippin. The old

royal house possessed many adherents

among the nobles, while the new dynasty
lacked the support of the higher eccle-

siastical powers. With the help of the

nobility who remained faithful, Charles

of Lorraine seized Laon, which for the last

century had been the capital of the kings

and the centre of France. The corona-

tion city of Rheims, the archbishops of

which had been more or less independent
since the beginning of the ninth century,

also came under the ecclesiastical supre-

macy of Arnulf the Carolingian after the

death of Adalbert.

The views then prevalent among the

French clergy were hostile to the secular

power and to its supremacy over Church
affairs. The powerful Count William of

Auvergne, who had been made Duke of

Aquitaine by Odo of Anjou, had founded a

monastery in 910 at Cluny in the northern

part of the Cevennes. By the terms of

,irv .1 the foundation charter the
Where the . . u • j
„ , „ monastery was to be mdepen-
rope s Power i , r 11 1 1..... dent of all secular or episcopal
was Limited , , ,

'^
•

.

power, and was to choose its

superior by independent election ; even
the Pope was prohibited from any inter-

ference or diminution of its foundation,

and was allowed to exercise no influence

upon the election of the abbot. The mon-
astery attained great prosperity under its

second abbot, Odo (927-941), and at that

time during the fasts some 17,000 poor
were fed. Naturally, this isolated foun'a-

tion joined the papacy against the secular

and episcopal powers, and defended that

unconditional supremacy of the Pope
over the secular rulers which Hildebrand
afterwards secured.

The special opponent of Cluny was
Bishop Arnulf of Orleans, the president of

the synod of 991, which assembled in a
church near Rheims to decide the succes-

sion to the archbishopric of that city.

King Hugh naturally did not wish to leave

this ecclesiastical metropolis in the pos-

session of his political opponents, who had
indeed sworn fidelity to him, but had
placed the Carolingian Charles in posses-

sion of Rheims and Soissons. The synod
was now to decide whether Arnulf could
be removed from his office by the vote of

the West Frankish clergy, or only by the



THE BISHOP OF LAON SWEARING ALLEGIANCE TO CHARLES, DUKE OF LORRAINE
When Hugh Capet ascended the throne of France he found the country much disturbed. Among the most powerful of
the new king's enemies was Charles, Duke of Lorraine, who seized Laon, which for a century had been the capital of
the kings and the centre ofFrance. In this illustration we see Charles making Adalberon, Bishop of Laon, swear fidelity.
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decision of the Pope. The latter view was
championed by all the adherents of the

Cluiiiac doctrine, and appeals were made
to the lalse decretals. Bishop Arnulf

then delivered a violent speech upon the

decisions of the ruling Pope. John XV.,
whom he compared with Antichrist. He
did not venture to maintain the falsity of

. the decretals, the main founda-

tion of the papal claims; even
The King's

Way With
Q Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims,
pponen s

^^^^ ^_^^ defended the epis-

copal ])ower apjainst the papal supremacy
about 860, during the time of Nicholas I.,

did not venture upon this step.

However, King Hugh and his ecclesi-

astical supporters induced the synod to

agree that Arnulf should voluntarily

resign his archbishopric, and that the

learned Abbot Gerbert should be his

successor. Hugh Capet having mean-
while treacherously imprisoned Duke
Charles, who died in captivity, had thus
disposed of two of his main opponents.
In contrast, however, to the time of Pippin,

not only the papacy, but the strict

religious party among the clergy and the
• national enthusiasm inspired by Cluny,
supported his opponents. Archbishop
Gerbert found his position in Rheims
extremely difficult. Mass was deserted
when celebrated by himself, and no one
would sit at his table, while he was actually
menaced upon his journey to a council

of the French bishops in 995. Otto HI.
contrived to relieve him of this un-
tenable position by making him spiritual

adviser at court in 997, and in 999 he
became Pope Sylvester II.

King Hugh attempted to secure the
favour of the clergy by confirming ecclesi-

astical possessions and privileges ; on the
other hand, he showed no hesitation

in retaining his royal privileges, especi-

ally where the right of interference in

ecclesiastical matters was concerned.
The state over which he ruled was in a

r». . . , period of even greater disrup-
Divisions of i- ,1 1.1 '^,

»k r L- k tion than under the weak
the r r&nkiSB •., , ,

Kingdom Merovmgians, or durmg the
last century of the nominal

Carolingian rule. He was not even the
sovereign power in his own crown domain,
the Isle de France : one record of doubtful
authenticity speaks of him as possessing
only five towns—Paris, Orleans, Etampes,
Senlis, and Melun. The whole of the
Frankish kingdom was divided, not only
into a number of larger and practically
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independent fiefs, but also into a quantity

of secondary fiefs and smaller estates, the

holders of which had formed close federal

tions with one another. Seigneuries,

chatellenies, baronies, vicomtes, and
other forms of feudal possession were
recognised. The vassals had resumed
their power of independent administra-

tion, and only insignificant lords managed
their own properties. Every village had
its intendant or administrator, while

larger estates were supervised by an
official known in the north as prevost,

and in the south as bailli or vigide^'. The
great duchies and counties had their own
legal codes and law courts.

Language itself was broken into different

dialects. The chief groups of these were
the Frankish, Norman, Burg andian, Picard,

and Lotharingian or Walloon, apart from
the special Proven(;al language in the

south. Every dialect had thrown out

offshoots, and was in no case strictly

confined to geographical boundaries.

Hence, the only uniform ecclesiastical and
official language was Latin.

The unfree classes suffered severely

under the exactions of numerous petty

. . tyrants, especially during the
n ge o

gigygj^^^ century, when a period
Lordly r u 4. 1 *
rj, of commerce began to supplant
Tyranny , , , , . ° u £the o d regime of self-sufticmg

estates. The oppressive demands of the

overlords, whic 1 were added to the former
obligations of forced service, often drove
the subject peasantry into armed revolt.

Trade and commerce and the prosperity

of the middle classes were largely impeded
by the quarrels and raids of the nobles.

It was difficult for the feeble power of the
king to enforce the obedience of these

domineering lords, each of whom had his

own castle or fortified capital, and his

own retainers or military comrades. It

was especially impossible for the crown
to assert its rights within the greater fiefs,

which, as in the time of the later Merovin-
gians and Carolingians, had secured an
independence that was complete in actual

fact and partially recognised by law.

Such, in particular, was the case with
the duchies of Normandy and Aquitaine,
and the provinces of Lower and Upper
Burgundy, which since 933 had been
united to form the kingdom of the
Arelate, and did not revert to the
German Empire until 1032-1034. The
duchy of Brittany stood entirely outside
of the French constitutional union. In
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938 it had replaced the original federation
of Armorica, which was at first inde-
pendent, and had been then subdued
by Charles the Great and afterwards by
the Normans. The counties of Flanders,
Champagne, and Toulouse were in a
similar position ; Lorraine, with Metz,
Toul and Verdun belonged to the
German emperor, and Provence to the
Spanish county of Barcelona.

The object of the Capets was to restore

the shattered political unity, to replace

feudal tyranny by law and order, to

extend the crown demesnes, to advance
the middle classes at the expense of the

nobility, to secure their ecclesiastical

powers and the independence of their

bishops at the expense of the papacy, and
to make their elective position hereditary

;

towards these purposes they were helped
by a variety of circumstances. The great

feudal lords were constantly at variance

among themselves, and were accustomed
upon such occasions to appeal to the

arbitration of the king. It would have
been dangerous for them to set an example
of infidelity to their own vassals by show-

ing too open a contempt for

the fealty which they owed to

the crown, the more so as the

The Days of

the Clergy's

Oppression , . , , 111
subject vassals would have

found a ready protector in the king. The
clergy needed the help of the crown
against the oppression of the rapacious

lords, and also appealed to the arbitration"

of the crown in the case of territorial

disputes. They also supported the crown
by a natural community of interests

against the aggression of Rome, which

threatened their traditional privileges.

In particular, the communes which began
to rise in and after the eleventh century

looked for the protection of the king if

they were to maintain the rights and
privileges which they had bought from

the greedy nobility.

In their efforts to make their succession

hereditary the Capets could not venture

to infringe the electoral rights of their

vassals, for the result might have been

a revolt with which they could not

have coped; they therefore adopted

the device of appointing and crowning

the eldest son during their lifetime and

acknowledging him as co-regent. In this

way the crown descended from father

to son for more than three centuries.

The main care of the new rulers was

naturally the restoration of domestic

peace, which was disturbed by the con-
tinual feuds and raids of the nobility.

For this purpose they readily accepted the
help of religion and the influence of the
Church. Since the dissolution of con-
stitutional and social order throughout
the French kingdom, the clergy had
endeavoured to supply the defects of

p ^ . secular law by ecclesiastical

y^^^
. decrees. At the synod of the

the Church diocese of Poitiers in 989, the
curse of God was uttered upon

all who should plunder or even threaten
churches, clergy, or poor. Excommunica-
tion or exclusion from Church fellowship,

and interdict or refusal of the Church
sacraments, were the weapons used against
evildoers who broke the peace. National
calamities helped these efforts at pacifi-

cation. Between the years 103 1 and
1034 France was devastated by a famine,

and the des))erate inhabitants sought
consolation from those who dispensed the

Church's favours. The Church seized

this opportunity to add to their penances
an oath to refrain from robbery or violence,

and to found brotherhoods of })eace,

which soon became armed federations

against all discordant elements, especially

against the enemies of the churches and
monasteries. Such federations were pre-

ceded by priests bearing holy banners
who blessed their enterprises.

After these preparations, it was possible

in 1040 for the clergy in Aquitaine to

proclaim a general Peace of God (Treuga

Dei ; Treve de Dieu), which was to last

every week frorh Wednesday evening to

Monday, and in 1041 was extended in

Burgundy to include the season of

Advent and the greater festivals. The
monastery of Cluny and the bishoprics of

Aries and Avignon were the centres of that

beneficent work which protected the poor

and the unfree from destruction, secured

trade and commerce, agriculture and pros-

perity, and saved the French nobility

from degenerating into un-
Beginning

^^^^.^.^^ brigandage. With the
° '

beginning of the Crusades
orusa es

^^^ priests assumed control of

these humanitarian movements. At the

Council of Clermont in November, 1085,

Pope Urban II. proclaimed a general peace

for the purpose of leading a united force

of Christians to battle against the infidels.

At a later date, the Peace of God • was

recognised by the canon law, and was

transferred to secular legislation
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FRANCE UNDER THE EARLY CAPETS
THE REIGN OF THE GREAT ST. LOUIS AND
FRENCH KNIGHTHOOD IN THE CRUSADES

HTHE first three successors of Hugh
•*• Capet, Robert II. (996-1031), Henry I.

(1031-1060), and Phihp I. (1060-1108), are

distinguished only for their lack of

importance, while their governments are

marked by no great events. All three

were involved in constant struggles with
the Norman dukes, until these latter

found room in England to develop their

ambitions and their pride. Philip I., who
was distinguished only for his bodily

size, came into conflict with the papacy
through his divorce of his legal wife.

The first king of the house of Capet of

importance in the general history of

the world was Louis VI. (1108-1137) ;

he was a capable ruler and a prudent poli-

tician, guided, moreover, with great skill

by his chancellor, the Abbot Suger of St.

Denis. The policy of Louis was directed

to extending the power of his dynasty as

far as possible at the expense of his

vassals. He availed himself of
The Firs

their revolts to confiscate as
-"^^^

^. many as possible of their
oapet King

^^^^^^^^ jj^j^ f^^g Overtook in

particular certain marauding knights on
his own demesnes of the Isle de France,

who had been plundering Church property.

Louis in consequence received the title of
" eldest son of the Church." He came
into close contact with Pope Calixtus II.,

whom he supported against the Emperor
Henry V. and was afterwards immor-
talised in the legendary chronicles of the

clergy as a miracle worker who relieved

sufferers from leprosy, etc., by laying his

hand upon them. Like every other king

who desired to secure his own position

and that of his country, he occasionally

quarrelled with his own clergy and with

those of Rome, but these differences in-

variably ended in reconciliation. In his

deahngs with foreign countries—for

instance, in the quarrels concerning the

succession in Flanders and England,

where two of his vassals were fighting for

Crusade
of Louis VII

the crown—he supported the rights and
position of France.

His most important achievement, how-
ever, was his attemj)t to secure the
succession in Aquitaine, which was prac-

tically inde})endent, by the marriage of

. . hissonLouisVTI. with Princess
^g onous

Eleanor. Such success as this

son attained, when the time
came for him to rule, was

due entirely to the teaching of Abbot
Suger. This man, who had been named
by historians the mediaeval Richelieu,

persuaded his master to grant rights and
privileges to the rising towns, raised the

prestige of the royal courts, improved and
reorganised the treasury, and gave an
impulse to art and science.

During the inglorious crusade of Louis

VII. in 1147 his kingdom was torn by
faction, and would have collapsed had
it not been for the energy of Suger ; Louis

also committed the incredible political folly

of divorcing his wife, who was certainly

unfaithful, but none the less a valual.le

possession, and driving her with her

property of Aquitaine into the arms of the

heir to the English crown, Henry of Anjou,

in 1 152. The future ruler of England
already held the French territories of

Anjou, Touraine, Normandy, and Maine,

and this marriage brought him Guienne,

Poitou, Auvergne, the Limousin, Pcrigord,

Angoumois, and Gascony, so that he was in

possession of the whole of Western France.

These lands he held indeed as the nominal

vassal of the king of France, but the

relationship was unmeaning in
How the

^i^^y ^£ j^jg greater power.
King Found

j^^^-^ yjj revenged himself for
Revenge

^^^ cunning with which he had

been overreached by joining the revolted

sons of Henry II. and fostering their

rebellion for twenty years. Victory, how-

ever, eventually remained with his enemy.

The credit of hberating France from its

English fetters belongs to his far more
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important son and successor, Philip II.

Augustus, a ruler who combined military

with diplomatic capacity. His main ob-

ject was to increase his financial power
and to secure the unity of the kingdom.
As these objects could not be obtained

by peaceful negotiations, he was obliged to

spend twenty-six of the forty-three years

Dvi- k ^^ ^'^ reign in war (1180-1223).

Liberator*
^^ emancipated himself from

1
era or

^^^ influence of his mother.

Adelaide of Champagne, and of

her brothers, and he speedily put aside

his political adviser, Count Philip of

Flanders. His enemies largely played into

his hands by their dissensions. Like his

father, he allied himself with the sons of

Henry II. of England, and secured the

homage of the second in age, Geoffrey,

Count of Brittany.

The haughty Richard Lionheart also

did homage to him as a vassal before

his accession to the throne, as Philip

Augustus had threatened to wrest from
him his hereditary domains with the

help of the nobility of Poitou. On the

death of Henry II., in 1189, Philip

found Richard a dangerous adversar}^ by
reason of his adventurous spirit and his

military capacity ; he therefore attempted,
in 1 190, after the lall of Jerusalem, to

reduce him to impotence by joining with
him in the Third Crusade ; he went on
this e.xpedition rather to keep an eye upon
his enemy than to support him.

However, after the capture of Acre,
PhiUp deserted his English ally and re-

appeared in Paris at the end of December,
1191. Notwithstanding his oath to ab-
stain from hostilities against Richard,
he invaded his French possessions. The
misfortune of his captivity in Germany
prevented Richard from offering resistance.

After his liberation and a further series of

struggles Pope Innocent III. secured a five

years' peace between the two kings on
January 13th, 1199 ; Richard died on April
_ 6th. Philip had formerly been in
*? *°

alliance with Richard's brotherand France
, t i_ t 1 i 1

.» p»«.,^ ^^'^ successor, John Lackland,
agamst the captured kmg.

John was now. in 1202, summoned by his
feudal lord, Philip, to justify himself
upon a charge of complicity in the murder
of Arthur of Brittany, his nephew—post-
humous son of his elder brother Geoffrey.
John declined to recognise this unusual
judicial procedure and did not appear.
He was then declared to have lost his
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fief in France, and all the English posses-

sions were reconquered as far as Guienne
(1204-1206). To these extended domains
of the French crown were added, either by
conquest or by inheritance, Vermandois,
Valois, Artois, and the district about
Amiens. Preparations for the incorpora-

tion of Brittany were made and completed
by the end of the fifteenth century
through the marriage of a step-sister of

the murdered Arthur with a cousin of

Philip.

John was fully occupied between
1208 and 1212 with Pope Innocent III.

and his own refractory vassals, and was
obliged to abandon the last of his French
possessions. When he had been freed from
the Pope's interdict, by accepting England
as a papal fief on May 15th, 1213, he
brought together against Philip a large

confederacy which had been already

formed in 1212 ; it included Otto 11. of

Brunswick, who had been sole German
emperor since the death of Philip of

Swabiain 1208, Count Ferrand of Flanders,

and various nobles of North France.

However, on July 27th, 1214, Philip won
the most brilliant victory of the century

over Otto II. and the Count

f*i ""^f ^f Flanders at Bouvines, a vil-

_ . lage between Lille and Tournai,
while his son, Louis VIII. . drove

the English ruler and his French allies

out of Poitou and Brittany. Louis even
crossed to England in May, 1216, at the

invitation of the barons who were in

revolt owing to John's repudiation of

Magna Charta, and declined to be intimi-

dated by the papal interdict. King John
died on October 19th. Louis then returned
in the following year without securing

any definite success, as he was unable to

keep command of the sea. As in the time of

Charles the Great, the want of an adequate
fleet was severely felt.

Meanwhile a further extension of the
French dynastic pov\er had been planned,
though it already reached from the

mouth of the Loire to the borders of

Flanders. In Southern France a move-
ment had been in progress from about
1 173, which threatened to undermine the

foundations of the Catholic Church. A
merchant of Lyons, Pierre de Vaux,
or Petrus Waldus, had founded a sect

the members of which travelled after

the manner of Christ and His apostles,

preaching and living upon the charity

of pious adherents, and proclaiming to



LOUIS VII DISTRIBUTING GOLD AND SILVER TO THE CHURCH AND THE POOR

This kine of France saw his kingdom torn by faction during the inglorious Crusade in which he engaged in the year

m anf it wasTue maTnfy to t h'e energy an'd resource of his chancellor, the Abbot Suger who has bee" "Ued th

medieval Richelieu, that he maintained h>s position- He bad certamly some reason to thmk well of the Church.
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ST. LOUIS MEDIATING BETWEEN HENRY III. OF ENGLAND AND HIS BARONS IN 1264

From the pjiinting by Georges Rouget in the Museum of Versailles

the people the downfall of the degenerate

visible Church, and the triumph of the

invisible Church—that is, of their own
community. They rejected the sacraments,

with the exception of juvenile confession,

while forgiveness of sins they considered

p -A
^^ secured only by the grace

„ ^ ?**', of God and not by ecclesiastical
Spread of a , , , t-,

-^
,

N S
absolution. ihe sect was
distinguished by enthusiasm,

by actual poverty, by popular origin

and intellectual power, and succeeded in

securing a large number of adherents
by preaching, reading of the Scriptures,

devotional exercises and confession, and
even the celebration of the Communion

;

it was soon disseminated throughout
Italy, Spain, and Germany. It based its

teaching upon the New Testament and
upon certain sections from the patristic

writings in a translation composed by
Waldus, the text of which contained
interpolations directed against the Church

;

the Pharisees, for instance, being described
with allusions which could refer only to
the Catholic clergy. As the sect laid

especial claim to priestly powers, the
papacy was deceived by the hope that it

might become an ecclesiastical order of
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monks. It was excommunicated in 1184,

and missions were sent out to oppose its

seductive teaching.

The Manichaean sect of the Albigenses,

which about the same time spread over

the whole of Southern France, possessed

a powerful protector in Count Raimond
of Toulouse ; he was a knight fond of

outward show, ruling over fifty towns and
one hundred vassals. Peter of Castelnau,

one of the legates of Innocent III., was
murdered in January, 1208, by a feudal

vassal of the count ; in consequence the

passionate and energetic Pope threatened

Raimond and his territory with an inter-

dict. A crusade was preached against the

Albigenses, in which Count Raimond was
forced to take part to avert the threatened

punishment of the Church. Ambition, greed,

. and the hereditary hatred

lUa uc A ainst
°^ *^^ half-Teutonic North

eaguc gains
Frenchman, which had

Southern France j j . 1 r j. j.

never died out, brought to-

gether a large number of knights for the

expedition against the Romance inhabitants

of Southern France, under the banner of

Simon, Count of Montfort, whose family
belonged to Hainault. Philip Augustus
himself sent troops, but his suspicion^ of
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Rome prevented him from taking any
official part in the war of extermination.
Montfort had more than 50,000 at his

disposal, and the strongholds of the
heretical nobles fell into his hands one after

another. Toulouse itself was threatened
with devastation, as the count hesitated

to surrender the heretics of his capital.

A wave of fierce, determined indig-

nation passed over the Church ; Inno-
cent would have been glad to save the
count, but dared not exert his influence

against the resolute Montfort and his

vigorous followers. Raimond lost his

territory in 1213. It was taken over by
Montfort as a papal fief, and the next
Count Raimond was left in possession only
of a narrow stretch of country. After

Montfort's death, in 1218, his son Amaury
resigned his claims to Louis VIII. in 1226, as

he found his position difficult to maintain.

Raimond succeeded in saving onl}' the

„ ^ smaller portion of his father's

^ .,
^

r inheritance, notwithstanding
Territory of , • • • , n^-i

, _ his vigorous resistance, ihe
**** * county was united with the

French crown in 1271, after the death of

Alphonse of Poitiers, a brother of Louis

IX., who had married Joanna, the daughter
of Raimond. Thus the crown territory of

the Capets extended from the River Seine

to the shores of the Mediterranean Sea.

The careful calculations of Philip
Augustus had proved correct ; in the expec-
tation that this valuable territory must
eventually fall to himself or his dynasty,
he left responsibility for the heretic war
to the Church, and secured the spoils

r t r- r for himsclf. The remainder of
French Fiefs ,i_ t- i- i_

- . the English possessions m
r I- u V France except Bordeaux and
English King ^ ^

, ,

Gascony were conquered by
Louis VIII. (1223-1226). Louis IX., who
was anxious to secure a permanent peace,

and was tired of the hazardous game of war,
gave back the districts of Limoges, Saint

-

onge, Agen, and Quercy as fiefs to the
English king, Henry III., though he re-

tained the majority of the former English

possessions, Normandy, Brittany, Anjou,
Poitou, Maine, and Touraine. Eventu-
ally Philip the Fair, in a war with England,
in which he was supported by the Scotch,

recovered almost the whole of the ceded
territory in 1297. A federation of England
with the Flemings and the Empire was
formed by King Edward I. of England, on
the model of the arrangements of 12 14
and of the scheme which had been ar-

ranged in 1278 with Rudolf of Hapsburg
;

this, however, collapsed owing to the care-

lessness of the German king, Adolf of

Nassau, in 1297. Phihp the Fair, however,
suffered a fearful defeat in his struggle

PHILIP AUGUSTUS ASKING THE BLESSING OF GOD UPON HIS TROOPS
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against the democratic citizens of Bruges
and Ypres in the " battle of Spurs,"

at Courtrai. He owed it rather to his

diplomacy than to his victory of August
i8th, 1304, at Mons-en-Pevele that he
was able to secure the Peace of Athis-sur-

Orget in June, 1305, with Count Robert
of Bethune, the successor of Guy of Dam-
„ pierre ; under this arrangement
°^

,
* he retained Lille. Douai, and

Capets wcr2 ,^ .^, , t-i

yj t, J Bethune as guarantees. Ine
royal demesnes in France proper

had previously been extended, during

the reign of Philip III., by the additioi;

of the counties of Valois and Auvergne, in

return for which the Venaissin was ceded
to the pai)acy in 1271. The attempt
of this warlike ruler to recover Sicily for

his family by a war with Aragon in 1285
remained fruitless ; his uncle, Charles

of Anjou, had been expelled from the

island by the " Sicilian Vespers " in 1282.

Unfortunately, the Capets weakened their

great and consolidated crown demesnes
by cutting off appanages for the younger
princes, of whom there were eight during
the second half of the thirteenth century.

They allowed the occupants of these

appanages to carry on an independent
foreign policy, and consequently to in-

volve the crown in wars with other states.

The Capets avoided the mistake which
the last Carolingians had made in con-
tinually seeking quarrels to their own
disadvantage with the more powerful Ger-
man Empire ; they were indeed sufficiently

occupied at home with refractory vassals

and other neighbouring powers, and aimed
rather at alliance than at hostility with
the wearers of the imperial crown. In
diplomatic relations we find the French
kings figuring as the subordinate or
secondary party until the downfall of

the imperial power, after the time of

the Hohenstauffen, provided them with
an opportunity for wresting fragments
from the neighbouring empire. Robert I.

p
and Henry I., the two im-

Proposals that
"^^^i^^^ successors of Hugh

Failed
Capet, maintained friendly

relations with Germany.
Robert, in conjunction with the Emperor
Henry II. and Pope Benedict VIIL, pro-
posed a union for universal peace, the
prototype of the modem Triple Alliance.
The two secular rulers met at Ivois on the
Chiers, in August, 1023. The German
supremacy over Lorraine was recognised
afresh on the side of the French, but the
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peace proposals came to nothing, as the

Emperor and the Pope died in the following

year. The acquisition of Burgundy, after

the death of the childless King Rudolf III.,

in 1032, was facilitated for the German
Emperor Conrad II. (1033-1034) by the

French Henry I. ; both rulers had a
common enemy in Odo of Champagne,
who attempted to extort from Henry
the recognition of his own hereditary right,

and to secure his claims upon Burgundy
against Conrad by force of arms. These
good relations remained unimpaired even
with the emperor Henry III., whose con-

sort, Agnes, belonged to the house of

Aquitaine ; for the Duke of Aquitaine,

William, was also one of Odo's enemies.

Dissension threatened to break out when
Godfrey II., or the Bearded, sought the

protection of the French king after his

rights in Lower Lorraine had been infringed

by Henry III. ; but the difficulty was
averted by the imprisonment of the

Lorraine claimant in the Giebichenstein
at Halle, on the Saale, in 1045.
The French kings were clever enough

to avoid interference in the long quarrel

of Henry IV. with the Popes. On the other

The Political
^^"^-

t^^
support given by

_,
J.

. Louis VI. to Pope Calixtus 11.

r 1. tr- against Henry V. nearly led to
French Kings ^ ,

-' ^
a rupture between the two

kingdoms. However, the fidelity to their

king of the French vassals, especially of

Thibaut of Blois, the growing strength of

nationality, and the increasing opposition

to Germany, so intimidated the despotic

emperor that he refrained from hostilities

in 1 124. In general the efforts of the
French kings to avoid interference in the
continual struggles for supremacy between
the emperors and the Popes show great

poHtical tact, as they thus avoided
strengthening either one or the other power.
Such was the policy followed by Philip

Augustus when excommunicated by Pope
Innocent III. in January, 1200, for

the reason that he declined to sacrifice

his mistress Agnes of Meran, to his

second wife, Ingeborg of Denmark, who
had been legally divorced ; he refrained
from interference, though this ambitious
Pope was then at war first with Philip of

Swabia and then with Otto IV. The war
was brought about solely by the family
relationship of the Guelf Otto with the
royal house of England ; it ended with
the victory of the French at Bouvines.
St. Louis also supported the passionate
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T .

*

f. . Hn!v T and Louis IX fought valiantly against the infidels, but the Crusaders were over-

J;^lltelbv^ti^^eue.rv;°and\h"e°^^re';rh^
From Ihe paimina by Cabanel in the Pamhcon
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whelmed by the enemy,
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opposition of Pope Innocent IV. to the

Hohcnstauffen Frederic II. only so far as

to offer his mediation, and to secure some
assistance for his policy from the Council

of Lyons, which excommunicated Frederic

in 1245.
Philip the Fair was the first ruler who

attempted to secure the advantage of

France at the expense of the

r,°\. ..Germans. Like King Albert I.,

gjjj^^^"'"''" who then refused recognition
ernes

^^ Rome, Philip was an
opponent of Pope Boniface VIII. ; and
though during the lifetime of Adolf of

Nassau he had joined the Hai:>sburg side,

he met the German king in December,

1299, in the Val de I'One, near Toul, to

conclude a marriage between his sister

Blanche and Albert's son Rudolf, who was
to inherit Austria. The German king was
anxious to secure the imperial succession to

his firstborn son, and Philip the Fair was
therefore brought into close and profitable

relations with Germany.
Philip also maintained a show of good

relations with the successor of Albert,

Henry VII., after the hopes of his brother

Charles of Valois had come to nothing.

The Luxembourg ruler, who was half a

Frenchman, was anxious to find some sup-

port against the Hapsburgs, that he might
accomplish his coronation journey to Rome
undisturbed ; he therefore offered, in 13 10,

to receive from Prince Philip V. homage
for the palatine county of Burgundy,
which had been already taken by France,
though he did not renounce his claim to

the town of Lyons, which belonged equally

to the empire and had been occupied
by French troops.

.
None the less Philip

secretly attempted to disturb Henry's
plans in Ital}' through his relation Robert
of Naples and the Guel. adherents of Pope
Clement V., who was entirely dependent
upon him, and practically a prisoner in

Avignon. In the case of the Crusades the
Capets adopted a waiting attitude, as

, . they had done in their relations
Leaders -,{_ .1 /- t- •

in the First
^^' German Lmpne,

Crusade although .three French rulers

participated in these world-
stirring events. The Crusades were
instigated primarily by French or semi-
French chivalry, but certainly not by
French kings. Such names as Godfrey
of Bouillon and his brother Baldwin,
the Norman Boemund II. of Tarentum,
Hugo of Vermandois, Stephen of Blois
the elder, Robert of Normandy, are
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conspicuous among the leaders of the

First Crusade. King Philip I. at that

time refrained from participation (1094-

1096), as his unlawful marriage of 1092
had brought him a new sentence of

excommunication. The credit of the

enthusiasm which inspired this and the

two following Crusades belongs to the

papacy. It was by the personal inter-

vention of Pope Urban II., at the Council

of Claremont in the late autumn of 1095,

that the Crusade was organised.

The French monarchy took but a
secondary part in the Second Crusade, of

1147, as in the first. Eugenius III.,

through the mouth of the ecclesiastic

Bernard of Clairvaux, induced two of

the most powerful princes of Lurope,
the Emperor Conrad III. and King
Louis VII., to undertake a joint expedi-

tion to the Holy Land. Conrad was
reluctant and hesitated ; but Louis was
anxious to relieve his burdened conscience.

In a quarrel with one of his bishops,

imposed upon him by the Pope and
his protector Thibaut of Champagne, Louis

had burned 1,000 men in the church
at Vitry, that is to say, in sanctuary.

-, . Affairs in the Holy Land were

^J^^l^ f ^ highly critical. Edessa had
Without r n • J T 1_ .. . fallen m 1144, and erusalem
Enthusiasm ,, , ^^J ,, •'

,,
was threatened. Moreover, the

enthusiasm for this high cause was be-

'

ginning to fade. The descriptions given

by returning Crusaders of their dangers
and privations could not but discourage

others and shatter their dreams of the

enchantment of the East. When King Louis
himself had taken the Cross he begged m
vain the Abbot Bernard to inflame the

masses with his powerful oratory.

In the meanwhile, however, various noble
and ignoble motives brought many thou-

sands together from France alone. As in

the First Crusade, the difficulty of feeding

and disciplining so large a number was the
main cause of the enormous losses. In
Nicgea, Louis, with his ill-disciplined army,
met the haughty and much weakened
German Emperor, Conrad III., who was
regarded with suspicion by Byzantium.
Conrad, however, fell ill, and soon returned
as an uninvited guest to Constantinople,
with the greater part of his remaining
troops ; the others were deserted by the

French and put to the sword by the Seljuks.

Instead of conquering Edessa, Louis
hastened to Jerusalem to do penance.
There he met Conrad in April, 1148, who
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had been ordered to return to Byzantium,
and the -two kings resolved to march upon
Damascus. Strengthened by North German
and Enghsh pilgrims, their army numbered
some 50,000 men. However, when the
siege of the great town proved fruitless,

Conrad returned home in September, 1148,
and Louis in the spring of 1149.
The Third Crusade, of 1189-1192, which

brought the rulers of England, Germany,
and France into the Holy Land, and
ended the life of the Emperor Frederic L,

was the work of Pope Clement IH. He
had reconciled the quarrel between Richard
Lionheart and Philip H. Augustus, and
induced the Hohenstauffen, who were
again on good terms with the papacy, to

export and import trade to the rising

commercial powers of his country. This
dream, which reminds us of the projects
of Bonaparte in 1798, soon vanished.
Notwithstanding the resistance of the

Mamelukes and their " Greek fire." Louis
captured Damietta in 1249, but was cut off

from his army and taken prisoner in the
Nile delta on the retreat from el-Mansura.
He and some of his nobles were able to
buy their freedom for the enormous sum
of one million besants (.S2,000,000) ; the
common people were forced to choose
between apostasy and death. Louis
spent four years in Syria, calculating upon
divisions among the Mohammedans and
reinforcements from Europe. At length

PHILIP AUGUSTUS BEARING THE BODY

make the Crusade. The diplomacy of the

French king on this occasion has been

already examined.
Zeal for Christianity may have been the

motive actuating St. Louis IX. when he

undertook the Sixth Crusade, in 1248, at

the head of numerous nobles and their

retainers. He spent the winter of 1248-

1249 in Cyprus in uncertainty concerning

the object of his expedition, and was induced

by an embassy of Christian Mongols to

make his adventurous attempt upon Egypt.

He immediately considered the possibility

of founding a French empire upon the ruins

of the local Ayubite government, of con-

quering Syria from this base, and so of

securing for the dangerous feudal nobility

of France a new sphere for ambition and

enterprise, and opening a new area for

OF HIS FATHER LOUIS, VII., TO BURIAL

he returned home with a few faithfu) fol-

lowers. The flower of the nobility had
perished in this wearisome adventure. Pre-

viously the enthusiasm for the Crusade had

fallen so low that Louis had caused crosses

to be sewn upon the coats of his vassals to

pledge their participation in the Crusade

by this deceit ; desire to see the wonders

of the East now disappeared entirely.

Once more, in 1270, Louis undertook the

Crusade known as the Seventh. Its object,

the conversion of the Emir of Tunis, may
have attracted him no less than the

thought of extending the South Italian

kingdom of his brother, Charles of Anjou,

to African soil. After spending some

weeks in Africa, with little or no fighting,

Louis, like many of his near relatives, fell

a victim to the climate on August 25th.
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THE LAST OF THE OLD CAPETS
AND THE CAPTURE OF THE PAPACY

pHARLES THE GREAT had organised^ the ecclesiastical affairs of his wide
realm in an autocratic spirit, and had
made laws as he pleased ; he had also been
su])reme over the papacy and the Church.

After his death the weakness of the later

Carolingians had benefited the
c orge

episcopal power in France, and
Decretals of , ', , u i j .i. j.

. p had also enabled the papacy to
apacy

c;^rg,-,g^j^gj^ j^g position. By
means of the forged decretals the attempt

was made to reduce the independent
bishoj)s to feudal subservience. The
bishops, however, retained their independ-
ence, and, with the abbots, continued to

be elected by the free choice of the clergy.

From the outset the Capets had at-

tempted, with the help of the bishops, to

sever their ecclesiastical connection with
Rome, and for this purpose they had found
powerful allies in Arnulf of Orleans and the
5ynod of 991. The kings, however, had to

defend the justice of their actions against
both the ecclesiastical and the secular
nobility, hence any permanent co-opera-
tion on the part of the episcopate and the
temporal power was out of the question. At
the same time the Cluniac reform, which
speedily dominated the French clergy,

paved the way for the papal claims to

supremacy, both in ecclesiastical and
secular affairs. Of the two swords which
then symbolised the spiritual and temporal
powers, the one might be given to the king
by the head of the Church only as a fief,

and under the condition of complete obedi-
ence. Until the second half of the eleventh
century the episcopate remained no less

_ . . independent than the crown

P . . . m matters of domestic policy,

the Church ^''^," ^^^°^gh, ^^^^e were of an
ecclesiastical nature. As in the

times of Charles Martel, the princes appro-
priated the property of the Church, while
domestic disturbances and the struggles
with the Northmen constantly forced the
abbeys and monasteries to place them-
selves under the protection of the king.
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It was Gregory VII. who first enabled
the papal power to rise in France, as in

Germany, at the expense of the secular

power. This Pope governed the French
Church through his legates, and secured
the right of appointing bishops and abbots.

He opposed the usurpation of Church pro-

perty by the princes. The French mon-
archy was unable to make head against

the refractory nobles, and the monarchs
were in general too weak to oppose their

energetic adversary with any success.

After Gregory's death the papacy attained
further power, notwithstanding the pre-

carious character of its success, owing to

the great Crusading movement, which
derived its origin and its stimulus from
Rome. King Philip I. of France was at

that time obliged to yield to Rome on the
question of his marriage in order to avert
the papal interdict. His successor was
thrown upon the side of the Pope through

^ p , his marriage connections and
e op®

^ owing to the general feeling in

„ . favour of Rome manifested bv
Jr roccssioA *^

his clergy in the investiture

quarrel, in which the Pope opposed the
appointment of clergy by secular rulers.

At the Council of Troyes, held in the pre-

sence of Pope Paschal II., a resolution was
passed that every layman who conferred
investiture upon a priest should be subject
to deprivation no less than the recipient.

The journey of the Pope to Troyes was
almost a triumphal procession, and in the
monastery of Cluny he was received like

an ambassador from heaven.
Meanwhile the royal power increased,

and as the disappointments of the Crusades
diminished the prestige of the Pope and
the Church, the rulers even of France
were able to contemplate the possibility

of recovering their old independence in

ecclesiastical affairs. In this struggle
Philip Augustus proved an energetic
pioneer. He had submitted to Pope
Innocent III. on the question of his

marriage, as his realm was laid under an
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interdict ; he had enjoyed the alliance of

the papacy for a time in the course of his

policy against England. At the same time
he was careful to see that bishops and
abbots performed their feudal obligations,

that the rights of patronage held by the
laity over ecclesiastical foundations re-

mained unimpaired, and that the courts-

Christian never encroached upon secular

jurisdiction. On his reconquest of the
English possessions he secured a legal

definition of the rights of the feudal lords

as against the Church, and insisted upon
their observance by the clergy. Upon
property which passed to the Church by
purchase or presentation he levied a

mortmain tax, to compensate for the loss

of reliefs and wardships which ensued
when property passed into the hands
of a deathless tenant ; he also exacted a

tax—in lieu of the jus spoliorum—from
benefices that fell vacant, and maintained
all the other rights of the temporal power,

or sold them at a high price.

The ecclesiastical policy of Louis IX. was
penetrated entirely by his own ideas.

Under his protection was formed an
alliance of French nobles hostile to the

i:. t. VT I. Church, led by the Duke of
French Nobles

g^^ ^y and the Counts of
versus t) -rl i a i^
it. r^u t Brittany and Angouleme.
the Church ^, s i ^ u jThese feudatories revolted

against the aggressions of the ecclesiastical

courts in secular affairs, and also against the

demands to which France, under various

pretexts, was subjected by the papacy
in 1246. Their argument was that the

French nobility had been impoverished by
the acts of the clergy, and that the Church
should therefore return to its original

condition of poverty and purity. Excom-
munication and interdict were to be

respected only with the consent of the chief

of the alliance. Here we may trace the after-

effects of the teaching of the Waldenses.

These menacing resolves against Rome
were passed at a moment when Pope
Innocent IV. was staying on the

frontier in Lyons, which was then part

of the empire, and at a time, moreover,

when this Pope had secured the zealous

support of the French clergy against the

Emperor Frederic II. in the council of

1245. Louis himself did his best to pre-

vent the extortions to which Innocent

subjected the French clergy in his efforts

to provide resources for the struggle against

the Hohenstauffen. From the very outset

of his reign he was a zealous chamiiion of

The Pope's

Power
Curtailed

the independence of the French Church.
In an ordinance of 1229 he had established
the liberties et immunities of the Church,
and had thus raised a barrier against the
ecclesiastical and financial encroachments
of Rome ; ten years later he subjected the
clergy to the jurisidiction of the state

courts in civil cases, and limited the power
of excommunication, which was
one of the Pope's chief

weapons ; at the same time he
regulated the process of election

to prelacies and their transference within
the French Church, and jjrohibited arbi-

trary exactions on the i)art of Rome.
The so-called " Sanction Pragmatique ' of

1268, which was long regarded as the

foundation stone of the later national

Gallic Church, is a forgery of the fifteenth

century, and does not concern us.

Though long deferred by both parties,

the struggle between the Curia and the

French monarchy became inevitable upon
the accession of Philip the Fair, an auto-

cratic and at the same time diplomatic

ruler ; at that moment Pope Boniface

VIII. (1294-1303) revived the claims

which Gregory VII. and Innocent III. had
asserted. Boniface had entered Rome
with great splendour on January 25th,

1295, and had then been crowned, after

obliging his predecessor, Celestine V., to

abdicate. This interloper had retained

his position from July 5th to December
13th, 1294, and was kept in prison by
Boniface till his death, on IMay 19th, 1296.

Boniface added a second circle to his tiara,

as a sign that the Pope was the representa-

tive both of the ecclesiastical and of the

secular powers. He ordered the Greek

Church to ajipoint no patriarch without

his consent. In the year 1300 ho arranged

the great juliilee coleliration, which brought

many thousands of pilgrims to Rome to

lay their gifts at the feet of the apostle.

Meanwhile, however, the political horizon

had become clouded ; the crisis began with

political difficulties, in which

nT* h
Boniface attempted to act as the

Defy the
Q^g,.}^,,.,-! ^f ^-j^g princes, and was

•** accentuated by ecclesiastical

complications. The Po})e attempted to

conclude the war between Philip and

England, which had lasted since 1293, by

arranging an armistice and obliging both

kings to do penance by a pilgrimage to

the Holy Land ; a similar penance had

been appointed by Innocent III. The two

enemies declined to agree to either j)roject,
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and Philip, though a firm supporter of the

iaith of his time, proudly declared to the

papal legates the independence of his

kingdom.
Boniface forthwith issued the papal Bull

" Clcricis laicos " on February 25th, 1296, in

which he threatened with excommunica-
tion all princes who exacted taxes from the

. clergy, and any of the clergy
„°*"*

.
"

. who paid. In this way he pro-

Bonif^c P°'^^ *° ^^P"""^ *^^ English,
oni ace ^^^ especially the French,

kings of the means for carrying on war.

The prohibition was naturally disregarded

by both monarchs, and hostilities were
continued notwithstanding the armistice

imposed by the Pope, and extended until

th" y ar 1298.
Diplomacy, however, was able to secure

a reconciliation. In a quarrel between
Naples and Aragon for the possession of

Sicily, Boniface supported Philip's brother,

Charles of Valois, and also canonised

Philip's grandfather, Louis IX. A French
embassy, which was sent to Orvieto,

apparently composed all differences and
abandoned the Colonna. The war between
France and England was decided by Boni-
face in favour of Philip, who retained his

possessions by a decision of June 27th,

1298, " issued not as a judge but as a
friendly mediator "

; the two kings had
previously determined upon an armistice

until January 5th, 1300—at Vive St.

Bavon on October 9th, 1297—and only
gave the Pope an opportunity of finally

holding out the olive branch.
However, after the expiration of the

armistice Philip inspired Charles of Valois
to attack Flanders again at the beginning
of 1300, while he extended his truce with
England to November 30th, 1302. In
general he let no opportunity slip of

rousing the anger of the Pope. He appro-
priated episco])al fiefs to the crown—the
comte of Melgueil and the vicomte of

Narbonne—he supported the citizens of

Wh th
Lyons against their archbishop.

Pope was
disregarding the rights of the

_ .. , empire, and in several cases
so Patient j .i x- ioppressed the French superior
clergy and their possessions. The Colonna,
who had been deprived of their possessions

and offices by Boniface, met with a most
friendly reception from Philip ; he also made
a close alliance with King Albert I., whom
the Pope had refused to recognise, as he
was the murderer of his predecessor. We
should be inchned to wonder at the gentle
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patience of the Pope under all this irrita-

tion did we not know the extent to

which his position was endangered in

Rome itself. Boniface had incurred the

most bitter hostility of the adherents of the

fugitive Colonna, and was by no means
certain of the fidelity of the ruling Orsini.

upon whom he was dependent to an
undesirable extent ; in the college of

cardinals there was a party which disputed

the legality of his election. His opposition

to the Aragonese supremacy in Sicily

led him steadily back to France.

Philip also avoided an open breach,

although his two most famous jurists, the

chancellor Peter Flotte and the privy

councillor VVilUam of Nogaret, eagerly

advised this step. A South Frenchman,
whose father had fallen a victim to the

Inquisition, William had, though originally

a cleric, the strongest personal reasons

for opposing the supreme representative

of the Church. He was a capable professor

of jurisprudence at the University of

Montpellier, and could perform excellent

service to his king in the war of pamphlets
which now began between Rome and Paris

;

at this moment—in 1300—he was sent

»r.i ^1 . I . to the Pope by Philip with
The Cherished , • / ,• r i • l„

J.

secret mstructions, 01 which
opes o

we learn only from the latter
Pope Boniface , ,, , ,

and apparently exaggerated
reports of Nogaret. It was his business to

pacify the Pope upon the question of the

agreement with Albert I., and this agree-

ment was to promote the peace of the

Church and the welfare of the Holy Land
;

Boniface was thus to be confirmed in his

cherished hopes of a Crusade.
In the following year the Pope sent to

Paris the Bishop of Pamiers, Bernard of

Saisset, to discuss the question of this

Crusade, the affairs of Flanders, and the

interference of Philip with the French
Church. Saisset adopted a haughty
attitude, and after his return to his

bishopric he was prosecuted by the state

council at Senlis, which sat under the
presidency of Peter Flotte, and thrown
into prison. Boniface proceeded to issue

the Bulls " Salvator mundi " (Redeemer
of the world) and " Ausculta fili " (Hear,

O son). In the first he declared that all

the privileges conceded to the king were
null and void, and in the second he claimed
the supremacy over all states and princes,

even in secular affairs. At the same time
he demanded the release of his legate,

whereas Philip had insisted that this
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bishop should be deprived of all his

spiritual privileges. Boniface also sum-
moned all the French bishops to a council
at Rome on November ist, 1302, to discuss
" the reform of France and the improve-
ment of its king."

The Bull " Ausculta fill " was turned to

clever account by Philip's jurists ; they
issuedit in shortened and sterner form with
the initial words " deum time " (fear God),
but concealed the true composition, and
proceeded to burn their own falsification in

solemn conclave. At the same time Philip

summoned the three estates of the
kingdom on April 8th, 1302, forbade
his clergy to take part in the council,

deprived the disobedient of their posses-

sions, and sent a threatening embassy to

the Pope in November. On November
i8th, 1302, Boniface issued another
appeal, " Unam sanctam " (one holy
Church), in which he strongly emphasised
his claims to supremacy over all secular

rulers ; and in 1303 he sent his ultimatum
to Philip in twelve articles. The French
king returned an indefinite answer and
prepared to employ force after Nogaret,

at a council of March 12th, had accused
the Pope of the worst
crimes and heresies, and
had advised the king to

summon a general council

which should judge the Pope guilty.

Meanwhile 5s'ogaret and three of Philip's

emissaries had proceeded to Italy with

powers which were purposely unlimited,

had provided supplies of money in

Florence, and had induced Sciarra Colonna,

the Pope's deadly enemy and his armed
retainers to make an attack upon Boniface,

who was then staying in Anagni. This

attempt took place on September 7th,

1303 ; the accounts of it are very various,

and it has been exaggerated "for party

purposes, but Boniface defended the

dignity of his high office. The Pope was

a prisoner for two days, and was saved

by Nogaret from death, only that he

might be brought to France. However,

the inhabitants of Anagni liberated him
on September 9th. Boniface returned to

Rome on September i8th, but died on

October 12th, 1303, in consequence of an

old complaint and the excitement of the

previous five weeks.

His successor, Benedict XT, was Pope

for barely nine months (1303-1304), and

with difficulty maintained his ground

against Philip. The king proposed that

The " Crimes "

and " Heresies
'

of the Pope

the dead Boniface should be declared
a heretic by the sentence of a council, and
suggested as a meeting-place Lyons, which
was close to his own kingdom. He had
previously interfered with the prerogatives
of the Church by sending a committee
to examine the prisons of the Inquisition
in Southern France and liberating all

p^ , prisoners without distinction

;

jj^ ^ J
as Nogaret was a member of

on Fra c
the committee, their duties were
no doubt discharged with great

thoroughness. The new Pope opposed the
process against his predecessors and did
not summon the council ; at the same
time he removed the excommunication
which had been laid on Philip and the

royal family, and revoked the measures
of Boniface against the king and the

French clergy subject to him. However,
the participants in the attack of Anagni,
including Nogaret, were excommunicated.
The papacy became entirely dependent

upon France when the Archbishop of Bor-

deaux, Bertrand del Got, was, on June
5th, 1305, appointed Pope by Philip's

influence in return for binding promises

;

he established himself first in Lyons and
afterwards, from 1309, in Avignon, which
belonged to the Angevin dynasty of Naples.

This second successor of Boniface VUL,
who was known as Clement V., was a

clever diplomatist and intriguer, but

greatly wanting in personal energy. In

1308 he secretly opposed the nomination of

Philip's brother as king of Germany, while

in Italy he attempted to embroil Henry
VII., the newly appointed mler of Germany,
with the Neapolitan Angevin<^ ; at Philip's

orders, however, he was obliged to pro-

hibit their advance upon Rome. He also

played a double part in the process against

the order of Knights Templar, in the

guilt of which Philip hoped to involve

his confederate. This order had risen

from a very modest origin ; in 11 19 it

had been founded by eight French knights

at Jerusalem, and had now
Power and

j^i^^j „j.eat power and enor-

Y'tJ u. mous wealth; it also had
the Kn.ghts

abandoned the rule of the

order, which had been drawn up in 1128

by Bernard of Clairvaux in conjunction with

the first Grand Master, Hugh of Payens.

The strict morality cf the order was

broken down by the growth of pride and

voluptuousness and a general disobedience

towards the Grand Master, who could

decide important matters only with the
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consent of the majority of the " general probable that the noble caste within

chapter" or assembly of the brothers of the order was morally and spiritually

the order. It was necessary for the degenerate for the most part,

knights to give proof of noble birth, and The proposed process was begun as

only priests acting as lay brothers could follows. During a conference with
belong to the citizen class ; hence a Clement V. at Lyons, in November, 1305,
system of caste was introduced within Philip first proposed to proceed against

the order which destroyed its real signi- the order, promised the Pope to under-

ficance. In the struggles with the Saracens take a Crusade, and also threatened to

it had often displayed a suspicious hike- resume the process against the dead
warmness and had agreed to truces cf a Boniface ; the threat was intended to

doubtful advantage for the Christian force, and the Crusade to induce, the Pope
cause. By the fall of Jerusalem in 1187 to take aciton against the order, which
and again in 1244 the order

had been driven from its

first centre, on the site of

Solomon's former temple

—

whence the name Templar
—and after the loss of the

Holy Land the island of

Cyprus had become the

centre of the order, though
it was widely spread in

France and other countries.

In France it possessed wide
lands and influential con-

nections, which had long

aroused the envy and sus-

picion of King Philip. To
these causes were

.
added

pohtical and personal dis-

agreements.
Rightly or wrongly, the

order had gained a reputa-

tion for heresy and idolatry.

The knights were supposed
to be coquetting with
Mohammedan and sec-
tarian religious opinions

;

hence was secured the
desired pretext for attack-
ing them under the cloak

he hated. Clement actually

invited the Grand Masters
of the orders of St. John and
the Temple to come to France
for a discussion upon the

Crusade. It was not, how-
ever, until August 24th, 1307,
that he issued permission for

an ecclesiastical inquiry into

the supposed misdeeds of

the order. Philip's adviser,

Nogaret, who now also inlays

the part of advocatus diaboli,

had meanwhile secured the
evidence of former Templars,
who had either been expelled

from the order or had left it,

and handed them over to

the Inquisitor of France,
William Imbert, who was
also PhiHp's confessor, on
Ihe ground that they were
prisoners for examination.
Behind this Inquisitor, who
was an enemy of the Tem-
plars, stood the king ; ap-

p. parenth' at his instigation all

the members in France were
-- ^ . ^^J^"T. P'^fV^.^ imprisoned on October 13th,

of solicitude for the Church. a^Te/usare'.^fn^niTthe'oSrr 13^7, and their property was
In these proceedings the of Knights Templar by the early Confiscated. To rouse public
king was both prosecutor part of the fourteenth century had opinion ou behalf of the pro-
and judge. Naturally the

acquired much wealth and power-
^ggg^ Nogaret influenced the

admissions made by deserters from the clergy, the populace, the canons of Notre
order, or the confessions extorted on the Dame, and the masters of the University
rack and afterwards retracted, must of Paris in a series of meetings. On
not be taken as actual truth. Such Nogaret's advice, the king invited the
wild tales as the supposed worship of Estates General to Tours on May 5th,
the idol Baphomet—generally supposed 1308. This body then ratified the im-
to be a human head made of precious prisonment of the Templars, and declared
metal, and to govern the material them guilty and worthy of death,
world as the servant of the heavenly Under pressure from Philip, Clement,
God—the defilement of the crucifix, on May 29th, undertook to begin the
the immoral kiss of peace, etc., would ecclesiastical examination of the im-
hardly find credence, even if they were prisoned Templars in an assembly at
better attested. It is, however, highly Poitiers composed of ecclesiastical and
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secular dignitaries ; apart from the process
against the dead Pope, PhiHp was able to

put pressure upon Clement by his action

against Bishop Guichard of Troyes, who
was supposed to have killed Philip's wife,

Joanna of Navarre, by witchcraft in 1305.
The prisoners under examination, though
formally in the custody of the Church,
were actually in the hands of Philip,

as also was the administration of their

property. The examinations proceeded in

Poitiers from June 28th to July 2nd, and
in Chinon from August 17th to 20th, before

a commission consisting of three cardinals,

but also in the presence of the two royal

and wholly dependent body of supporters,

and would accentuate his subservience
to the French king. Philip, however,
repeated his menace of attacking the

memory of Boniface ; and on March
i6th, 1310, the Pope actually permitted
the opening of the process against

his predecessor. This led to no result.

Clement naturally strove to avoid any
act of dishonour to the deceased Pope,

while Philip considered the action only as

a means to secure the destruction of the

order of Tem})lars. When this object

was conceded by the Pope in the Bull

"Rex glorif" of Aj)ril 27th. 1311. Philiy

KMGHTS TEMPLAR AT LUZ, IN THE PYRENEES
jl t.K" Knights Templar, commanding a wide district of the Pyrenees.

THE CHURCfl Or Till .
. , ,. . , , „ ,» •

This was an important foitified Uuuen ol tn. KnighU Templar, commanding a wKie district of the

here shown in son.ethiLg like its ong.nal condition, but it is now greatly reduced in size, though parts ot tne oia

SatUements still remah^.^ Luz is no g?eat distance from Lourdes, of modern miracle fame, and is now a popular resort.

counsellors, Nogaret and Plasian. Clement

had been obliged to abandon the right

of inquiry to the Inquisition, which was

under Philip's influence. The admissions

of the Templars are said to have been

very damaging, especially in a hearing at

Chinon, though the Grand Master, James of

Molay, afterwards indignantly repudiated

those ascribed to him.

A special hea ing was begun by a new

commission in November, 1309, at Paris,

again in the presence of a royal official.

Clement could n >t bring himself to decide

imon the abolition of the order, which was

PhiHp's earnest desire, for the reason that

he would then deprive himself of a powerful

al)andoned his most unworthy manoeuvre.

On October i6th, 131 1, a council was

held at Vienna, which was to settle this

long-standing problem. Philip attempted

to influence the council by sunnnoning

the Estates. As a matter of fact, Clement,

out of solicitude for the welfare of Christ-

endom, dissolved the order by a l^ull of

March 22nd, 1312, which was solemnly

announced to the council on April 3rd.

During this announcement Philij) sat at his

right hand. On May 2nd the valuable

property of the dissolved order was trans-

ferred to the Hospitallers, though Philiji

retained a considerable portion for himself.

In the sequel the Grand Master, James of
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Molay, and the provincial head, Guy of

Normandy, were burnt at Paris on March
nth, 1314, after fifty-four members of the

order had suffered a similar death on May
I2th, 1310, because they had recanted the

admissions extorted under torture. At
the time of its prosperity, about 1260, this

great order is said to have numbered some
sixteen to twenty thousand

The Fall
rnembers ; these w'ere now im-

T ^^^i
i)risoned, or perished in misery,

Templars
^^^j^ refuge in monasteries, or

joined the Hospitallers. Their stately

palace near Paris, the Temple, in which

they had long been imprisoned, and from

which, 480 years later, a French king was

to make his last earthly progress, re-

mained in the royal possession.

A lifelong friendship bound Clement

the more closely to Philip, until their

almost simultaneous deaths came upon
them in the

prime of life

;

Clement died on
April 20th, 1314.

and Philip on
November 29th,

at the age of

forty-six. Four-

teen 3'ears later

the male line c

the true Capets
was extinct.

The Capets
found the French
state diminished
in extent and far

'\k\

"^^s**^

general disruption of the Italian states

and city republics permitted the exercise

of any general influence. He was able

to interfere to the advantage of France
in the factions of the German Empire.

His monarchy, however, lacked that

fundamental basis of every monarchical
state—a standing army. In times of war
he was invariably forced to rely upon
the goodwill of the feudal lords, who had
not yet been definitely crushed. He had
provided for his state a uniform system
of law and of finance ; he had made the

right of coinage a royal monopoly, and
misused it in times of need by debasing the

currency ; he had modelled the Estates
General until they formed a power subor-
dinate to his will. The bureaucracy was
entirely at his disposal, the nobility,

clergy, and citizens offered a ready obedi-
ence, and even the refractory towns of

, . Flanders eventu-
ally agreed to an
arrangement in

Philip's favour.

He had crushed
a 1 1 divergence
from the faith

with merciless

severity, and had
even begun a
j^^eneral persecu-

tion of the Jews
to replenish his

impoverished
treasury. Yet,

in spite of thisMEDIEVAL PALACE OF THE TEMPLARS
1

• The Temple at Paris was one of the finest buildings belongringr to %. , fweaker m power the order, in revolutionary Paris its prison had an evil fame, and display Ot pOWCr,
than under the ^^^ ^'^^ °^ '*• '^ commemorated in the present Place dn Temple. Uje want of an
Carolingian domination. They began their

work where the ancestors of Charles the
Great had begun, and the objects of
Charles were attained by Philip IV., though
to a more restricted extent and in the face
of a more vigorous opposition. The feudal
nobility had been crushed, and the great
fiefs were either in his immediate possession
or were united to his power and subjected
to his will by marriage connections and
diplomatic arrangements. The Church was
even more subordinate to him than to
Charles the Great, and the spiritual in-

fluence which the Church had been able
to exert, under Charles, upon all political

matters of ecclesiastical importance had
now been overthrown by the clever and
worldly wise jurist. In Italy Philip ruled
by means of the papal party and his
Neapolitan connections, so far as the

S786

army under his own control deprived him
of the strongest guarantee for an absolute

monarchy. This deficiency was the more
dangerous, as the power of England, with
one foot firmly planted in France,
threatened the frontiers of his empire.
At the same time, the means by which

he secured his political ends were not
merely those of force, as in

the case of Charles the Great,

but were also immoral and
treacherous. He shrank from

nothing, especially if financial embarrass-
ments were in question. The responsibility

of his crimes most often fell upon his

advisers, though it must not be forgotten
that shortly before his death he pointed to

himself " as the cause of his evil counsel
"

(ipsemet causa mali consilii sui). During
his persecution of the Jews he not only

Crimes
of

Philip IV
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confiscated the possessions of the
imprisoned capitaHsts, but also forced
their debtors to pay what was owing. His
disgraceful prosecution of the Templar
order was primarily inspired by his pecu-
niary embarrassments. He was continu-
ally attempting surprises and deceptions

;

witness his constant depreciation of the

p
coinage and consequent repudia-

p. '
I**

^* * tion of the state debt, or the

th P liquidation of the war indemnity
of Flanders, which he raised to

the highest possible figure with the help

of his accomplice, Nogaret. Combining
treachery and despotism, though a strict

adherent of the faith of his age, he had
shown himself not only a second Pilate to

the papacy and the Church, as the Ghibel-

line Dante named him, but also a second
Herod. The papacy never recovered from
the period of its " Babylonish captivity

"

until long after its return to

the shores of the Tiber, far

from the kingdom of France.

In consequence, the French
kings and the rights of the

Galilean Church always en-

joyed special consideration,

however strict the authority

at Rome, and the despotism

of Louis XIV. was no less a

burden upon the Church, four

centuries later, than the ab-

solutism of Philip IV.

The inheritance of Philip

IV. was subject to the in-

fluence of a no less malignant

fate than the empire of

Charles the Great. His suc-

cessors were weak men who ruled but a

short time, and were incapable of offer-

ing efiective opposition to the process

of dissolution. The three sons of Philip

the Fair reigned less than fourteen years

together ; they were all consecrated by

one and the same Archbishop of Rheims.

Immediately upon his father's death the

eldest son, Louis X. (1314-1316), was

forced to begin the stmggle with the re-

fractory nobles. The federation of nobles

demanded that the encroachments of the

royal jurisdiction should be abolished,

that military service should not be de-

manded for foreign expeditions, and in

general that their old privileges should be

restored. Their chief demand was for the

prosecution of several unjwpular coun-

sellors of the late king. Enguerrand de

Marigny in particular paid heavily for his

THE LAST OF THh _ ^^

The line of the old Caputs came
to an end with Charles IV., who,
during his brief reign of six years,

from i:i22 till 1328, was involved in

many difficulties of foreign policy.

fidelity to Philip. He was hanged as a
sorcerer, since he appealed to the orders
of his former master when called upon to

account for his conduct of office.

A fact of especial importance tor the
continuance of the dynasty and the unity of

the constitution was a law passed under
Philip V. (1316-1322), which was published
on January igth, 1317, proclaiming the
incapability of the female line to inherit

the crown ; this was done to exclude the
claims of Jeanne, the daughter of the

prematurely deceased Louis X. Thus
individuals were sacrificed to constitutional

rights in the interests of political unity.

This law, which was confirmed by the

Pope, provided an excuse and an occasion

for the outbreak of the Hundred Years'

War with England; but in the factions and
succession disputes of the following ages

it remained the one firm point amid the

political confusion. Its natural

consequence was to secure the

reversion of territories to the

state and the ruling family.

Philij) V. pursued upon the

whole the domestic policy of

his far-sighted father. Against

the nobility, who were striving

to secure their old position,

he raised the bulwark of a
strong citizen class, of the

parliament, and the legal pro-

fession ; he excluded the

clergy from the highest court

of justice. He also turned

for support to the growing
class: of poor freemen, formed
of those who had bought

their freedom from serfdom and slavery.

However, he never attained the un-

limited absolutism of his father. Still less

was this the case with his younger brother

Charles IV., who was constantly involved

in difficulties of foreign policy during a

reign of barely six years (1322-1328). He
interfered in the affairs and factions of

Flanders and England ; in 1314

he even aimed at the crown of

the empire, uniting with the

Hapsburg party against the

Wittelsbach Lewis of Bavaria, and he

secured adherents among the German
electors by bribery.

With Charles, the line of the old Capets

closed. The principle of inheritance by and

through males onlv transferred the crown

to Philip of Valois, nephew of Phihp IV.

and first cousin to the three last kings.

37«7
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WESTERN
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DEVELOPMENT
OF THE
NATIONS:

FRANCE IV

EVOLUTION OF MEDI/EVAL FRANCE
THE ORGANISATION OF THE CAPET KINGDOM
IN France the task of unifying a judicial
' system under secular law was hampered
not only by the special jurisdiction belong-
ing to the feudal lords, but also by the

existence of provincial codes, which were
by no means identical ; of these the codes

of the Isle de France, Beauvais, and Anjou
were published in the time of St. Louis,

or Louis IX., the others not until the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The
task of unification was greatly advanced
by St. Louis (1226-1270). His grand-

father, Philip Augustus (1180-1223), had
already attempted to make the king's

court a kind of tribunal of appeal, and to

throw the jurisdiction of the territorial

lords into a secondary position. His

government, however, was so full of dis-

turbance and internal dissension that he
found it impossible to complete the task

he had begun.
Under Louis IX. a system of constitu-

tional law grew up, patched up from Old
Testament theories and
reminiscences of the legisla-

Frcnch Law
Founded on the

Old Testament
tion of Roman Caesars ; this

was enforced in the parlia-

ment of Paris. This supreme court of jus-

tice consisted of fractions of the old Privy

Council (" Grand Conseil " ) and of the royal

exchequer ; hence ecclesiastics and secular

nobles were accustomed to sit side by side

with the court officials. They, however,

were ignorant of the law, and had no inclina-

tion to undertake a study absorbing a large

amount of time ; Louis was therefore obliged

to add professional lawyers ("maitres")

to the hereditary members. The duty of

these experts was that of investigation and

report—hence they are called " membres
rapporteurs," while the responsibility of

decision remained with the " membres
jugeurs." Thus the question of fact and

responsibility was separated from the legal

process, as it is in modern jury systems.

An appeal could be made to the jiarlia-

ment from the courts of the feudatories,

the communes, and crown officials ;
all

241

was
Administered

feudal disputes were brought before the
parliament for settlement. These deci-

sions extinguished the custom of trial

by ordeal or by battle, which still sur-

vived in other countries. The procedure
of a sitting was similar to that of the

„ , ,. present day : there was theHow Justice t,
• r • 1 iV 1hearmg of evidence, the ad-

ministration of oaths, docu-

mentary evidence, written as

well as oral procedure. Apart from the

precedents which the court itself had
created, the influence of Roman law was
paramount. The written judgment of this

court formed a precedent for future cases

and thus gained the power of law.

At the same time there grew up a legal

class, dependent only on the king—the

later " noblesse de robe"—which gradually

made its way into the highest offices of

state, and limited the privileges of the

clergy. The ecclesiastical courts were

thereby restricted, as were the feudal

courts, since appeals could be made from
ecclesiastical courts to the parliament, and

in the last resort' to the king himself.

Louis presided in person over judicial

hearings, received complaints, and secured

the conscientiousness and incorruptibility

of his judges. Important criminal cases

were reserved for his special decision, as

also were all questions of honour, after

appeal had been made to one of the four

chief justices of the government.

Roman law, which had formed a basis

both for substantive law and for the law

of jirocedure, was taught in the scliools of

Paris, Montpellier, and Orleans. The
University of Paris received a

A Period of
constitution of its own. giving

Educational
.^ j^pntrol over the students and

Expansion
^-^^ craftsmen connected with

the schools; stipends (" bourses") were

given, a fixed curriculum was formed, and a

number of colleges sprang up. The name
" universite" did not then imply, as it does

to-day. an educational institution, dis-

tinguished from other schools, but rather
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a corporation of students and teachers.

Every school elected its own rectors. In

accordance with the educational and reli-

gious views of the time, philosophy took the

first place among all studies ; it was espe-

cially cultivated in the Sorbonne, founded
by Robert de Sorbon, the chaplain of

Louis IX., and also in the schools of Tou-

. louse ; it was also naturally

h V * *
h*

'"^presented in other provincial
c renc

universities, each of these
Universities i -^ t.-havmg its own organisation,

with no special tie or connection. Next
to the theological faculty came the

faculty of arts, corresponding with the

modern " faculte de lettres "; the legal and
medical faculties rose to independence only

by degrees. Students were organised by
"nations"—that is to say, according to

their geographical origin—and for the most
part lived in hostels which were under the

jurisdiction of the university.

The discipline of the students, who
were partly of mature years, was very

loose. They changed their schools nearly

as often as their curriculum. The highest

title that the university could confer was
that of doctor ; of less importance were
the degrees of licentiate and master,

the least important of all being that

of bachelor. In schools which were not

of university rank the teaching was
chiefly in the hands of the ecclesiastical

orders ; the Dominicans were distinguished

as theological and philosophical teachers,

while learned Benedictines undertook the

guidance of the younger students. The
education of the lower orders and of woman
was generally neglected, except in so far

as it was undertaken by the regular clergy.

Administration and public order, like

law, justice, and higher education, were
improved by Louis IX., as they had been
by his grandfather. Over the " baillis " and
' senechaux " appointed by Philip II.— the
provosts formed the lowest official rank

—

Louis placed the inspector class of "en-
_ . . queteuis"; and he issued the
es TIC ions

g^i-Q^gggj- regulations to pre-
jj**"* vent misuse of official power

"*^
in the Ordonnance of 1254. As

the position of the royal officials had been
thus raised, the smaller nobility aspired to

that profession. In consequence, the
lower stages of the feudal system were
subjected to a disintegrating influence,

which wks increased by the prohibition, or
by the limitation when prohibition was
impossible, of the private feuds, duels,

3790

and tournaments which were a vital point

of the system. A feud could not be
brought to the arbitrament of the sword
before forty days from its announcement
in order that the threatened person might
have time to appeal to the king's court.

Louis IX. thus actually effected those aims
which the clergy had proposed in their
" truce of God."
Owing to the undeveloped economic

condition of the country, the royal income
consisted chiefly of the produce of crown
properties, which were administered by
officials styled the " bouteiller " and the
" chambellan." The first direct tax, apart
from the "taille" and the capitation or

poll-tax on the non-free, was proposed by
Philip II. upon those who declined to take
part in the Crusade of ii8g. This tax
amounted to 10 per cent, of each man's
income or personal property, and was
payable every year ; as the Crusade was
directed against the Sultan Saladin, the tax
gained the name of '' dime saladine," or
Saladin tithe. Apart from this exception,

the taxes of that age were chiefly indirect

and payable in kind ; it was not until the
time of Philip the Fair that

^r^.^^. a tax was imposed upon crown
of Civic , ± £. j. j.

p . property, at first i per cent.
rospen y ^^^ then 2 per cent. As

the king's needs increased, the system
of direct taxation became extended, and,

with the growth of commercialism, pay-
ment in kind was naturally replaced by a
payment in money.
As constitutionalism overpowered its

most dangerous opponent, feudalism, so

the prosperity of the towns inevitably

increased and civic life developed. Of
the French towns of the Middle Ages
only a few can be connected with the one
hundred and twelve civitates of Roman
Gaul. Most of these latter had not sur-

vived the confusion of the barbarian
migrations, but had been deserted or had
dwindled away till they became mere
"castra," fortified camps, of which the

Romans had a great number in Gaul, as

in all other provinces. It was only in the

south that the Roman t«wn system con-

tinued. Upon the remnants of the

civitates, which were under the rule of the

bishop, " villae," or townships, were often

grafted, especially in the agricultural north
of Gaul. The origin of the new towns
is a. matter of conjecture and cannot be
determined with certainty. Their centre

in every case was the castle of the feudal
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lord, or the seat of an abbot, round which
gathered the settlements of the freemen,
which were then enclosed with a wall.

The Latin names for these new towns
vary in the documents, in which they are

mentioned as " burgus," or fortified town
;

" oppidum," a smaller town ;

" castellum,"

or " municipium," a community. Smaller
groups of houses were known as " villae

"

or " vici," villages.

The development of a town life such
as had existed under the Roman Empire
was greatly retarded by the agricultural

economy which predominated throughout
the Prankish age. The inhabitants of

were close to the dwelling-houses ; they
were, in short, insanitary villages.

Sanitation was then practically an un-
known science. There was no inspection of

public health, and the simplest precautions
to prevent uncleanliness, plague, and
other public disasters, were non-existent.

Houses and dwellings shrank from the

outer world, as though afraid of light and
air, while the little diamond windows
of the rooms in front and behind admitted
only the pestilential air of the narrow
streets. The rooms in the middle of the

houses, which served among other pur-

poses as bed-rooms, were entirely dark,

GRAND HALL OF THE PALACE OF JUSTICE AT PARIS AS IT WAS IN MEDIEVAL TIMES

the towns were forced to confine their

energies to agriculture, cattle-breeding,

or handicrafts ; of trade and industry,

or communication with the outer world,

there was little or none. It was at most

the market towns which became centres

of intercourse with the outer world, and

it was these in general which gave the

first impulse to the foundation of town

communities. Towns were narrow, with

unpaved and badly lighted streets, and

gloomy gabled houses, often entirely dark ;

with no open square except the market

place, with no gardens, promenades, or

pleasure grounds ; the gates were closed

at nightfall, and the stables and barns

or were lighted by the obscure passages

which led to them. Only a few houses

belonging to the nobles were in a tolerably

sanitary condition.

Apart from this, the "free" towns were

singularly destitute of freedom. Not only

were they dependent upon bishops, abbots,

feudal lords, and royal officials, but their

guilds received a new-comer with strict

and hostile exclusiveness, refused him

access to any trade or profession, and

exercised a ruthless control over his

dependents, servants, apprentices, etc.

Family life suffered no less from want

of freedom and of intellectual progress.

An improvement did not begin until the
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eleventh century, when a commercial
began to replace the agricultural economy.
Trade and manufacture, intercourse and
public life, began to develop, and new
towns arose. The wandering traders,

who had hitherto passed from place to

place on rivers and high-roads, regarded
with suspicion by the settled inhabitants,

and conducting their business under the
greatest difhculties, were now induced to

settle permanently upon some favourable
spot, whether under ecclesiastical or

secular govern- ^-
— —

ment. Thus, in

Verdun during
the tenth cen-

tury a self-con-

tained trading

colony was
founded under
one wall of the

city and divided
from the rest of

the communit}'
by the river,

over which two
l)ridges provided
communication
for trade. Thest-

new citizens, tlir

" bourgeois," a-

opposed to the
old citizens, the
"citoyens,"' were
at hrst excluded
from all partici-

pation in town administration
rights of the guilds or other
were under the authority of a count or
or viscount, and proceeded to form guilds,
with their own officers and treasury.

This process was the beginning of
their independence and of their later
equaUty with the old citizens. The
bourgeois secured the recognition of their
own customary law, by means of " chartes
de coutumes," and were able to buy their
immunity from many of the feudal taxes
imposed upon agricultural pursuits. The
settlements in the town precincts grew
steadily in number, their sign of freedom
being a high watchtower, or " beffroi." All
newcomers enjoyed the peace of the town
and market.

All the citizens took a mutual oath of
peace and enclosed themselves by walls
built at the common expense. Now
began their struggle for hberation from
the supremacy of territorial owners,
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THE GALLOWS OF MONTFAUCON
This gruesome-looking erection, the gallows of Montfaucon, was
built by Enguerrand of Marigny about l.'iliii during the reign of

ecclesiastical or civil, and their efforts to

secure their due share of the administra-

tive and legal privileges belonging to the

privileged old citizens. At the head of

the town corporation was a council of
" cchevins," a remnant of the Carolingian

class of scabini—that is, doomsmen in the

local court. The dignity of echevin wa_s

hereditary in certain old famihes. This
council, with its elders and its presidents,

decided questions of law, justice, and
order, and defended the privileges of the
-- town against

bishops, abbots,

and 'the counts
of the feudal
nobility.

The new citi-

zens, from the

twelfth century
onwards, pro-

ceeded to make
their way into

the town council,

often by main
force, and thus
the old town cor-

porations became
communes of a
more democratic,
a freer, and a
less stereotyped
character. They

Philip IV., when the growth of the bureaucracy was attended by had tlicir SpCCialmany evils. Criminals were put to death on this gallows, and not _ •

-i _ i_
• _i

infrequently their bodies were left hanging as a warning to others. '

Enguerrand was himself put to death thereon in the year V.iV<.

from the

privileges.

privileges, which
were, however,

subject to alteration. They were known
in Northern France as " communes jurees,"

or sworn communities. After shaking
off the yoke of the privileged citizens

they had a severe struggle with the secular

and ecclesiastical powers. They succeeded,

however, in buying their freedom from
the territorial owners, who were over-

whelmed with debt by their own ex-

travagance or by the expense of war

;

they were also able to secure the protec-

tion of the king, and thus to gain a con-

firmation of their communal rights through
charters. If they could not

freedom from the
The Clergy s .

^ .,. purchase

r , . . supremacy of the territorial
Explamed 1 j .1 -^ r 1 .• a m-t,

lords, they fought for it with
the help of the lower classes in the town
or by themselves. These infant com-
munes found their most bitter opponents
in the ranks of the clergy, since they offered

an asylum to many whose creed or

morality had incurred the suspicion of
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the Church. A Paris synod of 1213 and
several Popes declared strongly against

their existence within ecclesiastical dis-

tricts ; bishops forbade at times the ad-

ministration of the citizen oath to the

clergy, or preached from their pulpits

against these " pestilential communities."
None the less the astute statesmanship

of the French kings recognised that the

communes were useful and valuable

allies against the nobility and the Church.

Louis VII. (1137-1180) readily granted

charters to those towns which were not

immediately subordinate to him, though
his officials and financial administrators

put the more pressure upon the communes
which stood upon the royal demesne.

Philip Augustus kept a careful watch over

the royal towns through his " baillis
"

and supervisors, but readily sold charters

at a high price to the towns of his vassals.

Louis IX. continually found legal pre-

texts for interfering in the jurisdiction

and administration of the towns.

The number of cases reqi'iring to be

brought before the parliament for decision

(" cas royaux") was arbitrarily increased
;

the royal accountants carefully examined

the financial administration of the towns,

and severe penal

ties were imposed
in cases of refusal

or resistance.
Phihp the Fair

made no attempt
to limit the
charters, but

exhausted the
prosperity of the

towns by arbi-

trary extortion,

since he required

much money for

his wars. Cruel

punishment was
THE LOUVRE IN THE

inflicted upon such revolts as that of

Carcassonne in August, 1305 ;
the inter-

ference of his officials in the administra-

tive powers of royal and of non-royal

towns proved a serious obstacle to their

development.
Thus during the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries the prospects of the communes

were not particularly brilliant. The towns

had no entire power of jurisdiction,

for individual quarters, which had been

founded upon ecclesiastical or feudal

property, came under the jurisdiction of

a bishop, a chapter, or a feudal lord.

The natural result was a constant succes-

sion of quarrels and attempts to shake
off these impediments. The new citizens

also misused their power as the old

had done, and refused to grant a share
of the town administration to new
settlers. To these obstacles must be
added the extortion of the crown officials.

Later, the confusion of the Hundred
Years' War against England

^°^*^"^ also injured the prosperity of

. "
yf^

the towns and forced them to
ong ar

pj.Q(,yj.g ^]^g protection of the

crown by surrendering their rights. These
wounds, howe\'er, were largely healed by
peace, the new impetus given to trade,

the commercial connections secured by
foreign treaties, and the reorganisation of

the taxes when the horrors of war had
been brought to a conclusion. Splendid

town halls, churches, and private dwell-

ings bear witness to the wealth of the

towns after 1450. None the less, obstacles

to communications and the difficulty of

market trade remained as before. Business

was hampered by the tolls levied along the

rivers and roads ; on the Loire, between

Roanne and Nantes, seventy-two separate

tolls had to be paid. No less comphcated
were the market
dues, which had
been framed
with the special

object of exclud-

ing foreign com-
petition. The
roads, moreover,
were in the worst

possible condi-

tion and were
infested with
highwaymen and
all kinds of rob-

bers. Next to the
TIME OF THE CAPETS statesmanlike

policy of the kings, the strongest impulse to

the prosperity of the towns was given by

the Crusades. Nobles who were starting

for the Holy Land sold properties and

privileges to the towns that they might

have ready money for their journey

;

moreover, the relations which thus con-

nected France with the East, especially

after the Crusade of Louis IX., between

1248 and 1250, made the coast towns

centres of Eastern trade. The passage

of Crusaders and pilgrims brought great

wealth to Marseilles : and far-seeing mer-

chants seized the opportunity of setthng
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Maritime trade centred chiefly in

the Mediterranean ports. Upon
the Atlantic, Bordeaux, Honfleur,
and La Rochelle exported wine to

England and Flanders, receiving

wool in return. Of the market
towns in the interior the most
famous were Troyes and Beau-
caire. At the two yearly markets
of Troyes, Italians and Germans
bought woven fabrics, leather,

weapons, armour, metal work,
horses, and other commodities.
The most successful traders at

that time were the Jews and the
Lombards. The pious Louis IX.
issued an ordinance against their

usurious practices in 1269, for he
regarded the exaction of intesest

as entirely sinful. These and other

AMIENS' BEAUTIFUL CATHEDRAL
Built in the thirteenth century, the magnificent
cathedral of Amiens is one of the finest
examples of Gothic architecture in existence.

in Syrian harbours and securing a
kind of monopoly for the impor-
tation of spices, scents, fabrics,

etc., from the East to the south
and centre of France.
The southern towns carried on

a profitable trade in the products
and manufactures of the East,
and exported, with less advantage,
their own fruits and manufactures
to Syria, Egypt, and Constanti-
nople. The fabrics of Narbonne,
Perpignan, Toulouse, and other
places competed successfully with
Italian rivalry. The raw material
was brought from Catalonia and
the north coast of Africa. Cloth
weaving also became a flourishing

industry in North France, in

Troyes, Rheims. Paris, Rouen,
while linen weaving was practised
in Burgundy, in the Franche-
Comte, and in the neighbourhood
of Avignon, and formed an
important export to the East.
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THE FAMOUS ABBEY OF ST. DENIS IN PARIS
This fine religious edifice was made a royal burial-place by Louis IX.,
and here were laid all the predecessors of that king from Dagobert I.
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measures, however, produced no more
effect than did the expulsions and per-
secutions of the Jews, which were not
instigated by the princes and the Church,
who profited by the sums whi<:h the Jews
paid to secure their protection, and
required them in any case as money
changers ; these outbreaks were rather
the expression of popular passion, inspired

by envy and greed no less than by
religious animosity.

Notwithstanding his strong ecclesiasti-

cism, Louis IX. did a great deal to further

trade and communication. He arranged

measures to promote trade. The latter

had conferred important privileges upon
the presidents and echevins of the guilds

in Paris, giving them rights of jurisdiction

in trade disputes ; he had relieved Orleans
and other crown towns from ojjpressive

taxation, and had conferred privileges

upon smaller communes.
The position of the towns within the

body politic varied greatly. Royal " com-
munes " were self-governing, imj)osed

their own taxes, and possessed " la basse

justice." In token of these privileges they
were allowed a corj^orate seal ; they were

THE ROYAL PALACES OF PARIS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY

that in his demesnes the assessment of

taxes, tolls, and coinage should be con-

cluded only under the advice of deputies

from the towns, that the administration of

town property and the apportionment of

communal taxes, especially of the " taille,"

should be entrusted to a committee chosen

from the citizens. In Paris he caused the

Prevot of the merchants, Etienne Boileau,

to reduce the principles and customs of

the several trades to wTiting, in a work

entitled the " Livre des Metiers." He also

threw open the towns to those manumitted

serfs who might wish to enter, and followed

the example of his grandfather in his

obliged, however, to provide military con-

tingents and to pay taxes to the crown.

The " villes de bourgeois " were in a less

favourable position, possessing neither

jurisdiction nor self-government. They
too were for the most part subject to the

king as their territorial and feudal lord.

The " villes neuves " were dependent upon

prelates or the greater nobles, and were

merely market towns, with a right of re-

fuge which attracted malcontents and those

who feared the vengeance of the Church.

The administration of the towns was in

the hands of the communal council. In

the south administration was e.xercised
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by a board of " consuls." The communal
council was composed of " echevins," or
" pairs," " jurats," " syndics," or
" capitouls." In some cases these were
assisted by a committee of citizens, nearly

corresponding to a modern town council.

The numbers of this committee varied.

In Marseilles it amounted to 89, in

Bordeaux to 300, and they
ar^ as

^^.^^^ known as " dcfenseurs."
* * ap'ta'

Individual towns were adminis-

tered by a chosen citizen, the
" maire." Most of the towns held the

right, conferred upon them by the king,

of levying the "octroi" duty — from
"octroyer," to guarantee—upon certain

goods carried into or through the town

;

thus ten per cent, was levied upon wine.

For a time the representatives of the

towns had no share in the administration

of the state. It was not until 1302
that they were summoned by Philip the

Fair to the States General, as he then

required their presence for the imposition

of fresh customs and taxes ; in 1308

270 towns were thus represented. As the

kingdom became a unified state, so did

Paris become the recognised capital.

Hitherto the dingy town of Lutetia had
been surpassed by other larger towns
in trade, in public institutions, in the

beauty of its buildings, and the wealth

and number of its inhabitants. The
Capets were the first to give the capital

an appearance worthy of it. Philip

Augustus lighted the* streets and paved
the centre of them, surrounded the town
with a wide circle of walls and towers, and
built market halls surrounded by walls.

He removed his court from the oldest

and unhealthiest part, the He de la Cite,

to the right bank of the river, and from
the island castle to the Louvre.

Louis IX. decorated Paris with splendid

buildings devoted to the service of God
and Christian charity. He built the Sainte

Chapelle in the early Gothic style, as

. a shrine to receive the crown
a ans

^^ thorns, which was sent to

^ J
. him from Constantinople by

the Emperor Baldwin II. in

exchange for 11,000 pounds of silver

(8250,000). Here, during Holy Week, he
showed the relic to the people, acting as a
])riest. Henceforward Paris became the

centre of noble society, of festivals, shows,
and tournaments ; travelling merchants,
mountebanks and tumblers were naturally

attracted. The inhabitants numbered
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200,000 at the beginning of the thirteenth

century, and steadily increased, while the

prosperity of the citizens was improved

by the number of foreigners, and espe-

cially by the university students, who
entered the town.

The king and people vied in their

effort to make the town an attractive

resort for these thousands of scholars.

Among other privileges they were

granted the right of giving place upon
the pavement to no one except the

Prevot des Marchands. Upon one oc-

casion they caused an uproar, asserting

that the wine in the suburban inns was
undrinkable, and that the town authorities

had imprisoned several of the ringleaders,

whereupon the king ordered the liberation

of the captives and the provision of better

wine. The Abbe^^ of St. Denis, in which
was preserved the Oriflamme, the war
banner of red cloth with green silk

tassels, fastened on a golden lance, was
made a royal burial-place by Louis IX.,

and here were laid all his predecessors from
Dagobert I. The Abbot Suger (1081-1155),

who advised Louis VI. with equal talent

•

tK
upon matters of art, science,

J^".\ *
, and government, had already

Residence of "
- '

the Kings
decorated this early specimen
of Gothic architecture with

paintings on glass, depicting the exploits

of the Crusaders, and to these were after-

wards added paintings of the life and
deeds of Louis IX.
The kings no longer changed their

capitals as they had done during the age
of agricultural economy ; Paris became
their permanent residence. Here they
were surrounded by a band of high court

officials. There were five chief officials,

the Senechal, the Chancelier, the Bouteiller,

the Connetable, and the Chambrier.
These offices were held as fiefs by the high
nobility, and were practically hereditary

;

the object of the kings was to place them
as far as possible in commission by
entrusting their responsibilities to ecclesi-

astical or secular nominees, who were
thus dependent only upon themselves.

In this way, as under Charles the Great,

was formed a f)rofessional class of court

officials, in which the first place belonged
to the lawyers and the jurists, known
as chevaliers es lois, knights of the law,

to distinguish them from knights of noble
blood. Of the high feudal offices there
remained only those of Connetable, or

commander of the army, the Chambrier,
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and Bouteiller. The number of the
chancery officials, the notaries and seal

keepers, increased, as did that of the
lawyers and parliamentary officials. A
special room was assigned in the law
courts to these attorneys as their meet-
ing room. The clercs and the huissiers

gradually became a close corporation,

_. .
" La Basoche." Certain corn-

er .^ , mittees of the parliament
Str&tts of

, , i. x xi

the K"
were regularly sent mto the
provinces to hold assizes at

Troyes, Rouen, and other places. The
growth of this bureaucracy, which was
due chiefly to Philip IV., the Fair

(1285-1314), naturally had its bad side,

which was marked by an increased taxa-
tion and a conjoined attempt to secure
money in any manner. The king was
ready to sell letters of freedom to serfs

;

for a piece of land conferred upon them
which could be sown with i septier of corn

(= 33 gallons, also known as " setier de
terre") a payment was made of 12
deniers or i sou. The king also took
refuge in such devices as the debasing
of the coinage (1306-1311), the sale of

offices, and the plundering of Jewish and
Lombard money-lenders.
The debasing of the coinage reduced

the value of a " livre tournois " from
20 francs to about six, while the " livre

Parisien " was still further reduced. When
these financial operations proved in-

adequate, Philip the Fair, with the
consent of the States General—that is,

of the noble, ecclesiastical, and citizen

deputies— imposed fresh taxation in

addition to the " impot foncier "
; these

were taxes upon goods of three per cent.,

the "matote," the army tax or "aide
de Tost," and numerous feudal aids. He
also exacted forced loans from towns and
church properties.

The great vassals made constant at-

tempts to reduce the royal power to its

r , ., former position of nonentity.
England s t^,

^
, ,

.

,,
-^

V J , ihe opportunities they re-King Invades ,
^^

,
-^

Normandy ^"^^^^ recurred upon every
accession to the crown, espe-

ciall)^ upon that of a minor. The barons
revolted against Louis VI. when their plan
of a new royal election was anticipated by
a hasty coronation at Rheims ; they had
desired to set upon the throne a prince
born of the marriage of Philip I. with
Bertha of Holland, which the Church did

not recognise, as she had been divorced by
the king. The rebels found an ally in

Henry I. of England, who invaded Nor-

mandy. Supported by the caj)acity and
insight of Abbot Suger, Louis gained the

upper hand of his opj:)onents and secured the

subjection even of the marauding knights,

who refused to obey the decision of the royal

court. Louis' relative, Pope Calixtus II.,

excommunicated the emperor, Henry V.,

from Rheims, and then secured a reconcilia-

tion with England. More serious was the

revolt of the vassals against Louis IX.,

in his minority, and his mother the queen-

regent. Blanche of Castile. The rebels

attempted to capture the thirteen-year-old

prince at Montlhery ; he, however, was
saved by the faithful citizens of Paris,

who ran together at the sound of the alarm
bells. The unity of the nobles was then

broken by the fact that Count Thibaut of

Champagne espoused the cause of his

beloved queen and bravely defended her

against the rebels.

In 1241 a fresh revolt broke out under
the leadership of Hugh of Lusignan, the

Count of La Marche, who found allies

in Raimond of Toulouse and King Henry
III. of England. Louis, how-

, *. tf * ever, drove the Plantagenet,

.1. Tt "
"^ who then held a good deal of

the Throne ,,,, t- hxj.Western trance as a net, to

take flight to Bordeaux, captured part of

the count's territory, and concluded the

war, in 1243, by a truce for five and a half

years ; at the same time he forced those

barons who were in feudal relations with
both the English and the French crowns
to renounce one or other of these incom-
patible allegiances. The majority left

their foreign feudal lord, who was also a.

vassal of the French king, though Eng-
land was an independent kingdom.
The ambitious designs of the feudatories

revived upon the death of Philip the Fair

in 1314, when his feeble and pleasure-loving

son, Louis X., ascended the throne.

He was obliged to limit the privileges of

the king's high court of justice, to guar-
antee the old privileges of the nobles,

and to exclude the intendant of finance,

Enguerrand of Marigny, his father's faith-

ful adviser. The decline of the royal power
during the Hundred Years' War with
England and its restoration by Charles
VII. and Louis XL belong to future
chapters.
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FRANCE AS THE LAND OF LIBERTY
THE SOCIAL LIFE UNDER THE CAPETS

TTOGETHER with the spirit of feudahsm
•* and the growth of corporations, the

French body pohtic, as already described,

displayed the characteristics of a modern
bureaucracy and was marked by a certain

uniformity. A wholly different factor

meets us when we consider social life

and its expression in art and poetry.

Here we are immediately confronted by
a line of demarcation dividing the country
into two parts, distinct in language, society,

and politics ; these are the north, which
was essentially Teutonic, and the south,

which was essentially Romance, the lin-

guistic areas of the " langue d'oil " and
the " langue d'oc," separated by the

Loire. We also meet with a number of

strictly exclusive classes, the ecclesiastical,

the high nobility, the knights developed
from the smaller nobility, the citizens,

and the " menu peuple." The princes of

the house of Hugh Capet had been con-

stantly obliged to defend their
The Church

^jgj^^g against the Church and

th^^Princes
*^^ papacy, and in their

e nnces
g^j-^ggjgg enjoyed the general

support of the national clergy ; but science

and literature, exactly at the point where
the influence of the crown was most
immediate, display the inward unity of

ecclesiastical belief and of intellectual

power and the close adherence of the clergy

to the doctrines and uses of the Church.

It is true that the theology and philosophy

of the hierarchy of Northern France display

freer thought and the power of indepen-

dent judgment. Berengar of Tours, for

example, who died in 1088, opposed the

Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation.

His contemporarj^ Lanfranc, a Lombard by

birth, had been the leader of a dogmatic

school in Normandy since 1042, and was

made Archbishop of Canterbury by William

the Conqueror ; Berengar attempted to

replace the supernaturalist theology by

a more philosophical system. Within

the limits of scholasticism Peter Abelard

was a distinguished figure, and is better

known for his tragical connection with
his pupil Heloise than for his " Intro-
dtiction to Theology," which was con-
demned by the synod of Soissons in 1121

;

his views brought him into violent con-
flict in 1140 with Pope Innocent II.,

_. and with that zealous defender
'"

of the faith, Bernard of Clair-

Orders
vaux. The power of the Church
over human thought was shown

by a number of new monastic foun-
dations. Benedictine foundations had
been scattered broadcast over France
during the sixth century ; to these were
added in 1098 Cistercians in the forest

monastery of Citeaux in the Cote d'Or.

At the outset they renounced the pleasures

of the world and lived only in mystical
communion with God, though they also

deserve credit for the impulse they gave to

gardening and vine cultivation. Under
St. Bernard the order rose with such
rapidity that its centre was transferred in

1 1 15 from Citeaux to the new foundation
of Clairvaux on the Aube ; on Bernard's
death the order embraced 160 monasteries.

The struggle against earthly and sinful

desires, the ideals of self-renunciation and
purification, were also pursued by the

Carthusians—of La Chartreuse—founded in

1084, by Bruno, at Grenoble in Southern
France ; their rule imposed silence, the

wearing of a hair shirt and total abstin-

ence from wine, and advised the pursuit of

science. The same principles actuated

the more distinguished Premonstratcnsian

foundation, whose first monastery was
situated in the wooded meadows of Pre-

montrc near Laon in iiig.

_T^°-
*''*^* These three orders, which were

native to France, were eventu-

ally outstrij)ped in importance

and dimensions by the Dominicans and
Franciscans, who came in from Spain and
Italy, and whose organisation belongs to

the second decade of the thirteenth

century. The Dominicans occupied them-

selves with the task of higher education,
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with the management of the Inquisition,

which was especially active in Southern

France, and with the extirpation of the

Albigenses and Waldenses; the Francis-

cans gained a great hold on the lower

^;^j^V* 4 ^ •»

^i^ :i .: t^'*^ flBBBOa» 'hJ^Kj^L^t m-^-^
THE CASTLE OF PLESSIS, NEAR TOURS, AS IT WAS

classes as preachers and confessors. The
Inquisition was a means which served both
the ecclesiastical and the political unity

of France ; in order to protect the purity

of the faith, powerful opponents or rivals

of the royal power were occasionally ex-

terminated, such as the Counts of Toulouse

(1207-1229) and the Knights Templars

(1307-1313).
Northern France presented a more ex-

clusiv^e front to the outer world than
Southern, where great harbours were con-

nected by trade with the west, and where
great and populous sea towns were centres

of the world's commerce ; hence the

effects of the Crusades were far stronger in

the south than in the north. The knightly

class then became the exponent of poetry
and deprived the clergj^ of some portion

of their influence upon the intellectual

development of the nobles ; the crusading

movement also gave them a tendency to

idealism, a burning enthusiasm for bold

deeds, a devouring ambition, and a stain-

less sense of honour. On the other hand,
this movement gave an impulse to the

taste for outward show, for adventurous
enterprise, for purposeless attempts to

gain reputation, and for the trifling game
of love. At the same time were dissemi-

nated the seeds of those heresies which
were equally dangerous to the Church and
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to society ; these were introduced from
the East Roman Empire by sectaries, the
Bogumiles and Cathari, whose degeneracy
and indiscretion led to extravagances which
permeated the whole of Southern France.

In France, as elsewhere,

knights were originally

drawn from the ranks of

the lower nobility, who
possessed no property, and
were in the service of some
ecclesiastical or secular

noble ; for pecuniary reward
they passed from the service

of one lord to another, and
were occasionally occupied
with highway robbery and
plunder. But among the

more highly educated and
talented of this class there

were men who combined
the professions of singer

and poet, who passed from
castle to castle and sang
the praises of their host

and the honour of his ladies

in their remote and desolate

fortress, receiving in return presents

of money and festival entertainment.

These harmless parasites of society were
known as "jongleurs," and were at the

A TYPICAL FEUDAL CASTLE OF FRANCE

same time performers on musical instru-

ments, wandering singers, and begging
poets. A change took place after the

Crusades, when great lords and even kings
devoted themselves to the service of love



A BALLAD-SINGING COMPETITION IN THE DAYS OF THE TROUBADOURS
Drawn from the ranks of the lower nobility, the knights of France served the ecclesiastical or secular lords for

pecuniary reward, and were occasionally engaged in highway robbery and plunder. But those who were more highly
educated and gifted found other spheres for their talents. Combining the professions of singer and poet, they passed
from one castle to another singing the praises of their hosts. After the Crusades, great lords and even kings devoted
themselves to the service of love and song, and entered into keen rivalry for the laurels of the singer and the poet.

stiffness and affectation of court life

finds scornful, bitter, and at times
wearied expression in his poems. The
most famous of his followers was
Bertran de Born, who died about
12 15 in a monastery, one of the most

poHtical of the

and song, entered into rivalry for

the laurels of the knight and poet,

fought in tournaments, and settled

personal quarrels according to the

customs of knighthood. Hence de-

veloped in Southern France the numerous
and highly
gifted class of

the troubadours
(inventors or

poets), and in

the north the

less numerous
" trouveres."
The jongleurs

became mere
singers and ac-

c ompanists,
who followed ^ group of the famous troubadours
their distin- These old miniatures show some of the great poets and singers ofto a nODle
<^^i^\^^A T^,->Qf mediaeval France, known as Troubadours. The first is Perdigon, a knight fprrijlv'— Auta-gUlSnea poex- in the service of the Dauphin ofAuvergne; next comes the Monk of Mont- ''^'""J'

ical patrons audon, the son of a noble family ; in the third figure we see Albertet, the fort, near
^ ., • son of a jongleur, while the last is that of Marcabru, a pupil of Cercaraons. -DXrimionvupon their rerigutux

JL

troubadours,
and the author
of many " sir-

ventes," satir-

ical songs or

lami)()ons in-

tended to serve

a cause which
the author con-

sidered just.

This singer,
who belonged

a

fort"

journeys of love and song, to pertorm

their compositions or to accompany them
.upon the harp, zither, or viola.

The first important troubadour was the

adventurous Count William IX. of Poitiers,

who died in 1127 ; his disgust with the

turned his high gifts and personal

charm to ill account by stimulating

the princes Henry and Richard Lion-

heart to revolt against their father,

Henry H. of England, thus evoking

a series of cruel wars all over French
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Dante's

Conception of

Bertran

soil from the Garonne to the mouth of the

Seine, which district inchided those fiefs

then possessed by the Enghsh king in France.

Dante in his " Divina Commedia "

places Bertran as the author of civil strife

in the pit of hell, where he

finds himself in distinguished

company with other poets.

Bertran was not merely the

trumpet-toned singer of military themes

;

he was also a sympathetic and tender

composer of love songs, and he throws the

chief responsibility for the wickedness

of the times upon the clergy. The anti-

clericalism of the sirventes

is still more obvious in the

case of Guilhem Figueira, a

poet of low birth. The
highest point of the Southern
French lyric poetry is repre-

sented by men who are for

the most part of unblemished
reputation ; it lasted about
one hundred years, and the

principal figures are such
men as Bernart of Venda-
dour, who died about 1200,

a protege of the Count of

Poitiers, Arnaut Daniel,

whose fame was sung by
Dante and Petrarch, and
Guiraut de Bornelh, who
died about 1220 — " the
master of the troubadours."
This age, short as it was,
produced a many-sided lyric

p)oetry of love and shepherd
songs of elaborate canzone
with effective refrains, of

careful and over-elaborate

rhythms and rhymes; it

also exercised a perma-
nent influence upon the
German minnesingers and
upon the poetry of Dante.

In the second half of the thirteenth
century the knightly class began to
degenerate into rudeness of manner and
cupidity. The tournament became a
brawl and love poetry an unnatural,
unmeaning, and often immoral word-play.
The Albigensian wars (1208-1229) deprived
the nobility of Southern France of their
political power and of their great wealth,
and therefore made their patronage and
their presents to singers and poets things
of the past. Crusades, commanded by
papal legates, ended in the most cruel
persecution and extermination of the
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A FRENCH KNIGHT OF THE
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Waldenses and their chief patrons among
the nobles and princes, stifled all freedom
of life and thought, and put an end to the

delights of society and to the enthusiasm
for art. Southern France had formerly

been a centre of intellectual life, ready to

receive all new discoveries, whether they
came from the East or from Spain and
Italy ; it now became an isolated desert,

broken only by the passionate denuncia-
tions of heresy.

The lyric poetry of Northern France is

far inferior to that of the south ; on the
other hand, the epic poetry of the south

cannot be compared with
the productions of the half-

Teutonic north. Hence lyric

poetry to the north of the
Loire is, in form and con-

tents, merely a feeble echo
of the south, and its repre-

sentatives, ti;e trouveres and
minislrales, are but feeble

imitators of the southern
poets and singers. The
only important figure is

Count Thibaut of Cham-
pagne, who was King of

Navarre from 1234 ! he
gained reputation as a poet
of love songs, religious

songs, and hymns to the

Virgin, though in his case

elaboration of form replaced

the vital spark of genius.

The character of the

Northern Frenchmen was
matter-of-fact rather than
fantastic or emotional, and
inclined more to the free

and occasionally immoral
fabliau than to the chivalrous

poem of love.

None the less, the north

retained a strong and
capable nucleus of chivalry, and was
preserved from southern degeneration

until the fourteenth century. The educa-

tion and training of the knight was
ostensiblyfounded upon that of the monk

;

in fact, the age of the Crusades
had united the ideals of the

knightly and ecclesiastical

career in the persons of

ecclesiastical orders of knights. The young
noble who was intended for a knight was
sent at an early age to his lord's castle, even
as the novice was educated from childhood
within the walls of the monastery and

How the

Knights were
Trained
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prepared for the future duties of his order.

Until his fourteenth year he stood midway
between the servants and companions of

the household. He waited at table, went
errands for his master, accompanied him
when hunting or travelling, and performed
duties also for his mistress. He then
became a squire and his master's armour
bearer, practised riding, the use of arms,
and all knightly pursuits. He received

the accolade in his twenty-first year with
the observance of certain religious for-

malities. The previous night (la veille)

was spent by the squire in the chapel in

prayer ; in the morning he

took the bath of purifica-

tion, and after several

hours' rest, was clothed in

red and white garments.

The time of rest was to

symbolise his future state

of rest in Paradise, the

white garment his moral

purity, and the red, the

battles in which he would
have to shed his blood.

From the priest's hands he

received the knight's sword

on his knees before the altar,

and made his vows. He
then received from some
distinguished noble, in the

presence of witnesses, the

blow on the shoulder or neck

which dubbed him knight.

The religious character

even of this secular

chivalry was expressed in

the struggles for Chris-

tianity against the heathen

—for as such the adherents

of Mahomet were reckoned

by the Church of the time

—

and in the protection of

widows and orphans, of the

oppressed and defenceless ;

time ideal theories of honour and love were

constantly disturbed by entirely secular

thoughts. The conception of honour

appears rather as the honour of a class or

profession than that of a

person. A knight who had
been guilty of base dealing or

common offence, or had shown

himself cowardly in battle, was e.xpelled,

publicly denounced by a herald, and

cursed by the Church, his coat of arms

and his weapons were broken by the

executioner, his shield was bound to the

A FRENCH KNIGHT OF THE
LATER THIRIEENTH CENTURY

at the same

The Strict

Code of

the Knights

tail of his horse and destroyed by the
animal in the course of its wild career.

During the better period of the chival-
rous movement the robbery of merchants
and of monasteries was naturally avoided,

. . aswasany infringement of the
n ge w en

pj-^p^j-^y ^f others. Practice

p, ... in the use of arms could beFlourished , , .

gamed not only m campaigns
and feuds, but also in tournaments,
the organisation of which was the result

of the Crusades. These took place in

the presence of ladies, who gave their

praises to the victors and whose colours

were worn by the knights, so

that the whole proceeding
was connected with courtly

life. In the French tourna-

ments thousands often

fought ; men were killed

and wounded, though the

laws of the tournament
insisted that only blunted
weapons should be used,

and that the struggle

should end when the oppo-
nent had been thrown from
his horse. The need for some
sign by which knights could

distinguish one another, as

their lowered visors made
recognition impossible, led

to the use of coats of arms,

which were hereditary in a

family ; there was some
outward sign upon the hel-

met, the shield, and the

surcoat. consisting either of

an animal or some other

dex'icc.

The knight did not

trouble himself greatly

with learning. He occa-

sionally knew some foreign

languages and was almost

always a clever player on the zither.

Reading and writing were unknown accom-

plishments to him. This lack of education,

as is invariably the case, led to a disregard

of the refinements of life and produced an

inclination to drunkenness and gambling,

to cruelty towards subordinates and

])risoners, and even towards wife and

children. The castles were usually re-

stricted in space, as they were thus more

defensible ; the main room was the

knight's hall, and here the lords lived,

especially in winter, in great lack of

occupation, cut off from all refining
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inflnenccs. They ate without knives or

forks, with fingers or wooden spoons, sat

iijion benches or stools, and had little or no
light when darkness came ; in cold weather
the heating of the rooms was generally

defective. Instead of windows, they had
openings in the walls, which, in had
weather, or for the protection against cold,

were closed with shutters.

The education of the knights was but

scanty, better provision in this respect

being made for their wives and daughters.

Ladies of good birth were often able to

read and wTitc, and sometimes e\'«n knew
Latin or some other foreign tongue ; they

were clever at needlework, cooking, and
the pre])aration of medicine, and were dis-

tinguished especially by courtly manners
and refined modesty. Food and clothing

in knightly families, apart from festival

occasions or drinking

bouts, from which
women were ex-

cluded, were very
simple, as their sup-

plies depended upon
the chase, the fish

pond, the vegetable
garden, the produce
sent in by the serfs,

or the small beer

brewed in the castle

brewery ; foreign

wines appeared only
after the Crusades.

Clothing, for the

most part, was
home - made also.

The service of ladies, peculiar to chivalry,

bore within itself the germ of degeneration
in so far as it was carried on not only
by unmarried but by married knights,

usually devoted to some married woman,
for whom adventures were undergone,
tournaments fought, though sometimes
the fair one was entirely unknown or

purely imaginary. The result was an
unnatural and affected subtlety, which
destroyed a movement contributing largely

at the outset to the development of

courtly manners and culture.

Chivalry, like the feudal system in

general, was wholly incompatible with the
conception of a uniform state as planned
by the Capets. Instead of devoting their

strength and their forces to their king
and country, adventurous knights went
fighting throughout the world, in Spain
or in the East, against the " heathen/' in
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the civil wars of England, or in Italy or

Sicily, whither they were attracted by the
possibility of gaining lands and money

;

here Charles of Anjou, the chivalrous

brother of Louis IX., won Naples and
Sicily from the declining family of the

Hohenstauffen. Hence it was fortunate

for France that this restless and adven-
turous class was destroyed by interni-l

disruption and degeneration, and became
robber knights, lost life and property in

the Crusades, or perished on foreign soil

before the invention of gunpowder, when
the consequent change of military tactics

entirely put an end to their existence.

The guidance of French literature

passed from the hands of the clergy to

the knights, first in poetry and afterwards
in history. The earlier poems of Northern
France are of a narrative and legendary

character, and deal

principally with
Christ and His
Apostles, the Virgin

Mary, the saints and
martyrs of the
Church, remarkable
conversions, and
lives of an edifying

character. With the

beginning of the

Crusades the subject-

matter is extended,
and no longer con-

fined to the imme-
diate environment of

the writer ; the scene

of action is often laid

in the East. It is not until the age of the

Crusades that the chivalrous epic begins
its career.

The personality of Charlemagne, which
had now become fabulous, was first

brought into local connection with the

East as a result of the disagreeable recep-

tion accorded to the first Crusaders by the

B^'zantine Greeks and their emperor,
Alexius ; this connection appears in the

Alexandrian poem " Comment Charles

de France* vint en Jerusalem." Charles
is said to have started under the influence

of his wife's pride to measure his power
with Hugo of Constantinople, a king who
is supposed to have been more powerful.
He makes a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land, where God does miracles for

him and gives him the chief relics of

the Passion, which he causes to be pre-

served in St. Denis. In Constantinople
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he sees that Hugo is inferior to himself
;

his companions mock at the Byzantine

and his Greeks, but are preserved by
Divine Providence from the misfortunes

which they had deserved. Here we have
clearly a Crusader's conception of his

own fortunes. The influence of Crusading

ideas is also obvious in the descrii)tion of

the great emperor, ascribed to

H ?oe s of 5n
^rchbishop Turpin of Rheims,

erocso an
^^^^ reallv Composed at the

Earlier Day ^ r ^'-i i xu ^.uend of the eleventh or the

beginning of the twelfth century ;

this was the " Historia de vita Caroli

magni et Rolandi ejus nepotis," which
dealt with his struggles with the unbe-

lievers in Spain, the heroic death of

Roland, the warden of the Breton March,
in the valley of Roncesvalles. and the

treachery of Ganelon ; the latter subject

is also treated in the Latin poem concern-

ing the treachery of Ganelon. The
figure of Charles is sometimes modelled
on that of Christ, and his twelve paladins

correspond to the twelve disciples ; he
also appears as an idealised Crusader.

The model for Ganelon's character seems
to have been the treacherous and voluble

Greek who, in the opinion of the Cru-

saders betrayed by him, was in secret

connection with the infidels. This
chronicle was soon translated into the

dialect of the Isle de France, which from
the twelfth century onwards became a

more uniform literary language. The
subject of this somewhat poetical cycle

was reduced to writing in its earliest form
about 1090 as the " Chanson de Geste de
Roland." It was an amalgamation of

older poems, perhaps fragments from
Charles' lost collection of epics, and was
edited in its present form about 1170 by
the minstrel Turold ; the hero resembles
the Teutonic warrior rather than the
Crusader inspired by religious ideals. In
comparison with Roland, the Emperor
Charles is a somewhat feeble figure, and is

Th G depicted rather as a querulous
-,

' old man than as the bold and
. p energetic restorer of the em-

pire. The character drawing is

elementary, and produced by the simplest
means and often by nothing more than the
conventional adjective. The lights and
shadows are distributed unequally. On
the one side we see subtlety and cunning,
on the other invincible heroism and super-
natural power, friendship and fidelity to

death, and heartrending grief, inspired by
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the warmest patriotism, for the death ot

so many nobles. The poem arose within

the area of the Norman dialect, and was
intended to celebrate the praises of the

Breton race, to which the historical Roland
belongs. Several other narratives from
the Carolingian cycle describe the

battles of Charles with his disobedient

vassals, apparently modelled upon that

war of suppression which the Capets
waged against the feudal nobility of the

twelfth century. As the poets belong to

the retinues of the great lords who were
conquered, they are invariably found in

sympathy with the losing side.

About the middle of the twelfth century

a fresh body of material for French epic

poetry was provided from England and
Brittany. In the sixth century the Britons

had retreated from modern Britain before

the Anglo-Saxons and brought with them
their legends of King Arthur and the

heroes of the round table ; these stories

had also been disseminated by Geoffrey

of Monmouth, who was for some time in

French service, in his " Historia Brit-

taniae," or " Historia Britonum," com-
«-• » xt.

posed before 1135. In the

TnTtht
" ^^"^^" ^^ ^^^^ " °^ ^"^^^^

u 1 /- -1 Wace, Arthur, like the legend-
Holy Crail ^11

ary Charlemagne, is repre-

sented as the chief of twelve peers, and as

accomplishing marvellous exploits with
these bold knights. The religious element
was introduced into this cycle by the

amalgamation of the Arthur traditions

with the legend of the Holy Grail.

The best known of these Grail epics is the
" Perceval " of Chrestien de Troyes, a poet

acquainted with Latin authorsand especially

with Ovid ; his works were composed at

the courts of Champagne and Flanders
between 1155 and 1188. In this epic is

shown the picture of a knight inspired

by religious enthusiasm and moral purity,

without fear or reproach, which is ex-

pressed in a series of adventures, and at

times in exquisite form ; the same poet

in his " Chevalier de la Charette " (Lance-

lot) and in his " Tristan," which is now
lost, depicts two knights of more human
character, who are made traitors or

weaklings by the seductions of love. The
remarkable versatility of this epic poet

appears in another form in the love epic

of " Erec and Enite " and the " Chevalier

au Lion." Love is here a source of true

heroism and chivalrous spirit. Chrestien

thus displays a series of knightly crusades
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in their most different forms, especially

as affected by the service of love, which
may bring either destruction or blessing.

Two German epic poets entered into the

labours of Chrestien, Hartmann von Aue,
the author of " Erec " about 1190 and of
" Iwein " about 1200, and Gottfried of

Strassburg, the author of " Tristan and
Isolde " about 12 10. Wolfram von
Eschenbach in his "Par-
zival " shortly after 1200

uses the material which
appears in Chrestien's

poem of the same name,
and follows his model
very closely. Connected
with the Grail legends is

also the Lorraine poem of

the swan-rider " Lohen-
grin." Like the old

Carolingian, Breton, and
Lorraine legends, the

history of antiquity, the

Trojan war, and the

deeds of Alexander the

Great, were also treated

so as to transform the

Greek heroes into medi-
aeval knights and Cru-

saders.

The rising citizen class

was bound to express its

thoughts in literature no
less than the knightly

class. This was done in

the Fabliaux, which origi-

nated in the East, but
were modelled on the

daily life of the citizen as

it was at that time.

Their satire is directed

against the upper classes

or the cultured clergy

and physicians, but also

depicts the gloomier side

of citizen life, the narrow-
mindedness, drunkenness,
and jealousy of the men,
the infidelity and false-

hood of the women. The
needs of the middle class

upon the stage were satisfied by such pro-

ductions as the two musical plays of Adam
de la Halle—about 1235 to 1287—while

mystery and miracle plays taken from the

Bible and the legends of the saints attracted

the whole of the people to the Church.
There were at the same time allegorical

pieces, or " moralities," also based upon

the teaching of Christian morality. The
ironical mockery of the lower classes at

the court and the clergy is expressed in

the thirteenth century by the " Roman
du Renart," with its later continuations,

which was composed in the Netherlands
upon Northern French models. The fox
is here a satire upon the intriguing

courtier who insinuates himself within the
despotic government of

the king of beasts, the
lion, and brings ruin upon
defenceless or honourable
people. The monks are

his accomplices, and he
shows a hypocritical sub-
mission to the Popes and
the Church.
The animosity which

was cherished against the
feudal system and the
mediaeval Church, with
its miracles, pilgrimages,

crusading sermons, and
ritual, and also that

against the laity with
their different classes and
representatives, appears
in the " bibles" of Guyot
de Provins and Hugues
de Berze ; these are ency-

clopaedic narratives, in

metrical form, of some
34,000 lines. They origi-

nated at the beginning of

the thirteenth century

;

men of every class co-

operated in their produc-
tion, laity and clergy

alike, and their compo-
sition, like their general

tendency, thus far re-

sembles the encyclo-

paedias of Diderot and
D'Alembert.
A compendium of the

thought and knowledge ofTHE LEGENDARY KING ARTHUR
Tha deeds of the half-mythical Arthur and his ,i

1 1 +' r'tVi
knights have been immortalised in poetry and tniS SCUOJaStlC age, Wltn
romance. According to the legend, he led the
Britons to the overthrow of the Saxon invaders.
From the bronze statue on the monument of the Fniperor

Muximihan at limsbruck

a criticism of Church,
religion, and morality,

may be found in the

allegorical, stilted, and wearisome " Roman
de la Rose," which was composed and con-

tinued by Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de
Meun, who lived in the thirteenth centurv.

The sleeping poet attempts in a dream to

pluck a rose from the hedge of love

:

Obstacles and annoyances of every kind

try to defeat his object and to drive him
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Irom his purpose. Only when his guardian

spirit, Belaccueil, has freed him from the

prison in which Jalousie has confmed him
can he })luck the rose. The subject-matter

of this romance was turned to account by
Moliere ; the truly French flavour of the

satire consoles the reader for its

weary scholasticism and the dry-

ness of the allegorical treatment.

One of the most charming pro-

ductions of early French narrative art is the

novel " Aucassin et Nicolete." Thus we see

that the poetical literature of North France,

which attained its highest point rather in

the twelfth than the thirteenth century,

gives a many-sided and yet a true picture of

the general and varied society of the time.

This poetry reflects with a special clear-

ness the transition from the age of the

Crusades, which began with the triumphs

r

writing decayed; the chronicle of Regino
at the outset of the tenth century was
the last attempt for the moment to

produce a universal history from the

beginning of the world. In the Eastern, as

in the Western empire, local history takes

the place of imperial history. Tlie disrup-

tion prevailing in France during the tenth

and eleventh centuries held out no induce-

ment to the historian. It was not until later

that Philip Augustus and his grandson
Louis IX. found important historians of

their deeds in Rigord, who died about 1209,

and William of Nangis, who died about
1300, but the historical revival is closely

connected with the Crusades.

With the thirteenth century the descrip-

tion of the Crusades passes into the hands
of the Crusaders themselves, the knights.

In place of the Latin chronicles of the

A HOME OF THE TROUBADOURS: THE CASTLE OF TARASCON
The Castle of Tarascon, picturesquely situated on the Rhone, was founded by Count Louis IL in the fourteenth century,
In the days of the Troubadours and the Courts of Love this castle was a notable centre ofthese knights errant of literature.

of the Church in religious belief, but ended
with the undermining of both by the
influence of foreign religions and philo-

sophies. Perceval marks the height of

Catholicism, the earnest belief of undoubt-
ing devotees ; the bible of Guyot is inspired

not only by the heresy of the Waldenses,
but is also the expression of that destructive

worldly wisdom which Voltaire was to

represent five centuries later.

After centuries of torpidity, the writing

of history was revived by the general

shock of the Crusading movement. Great
changes in French history have invariably

introduced new departures in historical

WTiting. Gregory of Tours was inspired

by the foundation of the Prankish state

under Clovis, the authors of the Prankish
annals by the greatness of Charlemagne.
When his em})ire broke up, historical
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monks come French histories inspired with
the chivalrous spirit. Godfrey of Ville-

hardouin (1160-1213) describes with
dramatic power and ruthless regard for

truth that Fourth Crusade which placed the
Byzantine Empire for some decades in the
hands of the Northern French Count Bald-
win of Flanders and his successors. John
of Joinville (1224-1318) describes in a
straightforward, faithful, and religious

narrative the personaUty and
„. de-eds of St, Louis. Historical

dA^t ^^'i"i^i"g had thus emancipated
itself from clerical control and

had assumed a national character. On
the other hand, philology and philosophy,
with painting, architecture, and music
among the arts, remained for the moment
entirely or principally in the hands of

ecclesiastics. Richard Mahrenholtz
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FRANCE UNDER THE VALOIS
THE HUNDRED YEARS WAR WITH ENGLAND
A PART from the so-called Salic Law,
** ihe next heir to the throne after

the death of Charles IV . would have been
Joan, the daughter of Louis X. and
grand-daughter of Philip IV., but her
claim was hardly discussed at the time

;

she was given Navarre as an indemnity.
But the right of Philip of Valois to the

crown was formally challenged by Edward
in. of England (1327-1377), who claimed
as grandson of Philip IV., whose daughter
Isabella was his mother. At first, indeed,

Edward did homage to the new king as

Duke of Guienne, and thus acknowledged
him in his character of a feudal lord, which
was due, however, only to his royal title

;

but so soon as his intimate relations

with the Flemish town of Ghent, where
Jacob van Artevelde was in power, and
his growing influence in the Netherlands

generally—the Emperor Lewis had nomi-

nated him Stadtholder of the

j/t^ 't,, . empire in Lower Lorraine—led
King Claims

j^.^ ^^ believe that the moment
France ... 1, 1was propitious, he assumed
the title of King of France and invaded

the country in 1339 in order to conquer it.

But no battle was fought. In the spring

of 1340 Philip collected a fleet in the

harbour of Sluys in order to prevent

Edward's cross-

ing ; the latter,

however, won a

brilliant naval

engagement in

June in that

very harbour.

The land forces

were less suc-

cessful ; Tour-

nay offered a

vigorous resist-

ance, and Ed-
ward, through
pressing need of

pecuniary re-

sources, could
not wait any

England's

Great

Victories

PHILIP VI., AND HIS SON, JOHN "THE GOOD "

The right of Philip VI. to the throne of France was challenged by

Edward 1 1 1 of England, who claimed the throne as grandson of Philip 1 V.

This claim was the pretext for the Hundred Years' War. On the death

of Philip, in 1:550, his son John, surnamed "the Good, succeeded him ;

he was defeated at Poitiers and taken to England as a prisoner.

longer and concluded a truce. A dispute
had broken out in Brittany in the
year 1341 about the ducal dignity. One
claimant was supported by France, the
other sought the help of Edward, who

thus had a pretext for a new
war. An English army marched
victoriously through Nor-
mandy in 1346. and then went

up the Seine to the gates of Paris. There
first the French under the command of

their king confronted it. But no decisive

blow was struck until Edward, falling

back towards Flanders, took u}) a strong

position at Crecy-en-Ponthieu, and was
immediately attacked by the advancing
French on August 25th ; in spite of an
immense numerical advantage (68,000

against 20,000) Philip was defeated.

The day marked a glorious victory for

the English arms. Edward then marched
to Calais, and besieged the town, so im-

portant to him, for eleven months ; when
it finally surrendered, English settlers were

placed in it, in order to create a per-

manent base for .the English regal power.

But the resources lor carrying on

the war were exhausted by these opera-

tions. Through the good services of the

a treat \- \ra^ ronrluded, which did

not, however, at

once apply to

Brittany. The
struggle for the

supremacy' in

tlie country still

continued there.

In August, 1350,
Philip VI. died

;

he was succeeded
on the throne
by his son John,
surnamed " the

Good " (1350-

1364), who tried

to prolong the

truce with Eng-
land. But he

Pope
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did not succeed in changing it into a per-

manent peace, for Edward trusted to the

fortune of his arms and had not yet re-

Hnquished his hope of the French throne.

His son also. Edward the " Black Prince."

to whom the victory at Crecy was chiefly

due, would not hear of a peace. When,
therefore, John refused to comply with the

demand of Edward that the English

possessions on French soil should be

relieved from feudal jurisdiction, the war
began afresh in 1355. Its outbreak was
hastened by the circumstance that

Charles of Navarre, with whom John had

A two years' truce between the two
hostile powers had been arranged even
before the return of the young Edward to

Bordeaux ; but dangerous disturbances in

the interior shook the monarchy during

John's imprisonment. The government,

and especially the method of levying

taxes, had aroused discontent among the

towns, which were increasing in wealth,

and formed the most powerful part of the

States-General. When, after the king's

imprisonment, the dauphin, afterwards

Charles V., summoned the states of North
France and asked for their support in the

QUEEN PHILIPPA PLEADING BEFORE EDWARD III. FOR THE MEN OF CALAIS
Wishing to be king of France as well as king of his own country, Edward III. of England landed an army On
French soil and won a great victory over King Philip VI. at Crecy-en-Ponthieu. Advancing next on Calais, Edward
took it after a siege of eleven months. The picture shows his queen, Philippa, on her knees making: her successful
appeal for the lives of the men of Calais, whom Edward, enraged at their stubborn resistance, had determined to execute.

From the painting by H. C. Selous

quarrelled, implored the help of England
against him. The opportunity for new
enter]:)rises was eagerly seized. The
Black Prince with a small force raided the
Loire district from his headquarters at

Bordeaux. John met him with superior
numbers. After a vain attempt to come
to an agreement, John was completely
defeated at Poitiers on September 19th,

1356, and himself fell into the hands
of the English. He was conducted to

England, w'here the king of Scotland also

was living as a prisoner of Edward.

3810

crisis, the representatives of the towns
desired redress for all abuses in the ad-
ministration, and had their definite de-

mands laid singly before the dauphin by
a committee. Under the stress of cir-

cumstances the crown was compelled to

concede every request of the towns.
Nevertheless, an open insurrection broke

out in Paris in 1358. Charles of Navarre,
who was still in captivity, was liberated,

his adherents, w^ho had been executed,
were declared innocent, the prisons also

were opened, and the red and blue cap,
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the badge of the revolutionists, was
forcibly placed on the head of the dauphin
himself. The example of the towns was
followed by the rising of the peasants in the

country, the so-called Jacquerie, which
was suppressed only by most merciless

severity. Common cause against the
peasant revolt drove the nobility over to

the side of the dauphin, and the Sjnritual

Estates stood by him. When he esca]u>d

EDWARD Hi., OF ENGLAND, ON HIS WHITE PALFREY AT CRECY

from the hands of the Parisian mob he
had a considerable body of adherents at
his command. In Paris the insurgents
were not agreed among themselves. There
were three factions who fought against
each other. The dauphin was soon able
to march into the capital, hold a Bloody
Assize, and in due form carry on the
government for his captive father. Charles
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of Navarre, however, began a war against

him which did not end until 1359.
In that year Edward appeared again

with an army on French soil, after the

States-General had rejected the terms of

peace already accepted by King John ;

but he was unable to capture Rheims, in

spite of a siege which lasted many weeks.

The investment of Paris, which he
attemjited in the next year, proved in-

effective owing to deficiency

(it provisions. A peace,

therefore, was concluded at

Hretigny in May, 1360,
according to which France
renounced all feudal juris-

diction over the English

possessions, while Edward
abandoned his claim to the
tluone of France, and at

t!ie same time handed over
Normandy and Anjou to

Jnhn. But, notwithstand-
ing the conclusion of peace,

lor a long time there was
no tranquilhty in France,
for the English soldiers

remained in the country,
C( )ntrary to the royal orders,

and actually defeated a
French army specially

le\-ied to oppose them.
The raising of the heavy

ransom for King John, who
1 (turned to his country
,1 Iter a five years' captivity,

1
roduccd much misery. In

one place only could John
record a favourable result.

The duchy of Burgundy
hud fallen to the crown in

I ;bi, and the king con-
ferred it, two years later,

oil his youngest son, Phili]^

the Bold. The latter

tounded the new Burgun-
(lian dynasty, and through
]\Iargaret of Flanders ac-

quired the Franche Comtc,
belonging to the German

Empire, and the Flemish provinces. As one
of the princes who was detained in England
as a hostage for the ransom had escaped.

John himself returned to England once
more in 1363, and died there in captivity
in the spring of 1364. The father was
succeeded by the eldest son, Charles V.

(1364-1380), who as dauphin had already
conducted the government after 1356,
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and had acquired some experience in home
pohtics. Certainly he had no abiHty as
a commander, but Bertrand du Gueschn,
a distinguished soldier, stood at his side

and conducted with great success the king's

wars against England. Charles' S3'stem

of government was based mainly on a
steady resistance to the towns, which
prided themselves on their strength, while
through economy he restricted the meet-
ings of the States for grant-

ing supphes. Besides this,

he abolished the represen-

tation of the towns by self-

chosen deputies. In the

municipal administration

also the royal power was
increased. The nobilit}^ and
the towns, in spite of the

perpetual crushing weight
of taxation, felt themselves
gradually bound to the

king, and differences were
adjusted. The gratitude

which the people felt toward
the king found its expres-

sion in the surname " The
Wise."
The mercenary troops,

which at the beginning of

the reign were marauding
everj'where, had been led

across the Pyrenees in con-

sequence of the wslv for the

succession in Castile, so

that at last French soil was
rid of them. Since Prince

Edward, who governed ab-

solutely in the continental

territories of England, took

the side of King Peter in the

Castilian dispute, the Anglo-

French war was renewed
on Spanish soil. But
Charles V. also considered

the moment suitable for an
advance on his part, especi-

ally since great dissatisfac-

tion with the foreign rule

was manifested by the population in the

English territory. The conditions also of

the Peace of Bretigny were not yet carried

out. The war, therefore, began afresh in

1369 with the French invasion of Guienne.

The Black Prince, who had desolated

parts of the country and committed cruel

barbarities, worn out by illness, was now
compelled to return to England, and there

died before his father. Du Guesclin

then succeeded in conquering all the
English possessions by the end of 1372.
Calais was the only fortified place remain-
ing in English hands. All the Eng ish
attacks on France were fruitless, since the
French on their side avoided every battle,
but were indefatigable in skirmishes and
pursuits. Du Guesclin, indeed, was the first

great guerrilla leader of mediaeval times.
King Edward III. died in 1377, leaving

PHILIP VI. OF FRANCE AFTER HIS DEFEAT AT CRECY
Philip VI. was resolved to expel the English from France, but sustained an
overwhelming defeat from Edward III. at Crecy in 134»i. The English lost

very few of their small army, while the French loss has been estimated at .'iO.iK").

his kingdom to his grandson, Richard II.

(1377-1399), who was only eleven years

old. Charles outlived him three years,

and was succeeded by his son, Charles VI.,

aged twelve (1380-1422).
An inevitable struggle for the guardian-

ship of the youthful king immediately
loosened the hitherto compact fabric of

the sovereignty. In Paris and elsewhere

sanguinary riots broke out, and the rojal
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coffers were plundered ; and simultane-

ously disturbances again arose in the

Flemish towns. Ghent had assumed a

democratic constitution under Phiiij) van
Artevelde. and seri-

ously menaced Count
Louis. Philip of Bur-
gundy, Louis' son-

in-law and the future

heir to Flanders,
espoused his cause,

marched with the

chivalry of France
into Flanders, and
defeated the burghers
of Ghent at Roosbeke
in November, 1382.

The result of this

campaign was prim-

arily in the interests

of PhilijVs dynastv ;

but it was generally

thought throughout
France, with good
reason, that the ex-

ample of the Flemish
towns had not been
without its influence

on their own country,

and it was hoped,
therefore, that the

subjugation of

Flanders would re-

store tranquillity to

France as well. The
royal authority, suj-)ported by the no-
bility, was com]iletcly in the ascendant
at Paris after this success in the neigh-
bouring country, and a similar result was
visible in the

other towns.
In 1388, bemg

then twenty
years old, King
Charles took
over the govern-

ment. But since

after 1392 he
became com-
pletely mad, the

administration
was necessarily

conducted by a

regency under
the king's two
uncles, Philip of Burgundy and Louis
of Orleans. The two brothers and their

followers were most bitterly, even dis-

gracefully, hostile to each other. When,
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THE GREAT BERTRAND DU GUESCLIN
Described as the first guerrilla leader of mediaeval times,
Bertrand dii Guesclin took a leading part in the wars of
France against England, and by the end of ]:-72 he had
succeeded m regaining all the English possessions, Calais
being the only fortified place remaining in English hands.

THE FRENCH KINGS CHARLES V. AND CHARLES VL
The eldest son of King John, who died in captivity in England, Charles V.
ascended the throne in 1MH, and ruled so well that he became known as
"The Wise." His son Charles VI., aged twelve, succeeded him in 1.380.

after Philip's death, in 1404, his son, John
the Fearless, received the government in

I^urgundy, oj)en civil war threatened. As
John approached the city of Paris in 1405

with a large army, the
Duke of Orleans fled

with Queen Isabella.

A temporary agree-

ment was made. But
in 1407 John of Bur-
gundy had his cousin,

Louis of Orleans,

treachero\isly mur-
dered, and then, being
hailed by the burghers
of the towns as their

]:)rotector, came for-

ward as the real ruler

of France. But the

family of the mur-
dered man, supported
by the Count of

Armagnac, wished to

avenge Louis' death.

Troops were levied by
both sides, and a
calamitous party
struggle ensued. The
town of Paris at first,

under the government
of the guilds, was en-

tirely Burgundian,
and the Orleans
family, whose party
were known as the

Armagnacs, succeeded in gaining the

upper hand onlj' after the year 1413.

These disturbances did not fail to rouse

the ambitious srlu'mes of the energetic

King Henry V.

of England
(1413-1422). He
claimed the Eng-
lish possessions

on the Continent,

and the payment
of the still out-

standing ransom
for King John,
as w^ell as the

hand of Kather-
ine, daughter of

Charles VL, with
a large dowry.
Since his wishes

were not met by France, in 1415 he
landed with an army in Normandy.
Charles VI. and the dauphin. Louis, took
the field in person, and a French army
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PHILIP THE GOOD, DUKE OF BURGUNDY
Philip succeeded his father, John the Fearless, as head of
the Burgiindian party, to wliom the prog^resa of Henry V. s
arms on his second invasion of France was largely due ; his
later defection ended all chance of an English conquest.

met him and placed the English in a very
dangerous position ; but, as at Crec}' and
Poitiers, the English arms triuniphed
once more in a pitched battle at Agincourt.
Henr5% however, was obliged to return to
England without making full use of his

victory to enforce his demands, owing to
the want of money.
The Orleans party by -this time held

the chief power in France. The go\-em-
ment rested in the hands of Count Armag-
nac, among whose chief adherents was
Charles, son of King Charles M., who,
after the death of his four elder brothers,
had become dauphin, and was now only
in his fourteenth year. The count banished
the queen to Tours, where she held a rival
court. Isabella now publiclv proclaimed
that the regency for her mad husband and
the youthful dauphin belonged to her, and
that she was resolved to conduct it \\'ith

the help of John of Burgundy, by whom
Paris was taken in 141 8. But even the
Burgundian troops were not able to re-
strain the e.xcited populace. Armagnac
was murdered, and a great part of his
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followers met the same fate. Isabella and
John made their solemn entry into the
capital some time afterwards, and banished
from the city all who had sided actively

\\ith the Armagnac party.

Henry V. had already resumed hostiUties

in 1418. Normandy came into his power
in 1419, owing to the fall of Rouen, but
the parties in France continued to fight

each other and forgot the common foe.

At last, when John of Burgundy had been
murdered, in September, 1419, bj' a follower

of the dauphin, Charles, who was now
considered the leader of the Armagnacs,
his son, Philip, surnamed the Good, sought
the help of England and allied himself

to Isabella, who now declared the dauphin
a bastard. PhiHp and Isabella made a

treaty with Henry Y. at Troyes in May,
1420, according to which Henry was to

marT\' Katherine, sister of the dauphin,
and at the same time was to become the

successor of Charles VI. and immediately
undertake the duties of regent. This

treaty made France a province of England.
Henry entered Paris, assembled the Estates,

and procured from them a ratification of

THE F.i.MOUS XAINTRAILLES
One of the most valiant and renowned captains of France
who, with La Hive, drove the English out of the country



THE BEGINNING OF THE GREAT BATTLE OF AGINCOURT
In this picture we see illustrated an incident at the begrinning of the great battle between the English and French
at Agincourt in 1415. Sir Thomas Erpingham, having arranged the troops, exhorted them to fight vigorously,

and then throwing into the air the baton which he held, he cried, " Now strike !
" The army responded with a great

shout, at which the French marvelled greatly. Thus began the fight which ended so gloriously for England.
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JOHN THE FEARLESS, DUKE OF BURGUNDY
Civil war threatened in France when John tne Fearless
received the government in Burgundy. After having had
his cousin, Louis of Orleans, murdered, John was hailed

by the burghers of the towns as their protector. In 1410
he was murdered by a follower of the dauphin, Charles.

the treaty. The parliament declared the
dauphin, Charles, to have forfeited his

rights, and ordered him to quit the king-
dom. Henry conquered almost the whole
country north of the Loire, but died in the
midst of his victorious career on August
31st, 1422. Charles VI. died two months
later.

Charles VII. was long unable to enter
on the heritage of his father, for the English
regarded their new king, Henry VI., son
of Henry V. and Katherine of France,
an infant hardly a year old, as the lawful
sovereign of the land. The rights of the
infant king were guarded for the time by
his uncle, the Duke of Bedford, who had
twice conquered the partisans of Charles
in the field.

But the war was waged desultorily,

until, at the end of 1428, the Earl of
Salisbury appeared with fresh troops and
undertook the siege of the important
town of Orleans. The town offered a
vigorous resistance ; the English leader
and many of his soldiers lost their lives
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in the battle, but the brave citizens could
look for no help from their king, Charles.

In this desperate state of affairs a saviour

appeared to them—Joan of Arc, born on
January f)th, 14 12, in Uomremy, a hamlet
situated on the Lorraine frontier of

Champagne. She regarded herself as the

heaven-sent rescuer of her country, and
demanded permission to place herself at

the head of an army, in order to free

Orleans and lead the king to Rheims for his

coronation. She triumphantly overcame
the resistance of her incredulous hearers,

and linally was received by the king and
given a detachment of soldiers, in order

that, mounted as their commander and
in male attire, she might lead them to

the relief of the beleaguered town.
Inspired by heaven, Joan bore a white

flag, with the picture of the Saviour, in

front of , the warriors, and fortunately

succeeded in gaining entrance to Orleans
during a sortie of the besieged at the end
of April, 1429. She then began at once an
attack on the English, who soon feared
the " Maid of Orleans " as if she were

LOUIS, DUKE OF ORLEANS
When John the Fearless approached Paris in )4(i.'.

with a large army, the Duke of Orleans fled with Queen
Isabella, but was afterwards treacherously murdered
at the instigation of his cousin, John of Burgundy.



THE SOLEMN ENTRY INTO PARIS OF THE QUEEN - REGENT ISABELLA

Tt,» „nh = nnv afflirHon which befell Kins Charles VI. was the means of plunging France nito disorder, rival parties
The unhappy affliction wnicn °^'^"

T^''^/-'^ , . held the chief power, and the Queen was banished to Tours.

K'nl%'.^^Zl7oroci::iZdfhI^^^^^ y°"^hfu! dluphin belonged to her, and

L'kfngV solemn erryfrotVec^VltaVs'^^^^^ from the city all who had taken sides with the Armagnac party.
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a daughter of Satan. After a brilliant

victory of the French on May 7th, the
enemy gave up the siege. All Orleans
was filled with joy, and convinced of the
supernatural mission of Joan, for she had
kept her first promise ; Orleans was freed.

A peasant girl had ])erformedwhat no com-

, , . mander had vet successfully
Joan of Arc , i xi ^ • £ j
. . done, and that m a few days.

„. ^. , The royalist party revived.
King Charles j ,1 • • i -^ 1

and their spirit was renewed.
Charles' throne seemed rescued, and without
any action on his part, for he was only too

much inclined to neglect energetic measures.

Joan now wished to keep her second
promise, and to lead Charles to be crowned
at Kheims. A start was made, notwith-
standirrg the opposition of the generals,

who proposed a conquest of Normandy
first. The advance was made with a few
thousand men ; the English were driven
from all their posts during the victorious

progress, and the king's following was
increased on every side. Before Charles
entered the city where he was to be
crowned, deputies came out to meet him,
and promised submission. The king
entered tlie eit\' of l\heims, ami on Iu]\'

17th the coronation and anointing were
performed. Joan stood during the cere-

mony at the king's side, holding a flag.

Her mission was completed, according to

her own ideas. She now held back in the

council, and only inspired the masses
of soldiers by her presence. Her family
was raised to the nobility, and her native

place freed from all taxation.

Charles' position had been completely
changed at one blow. He ceased to be the
head of the Armagnac party. Numerous
former adherents to the Anglo-Burgundian
party now submitted to him. But Paris

])ersisted in its old hostility, chiefly per-

haps from fear of the king's vengeance.
An attempt of Joan's to take the city

failed, because the king did not
1 AC DrZlVC i. i_ 111 If

J
support her, and she herself

. p . was wounded. She soon had
presentiments of her capture.

Nevertheless, she defended the town of

Compiegne against Philip of Burgundy.
There she was actually made prisoner
during a sortie on May 23rd, 1430, and
was abandoned to the vengeance of the
English, who saw in her alone the cause
i)f tlieir (lisastt'fs. Aftei \o\\ii lanenisli

THE PRIEST'S BLESSING: BEFORE THE GREAT BATTLE OF AGINCOURT
Like Edward III., King Henry V. of England was ambitious to sit on the throne of France, and with a huge army he
crossed the Channel to make good his claim by force of arms. At Agincourt he met the French army, winning a great
victory after one of the most famous battles in England's history. In this picture we see a priest blessing the troops

From the t>jintiiig by Sir John Gilbert in the Guildhall Art Gallery
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CHARLES VI., KING OF FRANCE,
Fp. -i.aniiniitureby Jcnn Fou-iuet i

in prison, she was condemned by the

spiritual court of French ecclesiastics as

a witch, handed over to the " secular arm "

—that is, the English—and burned in the

market-place of Rouen on May 30th, 1431.

The ungi-ateful king never once took up her

cause, though it would have been well in his

power to do so. The revision of the judg-

ment, which took place twenty-five years

later at the command of Pope Cahxtus III.,

and ended in the complete vindication of

Joan, can only partially reconcile the world

to +he ingratitude of the king.
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HOLDING A PUBLIC AUDIENCE

The position of the English did not alter

after Joan's death, especially since no

such ample reinforcements as might have

been expected arrived from home. The
most important point was that the

Burgundian party, with whose help

England had previously made such great

conquests, now drew back ; in fact, tried

for a reconciliation with Charles. This

was actually effected by a peace at Arras

in 1435. Philip of Burgundy was liberally

compensated bv gifts of land, and released

from feudal obligations for the term of
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Charles' life. Besides this, the Duke of

Bedford, the Enghsh commander on the

Continent, had died, and among the

citizen jiopulation of Paris there was a

keen wish to see the king once more in

their midst. In April, 1436, Charles'

army was able to enter Paris, after a

complete amnesty had been promised

to all who had opposed him, and in

1437 the king himself entered his capital.

The whole country, especially the

north, liad suffered severely under the

war and the internal party feuds, so

that nothing was more sincerely desired

before Chatillon, and his army completely

defeated. The English power was thus

driven out of France except for Calais,

the only town which England could hold

for the future.

The great enemy had been expelled. But
these lasting^ unspeakably calamitous wars

had cruelly affected the country. The de-

vastation of the fields could be remedied

onlv gi-adually and by the unwearying toil

of the people. Besides, it was necessary

to take prompt and vigorous measures

against the bands of robber mercenaries,

or " free companies," who roamed the

THE PEASANT MAID OF ORLEANS IN THE HANDS OF THE ENGLISH
Clad in white armour, the simple peasant maid, Joan of Arc, marched at the head of a troop of French horsemen to drive

the Enghsh from Orleans. The enemies of France were scattered, but the heroic maiden was betrayed by some of her
own countrymen and fell into the hands of the English, who burned her alive at Rouen, as depicted on page 3824.

From the painlinji by Roland WhceUvrijjht, by permission of the Autotype Company

than peace. Negotiations led finally

to a truce in 1444, since the internal

affairs of England made a continu-

ance of the war seem impossible. In

France, however, the opportunity was
taken to develop an appropriate military

system, and on the renewal of hostilities

in 1449 the English were deprived of the

whole of Normandy in a single year.

The province of Guienne also was con-

quered without any appearance of help

from England. At length an English army
went to Southern France in 1452 under
the command of the veteran Talbot. But
the general was killed the following summer
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provinces. The first dut}^ was to exter-

minate them. In 1444, Charles, at the

request of the Emperor Frederic III.,

had sent a considerable part of these

pillagers of the country into Switzerland
to fight against the confederates. The
best of the remainder were picked out, and
thus a paid body of fifteen troops of

cavalry was formed, which was to be
permanently under arms. It was now an
easy task to deal with the remaining
and inferior mercenaries, especially since

the regular police force was now available

against these hordes. The defence of the

country had then to be better organised



THE HEROINE, JOAN OF ARC. AT THE CROWNING OF KING CHARLES VII.

The wonderful story of Joan of Arc is one that will never die. A simple peasant maid, she put on armour that she might

fight for her king and country, and in this picture we see her in one of the greatest moments of her life, when she took

her place by the throne of the king of France, whose peaceful coronation was due entirely to her great victories.

From the painting by J. E. Lcnepveu in the Pantheon
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to meet all contingencies ; a regular

reserve was therefore formed, which might
l)e called out in case of war, since every

jiarish was responsible for the arming and
training ol a guard. A national militia

organised on this basis was bound to

represent an immeasurably stronger jiower

than the town con-

tingents which had
been attached as a

whole to the
royal army. The
fate of the feudal

army was sealed in

France by these

measures, since the

means requisite for

the maintenance
of the troops were
obtained by a
s})ecial universal

tax. The Estates

were now less

frequently sum-
moned, and the

towns lost the
]M)\VL'r which they
had formerly pos-

sessed in the assem-
blies of the realm.

In 1453 a decree

was passed requir-

ing all customary
rights to be defined

in writing, and in

this way the pro-

cedure and juris-

diction of the
courts of appeal
were distinctly
im])rovcd. The
Church develop)cd

more than before

into a national

Church in connec-
tion with the re-

solutions of the
Council at Basle.

The abilities of

Charles VII. were
doubtless more
adapted for the
work of organisa-
tion than for
vigorous action

;

indeed, his modern
methods of govern-
ment provoked the
opposition of the
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nobility, who attempted to incite the

dau})hin, Louis, against bis father. He
succeeded, indeed, at first in frustrating

their designs ; but just when it seemed
that the son would once more rebel

against his father, death removed the

father in the summer of 1461.

THE BURNING OF JOAN OF ARC BY THE ENGLISH AT ROUEN
From the painting by Lenepveu
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I
'HE former rebel was now himself

^ crowned king as Louis XL, and pursued
the same objects as his father. His efforts

extended to the building up of an absclu'e

monarchy, even if he expelled from
among his councillors precisely those

who had previously been at the helm, and
collected new men round him. Nothing
was more important than to bind the

powerful crown vassals, the Dukes of

Burgundy and Brittany, more closely to

the throne. He was successful in the be-

ginning, but Francis of Brittany ventured
to resist the claims of King Louis XL.
He effected an alliance of the most
prominent members of the nobility, and
threatened an open attack. Louis tried

to win the support of citizen inhabitants

of the towns. A war with the nobles

ensued, and the Burgundians pressed on
to Paris itself. A battle in the summer of

, 1465 was indecisive, and the
The King s

united enemies of the king
nemics

^ began to besiege the capital.
Besiege Pans ^ j j 1 j.ii jLouis avoided a battle, and
tried to keep his enemies at bay. The
feeding of such mighty armies was bound
soon to break down. After an armistice,

they concluded a peace towards the end

of October, according to which the

brother of the king, the Duke of Berry,

who belonged to the insurgents, became
ruler of Normandy, while the Duke of

Brittany maintained his independent rights

unimpaired.
The peace was tantamount to a victory

of the nobles ; but the king did not

intend to abandon his policy. It is

true that he recalled some of his father's

councillors to his court, doubtless a con-

cession to his opponents. But one by one

all were overcome who had previously

united themselves in common cause against

him. The Duke of Berry soon lost

Normandy again ; other nobles were won
over to the plans of the king, and the

weaker ones were suppressed by force.

Burgundy alone offered a strenuous re-

sistance ; in place of Philip, now an old
man, his son Charles, surnamed the Bold,
had for some years held the reins of govern-
ment there, and in the summer of 1467
became the lawful successor. Louis would
have been glad to turn to his advantage
the long-existing quarrel of Charles with

g . Liege, but the Burgundian
^' would not entertain the pro-

j . posal, and after the conquest of

the refractor}' town in autumn,
1467, his position became still stronger.

The Burgundian domain, which ex-

tended from Luxemburg to the sea, had
only in the last generations, through the
skilful policy of aggrandisement ])ractised

by its princes, become an important
power interposed between France and
Germany. The brilliant court of Arras
became a model for other courts of

European princes. Trade and industry,

art and intellectual life flourished

splendidly in the rich towns. But the

government of the country, under Philip,

and still more under Charles, had sup-

pressed the local authority and attempted
a uniform organisation of all political

forces after depriving them of their in-

dependence.
The rich resources of the land enabled

the duke to maintain permanently a

powerful army, and to furnish it with
artillery' and waggons, so that it possessed

the most complete military equipment of

the time. His policy aimed
Independence

^^ ^^^ protection and enlarge-
of Ch&ries X r u- 4^ I

B M ment of his power on two sides

especially ; he wished to be

as independent of France as he was of

Germany. Even if the foundation of a

Burgundian kingdom at the cost of

Germany, a demand that Philip had made
in 1447 from Frederic HL, had not been

realised, yet the position of Charles the

Bold, in view of the importance of the

German kingdom, which could not prevent
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the growth of Burgunclian inlhience in the

territories of Western (iermany, was really

equivalent to independence. The oath of

fealty, which was still taken
to tile French as well as to

the German crown, could

have little significance in the

circumstances.
King Louis XI. had been

obliged in 1467 to resume
the war with the Dukes of

Brittany and Berry and had
been successful before Charles

of Burgundy was able to

lend aid to his friends. \\a.v

with the latter seemed in-

evitable. Louis tried in vain
to stir u]) the ])eo])le of

Liege once more against their

lord, anl to pacify Charles
himself with monev. At last

]K)ssessed unmistakable proof of his treach-

erous jwlicy. It was with dilftculty that

Charles was induced to spare the king
himself, and he did so only
on the concession that he
liimself should rule for the
future as sovereign over what
had hitherto been the feudal

dependencies of France. He
exacted also some compensa-
tion for the Duke of Berry.

Louis swore to all demands
and was forced to consent to

take the field in person
against the rebellious town
of Liege.

Possibly Louis was never
very sincere in his con-
cessions. He succeeded in

persuading his brother, the
Duke of Berrv, to be content

KING LOUIS XI.

The eldest son of Charles VII.,

Louis XI. succeeded his father on
the throne ; he did much to improve

he had a personal interview the internal administration of the witli the richer but more
with his opponent at Peronne country, and has been described as distant Guienne in place of

"the first of modern statesmen." .1 r /--1

the provinces of Champagne
so closely bordering on Bur-

in order to come to terms
But while he was still with him, the
terrible tidings spread of a rising of the
Liegeois, who had driven out their

bishop, and Charles' fury was now turned
on the king, since he thought that he

and Brie,

gundy ; and by 1469, he effected a
complete reconciliation with him. Other
rebellious vassals were crushed. By these
means the king soon felt such renewed

- > _ -. KING OF FRANCE, A PRISONER AT PERONNE
The feudal nobles of France, were not too kindly disposed towards Louis XI., and in alliance with Charles the Bold,
Duke of Burgundy, they gave the king much trouble. When war with this powerful lord seemed inevitable, Louis had
a personal interview with him at Peronne in 1467 with the object of coming to terms, and was there practically a
prisoner in the hands of his enemy. It was only with difficulty that Charles was prevailed upon to spare the king's life
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Security that he began to despise the
sovereignty of Burgundy, and commanded
an assembly to proclaim the feudal tenant,
Charles, guilty of high treason.

Since the duke did not appear before

the court at Paris, royal troops invaded
Burgundy at the beginning of the year

1471, and occupied some important places.

It was only in February that Charles on
his side proceeded to besiege Amiens. But
he achieved no successes, and bad news
came from home, so that in April he was
willing to make a truce

for a month. He again
sought an alliance with
the king's brother, but
the latter died, possibly

from poison. Before the

expiry of the truce

Charles renewed hostili-

ties and now was more
successful ; but his army
committed such depreda-
tions in the country that

the inhabitants were
roused to fury, and the

citizens of Beauvais in

particular offered a most
stubborn resistance. The
town was not captured,

for the Duke of Brittany,

being hard pressed by the

king, did not come to aid.

Charles, therefore, was
forced to retreat, owing
to terrible scarcity of

provisions, due to
the devastation of the

land. His retreat was
rendered difficult by
numerous skirmishes ; at

last he was compelled to

make a new armistice.

Louis availed himself of

it to subdue his rebellious

vassals in the south,

especially the Duke of Alengon.

Charles did not remain quiet,

hoped by an alliance with Edward IV.

of England finally to conquer Louis.

Edward declared himself ready for

a campaign against France in 1475,

and actually appeared in June before

Calais. Charles, however, whose forces

had been considerably lessened by the

disastrous siege of Neuss, could not give

the expected assistance, especially since

Louis had again fought with success in

Burgundy. Edward had pictured, to

^._ .. 4i;

STATUE OF
But
and

himself a more favourable state of things

in France, and in his disappointment he
did not hesitate to accept the arrange-
ment proposed by Louis, and, in con-
sideration of a large indemnity, to return
home again. Charles also, who now was
intent on other plans, agreed in 1475
to a nine years' truce. France scem?d
freed from her most dangerous enemy,
although Louis was always counting on a
renewed attack of the Burgundian. The
complications, however, with Lorraine

and the Swiss nowclaimcd
the attention of the

ambitious warrior so

closely that he could not
think of other hostilities.

On January 5th, 1477,
Charles the Bold was
killed after his defeat by
the Swiss at Nancy.

His i"ealm, however,
through the marriage of

his daughter and heiress

Mary with the young
Maximilian, son of

Frederic III., passed to

the house of the Austrian

Hapsburgs, and not to

France. Of all the ene-

mies of Louis the only

survivor was Duke
Francis of Brittany,

whose secret league with

Edward of Eagland had
been discovered by the

king in 1477. He here

contented himself with

the confiscation of one
county and with a

renewed oath of loyalty.

But he treated the Duke
of Nemours accordiu'^ to

liis old principle, and
took bloody v.mgean 'e.

His despotic aim, the

all imaginary and actual

enemies of his kingdom, was attained.

He acquired Provence by inheritance,

and the people trembled more than ever

before the king—but still more did the

king tremble before the people. He sus-

piciously looked out for conspiracies every-

where among servants and ministers, and

punished with great severity.

After a life of anxiety, at once full of

work and emptv of pleasures, Louis XL
died at the end of April, 1483. The

government of France by the States had

. 3^27
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CHARLES THE BOLD, DUKE OF BURGUNDY
He headed the league of vassal nobles against Louis XI.,

and when he became Duke of Burgundy, on the death of

his father, Phi'.ip the Good of Burgundy, in 1407, he made
an attempt to throw off all allegiance to France and its

king. He met his death fighting at Nancy in the year 1477.

completely disappeared under him and
mainly through him. Modern absolutism,
which influences all powers by the con-
stitution, took its start under him, and
reached its height through Louis XII.

Charles VIII., son of Louis XL, was only
thirteen years old on his father's death.
Of little ability, and still less education,
he was incapable of reigning independentl}',

and was entirely under the influence of his

sister Anne, who was married to Peter,
the subsequent Duke of Bourbon. In
conformity with the wish of the people, the
States-General were summoned at the
beginning of 1484, and sat for two months
at Tours. Complaints were raised on all

sides about the })ressure of taxation, but
the deliberations had no lasting results.

The appointment of a regular regency
was refused, to the injury of the country

;

for once more, as at the beginning of the
century, civil war broke out. The husband
of Louis' daughter Joanna, Duke Louis
of Orleans, did not wish to acknowledge
the influence of his sister-in-law, Anne,
and, in alliance with the Duke of Brittany,
began war against the party of the king,

382S

but was defeated in the summer of 1488,
and taken prisoner. Charles, however,
wished to act independently and did not
allow himself to be guided any longer by
his sister. He released the Duke of

Orleans from prison, and married, at the
end of 1491, Anne, daughter of the
deceased Duke Francis. Thus Brittany,

the lords of which had hitherto been
bitterly opposed to the king, was annexed
to the crown of France.
The intended union of this heiress with

Maximilian, king of the Romans, had thus
been frustrated, and he demanded com-
pensation for this as well as for the fact that
the previously arranged marriage of his

daughter Margaret with the French king
had now become impossible. His ally,

Henry VII. of England, was indemnified by
a money payment. Maximilian himself
lacked the means to make war ; for this

reason he finally, in 1493, preferred an
amicable arrangement, and received back
the counties of Burgundy and Artois, where
the feeling of the population had already
decided in favour of the German sovereign.

Since Charles, Count of Maine, had died
in 1481, King Louis had acquired the

A CONS 1 ABLE OF FRANCE
Under Louis XI., the Comte de St. Pol was Constable of
France, an office equivalent to that of Commander of the
Forces. This high official was executed at the Bastille.
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heritage of Provence as well as claims to

the kingdom of Naples, and Charles

wished to assert this claim when, after the

death of King Ferdinand in the beginning

of 1494, party hatred began to spread its

horrors over Italy- In order not to let slip

the favourable opportunity of

interference, Charles marched
in the autumn with a large

army over the Alps. Contrary
to expectation he obtained

favourable concessions from
Piero de Medici, but by so

doing caused the banishment
of the princely family, and
could gain little from the

indignant citizens of Florence.

He now went to Rome, where
Alexander VI. lived in the

greatest fear. The Pope agreed
to cede to the French some
fortresses as bases of opera-

tion, and to hand over his son,

Cesare Borgia, as hostage.

Charles left Rome at the end

homewards with the remainder. But in

July an army of Milanese and Venetians

attacked him in superior force near

Fornuovo ; nevertheless, he succeeded in

worsting them and continued his march.
Before he left Italian soil, in October, a

treaty was made with the

allies, but nevertheless the

final results of this Italian

campaign were very unfavour-
able for Charles. Even be-

fore he reached France, the

banished Ferdinand had
attempted to recover his

realm, and the revolt of the

people against the French
yoke assisted his effort. The
remains of the French army
disappeared in battle or from
sickness, and King Charles

VIII., in April, 1498, soon
after his return home, died

from the result of an accident.

Since Charles' sons had

KING CHARLES VIII.

The son of Louis XI., whom he
succeeded as King of France in

1483. By his marriage to the prcdeCCaScd him, he WaS SUC-

of January, 149s, andmarched heiressoftheOukeof Brittany, he ceeded on the throne by his
• - added Brittany to his own domain. ^.^ t ^^i. of ^J^g elderto Naples, where Alfonso II.,

son of Ferdinand I., was governing,

tormented by the stings of conscience for

his past cruelties. In order to escape the

hatred of the people, he resigned his rule

and gave over the country to
ere e

j^jg youthful SOU, Ferdinand II.

T*^'

'**^

h d
'^^^ success of the French arms

'^^ soon disheartened the Nea-
politan troops ; some of them deserted to

Charles, who was able in February to

enter Naples and was soon in possession

of the whole country.
The French conquerors did not, however,

understand how to win the goodwill of

the people. The brutal treatment which
the population received from the French
soldiery roused a burning hatred which
could not be quenched by the hastily

introduced remission of taxation and the
inauguration of public amusements. The
Pope also refused to crown Charles king
at Naples. The lords, formerly at enmity
with each other, now united against the
common foe, the French intruder.

Lodovico Sforza of Milan, who had
especially invited Charles to make the
Italian expedition, Pope Alexander VI.,

Venice, Ferdinand of Sicily, and the king
of the Romans, Maximilian, all united
against the king of France. He marched
away unsuspectingly from Naples, in May,
left half his army behind, and turned
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cousin Louis,

house of Orleans, as the twelfth of this

name (1498-1515). He was in the prime
of life when he took the reins of govern-

ment, and had hitherto played little

part in public affairs. But the people
soon recognised that the best qualities

of a ruler—justice, clemency, and ap-

preciation of a nation's needs—were not
wanting in him. In foreign policy, it is

true, he was no better than the other

monarchs of the time in a somewhat
inglorious statesmanship, and ambition
drove him to the most rash schemes. He
procured a divorce from his wife, and
married his predecessor's widow, Anne,
the heiress of Brittany, in order to annex
this duchy permanently to the crown. His
predecessor on the throne had opened the

road to Italy. Louis was determined to

take it.

The acquisition of Milan was now
the object of the French policy. The

grandmother of the king had
been the daughter of Galeazzo
Visconti, the first Duke of

Milan, who died in 1402. After

preparations of every kind, which proved
the shrewd and far-sighted calculations of

the king, an army crossed the mountains
in the summer of 1499, and conquered the

country, from which the Duke Lodovico
Sforza had to flv with incredible swiftness.

Milan the

Envy
of France
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The French king made a solemn entry into

Milan, and Genoa surrendered to him.
Venice indeed, by virtue of an earlier

treaty, received a share of the French
victory ; but France had thus won a

strong base of operations which danger-

ously menaced Italy.

Soon after the departure of the king the

storm burst against the foreign dominion

;

the inhabitants, bitterly exasperated by
the outrages of the conquerors, welcomed
the old duke when he entered his land in

February, 1500, with an army of foreign

mercenaries. The French garrisons could

offer no r-esistance, and withdrew. Louis,

however, sent reinforcements, and Sforza's

Swiss mercenaries refused to fight against

their countrymen in the French service.

The duke's cavise was lost : he wished to

fiy, but was betrayed and led prisoner to

France, where he spent ten years in cap-

tivity. Louis was not yet satisfied with his

success ; his wishes were now centred on

.Naples. There he came into contact with

the powerful Ferdinand the Catholic of

Aragon, who, as husband of Isabella of

Castile, represented a formidable oppo-

nent. The two therefore joined, according

to the terms of a treaty, in common action

against the uncle of Ferdinand II.,

Frederic of Naples, whose friendly

relations with the Turks were to form the

pretext.

The two kings, thirsting for conquests,

posed as the protectors of Christen-

dom. Nothing was known of this alli-

ance at Naples, where the people thought

that Louis alone was their enemy,
and actually hoped for Ferdinand's aid

against him. When, in the summer of

1501, a French army appeared in Rome,
the treaty was disclosed, since both sove-

reigns demanded and received the papal

investiture of Naples. . Lender these cir-

cumstances Frederic could not resist ; he

surrendered to the French, and- lived in

THE' ENTRANCE OF CHARLES VIII., KING OF FRANCE, INTO NAPLES

Itwasthe ^reat ambition of Charles VIII. to conquer Italy, and he invaded that country in 1495. Entering Naples, he

ound the People eager for French rule, and soon he found himself in possession of the whole country. But the conquerors

S not unders'tand how to win the goodwill of the people, who quickly rose up aga.nst them^
I'?"^."^'^.'rstd,^^^^^

the Milanese and Venetians at Fornuovo, the results of the Italian campaign were not at all to his advantage.
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France with a large yearly allowance until unceremoniously banished from Milan, and

his death, in 1504. Louis' pleasure at the acquisition of Naples threatened to

the possession of Naples did not last long, furnish the French king with another

Since no agreement could be

made with Ferdinand as to

the frontier, war resulted.

In it the Spanish general,

Gonsalvo Hernandez de Cor-

dova, the " Great Captain,"

was repeatedly victorious,

and finally gained sole

possession of the capital.

Louis, in furious indignation

at the failure of his under-

takings, immediately
equipped several armies

against the Spaniards ; but

at the end of 1503 the most
powerful of them was com-
pletely routed by Gonsalvo
on the Garigliano. A three

\

FRANCE
wMmu ..A

LOUIS XII. OF
He succeeded his cousin, Charles

VIII., in the year 1498,' and reigned

three months

m . February, 1504, by the ^!^" ^'^ T'"^^r,,\° ^^'^\ ^^f
r , •_!_ .1! __i._i_ sister of Henry VIII. of England.

years' truce was concluded tin 1.51.5, dying

Henry

The
terms of which the whole
of Naples was annexed to Spain,

events in Italy were of decisive im-

portance for the king of the Romans,
Maximilian, whose vassal had been

strong centre for operations.

King Maximilian, in order

not to let his claims on
Milan disappear, had already

consented to the betrothal of

his grandson, Charles, aged
a year and a half, to Claudia,

infant daughter of Louis, on
the condition that both
should inherit Milan, and had
promised to invest Louis with
the duchy. This treaty was,

in 1504, extended, so that

in the event of Louis dying
without male issue, Naples,

and both Brittany and the

duchv of Burgundy in France,

should fall to the future wife

of Charles. Thereupon Louis
was actually invested with
Milan. But soon afterwards

all idea was abandoned of a marriage
between Claudia and Charles. Louis had
possibly never seriously contemplated it.

In fact, the fulfilment of the compact of

DEATH OF GASTON DE FOIX AT THE GREAT BATTLE OF RAVENNA, IN THE YEAR 1512
In this great battle the army of Louis XII. of France, under the youthful commander, Gaston de Foix, met the papal and
Spanish forces and inflicted upon them a decisive defeat. France, however, lost her brilliant leader, who fell in the battle.
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1504 would have been equivalent to a
partition of France.

In all the negotiations between the
kings, Louis and Maximilian, an important
part had been played by the latter's son
Philip. Out of hatred for him the Span-
iard, Ferdinand, was drawn more closely

to Louis, and received the hand of his niece,

to whom Louis had granted his claims on
Naples. Claudia was betrothed a little

later to Count Francis of Angouleme, the

heir-presumptive to the French throne,

and the brilliant prospects of the Haps-
burgs were destroyed. Philip would
gladly have avenged the affront, but he
died in 1506, and King Maximilian was
too weak to venture
on war with Louis,

who successfully
crushed a rising in

Genoa in 1507.
Maximilian soon

afterwards engaged
in an unfortunate

struggle with the

powerful republic of

Venice, which refused

him a passage for his

troops to Rome, and
was forced to con-

clude a truce in April,

1508. Since the
republic seemed
equally dangerous to

Louis and Maxi-
milian, a treaty was
signed at Cambray
on December loth,

1508, when it was
arranged that each

party should recover

from the republic the

territories to which
he laid claim. The
Pope and King
Ferdinand of Aragon
joined the league, as well as some smaller

rulers. In the spring of 1509 a powerful

Venetian army was in the field when the

French advanced to the attack. Victory

reste<i with the French arms, and each

of the allies received the districts which

he wished to occupy. Attempts of the

Venetians to separate the allies by formal

offers proved ineffectual. They succeeded,

however, in regainng Padua by the help

of the population. Shortly afterwards,

King Maximilian, with a powerful army,

supported by French and Spaniards,

BAYARD WOUNDED AT BRESCIA
During the capture of the town of Brescia by

appeared before the city and began the

siege, but discontent and want of money
finally forced him to abandon it. He
marched back to Germany and dismissed

the greater part of his army. Pope
Julius II. also had obtained from Venice
what he wanted. Ferdinand was invested

with Naples, and desisted from the

struggle, so that now only France and King
Maximilian continued the war.

In order to crush the opposition of the

Pope, their former ally, the two kings,

supported by some cardinals, arranged to

hold a general council in November, 15 10.

It was actually summoned at Pisa, but

Julius forbade the assembly, and on his

part convened a

Lateran Council at

Rome. The Pope
had now allies in

Venice and the Swiss

;

Ferdinand of Aragon
also was a firm sup-

porter. Thus the so-

called "Holy League"
was formed in order

to drive out Louis.

But the French again

were victorious, and
captured Brescia with
terrible slaughter in

15 12. The Pope won
over Henry VIII. of

England for the
League, and induced
King Maximilian to

make a truce at any
rate with Venice, so

that Louis now had
to trust to his own
power alone. He
once more won a
decisive victory at

Ravenna, but. unfor-
the

French in 1512 many brave deeds were witnessed, but
^

they were all eclipsed by the exploit of Bayard "the
^ ^ i rT-icitnn Hp

knight without fear and without reproach, who de- lUnaiei) ,
oabtOil Ut:

fended a castle against an overwhelming body of troops.
PqJj^^ ^^e VOUthful

French commander, fell in it. The Pope,

deeply concerned by the reverse, breathed

again when he learned that an army of the

Confederates had invaded Milan, and with

the help of Venice was driving the French

out of the country. Maximihan Sforza, a

son of Lodovico Sfor/a, now became duke

of the territory, reduced by the loss of some

districts. A new danger was threatening

King Louis from Spain, where Ferdinand

brought the kingdom of Navarre under his

dominion. Thus the end of the year 1512

showed a much less favourable prospect.
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However, Pope Julius, who had been

the soul of the league, died in February,

15 13. Soon afterwards Louis concluded

with his former bitter enemy, the republic

of Venice, a treaty with regard to the joint

conquest of Milan. The new Pope of the

family of the Medici, Leo X., a determined

enemy of the French, allied himself

against them with King Maximilian,

Ferdinand, and Henry VIII., in order to

offer resistance to the combined power
of Venice and France. After a preliminary

success the French were defeated on June
6th, 1513, at Novara by the Swiss soldiers

of Sforza, and the Venetians now saw
themselves abandoned by Louis. Picardy

was overrun by an army of Henry VIII.,

which, supported by German knights, con-

quered the enemy in August and cap-

tured Tournay. At the same time an army
of Swiss wished to conquer Burgundy.
But the French commander enterecl into a
treaty with them—which the king did not
ratify—and thus this threatening danger
was averted. Louis now tried to make
terms with his enemies, and succeeded in

doing so. Henry VIII. actually gave him
the hand of his sister Mary. But on
January ist, 1515, only three months after

his marriage, Louis XII. died, deeply
mourned by his people, and left his king-

dom to Francis, Count of Angouleme, a

great-grandson of their common ancestor,

Louis of Orleans. Armin Tii.le

THE DEATH OF THE BRAVE BAYARD, FIGHTING FOR FRANCE IN 1524
Bayard, the most chivalrous hero of the Middle Ages, whose famous exploit at Brescia is referred to on the preceding
page, met his death fighting for his country against Milan in 1524. With a handful of men he remained behind to hold
the enemy in check while the French army retreated from a difficult position. He was thus engaged when a stone
from a crossbow struck him, snapping his spine in two places. He was lifted from his horse, and laid beneath a tree,
as shown in the above picture, and after breathing a prayer he begged his friends to turn his face to the foe.

From the painting by Benjamin West
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±iTHE BKITISH ISLESi4:
THROUGHOUT THE MIDDLE AGES

By H. W. C. Davis, M.A. and Arlhur D. Innes, MA.

ENGLAND BEFORE THE NORMAN CONQUEST
ALFRED AND THE SAXON KINGS

yV/E left Egbert of Wessex, in the early
' ' years of the ninth century, engaged

in establishing what may be called a single

suzerainty among the various Anglo-
Saxon kingdoms. But the progress of

the work begun by him was delayed by the

descent of a new storm of invaders on the

English coasts. The Northmen, driven

out from the Scandinavian countries by
the love of adventure, the hope of booty,

and repugnance to the centralising policy

of their native kings, began to plunder
Northumbria at the close of the eighth

century. Gradually their raids brought

them further to the south, and in the

year 832 their bands wintered for the

first time on English soil, in the Isle of

Sheppey. From that year to 878 the

English kingdoms were fighting for

bare existence against ever increasing

hosts, who came at first in the hope of

plunder, and afterwards with the intention

of founding a new state.

England was not the only victim :

on the coast of Ireland, and from the

mouth of the Rhine to that of the

Garonne, the Northmen made
themselves felt as the worst

foes of peace in a period

of general anarchy; but in

England they performed their work
of destruction with special thoroughness.

They destroyed the kingdoms of North-

umbria, East Anglia, and Mercia, and
Alfred the Great, who came to the throne

Qi Wessex in 871, found it necessary to

purchase a respite from the attacks which
had brought his kingdom to the last gasp.
After seven years of incessant fighting, and
a final victory at Ethandune, ui 878, the
young king divided England with his

enemies.

The Great

Alfred and

the Danes

The Fierce

Northmen
in England

By the Treaty of Wedmore a
line drawn from Reading to

the point where the Ribble
takes a western turn in the direc-

tion of the sea was fixed as the

boundary between the English and the

Danes. In East Anglia the invaders
formed a kingdom under the rule of

Guthrum ; in Eastern Mercia there arose

a federation of five Danish boroughs.
The rest of the Danelaw was settled by
smaller communities organised on a re-

publican model.
Alfred survived the treaty of W'edmore

by more than twenty years. This period

he occupied partly in warfare against new
bands of Danes, partly in the reorganisa-

tion of his shattered kingdom. The pains

which he took to improve his army, by
a stricter enforcement of the ser\'ice and
by calling out the ordinary militia in

relays, bore fruit even in his own time.

He secured Wessex and West Mercia

against sudden raids ; he reannexed Essex

and the town of London. He also fortified

boroughs as places of refuge and posts of

observation, and he was wiser than most
of his successors in his attempts to create

a powerful navy for the defence of the

English coasts. But his warlike exploits

were eclipsed by those of his descendants,
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and he is more justly celebrated lor

his endeavours to revive religion and
education, for his translations of such

standard works as Bocthius, Orosius, and
Gregory's " Pastoral Care," and, finally,

for his connection with the first English

Chronicle, which appears to have been

compiled under his supervision. His code

of laws, though no more than a summary of

custom and previous enactments with

some few improvements, is at once a

testimony to his care for the good order of

his kingdom, and a historical monument

lands whicli had been ceded at the Peace

of Wedmore ; and every stage of their

advance was marked by the establishment

of new strongholds and the restoration of

an ordered government. Edward the Elder

(900-925), aided by his sister Ethelfleda,

the lady of the Mercians, encroached

steadily upon the Danes in the midlands

and the eastern counties. Before his

death the Five Boroughs and the kingdom
of East Anglia had been incorporated with

Wessex. Athclstan (925-940) is famous
as the victor of Brunanburh, a ])attle

AN EARLY TRIAL BY JURY IN THE TIME OF KING ALFRED
In this picture tlie artist, Mr. C. W. Cope, R.A., depicts a trial by jury in the early days of English history. In his

account of the reign of Alfred the Great, the historian Hume describes trial by jury as an institution " admirable in

itself and the best calculated for the preservation of liberty and the administration of justice that was ever devised by the

wit of man. " Though trial by jury is generally supposed to have been founded by Alfred, the authorities are now agreed
that it was probably transplanted from Germany and introduced by the Saxons after their settlement in England.

of the first importance. It is doubtful
whether he should be regarded as the

inventor of the administrative system
which we find in the later Anglo-Saxon
period ; but his authentic acts are in

themselves sufficient to place him among
the heroes of the English nation.

The immediate successors of Alfred

(900-978) were men of more than average
ability and resolution ; and it is less their

fault than that of our authorities that the
men, apart from their deeds, live only as

shadows in the page of 4iistory. Step by
step they completed the reconquest of the
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which gave him possession of Northumbria.
Edmund the Magnificent (940-946) crushed

a rebellion of the Five Boroughs, conquered
Cumberland, and gave it to Malcolm, King
of Scots, as the price of an alliance which
English vanity magnified into a submission.

Under Edgar the Peaceful (958-976) and his

able minister, Dunstan, Archbishop of

Canterbury, there was at length a respite

from warfare. The chief energies of the

government were now devoted to Church
reforms, such as the enforcement of c li-

bacy upon the clrrgy and th-^ diffusion of a
strict monastic rule, and to the obliteration
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of the feud between the native English
and the Scandinavian immigrants. At this

point we may pause to survey the poHtical
institutions of the West
Saxon state, which in

this period reached their

highest point of elabora-

tion and efficiency. Unless
their nature is clearly

grasped, much of later

English history cannot be
understood, for the story

of the English constitu-

tion is one in which there

are no violent breaches
with the past, and the
influence of West Saxon
legislation remains a living

force in England long

after the close of the

Middle Ages

counterpoise to the hereditary aldermen m
whose hands the government of the more
recently conquered provinces was allowed

to remain .as a concession
to the spirit of local and
tribal indej^cndence. Ab-
solute, however, the king
was not, in theory or in

practice. A folk-moot of
the whole body of the
freemen was impossible in

a kingdom which extended
from the English Channel
to the Scottish border,
but in all matters of im-
portance the king was
bound to take the opinion
of his Witan, or wise men
—a council composed of

aldermen, bishops, and
king's thegns. It was
through this assemblyThe English crown was

regarded as the monopoly
^^,^^^ inhSloIaJrTysZ^^.tJreU.se at

^hat the national preroga-
Of the house of CerdlC the Prankish court, Egbert of Wessex there tive of electing and dcpOS-
that is, the Wessex kings learned many lessons that were vahiabie to jng kiugs was exerciscd.

u 4. ;* ,,,„„ „j.„;j-j-!,j him on his return to England. Heextended his i^ r i i—but It was admitted u:„„^— ,„^ f„..„i,^ *t= :„„„^:„„ m„,.u„„„ vov purposes of local

that as between the mem-
bers of that family the nation might exer-

cise the traditional right of election, and
that an incompetent or tyrannical king

.might always be deposed. But the pro-

minent part taken by the

crown in the struggle with
the Danes, a brilliant

series of conquests, and
the moral support of the

Church, gave to the W'est

Saxon monarch of the

tenth century a power as

much greater in degree as

it was more extensive in

sphere than that of Ger-

man tribal sovereigns. He
had no standing army

:

but a large body of thegns

held land from him as the

price of military service,

and every freeman was
bound to muster at his

summons for a defensive

war. He imposed no
taxes, but his demesnes
and customary dues sup-

plied him with ample
resources for his ordinary

needs. The old nobility of birth (eorls)

had become extinct or had lost its former

consequence ; and the king's thegns, who
now counted as nobles, were no mean

244

]niri)oses

government the whole of
England south of the Mersey and the
Huml)er was divided into shires, of
which some, such as Kent and Essex,
represented kingdoms of the so-called

Heptarchic period, others
were provinces of the
old West Saxon state,

while a third class were
of more recent origin, the
Creation, as it would seem,
of Alfred and his imme-
diate sr.ccossors. New
or old, I'ach shire jiossessed

;i folk-moot which met in

full session three times in

the year, to act partly' as

a local jiarliament and
jiartly as a law court. For
judicial piirjioses it might
be summoned si)ecially at

other seasons, when only
those immediately inter-

THE GREAT KING ALFRED estcd as judges Or j)arties
The name and fame of King Alfred will never -^q fj^g SuitS in progreSS
pass from the grateful remembrance of the

pviiprtpd to fltfpnH
English people. Born in 84i», he was crowned at "eie e.\ptiCLtU lU ailCIlU.

Winchester when twenty-three years old, and The pOSition of president
for many years he fought against the Danes,

jj^ ^^IQ shire-mOOt WaS
From the portrait in the Bod.cUn Librar," a, Oxford

glared by the blshop, the

sheriff, or royal steward of the shire,

and the alderman, who was in theory

elected by the Witan, but in practice

was a hereditary official. The sheriff
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THE CELEBRATED "ALFRED JEWEL" IN THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM AT OXFORD
This notable example of ancient cloisonne enamelling was found at Athelney in Somersetshire in IGiCi, and it is con--

sidered possible that the jewel, or, at any rate, the enamelled part, was brought from the East, and is not an example
of Saxon workmanship. Around its edge is the legend, "Aelfred mec heht gevv rcan "—Alfred ordered me to be made.

The Primitive

Operations

of the Law

shire court.

administered the royal demesnes, collected

the king's customary dues in kind or money,
and enforced the three primary obligations

of the freeman—that is to say, service in

the field, repair of fortresses, and mainten-
ance of bridges. The alderman led the

militia of the shire to the

royal host, and received in

payment the third penny of

the profits arising from the

The shires were divided into

districts, known by the name of hundreds,
which appear to be in many cases of great

antiquity, representing the original settle-

ment of a single clan or military unit. In

the tenth century the hundred is important
for purposes of justice and police. Minor
disputes and infractions of the peace were
settled in the monthly hundred court

;

malefactors were pursued by the hue and
cry of all the lawful men within the
hundred.
The efforts of the hue and cry to suppress

wrongdoing were supplemented by a system
of sureties. Every lord was responsible

for his men, and the inferior ranks of the
population both in the country and in

boroughs were divided into groups or

tithings, in each of which each member was
responsible for the good conduct of the
rest. Often the tithing was coincident

with a village. This system of frank-pledge
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is the chief purpose for which the village

community is recognised in Anglo-Saxon
law. Yet there is evidence to show that

villages, whether they still remained free,

or whether they had fallen under the

dominion of a lord, were cpmmunities with

a truly corporate feeling. The common-
field system of agriculture necessitated

universal conformity to the traditional

methods of cultivation ; and private

owners were thus debarred from making
special profits by the development of

improved methods. Hence it was only by
trade, and in the towns, that capital could

be accumulated. Of towns there were a
fair number in the tenth century ; and
we have evidence of some degree of foreign

trade with Normandy, Flanders, and the

Rhine lands. But the towns had been
founded, as a rule, more with a view to

military requirements than to the con-

venience of buyers and sellers. Though
they received the privilege of

. „. special law courts, managed by
e ings

^j^gjj- Q^j^ portreeves, and of

markets under the protection

of the king's special peace, their pros-

perity developed slowly except in the

southern and eastern counties. Glouces-
ter, Winchester, and London were im-
portant as royal residences ; Exeter,
Bristol, and London, possessed §orne
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foreign trade, and Norwich was begin-
ning to attain prosperity. But London
alone had any pretensions to influence
the poHcy of the government.

In the institutions which we have
described there is nothing of importance

r-t. • *• •* . which can be ascribed either
Christianity s , t-> rr i^-
, ,, to a Roman or a Keltic
Influence , , a i i , , j-

^» I »„: 1 X
model. And what is true ofon Legisl&tiv>n • ,, ,. , ,

• ,,

institutions is also true in the
main of private law, so far as it is preserved
for us in the legislation of Alfred and
his descendants. No doubt Christianity
brought with it some maxims of the Code
and Digest—the law relating to ecclesi-

astical persons and cases was constructed
upon this foundation ; we may also trace
to the same source the right of testa-

mentary bequests of movable property,
and one form of real estate (" bocland ").

But the main substance of the customary
law is Germanic. In the districts colonised
by the Danes it received a Scandinavian
tinge, as the very name of the Danelaw
denotes ; even under the rule of Edgar
there was no attempt to impose one uni-

form law upon the local courts. In the

Danelaw also we find some peculiar modi-
fications of the Teutonic administrative

system ; a patriciate of " lawmen " appears
to exercise considerable influence in the
Danish boroughs, and some of the eastern
shires are divided, not into hundreds,
but into ridings and wapentakes.
But the Danes, although by no means

such barbarians as their enemies would
have us believe, were inferior to the
English in political intelligence ; their

fusion with the English race was more
important for its invigorating effect upon
the national type of character than for

any changes of political theory which it

produced. It must, however, be re-

membered that the struggle with the Danes
accelerated the growth of a tendency
towards feudalism which was inherent in

the English, as in all other Germanic
societies. During the period of invasions

it became increasingly common
for the poor freeholder to

'

' com-
mend" himself and his land to

the protection of a powerful lord.

Society began to crystallise into groups,

within which the bond of union was the tie

of personal fidelity to a common superior.

But, independently of the invasions, royal

policy and the natural pressure of economic
development did much to ])romote the

How
Feudalism

Grew

THE CORONATION STONE OF EARLY ENGLISH KINGS
This celebrated stone, on which some of England's earliest kings were crowned stands at Kingston-on-Thames,

Surrey and, as shown in the illustration, is protected by a stout iron railing. The kmgs crowned on this stone

re Athelstan in i)2.i, Edmund I. in 940, Edred in !U(i, Edward the Martyr m '.),:., Ethe red II. in i),s, and

Under each of the columns surrounding the stone is a penny of one of the kings mentioned.were
Edmund II. in 1016
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growth of feudalism. The crown was.

always ready to utilise the feudal tie for

purposes of police, by making the lord

responsible for the good conduct of his

men ; and a bad harvest probably did as

much as the worst of Danish raids to

swell the ranks of the dependent class.

The last and the worst of the conflicts

with the Northmen had still to come.
In 980, immediately after the accession of

Edgar's younger son, Ethelred the Un-
ready—really Unrede, redeless or ill-

advised— new hordes made their appear-
;in(-r oil the English coast ; in 991

geld ") was introduced. The subsequent
attempts of the king to collect a fleet

were frustrated by the dissensions or

treachery of his aldermen ; and when, in

994, Olaf Tryggvesson, king of Norway,
and Sweyn Forkbeard, king of Denmark,
descended upon England, with designs

of conquest and lasting colonisation, they
found the country an easy prey. Their ships

were repulsed from London by the valour
of the citizens,. and they were bribed by
Ethelred to accept a truce ; but they
withdrew from one point of the coast,

only to reappear upon another. The

EDGAR THE PEACEABLE BEING ROWED DOWN THE DEE BY EIGHT TRIBUTARY PRINCES
Known as the Peaceable, King- Edgar brought a time of tranquillity to his kingdom to which it had long been a
stranger. He reigned for thirteen years before his coronation took place, and it is said that when he visited Chester
shortly after the ceremony, he was rowed on the Dee from the city to the Minster of St. John by his eight vassal
princes, Kenneth of Scotland, Malcolm of Cumberland, Maccus of the Isles, and five W^elsh princes. Edgar was
canonised after his death, at the age of thirty-two years, and miracles are said to have been worked at his shrine.

Brihtnoth, the heroic alderman of Essex,
was defeated and slain at Maldon by
Norwegian pirates, his household thegns
falling to a man around the body of their

lord. Their loyalty inspired the noblest of

Anglo-Saxon ballads, and presaged success
for their country in the coming struggle :

Mind shall the harder be, heart shall the
keener be.

Mood shall the more be, as our might lessens.

But the sequel was not worthy of the pre-
lude. Ethelred made neare with thelude. Ethelred made peace with
invaders, giving them a bribe

the
tenmvaders, giving them a bribe of ten

thousand pounds of silver, and thus the
fatal practice of paj'ing blackmail (" Dane-

3540

central government lay in the hands of

Mercian favourites, who were mistrusted
by the men of other provinces.

Combined preparations for defence were
frustrated by provincial jealousies and b}'

the shortsighted selfishness of the shire

militias, who would arm only to defend
their own homes. The English foot soldiers,

moreover, toiled vainly in pursuit of the

marauders, who seldom failed to obtain

horses when they disembarked. Such was
the discouragement of the English that

small bands of Danes roamed freely

through the length and breadth of the
kingdom. Again and again the country
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THF MILLENARY STATUE OF ALFRED THE GREAT AT WINCHESTER
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dom at the feet of Sweyn. The death of the
conqueror in the same year enabled Ethel-

red to return and continue the struggle

till his death in 1016. His son and successor,

Edmund Ironsides, proved a warrior of no
mean skill and fortune, but met his equal
in Knut, or Canute, the son of Sweyn,
and died, worn out, perhaps, with the

strain of live ])itched battles in six months,
at the moment when his enemies had been
forced to comj^romise with him for the par-

tition of the kingdom. Upon his death
Canute was elected king by the Witan,
since all were weary of a struggle which
now seemed hopeless. The remaining
children of Ethelred and Emma found a

shelter at the Norman court.

Under Canute and his sons Harold and

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR Haithaciiut (1016-1042), England became
A natural son of Robert, Duke of Normandy, the Conqueror the leading piovincc in a Scandinavian
was born at Falaise in 1(127 and in Kior. invaded Ens:land. empire, whlch includcd Norw;i\. Dnimaik.
was oppressed with taxes

to provide new Danegelil'-.

whichresultedinencouraL;-
ing new visits.

In 1002 the English kin:^

sought to strengthen an

alliance with Richard 1 1

.

of Normandy by marrying
Emma, the sister of tin

duke ; he was successful

in his immediate object d
excluding the pirates from
the harbours of this Scan-
dinavian colony, vvhich hail

enjoyed since the year (|ij

a recognised position as a

dependency of the crown of

France. The later results

of the Norman alliaiv

were portentous, and
at once produced a new
phase in the Danish wars.

The marriage emboldened
Ethelred to command the
massacre of St. Brice's Day
—November nth, 1002

—

in which a number of

the more recent Danish
settlers in England were
slaughtered during a tini(

of truce. But Sweyn, now
king of Denmark, returned
with an overwhelming force

^
to avenge his countrymen

;

"^ THt coronation of william the conqueror
Qnrl Q T-irn+Tci^ + orl wctra-nAaA "^^^ Coronation of the Conqueror at Westminster Abbey on Christmas Day, 1066,diiu d, pi u LI d.L Lea W dl eiiaeo witnessed an outburst of ill-feeling between the two peoples. When the Saxons
With the flight of Ethelred within the Abbey shouted their assent to the coronation, according: to time-

+ /-1 V/-,m-.-i,i 1 "r-, -r -r ^ 1
^ououred custom, the Normaus outside mistook the noise for an attack on their

lU iNOrmana} in IOI4 ana leader and set upon them. The nobility rushed from the Abbey in alarm, and

the prostration of his king- '* ^*' ^'^'^ considerable difficulty that Wllllamwas aba to quell the tumult..
From the picture by John Cross
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THE NORMAN CONQUEST OF ENGLAND TOLD IN THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY
The extraordinary piece of needlework, 214 feet long, known as the Bayeux Tapestry, from which the above illustrations

are reproduced, is said to have been worked by, or under the superintendence of, Matilda, the Conqueror's queen.

It contains a detailed representation of the events connected with the invasion and conquest of England, and it is

now preserved in the Library Museum at Bayeux, where it had for centuries been kept in the Cathedral, to which

Matilda had presented it. As a historical document the tapestry is of the utmost value and it is wonderfuUy preserved.
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and the south of Sweden. In Europe

Canute held a position second only to that

of the Emperor Conrad II. ; and by his

presence at Rome on the occasion of

Conrad's coronation in 1027 the Danish

sov'ereign proclaimed his desire for friend-

ship and peaceful intercourse with the

chiefs of Christendom. He aspired to

complete the conquest of Scandinavia,

but it was in England that he fixed his

residence. Norway and Denmark were

left to be ruled by his sons or other

viceroys, and he attempted to civilise

these countries on the English model. He
endeavoured, not without success, to win
the favour of his English ^lirrt'^. dis-

and Harold, son of Godwin. It appears

that he resisted the temptation of colonis-

ing England with his countrymen. The
acts of treachery and injustice with which

he is charged fell entirely on the few great

families which were dangerously powerful.

But his early death, in 1035, and the un-

popularity of his sons snap])ed the tie with

Scandinavia. On the death of Harthacnut,

in 1042, there being no obvious Danish can-

didate for the vacant throne, Edward, the

sole surviving son of Ethelred, was recalled

from Normandy and elected by the Witan,

acting under the suggestion of Earl Godwin.
From this point to the year 1066, the

government was in dispute between the

i
RIVALS FOR ENGLISH TERRITORY: EDMUND IRuinsIuEs AND CA^NUTE

'These two men, Edmund Ironsides and Canute, were engagred in a bitter struggle for the possession of English

territory, and the outcome of the duel was that the country was partitioned between them in 1016. On the death

of Edmund, Canute was proclaimed king of all England, which became the leading province in a Scandmavian empire.

missed the greater part of his fleet,

retaining only a small force of huscarls as

a bodyguard, enforced the best laws of

his predecessors, and, as his position

bcf-ame better established, relied more and
more upon Englishmen as his assistants.

Of the four great earldoms into which he
divided England, the most important, that

of Wessex, was entiiisted to the English-

man. Godwin.
The introduction of reg/.lar taxation

was his one unpopular measure. Under
the name of Danegcld he introduc d an
import of 50 cents on the hide ( f land (120

acres) ; but the tax was continued by his

English successors, Edward the Confessor,
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house of Godwin and the rival house of

Mercia. The king was a puppet in the

hands of these two families ; he had little

taste for political affairs, made it his chief

ambition to provide for his Norman
favourites, and incidentally earned the

title- of Confessor by attempting to infuse

something of the austere Norman discipline

into the degenerate English Church. He
married Godwin's daughter, and lent him-
self to that ambitious statesn n's pla'^iS of

self-aggrandisement. Earldoms old and
new were conferred upon the queen's

relations, until only Mercia and North-
umbria lay beyond the range of Godwin's
influence. But the king chafed against



KING CANUTE REBUKING HIS FLATTERING COURTIERS
When he became king of all England, on the death of Edmund Ironsides, Canute ruled with wisdom and with power,
winning and subduing men by the greatness of his personality, and he gave to the distracted country eighteen years ol

peace and order. Troubled by obsequious courtiers, Canute, it is said, took them to the seashore, and rebuked their

flattery by showing them that the advancing waves would not retire at his word and had no regard for his kingship.
The story goes that npvfr after \"onld the kine wpar his rrn\<ni, bnt Imntr it on the head of the crucified Lord.

THE GREAT BATTLE OF SENL.AC. NEAR HASTINGS, IN THE YEAR looe

Important issues for England were at stake in the great battle of Senlac, near Hastings, which was fought on
f^ I ' ' • » " .11 -r.^K :_ t Txr:1i:. ^. I r»..l-« ^f XT »..»,.* nA^t tx,-ic /iAf-ATTninAH Vn hnilcy f n*»

kingdom i

the battle wiiiv-.i .,..juv,u v.. V, .-..£,..-.. . r-- -
. , i. » it: i

faithful followers. One of the first acts of William the Conqueror after his coronation was to buUd a convent a,, benlac.
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the yoke and resented the attempts of

Godwin to deprive him of his Norman
favourites. In the middle of the reign,

in 1051, the earl and his family were expelled

by a coalition between Edward and the

house of Mercia. Godwin returned in a

few months, leading a host which he had
raised by the help of his allies, the King of

Leinster and the Count of Flanders.

In the meantime the king had received a

visit from his cousin, William the Bastard,

Duke of Normandy, and this prince had
obtained promises of the reversion of the

English crown, which, although destitute

of any legal value, sufficed to mark him
out as the future rival of the house of

Godwin. The West Saxon earl signalised

his return to power by expelling the most
dangerous of the foreign favourites, but

compromised himself in the eyes of the

devout by substituting an English arch-

bishop, Stigand by name, for the Norman
nominee of the king. It was a mistake,

for which he partially atoned by adopting

a conciliatory attitude towards his Mercian

rival. But his son Harold, who succeeded

him in the earldom of Wessex in 1053,
pursued a policy which sowed dissension

in the kingdom and in his own
family. He thrust his brother

Tostig into the earldom o

Northumbria, and
vainly endeavoured
to outlaw Ear
^Ifgar of Mercia;
then, in 1065,
alarmed perhaps

by the imminence of Edward's death, he
reversed his policy, allowed the Northum-
brians to expel Tostig, and acquiesced in

their choice of an earl from the Mercian
family. Harold was still strong enough to

procure his own election by the W^itan, when
the Confessor died without issue on January
5th, 1066. But he was accepted only as

an alternative to the dreaded Norman.
He was attacked almost simultaneously

from two quarters : from the north by the
exile Tostig and Tostig's brother in arms,
Harald Hardrada, the king of Norway ; from
the south by William of Normandy, who
came, suj)ported by the blessing of the Pope
and the treasures of his father-in-law, the
Count of Flanders, to reform the English
Church and to claim the inheritance of

the Confessor. Over the northern army
Harold won a signal victory at Stamford
Bridge ; Tostig and the king of Norway
were left upon the field. But at the battle

of Senlac. unsupported by the northern
earls, Harold fell in his turn before the
Norman duke. The country was paralysed
by a disaster which probably affected

only a fraction of its fighting force.

The Normans made their way by easy

stages, and without encounter-

ine; opposition, to London,
the headquarters o f

...v-c^^ Harold's government.
On Christmas Day,
1066, the Con-
queror was duly
crowned at
Westminst'^r.

THE BURIAL OF HAROLD OF WESSEX AFTER THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS
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WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR GRANTING A CHARTER TO THh l OF LONDON
This illustration, from the painting by Mr. Seymour Lucas, R.A., in the Royal Exchange, represents the moment
when William the Conqueror, attended by his queen and surrounded by his bishops and nobles, is handing the

charter to Godfrey. The architecture is taken from the Chapel of the Pyx at Westminster, which is generally

accented as having been built before the Norman Conquest, while the costume is taken from the Bayeux Tapestry.
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This estimate of the character of the Conqueror, from the pen of one who knew him personally,

is taken from the AntjIoSaxon Chronicle, the earliest history written in the English langusgo

and the earliest vernacular record of national events in modern Kurope. The name of tne author

is not given, but there is strong evidence to show that in its original form it was undertaken at the

suggestion of King Alfred, and that some parts of it were actually written by hini. Compiled in the

form of a book of annals, the Chronicle is supposed to have been begun about 892. at Winchester,

the capital of the West Saxon kingdom, and continued by various chroniclers down to 11.VI.

Ik am would know what manner of man King William was, the glory he
^ obtained and of how many lands he was lord, then will we describe him as

we have known him, we, who have looked upon him, and who once lived in

his court. This King William, of whom we are speaking, was a very wise

and a great man, and more honoured and more powerful than any of his

predecessors. He was mild to those good men who loved God, but severe

beyond measure towards those who withstood his will. He founded a noble

monastery on the spot where God permitted him to conquer England, and
he established monks in it. and he made it very rich. In his days the great

monastery at Canterbury was built, and many others also throughout Eng-
land. King William was also held in much reverence ; he wore his crown
three timesevery year when he was in England : at Easter he wore it at Win
Chester, at Pentecost at Westminster, and at Christmas at Gloucester. And
at these times, all the men of England were with him, archbishops, bishops,

abbots, and earls, thanes, and knights. So also was he a very stern and a

wrathful man, so that none durst do anything against his will, and he kept
in prison those earls who acted against his pleasure. He removed bishops

from their sees and abbots from their of^hces, and he imprisoned thanes, and
at length he spared not his own brother Odo.

A MONGST other things, the good order that William established is not to
^*- be forgotten ; it was such that any man, who was himself aught, might
travel over "the kingdom with a bosom-full of gold unmolested ; and no man
durst kill another, however great the injury he might have received from him.

He reigned over England, and being sharp-sighted to his own interest, he
surveyed the kingdom so thoroughly that there was not a single hide of land

throughout the whole of which he knew not the possession, and how much
it was worth, and this he afterwards entered in his register. The land of

the Ikitons (\\'ales) was under his sway, and he built castles therein ; more-
over, he had full dominion over the Isle of Mann (Anglesea) : Scotland also

was subject to him from his great strength ; the land of Normandy was his

by inheritance, and he possessed the earldom of Maine ; and had he lived

two years longer he would have subdued Ireland by his prowess, and that

without a battle. Truly there was much trouble in these times, and ver\

great distress ; he caused castles to be built and oppressed the poor. The
king was also of great sternne.ss, and betook from his subjects many marks
of gold, and manv hundred pounds of silver, and this, either with or without
right, and with little need. He was given to avarice and greedily loved :;ain.

I le nuule large forests for the deer, and enacted laws therewith, so that wlio-

ever killed a hart or a hind should be blinded. As he forbade killing the

deer, so also the boars ; and he loved the tall stags as if he were their father.

He also appointed concerning the hares, that they should go free.

'T'he rich complained and the poor murmured, but he was so sturdy that he
recked naught of them ; they must will all that the king willed, if t'.iey

would live ; or would keep their lands ; or would hold their possessions ; or
would be maintained in their rights. Alas ! that any man should so exalt

himself, and carr}- himself in his pride over all ! May Almighty God show
mercy to his soiil, and grant him the forgiveness of his sins ! We have
written concerning him these things, both good and bad, that virtuous men
might follow after the good and wholly avoid the evil, and might go in the
u av that leadeth to the kingdom of heaven.
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A PAGEANT OF THE NORMAN CONQUEST
I

In these forty pictures by Daniel Maclise, R.A., the story of the events leading up to the Norman invasion

I
till the death of Harold is told in graphic form, giving a vivid outline of this period of great historic interest.

Harold and his companions brouifht as prisoners before Guy of Poniliieu and his N
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WiJliam colliers upon Harold ihe dignity ol a Norman knight
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HugTjes Maigrot, a monk, has audience of King Harold, to propose conditions from Duke William,
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William, bent upon invading England, beg>> I r ili. ud n( Pnilip I of France, and of Baldwin. Barlol Fi

Pope Alexander consecralfs ,i b.inni-i loi W

i -'^

Homage rendered lo the consecrated banner
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Edith discovers amid the slai i the body of Harold, last Saxon King ot England



WESTERN
EUROPE IN

THE MIDDLE
AGES

DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE
NATIONS:
BRITISH
ISLES II

THE NORMAN PERIOD IN ENGLAND
THE CONQUEROR AND HIS SUCCESSORS

""PHE Norman Conquest is one of the
* turning points in English histor}-.

It came at a moment when the Teutonic
policy of Egbert, Alfred, and Edgar
was falling to pieces through the growth
of new disruptive forces. In another
century the great earldoms, if left to

run their natural course of development,
would have become independent king-

doms in fact if not in name. The
Anglo-Saxon intellect had touched its

zenith three centuries before the battle of

Senlac, and since then had remained
stationary, or perhaps retrograded. Except
under external pressure it was most likely

that England would have remained im-

pervious to the new ideas of law, politics,

science, and religion, which had grown up
under the fostering care of the Continental

churches. A short period of devastating
warfare, a longer experience of the evils of

^. „ .. . . Norman despotism and Nor-
The Political r j ,• - ,man feudalism, were not too
Ascendancy i • i • . r

, ,^ -, high a price to pay for re-
of the Norman P . . ' , , ,_

^
t^admission to the European

commonwealth. Nor is it a mere fancy to

ascribe the higher qualities of the English

nationality to the union of a stoical

and freedom-loving, but sluggish and
unimaginative, German stock with a race

which had engrafted French taste, Italian

statecraft, and Burgundian religious enthu-

siasm upon the robust moral qualities of

Scandinavia.

We have first to sketch the process by
which the political ascendancy of the

Norman was riveted upon the nation.

This was the work of William the Con-

queror (1066-1087), and it was barely

begun by the day of his coronation.

South-east England alone was then in his

hands, and the submission of the earls of

Mercia and Northumbria, tendered shortly

afterwards, did little to secure the loyalty

of those provinces. The west was secured

only by the surrender of Exeter, where
Harold's family had found a temporary

refuge in the year 1068. The northerners
were aided in their resistance by Malcolm
of Scotland and Sven, or Swejm, of Den-
mark. The English earls proved traitors,

and the Confessor's nephew, Edgar
Atheling, came forward as a claimant to

,„. the throne. The Danes, how-

En la d 1
^'^^r, were bought off, the king

Desolat
^^ Scotland was intimidated
into a profession of fidelity :

England beyond the Humber was harried
so mercilessly by the Normans that
many parts lay desolate for sixty ^'•ears

alter ; and the famous stand of the native
English under Hereward the outlaw, in the
Isle of Ely, was, for want of Danish help,

an episode of merel}' local importance.
In 1075 Waltheof, the last of the English

earls, was lured by two of his Norman
equals into a conspiracy of which the
object was to raise the conquered people
in a general rebellion for the benefit of

the ringleaders. But the plot was dis-

closed, and Waltheof atoned for his folly

with his life. Long before his fall the
Church and the great mass of the common
people had acquiesced in the foreign

domination, and William's later cam-
paigns against Norman and English ele-

ments of disaffection were waged partly
with English troops. The explanation of

his rapid success is to be found in the
moderation with which he used his victory.

While confiscating the lands of those who
had actually fought against him, he left

the great mass of proprietors in undis-

turbed possession. To all but the greatest

Wh t th
laiidowners and stoutest pat-

Q riots the Conquest meant little

Meant "^'^^^ than the exchange of

an English for a Norman lord.

Representing himself as the lawful heir
of Anglo-Saxon kings, the Conqueror
pursued the general policy of exacting
none but customary rights, and of respect-
ing vested interests. None the less he
contrived, without departing from the
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strict letter of the law, to endow with

English lands an army of between 5,000

and 6,000 Norman kni^ht>. His conquest,

unlike thai of Canute, swept away the

native ruling class, and put in its place an
alien aristocracy, permeated with the spirit

of continental feudalism, unacquainted

with the language and traditions of their

social inferiors, and seldom restrained from

lawless violence by motives of ])iety or

prudence. Fortunately for the future of the

„ ^.„. nation, the Anglo - Norman
How W.ll.am

nobihtv was almost as danger-
Safeguarded . - •, , i ii,
. . r .

.

ous to Its master as to the
u jec s

j^^|.j^g English, and William

was constrained to hold it in check by
measures which directly and indirectly

safeguarded his new subjects. Though
he yielded to the theory that all land-

holders, as such, were entitled to civil

jurisdiction over their free and unfree

tenants, he maintained the courts of the

shire and hundred, and kept a tight hold

on cases of a capital nature. He was
chary of granting compact estates which
might develo]) into principalities ; the

earldoms of Kent, Cornwall. Shrewsbury.

Hereford, and Chester, and the episcopal

palatinate of Durham, were created either

in favour of his own kinsmen or for the

protection of the frontiers against the

Scots and Welsh. The enormous grants

of land which he conferred upon others of

his followers were composed of widely

scattered manors ; and in every shire the

office of the sheriff was maintained as a

check upon the feudatories. The great

othcial earldoms were abolished, and those

which he created carried with them no
rights except over single shires.

In the central government there was a

careful avoidance of the aj^pearance of

change. The Conqueror promised at his

accession to observe the law of Edward.
The promise was substantially fulfilled

so far as the private and criminal law was
concerned ; where these were changed,

for example by the abolition of the death

penalty, the change was popular. With
regard to the central government the

promise could not be kept. The relation

of the crown to the most important of

its subjects was completely changed

;

those wild ]i;i(l been primarily national

HE CONQUEROR
Visiting Normandy in lii-7, to deal with the trench barons who had been maicing inroads into his dominions, William

was riding down the steep street of the town of Mantes on the Seine, when his horse stumbled, throwing him against

the high pommel of the saddle. Realising that the injury was serious, he requested that he might be carried to

Rouen and laid in the monastery of St. Gervais, where he died on September 9th, 10S7, at the age of sixty-one. In the

above picture he is seen lying where he was stripped by the robber servants who watched him during his last hours.

From a drawing by Sir John Gilbert, R.A.
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FITZ-ARTHUR FORBIDDING THE BURIAL OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR
The body of the Conqueror was taken to Caen, for burial in the monastery of St. Stephen. Mass had been celebrated, the

corpseplacedonthebier, and the panegyric on the deceased pronounced by the Bishop of Evreux, when AscelinFitz-Arthur,

who had often complained of the Conqueror's dealings with him, declared that the man who had just been praised was a
robber. " The very land on which you stand is mine, " said he ; "by violence he took it from my father, and, in the name
of God, I forbid you to bury him in it." Although this protest failed, William's remains were not allowed to rest in peace.

ofificials were now feudal tenants of the

king. The royal court of justice became
feudal in composition, law, and procedure.

For the Witan was substituted the Mag-
num Concilium, to which all tenants in

chief vere summoned. The new body
had little influence upon the government,
and served more as a means of publishing

the king's will and obtaining the assent

of his sul)iects to resolutions which he had
framed v/ithout their help than as a con-

stitutional check. The revenue,

too, became feudal in its cha-

racter. Though Danegelds were
regularly levied, feudal aids

and dues must have formed at least an

equally important item in the royal budget.

It is true that the Conqueror declined to

consider his power as solely feudal in

its character. In the year 1086 he sum-

moned all the })rincipal landowners of

England, whether tenants-in-chief or not,

to a moot at Salisbury, which reminds

us of a Prankish May-field, and the

assembled host was constrained to swear

allegiance to the king as against all other

lords. The principle thus enunciated was

Landowners
and the

Conqueror

ever afterwards upheld, and proved a
valuable safeguard against feudal rebels.

But neither the Conqueror nor his suc-

cessors were completely successful in com-
bating the theory that the allegiance of

tenants in chief was limited by the terms
of their feudal contract.

The condition of the English Church
had furnished a pretext for the Conquest,

and it was therefore natural that William
should encourage such reforms as would
bring the English clergy into line with

their brethren of the Continent. In his

first steps towards this end he invMted or

tolerated the assistance of pajial legates.

But after 1070. Lanfranc, who replaced

the schismatic Stigand in the primacy, was
the chief counsellor of the crown in

ecclesiastical matters. A native of Pavia,

and trained originally as a lawyer, Lan-
franc migrated in early life to Normandy
and entered the monastery at Bee, a

house which had been largely instrumental

in reforming the Norman Church accord-

ing to Cluniac ideas. A statesman rather

than a saint, Lanfranc showed perhaps

more vigour than justice in his dealings
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Lanfranc's

Greatest

Reform

with the Enghsh clergy. Native prelates

were deposed whenever possible and
Normans were nominated in their place

;

but in general his measures were well

conceived and adapted to the peculiar

circumstances of England. While he in-

sisted on the celibacy of the regular clergy,

he did not require those paro-

chial i)riests who were already

married to put away their

wives, but only made it illegal

for the rest to contract marriage in the

future. His most momentous reform was
the separation of the ecclesiastical from

the lay courts. Hitherto the bishops had
sat in the shire courts to try spiritual cases,

and the result had been a scandalous

intermixture of the canon and the commcm
law. Henceforth all cases

which concerned the cure

of souls were to be tried

before the bishop or arch-

deacon sitting without

lay assessors. The result

was to create a chain of

new tribunals which
steadily encroached iipon

the jurisdiction of the

lay courts, and caused

the greatest of the

mediaeval conflicts b(i-

tween the English Church
and State. Lanfranc,
however, can hardly be
blamed for the distant

effects of a measure which
was primarily intended

to disentangle the Church
from secular interests.

The concordat which he

and William established

between the Church and
State is a proof of the archbishop's
moderation. It provided that nothing
should be done in any episcopal synod
or council without the king's consent,

and that no tenants in chief should be
excommunicated except by the royal

command.
A further clause is significant of the

change which the Cluniac movement had
produced in the position of the clergy.

William insisted that no Pope should be
acknowledged in England, and that no
papal legates or letters should be received

without his permission. He had cause to

make these stipulations, for Gregory VH.
claimed an oath of allegiance to the papacy
in return for the support which, as a
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RUFUS: KING WILLIAM II.

The second son of the Conqueror, William II.,

known as Rufus, succeeded his father on the

throne of England in 10S7. He was of a savage
and unrestrained nature, and showed respsct

neither for the baronage nor for the Church.

cardinal, he had given to William's enter-

prise. The demand was refused. William
promised to fulfil all the obligations which
had been recognised by his predecessors,

but would go no further, and Gregory
was prudent enough not to press his

point. But the abstract i)retensions of the

papacy, however cautiously they might
be applied to particular cases, were still

sufficient to justify William's uneasiness.

The Conqueror died in 1087 from the
effects of an accident during the sack of

Mantes, a frontier town of France. He
was succeeded in Normandy by his son
Robert, who had been a headstrong
subject and proved a feeble ruler. In

England the influence of Lanfranc and
the expressed wishes of the Conqueror pro-

cured the recognition

of Robert's younger
brother, William Rufus.
A feud between the two
brothers was the natural

consequence of a parti-

tion which both resented.

In England there were
conspiracies to replace

William by his brother,

and the king retaliated

by invading Normandy.
The struggle ended in

1096, when Robert, in

order to provide himself

with funds for the F.rst

Crusade, mortgaged Nor-
mandy to his brother.

Rufus was now at liberty

to engage in wild schemes
for the incorporation of

France with Normandy.
But a chance arrow
})ut an end to his career

as he was hunting in the New Forest

in 1 100 ; and in Robert's absence Henry
Beauclerk, the third son of the Conqueror,

obtained the recognition of his title from
the English Church and nobles. The
new king inherited from his brother two

domestic problems. Rufus had
oppressed both the baronage
and the Church. In his deal-

ings with the former he had
insisted on regarding feudal grants as

conferring only a life estate, had demanded
extortionate reliefs as the price of con-

firming heirs in the lands of their ancestors,

and had abused the rights of wardship and
marriage which a feudal lord possessed over

his infant and female tenants. Vacant

The Hard
Rule of

Rufus
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bishoprics and abbacies he had insisted on
treating as though they were escheated
fiefs ; he had appropriated their revenues,

prolonged the vacancies, and demanded,
under the name of a rehef, large sums
from those whom he eventually api)ointed.

Chief among the preferments which he had
exploited was the see of Canterbury, left

vacant by the death of Lanfranc in io8g.

A fit of sick-bed repentance led him, in

1093, to appoint the saintly Anselm of Bee
as Lanfranc's successor. He had, however,
afterwards repented of his repentance. F or

Anselm, in his character of tenant in chief.

of Belesme, whose head, the Earl oi

Shrewsbury, was the rallying-point of the

disaffected barons.

As much a foreigner as his father and
Rufus had been, Henry still contrived to

conciliate the native English by a marriage

with Matilda of Scotland, the niece of

Edgar Atheling, and a lineal descendant

of Alfred the Great, by reviving the courts

of shire and hundred which feudal usur])a-

tion had been undermining, and by taking

stern but necessary measures for the

maintenance of the public peace. His
hand fell heavily upon insubordinate

THE DEATH OF WILLIAM RUFUS WHILE HUNTING IN THE NEW FOREST

The exact circumstances attending^ the death of William Rufus are shrouded in mystery. On August :ird, 1100,

he was hunting in the New Forest with Sir Walter Tyrrel, a Norman knight, who, so the story groes, anxious to display

his skill shot an arrow at a stag that had suddenly started up near them ; the arrow, glancing from a tree, struck the

king in the breast and instantly killed him. It has been asserted that Tyrrel intentionally killed tht- kmg, while William s

daath has also been attributed to an aggrieved peasant. The king's body was buried in St. Swithin's, Winchester.

I-rom ihc painting by li. I-". liuinfy

was later exposed to incessant persecutions

from the Curia Regis, or royal court, and

went into a voluntary exile in 1097.

Henry's first measures were designed to

conciliate the classes whom his father had

offended. He recalled Anselm, and issued

a charter of liberties in which he promised

to the Church her former freedom, to the

barons a just assessment of their feudal

liabilities, and to the people in general the

restoration of the law of Edward. He was

thus enabled to defeat an attemjit to

bring in his brother Robert as a counter-

claimant, and to expel the unruly house

barons and more vulgar malefactors. He
executed justice on them not merely

through the Curia Regis, but also

through itinerant judges whom he sent on

ci'.cuit through the shires to hold extra-

ordinary assizes in the local courts.

The re})ression of feudal independence

was much facilitated by the conquest of

Normandy. The single victory of Tinche-

brai in iio6 gave the king the possession

of his brother's person and the duchy.

Robert passed the remainder of his life

in English prisons. The English baronage

lost their best ally and the asylum on
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which they had always counted in the

event of their rebelHons proving un-

successful. Normandy, however, ])roved

an expensive acquisition. Until the death

of Robert's son, William
Clito, in 1 1 27, the victor

was never free from the

danger of Norman rebel-

lions aided by French
gold and armies. Hence
England was heavily

taxed for Henry's foreign

policy, and the greatness

of his needs led to the
establishment of an im-

proved financial system,

centring in the Exchequer,
to which the royal sheriffs

rendered a half-yearly

account of the taxes, the

proceeds of the law courts

and demesnes, and the
other sources of proht

accruing from their shires.

The relations of Henry
with the Church were

the struggle to obtain, supplied the model
for the Concordat of Worms in 1122, which
finally terminated the long war of investi-

tures between the papacy and empire. It

did not prevent further

conrticts between Henry
and the Church. In

his later years he was
harassed by the oj)posi-

tion of the Pope, and of

a section among his own
clergy, to that part of the

Conqueror's ecclesiastical

settlement which affected

the power of the Pope.
He made, however, stren-

uous and partially suc-

cessful efforts to check
the growing practice of

a|)})eals to Rome.
The catastrophe of the

White Ship robbed him
of his only son, and his

death, in 1135, ^^^'t Eng-
land and Normandy in

between two

HENRY I., KING OF ENGLAND
He was the younger brother of William Rufus,

whom he succeeded on the throne of England dispute

troubled by the question ^'ZJS^':^::^t%^:^ claimants. On more than
of investitures, which one occasion Henry had
had arisen on the continent long before exacted from his barons an oath of allegi-

iioo, but was first raised in England by ance to his daughter Matilda, the widow
Archbishop Anselm after his return from of the Emi)eror Henry V.,who had been
exile. The conflict was
conducted without per-

sonal bitterness. But
Anselm refused to depart

a hair's-breadth from the

policy enjoined ujM)n him
by the papacy, and Heniy
declined to renounce his

claim upon the allegiancf

of the bishops. A com-
promise was, howevci
arranged with the Popt's

sanction after Anselm had
endured a second exile

of four years' duration

( I 103- I 106) rather than
acknowledge the bishops

invested by the king.

Henry renounced the

claim to invest newly
appointed prelates with

the grand-daughter of Edmund Ironsides

MATILDA, QUEEN OF HENRY I.

Eadgyth, better known as Matilda, the queen

the insignia of spiritual of Henry I., was the daughter of Malcolm,

office, but retained his ^^^ ^'""^ °^ Scotland, and of Margaret,

former rights of patron-

age and feudal service practically un-
diminished. This compromise, though
leaving the Church as far as ever from the
freedom which it had been the object of
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married in 1129 to

Geoffrey of Anjou. But
the prospect of a female
sovereign with an
Angevin husband was
equally displeasing to the

Normans and the Eng-
lish. The majority of the

barons on both sides of

the Channel preferred

the claim of Stephen of

Boulogne, who was,

through his mother, a
grandson of the Con-
(Uieror, well known,
moreo\'er, in England
and Normandy, and a
model of knightly excel-

lence. The precarious-

ness of his position as an
elective sovereign was.

however, the strongest

point in his favour.
The barons and the

Church alike sold their allegiance to him
on conditions. He was expected to abate
the rigid autocracy which his predecessor

had established, to restore to the
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Church her " freedom " of jurisdictions each successive treason. Unhcensed

and elections, to leave the great castles were rapidly multiplied and be-

feudatories practically sovereign in their came the nests of robber gangs which

fiefs. Disi)utes naturally

arose as to the fulfilment

of a compact so one-

sided ; disputes engen-

dered conspiracies, and
in his efforts to forestall

the conspirators Stejihen

offended those men who
were the mainstay of his

government. He arrested

and despoiled Bishoj)

Roger of Salisbury, the

great justiciar to whom
the administrative re-

forms of Henry 1. had
been due. The cause

of Roger was warmly
espoused by his fellow

churchmen, and furnished

a convenient pretext to

discontented barons
Matilda was invited to

England in 1139 ; with
the help of her half-

brother, Earl Robert of Gloucester,

pillaged at large and
robbed on the highways.
The courts of the

Church profited by the

?;eneral anarchy to draw
into their net all suits

affecting clerks and
Lhurch property. The
issue of the dynastic
struggle was decided
more by accident than
skill or strength. In 1141
Stephen was taken cap-
tive at the siege of Lin-

coln ; but in the same
year the Earl of Glouces-
ter fell into the hands of

the king's friends, and
the two captives were
exchanged. The Earl of

Gloucester died in 1147,
whereupon the Empress

STEPHEN, KING OF ENGLAND
Helped to the throne by his personal popularity
on the death of Henry I. in llo.'i, Stephen, son
of the Conqueror's daughter, Adela, did not
remain in favour, and had to acknowledge Matilda retired from Eng
Matilda's son Henry as heir to the throne, i i t-i , ,

°
•^ land. Ihe contest was

she
gained possession of

of country in and
valley, and castles

name by rebels

throughout the

length and
breadth of Eng-
land. While
Stephen hurried

distractedly from
castle to castle,

and wasted in

small enterprises

the men and
money which
might have suf-

ficed for a deci-

sive campaign,
the northern
shires fell into

the hands of

David of Scot-

land, and the

great feudatories

sold their services

alternately to

him and to the

empress, gaining

new lands and
new powers of

jurisdiction by

a considerable tract

around the Severn
were held in her

QUEEN MAUD PLEADS FOR STEPHENS RELEASE
In 1141 Stephen became a prisoner in the hands ofthe Empress Matilda,
and when Maud—Matilda's own cousin—appeared before her to beg for
her husband's release, she drove the sorrowing wife from her presence.

taken up by her son, Henry of Anjou, whose
marriage with Eleanor of Aquitaine, the

divorced wife of Louis VI L of France, gave
him ample resources. In 1153 the death

of Stephen's
eldest son, the

ambitious Eus-
tace, paved the
way for a com-
promise ; by the

mediation of the

Church Stephen
was induced to

recognise the
young Angevin
as his coadjutor
and heir. The
anarchy came to

an end ; king
and count de-

voted themselves
harmoniously to

the suppression

of feudal licence

;

and in 1154 the

death of Stephen
brought his rival

to the throne
and opened a
brighter era in

the national
history.
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ENGLAND'S ANGEVIN KINGS
THEIR QUARRELS WITH THE CHURCH AND THE NOBLES
LJENRY II. was a true Angevin in his
' ^ restless activity, his unbounded re-

sourcefuhiess, and the furious determination
with which he beat down resistance to his

schemes. He had httle sympathy with
the Enghsh character or EngHsh traditions,

and two-thirds of his reign were spent on
the Continent in protecting, consohdating,
or extending the heterogeneous collection

of French fiefs which he inherited from his

parents or acquired with his wife. But
his marvellous administrative ability

enabled him, in the intervals of other pur-

suits, to reform the whole fabric of English

government. He revived and im])roved

the iiscal machinery of his grandfather,

and by the Inquest of Sheriffs in 1170 tore

away from this office the privilege of

heredity, which had made the individual

sheriff in preceding reigns as dangerous to

the crown as any feudal baron. He gave

to the royal court of justice a fixed consti-

tution, placed it entirely in
^°'* the hands of professional
Achievements

j^.^ygj-s, and separated it
of Henry II.

^^^^ ^^^ cabinet of adminis-

trative advisers. He extended the system

of itinerant justices and made their circuits

periodical. He modified the criminal law

by ordering that in every shire sworn

juries of inquest should be impanelled to

present the names of suspected criminals,

by forbidding the lords of private liberties

to protect such criminals against arrest,

and by limiting the opportunities of escape

from punishment which were afforded by

ecclesiastical sanctuaries and the ordeal.

In regard to the law of land, he sub-

stituted recognition by a jury for the

detested Norman trial by battle, and

offered new and more expediti(nis remedies

to those who complained of unlawful

dispossession. While refusing to give up

the royal rights of the chase and his

specialjurisdiction over the forests, he did

something to codify and mitigate the

iniquitous forest laws. He reduced feudal

privileges within the limits fixed by the

grants of his predecessors before 1135,
and while encouraging trade, granting
privileges to towns, and sanctioning the
foiTnation of trade guilds with extensive
rights and monopolies, he prevented the
communal movement from extending

jl
, int(i his dominions. London,

H.«j ^*
«k which was already in fact, andliand on the . 1 • 1 - 1 • ,

Church ^'^"^^" *" *" '''^^^'' *"*^ capital,

he held in check ; the illegal

commune disappeared, and the privileges

which the city had enjoyed under Henry I.

were curtailed.

These wonderful successes were not
unchequcred with reverses. Henry at-

tempted to curtail the judicial i)rivileges

of the Church, and with that end in view
appointed his chancellor, Thomas a Becket,
to the see of Canterbury in 1162. Class

feeling proved too strong for the personal

loyalty of this tried subordinate. Becket
obstinately resisted the king's wish to

bring criminous clerks and suits relating

to Church lands within the purview of

the royal courts. The claims of the Church
were contrary to the usage which had
obtained in the reigns of William I. and
Henry I. The king therefore took his

stand upon the " ancestral customs

"

which he formulated in the Constitu-

tions of Clarendon in 1 164. Becket went
into exile rather than observe the Consti-

tutions, and the fact that Henry had taken

this opportunity to forbid appeals to

Rome gave the archbishop the su]iport

of the papacy.
The precarious position of the papacy,

then engaged in a fierce struggle with the
"

em|)ire; protracted the struggle.
Murder of

j^^^^ ^^^^^^.^. ^^.^^ ^^ ,^j^^,^,^ ^^^^^^_

BrclTct P^^11^'<1
to recall the archbishop;

* ^*^ and when, in consequence of new-

quarrels, Becket was murdered by over-

zealous supporters of the king, in 1170,

it was necessary for Henry to renounce

the constitutions altogether, in order

to escape sentence of excommunication.

On minor issues he and his successors
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evaded the consequences of renunciation;

but it was not until the advent of

the sixteenth century that the immunity
of criminous clerks from the secular

courts could be materially diminished.

On the continent also

Henry fought a losing

battle. Though he ac-

quired Brittany by a

marriage between his son

Geoffrey and the heiress

of that county, he failed

to conquer Toulouse, Au-
vergne, Berri, and the

French Vexin, possessions

which he coveted as a

means of strengthening his

frontier on the side of

France. His continental

possessions were divided

by violent provincial

feuds, and his sons on the

continent turned against

one another and their

father, set province

against province, and
called in the king of

France to their aid. The
great king's end, in ii8g, was accelerated

by the humiliation of a defeat which he

experienced from a coalition of Richard

and John, his eldest surviving sons, with

the astute Philip Augus-
tus. His foreign eminre
was built on shifting sand,

and only a few years more
were needed to involve the

whole fabric in utter ruin.

Against these reverses

we must, however, set the

extension of English in-

fluence in the British

Isles. At his accession

Henry recovered the

North of England from
the Scot, taking advant-

age of the death of David
and the minority of his

son, William the Lion.

In 1 173 the latter em-
braced the cause of

Henry's rebellious sons

and invaded Northern
England. Defeated and
captured, he was not re-

leased until he had recognised Henry as his

overlord by the treaty of Falaise. In Ireland

an Anglo-Norman occupation of the east

and south coasts was effected between
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ii6g and 1171 by the enterprise of Welsh
Marcher lords who, with the consent ol

Henry, had taken service under Dermot,
king of Neath. In the latter year the

king visited Ireland to receive the homage
of the settlers and the

Irish clergy. His lord-

ship over Ireland is said

on good authority to have
been recognised by the

]iapacy, though doubt has
been cast on the genuine-

ness of the famous Bull

Laudabiliter, which is

vouched by his historians

to prove the grant.

Whatever its justifica-

tion, his authority was
soon recognised in form
liy the whole of Ireland;

the High King of Con-
naught and other native

rulers became his vassals,

KING HENRY II. OF ENGLAND while his warrior barons

Succeeding Stephen on the throne of England from England proceeded
in 1154, Henry II by his marvellous adminis- steadily with the COU-
trative ability, reformed the whole fabric of ^ r j^i. ^ j •

English government. His later years were qUCSt Ot the Castem CllS-

crowded with troubles, and he died in 1189. A..;pj-(, „| the island

The period of 1189-1215 was marked
abroad by the loss of all the continental
possessions w^ith the exception of Guienne,
at home by a reaction, partly if not mainly

feudal, against the grow-
ing centralisation of

executive power, which
culminated in the barons'

war and the Great
Charter. The two sets

of events are closely

connected, for ill success

abroad increased taxa-

tion and discontent at

home. Both w^re the

natural result of circum-
stances, but both were
accelerated by the faults

of Henry's successors,

Richard and John. The
former took up the plan

which his father had
meditated, but wisely

abandoned, of joining the

Third Crusade to recover

Jerusalem from Saladin,

the sultan of Egypt.
Hitherto England had played but a

subordinate part in the movement for

the exclusion of the infidel from the

Holy Land. Some volunteers had gone

QUEEN ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE
The divorced queen of Louis VII., Eleanor of
Aquitaine married King Henry II., to whom she
brought considerable territory and a nominal
suzerainty over the west bank of the Rhone.
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to serve under Robert of Normandy
in the first expedition ; but those who
joined in the second had gone no
further than Lisbon, though the capture
of this Moorish stronghold was largely

due to the valour of the English con-
tingent. The first occasion on which
the English crown assisted the Crusaders
was in 1188, when Henry II. levied for

this purpose a tax of 10 per cent, on
movable property (the Saladin Tithe).

through which the regency met their

master's reiterated calls for fresh supplies,

and afterwards by the crushing taxes

which were needed for his ranscnn.

At the siege of Acre Richard quarrelled

with the Duke of Austria, Leopold V.

When the Crusade was abandoned, with

its main object, the recovery of Jerusalem,

unacc()mi)lished, Richard was shii)wrecked

in the Adriatic, and caught by the duke's

men while attempting to pass through

THE MURDER OF THOMAS A BECKET, ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY

Appointed by Henry II. to be Archbishop of Canterbury. Thomas a Becket became the champion of the rights of the

Church, and differences arose between him and the king. Believing Henry desired his primates death, four of the

kings knighte attacked and assassinated him at the altar of Canterbury Cathedral on December -.'th. 11,.. The

death of this great prelate sent a thrill of horror through Europe. In 1220 Becket s bones were enshrmed m a chapel ol

the Cathedral ; for a long while pilgrimages were made to his tomb, and reverence was paid to him as a martyr and a samt.

I-rum llK- piaurc l.y C. II. Wr^M

Richard preferred to raise the funds for

his expedition by the sale of jMivileges,

offices, and crown demesnes, including

the Scottish suzerainty, which his father

had acquired by the Treaty of Falaise ;

and his force was composed mainly of

men who had taken the Crusading vow

and therefore served without reward. But

during the king's long absence—from

August 1 190. to March, 1194—the nation

was harassed, at first by the exactions

Austria in disguise. The full sum de-

manded for his release was S500.000 ;
only

a part was paid, but, to raise this, one-

fourth of all rents and movable property

had to be collected from the Church and

laity. Nor was this the only bad result

of the Crusade. In Richard's absence his

brother John excited odium against the

chancellor, William Longchamp. whom the

king had left at the head of the govern-

ment. Longchamp was exiled from
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England by the baronage ; and John then

proceeded to form an aUiance with Philip

Augustus of France on the understanding

that the dominions of Richard should

be divided between them.
Normandy was invaded
by French forces, and
John succeeded in raising

a rebellion in England.
Although both attacks

failed before the vigorous

measures of the new re-

gents, they left effects

which were felt for the

rest of Richard's reiga.

He found himself involved

in an interminable war of

skirmishes and intrigues

against the King of

France ; and the English

baronage was encouraged
by John's example to

resist the financial

demands which the con-

tinental war entailed.

RICHARD CCEUR DE LION
Going- on a Crusade to the Holy Land, he
defeated the Saracens, but failed to reach
Jerusalem. He was made prisoner in 1 192 by

The Great Council, which Leopold, Duke ofAustria, and kept in captivity prcscntative institutions

hitherto had been a source ^°'' ^^^ years. Richard passed less than one in the boroughs kept pace

of strength to the crown, ^"^^ °^ ^'' '^'^" '" '^'"^^"'^ '" ^"^'^"'^- with the similar develop-

But these boons, intended to mitigate the

unpopularity of heavy taxation, were
imperfectly appreciated, and Hubert
Walter fell from power, sacrificed as a

scapegoat to his master's

unpopularity.

Equally unsuccessful

were the efforts of John
to conciliate the trading

towns. As regent after

Longchamp's expulsion,

the prince had sold to

London the right of set-

ting up a commune. It

was a new departure, for

hitherto the crown had
jealously denied the
boroughs the privilege of

self-government ; but a
number of similar con-

cessions were made to

other towns of England
and Ireland in the period

of John's reign. Thus
the development of re-

readily lending the weight of its name
to new laws and new taxation, now
became an instrument of opposition ; and
the whole system of

Henry II. was called in

question by the leaders of

discontent. Something
was done by Richard's

able minister, the primate,

Hubert Walter, to con-

ciliate the lower classes

and the minor tenants in

chief. A part of the

duties hitherto performed
by the sheriff were taken

from that unpopular
official and entrusted to

coroners elected in every

shire ; and a new tax on
land, the carucage— a

substitute for the earlier

Danegeld— was allowed

to be assessed by elected

juries from 1194. Thus
the right of self-govern-

ment, of which the shires

had been so long deprived,

was partially restored to them, and the

middle class of landowners, who served as

coroners and assessors,were trained for their

more difficult political duties of the future.
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ment in the shires. But shires and boroughs
alike were soon alienated from the cause of

John, and London played a great part

in the struggle for the
Charter of Liberties.

For John the beginning
of troubles was the feud
with the French mon-
arch\% which, in spite of

his previous friendship

with Philip Augustus,
devolved upon him in

1 1 go at the same time
as the crown of England.
Philip's first expedient
was to support the claims
of John's nephew, Arthur
of Brittany, to the French
dominions of the house
ofAnjou. Arthur's career

ended m 1202, when he
was captured by his uncle.

RICHARD'S QUEEN, BERENGARIA ^hc yOUUg priuCC WaS
She was the daughter of Sancho VI. of shortly aftcrwards aSSaS-
Navarre, and was married to Richard in siuatcd, but the iudigua-
Cyprus in 1191, while the English king ^- ^-^ ^j^- ^^-
was on his way to the wars m the Holy Land.

provoked encouraged
Philip to stretch his rights of suzerainty
to their fullest extent. On various pre-

texts he declared John's continental pos-

sessions forfeit ; and in 1204 the English
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were expelled without much resistance

from Normandy, Maine, Anjou, and
Touranie. The English baronage refused
to help in defending these provinces
on the plea that they were not bound
to foreign service ; still less would
they aid with men or money the ex-

peditions which the king planned in later

5'ears for the recovery of his inheritance.

THE CORONATION OF RICHARD 1 IN WESTMINSftiK AlJBEY

The coronation of the Crusading king took place on September :trd. 1 ln!), the

ceremony being marked by great pomp and splendour. In the illustration, which

shows the procession along the aisle of the Abbey, the Earl of Albemarle is

seen carrying the crown, while over the head of Richard is a silken canopy,

supported by four lances, each one being held by a great baron of the kmgdom.

The quarrel with the barons had

already become acute when, in 1208.

the king involved himself in a feud with

the Church, by attempting to force into

the primacv a creature of his own, John

Grey, the Bishop of Norwich. Innocent

IIL, to whom the monks of Canterbury

appealed, encouraged them to elect

an English cardinal, Stephen Langton.
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When John retaliated by punishing Lang-
ton's supporters with banishment and
confiscation, the land was laid under an
interdict, which was taken off in 1213 only

upon condition that John recognised the

papal candi-date. John then endeavoured
to secure the help of Rome against his

irritated subjects by doing homage to

Innocent for his dominions. The new arch-

liishop. however, although

the nominee of Innocent,

and ordered to support the

king, jilaced himself at the

head of the baronial op-

))osition. The demands of

the party were formulated

in 12 14, while John was
engaged in his final effort

to recover the Angevin pos-

sessions. These demands,
based upon the charter of

Henrv I., were embodied in

a great document of the

same character. They
were j^resented to John at

the sword's point on his

return, when, deserted by
all but a few adherents, he

was finally forced to sign

the new (or Great) Charter

at Runnymede, near Wind-
sor, on June 15th. 12 15.

This tamous document
effected little change in

the institutions of central

and local government, nor

was such reform the object

of "the authors. Magna
Charta enumerates tlmse

liberties of the various

orders in the state which

had been most flagrantly

infringed during the pre-

ceding three reigns. It

consists of special jiromises

to the Church, the barons,

the free towns, the ordinary

freemen, and the villeins.

The crown's rights were

more carefully defined

and limited than heretofore. Abstract

principles were, on the whole, avoided.

But certain promises of a more general

character, and affecting all classes equally,

were included in the Charter— for example,

that justice should not be sold, delayed,

or denied to anv man : that no judicial

penalty should
" be inflicted except by

lawful" process; that lines should be
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proportionate to offences ; and that no
extraordinary feudal aids or scutages
should be levied without the consent of

the (ireat Council.

The Charter was no sooner signed than
the terms of peace were violated on
both sides. The barons declined to disarm

;

the king collected mercenaries from
abroad and obtained a pa])al dispensation
from the oath which he had taken to

observe the Charter. Driven to despair

by the coalition of the king and Pope,
the barons invited Louis, the son and heir

of Philip Augustus, to come and be their

king. He accepted the invitation ; and,
soon after he had landed, -was master of

the eastern counties. John, however, upon
recovering from his first alarm, raised

the west against the rebels and showed
the qualities of a skilled general. But in

the midst of a campaign of forced marches
he succuml)ed to illness in 1216, and died,

leaving a son of only nine years old to

succeed him, under the title of Henry HI.
John's death did more than his military

successes to save the dynasty. The barons,

already alienated from their foreign

leader, who oi)enly displayed his con-

tem])t for the disloyalty by which he had
profited, returned one by one to the

allegiance of the boy-king. A victory in

the narrow streets of Lincoln, and a sea-

fight in the straits of Dover which destroyed
the French fleet, completed the ruin of

the opposition. In 1217 Louis signed the

Treatv of Lambeth and evacuated England.
His followers received an amnesty, and
some submitted, while others dej^arted

for the HoJy Land. Henceforth Henr}'

had more to fear from the party of the

Crown than from that of the Charter. His
minority was troubled by feuds between
the English and the foreign sup{)orters

of his father. The pajmcy was with

THE BARONS OF ENGLAND AND KING JOHN
This picture, by Mr. William Martin, in the University Galleries at Oxford, represents the Barons of England making
oath to compel King John to grant the Charter of Henry I., which had been found by Archbishop Langton in
a monastery. The pressure brought to bear upon the king had the desired result, and the great Charter of
Liberties, which imposed on him and his successors distinct limitations of the royal power, was signed in 1315.
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difficulty induced to withdraw a claim to

the guardianship of the king and kingdom,
which was based upon John's oath of

vassalage. In 1224 Falkes de Breaute,
who had commanded the foreign mercen-
aries during the war and had been re-

warded with six sheriffdoms in the midland
counties, raised a rebellion which for a
moment threatened to shake the stability

of the throne. Even when he had been
crushed, the situation remained diiticult.

Peter des Roches, a Poitevin ecclesiastic,

to whom John had given the see of

Winchester, succeeded in retaining the

control of the young king's education,

and filled the weak but ambitious mind of

Henry with dreams of conquest on the

continent and
of autocracy at

home. Trained
in this school,

the king quar-

relled at the

first oppor-
tunity with the

justiciar Hubert
de Burgh, who
had been for

some years the

head of the

regency. The
great minister

was dismissed in

1232, and the

king, now of

age, attempted
to govern, like

the Capets of KING JOHN AND HIS QUEEN, ISABELLA OF ANGOULEME
False, treacherous, and tyrannical, John, who became king ol

England in 1 !'.»(•, was guilty of many infamous deeds. Being excom-
France, through

r
^ migiana m i r.i'.', was guiiiy oi inciiiy luiciunjiia uccuo. w^...s <-'»'-"—

-

inSlgnincant „junicated by Pope innocent III., he yielded to the papal claims and

ministers, who agreed to hold his kingdom as a fief of the papacy. John has been

could be tniSted described as " being odious and contemptible in public and private lif

-

to render an implicit obedience to their

master's wishes.

Under this feeble despotism England

continued to the year 1258, and the (ireat

Council vainly protested against a policy

which was expensive, unpopular, and

fruitless. The king fell into the hands of

two groups of foreign favourites ;
the one

was composed of Poitevins related to his

mother; the other, consisting of Pro-

venc^als and Savoyards, owed their

influence to the queen, Eleanor of Pro-

vence, whom Henry married in 1 236. They

monopolised the
' highest honours and

were enriched from the royal demesnes.

They encouraged the king in his idle

dream of reconquering the French posses-

sions, with the result that he attempted
the invasion of Poitou in 1242, and
experienced a humiliating defeat from
Louis IX. at Taillebourg ; subsequently
they induced him to accept for his second
son, Edmund, the crown of Sicily, which
the papacy was endeavouring to wrest
from the heirs of the Emperor Frederic II.,

while they traduced and drove into

opjwsition the king's brother-in-law, Simon
de Montfort, who was the only able states-

man of the royal i)arty.

Henry himself contributed to the popular
discontent by the facility with which he
allowed every new claim of the pai)acy upon
the Church. I'nder the stress of the war
with the Holu nstauffcn. Rome had begun

to claim the

right of taxing

the national
Churches ; and
this pretension,

resented by
every class of

Englishmen, was
sui)i)orted by the

king, in whom
religious feeling

was developed to

the point of

jiietism. Under
the stress of

these grievances,,

and encouraged
by the general

indignation
which domestic
misriilL- was daily

aggravating, the

Great Council

made reiterated

protests, refused

to vote supplies, and finally demanded the

right of nominating and controlling the

royal ministers. In 1258 the king's financial

embarrassments left him at the mercy of the

(ireat Council ; the result was the formu-

laton of a new scheme of government—the
Provisions of Oxford—under which supreme
jiower was divided between two baronial

conunittees, the one for executive and

the other for legislative purposes. The
crown on the one side, the (ireat Council

on the other, were by this scheme reduced

to insignificance. It was a device tor

transferring power to those who considered

themselves in virtue of birth, wealth, and

influence the natural leaders of English

society.
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The Claims

of the Lesser

L&adholders

The new government was not wholly
ineffective. It expelled the alien favourites,

cancelled the recent grants of ro\al
demesnes, and by renouncing the Ange\-in
claims to aU French territory- outside Gas-
cony it purchased peace with France : but

it had no satisfaction to offer

either to the towns or to the
lesser landholders, who since

the time of Henr\- II. had
been qualif\-ing for political life bv an
active share in local administration.
Both these classes had grievances to be
redressed : both demanded a share in the
government. Hence the ruling barons
lacked popular support. Simon de Mont-
fort and the king's eldest son. the Lord
Edward, dissociated

themselves at the first

opportunity from the
new government, which
they had originally sup-
ported. The object of

^lontfort was simply to

procure justice for the
commonalty. Edward,
on the other hand
thought merely of re-

covering popular sup-
port for the crown.
Acting under his son-
advice, the king renounced
the Provisions in izbi.

and proposed that Louis
IX. of France should
arbitrate between himself

and the barons. The sue-
j -, KING HENRY III.

gestion was accepted, and Crowned King of England at Gloucester in

by the Mise of Amiens the l-li>. Henry III. was a ruler who lacked

French kin^^ declared the ^^^^SJ and resoluteness, but he was pious and
n '^ 11 " J -J loved art and literature. He died in 1272.
Pro\nsions null and void.

The decision came as a crushing blow to
the leaders of the oligarchic movement,
and they retired from the struggle. But
Montfort, at the head of a partv which
comprised some of the younger barons, the
lesser tenants in chief, the towns, and a
section of the clergy, refused to accept a
settlement which lett the king unfettered,
and the people without a share in the
government. At the battle of Lewes,
in 1264. Montfort captured the king and
Prince Edward. He immediately pro-
mulgated a new constitution, the most
original and far-seeing scheme of political

reform which the Middle Ages can show.
It placed the nomination of councillors

and ministers of state in the hands of a
board of three, of whom Montfort was the
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chief. But the three electors and their

nominees were made responsible to the
Great Council, and Montfort introduced a
radical change into the constitution of this

body. He summoned to it in 1265 not
only prelates and barons, but also two
knights from every shire, and burgesses

from a certain number of cities and
boroughs. Shire representatives had been
summoned on previous occasions, both in

this reign and in that of John, but the

towns had never before been represented :

and the knights, who represented the estate

of the lesser landholders, had been con-

sulted in the past only about taxation.

In this parliament the third estate took
part in all the deliberations, and their assent

to the tinal decisions is

foiTnally recorded.

Montfort appealed to

two distinct interests in

the nation. There was
an ecclesiastical party,

which resented the league
between king and Pope
and the consequent taxa-
tion of the national
Church for the benefit

of Rome. There was also

a constitutional partv,
whose views were sum-
med up in the thesis of

their famous manifesto,
the Song of Lewes, that
" the king is not above
the law, but the law
above the king," and in

the doctrine that the law
should be made, and its

application controlled,

by a representative
assembly. But it is the usual fate of
enthusiasts to be dependent on the sup-
port of a well-intentioned but apathetic
majority, which is easily converted from
the new doctrine to the old. Montfort fell

at Evesham in 1265. He had incuiTed the
suspicion of designs upon the crown, he
had failed to reform in a few months the

The F
accumulated abuses of centn-

er Q. ries. and he had outraged the
ot oimon 1-1 - , , ,

de Montfort
accepted ideas ot loyalty and
good faith. From the first he

was confronted by a compact body of irre-

concilables. As soon as his popularitv
waned, they fell upon him and restored
the old order over his grave. He was
long revered as a patriot, but his party
disappeared from English politics.
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^ Stmott tre JWontfort^
"The hero and martyr or England in the
GREATEST OF HER CONSTITUTIONAL STRUGGLES"

HE was indeed a mighty man, and prudent, and circumspect ; in the use of arms and in

experience of warfare superior to all others of his time ; commendahly endowed
with knowledge of letters ; fond of hearing the offices of the Church by day and night

;

sparing of food and drink, as those who were about him saw with their own eyes ; in fime
of night watching more than he slept, as his more intimate friends have oft related. In

the greatest difficulties which he went through while handling affairs of state, he was
found trustworthy ; notably in Gascony, whither he went by command of the king, and
there subdued to the king's majesty rebels beforctime unconquered, and sent them to

England to his lord the king. He was, moreover, pleasant and witty in speech, and ever

aimed at the reward of an admirable faith ; on account of which he did not fear to undergo

death, as shall be told hereafter. His constancy all men, even his enemies, admired ; for

when others had sworn to observe the Provisions of Oxford, and the most part of them
despised and rejected that to which they had sworn, he, having once taken the oath, iiire

an immovable pillar stood firm, and neither by threats, nor promises, nor gifts, nor

flattery could be moved to depart in any way with the other magnates from the

oath, which he had taken to reform the state of the realm. . . . And the eari,

like a second Joshua, worshipped justice, as the very medicine of his soul.

Rishanger, the Monk of St. Albans, in his "Chronicle"

H.AD he lived longer, the prospect of the throne might have opened before him, and he

might have become a destroyer instead of a saviour. If he had succeeded in such

a design, he could not have made a better king than Edward; if he had failed, England

would have lain at the feet of Edward, a ruler whose virtues would have made him more

dangerous as a despot than his father's vices had made him in his attempt at despotism.

He was greater as an opponent of tyranny than as a deviser of liberties ; the fetters

imposed on royal autocracy, cumbrous and entangled as they were, seem to have been an

integral part of his policy; the means he took for admitting the nation to self-govern-

ment wear very much the form of an occasional or party expedient, which a longer tenure

of undivided power might have led him either to develop or to discard. The idea of

representative government had, however, ripened under his hand ; and although the germ

of the growth lay in the primitive institutions of the land, Simon has the merit of having

been one of the first to see the uses and the glories to which it would ultimately grow.

Bishop Stubbs in "The Early Plantagenets

"

HE was more than a great general, more than a great politician, far more than a mere

party leader, inasmuch as he obeyed to the death that ruling principle which his

own words expressed, "
I would rather die without a foot of land than break the oath that

I have made." This was whv he was worshipped as a saint and a martyr; and if we

smile at the popular superstition which believed in the miracles wrought at his tomb, we

can look up to the popular instinct which recognised in him that rarest of all miracles, a

true patriot. The form of government which he set up, and the constitutional measures

he adopted to strengthen it, sufHcientlv disprove the assertion that he used the pretext of

reform to cover the designs of a purely selfish ambition. The fact that he never aimed at

supreme power, in spite of the insults and injuries he received at the hands of Henry,

until it became evident that in no other way could justice be done, acquits him of the

charge of traitorous dislovaltv to his king. The fact that he was the only one of the

greater nobles who remained true to his cause shows how far he was above the prejudices

of class and what temptations he had to surmount before he left the common rut m

which his peers were content to move, and marked out for himself the nobler and more

dangerous course to which dutv called him. A conviction of his own honesty of purpose,

a firm faith that the right would triumph, as well as an overweening conhdence in his own

nowers led him to persevere in that course to the end, and to essay the impossible.

He failed, but he was fortunate in that he did not live to feel the bitterness of failure.

W. G. Prothero in " Simon de Montfort
"

s
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THE FIRST TWO EDWARDS
AND THEIR WARS WITH THE SCOTTISH KINGS
""THE influence of Montfurt's ideas is

apparent in the policy of Edward I.

The overthrower of Mont fort succeeded his

father, in 1272, with no intention of satis-

fying the political aspirations of the third

estate:. But circumstances were too
stron;,'; for him. He found the crown
impoverished and heavily in debt ; the
hereditary revenue barely sufficed for

ordinary expenses, and throughout his

reign he was involved, partly by circum-
stances, but more often by his own choice,

in prolonged wars. So far as he could, he
used feudal levies, liable to serve for forty

days at their own expense ; but it was no
longer possible to win cam])aigns with
forces of this kind. Making an extensive

use of paid knights and men-at-arms, he

required frequent grants of taxation from

the Great Council, and it soon became
evident that taxes upon the property of the

non-feudal classes would be tolerated only

,, if these classes were con-

sulted. From 1273 onwai'ds

we find him trying experi-

ments in representation.

These culminate in the summoning of the

so-called Model Parliament in 1295.

To this assembly the prelates and
barons were summoned as to a Great

Council, representatives of the inferior

clergy as to a national synod, knights

of the shire and burgesses as t(^ Mont-

fort's parliament of 1265, with this differ-

ence, that there was no attempt to pack

the assembly as Montfort had done.

Since 1295 the form of the English Parlia-

ment has undergone considerable changes.

The estate of the lower clergy withdrew,

by its own wish, soon after Edward's time,

and thenceforth, till the reign of Charles

II., voted supj)lies through the convoca-

tions of the two archiejiiscopal provinces.

The list of magnates and of towns entitled

to be summoned was frequently altered

even in Edward's reign. But from the

year 1295 a parliament including represen-

tatives of towns and shires has been an

The " Model
Parliament

of Edward I.

essential feature of the English constitu-
tion.

The control of the new body over taxa-
tion was. settled in principle as early as

1297, when the threat of rebellion, pro-
voked by illegal imposts on exports and on
the shires, compelled the king to sign the
" Confirmatio Cartarum." The language of

„. „. this document is guarded, and
.. ."*^

^. Edward, while abandoning
Abandons the ., n -i 1 n / n
.. r -, Tk •• the evil dues, carefully
Evil Dues f J / ii-

•

reframed from committmg
himself to any general i)rinciple. There is,

however, little doubt that his concession

was understood, and meant to be under-
stood, as a promise that neither land nor
movables should be in future taxed at the

king'sarbitrary will and pleasure. It should
be noticed that it was tlie king's intention

to consult the third estate on no other

question save that of subsidies. For ad-

vice on legislation and jiolicy he looked, as

of old, exclusively to the magnates. But
before the end of the reign the commons
had asserted the princii)le that redress of

the grievances ex])ressed in their ]ietitions

ought to precede the grant of money ; and
thus the way was prepared for the claims

which they advanced in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries to exercise a jMnver of

control and revision over almost every

dejiartment of the administration.

The development of this new assembly,

through whicli a definite, although a sub-

ordinate, share of political power was
allotted to the commons, could not fail to

. weaken the position of the

w°u^ A
l^;^i'*'"agc. The significance of

Weakened
.,,^,.li.^p-^entarv institutions from

Powers '1
this point ol view was recognised

and resented shortly after Edward's death,

l^ut in his lifetime the new i)arliament was

accepted by the estate of the barons as a

necessity, and was no ckiubt the less

criticised because it was the result of a

gradual evolution. The reign of Henry

III. had shown how powerful feudalism

could be so long as it stood on the defensive,
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and how little popular support would
be worth in a protracted struggle with the

traditional leaders of the nation.

Edward therefore shrank from declaring

open war upon feudalism, and preferred

to use it rather than to crush it. The
concessions which he
made to win the suj^port

of the barons were almost

as important as his coN'crt

invasions of their privi-

leges. Already, as the ally

of Simon de Mont fort, he

had helped, by the Pro-

visions of Westminster. ti>

bind and defin^^ th'

judicial power of the

great lords over their free

tenants. In the statute of

Gloucester in 1278 he went

a step further, ordering a

strict inquiry into the

nature and source of all

existing private jurisdic-

tions. From this time

forward a sharp distmc-

tion was drawn between
THE GREAT EDWARD I

Coming to the throne of England in 1

through which they were robbed of their

feudal dues ; and, finally, that of " Quia
emptores " in 1290, which, while permit-

ting the holder of unentailed land to sell

it freely, made the buyer the immediate
tenant of the seller's lord, came as a boon

both to great landlords

and to the holders of en-

cumbered estates. It is

not surprising that
Edward, though he had
to deal with a hostile

coalition of barons in the

crisis of 1297, was
generally able to count
on their support. Feudal
levies were a valuable
element in the great

aiinies with which he
iixerran Wales and Scot-

land, and the estate of the

barons did him excellent

service in his determined
conflict with the papacy.

This conflict assumed
importance because it

came at a time of friction
1 I J. " ^( ;,,o + ;.-o Edward I. revealed high qualities as a general, Kof^jroon +Viq r^^^-^rr^Ut?royal rights Ot justice a warrior, a lawgiver, and a statesnfan, and between the monaichy

and ordinary seignorial proved himself to be one of England's greatest and national Church

rights which might be

regarded as inherent in the ownershij)

of land. The crown resumed all royal

rights which had passed into private

hands otherwise than bv express grant

or immemorial prescription. Owing to

this policy the higher feudal court? became

of little value to

their owners and
quickly fell into

desuetude, while

the importance of

manorial courts

was greatly
diminished. On
the other hand,
the land laws of

Edward I. minis-

tered to the ag-

grandisement of

the great families.

The statute "De
Donis " in 1285
restored the
power of strict and perpetual entail, which
had been undermined by a series of

judicial decisions ; that of mortmain, in

1279, by forbidding religious bodies to

acquire new lands, secured lay lords

against one of the most frequent frauds
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rulers. He waged long war against Scotland

Eleanor of Castile

THE TWO QUEENS

The statute of mortmain
was naturally resented by the clergy, and
it was followed by the writ of " Circum-
specte Agatis " in 1285, which defined the
limits of ecclesiastical jurisdiction in civil

cases. The protests of Archbishop Peck-
ham against these measures did not call for

serious consider-

ation. But the

hands of the next
primate, Win-

'1 c h e 1 s e y , were
^ strengthened by

the daring and
unexpected
action of Boni-

face VIII. in

issuing the Bull

"ClericisLaicos."

Boniface forbade

the clergy to pay
taxes to the lay

power without

the consent of

the Holy See ; and it was not until the

clergy had been outlawed and the Pope
intimidated that the obligation of the

Church to contribute subsidies for national

purposes could be once more asserted.

Winchelsey, defeated on the question of

OF EDWARD I.



rn LAST MARCH OF EDWARD I : DEATH WITHIN" SIGHT OF SCOTLAND
King Edward I. of England twice defeated the Scots, but after the crowning of Robert Bruce as King of Scotland
the Enghsh were driven from that country. Edward, however, determined again to make war on the Scots, and he
collected the whole of his forces at Carlisle to lead them northward. But while the troops were arriving the king
fell ill, and at Burgh-upon-Sands, resting by the wayside, he died, his last moments gladdened by the sight of a
flaming town that marked the course of his army. From his Scottish wars he was called " The Hammer of the Scots.'

From the water-colour drawing hy W. Bell Scott, by permissi n of Mrs. Huetftr

ecclesiastical privilege, made himself the

leader of a baronial opposition ; con-

stitutional grievances were made a pre-

text for avenging those of the clerg}'.

In 1300 Boniface VIII. claimed Scotland

as a fief of the papacy, and forbade Edward
to invade that country. Again Winchelsey
and the orthodox clergy were to be found
upon the side opposed to the king. The
struggle ended with the removal of Win-
chelsey from the primacy through the

good offices of a new and more moderate
Pope ; and the statute of Carlisle, for-

bidding men of religion to pay taxes to any
foreign power, gave the papacy a signifi-

cant hint of what mig^t be expected if it

encouraged the perverse ambition of the

national Church.
Turning from the futile dreams of con-

tinental aggrandisement which had brought

his father to the verge of ruin, Edward
devoted his attention to consolidating the

rbyal power within' the British Isles.

He interfered little with Ireland ;
but

circumstances gave him the opportunity

of asserting himself in Wales with per-

manent, and in Scotland with temporary,

success. From the days of the Confessor,

Wales, though divided between petty

dynasties and convulsed by internal wars,
had been a thorn in the side of England

;

the raids conducted by the Norman
kings and Henry II.. often with imposing
forces and a vast expenditure of treasure,

seldom resulted in a real extension of

English influence. The colonisation of the
marches by predatory adventurers had
proceeded steadilv. and in the thirteenth

century the plain country to the north and
west and south of the Welsh mountains
was securely held by a chain of castles,

partly in royal and partly in private hands.
But the growth of the Marcher aristocracy

had led to a new danger. The great houses
linked their fortunes by marriage and
alliance with those of the chief Welsh
dynasties ; and the princes of North Wales
had shown, first in the struggle for the

Charter, and again in the civil wars under
Henry III., that they were disposed to

encourage every movement which might
paralyse the hostility of the English

crown.
If North Wales were once subdued the

whole country would be at the feet of

England. To this object Edward devoted
himself between 1277 and 12S3. By a

skilful combination of land and sea forces
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Llewelyn, the ruling prince of North
Wales, was hemmed up in Snowdon, and
forced by the Treaty of Conway, in 1277,
to acknowledge his dependency on
England. An attempt to repudiate the
submission led to a second invasion, to the
flight and death of the prince, and to the

enactment of the " Statutum Gwalliae" in

1284 incorporating the principality with
the dominions of the English crown. The
marches kept their old privileges and
organisation, except that the right of

private war, which they alone of the
English barons claimed to exercise, was
abolished. The remainder of Wales was
divided into shires—Cardigan, Carmarthen,
Merioneth, Carnarvon, Anglesey, and
Flint—which were governed, like those of

England, through shire courts and sheriffs,

but were unrepresented in the Eng-
lish parliament, and subject to the
authority of special justices, whose
headquarters were fixed at Car
narvon and Carmarthen . The Welsh
shire courts administered the old

Keltic private law, with such altera-

tions as English ideas of reason and
justice demanded ; and the land
remained Keltic in blood and speech
and sentiment, though it is true

that some attempt was made to

create towns which should be centres

of English influence.

More than a century after

Edward's measures it was still

possible for Owen Glendower to

resuscitate the instinct of national

independence in Wales, and
seriously to prefer a claim to

represent Llewelyn's dynastw
But the Tudors completed the

work which Edward had begun.
Most of the marches had then
become, through forfeiture, escheat,

or inheritance, the proj:)erty of the

crown. Under Henry VHI. they
were partly grouped in new shires

and partly incorporated with those
already in existence. From 1536
onwards the shires and towns of

Wales were represented in the
English parliament ; the remnants
of Marcher lawlessness and privilege

were stamped out of existence by the
Council of Walfs and the marches,
a local Star Chamber with large dis-

cretionary powers, which continued
in existence until the year 1640.
The attempt to conquer Scotland

arose out of claims of suzerainty similar to

those which had justified the conquest of

Wales. The import of the homage usually

tendered by the kings of Scotland to their

southern neighbours was uncertain, the

Scots themselves claiming that it was
merely due for the English lands of which
their kings were tenants, while the

English naturally saw in it a proof of the

dependency of Scotland as a whole. It is

neither possible to determine nor profitable

to discuss the original nature of a relation

which began as early as the tenth century,

and meant in practice so much as the

stronger party could make it mean and no
more. The facts of real importance are

that Scotland had until recent times
always proved a troublesome neighbour to

Em^land. that Alexander III., although a

THE FIRST PRINCE OF WALES
The independence of Wales came to an end when Edward I. led an
army into the principality. Summoning the representatives of the
subdued people, the king, it is said, promised them a prince who was
a Welshman by birth, and who could speak no other language. Then
he showed his infant son Edward, who bad.been born at Carnarvon.
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EDWARD II. AND HIS QUEEN, ISABELLA OF FRANCE
Edward II. had none of the grreat quahties of his father, whom he
succeeded on the throne of England in 1:507, and in l.;27 he was
deposed because of his incompetence and murdered in Berkeley Castle.

son-in-law of Henry III., had stoutly
refused to acknowledge himself the vassal
of Edward so far as his kingdom was
concerned, and that it was imperative to
prevent Scotland from taking part in
European com-
binations as a
free and indepen-
dent state.

The death of

Alexander III.,

in 1286, was
followed at no
long interval by
that of his grand-
daughter, the
Maid of Nor-
way ; the dis-

putes which im-
mediately arose
among the
numerous com-
petitors for the
vacant throne
enabled Edward to assert his suzerainty.
With the consent of all the claimants he
conducted an arbitration which ended in the
recognition of John Balliol as the rightful

heir. The new king did homage to the
full extent of Edward's pretensions, and

it would have been well if the

latter had remained content with
this guarantee of peace, the

greatest that could reasonably
be expected, and a far greater concession

than the pride of the Scottish j)C()])le

approved. An ill-judged attempt to

assert the jurisdiction of the English

royal court over Balliol and his subjects

led to the virtual deposition of the vassal

king, the election of a baronial committee
of regency, and, in 1296, to an alliance

between the new government and Philip

the Fair of France, who had recently

declared war upon Edward with a view to

the recovery of (iuienne and Gascony.

The pohcy of the English king had pre-

cipitated the danger which it was intended

to prevent.

The danger was, however, promptly met.

In 1296 the Lowlands were overrun by an

EngUsh army, and Balliol, the nominal

head of the national movement against

the English supremacy, was takea cni
relegated to an English prison. Scotland

was placed under English regents. The

regalia of the crown were sent to West-

minster as a sign that the independent

existence of the kingdom had now ceased.

New
Scottish

King

But m the following year, William
Wallace, a poor knight of whose early life

we know almost nothing, was able to collect
an army, which at Stirling destroyed the
garrison of occupation. ;ind to make himself

I lie head of a new
national regency.
A timely truce

AJth France en-
.il>k'd Edward in

1 -'97 to return
liome from an
uneventful ex-

1' 1(1 it ion to
1' landers, to
'liect a settle-

ment with the
Kaders of the
const i tut ion a I

opposition at

home, and to

invade Scotland
for the second
time. At the

battle of Falkirk the squares of Wallace's
sj^earmen were shaken and shattered
by the masterly tactics of the English
king. Wallace became a homeless
fugitive, to be betrayed and executed
after years of wandering ; and Scotland
received a constitution under which the
government was vested in a regent, a
council, and the assembly of the Scottish
Estates. The latter body was to be
re])resented in the English i)arliament,

but to legislate indei)endently for Scot-
land ; the English shire system and the
law of the Lowlands were to be applied
without exce[ition over the whole country.
Moderate and skilfully planned, so far

as details went, the new constitution was
in its essence intolerable to Scottish

pride ; it was hardly promulgated before

a new national leader appeared in the

})erson of Robert Bruce, the grandson and
namesake of a competitor who had all

but defeated Balliol's claim to the throne.

The Bruce, though overthrown almost
as soon as crowned by a third army of

invasion, defied his pursuers

in the fastnesses of the Western
Isles, and it was left for

Edward's successor to complete

the redu:tion of the rising, if he could

The o'd king, worn out by strenuous

labours, died at Burgh-upon-Sands, on the

Solway Firth, in the act of launching a

new host against the supporters of Bruco in

1307. The greatest legislator and moit

3^579
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far-seeing reformer of an age which all

over Europe was rich in statesmen,

Edward bequeathed to his son a kingdom
more extensive, more compact, and more
highly organised than any which had
hitherto existed in the British Isles,

but at the same time loaded with debt,

involved in a hopeless war, and weakened
_. ^ by the discontent of an
Character -'.

, , i ..• i

. aristocracy whose political

Edward II.
ambitions became
dangerous in proportion as

their feudal privileges and responsibilities

were diminished by increasing centralisa-

tion. The new king was the last man to

extricate his inheritance from these em-
barrassments ;

profligate, extravagant, and
idle, he abandoned public affairs to Piers

Gaveston, an unpopular favourite of Gascon
origin.

The Scottish war was dropped at the

moment when there was the best prospect

of ending it with success ; and the next few

years were wasted in bickerings with the

great barons, for which Piers Gaveston was
principally responsible. Led by the king's

cousin, Thomas of Lancaster, the great

earls clamoured for that influence in the

royal counsels which, according to custom,

should have been theirs. Incompetent and
untrustworthy to a man, the malcon-
tents would have merited little sympathy
if the king had placed himself in the

hands of an abler favourite. Even under
Gaveston's guidance he pursued a more
patriotic policy than that of his opponent^

;

and it was an invasion of Scotland on
his part which enabled them to assemble

in council and pass, without the con-

currence of clergy or commons, ordinances

for the banishment of Gaveston, the

regulating of the government, and the

limitation of the king's prerogative.

The ordinances provided for annual
parliaments ; but the form of government
which they set up was one in which

supreme power was divided

between the ordainers and the
Fate of

the King's

Favourite
estate of the baronage. It was
an oligarchic constitution, simi-

lar to the Provisions of Oxford, but with

even less pretence of soHcitude for the

common weal. The king would have been

justified in challenging the ordinances on the

broad ground of constitutional principle.

He chose rather to accept those which
involved a question of principle, and
only to disregard that which touched his

favourite. The concession was inadequate

;

Gaveston, having fallen into the hands
of his rivals, was beheaded without a
trial, and the king, after having weakly
consented to a reconciliation with the

murderers of his friend, in the hope
that by so doing he mi'ght save the last

of the English strongholds in Scotland,

was left by the opposition to fight the
national cause without their aid.

Attempting the relief of StirHng with a
force which by no means represented the
full strength of his kingdom, he lost the

battle of Bannockburn in June, 1314, and
with it his last hope of destroying Scottish

independence. Stirling capitulated at

once, and Berwick a few years later. The
Scots in their turn took the offensive.

Northern England was savagely raided,

and Edward Bruce, crowned king of

Ireland in 1315, waged incessant and
successful war upon the English settlers of

that island for the next three years. To
the problem of meeting these attacks
little thought was given by any EngUsh
party. Edward's main thougfit was to

be revenged upon his arch-enemy, the

Th F t f 1
^^^^ °^ Lancaster. With the

n f.i
*
f

" aid of new favourites, the Des-
Battle of i_ J J- •

„ , . pensers, he sowed dissension
Baanockburn ., 1 r 1 •m the ranks of his opponents

;

and in 1322 Lancaster, deserted by his

adherents, experienced the same fate

which he had meted out to Gaveston. A
constitutional colour was put upon this act

of vengeance by means of a parliament
which declared the ordinances illegal, and
laid down the important principle that all

matters touching the king, the realm, and
the people should be settled exclusively

by a parliament composed of the three
Estates.

It was, however, a time of general want
and suffering. Famine and n^urrain proved
no less destructive than the raids of the
Scot ; and for all misfortunes the king was
held accountable. A miserable intrigue

between his wife, Isabel of France, and
Roger Mortimer, a lord of the Welsh
Marches, gave the starting-point for a con-
spiracy which was joined by all the enemies
of Edward and the Despensers. The latter

were seized and hanged ; the king was
deposed in favour of his son by a parliament
in which the commons were present as
approving though silent spectators. Even
the murder of Edward a few months later,

in 1327, failed to produce a reaction.
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THE HUNDRED YEARS WAR
ENGLAND'S PART IN THE GREAT STRUGGLE
"VV/HEN the queen-mother and Mortimer,
* * acting as the selt-constituted guard-

ians of the young Edward III., concluded a
humiHating peace with Scotland their popu-
larity at once evaporated. A new conspiracy,
in 1330, sent Mortimer to the scaffold, rele-

gated the queen to a close though honour-
able confinement, and made Edward IIL
king in fact as well as name. The new
ruler immediately established a name for

vigour and military success. He once
more attacked Scotland, which the death
of Robert Bruce had left in the hands of

an infant king. Edward, the son of John
Balliol, was assisted in an invasion of

Scotland, and the English Edward avenged
Bannockburn by a signal victory which
he gained at Halidon Hill over Bruce's

partisans in 1333. Edward Balliol became
King of Scotland for a time, while the heir

of the national idea was taken for safety

to the court of France. It was
a delusive success ; Scotland

could not be effectivel\' con-

quered, the alliance of the

nationalists with France was now more
firmly cemented, and in 1339 Edward
Balliol retired from the country in despair,

leaving the field open for his rival's

return. But the ephemeral success of his

cause soothed English pride, and gave

Edward III. a breathing space in which

to make good his position.

The Hundred Years' War is, after the

secular conflict of papacy and empire, the

most important crisis of the Middle Ages.

It was a trial of strength between the

two most compact and highly developed

of mediaeval states. One of these it ruined,

while upon the other it threw a strain

which accelerated the natural processes

of decay and transformation. It ushered

in an era of complex diplomacy, shifting

combinations, and protracted wars, in

consequence of which despotism, more

or less popular in its character, became

the normal type of European policy.

Sc ot 1 &nd
Maintains Her
Independence

Its various effects upon European policies,

from Bohemia to Spain, and from Scotland
to Sicily, belong properly to European
history ; but some account of its general

p . , character is necessary to e.xplain
ng an s

^j^^ nature and order of the

S If d f
changes to which it led in

England. It was due to the
desire of the French monarchy to recover

the last shreds of the Angevin Empire
from the heirs of Henry II.

Philip VL, the first Valois king, took

up the plans which more than one of

his predecessors had framed for this pur-

pose. He sheltered David Bruce in exile,

and afterwards assisted him in the

recovery of Scotland ; he attempted to

break the long-standing alliance between
England and the Flemish towns by
imposing on the latter a count of French
sympathies ; in short, he neglected no
opportunity of injuring English interests.

Edward began the war in self-defence,

although, after its I eginning. he raised a

counter-claim to the throne of France,

in virtue of his descent on the maternal side

from Philip the Bold, who died in 12^5.

This step was mainly taken to remove

the feudal scruples of the Flemings, who
refused to serve against the king of

France. The danger to the Flemish and

Gascon trade and the piracies 01 the

French made the war popular with the

English commons. Their subsidies were

generously granted, and the expenses of a

war in which all ranks, from the duke

to the man-at-arms, fought for daily wages

were defrayed chiefly from the purses

of the middle and lower classes. After

w K ^•^'^5' '^'h^n the military opera-
Why the

^.^j^^ ^^^j^ ^ wider scope, and
War was

^j^^^^ ^^ conquest shaped them-
Popuiar

^^j^.^^ j^ ^^^ j^^jj^^^ ^^ Edward

and his son, national pride, the interests

of a nobilitv growing rich on spoils and

ransoms, and a series of brilliant victories,

maintained the popularity of the war.
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EDWARD III.

Under this monarch

At first it appeared as though the vic-

tory of Edward would be soon complete.

The navy of France was destroyed at Sluys

in 1340, their main army was shattered ;it

Crecy, and David of Scot-

land became an English

prisoner at Neville's Cross

in 134b. The victory of

Roche Derrien, in 1347,

though trivial in itself,

placed Britta.iy at the

disposal of the English

party ; and, finally. King
John of France fell into

ihe hands of the Black
Prince at Poitiers in 135,7.

With this disaster anarchy

was imiiained in France.

Threatened s i m u 1-

taneously by a sedition

ill the capital and by an

i n s u r r e c t i o n of the

oppressed peasantry in

the surrounding country,

the regency of France
consented to the Treaty of

Bretigny, in 1360, under
which the English kept
Calais—which had been captured in 1347

—

Poitou, Saintonge, the Angoumois, the

Limousin, Perigord, Ouercy, Rouergue,
Guienne, and Gascony. This treatv nnrl-

the highest point of

English fortunes in the

first stage of the war.

Under John's successor,

Charles V., the French
monarchy slowly began
to recover from the

wounds inflicted in the

preceding twenty years.

The Black Prince, who.
as Duke of Aquitaine, ad-

ministered the continental

possessions, rashly in-

volved himself in a war
respecting the Castilian

succession. An expedition

to Castile shattered his

health, drained his re-

sources, and, in spite of

temporary success, ulti-

governorship of his younger brother, the

incompetent John of Gaunt, Duke or

Lancaster, English power dwindled till, at

flic death of Edward III., Bordeaux,
Bayonne, Dax, and Calais

were the only French
towns of importance left

to his grandson.

The early successes in

France had been due to

the superiority of English

arms. No missile
weapon of the age could

compare with the longbow
in efficiency, and this

weapon was almost an
English monopoly. In

tactical skill Edward and
his son were superior to

any general whom they

encountered. The new
practice of paying the

soldiers of all ranks had
transformed the English

fighting force from a

disorderly mob into a

army. But

OF ENGLANU
England's prosperity

rapidly advanced. Invading France, Edward
won the great battle of Crecy in l:'.4(), and in the

following year he captured Calais after a long clisciplincd
siege. His later years were full of trouble,

^j^^ capture of StrOUg

places was difficult. It was easier to

overrun France than to hold it. When
the war ceased to be self-supporting,

the burden of maintaining an army on
hostile territory became
insup|)ortable. Edward
had undertaken a task

which was beyond the

powers of any feudal

state. It would have
been well if his successors

had recognised this truth

and impressed it on the

nation. But under
Richard, II. o])erations of

an aimless kind were
intermittently pursued,
while allies fell away and
the narrow seas were
scoured by French and
Scottish privateers.

The French govern-
ment, grown bolder with
success, began to lay

plans for the invasion of

frilLIPPA OF HAINAULT
This brave woman was the queen of Edwardmntplv IpH tn pn Qlliniirp
^ '"^ "rave woman was uie queen oi cawarc

maxeiy lea to an aniance m while the king was fighting in France. .

between France and PhiUppa met the Scots at Neville's Cross, in England, and actually sent
TQctilp whiVVi rr,ct fhp I'^-t'S. and defeated them. She died in i:JG9. o,,...;];^,-;^^. +r^ Q^^+l-ir^rlCastile, which cost the

English their command of the sea and
enabled Charles V. to resume the aggressive

with some success. The Black Prince
returned home to die. Under the

3882

auxiliaries to Scotland.
In 1396, Richard II., having freed himself
from the trammels of the regency, was
sufficiently wise and courageous to con-
clude a truce for twenty-eight years.
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But this step was made an additional

count in the long list of charges which his

enemies compiled against him. Although
the truce was not formally renounced after

his fall, the relations of the two countries

RICHARD II. AND HIS QUEEN, ANNE OF BOHEMIA
The son of the Blacl* Prince, Richard II. became king in l;?77. He was overthrown by

whom he resigned the crown.the rebellion of Henry of Lancaster

remained dubious and

Bolingbroke—to

tense. The last

the struggle stilland greatest stage in

belonged to the future.

The deposition of Edward II. was
followed, in English politics, by fifty years

of unstable equi-

librium. On the

question of the

war there was no
radical difference

of opinion between
the king and thr

people. The con-

stant demands fm

new subsidies gave
rise to complaints,

and new claims of

control and audit

on the part of the

Commons. But
their respect fm
the king prc-
vented them from
pushing remon-
strance to ex-

supplv," made every new tax an excuse

for demanding remedial legislation. In

particular they claimed statutory recogni-

tion of their right to be the sole source

of taxation, to appropriate for specific

purposes the sup-

plies which they
had voted, to
audit the royal

accounts, and to

impeach or de-

mand the removal
of ministers of

whom they dis-

approved. These
rights the king

was ready to
grant, but no less

ready to disregard

whenever circum-

stances strength-

ened his position.

The Commons
were more suc-

cessful in formu-

lating than in

applying valuable

principles of parliamentary government
;

their formal separation from the House of

Lords, which took place early in the

reign, made it difficult to unite thp

various elements of the opposition, and

KING HENRY IV. AND JOANNA OF NAVARRE, HIS CONSORT
+ 'l ,

When Richard II. yielded up his crown it was assumed by Bolingbroke, under the title of
tremeS UntU years Henry IV. in earlier life, Henry fought in the East; after becoming king he extended the

and infirmity powers of Parliament

compelled him at last to leave

management of Parliament in the hands
of his favourites and kinsmen. The
third estate, acting invariably on the

maxim that " redress should precede

3884

He died in 1-H3 at Westminster, and was buried at Canterbury.

the some time had to elapse before the knights
of the shire, who represented the lower
gentry, realised the complete identity of

their interests with those of the towns.

When, as in 1371 and 1376, a court



LONDONS ROYAL GUESTS IN THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
Even in the Middls Agres the City of London stood first as ? business centre, and, upon occasion, was the host
of royalty. This picture, from a panel in the Royal Exchange, illustrates such an event, the artist showine
Sir Henry Picard, the Mayor of the City and Master of the Vintners' Company, in l.S.'iT, entertaining at the
one time four kings—Edward III. of England, David II. of Scotland, John of France, and the King of Cyprus.

From the painting by A. Chcvallicr Tayler, K.B.A., by the artists permission
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faction placed itself at the head of the

third estate, the true importance of the

latter at once became manifest. On the

second of these two occasions the Commons
impeached and punished the two most
obnoxious of the royal ministers. But
the sequel is instructive. The Black
Prince, who had instigated the attack

jj . . through jealousy of the influ

. „. . ence which John of Gaunt

p . possessed with the old king,

died in the middle of the

session. The opposition, left leaderless,

collapsed ; the ministers were released,

and the Speaker of the Commons was
thrown into prison. The next Parliament,
in which the Lower Hou'>e was packed
with the friends of John of Gaunt,
obediently condoned the duke's defiance

of its predecessor.

Edward III. had usually lieen on good
terms with his baronage. But the com-
position of this estate was different at the

end of his reign from what it had been at

the beginning. A single earl of the royal

blood had been sufficiently influential to

menace the safety of Edward II. But
Edward III., blind to this warning, had
given positions as great as that of Thomas
of Lancaster to several of his younger
sons and kinsmen. The intrigues of these
princes were a fertile source of trouble

from the moment when the crown devolved
upon the infant son of the Black Prince.

John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster,
attempted to provide for a regency without
reference to the wishes of Parliament. This
design was frustrated, and Parliament
successfully insisted on a share in the nomi-
nations to the Royal Council. But from 1377
to 1381 the government was ]iractically in

the hands of John of Gaunt ; his inefficient

and extravagant conduct and the French
war necessitated burdensome taxation,

which gave the signal for the Peasants'
Revolt. Gaunt was scared into retirement

by the evidence of his unpo]:)ularity which

^ the revolt afforded, and the

. Y king fell into the hands of a

R' h dTl
^3-ction headed by his half-

brothers, the Earls of Kent and
Huntingdon. Another faction no less

formidable gathered head under the king's

uncle, Thomas of Gloucester ; in 1386 it

impeached the Earl of Suffolk, and saddled
the king with a board of eleven advisers
whose functions resembled closely those
of the Ordainers. Richard temporised and
began to make preparations for attacking

3886

his enemies by armed force. His purpose
was forestalled ; he fell into the hands of

the Gloucester faction. A servile Parlia-

ment condemned to death the chief of

Richard's ministers and friends, and the

Gloucester faction continued to control the

administration.

A few months later the king unex-

pectedly a.sserted his authority by declar-

ing himself of age. He dismissed the

obnoxious regents, and appointed a new
council, to which, with sagacious modera-
tion, he called some of those who had been
his o])ponents. Parliament, formerly so

zealous in the service of the opposition,

acquiesced in the overthrow of a form of

government which had been established

by the authority of both Houses, and for

eight years Richard ruled without hin-

drance from his relations and on good
terms with the estates. The explanation
is that he had succeeded in procuring the

support of John of Gaunt, the most for-

midable among his uncles. The court

parties were therefore evenly balanced
;

the natural respect of the Commons for an
hereditary title was under these circum-
stances sufficient to guarantee his position.

_,, ^. , In this position Richard might,
The King s •,,

^
, i_ * With common prudence, have

^ . . continued for the rest of his
^

life. But he chafed against his

dependence, and the fear of conspiracies

affected his mind to the point of madness.
In 1397 he suddenly arrested the heads
of the Gloucester faction ; some were
executed, some imprisoned, and Earl
Thomas himself was murdered in prison
without a trial.

These proceedings, counterbalanced as

they were by profuse grants of dignities to

the Lancastrian faction, were passively
accepted by Parliament, which was care-

fully packed with royal creatures and sur-

rounded by the armed bodyguard of the
king during its proceedings. In a second
session, under constraint of the same
kind, the estates voted to Richard a life

revenue, and made him completely inde-

pendent of their assembly for the future by
sanctioning the appointment of a standing
committee of eighteen members with full

powers to act in the name of Parliament.
The power thus won was used oppres-

sively in many instances. London and
many of the shires were heavily fined on
the charge, true or false, that they had
abetted the king's enemies. The king's

livery was granted to all who would wear



AN UNWORTHY KING: RICHARD RESIGNING CROWN AND SCEPTRE

This illustration, from the water-colour drawing by Sir John Gilbert. R.A., represents ''!« :"°^\'!"'"''^;
\"/„"'°7r^nd

the U e of K ng Richard II. His attempts to govern without a parliament roused the md.grnat.on of h.s P.^OP «• *"d

he opposition under Henry of Lancaster, compelled him to renounce the throne. We here see h.m g.vng up h.s

«3and scVtre. He afterwards signed a statement declaring that he was not worthy to be Icmg any longer.
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it, and was treated as a licence for indis-

criminate purveyances. But Richard was
no tyrant, and the general body of the

nation was long suffering. He might long

have pursued his course of absolutism with
impunity if he had not rashly attempted
to rid himself of the Lancastrians, through
whom he had gained his end. _ He
banished Henry of Here-

ford, the son and heir of

John of Gaunt, without the

semblance of a trial ; and
on the death of the old

duke, in 1399, he confiscated

the Lancastrian estates.

Henry of Hereford was
the most popular member
of the royal house. He
had been a Crusader in

Prussia, he excelled in

knightly exercises, and he

had been treated with

palpable injustice. When,
in July, 1399, he took

advantage of Richard's

absence in Ireland to land

and raise the standard of

rebellion he was joined at

once by numerous ad-

herents ; and Richard
returned only to enter a

captivity in which he

perished mysteriously a

year later. The crown,

which he had resigned in

the hope that his life would
be spared, was claimed by
Henry of Lancaster, and
his right was confirmed by
the three estates. So the

long - dormant right < > f

national election was re-

vived ; the house of Lan-
caster came to the throne
with a title which, how-

the personal and territorial influence of a

few great nobles determined the acts of

Parliament. The Commons had ceased

to be significant by becoming the sharpest

weapon of party warfare.

The reign of Henry IV. was not wholly
untroubled by factions of the old kind,

now the more dangerous because they

,V^^^€
ever they might cloak the

fact, was, and was gener- '""l "f^^" "5*
,t*^''"- . , ,„ , ......

,, ' ., , x u Though no longer on the throne, Richard II. was not altogether Without friends,
ally COnSiaereCl to be, as was shown by 'the endeavour which they made to reinstate him as king. But
TiQrliQTTiAn+Qrx? Vf>\r*ir hctr\ ^^'^ attempt failed, and the failure meant the death not only of the ex-king butpdrnamentdry. i\ever nau „( ^j^ny noblemen who had supported him. The exact manner of Richard's
Parliament interfered so death is not known, but it is supposed that he was murdered in PontefractCastle.

From the drawing by Sir Juhn Gilbert, R.A.often and so decisively as

in the reign of Richard II. It alternately

exalted and "debased the king and his

opponents. There was no department of

the government too important for its

interference, no custom so old that it

might not alter or abolish it. But when
we go beneath the surface of events and
study the influences at work we find that
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were bound up with the claims of various
pretenders. In Cheshire and the Welsh
marches the personality of Richard had
been popular ; in Wales, Owen Glendower
headed a groMdng band of nationalists ; in

the North of England, the Percies and other
families which had been Lancastrian were
alienated from Henry by disappointed



ENGLAND DURING THE HUNDRED YEARS WAR
ambition. An impostor pretending to be
Richard appeared for a time in Scotland

;

the Earl of March, whom Richard had
designated as his heir, had the support of

the Percies and Glendower. Fortunately,

France was paralysed by the feuds of

Th w I h
Burgundians and Armagnacs,

p
^ * * Scotland by a minority and the

• *R*
^

It
capture of the young James I.

by the English in 1405. Hence
the Welsh got little help from France, the

Percies none from Scotland.

The Welsh rising, which began in 1400,
was for a time successful, and Owen
Glendower was actually crowned Prince

of Wales bv his followers in 1402. But,

having formed a coalition with the Percies

to set the Earl of March upon tlie English

throne, Glendower was defeated by the

royal forces at Shrewsbury , in 1403, though
the Percies came to his aid. Harry Percy,
" Hotspur," the life and soul of the

English malcontents, perished in the battle.

His father, Northumberland, failed igno-

miniously in the attempt to raise the north

against the crown in 1404, fled to Scotland,

and was subsequently slain at Bramham
Moor in 1407, when conducting a raid into

Yorkshire. Owen Glendower, although a

thorn in the side of England for some years

longer, failed to carry the war across the

English border. His re-

bellion, which at one

time had made him
master of the princi-

pality, died down by
degrees ; the date of his

death and the place of his

burial are alike unknown.
After 1404 the chief

difficulties of Henry IV.

were caused by Parlia-

ment and by his own son.

The king was personally

unpopular ; his title

clearly rested on the good-

will of the nation. He
had been elected to r( -

form the state of the

country and restore the

rule of law ; but his

government was ex-

pensive, and no brilliant

military achievements

were placed to his credit.

Parliament therefore criticised him freely,

and it might have gone hard with hun

if he had not conciliated the clergy by

helping them to pass the statute De

Haeretico Comburendo, the first perse-

cuting measure in the national history.

In 1404 the Commons clamoured for a
reduction of expense and the dismissal

of foreign favourites. They would grant

a subsidy only on condition of being

allowed to appoint treasurers who should
supervise the expenditure of the sum
voted. In 1406 they demanded " good and
abundant governance," insisted on the

choice of new and more acceptable

counsellors, nominated by a controller of

the royal household, and insisted upon
appointing auditors of their subsidy.

In 141 1 they were induced, perhaps by
the heir apparent, Henry of Monmouth, to

consider the question of setting aside the

king, who was now worn out with sickness.

At this point, however, the king showed
an unexpected spirit, sent for the Speaker

of the Lower House, and intimated that

he would have no novelties dis-
HcnrylV.

^^^^^^ The Commons took the
Rebukes the

^^y^^^^ j^ ^ submissive spirit ;

Commons ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ j^j^ sui)porters

were removed from the Privy Council,

and the king enjoyed some measure of

independence for the remainder of his

reign. But in the years 1 399-1 413 the

chief power in the state had passed from

Crown to Parliament ; the executive had
learned to take the orders

of the Commons, and had
begun to avoid responsi-

bility by adopting sub-

missively the advice of

inexperienced represen-

tatives. The death of

Henry IV.. in 141 3. left

his son and namesake
face to face with domestic

])roblems of no small

difficulty.

The terrible pestilence

known as the Black
Death, which was the

greatest scourge of four-

teenth-century Euroju-,

visited England in 134"^-

1349. ^^^^ O" ^ smaller

THE FATHER OF ENGLISH POETRY scale in subsequcnt years.

Born about the year l:i40, Geoffrey Chaucer Affecting the COUntrV
served the English government in various j;^|rirts almOSt a's
capacities, and had a wide experience of hfe. a 1 S t r 1 C X S a 1 m U b I as

Thefamous'Canterbury Tales 'were written severely aS the tOWUS, It

when he was about fifty-four years of age.
^^^gp^ ^Way from a third

to a half of the total population. It is

probable that a few years restored the

population of the country to the old level

;

but in the meantime many changes of
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a way as to tan the flame. Wyclif£e, an
Oxford doctor of theology, had become
a pubUc character by the mission

which he undertook in 1374 to negotiate

a concordat between the Pope and the

national Church. Subsequently he dis-

tinguished himself by vigorous attacks

upon the practices of the papacy,

which the captivity of Avignon and the

creat schism had discredited in general

far-reaching import had been set on foot.

The passing scarcity of labour accelerated

the rise which had already begun in the

general rate of wages ; increased wages
and restricted cultivation led to a rise in

the prices of agricultural produce, and
against the double evil king and Parlia-

ment sought to provide by legislation.

The Statute of Labourers fixed the maxi-
mum price of the important articles of

food ; it also gave
power to the
justices of the

peace in every
shire to fix the

rates of wages.
Such measures

could not produce
the desired effect,

but they caused
great bitterness of

feeling among
producers and
labourers, since
hired labour was
becoming daily
more essential in

the agricultural

economy of the

nation. Before king henry v. and his queen, Catharine of valois
Tonn ^ho )nrAc r>f

"^^^ ^°" °^ Henry IV., whom he succeeded in 1413, the young king continued the severe
1300 tne lOraS OI poUcy of his father towards the Lollards. Having won by war the regency and succession

manors depended °^ France, he married the Princess Catharine, daughter of the French king, Charles VI.

chiefly upon serf labour for the cultivation

of their demesnes. Since that date it had
become a usual practice to commute
labour services for money payments,
according to the current rate of wages.
These bargains, advantageous to both

parties when first arranged, proved ruinous

to landlords when the rate of wages was
doubled by the plague. Unable to obtain

labour at the rates which were fixed under
the new statute, they conspired with the

labourers to defeat it, but at the same
time sought to reimburse themselves by a

stiicter exaction of the labour services

and dues in money or kind to which they
were still entitled from their serfs. The
two classes of the landless labourers,

oppressed by unjust legislation,

and of the land-holding serfs,

initated by the claims of

masters whom they had ceased
to respect, drew together and formed a
party of considerable size, which was
skilfully knit together by concealed
agitators. The teaching of John Wycliffe,
himself the opposite of a socialist, was
interpreted by popular preachers in such
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Wycliffe

and his

Mission

estimation, by supervising the preparation

of an English Bible, and by sending out

poor preachers to address the people in

homely language on the evils of society

and the necessity for amending them.
Though linked at one time with John of

Gaunt by the tie of their common opposi-

tion to the hierarchy, Wycliffe was definitely

committed to no political party. It was
an abstract doctrine, borrowed from the

scholastics, to the effect that power ceases

to be legitimate when unlawfully used,

which commended the preaching of his

priests to the discontented classes. A
rising of the peasants broke out in

1381 ; the occasion in some places was
supplied by the collection of a poll tax,

which, although graduated, weighed more
heavily upon the poor than upon the rich.

But the area affected by the rising was so

considerable—the whole of East and South-
east England—that we must suppose the

preparations to have been on foot before

the unpopular impost was demanded.
London was forcibly entered by the men
of Hertford, Essex, and Kent ; much
damage was done to the property of John



ENGLAND DURING THE HUNDRED YEARS WAR
of Gaunt, alien merchants, and court
favourites; the primate, Simon Sudbury,
was beheaded on Tower Hill.

But the boldness of the young Richard
II. saved the situation. He induced the

mob to disperse by granting manumission
to the villeins ; the more local ris ngs were
mercilessly crushed with the aid of the
gentry and superior clergy. Parliament
refused to confirm the bargain which
Richard had made with the villeins, both
Lords and Commons protesting that they
would rather all die in one day than lose

their rights. But the alarm which the rising

had produced made landholders readier

to adopt a new method of farming which
was now coming into vogue. They began
to let their demesne lands at a rent to

tenant farmers ; the remaining services of

the villeins were rapidly commuted, and
the class soon acquired the new name of

copyholders. Henceforth the peasant

holding land was practically a freeholder.

His rent was a fixed one, and though he

was still subject to the manor court

the restraints upon his personal liberty

disappeared. Some traces of villeinage

remained in certain parts of the country
as late as the sixteenth century, but Tudor
writers regard it as, for practical purposes,

extinct. The chief disability which clung
to the descendants of villeins was that of

exclusion from the franchise. This was
limited by a statute of 1430, which intro-

duced as a necessary qualification for an
elector in the shires the possession of a
freehold of ten dollars' annual value.

Copyholders, though often men of sub-

stance and education, did not acquire the

franchise ti 1 the great Reform Bill of

the year 1832.

Wycliffe's party survived the suppression

of the villeins' revolt, from which the

reformer entirely dissociated himself,

denouncing the conduct of the peasants

with great freedom. But he fell under the

suspicion of heresy, chiefiy l)ecause, in his

attacks upon the sacerdotal theory, he

was logical y led on to deny the doctrine

of transubstantiation. Condemned at

the Lambeth Council of 1382, he never-

theless remained unmolested as parish

priest at Lutterworth until his death, in

1384. The Lollards, as his followers were

l^ING HENRY V WOOING THE FKniN^H PRINCESS CATHARINE
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called, distinguished themselves in the generally recognised. The chief interest

latter part of Richard's reign by bold of the Lancastrian and Yorkist period is

attacks upon the chief, superstitions and to be found in the gradual breach with

tenets of the mediaeval Church. They had old manners, traditions, and ways of

William Sautre, the first teffPM^' ' *^\

«

*^

Mhli^^Mi Chancer reflects the cos-

victim, burned in 1401, H V^^Hl^^M\fl^BMH "^^pohtanism of cultured

before the statute " De K'^fK^M|^Hj|^|B mediaeval society; he

Haeretico " was passed, HLu^H|^^^^^^M^^H ^1 made free use of French

was followed to the stake Hk^.^^^^BifiHlflii^^Hv.I and Italian models, and
by a number of fellow- king henry vi. of England familiarised the English

believers. In 1414 Sir "" "'\^ *•'^-'°" °^
""""'Z ^n

^"'^
^^'T^ ear with foreign metres.^" •

,
king when only one year old. During his long- j^ . i u- c ^

John OldcaStle, the most minority the government was in the hands -DUt lU fllS ChlCl WOrk,

considerable representa- of the PHvy Coimcii. in the year U7i " The Canterbury Tales,"

five of the sect, formed a ^e was murdered in the Tower of London, ^e is a national poet of

plot to seize Henry V. with a view the best kind. The prologue introduces

to extorting toleration. The plot was us to the members of a pilgrimage on the

detected and suppressed ; the last chance road to Canterburv : the tales which
that the Lollards would become a political foUow are fitted with the art of a

party faded away. There is some evidence dramatist to the ctiaracters of the pilgrims,

all English men and
women, who tell them to

relieve the tedium of the
journey. A genial
humour pervades the
prologue and many of the
tales. Chaucer could be
satirical, but was well

satisfied with the England
which he knew. Lang-
land, an ecclesiastic of

humble station and satur-

nine disposition, wrote his

allegory of Piers Plowman
with a moral object to

illustrate the search of

the religious soul for

Christ and to reprove
the disorders of every
social rank. But his

rough alliterative verse

abounds in sketches of

daily life and in comments upon their

significance, which reveal the patriotic

artist, deeply sympathising with those

whose follies he chastises. In the sense

to show that Lollard con-

gregations evaded their

persecutors and con-

tinued to meet in some
of the eastern counties

till the beginning of the

sixteenth century. How
far the survival served

as a foundation for the

later growth of Protest-

antism remains a matter
of dispute among his-

torians. The fourteenth

century therefore gave
indications of a new
period to come, of im-

pending changes in the

structure of society, in

religious dogma, and in

secular and ecclesiastical the queen of henry vi.

government. It is the Margaret of Anjou, the queen of Henry VI

culminating" period of
was married to that monarch in the yean 445,

mediaeval civilisation ; the seeds of decay
are already implanted. But a century

was to elapse before the time for social

and religious reorganisation became
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that he states the case for the poor and
oppressed he is a democrat. But. hke
WycHffe, he was alti>gether averse from
the wild radicaHsm which found vogue
among the peasant rebels. The last of

Langland's works. " Richard the Rede-
less," is an invective against the mis-

government of Ricliard II.. but is far from
_ ,. , revolutionarv in tone. The

.. „ , autlior makes some excuses
on the Track ,. i i •

i

f H f l^i'^g- '^'^*i expresses a

hope that he may be brought
to sec the error of his ways. The reign of

Henry V. opened inauspiciously with the

consjiiracy of Oldcastle : and although tlii^

alarm which this jiroduced had the effect of

inducing Parliament, hitherto not ill-dis-

posed towards the heretics, to sanction a
more stringent search for them, there was
a widespread feeling of dissatisfaction

with the Church. Towards the king the

Commons showed their independence In-

insisting that the statutes made at their

request should be in conformity with
the petitions submitted to him. Among
the nobles a plot had been formed to

depose Henry in favour of the Earl of

March, Henry's nearest kinsman and the

heir presumptive.
In the midst of these ominous symp-

toms, the king, perhaps with the object
of distracting the popular mind from
criticism of his government and of the
Church, decided to revive his claims
upon the Angevin inheritance. The mad-
ness of Charles \T. and the distracted
state into which France had been
brought by the feuds of Burginidians and
Armagnacs afforded a tempting oppor-
tunity. Offers of a compromise were
rejected at the English court and Hemy
set sail for France, at the head of a small
force, in the summer of 1415. Landing at

Hartleur, he marched, after its capture,
on Calais, in the hope of provoking the
French to a jntched battle. His wish was
gratified, and at Agincourt the English

won a brilliant victory by their

superior skill in archerv and
How the

English Won

conquenng began only m 1417,
when the reduction of Normandy was
methodically undertaken ; Rouen was not
taken until January. 1419. after a siege
of almost six months.

It was an unforeseen event which in

the following year left Henry master of
the greater part of France, the Duke of
Burgundy, in the act of going through a
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reconciliation with the dauphin, who had
espoused the Armagnac side, was foully

murdered at the Bridge of Montereau.
The Burgundians and th« Queen of France
revenged themselves by concluding with
Henry V. the Treaty of Troyes. in 1420.

under which the King of England concluded
a marriage with the Princess Katherine,

became regent in the present, and was
recognised as the heir apparent. A
national jiarty headed by the dauphin
maintained the cause of independence, and
even achieved a victory at Beauge, in 1421.

over an English army. But the stain of

the murder committed at Montereau told

hoa\ily against the future of Charles VII.:

the birth of a son to Henry and Katherine
apjieared to set the seal upon the uniiMi of

England and France ; nor were English
hopes dissipated by the untimely death of

their king, in 1422 at the age of thirty-five.

The success of Henrv \'. had converted
the Commons to a project which, in the

tirst instance, they had viewed with marked
disfavour, but the reaction against the
exjHMiditure which the new conquest
entailed was all the more severe when it

came. The" English did not realise how
_, much the dissensions of France

P**^
'*

. hadcontributed to their success,

P and did not understand that

half the kingdom remained to

be conquered. Their confidence was soon
rudely shaken. The new king was an infant

;

his uncle, Bedford, upon whom the regency
devolved, though a capable statesman and
soldier, was hampered by the intrigues

of his brother, (Gloucester. The English
cause soon began to suffer rexerses.

A quarrel between Philip of I-)urgundy
and Bedford's brother Crloucester had
obHterated the resentments caused bv the
crime of Montereau. Bedford died imiiiedi-

ately after the desertion of Burgundy
was made public. In the hands of his

uncle and brother. Cardinal Beaufort and
the Duke of Gloucester, the tottering
English cause was soon overthrown. An
attempt to purchase peace by the arrange-
ment of a marriage between the young
Henry \T. and Margaret of Anjou, a
kinswoman of Charles \TI., merely excited
discontent in England without conciliating
France. The new queen introduced a new
bitterness into the factions of the court ;

and an alliance between herself and
Beaufort was immediately followed by
the arrest and mysterious death of
Gloucester, in 1447.
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THE WARS OF THE ROSES
AND THE LEGACY OF THE MIDDLE AGES
OEAUFORT outlived his nci)hc\v and
•'-' enemy by only a few days ; hut in

the person of Suffolk the queen found a

new minister through whom to rule ; the

place of Gloucester as head of the opposi-

tion was taken by Richard, Duke of York,

a good administrator and one of the few
generals who had won distinction in the

French wars, but hateful to the queen
because, uniting the claims of two lines

descended from Edward III., he stood

next in succession to her husband. The
king counted for nothing in the govern-

ment ; he was of weak intellect even

before the hereditary taint of madness
became apparent, and left everything to

his wife except that on occasion he
endeavoured without effect to play the

j)art of peacemaker.
York ai:)pears originally to have been

a loyal subject. But there was much in

the conduct of the government which

might legitimately be criti-

cised, and his censures were

none the less j)lainly expressed

because he was excluded from

power. The parliamentary

had proved a total failure
;

the House of Commons was composed of

members returned by corrujH influences

and in the interest of a few great families.

Since these families furnished the members
of the Privy Council, to which every royal

minister was subject, their supremacy was

assured. All business of any consequence,

and much that was trivial, came before the

council for settlement, and was transacted

without method or despatch or technical

knowledge. The result at the best of

times was " lack of governance "
; and

throughout the country life and property

were insecure. Only a change of system

could mend the evil. But the people,

encouraged by the Yorkist party, looked

for individuals on whom to throw the

blame. The queen and her favourites

became the scapegoats of the constitution.

The Corrupt

Condition

of Parliament

a share of

constitution

They cannot indei'd be accpiitted of mis-

managing the war in France. Year by
year ground was lost, and the positions

of the FInglish garrisons, ill-found, ill- fed,

ill-paid, grew more desjjerate. Normandy
was lost piecemeal in 1448-1449, Ciuienne

in 1 45 1 ; even Calais was in danger in

1452. The nation, which had never been

willing to pay for the defence
^"^ '*.

. of these jiossessions, cried out
oun ics m

,^„,^jj^g^ ^j^^ treachery through

which they had been lost.

The first symptom of approaching trouble

was the impeachment of Suffolk by the

House of Commons in 1450. The unpopular

minister was seized by his enemies and
beheaded in mid-Channel while attempting

to esca])e abroad ; immediately afterwards

the south-eastern counties rose in revolt

and, marching uj^on London under the lead

of one Cade, who was not improbably a

Yorkist instrument, demanded that the

Duke of York should be called to ]wwer,

and the queen's favourites dismissed.

Although easily suppressed, this rebellion

influenced the queen's mind against York.

When, in 1452, he made a personal

ajipearance, at the head of an armed force,

to reiterate the demands of Cade, she

answered with fair words ; but the birth

of an heir to the throne in 1453 gave her

courage to attack York as a traitor. It

became for the duke a matter of life and

death that he should assert his right to a

position on the council, and to the office

of protector during the fits of

".°''.
*if madness which had begun to

C.vil War
^^^j^^ ^j^g ^-j^^ ^^ intervals.

Began
j^^^ queen's determination to

exclude him from power made war inevit-

able. It began with the battle of Blore-

heath in 1459, and from that time until

the accession of Henry VH. in 1485 the

crown was in dispute between the rival

houses of York and Lancaster. The

duke found it necessary to assert his

pretensions, and they passed, after the
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YORK AND LANCASTER: THE BEGINNING OF THE WARS OF THE ROSES
The Wars of the Roses, which broke out in the reign of King Henry VI., were one long struggle for the crown of

England between the Houses of York and Lancaster, and derived their name from the incident depicted above.

In the Temple Gardens, in London, the heads of the rival houses met one day, and when the Duke of York plucked

a white rose, calling upon his followers to do the same, the Lancastrian partisans promptly replied by plucking a red rose.

From the picture by Jolin Pettie, K.A.

defeat and death of Richard at Wakefield
in the year 1460, to his son Edward IV.

The war of the White Rose (York) and
the Red (Lancaster) origi-

nated in a conflict of

personal ambitions be-

tween two branches ot

the royal family. From
first to last it was a war
between aristocratic fac-

tions in which the

Commons took as little

part as possible. No
principle was at stake,

nor was the country
divided, as usually hap-
pened in the civil wars
of France and Germany,
upon the lines of racial

or provincial demarca-
tions. Roughly speaking,

the south and south-east

shires held for the
Yorkists, the north and

influence of the great families. The
aristocracy had lost the more imposing *of

the old feudal privileges, but land was
still the great source of

wealth and consideration,

while private ambition
and the troublous state

of the times had pro-

duced a new and bastard
feudalism. The timid and
the ambitious among the
middle and lower classes

assumed the livery of

great lords, whose private

quarrels they pursued in

return for maintenance
against the authority of

the law-courts and the
executive ; thus every
great proprietor could
bring a little army into

the field. To which sideTHE QUEEN OF EDWARD IV. i ^ ,^ ^/l U • •+ J
Elizabeth Woodville, a Lancastrian, was ^^ WOUld bimg it dc-

marned to King Edward IV. in 1464, three peudcd chiefly UpOU the
Wales for the LanCaS- years after he had ascended England's throne, tjgs of blood and the
trians. But to this general rule there were private feuds in which he was entangled,
many local exceptions

; the attitude of Scores of quarrels were fought out under
every district depended upon the territorial cover of the dynastic question.
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The Yorkists succeeded in winning the

passive favour of the commercial classes,

of whose grievances, as of many with far

less foundation, Duke Richard had been
the mouthpiece before

the war broke out. The
accidental circumstance
that Margaret of Anjou
was forced to rely upon
the lawless barons of the

north confirmed the towns
in the prejudice which
they entertained against

her. Yet the Yorkists, if

judged by the character

of their claim, were the

more unconstitutional

party of the two. Richard
and his son demanded,
in effect, that the parlia-

mentary title of Henry
VI. should be set aside in

favour of one which rested

on hereditary right. The
reign of Edward IV. is a
sufficient proof that he
had no respect for con-

stitutional liberties, and
that his own interests were his guiding
star. He was allowed to overthrow the
Lancastrians in the hope that he would
establish a more efficient

government. He did, in

fact, establish a personal

system of rule which
kept the country in a

state of quiet ; but he
did his utmost to destroy
all constitutional guaran-
tees at the same time.

He endeavoured to sub-

stitute a council of

favourites and connec-
tions for one of territorial

magnates. But he did
not create a skilled

executive, and he reduced
the power of the legisla-

ture to a shadow.
The complicated story

of his fortunes after

supporter, and with Clarence, his brother

and the heir-presumptive. These rebels

overthrew their master by forming a

coalition with the fugitive Lancastrian
queen and with Louis XL
of Fiance in 1470. But
Edward recovered his

position with the aid of

Charles the Rash, the

Duke of Burgundy, to

whom it was of vital

importance that French
inrtuence should not reign

sui)reme in the country
from which the weavers
of Flanders derived their

raw material. Henry VI.

was taken and put to

death ; Warwick ended
his days on the hard
fought field of Barnet

;

Margaret's son, the young
Prince Edward, was taken
after a victory over his

mother's forces at Tew-
kesbury, and put to

death upon the field
;

Margaret herself fled to

[lassed the remainder
Clarence, spared for

KING EDWARD IV. OF ENGLAND
He was the son of Richard, Duke of York,

and was crowned king in 14<il. One of his

military triumphs was in 1471, when he occupied
London and defeated and killed Warwick at

Barnet ; but his reig^n was a disappointment

France, where she

of her days in exile.

THE UNFORTUNATE EDWARD V.

a time in consideration of his treachery
to Warwick, was secretly

executed some years later,

in 1478. From 1471 to

1483 Edward ruled with-
out a rival. The most
notable event of his reign,

after the destruction of

the premature consti-

tutionalism initiated by
the Lancastrians, was the
conclusion of the long
strife with France which
Henry V. had revived

I with such disastrous con-
sequences. Edward held
fast by the Burgundian
alliance. But he refused
to entangle himself deeply
in the schemes of Charles
the Rash for the dis-ui iiiit iiuLLmfS) iiiLci inc. \ji\ffjK.iuL\H.itt. tiuwAKu V. tne Kasn lor tne flis-

1460 is not worth tracing '^'^^ boy king reigned for only three months, niembermeut of France
in /-lof'iU TJr. ,1'^- /-v^,,.r,ic.r1 ^'^ uncle usurped the throne, and shortly

, . n u ^i '

in detail. He was crowned "" """^ "^'"p^'" "'^ ^"''°"^' """ ^'^"'•"y

in 1461, annihilated the fui king, Edward v.. was, with his brother, English claim on France
Lancastrian army
Towton a few weeks later, and made
himself master of his rival's person. Eight
years later he was expelled in consequence
of quarrels with Warwick, his ablest
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after his accession as Richard III., the right- '^^'^^^ e\entually SOld the
5 brother,

at cruelly put to death in the Tower of London, for a rOUlld SUm of mOUCV.
This bargain, concluded at Pecquigiiy

in 1473, marks the close of the mediaeval
stage in English foreign policy : it is an
unconscious concession to the new national
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BOY PRISONERS IN THE TOWER: EDWARD V. AND THE DUKE OF YORK
We have represented a pathetic episode of Eng:lish history. Imprisoned in the Tower of London by their uncle, Richard

III., the rightful king, Edward V., and his brother, the Duke of York, seemed to understand the awful fate which awaited
them, and they have been described as " clinging together in the vain hope of finding comfort in each other's embraces."

F.uni llie paiiitmii l.y Paul DcUruclic in tlie Louvre. Paris

spirit made by the least national of kings.

In domestic government the tyranny of

Edward serves to bridge a period of

transition. He broke with the traditions

of the past, but he left it to a representative

of the rival house to lay the foundations
of the future. An ill-judged love-marriage
with Elizabeth Woodville had caused his

temporary expulsion ; and after his death
the Woodville connection was fatal to

his children.

On the death of Edward, in 1483, his

brother Richard of Gloucester, who had
taken up the feud of Clarence with the
Woodvilles, seized his two nephews, in

whose name their mother and her relations

hoped to rule, and in 1483 either put the
boys to death or spirited them away.
Parliament was induced to declare the
children of Edward illegitimate and to
accept the claim of Gloucester, who was
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crowned as Richard III. But he held the

crown for barely two ^-ears. The public

conscience, though hardened by a long
series of political crimes and iudicial

murders, revolted against Richard's cul-

minating atrocity. He became a mark for

the intrigues of every ambitious schemer,
although he bought the friendship of the
Woodville interest by offering to marry
his niece Elizabeth. Buckingham failed

to overthrow his form^er friend and
master in 1484; but Henry Tudor, a
representative in the female line of the
claim derived from John of Gaunt, the
progenitor of the Lancastrians, proved
more successful. Deserted by his most
popular supporters, Richard fell before

this new rival at the battle of Bosworth
Field. The Tudor was crowned on the
battlefield as Henry VII. ; and parliament
and the nation acquiesced in the title thus



THE WARS OF THE ROSES

irregularly asserted. A marriage between
the new king and Elizabeth .of York
blended the White Rose with the Red.
The country drew a deep breath of satis-

faction at this omen of a lasting settle-

ment. Twenty-live years of strife had
created a longing for peace and ordered
government which was one of the strongest

forces in English politics for many years

to come.
The hereditary claim of Henry VII. was

of the slightest kind. His mother, Mar-
garet Beaufort, was a descendant of John
of Gaunt ; on the paternal side he could

claim as ancestors only a line of Welsh
squires. His grandfather, Owen Tudor,
had married the widow of Henry V., but
was not otherwise distinguished ; the

family had acquired the earldom of Rich-

mond only in his father's time. Henry
owed his strongest claim to the Act of

Parliament which decreed that the inherit-

ance of the crown should rest in King
Henry VH. and the heirs of his body. He
fortified his position by a marriage with

Elizabeth of York, the daughter of

Edward IV. But the early years of the

reign were disturbed by plots in favour
of Yorkist candidates, among whom two
laid claim to be prmces of the blood. A
certain Lambert Simnel won the support
of the Irish in 1487 by alleging himself to

be Edward of Warwick, the son of the

ill-stari'ed Clarence.

Between 1402 and 14Q9 more serious

trouble was caused by a Flemish youth,

one Perkin Warbeck, who passed as

Richard, the second son of Edward TV.,

and claimed that he had escaped when
his elder brother was murdered by
Richard III. Warbcck was supported by
Margaret of York, the sister of Edward IV.,

and Dowager Duchess of Burgundy. He
was received at the court of Scotland,

married a kinswoman of James IV., and
received promises of Scottish assistance.

Each of these pretenders invaded England,
and it would have gone hardly with the

new king if he had not in each case defeated

the pretender at the first encounter. The

THE MURDER OF THE TWO SONS OF EDWARD IV. IN THE TOWER OF LONDON
At midnight, as the brothers were sleeping together, the two miscreants hired for the deed entered their chamber and
stifled them as they lay. Richard HI. gained little by his wickedness, as he held the throne for barely two years.
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great families connected with the Yorkist
line, and all classes in the North of England,
merely awaited a favourable ojij^ortunity

to revolt. Of these, however, and of other
possible claimants, Henry freed himself in

good time. Simnel ended his days as a
scullion in the royal kitchen ; Warbeck,
at first imprisoned in the Tower, was
afterwards executed in consequence of an
attempted escape. His fate was shared by
his fellow-captive, the true Edward of

Warwick. The two De la Poles, cousins
of Edward IV., saved themselves by
fhght in 1 50 1, a number of their kinsmen
and friends were executed in 1502, and

England kept only Calais, a port valuable
indeed for purposes of trade and for

the command of the narrow seas, but a
poor satisfaction for some four centuries

of warfare and diplomacy. In the reign

of Edward IV. the English were almost
cured of their continental ambitions.

Others, however, had yet to be developed.
The discovery of the New World was only
beginning, and England was far from
being the first of the nations to realise the

prizes which might be won in America, in

Africa, in the Far East.

If we turn from foreign ]iolicy to

the consideration of domestic institutions

THE WIDOW OF EDWARD IV. PARTING WITH HER SON, THE DUKE OF YORK
The fate of this unfortunate young prince is pictured on the two preceding pages. In this illustration we see the
queen-mother grief stricken at her parting from her younger son, the Duke of York, who was then only nine years of age.

Hrom IllB painlini; l)y I'lulip A. Calderon. k..\.

under these altered circumstances the
Tudor cause seemed reasonably secure.
At the close of the Middle Ages we may

pause for a moment to ask what was the
legacy which they bequeathed to modern
England. From many points of view the
period 1066 -1485 had been either sterile

or disastrous. The foreign policy of the
Norman and Plantagenet kings had been
directed towards schemes of continental
empire which were too great for the
resources of their island dominions, espe-
cially when a growing national feeling in

France brought all classes to the support
of the Valois monarchy. In 1485, of all

the possessions which she had won abroad,
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the outlook in 1485 is brighter. The
Lancastrian period had completed the
parliamentary constitution, which was
first outlined by Simon de Montfort and
Edward I. In the fifteenth century it

was understood that the power of
imposing taxes, other than the ancient
and customary dues of the crown, lay
exclusively with parliament. Henry IV.
had been compelled to admit that a money
Bill must originate in the House of Com-
mons. So, again, the right to petition
had become the right to present Bills for
the royal approval ; the crown might
reject them, but might not introduce
unauthorised amendments. During the
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Wars of the Roses the responsibihty of

ministers to Parhament had been asserted

by both parties ; the formidable proce-

dures of impeachment and attainder had

taken shape as weapons to be used against

the complaisant tools of arbitrary power.

Finally, the n-hi "t buth Umi.es to perfect

AND HENRY VII.TWO ENGLISH KINGS: RICHARD III

The former of these kings, Richard III., was a younger brother of Edward IV., and how he

established himself on the throne of England has already been described. He was succeeded

by Henry VII., after the battle of Bosworth, in U^.'i, whose reign lasted till his death in l.'iOil.

freedom of debate had been admitted by
the crown. But. on the other hand, the

growth of Parliament had been premature.

The tw^o Houses had proved themselves

capable of obstructing government ; they

had done nothing to increase the efhciency

of the executive. The members of the

Lower House showed neither capacitv for

rule nor independence of judgment.
Parliament was Yorkist or Lancastrian,

according to the fortune of war, and con-

sistent in nothing but the readiness with
which it f:)roscribed the beaten party of

the momenl.
Elections were seldom fairlv conducted

in [he fifteenth century. Where intimida-

tion and corrupt influence failed to return

the candidate of a local magnate, the
sheriff could usually lie suborned to make
a false return. The Commons had repre-

sented the private interests of the great

houses. There was now a hope that

better days might come. The baronage
emerged from the Wars of the Roses with
shattered fortunes and prestige, while the
crown was enriched by three successive

sets of confiscations, those of the Lan-
castrians, of the Yorkists, and of the new-
Tudor sovereign. But for the time being

the nation had ceased to reverence Parlia-

ment ; the new wealth and influence of

the crown was used to keep the national

assembly in a state of weakness and

humility. For a century after this date

Parliament was rarely allowed an oppor-

tniiitv of dictating; "the conditions of a

grant, or of offer-

ing an indepen-
dent criticism
upon royal policy.

The constitu-
tionalists of the

Stuart period were
the first to appeal
consistently and
with success to

t h e precedents

of parliamentary
sovereigntv which
the reign of
Henry IV.
happily a^orded.
Turning from

the legislature to

the executive we
find that the case

was even worse.

The great offices

of state, the
Privy Council, which controlled them, were
archaic in constitution, and ill-adapted

for the tasks imposed upon them. A new
distribution of duties, more perfect organi-

sation, the replacement of high-born but
inexperienced magnates by energetic but
expert statesmen—such were the crying
needs of the central government. The
local administration, which Henry IL
had made the most scientific of his age,

was now totally inadequate to satisfy

the requirements of the community. It

was imperative to create new officials

in the place of the sheriffs, who had so long
iulfilied with equal inefficiency the various
functions of the tax-collector, the magis-
trate, and the captain of militia ; nor would

any system be successful

which did not give the
landowners, the national
leaders of public opinion . an

interest and a share in maintaining the
public peace. In the towns the trammels
which the guild system had imposed upon
all kinds of industrv could no longer be
defended. Whateveradvantages the guilds
had once secured for the community by
their inspection of goods, by their regulation
of wages and the conditions of labour, by

England's Need
of Better

Administration



THE WARS OF THE ROSES

The Decline

of Po\vcr

of the Clergy

their encouragement of local industry

through the maintenance of a local mono-
poly, they were now more mischievous than

useful. If the whole constitution of lay

society stood in need of reform, the Church

had suffered no less from the growth of

slackness at headquarters, and in every
department, from the failure of the clergy

to maintain their former
position as the pioneers of

intellectual progress and the

censors of national morality.

The inmates of the monasteries were no
longer zealous in their work. They
may not have been so slack as the
Protestants of the next generations con-

tended ; but monasticism was no longer

respected as serving any useful purpose.

Popular liberality had almost ceased to

flow in the direction of religious houses.

and the wealth which they had derived

from the piety of past generations was
grudged to them by the laymen of the

fifteenth century. The preaching friars

were not so obviously useless as the

monks ; but even the friars had lost their

high ideals, and earned their subsistence

by flattering a contemptuous populace.

The bishops were for the most part

engrossed in politics ; nominated either

by the king or the

Pope, they seldom
owed their rank

to any fitness for

its religious
duties. The re-

action against

Lollardry had
made them
staunch sup-
porters of the

papacy, which, in

the time of

Grosseteste, they

had been inclined

to criticise. Con-

scious of the slight

hold which the}

possessed upon
the respect of the the queen-consorts
laitV theV sought Anne of Warwick was the queen of Richard 1 1 1. , and Elizabeth of York, daughter of Edward

/^' •' ,1° IV was married to Henry VII. in 14SG, their wedding taking place at Westminster Abbey.
to improve their < .>

^
^

themselves, they were less a source of

danger to society than the aristocracies of

France and Germany. The privileges of

nobility were in England comparatively

few, and the younger sons of a great house

were, in the eyes of the law, but simple

commoners ; on the other hand, a writ
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upon the actions of the Church courts,

the intolerable multiphcation of ecclesias-

tical dues, the idle and careless lives of the

secular clergy. The springs and sources of

religious idealism were running dry ;
if

they could not be reopened it was certain

that the Church would cease to be of any
value or significance. Men would look

elsewhere for guidance ; they would shake

off the weight of a system which no longer

possessed any charm or authority.

There were, however, latent in society

the seeds of a new and better order, and
the IMiddle Ages produced in England some
abiding results of value and importance.

Within a hundred years from the battle

of Senlac the fusion of the Norman ruling

class with the native population was
complete. The centralisation of the

Angevins broke down the barriers of pre-

juclice and custom and privilege which had

separated province from province and class

from class. Patriotism became intense

in every rank of society ; and in the four-

teenth century the substitution of English

for French as the common language of

social intercourse bore witness to the

growth of a national individuality.

Grasping and unscrupulous as the

barons of the Lancastrian period showed

OF TWO ENGLISH KINGS

position by leaning on the support of Rome
or of the crown. And, although Lollardry

had been silenced. Lollard congregations

still met in secret. Copies of Wycliffe's
" Wicket " were widely circulated, and his

teaching added point to the criticisms,

which the merest commonsense suggested,
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of summons to the House of Lords could

be issued at the pleasure of the crown to

any subject, and carried with it nobility

of rank. Thus, although custom gave to the

House of Lordsaprei)onderant influence in

the legislature and the larger half of places

in the Privy Council, it was possible to

recruit that chamber from time to time with

the ablest and most influential

members of the middle class
;

The Two
Houses of

Parliament
and in the House of Commons
were to be found many knights

of the shire whose pride of l)irth was hardly

less than that of the peers. There was no

inseparable gulf between the two Houses,

and they were capable upon occasion of

pursuing a common policy.

Respect for the law and the officers of

the law was another hopeful feature

of society. English law had developed

steadily and without a break from the

accession of Henry II. ; the great legis?

lative measures of that sovereign and of

Edward I. were supplemented by the

evolution of an elatx)rate case-law in the

royal courts. The legal treatise attributed

to Glanville, but more probably the

work of Hubert W'alter, which was written

between 1187 and 1189, is a proof that

the reduction of precedents to order had
even then begun. Bracton, writing in the

years 1250-1258, compiled mainly from
recorded cases his " Tractatus de f.egibus,"

a manual of legal ])rinciples, which was
for generations the standard authority.

In his hands and that of later exponents,
such as Britton about 1291, and Littleton

in 1475, the common law became scientific

without becoming tainted to any appre-
ciable degree with the theories of civilians

and canonists. Uncouth in terminologv,
abounding in archaisms, and so intricate

that it could barely be mastered by the

study of a hfetime, it was still regarded
with pride as a national heritage, and
was. on the whole, well adajited to the
needs of the nation by which it had been

Th L developed. The judges and the
.. J., lawyers of the English courtsAbove King ^,

, T c .
-„^ D. * acted, at the worst of times,and rarty

, , , , . '

as a check upon royal despotism
and feudal lawlessness. The personal
intervention of the crown in matters of

justice was a thing of the past. Edward IV.
once sat in the King's Bench for three
successive days ; but this was noted as a
surprising occurrence, and it is not re-

corded that he ventured to take a personal
part in the proceedings. In the sixteenth
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century the doctrine that the king could

not lawfully interfere with justice became
rooted in the common law.

Again we have to remark that the

intellectual revival of the fifteenth century

found a ready welcome upon English soil.

Already before this time the nation had
shown the promise of great things in

literature, in science and philosophy.

Among the vernacular poets of the

Middle Ages the first place indeed belongs

to those of Italy ; but Chaucer and
Langland are inferior only to Dante and
to Petrarch. The Franciscan Roger Bacon
—whose " Opus Majus," " Opus Minus,"

and " Opus Tertiiim " (1267-1271) ranged
over the whole field of the known sciences

—is the greatest of those inquirers into

Nature who took the Aristotelian treatises

at their starting point, and in his protest

against the blind acceptance of authority

he struck a note which is echoed by his

more famous namesake of the seventeenth

century. Among the great scholastics

Alexander of Hales. Duns Scotus, and
Occam hold a foremost place, and
represent the subtlest forms of mediaeval

_ , , metaphvsics. The Lancastrian
Development j \r ' \ j.

• j x

-J,
... and Yorkist periods cannot

L •

t

''^

? boast thinkers of such power
and briUiance. But the lawyer

Fortescue (1394-1476), the translator

Caxton (1491), who is better remembered
as the founder of the first English

printing-press, and Sir Thomas Malory,
the compiler of the " Morte d'Arthur " in

1485, gave an impetus to the develop-

ment of English prose. The poetic tradi-

tion was handed on by Gower, Lj'dgate,

and Hoccleve. By the middle of the
century the English scholar was already a
familiar figure in the class-rooms of the
great Italian humanists, and the library

which Bishop Gray of Ely, one of the
earliest of these pioneers, bequeathed to

Balliol College, Oxford, bears witness to
the new direction which the studies of
the universities were taking.

Early in the reign of Henry VII. the
foundation of Greek studies was laid in

Oxford by the teaching of William Grocyn
and Thomas Linacre. The new learning
was still subordinate to the study of

theology, but was rapidly acquiring an
independent interest and value. The re-

vival of an active impulse towards religious

reformation followed as a natural conse-
quence from the teaching of these two
scholars, of their pupils More and Colet,
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and of their Dutch colleague Erasmus,

who came to Oxford in the year 149S.

Lastly, vve may notice the beginnings of

an economic revolution which, though
incidentally productive of distress and
discontent, was to increase the wealth of

English society, and to give the industrial

and commercial classes an importance far

greater than they had hitherto
gricu urc

possessed. Agriculture was still
ihc Source i,

^
r ,,1 ,1

f W ith
mam source oi wealth, the

landlord the most important
member of the community. But sheep-

farming was now more profitable than
tillage. The rapidity with which arable

Imd was converted into pasture at the

close of the century is a proof that the

demand for wool, the staple English export,

had increased and was expected to increase

still further. The wool trade, which before

the time of Edward III. had been mainly
in the hands of foreigners, was now almost
monopolised by Englishmen ; and when
Edward IV. granted privileges to the
Hanse merchants in 1474, he did so on con-
dition that the ports of the Baltic should
be opened to English traders. The chief

claim of the Yorkists to popularity had
been that by their foreign policy, and to
some extent by their legislation, they
aimed at the development of trade. The
merchant class was a ]iower with which the
most autocratic sovereign was bound to
reckon.

To improve his position was the one
object which the king pursued through a
reign of twenty-four years. In his domestic
policy he improved upon the example of
the Yorkists, aiming, like them, at the
establishment of an autocracy based upon
middle-class support, but pursuing this
end with greater skill and caution. He
took for his ministers ecclesiastics and
men of humble origin upon whose devotion
he could count implicitly. He devoted
his main care to finance.' By heavy fines
imposed upon suspected nobles, by de-

How the
nianding benevolences" from

King Amassed ''7^t^;y individuals, by, the

Treasure ^^'^ ^^ privileges, by the un-
scrupulous exploitation of the

law courts, and by strict enforcement of his
feudal rights, he amassed a considerable
treasure without demanding frequent sub-
sidies. There was too much unrest in the
country to permit of regular taxation. In
1488 and 1497 attempts to collect a tax
which Parliament had voted were followed
by local risings

; and although the rebels
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were easily defeated, the king took the

double lesson to heart. His forbearance

was lewarded by emancipation from
parliamentary control ; only once in the

last thirteen years of his reign was it

necessary for him to meet the House of

Commons.
This policy was not resented. The

king's exactions led to loud complaints
from the victims, but the immediate
burden fell upon the wealthy few. The
Commons were more anxious to be
protected than ambitious of a voice in

determining the royal policy. The king
gave them what they desired. He used
the jurisdiction of the Privy Council
to stamp out the practices of livery and
maintenance through which the r.ohles

had become a terror to their soci.J

inferiors. In spite of pretenders and
rebellions his reign was one of security

and j^eace. His legislation is commended
by the high authority of Lord Bacon,
but it was in administration that the king
excelled. The two best known measures
which were enacted in his reign, though
important in their consequences, are by
c - , no means elaborate. One of
ouccessful ,1 • 1 1 ii J

n- ,
these m 1495 provided that no

Diplomacy , ij ^^ i. r

of He VII
^^^^ should mcur the guilt of

treason by obedience to the
king de /ado ; the other, passed in 1487, fixed
the comj)osition and powers of the Star
Chamber, a judicial body in close connec-
tion with the Privy Council, and designed
to exercise the council's jurisdiction for

the punishment of powerful offenders.

The diplomacy of Henry VII. was both
subtle and successful. He came to the
throne at a time when the three great
powers of the Continent, Spain, France,
and the Empire, were on the point of

opening a long conflict, in which the
traditions of the medit-eval state system
were cast to the winds, and territorial

aggrandisement became the sole aim of
enterprising sovereigns. Though remote
from Italy, which soon became the main
theatre of strife, Henry held a strategic
position of some value within striking
distance of France and of the Netherlands :

the power of England, while much inferior
to that of the three states already men-
tioned, was consequently deemed sufficient
to turn the balance in favour of any side
which she espoused. Without committing
himself too deeply, Henry sold his friend-
ship dear, pressed every advantage, and
was seldom outwitted in a bargain'.



THE BROTHERS CABOT LEAVING BRISTOL ON A VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY
In the month of May, 14'.)7, John and Sebastian Cabot sailed from the port of Bristol on a voyage of discovery. In the
hope of reaching China, the ships steered north-west, and in this way Nova Scotia and Newfoundland were discovered.

From tile paintiiii^ by Ernest Board by tlie artist's permission

From Philip, the Archduke of Flanders,

he obtained, in 1496, the treaty known as

the " Magnus Intercursus," which secured

freedom of trade for English merchants
and closed the Netherlands against English

rebels. In 1506 the archduke, having been
accidentally driven ashore on the English

coast, was detained until he granted
further privileges so damaging to Flemish
trade that the new agreement was called

by his subjects the " Mains Intercursus."

From Ferdinand of Aragon. the father-

in-law of the archduke, Henry obtained

a still more valuable concession. In 1=501"

the Princess Katharine of Aragon was
given in marriage to Arthur, the heir of

the English throne. The prince died in

the following year,, but Katharine was
then betrothed, with her father's consent,

to the future Henry VIII. In this way the

Tudors established themselves upon an
equal footing with the older dynasties of

Europe, and secured a powerful ally.

Friendship with Spain and Burgundy was
the sheet-anchor of the foreign policy of

Henry VII. But after 1492 he contrived

to avoid hostilities with France, the chief

enemy of his allies. At the king's death,

in 1509, England, though still a power of

the second rank, was universally courted

and regarded as the arbiter of European
politics. Not less skilfully had Henry
conducted his dealings with the com-
mercial powers, Venice, Portugal, and
the Hanse towns, from all of whom he
demanded reciprocity of privilege.

The great position which he had won was
diligently used on behalf of English trade,

although, with characteristic caution, he
gave but slight encouragement to the

great explorers of the period whose
discoveries were to revolutionise the

economic state of Europe. The voyage of

the Cabots in 1497, which brought them
within sight of North America, was under-

taken with the sanction and protection of

the king. The expedition sailed from
Bristol, and in 1498 the Cabots received

permission to engage English vessels for

a second voyage. But a present of $50
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England's

Relations with

Scotland

was the most substantial aid which the

bold Venetians received from the king.

Henry was in accord with his subjects

on the subject of the explorations. The
time had not yet come for Englishmen
to show an active interest in the New

World. Short-sighted in this

respect,Henry gave, in a busi-

ness of a different character,

an exhibition of exceptional

sagacity. He it was who brought about

the close connection of the Tudors with

the Stuart dynasty of Scotland. In spite

of the friendshi}) between Edward III. and
David Bruce, the subsequent relations of

their kingdoms had been the reverse of

friendly. French dij)lomacy and the raids

of the borderers of both nations had kept

alive the ill-feeling kindled by the war of

independence. In the latter stages of the

Hundred Years War the troops of Scotland

shared the fortunes of more than one
pitched battle with their French allies.

James IV. proved himself, after Bos-
worth, a loyal friend to the defeated

Yorkists. Instead of avenging the in-

juries suffered in the past, Henry took
the surest means of averting future

collisions. He arranged in 1498, and
brought to a conclusion four years later,

a marriage between James and his eldest

daughter, Margaret. The advisers of

Henry expressed doubts as to the policy

of a match which might have the ultimate
effect of placing a Scot upon the English
throne. The king, however, ridiculed

their fears. The greater power, he said,

would always draw the less ; union would
never redound to the hurt of England.
The peace with Scotland which he desired
was not to be secured for many years to
come. Still, Henry may be fairly credited
with the first project, since the time of

Edward I., for a peaceful union of

the kingdoms. With the question of

Ireland he dealt in an astute but less

satisfactory manner. The English party

had steadily lost ground in the island

since the time of John, and in the reign

of Edward III. the home government
had definitely abandoned all hope of

controlling the country outside the Pale,

the district in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Dublin. The statute of

Kilkenny in 1366 drew a sharp line

between the inhabitants of the Pale and
the remainder of the population, pro-

viding that the former were to live by
English law, and forgo the use of the

Irish language, but leaving the latter to

their own devices. The statute had
failed to atta.ch the Pale to England ; and
outside the Pale the settlers had sunk to

the level of the natives among whom they
lived. Occasionally a vigorous governor,

such as Richard of York, acquired a per-

sonal ascendancy, but the Irish Yorkists

were even more trouble to the first Tudor
than those who hated English authority

in any shape or form. After vain ex-

periments in the direction of firm govern-
ment, Henry VII. adopted the plan of

setting Irishmen to govern Ireland, with
the result that the country remained in

a state of anarchy, but ceased to trouble

England. Before, however, this autonomy,
if so it may be called, was

/* *r. . r granted, the parliament of them a State of V^ , i j , ^ , 1 •

. . Pale had been mduced in 1494
y ^^ p^^^ ^ statute known as

Poynings' Law, which was of more import-
ance in after ages than at the time when it

was first enacted. This law provided that

no Bill should be laid before the Irish

parliament without the consent of the
English Privy Council. H. W. C. Davis
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SCOTLAND IN THE MIDDLE AGES
ITS LONG STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE
THE DAYS OF BRUCE AND WALLACE

DEFORE Saxons and Angles invaded theO island of Great Britain the Keltic or

Pictish population of the northern portion

were never brought into subjection by
the Romans to the same extent as in the

southern portion. The Wall of Hadrian,
roughly corresponding to the later boun-
dary between the English and Scottish

kingdoms, marks the limit of the con-

tinuous effective occupation, though
Roman legions marched into the moun-
tains of Caledonia and maintained out-

posts as far as the Forth and the Wall of

Antonine. As to the native tribes, it

would seem that Brythonic Kelts held the

Lowlands and Gaelic Kelts the Western
Highlands, while it is uncertain whether
the Picts, who occupied the rest of the

north, were Kelts or a pre-Aryan race.

In any case, the Picts were ultimately

assimilated by their Keltic neighbours.

The Scots, who in later days
here t e

^^^^ their name to the whole,
*^° *

as the Angles did to Eng-
ame rom

j^^^^^ were Gaelic Kelts who
migrated from Ireland. The invasion

of the Angles brought the eastern

portion of the Lowlands under Teu-
tonic dominion, the Kelts being driven

either over the Forth or westwards into

Galloway. Thus, the North of England
and the South of Scotland were divided

into Western Keltic Strathclyde, with

Cumbria, and Eastern Anglian North-

umbria. The Scottish kingdom, first

known as Dalriada, corresponding roughly

to Argvleshire, became united first with

the Pictish kingdom as the kingdom of

Alban, the crown remaining with the

Scots dynasty, under Kenneth McAlpin,

in 844. Meanwhile, both Picts and Scots

hadreceived Christianity from St. Columba
and his missionaries, but, like Northumbria,
transferred their allegiance to Rome.
By this time the Northmen and Danes

were already establishing themselves in the
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far north and the western islands, and very
sooi obtained the supremacy in North-
umbiia. King Alfred of Wessex conceding
them the Danelaw. His son, Edward the

Elder, making common cause with the kings

of Strathclyde and Alban against the Danes,

.
is stated very questionably

cot^an s ^^ i^g^^g ^ggj^ owned by them
Relations With n r ,-, j i^„ 1 >» xu
_ as father and lord —the
"^ ^^

original basis of the En-zlish

claim to suzerainty over the Scots kingdom.
Soon afterwards, the crown of Strathclyde

also passed by election to a member of

the royal house of Alban.

The relations between England, Alban,
and Strathclyde remain exceedingly con-

fused and disputable ; but it is stated that

Edgar the Peaceful at the close of the

century ceded the Lothians to Kenneth of

Alban as his vassal. More definitely assured

is the fact that some years later, as a result

of hostilities in the north , the Earl of North-
umbria ceded the Lothians to Malcolm of

Alban, to whom t-he crown of Strathclyde

had already passed. Thus, the kingdom
of Scotland was already in being.

Malcolm was succeeded by Duncan, who
was displaced and killed by Macbeth,
who was in turn displaced and killed by
Malcolm III., shortly before the conquest
of England by William of Normandy.
The key to the relations between England
and Scotland lies in the claim of the kings

of England to suzerainty over Scotland,

based on the English records, and the

claims of the Scots kings to Southern as

well as Northern Northumbria,
Refugees ^^^ ^^ Southern as well as
*' '^^ r^""' Northern Strathclvde — i.e.,
of Scotland

(3^^bria. Neither "claim was
ever made continuously effective. With
this Malcolm III., "Big-Head"

—

Cean
Mohr,ov Canmore, to use the familiar form
of his nick-name— the historical fogs

of earlier centuries begin to clear away.
The Atheling Edgar, heir of the house of



SCHEMING FOR A THRONE : MACBETH INSTRUCTING THE MURDERERS
Acquiring a claim to the Scottish throne through his wife Gruoch, the granddaughter of King Kenneth II., Macbeth
determined to wear the crown. But to do this he had first of all to get rid of King Duncan. Tradition says the pair
plotted the murder of that sovereign, and carried out the crime near Elgin in 1040. Macbeth then succeeded to the
throne, but in the year lO."!" he was defeated and killed by Duncan's son, Malcolm, at Lumphanan in Aberdeenshire.

From the water-colour drawing by George Cattermole, in South Kensington Museum

Cerdic, fled with his sisters to the Scots
king's court ; one of them, known in

Scottish history? as St. Margaret, Malcolm
married. Their daughter, Edith, married
Henry I. of England, and from her all

subsequent kings and queens of England
descended, except Stephen. Scotland was
drawn aiiogether into closer relations

with the southern country : the Lowlands,
with a population mainly of Angles and
Danes, became the progressive part of the
country, in touch with the movement of

European civilisation. Anglo-Norman

Th D* t A
^^^o"^ acquire fiefs in Scot-

e ispu e
jg^j^^j^ ^Yie Scots kings hold

Scots*Ki° s
^3-ronies in England, notably

"*^*
the earldom of Huntingdon.

They do homage to the English kings, but
the Scots never admit that the homage
was for Scotland ; in the Scottish view, it

was only lor the English baronies. Evi-
dence on the point is inconclusive ; but
quite certainly whatever allegiance was
professed, it was held of very little account.

Meanwhile, the mountaineers held aloof,

taking no part in the " Sassenach " de-
velopment, and holding by their Keltic
clan system, while the south became
feudalised more or less on the Norman
model. In the extreme north and in the
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isles, the Northmen had so thoroughly
planted themselves that Caithness and
Sutherland and the Hebrides belonged to

the Norwegian rather than to the Scottish

kingdom. It was not till the middle of the
thirteenth century was past that the
Norwegian power was finally broken by
Alexander III., at the battle of Largs, and a
subsequent treaty ended Norway's claim
to the lordship of Caithness and the isles.

To follow the details more closely :

Malcolm espoused the cause of the Athel-
ing against the usurpation of William,
and raided Northunibria ; Williarn, in

return, marched into Scotland, whereupon
Malcolm did homage to him of some sort.

Much the same thing happened in the time
of Rufus ; but Malcolm was again raiding
England when he was ambushed and killed

at Alnv/ick. Then came a chaos of con-
tests between his sons for the crown.
Finally Edgar was established by the aid
of Rufus. When Edgar died he had to
recognise the distinction between the old
kingdom, of Alban and the provinces of

Lothian and Strathclyde ; his brother,
Alexander I., became king, but another
brother, David, with the title of Earl, was
virtual lord of the Lowlands. The earl

succeeded his brother as King David L,
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and it was in his reign that the kingdom
of Scotland took upon it the character
of being primarily the Anglo-Norman
kingdom of the Lowlands, claiming, and
more or less maintaining, a suzerainty
over the Highlands, but developing on its

own lines. David's marriage with the
daughter of Waltheof, son of Si ward of

Northumbria, brought sundry great Eng-
lish earldoms into his hands ; while in

his reign the Anglo-Norman Bruces and
Balliols and Fitzalans, progenitors of the
house of Stewart, appear with others as

barons of Scotland as well as of England.
David made war upon England, chiefly

in the character of a loyal liege-subject of

the Empress Maud, who was claiming the
throne in opposition to Stephen. In spite

of the great defeat at Northallerton, known
as the Battle of the Standard, David was
able to strengthen his position greatly,

and his reign was marked by great advance
in the organisation of his kingdom.
David was followed by two successive

grandsons—Malcolm IV., called the
" Maiden," and William the Lion. William
took the opportunit}'' of invading England

when the sons of Henry 11. were in revolt

against their father ; but he was taken
prisoner by an accident, with the result

that he was forced to sign the Treaty of

Falaise, which definitely converted the

Scots kingdom into a fief of the English

crown. The rights thus acquired, how-
ever, were sold back a few years later on
the accession of Coeur-de-Lion to the

English throne : Richard was prepared
to sell anything to get money for the

Crusades, so the period of un-
Indepcndcnce

questioned legal sub] ection of
of the Church
in Scotland

Scotland to the Plantagenets

was brief. Even during that

period William managed to secure the

Scottish Church from English domination
by appealing to the Pope, with whom
Henry II. could not afford to quarrel after

the murder of Becket.

Under William's son and grandson,
Alexander II. and III., Scotland prospered
and acquired an unprecedented unity.

Both kings followed, in the main, the

policy of avoiding collisions with England.
The father established a much more
pronoun-^ i ; -1,1}) over the Western

THE TRIAL OF THE GREAT SCOTTISH HERO. SIR WILLIAM WALLACE
On the roll of Scottish heroes there is no name dearer to the national heart than that of Sir William Wallace. He
stood by his harassed country at a critical period in her history, and fought the English with courage and determination.
At the battle of Stirling Bridge, in 1297, he gained a great victory for Scotland. Betrayed into the hands of Edward I.

of England, he was taken to London, put on trial in Westminster Hall, and eventually executed at Smithfield.
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Highlands and over Caithness. The son,
" The Tamer of the Ravens," finally put an
end to the claims of King Haakon of Norway
at the battle of Largs. At an earlier stage,

he had successfully evaded an attempt of

the English king, Henry HI., to beguile him
into doing homage for Scotland. His death
by accident in 1286 heralded a new era.

Alexander had thirteen successors be-

fore the crowns of England and Scotland

were united in 1603. The first was his

grand-daughter "Shiv-

garet, a little girl who
died before she had
well reached her

kingdom, on the

voyage from Nor-
way. The next was
the pupj)et John
Balliol, set up and
knocked down again

by Edward L of Eng-
land. Then, in 1306,
Robert Bruce got

himself crowned, and
gradually won back
the independence ol

Scotland. When he
died, in 1329, his heir

was six years old.

From that time till

Queen Mary fled from
her rebellious sub-
jects to an English
prison, leaving an
infant son as King
James VL, only two
grown men succeeded
to the throne ; the
rest were all under
twelve except one,
and five died by
violence. That bare
statement is enough the Wallace monument at
to show that there This imposing memorial to Scotland's national herOoncrrxT r^cict-^n^^stands m a district teeming with historic associations It g'^J leblbldlice.
was never any Chance consists of a Scottish baronial tower, two hundred "feet Balliol was Stirred
of establishing a ''L^''- T*"^

heraldic arms of Sir WiUiam Wallace are
'"'^^'^^

,
^"^^ biuieu

v,oi.a,.jii3iiiiig a above the gateway, and his famous sword may also be seen Up tO klck agaiUStstrong central p^otoch™,.. phoio •

^^^ -^^^^ Edward
government. A desperate struggle for promptly declared his fief of Scotland
independence against a country incom- forfeited under feudal law, and took
parably wealthier and more populous, possession. His consummate military skill
and in political organisation the fore- and his superior forces were not to be gain-
most state m the world, was followed by a said. But no hand less mighty than his
long period of internecine rivalries be- own could hold down the defiance of an

made the development of a highly orgail-

ised body politic a sheer impossibility.

Yet the anarchical forces failed to break
the state in pieces, partly at least, we
cannot doubt, because the strenuous
independence of the national character,
vaunting the thistle as its appropriate
national emblem, never had the chance of

being enervated by luxury.
The death of the Maid of Norway gave

Edward his opportunity. Alexander had
no other descendants.
The law was not clear

as to the inheritance
of the crown. The
barons, with the
higher clergy, ap-
pealed to the King
of England to arbi-

trate. Edward was
willing, if barons and
claimants would ac-

knowledge the Eng-
lish suzerainty. The
claimants and many
other barons were
already barons of

England as well as

of Scotland; they
accepted the terms.
In the practice of

English feudal law
John Balliol's claim
was the best, and
judgment was given
in his favour. But
when it was realised

that Edward meant
his suzerainty to be
very thoroughly re-

cognised in fact as

well as in form,
uneasy acquiescence

STIRLING was changed into

tween great houses, emulated by their
lesser neighbours, all of whom had a
common determination to resist control,
and were ready to unite only in defyifig
Enghsh aggression. Such conditions
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angry people, though the barons played
fast and loose.

Whenever Edward's back was turned
there were successful insurrections; for
a time, William Wallace almost cleared
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the English out of the land. Edward
returned and struck hard—so hard that

he expected no more resistance. Yet
Robert Bruce, grandson of Balliol's old

rival claimant, resolved to strike for a,

crown. Having seized it,

he became the champion
of national independence.
Once more Edward
marched north, but death
took him before he could

set foot on Scottish soil.

Year by year, while his

son Edward II. quarrelled

with his barons in Eng-
land, Bruce and his pala-

dins, Douglas and Ran-
dolph, wrested Scotland,

fortress by fortress, from
the grip of the English.

At last Edward II.

marched north at the

head of the most splendid

English armament that

had ever taken the field,

to redeem his dominion
and his honour, and lost

both irretrievably in the

overwhelming rout of

Bannockburn. For the

rest of his reign the

Scots, not the English,

were the aggressors,

ravaging the north ot

England in perpetual

raids. A year after his

death the independence
of Scotland was formally

acknowledged at the

Peace of Northampton.
King Robert passed
away in 1329, his great

work accomplished.
The able regency of

Randolph, Earl of Moray,
on behalf of the six-year

old King David II. was
all too brief. Then came
an attempt at restoring

the Balliols, with two
notable battles at Dup- ^-^e Wallace bXATUE
plin Moor and Halidon This colossal bronze statue of Wallace in the
YT-ii TV '^ I A ^^^ °f wielding his sword stands in a niche
XluL UaVlQWaS snippea of the tower shown on the preceding page.

off to France. The Scots \-<|^>"i

would not submit to Balliol. Then
Edward III. became absorbed in his

great French war, and after that no
serious attempt at an English conquest

of Scotland was made again. But

from this time Scotland and France
remained in close alliance. Whenever
England was at war with France she had
to reckon on Scottish invasions, and some-
times on Scottish contingents in French

. armies. A Scots invasion

was repulsed at Neville's

Cross in the same year as

Crecy. Seventy-five years

later the English met
their shrewdest defeat

on French soil at the

hands of a force mostly
of Scots, at Beauge.
When Henry VIII. in-

vaded Picardy, James IV.

led an army of invading
Scots to its own destruc-

tion on Flodden Field.

Until Queen Mary, the

eighteen-year-old widow
of a French king, returned
from France to Scotland
in the reign of Elizabeth,

the " Auld Alliance " was
an eternal clog on Eng-
land in her dealings with
France and in her designs

on Scotland. Similarly,

English rebels and pre-

tenders, from the time of

Henry IV. to the days of

Perkin Warbeck, found
frequent refuge and en-

couragement in Scotland.

When David II. died

he was succeeded by the

Fitzalan Robert II., the

Steward or Stewart,

David's nephew ; and so

began the line of Stewart
kings. Neither in his

reign, nor in that of his

son John, re - named
Robert III. for luck, did

Scotland enjoy strong

rule. When Robert III.

died, his son James I.

was a boy of eleven, a

prisoner in the hands of

the King of England,
Henry IV. Some years

later he went to France
with Henry V., but was

released by the regency which followed that

king's death, and returned to Scotland with

Jane Beaufort as his queen. He is dis-

tinguished as one of the few kings who have

earned an indubitable title to the name of
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poet. Meanwhile, Scotland had suffered

under the regency of his uncle and cousin,

successive Dukes of Albany, whose rule,

however, was signalised by the overthrow

at the battle of Harlaw in 141 1 of an attempt

on the part of the Lord of the Isles to

throw off, if not himself to usurp, the
" Saxon" domination. James had a hard

task in the struggle to reduce the turbulent

baronage to order and introduce the

elements of a stable system of rule. A
measure of success attended his efforts,

but irritated members of the baronage

accomplished his murder.
The accession of the child James II.

meant another regency, with a normal

age treated him much as Edward II. had
been treated, hanged his favourites, took

the field against him, and killed him at

Sauchie Burn.
His son, James IV., was nearer his

majority than most of the Stewart kings

of Scotland. Possessed of many of the

royal qualities which his father lacked, and
of brilliant accomplishments, he enjoyed

also in a high degree the gift of popularity.

Moreover, he was ambitious to raise the

whole status of his kingdom. Notably,

he devoted much attention to increasing

the naval strength of Scotland. The newly
established Tudor dynasty in England was
decidedlv anxious to establish a new era

^R"^
THE CAPTURE OF BRUGES WIFE AND DAUGHTER AT TAIN

After the battle near Methven, in Perthshire, in the early days of Bruce's struggles against England, many Scottish
nobles were executed. Bruce's wife and daughter Marjory were seized in the sanctuary of St. Duthac at Tain, and
ware held prisoners in England for eight years, while the knights who were in attendance upon them were put to death.

accompaniment of murders, with varying
degress of pretence at a judicial character.

J ames gave promise of vigour and capacity,
if also of violence, but was killed at the
age of twenty-nine by the explosion of a
cannon. The reign of James III. began,
as usual, with a long minority. When the
king came of age matters were hardly
bettered by the reign of favourites. As
prince of a well-ordered state, James III.

might have left a fair record as a patron
of art and literature ; but he was wholly
unfitted for a position in which a clear
head, a strong hand, and a resolute will

were imperatively demanded. His baron-
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of friendly relations, and in spite of his

active support of Perkin Warbeck, the

diplomacy of Henry VII. secured James
as the husband of his eldest daughter
Margaret, whereby, when the offspring of

Henry VIII. failed, a hundred years later,

the King of Scotland became the legitimate

successor of Elizabeth on the English
throne. But capable though James IV.

was—and it seemed during his reign that

there was far better prospect than there had
been before, except in the reign of James I.,

since Bruce's day, of the Scots kingdom
being consolidated into a powerful state

—

he was still too prone to yield his better



A GROUP OF SCOTTISH KINGS FROM MACBETH TO JAMES V.
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THE MURDER OF KING JAMES I. OF SCOTLAND
After his long captivity in England, King James I. was permitted to return to Scotland with his bride, and for thirteen
years he proved an able and wise ruler. In this illustration the artist depicts his unhappy end. On February 20th,
14:{7, he fell a victim to the plots of his kinsman, the Duke of Athole, being murdered at Perth. There were, it is said,
sixteen wounds on his breast alone, while the queen received two wounds in endeavouring to shield her husband.

Kroni the pir.tiire by John Opie, R.A., ill tlie Art Gallery of the C.irpor.itMii ..I I.f>ndon

THE EVE OF FLODDEN : JAMES IV. HOLDING A COUNCIL OF WAR
The battle of Flodden, fought on September 9th, 1.513, between armies of Scotland and England, ended dis-
astrously for the former country Takmg advantage of the absence in France of the English king, James IV. of
bcotland crossed the Tweed with a large following and ravaged the country. An English army marched to meet the
beets, and m the illustration we see James holding a council of war, to the advice of which he turned a deaf ear.

From the picture byjj. Fald. R.S.A.
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BLACK AGNES DEFENDING THE CASTLE OF DUNBAR AND REPULSING THE ENGLISH
The great fortress of Dunbar was attacked by the EngUsh, under the Earl of Salisbury, in 1239. In the absence of

the governor, the Earl of March, his wife, known as Black Agnes, defended the castle and drove back its assailants.

judgment to the impulse or caprice of the

moment. And so, when Henry VIII.

invaded France, and he, on behalf of the

Auld Alliance, invaded England, he flung

away almost certain victory, descended

from a nearly unassailable position on

Flodden Ridge to fight the English on

even terms, and lost his life in the most

disastrous of Scottish battles, in which the

tremendous death-roll robbed Scotland of

the best material on which her hopes
depended. And Scotland was left once

more with a baby king, and to the miseries

of a prolonged and incompetent regency,

complicated by the fact that the queen-

mother was a sister of the King of England,

with all her brother's passion for matri-

monial variety. Arthur D. Innes
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OBERT RUCETfie

AndVS/mat he did for Scotland
BY

^^'^mM SIR WALTLTl SCOTT ^^^
EMARKABLE in many things, there was this almost peculiar

to Robert Bruce, that his life was divided into three distinct

parts, which could scarcely be considered as belonging to

the same individual. His youth was thoughtless, hasty,

and fickle, and from the moment he began to appear in

public life until the slaughter of the Red Comyn and his

final assumption of the crown, he appeared to have entertained no
certain purpose beyond that of shifting with the shifting tide, like the

other barons around him, ready, like them, to enter into hasty plans for

the liberation of Scotland from the English yoke ; but equally prompt
to submit to the overwhelming power of Edward. Again, in a short but
very active period of his life, he displayed the utmost steadiness, firmness.

and constancy, sustaining, with unabated patience and determination,
the loss of battles, the death of friends, the disappointment of hopes, and
an uninterrupted series of disasters, on which scarce a ray of hope
appeared to brighten This term of suffering e.xtended from the field of

JMethven-wood till his return to Scotland from the island of Rathlin,
after which time his career, whenever he was himself personally engaged,
was almost uniformly successful, even till he obtained the object of his

wishes—the secure possession of an independent throne.

When these things are considered, we shall find reason to conclude
that the misfortunes of the second or suffering period of Bruce's life had
taught him lessons of constancy, of prudence, and of moderation, which
were unknown to his early years, and tamed the hot and impetuous fire

which his temper, like that of his brother Edward, naturally possessed.
He never permitted the injuries of Edward I. (although three brothers
had been cruelly executed by that monarch's orders) to provoke him to

measures of retaliation ; and his generous conduct to the prisoners at

Bannockburn, as well as elsewhere, reflected equal honour on his sagacity
and humanity. His manly spirit of chivalry was best evinced by a
circumstance which happened in Ireland, where, when pursued by a
superior force of English, he halted and off'ered battle at disadvantage,
rather than abandon a poor washerwoman, who had been taken with the
pains of labour.

Rotert Bruce's personal accomplishments in war stood so high that he
was universally esteemed one of the three best knights of Europe during
that martial age, and gave many proofs of personal prowess. His
achievements seem amply to vindicate this high estimation, since tlu-

three Highlanders slain in the retreat from Dairy, and Sir Henry de
Bohun, killed by his hand in front of the English army, evince the
valorous knight, as the plans of his campaigns e.xhibit the prudent and
sagacious leader. The Bruce's skill in the military art was of the
highest order ; and in his " testament," as it is called, he bequeathed a
legacy to his countrymen, which, had they known how to avail them-
selves of it, would have saved them the loss of many a bloody day.

If, however, his precepts could not save the Scottish nation from
military losses, his e.xample taught them to support the consequences
with unshaken constancy. It is, indeed, to the example of this prince,
ind to the events of a reign so dear td Scotland, that we can distiiictU
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trace that animated love of country which has been ever since so strong

a characteristic of North Britons that it has been sometimes supposed to

limit their affect ons and services so exclusively within the limits of

their countrymen as to render that partiality a reproach which liberally

exercised is subject for praise. In the day of Alexander III. and his

predecessors the various tribes whom these kings commanded were

d'vided from each other by language and manners
;

it was only by

residing within the same common country that they were forced into

some sort of connection : but after Bruce's death we find little more
mention of Scots, Galwegians, Picts, Saxons, or Strathclyde Britons.

They had all, with the exception of the Highlanders, merged into the

single denomination of Scots, and spoke generally the Anglo-Scottish

language.

This great change had. been produced by the melting down of all petty

distinctions and domestic differences in the crucible of necessity. In the

wars with England all districts of the country had been equally

oppressed, and almost all had been equally distinguished in combating

and repelling the common enemy. There was scarce a district of

Scotland that had not seen Bruce's banner displayed, and had not sent

forth brave men to support it ; and so extensive were the kina;'s

wanderings, so numerous his travels, so strongly were felt the calls on

wliich men were summoned from all quarters to support him, that petty

distinTfions were abolished ; and the state which, consisting of a variety

of half-independent tribes, resembled an ill-constructed faggot, was now
consolidated into one strong and inseparable stem, and deserved the

name of a kingdom.

It is true that the great distinction between the Saxon and Gaelic

races in dress, speech, and manner still separated the Highlander from

liis Lowland neighbour, but even this leading hne of separation was

considerably softened and broken in upon during the civil wars and the

reign of Robert Bruce.

But the principal consolidating effect of this long struggle lay in the

union which it had a tendency to accomplish between the higher and

inferior orders. The barons and knights had, as we have before

remarked, lost in a great measure the habit of considering themselves

as members of any particular kingdom, or subjects of any particular

king, longer than while they held fiefs within his jurisdiction.

These loose relations between the nobles and their followers were

altered and drawn more tight when the effect of long-continued war,

repeated defeats, undaunted renewal of efforts, and final attainment of

success, bound such leaders as Douglas, Randolph, and Stewart to their

warriors, and their warriors to them. The faithful brotherhood which

mutual dangers and mutual conquests created between the leader and

the followers on the one hand, betwixt the king and the barons on the

other—the consciousness of a mutual object which overcame all othei

considerations, and caused them to look upon themselves as men united

in one common interest—taught them at the same time the universal

duty of all ranks to their common country, and the sentiments so

spiritedly expressed by Barbour, the venerable biographer of Bruce

himself

:

Ah, freedom is a noble thing
;

Freedom makes men to have liking

To man all solace freedom gives
;

He lives at ease who freely lives
;

And he that aye has lived free

May not well know the misery.

The wrath, the hate, the spite, and all

That's compass'd in the name of thrall.

Scotl's History of Scotland.

^%i
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STATUE OF SCOTLAND'S DELIVERER, KING ROBERT THE BRUCE, AT STIRLING
This memorial of Scotland's great kingr, Robert the Bruce, which was erected in 1877 by public subscription, stands
on the Castle Esplanade at Stirling. The famous warrior king is represented as a knight of the highest rank, clad
in the fighting armour of the period, and in the act of sheathing his sword after victory. The figure is nearly eleven
feet high and is looking in the direction of Bannockburn, the scene of Bruce's great triumph over the English in 1314.

STIRLING CASTLE : ONE OF SCOTLAND'S GREATEST STRONGHOLDS
Standing on a rocky eminence that rises 220 feet above the plain, Stirling Castle is one of the most picturesque and
historic buildings in all Scotland. It is believed that even before the dawn of national history a stronghold stood on
this commanding position. In the ninth and tenth centuries Stirling Castle figured in the semi-mythical battles between
north and south, while it played an important part in subsequent history, and within its walls kings lived and died.
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THE LAST PUBLIC ACT OF KING ROBERT BRUCE
Conferring a charter upon the citizens of Edinburgh
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MARRIAGE PROCESSION OF JAMES IV. AND MARGARET TUDOR AT EDINBURGH, 1603
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'NEWS OF FLODDEN"; AFTER THE DEFEAT OF THE SCOTS IN THE YEAR 1513
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WESTERN
EUROPE IN
THE MIDDLE

AGES

DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE
NATIONS :

BRITISH ISLES
VIII

BEGINNINGS OF IRISH HISTORY
THE COUNTRY UNDER ENGLISH RULE

IN Ireland the Keltic population remained
* free from any kind of foreign dominion
far longer than in the sister island. There
the Roman made no attempt to establish

his sway ; Saxons and x-Vngles found enough
to attract them in the territory which
they converted into England. The early
" history " of Hibernia is too palpably
imaginative, her heroes too legendary, to

permit the extraction of much solid fact.

But this much is clear, that when Christ-

ianity had been spread through the island by
St. Patrick, she became a great missionary
centre. From Ireland St. Columba and his

disciples went forth to convert the Kelts

and Picts of Alban and the Angles of

Northumbria ; although, when the Roman
and Keltic Churches coUided, it was to

Rome that the victory fell.

When the Northmen began those piratical

expeditions, which presently assumed a
_ colonising character, they went

further afield than their Saxon
predecessors, took possession of

harbours on the east coast of

Ireland, and set up petty kingdoms. The
Kelts were divided into septs or clans.

How far they all owed allegiance to one
king is not clear ; but each sept held by
its own chief, the Tanist or successor to

the chieftainship, who was elected from
the same family. The septs were, at any
rate, not sufficiently united to offer orga-

nised resistance to the Danes till Brian

Boroimhe combined them, forced the North-

men to restrict themselves to their coastal

settlements, won recognition as king of all

Ireland, and broke up the last Danish inva-

sion at the battle of Clontarf in 1014. After

that the Danish settlers showed their cha-

racteristic capacity for assimilating them-
selves with the surrounding population.

But the great deeds of Brian Boroimhe
failed to secure permanent unity. The
land fell apart into separate kingdoms,

alternately exercising a precarious supre-

macy over their neighbours much as the

ID

Ireland

kings of Kent or Northumbria or Mercia
had claimed a general overlordship in

England. And when Henry of Anjou,
duke or count of half the provinces of

France, became Henry II., King of Eng-
land, he began to cherish vague ideas of

, . . „. , adding Ireland to his dominions.
Irish King S T3 ^ r ^ u 4.

. . By way of prelimmary, he got

to E 1 d
*^^ authorisation of the English
Pope, Adrian TV., for the pro-

ject, since the Keltic Church was regarded
as rebellious, if not heretical, by the papacy.
Henry, however, would probably never
have found time to organise a conquest on
his own account ; it was Irish dissensions

that opened a door for him. Dermot, king
of Leinster, was hard put to it in a quarrel

with a neighbour whose wife he had
abducted ; he appealed to Henry for aid.

Henry permitted sundry adventurous
but impecunious barons to take up
Dermot's cause—notably Richard de Clare,

called Strongbow, various Fitzgeralds,

Fitzurses, De Burghs, and others. Dermot
was duly restored, and rewarded the

Normans with baronies. Strongbow him-
self married Dermot's daughter, and was
recognised as his heir. Then Henry him-
self appeared on the scene ; the Normans,
already his liegemen, acknowledged his

suzerainty, and the native princes in general

were constrained to do the like. The clergy

made submission to the Roman authority.

Henry added " Lord of Ireland " to his

titles—the theory being that the country
had been assigned to him by the Pope

—

and left a Norman " Justiciar " to represent

.- the royal authority, and to
^j""^

.
' establish within the Norman

"f I 1 d
districts of Leinster, called "the
Pale," a system of government

based on that which Henry was organising

in England. The Norman baronage was
not limited to the Pale—a district roughly
covering a semicircle of some four counties

with the city of Dublin as its centre ; the

Geraldine or Kildare territories extended
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considerably south and west, while the

Desmond branch of the same house was
established in Munster, and the Butlers of

Ormond occupied intervening territory.

The De Burghs in Connaught became
Burkes, and the Fitzurses translated their

name into the Irish equivalent M'Mahon.
The north remained entirely and the

west mainly Keltic ; but outside the Pale

the Normans became, as the saying was,

"more Irish than the Irish themselves."

Within the Pale, English and feudal

law was upheld; outside it the native
" Brehon " law
prevailed in

defiance of Eng-
lishry and feudal-

ism ; but neither

within the Pale

nor without was
there any disposi-

tion on the part

of magnates or

population t o

pay superfluous

respect to any
law at all.

For nearly two
hundred years no
English king set

foot in Ireland,

nor was there

even the begin-

ning of a concep-
tion of loyalty to

the Eng 1 i s h
government. In
the reign, of
Edward II., after

the English had
been fairly driven
out of Scotland,
Edward Bruce,
brother of King
Robert, went
near to wresting
Ireland from English rule and securing
the crown of Ireland for himself ; but
the attempt ultimately collapsed^ owing
to the incapacity of the Irish clans for

acting continuously in unison. The Pale
and the rest of Ireland were increasingly
antagonistic. In the reign of Edward III.,

under the governorship of his son Lionel
of Clarence, the statute of Kilkenny for-

bade intermarriage, the recognition of

Irish law, or the adoption by the English
of Irish customs ; birth in England was
made a condition of holding government
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appointments. The law was impossible
to enforce effectively, but intensified

racial hostilities. As "Deputies," Roger
Mortimer, the grandson of Lionel of

Clarence, and his grandson Richard of

York, father of Edward IV., succeeded
in making the House of York so far

popular in Ireland that the country
became Yorkist in the Wars of the Roses,
took up the cause of Lambert Simnel,

and started Perkin Warbeck on his career

as a Yorkist Pretender. The diplomatic
Henry VII., however, conciliated the

great Earl of Kil-

dare, who, except
during a brief

interval, was
Deputy during
most of the reign,.

on the principle

that " since all

Ireland could not
rule this man, this

man had better

^\i Tr^*3?' \ xu ^^^ ^^ Ireland."

-'^^^^ ¥.k \^V^^ But the interval

itself forms a
notable epoch in

Irish history.

Kildare's very
doubtful loyalty

caused the tem-
porary appoint-

ment of Sir
Edward Poynings
as Deputy— the
nominal Governor
being the infant

Prince Henry

—

and " Poynings'
Law" established

the system of

government for

Ireland which
prevailed for
nearly three cen-

turies. Ireland was to have its parlia-

ment ; but the initiation of all legislation,

was reserved to the king and the
English Privy Council.

Henry VII. was by no means un-
successful in the policy of conciliating

the Irish magnates and ruling through
them ; but the policy was followed by his

successors only for brief intervals, alternat-

ing with prolonged periods of desultory
rigour, which produced neither goodwill
nor thorough subjection.

A. D. Innes

SIEGE OF WATERFORD
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